1. Introduction
There is a long lasting debate on the entanglement of space and time in cognition. One linguistic context that appears to be well suited to researching this problem is the domain of prepositional expressions of distance because they are articulated both in spatial and temporal terms. However, spatial and temporal uses of prepositions seem to form a sort of semantic amalgamation. One plausible way to find more information about the spatial-temporal relations in prepositions is to gather tangible data from linguistic corpora. The following research report demonstrates how frequently space and time occur in prepositional phrases used to express spatial distance in the British National Corpus.

2. Methodology
This research employs the British National Corpus (henceforth, the BNC), which is a 100 million word collection of samples of written and spoken contemporary British English from a wide range of texts, genres, and registers (see www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk for more information). It examines distance in the sense of topographical distance, i.e. conceptualizations of geographical distance that separates one point from another in physical space. The research is restricted to examining expressions specifying absolute distance, i.e. one denoted in (spatial or temporal) units, e.g. “fifteen miles from York” or “fifteen minutes from York”. Although expressing distance in absolute terms is a basic way of specifying spatial extents, expressions of distance in space are not limited to information explicitly conveyed by spatial terms. However, the aim of this research is not to examine the entirety of ways used for denoting...
spatial distance in language, but to observe a general proportion between space and time in prepositional phrases used to express the topographical distance.

The scope of this report is limited to fifteen prepositions commonly used to express spatial relations: across, ahead, along, apart, away, behind, between, beyond, from, off, over, through, to, towards, and within. All prepositions included in this set happen to express temporal relations, as well. Although some of the selected prepositions were regarded in traditional grammars as adverbs, a recent comprehensive grammar of English classifies them as prepositions. The search for representations of the topographical distance in spatial and temporal terms in the BNC was executed using the following lexical pattern:

**Quantifier + Spatial or Temporal Unit + Spatial Preposition**

In the above pattern, the quantifier is either a cardinal number or a determinative used with countable nouns, e.g. a, an, few, many, several, some, etc. Cardinal numbers are easily identifiable in the BNC thanks to part-of-speech annotation, which marks all cardinal numbers, spelled both in words and digits, with the `<CRD>` tag included in the basic C5 tagset of the corpus. The use of quantifier raises precision of corpus queries by essentially eliminating irrelevant matches sharing the above pattern by coincidence. Units of space measurement selected for analysis include both metric and imperial units typically used in the U.K., also in their American variants of spelling, i.e. kilometre (kilometer), metre (meter), mile, and yard. Units of time measurement include those that are typically used to express distance in space in terms of duration, i.e. minutes, hours, and days. It is noteworthy that for the preposition within a slightly modified pattern, with the preposition put first, was used in queries.

3. Queries

This research is based on the BNC World edition published in 2001. The corpus was searched with SlopeQ, a part-of-speech-sensitive concordancer with support for proximity queries. The number of returned results was set to the maximum of 10000 (available via “Paging” option). All queries were implemented with the default value of 0 for SLOP factor (available via “Slop” option). The “Preserve order” option was set to “yes”. A single asterisk (*) replaces any number of characters, e.g. [yard*] substitutes for “yard, yards, yardstick, etc.” A vertical bar or pipe (|) symbol stands for logical AND, which enables executing multiple queries in a single line. For example, the query [way to|from] substitutes for two separate queries “way to” and “way from”.

The following queries were used:

For spatial units

`[<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some kilometre*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* across]`

`[<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some kilometre*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* ahead]`

`[<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some kilometre*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* along]`

`[<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some kilometre*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* apart]`

---


For temporal units:

<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days along
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days apart
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days away
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days behind
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days between
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days beyond
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days from
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days off
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days over
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days through
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days to
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days towards
[within <CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days]

Implementation of corpus queries based on regular expression syntax enables anyone interested in attesting or expanding this study to further probe the results under the same research conditions.

4. Concordances
A listing of concordance lines retrieved from the BNC with the above queries follows. Queries are presented on yellow background. Results recognized as valid representations of topographical distance are marked with green background. Results recognized as coincidental matches are marked with blue background.
### FOR TEMPORAL UNITS

| across | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days across}\) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 4. I would catch a bus on my regular weekend pilgrimage to my Pop's house, an hour across the city. | 150 days across five counties The Fox had preyed on women and some men in what was | Over a period of | the EC although the number of months over which the 48-hour limit should | Capline System, a 3-metre diameter line that carries about 700 000 barrels a day across the centre of the country. | with the twelve ton roller accellerating fast to nearly six miles an hour across the field... | called Ashworth, he were bit of a coal merchant, I remember him shouting one day across to somebody, I backed a winner. | Poured on to the plane, alone, Burton was humped for thirteen hours across the Atlantic, assuaged by alcohol; stopped over for a few drinks in |  | | |
| 1. Over a period of | the Fox had preyed on women and some men in what was | the EC although the number of months over which the 48-hour limit should | | | | | | | | |
| 2. reached agreement in principle on introducing a maximum working week of | 48 hours across the EC although the number of months over which the 48-hour limit should | | | | | | | | |
| 3. Capline System, a 3-metre diameter line that carries about 700 000 barrels a day across the centre of the country. | | | | | | | | | |
| 5. with the twelve ton roller accellerating fast to nearly six miles | | | | | | | | | |
| 6. called Ashworth, he were bit of a coal merchant, I remember him shouting | one day across to somebody, I backed a winner. | | | | | | | | |
| 7. Poured on to the plane, alone, Burton was humped for thirteen hours across the Atlantic, assuaged by alcohol; stopped over for a few drinks in | | | | | | | | | |

### ahead

| ahead | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) | \(<\text{CRD}>\text{a|an|few|many|several|some minute*|hour*|day|days ahead}\) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 11. | Support it is now | 10 minutes ahead | he muttered With any luck, I should overtake him this time. | | | | | | |
| 2. | Book | 14 days ahead | and stay over a Saturday night. | | | | | | |
| 3. | Thus no meteorologist would attempt to forecast the weather 2 or | 3 days ahead | without using a mathematical model based on observations from all around the | | | | | | |
| 4. | Mr Cockett said warning of high tides were available | 36 hours ahead | | | | | | | |
| 5. | Your EAT is now | 8 minutes ahead | | | | | | | |
| 6. | This can be done | a day ahead | | | | | | | |
| 7. | A spicy lifesaver, it is especially delicious if made | a day ahead | and reheated next day. | | | | | | |
| 8. | If preferred the lemon treacle tart can be completely cooked | a day ahead | and reheated gently just before serving. | | | | | | |
| 9. | I've been awake all night and I've got a hell of | a day ahead | , meetings from morning till night. | | | | | | |
| 10. | My favourite jam is rhubarb and ginger, which needs to be started | a day ahead | | | | | | | |
| 12. | such as many hours ahead as er Austra Au Australia, I mean, they're | eleven hours ahead | | | | | | | |
| 13. | could never expect things to last, after all, could not plan more than a | few days ahead | | | | | | | |
| 14. | But that time must yet remain a | few days ahead | , while everywhere lay in the throes of a natural disaster — the | | | | | |
in one second, and it still takes minutes to produce a forecast for a few days ahead. KRG

as weather are extraordinarily difficult to predict in detail, more than a few hours ahead. AMS

When I arrived ten minutes before her at one stop advance means a few minutes ahead as well as two months I found that two ladies in wheelchairs had ADK

Passengers must book four days ahead. AHU

found a Hampshire petrol station selling sandwiches with an eat-bydate four days ahead. CH1

Because it's about the afternoon there you see, it's not such as many hours ahead as er Austra Au Australia, I mean, they're eleven hours ahead. KP8

— not a success as I had forgotten to resent for French time one hour ahead — many comments about my parentage. HRT

correlated with the aftershocks from the quake, predicting the shocks six minutes ahead at the end B7G

to a festival, the Spartans could not march before the full moon, still some days ahead. G3C

Rally Of Indonesia… after four days and 400 kilometres they were ten minutes ahead on the clock, Short castled on the queenside and began a pawn advance AKM

— not a success as I had forgotten to resent for French time one hour ahead — many comments about my parentage. HRT

correlated with the aftershocks from the quake, predicting the shocks six minutes ahead at the end B7G

to a festival, the Spartans could not march before the full moon, still some days ahead. G3C

Rally Of Indonesia… after four days and 400 kilometres they were ten minutes ahead on the clock, Short castled on the queenside and began a pawn advance AKM

I cook rice two or three hours ahead and, to reheat it, pour a kettle of boiling water over the rice in a ED9

Quinn set off fifteen minutes before me but arrived in Kensington three minutes ahead CAM

There were probably as good as two hours ahead when he would be among company, among conversation, in the throng, the H9G

along

an hour along the coast on The Trembler is Ile Rousse, a more manageable town than Calvi CH1

Just five minutes along the main road from Cadenabbia, to the rear, the hotel has pretty ECF

They had been driving northwards from Copenhagen for half an hour along the beach road when Rune posed the question. HA5

Many can be reached only by walking, for several days along precarious footpaths and they may be cut off half the year by snow. JNF

One second I had been speeding at fifty miles a ribbon of uninterrupted concrete; the next, to the wide-eyed amusement of CJD

by a crowded express train from Paddington travelling at a hundred miles the Great Western line near Swindon. K1U

was fined a hundred and twenty pounds for speeding at a hundred miles the M5. K22

So if you were caught speeding at 90 miles the M4 in Wiltshire your fine would calculate something like this K22

has been filmed driving at speeds of more than a hundred and fifty miles a motorway. K25

for the coast and on calmer days when the wind abated he would spend a few hours along the shore. FP3

LITTERBUGS: 15,600 plastic six-pack beer rings were found in three hours along 300 miles of Texas shoreline. AA1

On Sunday I spent three hours along working on my putting. K4C

apart

two minutes apart I KDK

the travel firm handling the offer has now told them the dates must be 30 days apart and to three different destinations. CBF
They earned 15 corners, by my calculation, to Thistle's two which were 79 minutes apart.

Back in the 'twenties, Sunday at our was a day apart and, as far as was possible, the Sabbath had to be kept as ordered in the organisations uphold the traditional principle that Sunday should be kept as a day apart, for religious observance and for rest; they receive support from trade and Princess of Wales last night stepped out on the town together after a day apart on separate engagements in the South Korean capital of Seoul.

in his mind's eye since that night no two rememberings had been more than a minute apart but even the most basic sketch eluded his hand.

but, during such a dynamic phase of morphogenetic change, embryos only a few hours apart in age may be significantly different in their developmental state. They fall in a pattern, a few minutes apart, marching through the streets as the gunners zero in.

Subjects were studied at the same time of day on four occasions at least seven days apart.

on to say that the attacks each took place at about midnight and were twenty days apart.

between the two murders which, incidentally, I gather took place twenty-four hours apart.

I said earlier the crimes were committed twenty-four hours apart.

Most cranes lay two heavily marked eggs which hatch two days apart, though usually only one chick survives.

BELOW These chicks hatched two days apart — when this picture was taken they were 29, 27 and 25 days old, but

Two documents written two days apart refer to actions of each family concerning the rights and inheritance of

of blood pressure and oxygen saturation were recorded on two occasions two minutes apart.

I didn't live in the depths of Devon, as my nearest indoor school is 13 hours away, and Ferdi Elberg my dressage trainer lives 31 miles away!

Her is 10 minutes away, here in Cardiff.

Woodbridge is 10 minutes away, several other courses within a short drive.

and bars nearby and The Hague's seaside resort of Scheveningen is just 10 minutes away.

The Hague city centre is only 10 minutes away and close to the hotel is the bustling promenade and boulevard with its

a ten minute walk from the Venus and the West End of San Antonio is about 10 minutes away.

ready to show them off at some of Kos town's brilliant night-clubs, also 15 minutes away.

Watersports: All watersports are available at Zell am See, 15 minutes away by bus.

are 25 minutes to the north; Rushmere and Waldringfield are no more than 15 minutes away, but closer still is Woodbridge, venue for the 1992 Amateur Seniors'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>regularly to and from nearby Riva, five minutes away, or to Malcesine, 15 minutes away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>in a meadow or dining on a terrace across the lake from Zell am See, 15 minutes away by Post Bus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>hamlet and offers little in the way of nighttime activity but Mayrhofen, 15 minutes away, positively buzzes in the evening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Kitzbuhel itself is only 15 minutes away by rail or bus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>But buzzing Bodrum is only 25 minutes away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Full Intercity rail services are available, with London a mere 31 hours away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Our nearest well was some 30 minutes away so that was an hour walking in all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>aware that, off the north Devon coast, our search and rescue capacity is at RAF St. Emilion is 30 minutes away, and the commercial and cultural centre, Bordeaux itself, can be reached in 3½ hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>It is not acceptable that the nearest emergency unit is in Middlesbrough, 35 minutes away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Bristol 13 hours, Cardiff 11 hours and Swansea 35–40 minutes away, making that day visit very easy and manageable too!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>capital Ulan Bator to Irkutsk, described as the Paris of Siberia, some 36 hours away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Evans, runs the Waterwheel nursery at Shirenewtowmn near Chepstow, only 40 minutes away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>India ONLY 9 HOURS AWAY: VISIT INDIA TOURISM YEAR 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>wood and water — and although the water's nearby, the firewood's half a day away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>The guard will be on its mettle, with the king not a day away, and the sheriff alerted to expect him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>No. 3 was directly opposite the palace, only a minute away, but he was stopped twice by tourists whose thick German accents he CJX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>The Rothorn hut, only a minute away, promised drink, food, warmth and rest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>The British territory is just an hour away by hydrofoil, and its newspapers, television, and radio carry frequent E1V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>The hospital lay in the hills, about an hour away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>By car Hull is only half an hour away, will also provide ample opportunity for shopping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>By train.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>The Lake District is only an hour away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>The ideal destination for a quiet relaxing weekend and Amsterdam is only an hour away for a change of pace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>This pretty island is only an hour away by ferry so you will have plenty of time to get a real feel for the island.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>Gavarnie is a single-minded, ungainly village, bent on its one charge, of dispatching visitors, on foot, by donkey or on pony back along the track to the cirque, an hour away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>row along the underground river and Dhogorati big enough for a concert half an hour away by taxi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>People think of London, it's only across the water. It's only an hour away on the plane.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Golfing enthusiasts, there is the excellent BALLATER GOLF CLUB, just a few minutes away.

A few minutes away is the historic port of Bideford with a fascinating waterfront.

He says the victim was walking to her just a few minutes away along a very busy street.

Easily Accessible: Of course, the best walks are on Dartmoor, fifteen minutes away by car.

The beach is five minutes away, the nightlife in the new town is about the same, and the main shopping

The station was only five minutes away; more importantly, food was only five minutes away.

The police station was only five minutes away along Waterloo Road.

Local buses run regularly to and from nearby Riva, five minutes away, or to Malcesine, 15 minutes away.

The beach is only about five minutes away.

The station's only five minutes away along by jet and they've already had their defences tested.

The beach is about ten minutes away, with the main area of San Antonio being a fifteen minute stroll, so

The beach is only about ten minutes away, with the main area of San Antonio being a fifteen minute stroll, so

The Wellenkuppe summit, a white notch against a blue sky, was only five minutes away up an easy snow slope, but almost everyone stopped at the top of the

The police station was only five minutes away.

Him in his pushchair, I says well you'll have to walk, I know it's only five minutes away.

The beautiful historic city of Edinburgh is only forty minutes away by car, and Glasgow just a little further.

The sandwalks were only forty minutes away; more importantly, food was only five minutes away.

— so have I. We shall have to go in a convoy — it's only forty minutes away.

Yeah, but even then then we could have consignment stock here in effect cos they're only forty minutes away, we could throw 'em in the back of the car and have 'em delivered.

The beautiful city of York, forty-five minutes away, has a famous Minster and popular Yorvik VikingCentre.

Yesterday was the last possible day we could have on the tour that was near enough London to get up there easily, only about one hour away.

Our journey was now planned as downhill all the way to Vietas, some six days away.

Planet Centram is only six minutes away in our spaceship.

arrived to find that Ibrahim had recently departed and was at Rass, another ten days away in the very centre of the peninsula.

The beach is about ten minutes away, with the main area of San Antonio being a fifteen minute stroll, so

Easo and a relaxed atmosphere; ideally located, the night life is only ten minutes away, as is the fabulous Levante beach.

The best way to get around is with a cab in central London is usually no more than ten minutes away.

new zoning system means a cab in central London is usually no more than ten minutes away.
101. One showed an elderly couple in a tatty cafe with the caption: Springtime in Stoke-on-Trent. Just an hour and ten minutes away.

102. The train was slow and the next stop was nearly an hour away.

103. About then, word came from Salines, three hours away, to inform Nicholas that the Venetian sugar ship had reached Alexandria.

104. An Australian tour only requires a 25 or 26-man squad from New Zealand, with replacements only three hours away. About then, word came from Salines, three hours away, to inform Nicholas that the Venetian sugar ship had reached Alexandria.

105. An Australian tour only requires a 25 or 26-man squad from New Zealand, with replacements only three hours away.

106. An Australian tour only requires a 25 or 26-man squad from New Zealand, with replacements only three hours away.

107. An Australian tour only requires a 25 or 26-man squad from New Zealand, with replacements only three hours away.

108. An Australian tour only requires a 25 or 26-man squad from New Zealand, with replacements only three hours away.

109. About then, word came from Salines, three hours away, to inform Nicholas that the Venetian sugar ship had reached Alexandria.

110. About then, word came from Salines, three hours away, to inform Nicholas that the Venetian sugar ship had reached Alexandria.

111. About then, word came from Salines, three hours away, to inform Nicholas that the Venetian sugar ship had reached Alexandria.

112. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

113. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

114. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

115. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

116. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

117. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

118. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

119. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

120. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

121. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

122. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

123. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

124. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

125. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

126. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.

127. Accessible: The centre of London with myriad attractions is only twenty minutes away. Wickrithe was only two hours away by car, and every so often they drove down to spend an afternoon with F99.
It was bad enough that the anniversary of my David's death was only a few days away, and was announced with the publication of a letter from Lloyd George to Rosemary.

The final decision was taken at the end of October, with victory only a few days away, and was announced with the publication of a letter from Lloyd George to Rosemary.

It had lasted long enough to make her accept his invitation to spend a few hours away as a reward for all her hard work at the shop.

Travis was really asking was if he could come round to her flat and chat a few hours away... but the Tigersharks are wide awake and raring to go...

Somewhere below, only a few minutes away but in another world completely, she was running back to the house, and she knew with absolute certainty that the word of it was to come to BMX.

The expedition was not to start until the beginning of May, five days away, and she knew with absolute certainty that the word of it was to come to BMX.

His race was still more than forty-eight hours away.

The attack on Poland was less than forty-eight hours away and no one any longer doubted that there must be war.

He would be back by midday, after four days away on his father's business.

And you are going to be going skiing January the fourth which is not many days away.

It's the second of July, she said in horror; the show is only ten days away.

Tea-break is ten minutes away, so I slide through the pass door to check my costume before dress run.

just signed, sources are saying that a further agreement may be only thirty days away on WOSE — the Windows Open Systems Environment — perhaps CT2.

Guy is at least three days away, said Isabel with dreadful calm.

With the first Test against the All Blacks now only three days away, the Lions have only one fit centre Jeremy Guscott.

All these were Rhoda's pride and joy, and she would hardly spend two days away without them.

after twelve next day was a sure sign that the beginning of term was only two days away.

At this time of night, after two days away, I don't have to drag her immediately off the floor.

The world's biggest airshow is just two days away — the International Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford.

With the first test against the West Indies just two days away, and after the humiliation suffered last summer at the hands of the KRT.

... they say the other train, the regular Canadian, is only half an hour behind, and will smash into... will smash into... don't you see?

Harvest will be about 10 days behind last year on most farms in Scotland, reckons barometer grower Ian McLaren.

meet another traveller who has travelled westward and so is 12 time zones 12 hours behind GMT.

EIGHT Yorkshire miners, trapped for 15 hours behind thousands of tons of rock, coal and twisted steel half a mile.

Vancouver is 19 hours behind Melbourne and after the Australian Open final, Edberg effectively gained.

He finished 20 minutes behind me and I had two torn hamstrings.

to whisk me to the top of runs and ensure I don't have to queue for 20 minutes behind a junior racing team, trying to unclip each other's bindings and seeing
He was flying about 20 minutes behind the Aero Club's chief instructor when he radioed to Newcastle Airport K55

had transferred to the Stratocruiser and resumed their journey more than 3 hours behind schedule. BM6

race leader, the Gloucestershire crewed Nuclear Electric, are around 3 hours behind the leaders of the final leg. K1N

the US Mortgage Bankers' Association, the number of owners more than 30 days behind in their repayments fell in the second quarter of the year to its lowest A5T

to race to the top of the 29,078 ft peak, often leaving the sherpas 30 minutes behind E9T

Marku Alen is fourth… 4 minutes behind leader Francois Delacours in a ford… K1G

Sainz’s main challenger through the six-day rally fell to third place, 59 minutes behind the leader after both the rear and front drive shafts of his Lancia HF K52

She'd win the race overall if Nuclear Electric, back down the field and now surrounded by supporters, was more than 7 hours behind. K1N

second-hand, it is said that one chap who's $5,000 in the red and 90 days behind with payments got a call from the card company. BNP

CLEAR those clag and rockets from the throat after and boredom, the explanation is that they have to spend many working hours a day behind luminous screens endlessly tapping a plastic typewriter keyboard, after J1F

over the rhododendrons, but we grew tired of travelling at seven miles an hour behind clods in caravans and on reaching the Rest And Be Thankful pulled into the AS3

The plane took off an hour behind time thanks to EC president Jacques Delors' late arrival. CBE

had an attack of stage-fright and emerged from his dressing-room half an hour behind schedule. GUU

As we were a few days behind schedule by this time I decided to press on while the weather held and H0C

Ashton spent his first fifteen minutes behind the wheel blasting his way out of the London rush hour to the ECU

service because one bus went out in thirty minutes another one fifteen minutes behind it, that came back so that the first bus was able to do the third HDL

The 20-year-old beauty consultant was released yesterday after five days behind bars for breaking an injunction banning her from pumping up the volume. K2Y

morning, but since all trains in Russia run on Moscow time, which is five hours behind, the platform clock confusingly said 1am. AHK

Toronto, where she lived, was five hours behind London, Winnipeg six, Vancouver eight. BP9

aircraft and finally landed at Faro airport yesterday afternoon, five hours behind schedule. CBF

despite the fact that my training did not go so well I was only five minutes behind my best ever time. HBE

Twenty five minutes behind Pat at the finishing line was Personnel Training Adviser who came in HRU

It was 0134 hours, just four minutes behind the planned time of impact. CCS

McRae moved back to sixth but is still nearly four minutes behind the leading Toyota Celica. CEP

The train pulled out of Atlanta Station at 7.39 p.m., four minutes behind schedule. G0L

I copied her, always one day behind, she washed on Monday, I washed on Tuesday. HGF

along longitude lines into a number of time zones, each one precisely one hour behind its eastern neighbour. CJD

it was one minute ahead of flight plan times at 30°W longitude, one minute behind flight plan at 40°W longitude, and seven minutes behind flight plan EWS
38. Irish Duathlon champion, fought back after exiting the pool one-and-a-half minutes behind Belfast's Grace Kerr. K2D

39. Longitude, one minute behind flight plan at 50° W longitude, and seven minutes behind flight plan at 50° W longitude. EWS

40. Both had finished just over six hours behind the Swedish ketch The Card with Pelle Petterson in the crew. A1N

41. A tiny mistake in their calculations, so by 1545 the calendar year was ten days behind the solar year. G22

42. We were running thirty minutes behind the Canadian. ASV

43. The man had spent about thirty minutes behind the wheel of a Land Rover Discovery like this one... they'd K1T

44. To cut a long story short, I was given an additional three days behind the door, with a fine for being in receipt of an illegal FR5

45. Another man saw nine hundred pounds wiped off his slate, with just three hours behind bars. HCK

46. on 23 January, Jordan heading straight for Gabe's, and Stirling some twelve hours behind, having carried out a recce on the way. AR8

47. On April 17, only two days behind schedule, the House of Representatives passed a $1,460,000 million HL6

48. but then lost valuable seconds when he spun and lies fourth overall, two minutes behind Fiorio. A4P

49. FraggleMichael Nash CYCtogether and breathing down her neck less than two minutes behind put paid to any idea of victory for Peter Clements WMYC, and E9U

50. Then he reappears, two minutes behind Iain. FBM

51. There were seven riders in the scratch group which started two minutes behind the 60-strong first group and they had eliminated this handicap by the HJ3

52. I thought ah I don't give a shit you know, I mean but I was only like two minutes behind. KDK

53. Electroluminescent backlighting, lasting 10 hours between charges, gives a clear display even in total darkness, as I discovered ARE

54. In view of the pressure of time, I shall have to limit speeches to 10 minutes between 7 o'clock and 9 o'clock. HHW

55. using two battery packs, the charger should be left to cool down for 15 minutes between chargings. ECJ

56. a threatening letter saying that, if she did not pay L11 for the 16 days between 1 April and 17 April 1989, during which her husband had been alive, HHW

57. 11 July, it was held that it was a question for the jury whether a gap of 17 days between burglary and handling meant that the accused was not the burglar and so HXE

58. asks sixth-formers to join a sponsored water-only fast for up to 24 hours between November 20 and December 3. A7S

59. the line would bring great benefits, cutting journey times to 2 hours 27 minutes between London and Paris, and 2 hours 7 minutes between London and Brussels. K5M

60. Faldo spent almost 30 hours between Thursday and Sunday either playing, hitting shots on the range or K4C

61. Florida; cuff size 23–13 cm/13 cmevery three minutes for 30 minutes between 0900 and 1100 while the patient was supine, and the mean of these 10 EA1
12. The layers were dried for at least 30 minutes between each run, and then for 4 hours preferably overnight to remove pyridine.

13. in front of goal, scoring through Jenny Hodson from open play after 42 minutes, between Spanish goals by Victoria Lapeyra 34 and 63 minutes.

14. The animals were studied only twice weekly with a minimum interval of 48 hours between experiments.

15. The best turn around we achieved was 5 days between data acquisition and the processed data being loaded onto a S11S.

16. times to 2 hours 27 minutes between London and Paris, and 2 hours 7 minutes between London and Brussels.

17. recover their loss of sleep since they can get their full quota, say 8 hours, between 2 and 10 o'clock in the morning.

18. MP-1s are now installed — the systems have clocked an average 8,000 hours between failures.

19. 1 April has to be financed at the money market rate of 10 per cent for the 90 days between 1 April and 30 June, when the bond if it happens to be the CTDis.

20. Southall, 34, who drives 140 miles a day between his in Llandudno, North Wales, and the Everton ground in Liverpool, between Middlesbrough and York, Leeds, Manchester and Liverpool, which also call at.

21. There will be 7 trains a day between Whitby and Middlesbrough and an almost skeleton service on the main line to.

22. one, erm I I decided or worked out that I could do two or three deals in a day between a certain hour.

23. Four trains a day between Middlesbrough and York, Leeds, Manchester and Liverpool, which also call at.

24. in a club chairman's demonstration of ball skills but the contrast, in a day between the image of a shy, reclusive, multi-millionaire property tycoon and that.

25. And the, as I say, it must have been difficult to go through nineteen thirty-nine, and nineteen forty-five without hearing the National.

26. I don't expect to be idle for a minute between now and the fete.

27. At its busiest, Swinford toll bridge carries 50 cars an hour between Eynsham and Oxford.

28. of much longer duration were observed: there can be as much as half an hour between the primer and primed, or sometimes a day or more Scarborough, Cortese.

29. He'll be waiting at the church for you, every day for an hour between noon and the primer and primed, or sometimes a day or more Scarborough.

30. Stay away from the telephone for an hour between half past nine and half past ten this evening.

31. We could go for eight days between fill-ups instead of having to brim the tank every four days, he says.

32. We could go for eight days between fill-ups instead of having to brim the tank every four days, he says.

33. The FA, faced with fixture congestion with a gap of eight days between each match, reluctantly agreed that Cup ties would be decided by.

34. For some other companies it is uneconomic to open for just a few days between bank holidays.

35. To exclude cases like Ibrams from the defence — the gap of some five days between provocation and killing savours of considered revenge; it is another.

36. During the five days between that dreadful night and the day of the funeral, Joe and Ellen Jebeau.

37. He'll be waiting at the church for you, every day for an hour between noon and the primer and primed, or sometimes a day or more Scarborough.

38. For some other companies it is uneconomic to open for just a few days between bank holidays.

39. 6.6 lbs and has a rechargeable NiCad battery that is claimed to run five hours between charges.
44. remain consistent with the World Cup format — would have around
45. The General Strike, which lasted for
ten days, nine days between
46. ties tomorrow.
47. the train which had arrived from Swansea — there being only
48. There must be one year and
49. to take a short nap before the meeting, making sure there is at least
50. even when the same questionnaire is administered twice with just
51. However, there will always be a pause of at least
52. do not keep up pressure for longer than ten minutes and allow at least
53. experiments performed in random order, with an interval of at least
54. hope to identify men seen several times in the Campbell Road area in the
55. or soya only for two days — there was an interval of two, four or
56. him but I don't remember when I met him, although I know it was just
57. a simple sundial on an obelisk of Seti I, about 1300 BC, indicates
58. will need five full minutes minimum before and after each interview
59. lessshell for the ordinary citizen, forced to make a choice every
60. not until Aunt Kit rang me up, three days later, and abused me for
61. with high-speed video for graphics reproduction, a 200Mb disk, runs
62. To minimise the effects of the washout we observed a delay of
63. by the torrential storm, which saw five inches of rain fall in just
64. There would be
65. After a pause, Donna said she and Angelica had talked for maybe
66. with fatigue — mainly because I could not sleep, even for
67. Richmond riverside into a short stay car park at 50p for a maximum of
68. a good soil we'd load up eight hundred tonne in an hour and a half to
69. beyond

1. incommunicado in Bouchoucha Detention Centre for nearly three months,
2. Applied here the plaintiffs had no right to stay
3. is not confined to the actual time of bleeding, but continues for

beyond

from

1. the maximum 10-day period allowed by Tunisian law.
2. their allowed period, and therefore they had no right to a hearing.
3. the last sign of vaginal blood, thus effectively confining women to
13. Situated right beside the lake, this grand and spacious hotel is just 10 minutes from the town centre, and is idyllically set in well established gardens. AMD

14. The east coast of Lanzarote on the edge of the resort of Costa Teguise, 10 minutes from the beach. AMW

18. It's a wonderful place to live. Only 10 minutes from work and I can drive straight there or take the scenic coastal route, says CFV

20. Located in a quiet residential area, 5 minutes from Anne Frank House and 10 minutes from Dam Square. EBN

21. At the heart of the resort, this hotel is just 10 minutes from the piazzetta. ECF

22. The location of San Mamete is idyllic and picturesque, just 10 minutes from the Swiss border and six miles from Lugano. ECF

23. The Villa Mabapa has been popular with Citalia guests for over 20 years. Set in pretty, tranquil gardens it is close to the beach and 10 minutes from the waterbus to St Mark’s. ECF

24. Outside there is a delightful garden — an oasis of serenity just 10 minutes from the cathedral and main sights. ECF

25. Close to the lakeside, this hotel is only 10 minutes from the station and the airport terminal, a courtesy transfer service from ED1

26. In a rural setting, just 10 minutes from the NEC and Birmingham Airport, this imaginative conversion of a 17th EFE

28. In Nidri the houses are 10 minutes from Athos pool, and have balconies and simple shared kitchenettes with G2B

29. In Nidri the houses are 10 minutes from Bodrum is the small resort of Bitez, a multi-activity centre offering G2B

30. Here, we're just 10 minutes from the airport, 5 minutes from the motorway and we have a view of the Ochils G2W

36. Despite living only about 10 minutes from each other, the two have not met for 50 years. K4J

38. Modern 5 star hotel opposite the Amsterpark about 10–15 minutes from the centre of Amsterdam. EBN

55. 3 last year we were one night's work from the summit ridge — just 12 hours from the top of Ullar. CL7

99. Love Field, just 15 minutes from central Dallas, was cited as one of the most under-used airports in a ABE

100. Budget rooms available. 15 minutes from NEC and International Convention Centre. AL7

101. have been built a little way out of the old town and the Bohem is about 15 minutes from the far side of Heaven the disco! It's well worth the slightly longer walk AM0

103. station whilst the major coach station in the Victoria shopping centre is 15 minutes from the Castle. BNJ

108. The Brighton Motel is situated 15 minutes from Brighton centre by car, offering conference delegates and tourists a EC9

109. Two minutes from seafront, centrally situated between Palace Pier and Marina. 15 minutes from Conference Centre. EC9

116. on a bad note for Jess James from Charlton depot, his car broke down just 15 minutes from The Belfry. K99

118. Each centre will have a particular attractiveness and will be within a particular drive-time eg 15 minutes from the sector. G3F

129. I heard recently that if the patient is in North Wales he may be 2 hours from the nearest hospital. EWX

131. flower decked pension located in the middle of the village, yet only 2 minutes from the lake shore. AMD

135. Set in beautiful parkland 15 minutes only from Birmingham City Centre, 20 minutes from Birmingham Airport and The NEC the hotel is the perfect location for the AL7

136. Close to the M42, M6, M5, A38, A5, 20 minutes from NEC and Birmingham Airport. AL7

138. The Parker Bowles's lived just 20 minutes from Highgrove, Charles and Diana's Gloucestershire, and the princess CEN

139. The airport is 20 minutes from the middle of town and you are in your hotel in less time than it takes CH1

141. Accommodation is at Neustift, a pretty little village 20 minutes from the glacier, or Fulpmes further down the valley. G2W
The hotel is well located within two miles of the M6/M56 motorways and 20 minutes from Manchester Airport, yet is set in peaceful surroundings with ample, HB0

Sunshine Studios are surrounded by pretty gardens about 20-25 minutes from the beach and nightlife of Faliraki, and are situated next to AM0

Centrally situated, yet in a very quiet area, the Hotel Sans Souci is only 3 minutes from the railway station and close at hand for the sport centre, bank and all AMD

Recently, renovated and extended, and just 30 minutes from Phuket Town, this hotel offers the maximum of peach only a short distance EET

A relaxing rural retreat just 30 minutes from the NEC and Birmingham Airport. EFE

population, and he just laughs—a sparse town north-west of Sydney, 40 minutes from the coast and not too far from the Hunter Valley prime wine-making C8U

This unique pub is just 45 minutes from Belfast via the M2. B29

the swimming pools are out of order, and the tennis courts can't be used. We're 45 minutes from town, so, after training there's not a great deal on the agenda. CB3

Just 5 minutes from the centre of St Johann, the Park stands in its own gardens by the gondola AMD

Centrally located in a quiet residential area, just 5 minutes from Anne Frank House and 10 minutes from Dam Square. EBN

The Koornmarkt, the hotel is only 3 minutes walk from the main square and 5 minutes from the railway station. EBN

Here, we're just 10 minutes from the airport, 5 minutes from the motorway and we have a view of the Ochils a range of low hills just G2W

Just 5/6 minutes from the wide sandy beach, the hotel offers a good standard of accommodation CAA

7 miles S.W. of Hereford, 15 miles from the M5/50 and 50 minutes from the M4. CFU

Convenient to the Hazel Hotel, and to shops the studio is situated only 50 minutes from Dublin. ED7

The park is near Poitiers just 90 minutes from Paris by TGV, the famous high-speed train. CH1

I couldn’t really cope with this separation, despite that fact that we live only about a minute from the SCBU. ANM

It was clean, relatively well-furnished, and only a minute from the Gare du Nord, although the purple palm tree wallpaper took some getting BPE

In some towns there are more hashish and gun shops than grocery stores. Just an hour from the capital, Peshawar, gun shops will sell you anything from a Chinese A89

The changing climate and scenery that in Madeira one can travel in the space of an hour from a sub-tropical region to the Riviera, from the Riviera to Bournemouth, from CA7

There is lots of walking to be done as New Capernwray is only half an hour from both the Lake District and the Yorkshire Dales and the immediate area has CJK

The picturesque village and castle of Glamis a royal residence since 1374 and the family of the Earl of Strathmore are half an hour from Dundee. CJK

corner of Bavaria, just across the border from Austria and less than an hour from Salzburg, this dramatic resort lies in the heart of forest. ED1

Heathrow to Marseilles is less than two hours, with the resort only half an hour from the airport. ED9

Within half an hour from Neath you can visit: Dan-yr Ogof Show Caves — a complex of caves with stalagmites and stalactites; EFC

We are half an hour from Cardiff and two and a half hours from London along the M4. EFC

Given that it is only half an hour from the coast and has charming country to both west and east, Cambo is a place FA2
With its noble grounds, its archways and courtyards Schloss Hartheim — an hour from Linz, towards Everding — looked fair to provide the ideal setting for FYV.

Levkas Island, well south of crowded Corfu, is only half an hour from Preveza airport. G2B

We were due to try out the show at Farnham, a 400-seater theatre, less than an hour from London. H9Y

I shipped in an old ketch, an iron thing built at Falmouth; went to Plymouth with manure. We were seven to eight days from Deal to Plymouth. And I wished then I'd been on the farm, I might tell you! G09

Bull and Wills were just eight minutes from the spot and arrived as officers swooped on Calton. CEN

Road which separates the hotel from its own private beach, yet is only a few minutes from the centre. AMD

is ideally situated next to the Hahnenkamm cable car, and is just a few minutes from the town centre. AMD

We are situated in beautiful countryside just south of Newent, a few minutes from the M.50. BPC

They had heard that they sold them in Clery's, and that was only a few minutes from where the bus stopped when it went to Dublin. CCM

When it's just a few minutes from the face, the thick cloud filling the valley gently wells up to lock in CCP

Sequoia House Private Hotel. Just a few minutes from the Royal Shakespeare Theatre the car park is just 500 yards away, this CJK

White Doves is a Victorian terraced house situated only a few minutes from the famous Minster, in a quiet cul-de-sac. CJK

Family run hotel, located a few minutes from the face, the thick cloud filling the valley gently wells up to lock in CJV

The hotel is just a few minutes from the pleasant sandy beach and close to the bustling central market. ECF

A very Tyrolean four-star hotel is close to the golf course, and just a few minutes from the West End, down Queensferry Street, lies the picturesque VILLAGE OF ECS

Easily Accessible: The tranquil village of Thorganby stands just fifteen minutes from York and near to the Wolds. CJK

highwaymen, was now the roost of exiles and writers and only fifteen minutes from the West End theatre. CL2

The place is on the A6 linking Nimes to Barcelona, fifteen minutes from Nimes or Montpellier, an hour to Marseilles, twenty minutes to the CSD

He lived in a little hired house five minutes from the church, on a stipend of L260 a year. A68

The Caribe apartments are a great holiday base being ideally located five minutes from M5 and M6 motorways. AL7

In a privately owned Mews House off Porchester Terrace — just five minutes from Marylebone Register office — they can cater for up to 40. BPF

Adding to the overall charm, there is often live music played on the promenade. Five minutes from the nearest beach and about the same from the nightlife of the harbour, AM0

Situated just one minute from the village centre and five minutes from the centre along the promenade is Villa Melzi, a most attractive lakeside AMD

This comfortable pension is located on the edge of the village, but only five minutes from the lake. AMD

built, this is a traditional, friendly hotel with good facilities just five minutes from all the facilities in the resort centre. AMD

Held in a privately owned Mews House off Porchester Terrace — just five minutes from the village centre. AMD

Arkwright certainly picked a great spot for his country residence: south facing and above a lazy curve in the river, with the high cliff opposite guaranteeing more than a modicum of privacy, and only five minutes from work! CCP
Arkwright certainly picked a great spot for his country residence: south facing and above a lazy curve in the river, with the high cliff opposite guaranteeing more than a modicum of privacy, and only five minutes from work!

The hotel is ideally situated just off the seafront, five minutes from Conference Centre and central to all entertainments.

Exellent bouldering: He was less than five minutes from the road, and he needed another five to get over the wall.

The kids were happiest on the camp's private beach — only five minutes from the tent.

She lives in the village, only five minutes from here.

HORLEY is five minutes from Gatwick Airport.

I live about five minutes from the Jordanstown campus and will be cycling there, of course, he said.

The Metro station is nearby and we are only five minutes from the motorway.

olive grove, swimming pool, tennis court, frescoes by Masaccio, forty-five minutes from Florence, stunning location, L15 p.w.

Staloluokta, our first place of rest, is an oasis of delight. Four days from the nearest tarmac discourages the average vandal, factory unit or traffic A6T

Independent travel: Bruges is four hours from Victoria by train via Dover and the 90 minute jetfoil to Ostend. A3P

We were one day from the summit, after six weeks of effort.

They were one day from the summit, with only 200 feet of difficult climbing to do, when Saunders’ ECG

The nearest airport to Shasta is at Redding, one hour from San Francisco. FBM

The Pension Alpenrose is only one minute from the lakeside, beautifully furnished and decorated with Hans’ own carvings. AMD

Situated just one minute from the village centre and five minutes from the lake. AMD

down the approach at Spitfire cruising-speed till, upon reaching a point one minute from the runway, you almost stop the aircraft in mid-air sending anyone inside BNV

Visit her in the new showroom one minute from Harrods. CFS

need only one hour of cruising time to reach the open sea; Everett is seven hours from the Pacific. CR8

is in a quiet side street about ten minutes from the action and about seven minutes from the beach, and is perfect for those who want the best of the action, AM0

It's only a short stroll to the beach and seven minutes from the Street of Much Music with its bars and restaurants and Heaven, the AM0

took us to another of his Ming-porcelain burial-grounds, located several hours from Makassar and about half an hour’s march from the nearest hamlet. FEP

They met, in fact, in the main shopping street, several minutes from his office. G0Y

well, well Vicky reckoned it was ten hours from Calais. Yeah and there’s probably KDR

tea/coffee facilities, situated two minutes from Railway Station, ten minutes from City Centre, on A5127, within 500m. AL7

down the approach at Spitfire cruising-speed till, upon reaching a point one minute from the runway, you almost stop the aircraft in mid-air sending anyone inside BNV

television and tea making facilities in all rooms. Just ten minutes from the airport when a jet flew overhead and the pilot said: Welcome to BNV

crag seen as you enter the valley is Buckbarrow Crag — a mere ten minutes from the car yes, I know it looks further but trust me. CG2

But the fame of the place has driven Dorothy, 59, to buy a in Mijas, ten minutes from Eldorado. CH6
For the moment — for all we know — they could be a couple of amateurs from this village who've got the girl hidden sprouting from concrete columns: the opposite of ruins. Then, ten minutes from here.

We only live ten minutes from the hospital, so I stuffed my arms into my dressing gown and shuffled ten minutes from here. The clouds are rinsed blue and the sky begins to clear.

Ten minutes from here. This raises the issue about whether time deixis or place deixis is better.

Only the shortest drive from Blackpool's famous seafront and the golden mile of elegant Southport's sands. Just thirty minutes from the UK's second largest population concentration, West Lancs.

He took mornings off from work to inspect houses of character in Ealing, imposing residences in Hendon, and important properties in select residential districts just thirty minutes from Waterloo.

because of its central position seven minutes form the beach and about three minutes from the West End, and partly because the bar here is a focal meeting point.

Standing in a quiet picturesque position, but only three minutes from the resort centre, this delightful traditionally styled pension, is Twenty minutes from the urban centres of Kilkenny, and Carlow.

With excellent kitchen, dining and sleeping space, and amenities of every healthy variety close at hand, this is a highly convivial recording base. Twenty minutes from Phuket Town.

It's a smallish island, over two hours from Glasgow by air; to travel or transport freight is intimidatingly A few miles outside the pretty market town of Tetbury in Gloucestershire; two hours from London down the M4 motorway, with easy access to Wales and the West.

living just two minutes from Manchester International Airport means just two hours from to hotel courtesy of British Airways.

a leisurely run, by auto route, to Reims, the Champagne Capital, less than two hours from Paris by road.

Unfortunately, the inhabitants of Nouvion — two hours from Boulogne on the main road to Paris — remain unaware of the fame.

The next day we drive up into the hills two hours from Kingston to see Bob's tomb in his village birthplace of Nine Miles, St.

She said she knew an orphanage two hours from Bucharest.

heating, double glazing, shaver points, tea/coffee facilities, situated two minutes from Railway Station, ten minutes from City Centre, on A5127, within 500m.

Residents bar, lounge. Two minutes from the bus service running in to Rimini, and is in front of the meeting.
A real gem just two minutes from Disneyland's Monorail station, the Pan Pacific is a spectacular hotel.

Rutli can be reached at leisurely pace in 1 and 1/2 hours from the start of the walk.

Or does it merely shuttle back and forth like a ferry?

Information given to pilgrims to assist their journey, which generally took 14 days from Roncevaux in the Pyrenees.

Sardinia and Sicily, we retraced our course and eventually took off about 36 hours from Gibraltar.

Today's journey time from Swindon to Paddington's about an hour. It'd be more like three quarters if the Great Western were electrified, half an hour from Didcot.

An hour from Wales to see him.

The one significant exception was a ride for several days from St Louis to Memphis on a barge train to see these monsters of the river.

Six hours from the start, in a wide lush valley, Fusil had placed his first checkpoint.

Coffee and a stroll up to the nearest AVIS and we were off to our next destination. A scant two hours from Paris and we were comfortably settled into our lovely rooms at the Chateau.

Marseilles became the main receiving point of the tin which was carried on horseback for thirty days from the British Channel.

The fire should be detected in not more than 11 minutes from ignition or from the appearance of flaming combustion.

The whole brewing process takes 10 days from start to finish.

had the last word, breaking the strikersmonopoly with the eighth goal, 10 minutes from the end.

consistently Halifax's best attacker, pulled one back for the side 10 minutes from time, and two minutes later put Steve Smith joyously into the right.

injury to their 17-year-old full-back David Mycoe, who was carried off 10 minutes from halftime in a recent friendly against West Germany.

was, quite out of context, settled by a breathtaking goal by Martin Allen 10 minutes from time.

I was the title, he said ruefully afterwards.

third goal when John Collins dived to head a Boyd left wing cross 10 minutes from time.

For an instant, 10 minutes from Sheringham time, Clough must have thought his chance was coming when.

But their crucial score came 10 minutes from time when their wingers combined on the right and Sleightholme touched.

The Dane did not look too happy when substituted 10 minutes from time, and Newcastle faded after his departure, surviving a few.

But they went down 10 minutes from time, Colchester finally put the result beyond doubt.

They gamely fought back to 27-20 with a Rob Myler try 10 minutes from time.

or reduced to a condition where it could not recur, within 8 to 10 minutes from ignition.

The game was ineptly refereed by John Key, booking nobody till 10 minutes from the end.

But Swindon came up with the winner 10 minutes from time.

A would-be star will be auditioned every 10 minutes from dawn to dusk on Saturday, Sunday and Monday as Adair seeks out the.

a goal back in the 66th minute and Andreas Moeller scored the second 10 minutes from time.
is the funicular railway, built in 1891 and with trains running every 10 minutes, from 06.00 to midnight. APT

Development through L4 to L5 is complete by 10-12 days from infection and this coincides with severe damage to the villi and erosion JXN

caused widespread dismay, and there were riotous demands to Give us back our 11 days from people who thought they were losing wages or even having their lives K51

and approximate intensity of the earthquakes, with a delay of between 7 and 11 hours from the prediction to the event. B7G

Gray equalised in the second half, Gordon Durie grabbing the winner 11 minutes from time although Spurs manager Peter Shreeves admitted his team were lucky AKE

Le Saux responded to being substituted 11 minutes from time by throwing down his jersey. CBG

But all seemed lost 11 minutes from the end, with Marseille two goals to the good and in total control. CEP

on after 51 minutes to replace the injured Francis, then was hauled off 11 minutes from the end in favour of Nigel Pearson. CH3

Goeran Soerloth smashed the winner 11 minutes from time after a Ronald Koeman blunder. CH3

Queen's Park Rangers by gifting Wimbledon's winner to Robbie Earle 11 minutes from time at Loftus Road. HJ3

However, their good work at this stage was undone 11 minutes from the end after referee Tommy Deegan awarded them a penalty when Speak was

Ballymena eventually got the equaliser 11 minutes from the end when a slip by veteran defender David Narey was enough to wrap up HJ3

The San Salvador Central Market occupation lasted for 12 days, from 11 to 23 December 1979, and a number of hostages from among the EVS

with the Eagle Star group and your baggage is not delivered within 12 hours from the time of arrival at your holiday destination due to delay or AM0

In the event of the Insured Person being deprived of baggage for at least 12 hours from the time of arrival at holiday destination due to delay or misdirection in AMW

the scores when Gary French squeezed a pass out of a tackle on the line 12 minutes from the end. A5C

hit the heights despite feeling an ankle knock that forced his retirement 12 minutes from the end on Monday and will probably keep him out of next week's FA Cup CBG

A strike out of the blue by top scorer Stan Collymore 12 minutes from time gave Southend a 1–0 win at Oxford and a boost in their fight CF9

could do with a man like Southend's Stan Collymore who hit the winner 12 minutes from time... he's worth over a million pounds... and left Oxford K1H

beat Turkey's Galatasaray 2–1 after being 1–0 down until 12 minutes from time. K4T

This shows, for Nicholl, 126 days, from 13 December 1808 to 17 April 1809 — which covers the period of the EE1

Colliery at Keresely with the loss of 1,300 jobs, completed in a mere 13 days from the announcement of the decision to the working of the last shift; believes HHW

losing their discipline and Rule slotting over the equalising penalty 13 minutes from time. A9R

FA School of Excellence, steered a clever header past Neville Southall 13 minutes from time to rob Everton of a much-needed Coca-Cola Cup boost. CBG

with Brentford's transfer-seeking defender Bates heading the first after 13 minutes from a Billy Manuel free kick. CEP

with Brentford's transfer seeking defender Bates heading the first after 13 minutes from a Billy Manuel free kick. CEP
last played Poland in Poznan last November, when Gary Lineker's goal
13 minutes from
time earned Taylor's team a place in the European Championship finals.

A 1-1 draw looked on the cards; looked a good bet for Oxford, until
13 minutes from
time, Luton's top scorer, Phil Gray struck a deadly blow.

lead through an Andy Smith header prior to Dodd's opportunist equaliser
13 minutes from
the end.

at least had the satisfaction of scoring the only goal for Touche Ross
13 minutes from
time following a penalty corner.

McNab briefly revived it
13 minutes from
the end with a sizzling 20-yard strike for the third goal.

to cancel because of this, you must exercise your right to do so within
14 days from
the issue date printed on the invoice.
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from the ovary of an egg into the fallopian tube, would occur on day 14,
14 days from
the beginning of the next cycle.

In a 35-day cycle, ovulation would occur on day 21, again
14 days from
the start of the next cycle.

Your debtor then has
14 days from
receipt of the writ to lodge a written notice with the Sheriff Clerk of his

Clause 30.1.1.1, the contractor is entitled to payment by the client within
14 days from
the date of issue of each interim certificate, thus providing three days of

Ensure that no voucher is retained for a longer period than
14 days from
receipt.

An appeal under this section shall be lodged with the sheriff clerk within
14 days from
the date of the decision appealed against or in a case where reasons for a
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the date of receipt of those reasons, which shall be presumed to have been
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need this provision to prevent arguments about when the amount is
14 days from
payable: 14 days from
the date of publication of the decision is the usual period.
of the First Division, looked doomed to defeat when they fell behind 14 minutes from time, but Lee Clark rescued a point with a 25-yard special in the 88th

Billy Bingham's men made the perfect start with a goal after just 14 minutes from Jim Magilton.

endeavours the Landlord is unable to make such a request to the Tenant within 14 days from the first attempt so made by the Landlord:

to the Constitution, parliament, together with regional representatives, had 15 days from that date to elect a successor.

Liberation Movement for Democracy ULIMO; the two warring factions were given 15 days from the declaration of the ceasefire to implement all the terms of the

From here the guard each did two stages of 1 hour 15 minutes from 8 pm to 6 am patrolling the bridge.

They were 15 minutes from a battling victory at St James' Park and seemed to be riding tremendous

effect is absolutely amazing and the whole thing only takes about 10 or

met stern resistance, until Morley produced his high-quality goal 15 minutes from time and were performing, I would still fancy us to go through.

Team captain Murphy grabbed a first half hat-trick and added a fourth 15 minutes from the end to make it a great day for the Derry boys.

Boro boss said Peter Schmeichel also had a good game and he could sense 15 minutes from time that neither goalkeeper was going to make a mistake.

It remained 10-0 until 15 minutes from time, when Gibson picked up from a scrum and launched a blind side move.

a point in a 1–1 draw George woodhouse gave the side the lead 15 minutes from the end, but Roger Wicks levelled five minutes later.

with disaster at Kilbowie last night before two goals in the final 15 minutes from Scott Booth took them through to a Scottish Cup semi-final against Hibs.

Goals in the opening 15 minutes from John Morrissey and John Aldridge and a late counter from Neil McNab.

It takes about 15 minutes from start to finish.

for handball, one in each half, and when Colin Johnson hit the upright 16 minutes from time, it looked more and more obvious that this was not going to be their

We are also planning the Heathrow Express rail link which will take just 16 minutes from Paddington.

four consecutive victories and they were rewarded with a superb equaliser 16 minutes from time when Campbell latched onto Martin Keown's long pass, ghosted past

and a bad night was rounded off when Paulo Ferreira was sent-off 16 minutes from time for spitting at Anderton, having already been booked for fouling

So, between 10.00 and 10.00 hours from the 23rd of May to the 30th of September inclusive, bikes should not be

So, between 10.00 and 10.00 hours from the 23rd of May to the 30th of September inclusive, bikes should not be

The service is available from 09.30 to 17.00 hours from Monday to Friday on fax No 0752 766666.

Stewart was sent off 18 minutes from the end of a niggly clash for foolishly slapping Apollon keeper Michalis

It was Gregg Davidson who grabbed the winner for Ports 18 minutes from the end and, it must be said, against the run of play.

Leitch netted the winner 18 minutes from time.

I was out for 2 hours from about 2.30.
There was worse to come 2 minutes from time. K1H

a legacy of previous combat, was diagnosed when he had to be substituted 20 minutes from the end of the first leg at Portsmouth only 13 days ago. A22

Wdowczyk, scored before the interval were supplemented by Walker's score 20 minutes from the end. A9R

cought at the wicket and bowling Allan Donald with successive balls 20 minutes from lunch. BN9

Graham hauled off Anders Limpar and Paul Merson 20 minutes from time and reverted to Arsenal's old five-man back line in a desperate late CH3

There was a discordant note 20 minutes from the end of a hard but fair game when Newtownards referee Frank Hiles HJ3

It will not be increased and will close 21 days from the date of posting the offer document unless it has become or declared CDF

shall, if no such appeal is brought, become operative on the expiration of 21 days from the date of the service of the notice, demand or order, and shall be final FC2

The time for serving a hearsay notice set by Ord 38, r21 is 21 days from setting down. J6V

The decision to escalate the action in Surrey for 24 hours from the end, explained how he was trapped: I felt totally drained. CBG

The procedure is expected to be completed within 24 hours from receipt of the form. EAR

This had been reduced to 24 hours from 48 based on the 1989 evaluations and seemed to be just about right. HPH

vast majority of cases, parts required by the dealer can be supplied within 24 hours from the massive range of part held in stock. J1U

FORECAST AND OUTLOOK FORECAST FOR 24 HOURS FROM 6PM TODAY: Outbreaks of rain, heavy in places, over England and Wales K47

A MENTAL patient who had been missing for 24 hours from a hospital had to be rescued from a cow slurry pit. K47

A MENTAL patient who had been missing for 24 hours from a hospital was up to his neck in cow slurry when found. K47

parts of northern Scotland, Stonehaven and Drumochter northwards, for up to 24 hours from tonight, forecasters say. K5D

Total time for the journey was close to 26 hours, from there I travelled by train through Gaza and into Palestine, but that is CGL

I think that's 26 minutes from I start to finish from the bare canvas, interjects Nancy. G21

In just 28 days from now would you like to be the proud owner of a new body? C9Y

of the sheriff, he may appeal therefrom to the Court of Session within 28 days from the date of that decision. G3J

of the sheriff, he may appeal therefrom to the Court of Session within 28 days from the date of that decision. G3M

shall transfer as beneficial owner to the Petitioner absolutely within 28 days from the date of this Order the property at 1 Blackacre Drive, Blackacre. JXH

shall as beneficial owner transfer to the Petitioner absolutely within 28 days from the date of this Order the property at 1 Blackacre Drive, Blackacre, subject JXH

that the Respondent shall transfer to the Petitioner absolutely within 28 days from the date of this Order all his estate and interest in the property 1 JXH

the consent order may be: It is ordered that the Respondent shall within 28 days from the date of this Order pay to the Petitioner the sum of the Respondent's estate and interest in the property. JXH

right to make representations orally or in writingwithin a minimum period of 29 days from service of notice by the LEA. AN5

delivery service which aims to deliver most parcels within the UK within 3 days from the date of despatch. EEJ

Transfer time: approx. 3 hours from Mombasa. EET
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>169.</td>
<td>The patients studied were seen and treated up to 3 hours from the onset of symptoms.</td>
<td>EWX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170.</td>
<td>The development of the fire upwards should be stopped in not more than 3 minutes from ignition or from the appearance of flames.</td>
<td>G0K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171.</td>
<td>Transfer time: approx. 31 hours from Mombasa.</td>
<td>EET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.</td>
<td>said happily to access the data you seek from another source — in 3.47 minutes from now.</td>
<td>G3G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173.</td>
<td>months and is not reasonably expected to exceed that amount in the next 30 days from any time VAT Act 1983, Sch 1, para 1(1).</td>
<td>CBV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174.</td>
<td>It is common practice in the haulage industry to give customers 30 days from date of invoice in which to pay, and it must be the aim of every haulier to treat them as unconditional gifts after six months from receipt, or 30 days from notice to the sender, so long as the sender does not in the meantime take notice to the sender, so long as the sender does not in the meantime take</td>
<td>CDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175.</td>
<td>In 2* and 3* policies the time limit for injuries resulting in death is 30 days from the date of accident.</td>
<td>HB6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176.</td>
<td>There is a bus service to Harewood village every 30 minutes from central Leeds and Harrogate.</td>
<td>B3K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177.</td>
<td>The Buses run daily every 30 minutes from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.</td>
<td>EBN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178.</td>
<td>The boats depart from Central Station every 30 minutes from 9.30 a.m. and the full cruise takes 1–1 hours.</td>
<td>EET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179.</td>
<td>Transfer time: approx. 30 minutes from Cairo.</td>
<td>EET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180.</td>
<td>It is common practice in the haulage industry to give customers 30 days from date of invoice in which to pay, and it must be the aim of every haulier to treat them as unconditional gifts after six months from receipt, or 30 days from notice to the sender, so long as the sender does not in the meantime take notice to the sender, so long as the sender does not in the meantime take</td>
<td>CDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181.</td>
<td>The Buses run daily every 30 minutes from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.</td>
<td>EBN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182.</td>
<td>The boats depart from Central Station every 30 minutes from 9.30 a.m. and the full cruise takes 1–1 hours.</td>
<td>EET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183.</td>
<td>Transfer time: approx. 30 minutes from Cairo.</td>
<td>EET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184.</td>
<td>40 hours in 1984 was to be reduced to 36 hours from April 1, 1993, and to 35 hours from Oct. 1, 1995.</td>
<td>HKU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185.</td>
<td>Her book features 100 authentic recipes that can be conjured up in just 35 minutes from start to finish, including antipasti and starters — try</td>
<td>C9F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186.</td>
<td>The goal that decided the contest came after 35 minutes from a Paul Wilkinson header, but the man who tormented Ipswich the most was</td>
<td>CF9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187.</td>
<td>37-hour working week reduced from 40 hours in 1984 was to be reduced to 36 hours from April 1, 1993, and to 35 hours from Oct. 1, 1995.</td>
<td>HKU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188.</td>
<td>was 4 hours and 23 minutes, with one stop at Newcastle; this will be cut to 4 hours from May 1991.</td>
<td>A11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189.</td>
<td>The attacks lasted for 40 minutes, from the IP to after two runs on the target.</td>
<td>CLV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190.</td>
<td>An application for a warrant of further detention can be made up to 42 hours from the commencement of the detention clock, in a situation where the 36 hour</td>
<td>EVK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191.</td>
<td>the balance of the invoice will be payable 45 days from the end of the month in which the invoice is raised.</td>
<td>CCU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.</td>
<td>The procedure should be completed within 48 hours from receipt of the form.</td>
<td>EAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193.</td>
<td>The procedure is expected to be completed within 48 hours from receipt of the form.</td>
<td>EAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.</td>
<td>Deano had a good chance about 5 minutes from time, but headed straight at the keeper.</td>
<td>J1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195.</td>
<td>Oxford kept their cool though and came up with a winner 5 minutes from time.</td>
<td>K1J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196.</td>
<td>would be up to 50 per cent greater than the existing 125-800, cutting 50 minutes from the flight time of coast-to-coast operations in the US and Australia.</td>
<td>A26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197.</td>
<td>will receive a detailed explanation for the delay and a full reply within 56 days from receipt of your initial correspondence.</td>
<td>AM0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198.</td>
<td>There was no significant benefit seen if the patients were treated after 6 hours from the onset of symptoms.</td>
<td>EWX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199.</td>
<td>In 4* and 5* policies the time limit for injuries resulting in death is 60 days from the date of accident.</td>
<td>HB6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200.</td>
<td>The basic timetable for a bid is 60 days from the date of the formal offer to the shareholders of the company to be taken</td>
<td>K8W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201.</td>
<td>20, 40, and 75 minutes from the control persons and after 20, 40, and 60 minutes from the coeliac disease patients.</td>
<td>HU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202.</td>
<td>1 April, otherwise they would be delivered at the beginning of June i.e. in</td>
<td>HN1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We allow 7 days from confirmation of the booking for monies to reach us by post.

The first timetable of the TVLR showed 4 trains daily, taking 70-75 minutes from Oswestry to Llangynog.

We placed a lot of emphasis on debtor management, and has reduced payment to 72 days from 100.

Biopsies were taken after 20, 40, and 75 minutes from the control persons and after 20, 40, and 60 minutes from the coeliac.

But they finished as kings by scoring a third near-linear overall growth for

That got them going and back came Captain Calderwood with the winner answered their chant — We want 5 — with his second goal Time 0 for all temperature regimes;

your booking take legal action provided such assistance is requested within 90 days from the date of the misadventure: provided that the total aggregate spending

of invoicing, by drawing a bill on his overseas buyer which is payable sight an exporter will have an acknowledgement of the debt by obtaining his

force was stationed in south-east Turkey was to be extended for a further At Sight or at

market rate of 10 per cent would be delivered at the end of June i.e. in

This cash-and-carry transaction which operates for such default the Supplier shall not have remedied the same within a period of

And the club could be And the club could be

PETER SHILTON is

The fans still talk about 1988 when City were just defects in materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety

Further applications can be made for extensions up to a maximum of

defects in materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety

And the club could be

Further applications can be made for extensions up to a maximum of

Atlanta proposed taking twice as much — up to 529m gallons

We are receiving 300 trucks of supplies

industry, Australia's biggest foreign currency earner, is losing A$35m a day — from

Mountain bikes can be hired for $8 a day from

P&O has two sailings a day from

Dunkirk Ferries: Sally 0843 595522 operates five sailings a day from

Vlissingen Ferries: Olau Line 0795 666666 operates two sailings a day from
244. Fact File Flights: British Airways and British Midland operate seven flights a day from Heathrow to Belfast International Airport, for example BA early saver return.

245. Britain would be producing 100 million tonnes a year, with 500,000 barrels of oil from the Forties field and 370,000 from the Brent field, putting the United Kingdom in a strong position in the international market.

246. Many people borrow it for a day from a sympathetic relative.

247. UBS has been getting an average of one inquiry a day from small banks looking for a bigger uncle.

248. The Corporation wished to meet the shortfall by 1 billion cubic feet of gas a day from the Norwegian Sleipner field.

249. Even if we lose 10,000 brain cells a day from the time we are born, we have started with so many that the total number lost is small.

250. It flies eight times a day from Gondar, carrying 1.8 tonnes of grain every trip.

251. who reside near an aluminium smelter ingest more than 2 milligrams of fluoride a day from air, water, animal foodstuffs and plants although their drinking water was not polluted.

252. estimates that some people are taking about 300 micrograms of lead a day from their drinking water.

253. With four flights a day from Manchester to Paris you could literally fly out for lunch and be back in time for dinner.

254. you only 1,000 calories a day, you would draw an additional 500 calories a day from your body fat.

255. All in all, it's a service which is now attracting over L100m a day from businesses across the country.

256. were written on a daily progression; B at the rate of three pairs of verses a day from 27 July to 29 October 1759; one verse a day from 30 October 1759 to 1 June 1760; and three verses a day from 2 June to 26 August 1760; C at the rate of two verses a day from 21 February to 12 May 1761; and D at the rate of one verse a day from 12 June 1762 to 30 January 1763.

257. There is a local bus running once a day from Bala to the cottage.

258. using Sun workstations with Resumix software to process 2,000 to 3,000 resumes a day from people looking to fill all those old Republican jobs by Inauguration Day.

259. Well I got thirty five shillings a week and I was doing six hours twelve hours a day from Monday till Friday and twelve and a half on a Saturday.
Before the war Jordan had been importing some 55,000 barrels a day from Iraq at a fixed price of US$16.40, well below the market rate.

PKK enforced a blockade of the Iraqi border, preventing hundreds of lorries crossing with crucial supplies.
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It was less than an hour from dusk, and we would have camped there had it been left to me.

The bed would be well warmed by the time he got into it in about an hour from now. Most days Victoria was allowed an hour from her lessons and joined Tamar, riding her own pony. She was earning up to £180 an hour from rich clients.

I'd like you at the airport an hour from now, at six. The baby sleeps for about an hour from 11 till 12 — I'm afraid I read a book then — I don't do very well warmed by the time he got into it in about an hour from now. Most days Victoria was allowed an hour from her lessons and joined Tamar, riding her own pony. She was earning up to £180 an hour from rich clients.

That's about half an hour from now. Half an hour from when, for heaven's sake! The grass-covered trays, once an hour from 12.20 p.m. to 22.20 p.m. and on the following day at 09.40 a.m. and 10.40 a.m.

If a quorum is not present within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to

Half an hour from the other end with portions of his lordship's creation dangling from its

If a quorum is not present within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to the time appointed for the meeting, the meeting shall stand adjourned to

keep-fit sessions at the Firth Moor Community Centre on February 20 for an hour from 7pm.

I was on the bypass at this point about less than an hour from Yes but that's when your concentration flags.

But they only had one goal to show for all that effort, that came on the half an hour from top goal scorer Martin Foyle.

my friend and I should like to hire a room here tomorrow evening, for about an hour, from seven-thirty.

prepared to undertake to provide any as to instruct within twenty eight days from today, the matter should be list on and this convention on a Friday,

But yet again the mercurial Maryhill men were transformed in the space of eight days from uninspired lethargy to inventive industry.

With specially thin tape, Americans can obtain eight hours from their systems.

to plan for longer experiments our experiments lasted approximately eight hours from start to end.

Columbia was only eight hours from liftoff. Eight minutes from time Muir sealed the points by scoring from Malkin's cross.

Spain had not won 2-1 in Budapest, but the Hungarians had equalised eight minutes from time, and a bizarre set of circumstances could yet deny the Republic with Andreas Buch beating Lukic with an angled shot into a corner eight minutes from time when Coyle weaved his way into the United penalty area, only to

Neil Redfearn made sure eight minutes from time, which was tough on Middlesbrough's Derek Whyte, his shadow all time.

Wright's smart reflexes rescued a point for the Gunners eight minutes from time, which was tough on Middlesbrough's Derek Whyte, his shadow all

THREE second half tries in eight minutes from Wigan put paid to any hopes the ambitious Eagles had of grabbing a

with Andreas Buch beating Lukic with an angled shot into a corner eight minutes from time. United got off to a flyer at Notts County thanks to a goal after only

Two goals in eight minutes from their record signing, Keith Edwards, secured a 3-1 win.

Neil Redfearn made sure eight minutes from time, which was tough on Middlesbrough's Derek Whyte, his shadow all

Wright's smart reflexes rescued a point for the Gunners eight minutes from time, which was tough on Middlesbrough's Derek Whyte, his shadow all

Devine was also at fault as the visitors added a second with a penalty eight minutes from the end, the keeper needlessly fouling Totten after hacking the ball.
minute lead and Teddy Sheringham made it 2–0 from the penalty spot eight minutes from time. K97

a clinical finish to punish defender Richard Smith's miscued header came courtesy of rock-solid defender Richard Smith's one mistake eight minutes from time. K97

John Morrissey put the team ahead after eight minutes from a Kenny Irons pass and John Aldridge made it 2–0 eight minutes later K97

made it a memorable night for them when he shot the third goal eleven minutes from time. CH3

you'll still not know what you're going out with because you still have a few days from last week to get. KDG

And when we were only a few hours from our turn to life off, we had last-minute visitors. G3G

Her mother Fran said: I cannot believe we are just a few hours from going. K97

However, there was a delay of a few minutes from the start of the experiment before the chicks ate their first GU8

Almost as cruel was the way they lost, a few minutes from the start of the experiment before the chicks ate their first HAE

To Chapman's horror, Arsenal were a goal down fifteen minutes from the end, having fought back to equalise. BOl

TsB Direct also claims loans can be turned round in five days from application. A85

rates between January and August this year one Yanomami died every two to five days from disease. EEY

by President Roh Tae Woo that the South Korean border would be opened for five days from Aug. 13; the North insisted that dissidents from the South should be HLD

debtor makes an offer, allows the debtor the opportunity to cancel up to five days from receipt of the second copy of the agreement which must be sent to him J7D

to cancel must be given to him and the debtor can cancel at any time up to five days from receipt of that notification s68(a). J7D

on two housing estates goes on show in the town's Castle Centre for five days from Tuesday. K4P

The four-kilometre 2-milewide corridor would be opened for five days from Tuesday, SRNA said, adding that the time limit could be extended at K5M

and there being a further score until five minutes from the end. A2S

to cancel. A80

time, Jones cracked another shot against the bar. A9R

time, it seemed that Ipswich manager John Lyall's pep talk at the AJA
Swinton centre Steve Snape leapt from the sin b in to join a brawl five minutes from time — and this time was sent off — as substitutes and AKE

They allowed you five minutes from your house to the tram-stop they had selected, and then five minutes to B24

However, Price finished strongly and snatched one five minutes from the end and came very close to forcing a replay. BM4

touchline, Haslemere made his day when Baynard netted a Stokes cross five minutes from time. BM4

It was 6.30 am when he set off and he had only travelled five minutes from his when the accident happened. C9E

dress code and moody staff who'd be looking at their watches every five minutes from 9pm onwards. C9F

NEIL JENKINS landed a penalty five minutes from time to produce a 21-21 deadlock in the inaugural challenge match CBG

with a superb volley and then created captain Gary Mabbutt's winner five minutes from time. CBG

down the right to set up Gavin Peacock for his 12th goal of the season five minutes from time. CBG

slid in his first goal seven minutes later and grabbed his second five minutes from time when he finished off a sweeping, decisive move involving Dennis CBG

And five minutes from time, he cheered a meagre 2,363 crowd — Pompey's lowest ever for CBG

tie at St James Park was abandoned following floodlight failure five minutes from time. CBG

Cup game against Ascoli erupted into a 22-man brawl by the touchline five minutes from time. CEP

Arsenal saved face with an Ian Wright leveller five minutes from time after having a jaded, end-of-season look — eight months CH3

Wright's face-saving equaliser came five minutes from time — after he had endured a nightmare display. CH3

turned villain when he pulled down Hignett as he streaked clear five minutes from time. HAE

A draw seemed the most likely result until five minutes from time when Caci's goal-bound shot was parried into the path of Hackney HBC

McCall kicked a penalty five minutes from time to make sure for Bangor, who then added two tries as Collegians HJ3

The final and best try of the game came five minutes from time with forwards supplying the quick ball, the backs moved the ball HJ3

Ballymoney grabbed the winner five minutes from full time when a deep cross from Neill found substitute Millar who HJ3

A MARK Hateley goal five minutes from time prevented champions Rangers from crashing to a second successive K2D

Mathers even got a hand to Duncan Ferguson's drive five minutes from time, but when the ball hit the post Hateley bundled in the rebound. K2D

Craig Porter made a spectacular goal line clearance from Stephen Galway five minutes from the interval but it proved worthless when the same opponent flicked in K32

A MARK Hateley goal five minutes from time prevented champions Rangers from crashing to a second successive K32

Mathers even got a hand to Duncan Ferguson's drive five minutes from time, but when the ball hit the post Hateley bundled in the rebound. K32

Alan Knight made a stunning reflex save from Phillips five minutes from time and it looked as though Boro were on the way out. K4T

His man of the match verdict, sought five minutes from the merciful final whistle, drew an instant vote for the New Zealand K4T

allowing former darlington player David Currie to fire the equaliser five minutes from time. K52

Pat Nevin scored the third five minutes from time. K5A

Scotland to the stirring finale which brought a third from Pat Nevin five minutes from the end. K5A

Mickey Weir missed a penalty five minutes from the end, which says a lot for the Galashiels defence. K5J

first seven minutes after the break with the second not arriving until five minutes from K5J
in the 78th minute and De Wolf completed the rout with his second goal five minutes from time.

the start that they would preserve their record when they scored after five minutes from the kick off.

On the half hour, Francis put Wednesday two one up but five minutes from the break, Ray netted to equalise for Millwall.

That left at least forty-eight hours from Angela Morgan's disappearance when, as far as the forensic

Forty-eight hours from now, she thought, staring at her pale reflection in the mirror,

But if you are still in the UK for the four days from July 15–18, put a note in your dairy to come and see us at this

production workers at its Ryton plant, at Coventry, would be laid off for four days from today because of a drop in demand from continental Europe.

We must have covered just about everything over those four days, from carrying boxes and travelling with birds to ferreting to keep them fed.

The ten contestants will be in the area for four days, from June 24–27, as Dungannon takes on a festival atmosphere.

relating to a particular aerodrome, generally valid for a period of four days from its time of issue.

Nearly one in 50 cut four hours from the week.

But four hours from now when Karel called Madreidetic.

You can take the four hours from two a.m. until six.

Draw time on Saturday is 9.00am with fishing over four hours from 10.00am-2.00pm.

Twenty four hours from onset to death.

This lasted for four hours, from right in the morning until a little after noon.

He added his second goal four minutes from time.

His save from McLoughlin four minutes from the end, he did not lose his temper.

Gascoigne's header just four minutes from time — his first league goal since he joined Lazio this season.

Nilsson added the fourth four minutes from time.

came from David Hill and Barry Ledger with Jason Donohue adding a third four minutes from time.

most remarkable victories ever notched up, winning by something over four minutes from Graham Hill.

But Steve Lunn's superb solo effort four minutes from time, the best goal of the match, brought Shilton out of his dugout for four minutes from the break it somehow ended up as a try.

LADIES' soccer: Kate Esden's goal four minutes from the end brought two points Colchester United Falcons way against Luton.

for Chatteris and Dave Lee netted a consolation goal for the Shrimpers four minutes from time.

afternoon before a Hampson try, beautifully laid on by Shaun Edwards four minutes from time, gave Wigan hopes of a last-ditch escape route.

back in the 78th minute, substitute Marcus Gayle missed a great chance four minutes from the final whistle to level it.

David McCallan had the last laugh on Linfield with a brilliant winner four minutes from time to put Bangor into the Bass Irish Cup semi-finals for the first.

But four minutes from the finish Elwood's second drop goal offered Ireland some much need.

Cup quarter-final which Ards front man Harry McCourt almost settled four minutes from time.

Glenavon scored their third four minutes from time when Armstrong raced clear of the defence to drive the ball.

McHugh's absence was a massive blow, but why was he left idle until four minutes from the end when the game was effectively over.
The air ambulance can go anywhere in Cornwall and is on the scene in nine minutes from the time of getting the 999 call, on average, he says.

It was no surprise when Costa fired the Eagles of Benfica to victory nine minutes from time after Kennedy's shot had been beaten out by Schmeichel.

The Bees had to be patient before their winner came nine minutes from time.

His second was a brilliantly-worked winner nine minutes from time.

But he powered to the rescue nine minutes from time after a neat combination with Roberto Baggio.

Aidan McAleenan grabbed a fortunate winner for Billy Hamilton's side nine minutes from time as Joe McBreyarty who had been a spectator for long periods allowed

Eventually, he was forced to hobble off nine minutes from the time though he reported that he should be fit for England's looming

That came nine minutes from the time when Steve Thornber scored with his shin after sub John Williams

Bills mature in ninety-one days from the date of issue and are therefore very liquid while bonds can

but if any copy of the Licensed Software is demonstrated to within 90 ninetydays from the date of delivery to the end user to contain or have contained an

who comes one day from nowhere

down there or get in touch with the record office of the ATS when, returning one day from an unsuccessful interview for a job with a theatrical agent, he had

drove out to Yate one day from Westerley Road

and bringing them sandwiches, I mean if somebody knocked on the, on our door one day from Queensbury and we didn't know they were coming and they'd brought

Can you be near the ticket office at the Hauptbahnhof one hour from now?

SHoppers withdrew L7 million in one hour from Barclays Bank cash machines in a last minute rush to buy festive gifts.

I estimate arrival in the vicinity of the launch pad one hour from launch.

The French were thus one hour from victory; just one hour from separating the allied armies, yet as the sun climbed higher and as the

The French were thus one hour from victory; just one hour from separating the allied armies, yet as the sun climbed higher and as the

the number of average actual hours which include overtime, declined only by one hour from 471 to 461 during the same period.
We have fifty US Marines at the US Embassy, and they can be here one hour from now.

Excuse me, Ambassador, but perhaps one hour from now will be too late.

Decision height OCL plus 60 ft must be reached at least half to the threshold, so that visual contact can be made in conditions permit.

There is so much I want to say, I feel I can't spare you when I might be with you telling it all to you.

However the fourth goal was only delayed as one minute from time Payton shot the ball into the net after Nicholas pass had split the K32

One minute from time, Flex scored Norwich's third to make it a miserable afternoon for KS7

UK found that the percentage of UK requests satisfied within a period of seven days from all sources had declined from 50% in 1977 to 32% in 1985.

Seven days from the buyer shall fail to collect them within seven days from service of such notice, the seller shall be entitled to make arrangements J7C

Yuill and Dodds, which was due to have its licence suspended for seven days from midnight on Sunday, has been given 49 days' grace to decide whether to K5M

for some time and there was not reasonable expected response for seven days from him, er and then he goes on to say that although he appreciates his firm KN1

Overall, the reduction of cricketing days for each county would be only seven days from a minimum of 94 to 87.

In an early-start game her goal after seven minutes from a penalty corner set Leicester on their way to a 2-1 win against A1N

the other men's game yesterday, a goal for each side within a minute, seven minutes from the end, concluded a highly entertaining 3-3 draw between The A40

SEVEN minutes from the end of extra time Bolton broke the deadlock in their Littlewoods A80

Seven minutes from the point that the end of this Littlewoods Cup third-round replay, it was beginning A80

an entertaining tie at the City Ground when Lee Chapman won the match seven minutes from the end.

fourth-round tie at the City Ground with a smartly taken goal seven minutes from the end.

to the quarter-finals with two goals from Goetz, his equaliser coming seven minutes from time, and a last-minute winner from Ordenewitz. A90

The second, as spectacular as any this season, came seven minutes from the end when Thomas found an empty net from nearly 50 yards. AJA

A flurry of three goals in the last seven minutes from Masters, Stewart and Kinsella clinched the points for Colchester, who AKM

tourists hope and, while Wessels snuffed that out, the match was only seven minutes from going into the fifth day.

between keeper Gerry Peyton and Shane Westley to grab the winner seven minutes from time.

Former Swindon midfielder Cornwell scored Southend's second goal seven minutes from time to set up a stirring finish.

Seven minutes from the break Leeds swept through again on the left and Jim Fallon slid in CEP

At Newcastle, not only was striker David Kelly sent off seven minutes from the end but the incident sparked a mass brawl between players of both CEP

Willie Falconer, only for it to be wiped out by three Oldham goals in seven minutes from Norwegian Gunnar Halle, Neil Pointon and Graeme Sharp. CEP
559. Apollon grabbed a surprise consolation goal seven minutes from time when Marsh upended Pampos Pittas and Yugoslav international CH3
560. a 57th minute free-kick and then Quinn doubled his tally for the night seven minutes from time with a delightful chip. CH3
561. Clarke was given his marching orders by Widnes ref Stuart Cummings seven minutes from time for a high tackle on Aussie centre Scott Mahon. CH3
562. The Hammers striker cursed the official after being called off-side seven minutes from time, which Jenkins again converted. HJ4
563. lock Phil Davies was able to charge through for Wales’ fourth try seven minutes from half time and even though a Dunmurry effort was cleared off the line K2D
564. held off the challenge of John McPherson to put Drumaness ahead seven minutes from time and were then unlucky not to be awarded a last-minute penalty K4T
565. Middlesbrough scrambled the ball off the goal-line seven minutes from time and were then unlucky not to be awarded a last-minute penalty K4T
566. Middlesbrough scrambled the ball off the goal-line seven minutes from time. CH3
567. suffered a major blow when player-manager Simon Stainrod limped off seven minutes from the interval. K5A
568. the last round, equalised for Spurs in the sixty second minutes, and seven minutes from time, that man Gascoigne popped up with a winner. KS7
569. Widespread violence flared again for several days from July 14, with unauthorized rallies, inter-ethnic clashes, pogroms and HKW
570. has a set of causes to attach to the peculiar incidents of the past several days, from her inexplicably word-perfect rendition of an Aramaic drinking song to HGN
571. by the Jockey Club, suspended the jockey, Colin Hawkins, for six days — from 14-19 February — for misuse of the whip but as there is K5A
572. THE South African bowlers suffered their second caning in 14-19 February — for misuse of the whip but as there is AKE
573. now they were anxious to get on with the questioning, and they only had six hours from the time the detention was authorised. EVK
574. The first review takes place not later than six hours from the time the caution in which to hold her. CAR
575. He saved a penalty stroke from Simon Dawson six minutes from the end. AHU
576. The Jockey Club, suspended the jockey, Colin Hawkins, for six days — from the end of normal time. CH3
577. Most men take less than six minutes from the time of entry to the time they ejaculate. BP4
578. was nothing compared to the way he celebrated Peter Beardsley’s winner six minutes from the end. CBG
579. million recruit from across Stanley Park snatched a famous victory just six minutes from time, when he drilled in a low shot from the edge of the penalty area. CBG
580. who ignited a wonderful game with a superb goal, scored the winner six minutes from time, Souness could not contain himself. CBG
581. million recruit from across Stanley Park snatched a famous victory just six minutes from time, when he drilled in a low shot from the edge of the penalty area. CBG
582. Gary McAllister’ exquisite chip back in favour of Mike Marsh after Hutchison was fouled for a penalty six minutes from time that clinched a fourth-round tie with Crystal Palace. CEP
583. who ignited a wonderful game with a superb goal, scored the winner six minutes from time that clinched a fourth-round tie with Crystal Palace. CEP
584. Crumplin scored the winner with a spectacular diving header six minutes from time after good work from Clive Walker and Gary Chivers. CEP
585. next week, stamped justice on to the scoreline with a deserved equaliser six minutes from time at Bramall Lane. CEP
586. Gary McAllister’ exquisite chip back in favour of Mike Marsh after Hutchison was fouled for a penalty six minutes from time that clinched a fourth-round tie with Crystal Palace. CEP
587. who ignited a wonderful game with a superb goal, scored the winner six minutes from time that clinched a fourth-round tie with Crystal Palace. CEP
588. was again denied by Bolder in the 76th and fired into the side netting six minutes from the end. CEP
589. between Glenn Hoddle and Nicky Hammond gifted Peterborough an equaliser six minutes from the end. CEP
590. between Glenn Hoddle and Nicky Hammond gifted Peterborough an equaliser six minutes from the end. CEP
591. Then the Posh striker laid on a glorious chance six minutes from the end, only for substitute Pat Gavin to mis-time his header completely CH3
592. goals this season when he turned Hagan's cross into the roof of the net six minutes from the end of what, by his standards, had been a quiet match. HJ3
And Patrick Scott threw Britain a crucial lifeline when he scored six minutes from time to cancel out Miroslav Tomasik's second goal for Poland two minutes later.

Six minutes from the end Murdoch again came to the visitors' rescue when he dived to stop Hunter got his fourth six minutes from the end when he intercepted a stray pass from Coleraine midfielder Allan Hunter.

Then six minutes from the break Mark Burns won possession superbly and released young Keith Hunter.

Jim McLean revealed that he deliberately took off Michael O'Neill six minutes from the end so that the travelling support could give him a personal ovation.

season, were heading for a hat-trick of disasters until Hirst struck six minutes from time; Mark Walton done brilliantly to keep the ball in play the slipped it over for Cliss to score.

All Witney's hard work was rewarded six minutes from time; Hunter got his fourth six minutes from the end when he intercepted a stray pass from Coleraine midfielder Allan Hunter.

Jim McLean revealed that he deliberately took off Michael O'Neill six minutes from the end so that the travelling support could give him a personal ovation.

Mr. McLean then said that he deliberately took off Michael O'Neill six minutes from the end so that the travelling support could give him a personal ovation.

The London Film Festival will show some 170 films. 

is issued to the public a foundation meeting must be held within sixty days from the last date for subscription.

I hope to rear another barn owl like Dawn some day, from the egg to the jesses.

Within a period of ten days from the date of cancellation, the duty to pay the part exchange allowance will be.

ten days from the ascension of Jesus until the Holy Spirit came.

spite of Hawke's presence the number of enemy ships at Brest rose, within ten days, from 11 to 17, as the French began the build-up to invasion.

The Honey Bee had taken ten hours from Troon on the Clyde coast to Ardshaig; the cruiser two hours.

Early in the morning we have a little keep-fit — ten minutes from the TV.

Cliss scored a second in the 55th minute and two goals in the following ten minutes from Steve Hudson put the game well beyond Harwich.

final, had most of the possession but could not be sure of the win until ten minutes from my kitchen and carry? my kitchen and carry? my kitchen and carry? my kitchen and carry?

And -- shall we say — anything else you can steal in the ticket barrier to Security, even in the morning rush — eager to see what new lunacy is in store at the top of the stairs.

cannon back off the crossbar but Northern Ireland made the game safe ten minutes from the end. The蜂蜜 conversion was the end of the line.

Boro beat Third Division Peterborough with a goal ten minutes from time to win a tense Rumbelows League Cup quarter-final at Ayresome Park.

But his matchwinner ten minutes from time was worthy of any international striker.

Aberdeen's debt to Booth was even greater ten minutes from when he scored the goal that finally ended an enthralling tie.

Gazette, and no shares may be acquired by the offeror company prior to thirty days from the publication of the notice.

under this Agreement and shall fail to remedy such default within 30 thirtydays from receipt of notice in writing from the first party specifying such default.

The highlight of the three days from May 12th to 14th is The William Hill Dante Stakes which is Britain's

For some reason, all leave is being cancelled in three days from May 12th to 14th is The William Hill Dante Stakes which is Britain's

Spread over three days from Saturday to Monday, May 2nd to 4th, the trains attracted good loadings.
644. Here Today went out initially three days from Cardiff, then from Bristol as well. EVN
645. But it is you I want to stand behind me at my coronation three days from now. GUG
646. The filming, which resulted in an eight-minute segment took three days from 8am to 7pm each day and standing in fire gear in the freezing, draughty GXJ
647. for the northern Ethiopian province of Eritrea would take place over three days from April 23 to 25, 1993 see pp. 38855; 39085. HLS
648. Let's say two or three days from July 8. HTW
649. defects in the goods or any other complaint in respect of them within three days from delivery. J7C
650. area will be the subject of a public exhibition at Aberystwyth for three days from July 8. K4M
651. — 900, 910, 940, 950/950i, 965 and 270 — and lasts for three days, from Wednesday to Friday, 11–13 November. CK3
652. starts 2pm for three hours from Hunter's Inn. CHK
653. Unless your father wishes to detain me, I must be in Nanking three hours from now to meet Major Karr. G04
654. Well I've got three hours from straight from nine fifteen in the morning so I'd like a bit of a break G4V
655. 14 Exempted businesses shall apply to the private business for a period of three hours from the conclusion of the proceedings on the Bill or, if those proceedings HHW
656. Enterprises were given just three hours from the start of business on Jan. 23 to hand over such notes from their cash HL3
657. Then the foot-army from Forth should be here to help you in about three hours from now. HRC
658. Paul Forber scored from close range three minutes from the end to give Saints a one-point lead and the crowd, such as it was, A1N
659. Jean-Philippe Durand scored a third for France three minutes from time. A52
660. That goal, three minutes from the end of extra-time in an absorbing semi-final, gives Liverpool AHU
661. The controversy which surrounded Robertson's goal attempt for Hearts three minutes from the end provided the only genuine excitement. AHU
662. first by contributing to Leeds' second goal, scored by Chapman three minutes from the end after his first shot had come back to him off a post, and then AK6
663. Worthington volleyed the second three minutes from time from a Nilsson cross after a short-corner routine. AK6
664. put them ahead, the game was not safe until Tommy Wright's clincher three minutes from time. AK6
665. Three minutes from the end Saints had the last word when Cherry's powerful drive squirmed AK6
666. of Potter's inside solo break too late, and Nottingham's pushover three minutes from time was the final insult. AKE
667. to be a 4–3 victory with Best or Colin Bell scoring the winner three minutes from time. AT1
668. But the game turned with two South West tries in three minutes from Andy Robinson and wing Nick Beal. CBG
669. close to snatching an undeserved point when he headed against a post three minutes from time. CEP
670. — second rower Barrie-Jon Mather — scored the final try three minutes from time saved Leeds from an eighth successive away defeat against bottom CEP
671. A BREAKAWAY try three minutes from time to kill off any outside chances of Chelmsford winning the English CF9
672. ROUGH and ready Trafford's Ukrainian import Oleg Sinkov struck three minutes from time for their final try through Hunte after numerous handling CH2
673. had been no hint of trouble until radio contact was suddenly lost three minutes from time, courtesy of Phil Clarke and substitute Martin Crompton. CH3
674. again struggled to get going in the second half and had to wait until three minutes from time, courtesy of Phil Clarke and substitute Martin Crompton. CH3
675. — second rower Barrie-Jon Mather — scored the final try three minutes from alarm to all ill— an impressive performance, especially with EW9
676. — second rower Barrie-Jon Mather — scored the final try three minutes from now. HEW
677. In time, it was to take only three minutes from the finish. HJ3
678. You get scratching those heads and I'll give you the answer in three minutes from the break when Tom McCourt grabbed his 22nd goal of the season. HJ3
679. Jim struck just before half-time for his first goal, and got his second three minutes from the finish. HJ3
680. Larne spent most of the first half on the rack, but took a shock lead three minutes from the conclusion of the proceedings on the Bill or, if those proceedings HHW
681. Well I've got three hours from straight from nine fifteen in the morning so I'd like a bit of a break G4V
682. Enterprises were given just three hours from the start of business on Jan. 23 to hand over such notes from their cash HL3
683. Then the foot-army from Forth should be here to help you in about three hours from now. HRC
684. Paul Forber scored from close range three minutes from the end to give Saints a one-point lead and the crowd, such as it was, A1N
685. Jean-Philippe Durand scored a third for France three minutes from time. A52
686. That goal, three minutes from the end of extra-time in an absorbing semi-final, gives Liverpool AHU
687. The controversy which surrounded Robertson's goal attempt for Hearts three minutes from the end provided the only genuine excitement. AHU
688. first by contributing to Leeds' second goal, scored by Chapman three minutes from the end after his first shot had come back to him off a post, and then AK6
689. Worthington volleyed the second three minutes from time from a Nilsson cross after a short-corner routine. AK6
690. put them ahead, the game was not safe until Tommy Wright's clincher three minutes from time. AK6
691. Three minutes from the end Saints had the last word when Cherry's powerful drive squirmed AK6
692. of Potter's inside solo break too late, and Nottingham's pushover three minutes from time was the final insult. AKE
693. to be a 4–3 victory with Best or Colin Bell scoring the winner three minutes from time. AT1
694. But the game turned with two South West tries in three minutes from Andy Robinson and wing Nick Beal. CBG
695. close to snatching an undeserved point when he headed against a post three minutes from time. CEP
696. — second rower Barrie-Jon Mather — scored the final try three minutes from time saved Leeds from an eighth successive away defeat against bottom CEP
697. A BREAKAWAY try three minutes from time to kill off any outside chances of Chelmsford winning the English CF9
698. ROUGH and ready Trafford's Ukrainian import Oleg Sinkov struck three minutes from time for their final try through Hunte after numerous handling CH2
699. had been no hint of trouble until radio contact was suddenly lost three minutes from time, courtesy of Phil Clarke and substitute Martin Crompton. CH3
700. again struggled to get going in the second half and had to wait until three minutes from time, courtesy of Phil Clarke and substitute Martin Crompton. CH3
701. — second rower Barrie-Jon Mather — scored the final try three minutes from alarm to all ill— an impressive performance, especially with EW9
702. — second rower Barrie-Jon Mather — scored the final try three minutes from now. HEW
703. In time, it was to take only three minutes from the finish. HJ3
704. You get scratching those heads and I'll give you the answer in three minutes from the break when Tom McCourt grabbed his 22nd goal of the season. HJ3
705. Jim struck just before half-time for his first goal, and got his second three minutes from the finish. HJ3
706. Larne spent most of the first half on the rack, but took a shock lead three minutes from the conclusion of the proceedings on the Bill or, if those proceedings HHW
Three minutes from the interval Lindsay McCorkell added number two as Pearson turned HJ3

Three minutes from half time Trevor Russell passed to Keith Haugh, his fine 40 yard run HJ3
time and right on the final whistle Gregg was shown the red card. HJ3
time when Johnson got a second for Lincoln... K1Y
time when Johnson got a second for Lincoln... K1Y
time when they were 58–42 ahead leaving Paul Carr to hit the K52
time. K97

They led by 14 points at the break only to dry up three minutes from time. K52

Eilean Donan's grey stones green; I make it to Strome in four hours FP6

Weir had the misfortune to turn a John Eggleston short corner HJ3
time and then seconds from the final whistle Dublin scored a fourth KS7
time. KS7

coming off the ventilator she could remember everything,said Mr CB
now we're chatting with Mick , who is the boss, the chief executive FXT

We shall telephone again twenty-four hours from now with instructions for the delivery of the remaining papers. G0N

you talked me into realizing what's going to happen to that cat twenty-four hours from now. HR7

It's interest-free, so I'd expect to get it in eleven months and twenty-nine days from giving notice. AB9

unless notice of the application is given before the expiration of twenty-one days from the date of service of the notice of rejection r 6.105. G3T

will ordinarily involve the defender entering appearance within twenty-one days from the date of service 28 days for Optional Procedure. HB4

AMERICA expects to wake up two days from now. CEK

The locomotive will be operational throughout the ten days from 11.15 to 4.15pm. CJ6

we have been promised delivery of all the office equipment on the fifth, two days from now. FRS

The shipment of cocaine will arrive two days from now. G01

A letter dated two days from then. GUG

How about two days from now? GV8

A wave of violence shook San'aa and Aden for two days from March 21 following clashes between rival football supporters assembled in HLJ

It'll take 8 days to reach Western Australia and another two days from there to Sydney. K20

The ANC and the government are scheduled to meet for two days from Monday to finalise arrangements for the planning conference and to refine K5D

research and dogged answer seeking, I wouldn't be leaving for America two days from now in the hope of a cure. CA9

She'll be all prettied up and ready to go two days from now. CA9

The strait is here fifteen miles 24 km wide, so that we may pass in two hours from one great division of the earth to another, differing as essentially in CK2
time when you must watch them, because it can take from two to two days, two hours from to start finish using this approach.

He was still a good two hours from being drunk and even then he would probably manage to drive without

Two hours from the start and Newcastle finally releases its collective breath. Two minutes from the start to finish using this approach.

Mark Bowen's goal two minutes from the end brought some consolation to Wales. A52

could not conceal his joy when a beautifully judged looping pass two minutes from the end gave Brennan an irresistible opportunity to complete the scoring. AHK

When Palmer made a hash of a perfectly weighted through pass from Dozzell two minutes from the end, that seemed to be that. AHK

stroke within a minute, Tohou made the game safe with her second goal two minutes from time.

A FREE KICK goal two minutes from the end by Jimmy Phillips gave Middlesbrough their first victory. AJY

the star for the visitors, kicking two penalties and crossing for a try two minutes from time to level the score. AK6

Two minutes from the interval a perfect through ball from Sheedy enabled Peacock to beat AK6

Notts County1 Coventry0 A BIZARRE goal two minutes from time against fellow-strugglers Coventry gave Notts County their first AK6

A try from Martin Jones two minutes from the end enabled Pontypool to draw 10–10 in their game against AKM

But the visitors regained their two-goal advantage two minutes from time, leaving West Ham still nine points behind Coventry, the club AKM

S. Willis recorded 1–7–25, an improvement of two minutes from the previous week. B03

It happened only two minutes from , he recalls. C8B

defeat, with full-back Neil Thompson delivering the knockout punch two minutes from time. CBG

to 3-2 with two Stuart Barlow goals before Sinton completed his treble two minutes from time, and Francis added: At 3-0 my players thought they'd won it. CBG

levelled after 77 with his 12th of the season, and Phillips struck two minutes from time when Williams, in his finest hour for the All Whites, fired over a CEP

finally exited in bad-tempered disarray, with Mike Marsh sent off two minutes from time for a dangerous high tackle on Dimitri Radchenko, scorer of CEP

Schillaci, Italy's sensation of the 1990 World Cup missed a penalty two minutes from time, after being foul by goalkeeper Giovanni Galli. CH3

Short then missed a point-blank header two minutes from time but Blues' sub Ian Rodgerson also rattled a post in injury time. CH7

Hoddle's anger came after Rovers had pulled back to 4-3 with a goal two minutes from time from a free-kick awarded when goalkeeper Frazer Digby picked up a CH7

Everton substitute David Unsworth scored two minutes from time as the Blues beat the Irish League 1-0 in Belfast. CH7

replay at Inver Park on Tuesday night by ruling out a Ron Manley effort two minutes from time. HJ3

the start of the second half, but David Montgomery got Carrick's third two minutes from the end, with Wesley Hanna being sent off for protesting just a little K2D

Two minutes from time the Police were robbed of victory when another Coyle header hit the K32

eighth minute and his Garvey team mate Brian Waring added a second goal two minutes from the end. K32

Two minutes from time Coyle again broke through the United defense but his angled K32
Two goals in the last two minutes from Scottish supersub Joe McLeod put a convincing look on the scoreline as the start of the second half, but David Montgomery got Carrick's third and Central defender Alan Kernaghan equalised two minutes from time and Middlesbrough survived two late scares as Pompey pressed for the end, with Wesley Hanna sent off for protesting.

Celtic skipper Paul McStay had a glorious chance to kill off Dundee two minutes from the end, but Bain cleared his shot off the line. Nigel Mott made sure of the three points two and-a-half hours from now.

We move out at twenty-two hundred hours — that's two-and-a-half hours off.

He was diving with his wife Deborah they had been married 15 days off the resort town of Byron Bay, 400 miles north of Sydney.

lb cod has been caught by Penarth charter skipper Charlie Debaene just half an hour off the coast.

Our watch tells us we are about two minutes off the half-way point, which doesn't coincide with any particular feature.

force met the submarine HMS Tuna on station as their navigation check at 0700 hours off Vaagsfjord and steamed up the fjord between spectacular snow-covered hills.

Engineer Michael Stoneham, 43, was retired on medical grounds after taking 1,158 days off sick at the BT depot in Clerkenwell, London.

I have a week or 10 days off and then gradually get back into it.

We play Watford and then have 10 days off.

CLARE Greenslee Macclesfield took a massive 10 minutes off the women's course record in the 10-mile hill race up Moel Fammau from his best ever time to finish in three hours five minutes.

have taken more time off sick with qualified nurses taking an average of 14 days off each year.

Regional Railways has been assured that they will knock 16 minutes off the journey between Redditch and Lichfield in the West Midlands.

I took 2 days off work before my baby was born, and on the third day my life suddenly changed.

I tried the 3-day diet which was so depriving during the diet days 3 days on, 2 days off that I still binged every week, felt terrible mentally and my weight fluctuated!

They work 6 days on, 2 days off, often from very early in the morning.

that the normal 8-hour duty shift is split; for example, 4 hours on duty, 2 hours off duty, then 4 hours on duty, or 4 hours in the morning and 4 hours in the evening.

Each reported manual handling injury results on average in 20 days off work — estimated at over three million working days per year in total.

Regional Railways has been assured that they will knock 16 minutes off the journey between Redditch and Lichfield in the West Midlands.

I took 2 days off work before my baby was born, and on the third day my life suddenly changed.

For television, Nunn has pruned 40 minutes off its four-hour plus length and he says a further twenty minutes may still be possible.

INJURIES at work led to 750,000 days off in one year, a report revealed yesterday.

North Shields magistrates clipped 90 minutes off the hours after hearing complaints that Tynemouth already suffered enough
22. She had 91 days off work in 1990 which led to her qualification as a nurse being delayed.

23. created would far outweigh any protests that it was just another excuse for a day off. A

24. You ought to have a day off yourself. A

25. The extra money earned from attending court on a day off can be attractive, but it is more often the case that reminders about the

26. I had a day off and when I came back there was a big trophy sitting there in the shop. A

27. Simpson, Jacklin, Robson, the teenage millionaire Chang; and even Mansell took a day off to drive me round and round Silverstone. A

28. Simpson, Jacklin, Robson, the teenage millionaire Chang; and even Mansell took a day off to drive me round and round Silverstone. A

29. A male colleague of Perkins’, working at the same grade, is also taking a day off a week to spend more time with his children and perhaps this is the most

30. Taking a day off between shows in Chapel Hill and Charlotte, North Carolina, we head towards the

31. Old hands recall how Punch, on a day off from the Paris bureau in 1955, saw a sports car plough into the crowd at Le ABJ

32. Think that a the farmer is having a day off if he is seen in town? A

33. security, Kylie and her mother Carol, along with a posse of security men, took a day off recording to spend a day in the country with her relatives. A

34. They all dole out three courses unless stated otherwise; it’s worth taking a day off work to get the full benefit, allowing for recovery time. A

35. But I remember having a day off from teaching at the time, probably because of the various strikes, and AJN

36. Is there any way you can get a day off school to help look for him? A

37. was to read — books brought from, or bought in London or Oxford on a day off, as there was in Wolveerton neither bookshop nor library. AMC

38. In fact, you can take a day off . AR7

39. It was also known that two of them had a day off together every week, besides Sunday. AT7

40. Force yourself to take a day off . B21

41. most German of French cities; and finally to Mulhouse, where the riders have a day off the bike as they transfer to Dole, the beginning of the Alpine stages. B35

42. She would come back to camp after a day off, call in at the office to see what was going on, and if we were all running B3F

43. We were now doing 12-hour shifts — all day, followed by all night, then a day off to sleep, and the cycle starting all over again. B3F

44. Dad, taking a day off work! BMS

45. Kelly remembered the lie that she had had to tell to take a day off work. BP7

46. drains had fallen out, it transpired that she was diligently cutting an inch a day off the other end! C8D

47. toast their triple pay, while British Nuclear fuels staff get double time plus a day off. CBF
49. They never get a day off, nobody thinks of letting them go off on a training course, they never get the CBX!

50. Mr Mac's taking a day off!

51. is a big sewage problem; in fact, Newquay receives around five million gallons a day off its beaches.

52. Yesterday Anne was taking a day off trying to forget her gaffe.

53. And he goes on to reveal in the letter that he had just taken a day off to recover.

54. There's actually been a gig pulled to give everybody a day off.

55. Sadly, the rest of the EP still sounds like The Sugarcubes on a day off.

56. Who knows, our radar might have a day off in order.

57. As the winter continues it becomes too cold to work and a day off for Harvey-Jones, but a quite unnecessary break in what was really a rather EA8.

58. One family gave me a day off every month, told me I had to be back before nine in the evening and checked my EVS.

59. Take a day off now and then as a reward.

60. He urged me to take a day off and visit him.

61. It's two years since my... er... incident and you've hardly had a day off ever since — you've fusssed around me like a mother hen.

62. they thought they'd get docked for it — but they said we could have half a day off and not get docked — and also because they thought Ros and Maureen FU1.

63. Anyway, Dadda owed him a day off for working the Spring Holiday Monday to get those Chippendale chair seats done. FU2.

64. It's a very stiff exam I must admit, when I look back on it, and we all had a day off to go to the at or the Grammar school, sit this exam er and since I never heard FXV.

65. well why don't you leave her with erm your boyfriend for the day, and you have a day off and have a break?

66. When his father died he felt nothing and had done nothing more than take a day off for the funeral.

67. why don't you leave her with your boyfriend for the day, and you have a day off and have a break?

68. After a while you just want the Jungle to take a day off, and once a fortnight we take a day off.

69. ourselves on a campsite taverna for the day, and once a fortnight we take a day off.

70. Once a fortnight there's a day off, and another day has safety cover for free sailing, but no tuition.

71. Working hard for no pay, never getting a day off and having no financial independence are the most common complaints.

72. When you want a day off tell me, I'll write you a note.

73. Can I have a day off tomorrow?

74. Parents often did not attend, and at most the couple might take a day off to celebrate.

75. Eliot was taking a day off and they got Linley.

76. Today is an Edinburgh holiday and so I have a day off — a good opportunity to catch up with various things, and the plumber is GXL.

77. But nowadays of course they have a day off for lectures.

78. Well you'll get a day off during their ministry, but there were times when the older children were H7E.
81. I had taken a day off from my work, and I was doing a little gentle fishing in a river near Leithen's.

82. Hadn't he taken a day off to go fishing, while Adam busied himself with prospective clients?

83. Can't you give yourself a day off in lieu.

84. an APT &C member of staff is sick on a public holiday he/she is entitled to a day off.

85. you see, seven years and you see I at that time, well I used to used to have a day off and instead of having a half day a week we used to have full day a fortnight.

86. see, unless we knew she was going to have a visitor and then we used to take a day off.

87. It's an apprenticeship and I get a day off each week to go to school.

88. sessions were needed and on the Tuesday, a week before the match, I had work I left Dek in charge of the shop — yet again and headed 70 miles down.

89. Normally, this would have meant a day off work to attend a training session at a cost of at least L150 per head.

90. My feet decided they needed a day off.

91. Once recruited, patients had a regular, uncomfortable examination that requires a day off work.

92. I've taken a day off and I've changed my shift.

93. They need to book some motor violations so they can get a day off in court.

94. I go to Barn Mead on a Thursday as a rule you see, but yesterday I had to take a day off to go out, I had an invite out.

95. And one of them has had a day off.

96. Guido had said she could have a day off, just to get acclimatised, but he'd been firm that the lessons should start.

97. You have a day off?

98. I didn't expect you to do the same again — that is, if you had a day off tomorrow.

99. But what had suddenly occurred to her was that, with her having a day off tomorrow, if the tissue-typing results came she wouldn't be able to ring Mrs.

100. Although she loved her work, never before had she wished to be on duty on a day off team to lunch every year because it was the only way she could get me to take a day off.

101. In the meantime, they're advised not to take a day off sick unless it's absolutely necessary.

102. A baker who hasn't had a day off sick in three quarters of a century is still slaving over a hot stove at the for the Premier League sides including Swindon.

103. And it's a day off for the Premier League sides including Swindon.

104. The feeling that no-one is listening to them makes many more inclined to take a day off the roads?

105. Will BS get a Section 8 grant to keep 100 lorries a day off at the Iraqis’ request on Friday, the Muslim sabbath.

106. Of that team, Frenchman Patrice Palanque, said it would depart today after a day off buying up the collection of another conjuror, mainly books.

107. MacGregor maintains his interest in conjuring, only this month spending a day off for the for the funeral if it was a near relative to you.

108. Oh and you would you would just get a day off from all the electioneering and yet, also for leading us back to the very
111. Yeah the week after that week I shouldn't have a day off KB3
112. but if I work next week I'm due a day off KB3
113. I was ages on the phone and she said er I said you just take it as if it's a day off and KB7
114. I'm early Monday and Tuesday and Wednesday a day off Thursday Friday late KB8
115. Oh your mum has a day off on a Friday does she? KB9
116. Then he, then he has a day off ! KB9
117. He said he's had a day off ! KB9
118. end with it but the only trouble is, we're losing that much bloody time taking a day off and going down there! KB9
119. either that is because I just think that they work six days they should have a day off anyway. KBE
120. Have a day off school tomorrow. KBF
121. Or have you got a day off ? KBF
122. And then he takes a day off Bank Holidays. KBH
123. Always have a day off Tuesdays. KBL
124. Just so they can have a day off or something. KBR
125. well listen, I think I think he will have a day off today because he certainly wasn't very well yesterday and then go again the day KBW
126. Have a day off ? KBW
127. You don't miss a day off school just because you're going to France for a day KCD
128. I don't know whether you go from boarding school, you probably just have a day off , I don't know, I haven't been to boarding school. KCD
129. And Darren was on a day off and he's been . KCN
130. And he said that he thinks every DSA she always has a day off on her birthday, this man did. KCT
131. I says to him, take a day off work for, I says, for God's sake! KCX
132. You've got a day off of work, a day, and a day off . KD
133. have to take a day off work . KD
134. have to take a day off work . KD
135. I mean he fancied having a day off to the anniversary of them dying, she had a day off then like she did at KD3
136. I mean he fancied having a day off to the anniversary of them dying, she had a day off then like she did at Christmas KD3
137. oh right, you got a day off ? KD6
138. has Matthew got a day off ? KD6
139. Have you got a day off too? KDS
140. Have you got a day off as well? KDS
141. He's had a day off or summat but, you know, but KDV
142. Well, on reflection, we actually said afterwards perhaps he wanted a day off . KDW
143. This poor guy's got a day off ! KE0
144. Could I have a day off ? KE3
145. You not got a day off ? KE4
146. Got a day off is it? KE6
147. a day off didn't he? KE6
148. When you have a day off , nobody's going to paying you. KM5
149. So, so used to your sort of third week having a day off in the week. KP8
is there?, but we might get a day off in May any way

the administration of justice erm to erm people who took an afternoon or a day off work every week or so and went in to sit on the Bench.

Oh right, so you've got a day off in between have you?

Horses which have a day off per week and stand in need to be in loose boxes stables

it don't feel like Friday today probably cos I've had a day off peak with half-minute billing.

in the business and social studies area, boards commented on them, you sent a minute off to the institution, you went on a visit, you wrote a report, and that was

When he went out Richardson was 45 seconds ahead, having chopped over half a minute off the newcomers record set by Ian King last year.

Calls are charged at 36p a minute off peak, 48p peak.

but one record did fall, with Don Williams, who came fifth overall, taking a minute off the previous best for in the over-50 class.

record and the junior relay team taking the gold medal by knocking a minute... off the world record...

My meals came free also, at the nearby cafeteria, and I had an hour off to walk around the town.

handbook, Carole covered the fire regulations, the working day 9–5 with an hour off for lunch, the rota for making breakfast and sandwiches, doing the washing-up, a day.

which is why his first instinct seems absolutely right — to knock an hour off its length, thereby distilling a Jonsonian energy rarely felt on stage.

it's going to knock an hour off Ray's journey if we're in Thirsk, if H Q is a day.

the relief portion, so they didn't go for a meal, they had about a half an hour off, so they were able to get their eight hour duty done in a shorter period and

time of 2 hours 34 minutes and a few seconds, knocking more than a quarter of an hour off their time last year.

Mr Malik usually had an hour off after lunch.

range of destinations and, together with the new rail link to the coast, lop an hour off journey times to the continent.

We lose a holiday for to get an hour off the working week.

Later that afternoon the duty sergeant allowed him an hour off to dig the grave in which they would bury Private Prescott.

it but she's working an extra two and a half hours a week and getting half an hour off, you know I mean you, in all you know.

else but give everybody an hour off the potatoes, you don't want the sprouts on just yet, do you?

About half an hour off the potatos, you don't want the sprouts on just yet, do you?

No, it disappeared round the corner at fifty miles an hour, off to a dawn raid on drug smugglers.

forty eight hours on with them and then forty eight hours off.

Angela's taking a few days off — she hasn't been well, he said, easily.

I gave her a few days off when William went away.

You see, with costs like this, even if you take a few days off you're a million quid in the hole!

Ruth had decided to say she'd been unwell, and had been given a few days off to recover her strength.
The extra few days off helped Gough, but it wasn’t my intention to play him at Aberdeen if the CBG
immediately before the exam to rest and refresh yourself. EX5
And then she will take a few days off from seeing anybody except me and do a bit of work. FRH

What happened whilst you were on holiday after that first few days off, the guy rang me up and said, hey some of your staff have been down or FUL
say
I’m definitely gonna take a few days off, but I wanted FYA
Well, I may send a telegram if I can work a few days off at Athens. G13
Anne managed to get a few days off work during his ten-day leave, and as he had few relatives to visit, they G16

Many of us take a few days off a year due to PMS, but about one in five women takes a fortnight or more. G2V
Just relax, Nina, enjoy a few days off . GV8
I’ll ask Daddy to give you a few days off from the office. HHB
hoping to raise thousands for charity and after 1200 miles have earned a few days off … K1N

is hoping to take a few days off during August probably from Wednesday 12th– Wednesday 19th when the KAJ
You don’t think she said she had er a few days off , a week off KB2
into the corridor, tiredness suddenly overcoming him with the prospect of a few hours off , and very nearly knocked Catherine Crane over in his preoccupation. AB9
But when the young folk of the dale were given a few hours off we certainly made the most of it. BN6
So there’s no reason at all why you shouldn’t have a few hours off . JXW
I’ll do afternoon surgery, so why don’t you take a few hours off ? JYE

was a play it was in repertory form, so another play came on and I had five days off , so I'd fly to Toronto, have a three day loonin Canada and then come back. AB5
I did the tour, had five days off , then went off with the Floyd for three months, five days off and then back C9J
the tour, had five days off, then went off with the Floyd for three months, five days off and then back with Mike and the Mechanics! C9J
been thrilled with this work experience cos was Dave originally had these five days off taping and he said no, he said, you know you're so tired, have a little KBF

from 9am to 6pm, followed by two night shifts from 6pm to 9am, followed by four days off . AHA
in addition to double time for each statutory holiday worked plus up to four days off in lieu. CDF
I am taking four days off to spend with my wife and young baby,he said. CEN
When Kimi lost the babies last April, her sister took four days off. CFB
and firing every time in the knowledge that they will have three or four days off afterwards. EB3
that morning to take their places and begin the routine of four days on, four days off . K8T
They did two hours on, four hours off . CLD
He finished in 10 hours 15 minutes — around four hours off world record pace. HP4
austere place where a 24-hour guard duty would involve four hours on and four hours off at a time. K52
I bought some new tapes four hours off the market, two fifty each, and one of them's dead faulty in’t it? KSS
recovering from a virus infection, Veronique Marot knocked almost four minutes off the course record in winning the Huddersfield Road Runners 10K… CB4

I was really happy because we had nine days off school I was very relieved. K20

It's bad if we can't take one day off, he said laughingly. A6N

and was studying accountancy, mostly at night, though the Board gave him one day off each week to attend classes. A6N

the senior signal technician who heads the list of the culpable had had only one day off in the past 13 weeks, lacked adequate training, or simply couldn't be A7W

took mornings, afternoons and evenings, six days a week — I was given one day off — so there was no time to get fit by walking. AT3

It was a six-day week — one day off in eight. B24

And we had one day off a month. H4C

Can it be that one day, off it goes on, that one day I simply stayed in, in where, instead of going out, FBD

The Welsh headmaster took almost seven minutes off the previous records in the rain and drizzle at the Les Croupiers track CB4

My strap-watch said it was ten minutes off seven and that didn't make me feel any better. FAP

Such an improvement would rewrite the record books, taking perhaps ten minutes off a runner's marathon time, but EPO can also be deadly, leading to heart KRU

These trains cut twenty hours and thirty minutes off the running time of the 2299-mile journey between Chicago and Los ASJ

Mansell, having three days off before a test session at Monza, told me: I think a decision will be made CH7

confirm it's still all right to visit, then I ring Eddie and get the next three days off, tell the cops — they're based at Fettes, though the DI has gone FP6

He had three days off. FSP

And then you get two or three days off. GSJ

And they didn't have three days on and three days off, you used to go in this particular shop at eight o'clock and maybe finish H4B

I mean if there are two or three days off during that or one day off you take for instance, as long as it's fifteen working days. J9X

Can't think what would happen to the shop if I take one day off. K8T

Can it be that one day, off it goes on, that one day I simply stayed in, in where, instead of going out, FBD

And we had one day off a month. H4C

I mean if there are two or three days off during that or one day off you take for instance, as long as it's fifteen working days. J9X

Three days off every month. K6M

I says, no, I says cos my husband gets three days off once a month, I says, and tomorrow Saturday, and Sunday, are the only KCX

Well you're not working for three days, you've got three days off ! KCX

of a shame though because, what I like, when we, when we, when we have our three days off, it's nice to know on your, on your last day off that still have a late KDK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>248.</td>
<td>Rolling watches, six hours on, three hours off. During their duty that night the pennies disappeared more quickly than the queue, but ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249.</td>
<td>Pearson, of Darlington Harrier, was also in record form, taking over the previous best time when she finished in 37 mins 13 secs, over a ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.</td>
<td>She has from her family where she's working, so she comes those two days. The habit of taking proved popular in London.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251.</td>
<td>crowd of 21,000 what depths of incompetence they had reached... after following the Test defeat, the first practice was made optional — and K4T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252.</td>
<td>and we could also elect to work for twelve days consecutively and then have two days off. ABR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253.</td>
<td>Every few weeks I would get one or two days off duty to catch the ferry to Nanaimo and motor down the scenic Malahat Drive B11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254.</td>
<td>... the festival of Passover and Unleavened Bread was only two days off Mark 14:1. CEJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255.</td>
<td>Two days off for them, then back to the UK for a change of laundry, before beginning CK6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256.</td>
<td>Taking two days off first. G1X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257.</td>
<td>Our two days off duty every twelve days could now be spend with our families, flying either H0C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258.</td>
<td>Fathers are allowed two days off as paid paternity leave. HCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259.</td>
<td>Our nannies must be paid at least 200 dollars net a week, have two days off, their own room and the families must pay their air fare,said Ms Gallagher. HJ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260.</td>
<td>Charity enjoyed her two days off. JY6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261.</td>
<td>The girls will get just two days off during the run. K97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262.</td>
<td>period, or I think some of the stores and the letter says we all get two days off, cos, and then like, they, they won't Christmas day, twelve o'clock new, KBF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263.</td>
<td>but they, they won't, they took two days off last week and they sat indoors for two days, they've got a love, you know KBF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264.</td>
<td>In the end I couldn't get rid of them, I had two days off when I was ill and I had as holidays to go to get them sort of settled up KCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265.</td>
<td>could get another man from a different station, so that you might only have two hours off. B24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266.</td>
<td>And we had er two hours off during the day, er and twenty minutes for dinner and er about twenty H4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267.</td>
<td>And even when you got into your second years you did get erm two hours off one day and three hours the next, which was usually five till eight. H4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268.</td>
<td>The Banshee came to grief two minutes off the start while lying third, a length down on the leader, Red Alligator. A9H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269.</td>
<td>—MIDDLESBROUGH and Cleveland's Kerry Matthew knocked two minutes off the intermediate girls 3,000 metre record but still finished outside the K4T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**over**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Edwards, 29, endured eight marathons in 11 days over Christmas, ran several without sleep and regarded a broken bone in his foot. AKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>a curiously out-of-sorts Courier to win 6–3, 6–3 in only 12 minutes over the hour. CEP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. along the Paignton seafront clocking the incredible time of six hours and 12 minutes over the 26.4 miles. CH3
4. to third place, beating BRADFORD 30–20 — their second win in 14 days over their championship rivals. CEP
5. The District Court jury deliberated for almost 253 hours over a six-month period gave a total of only 8.4 hours per team member per ALM
6. Stir carefully to mix together, then cook for 3 minutes over a medium heat. G2D
7. tomatoes, sugar, garam masala and seasoning to taste, and cook for 30 minutes over a very gentle heat, stirring frequently. G2D
8. Average working hours have dropped by 40 minutes over the last year, implying either the need for less overtime or further AKD
9. finally has a chance to debate the matter the Minister of State takes 40 minutes over his speech. HHW
10. Typically, individual therapy involves 12–20 sessions of 45–60 minutes over a three-month period. ALN
11. Allow the mixture to cook for about 5 minutes over a low heat, then add the salt, sugar and stock. AJY
12. Stir carefully to mix together, then cook for 12 minutes over the 26.4 miles. CH3
13. Average working hours have dropped by 40 minutes over the last year, implying either the need for less overtime or further AKD
14. a record for long distance flight when it flew from Hendon to Mudros in 55 hours, over a 10 day period. J1B
15. This is achieved by decreasing the infusion rate by 10 per cent every 6 hours over 2 days if the dosage rate was low. EE8
16. study, three pairs of subjects systematically reduced their sleep from 8 to 6 hours over a period of six weeks. EVA
17. such popularity — for it is said that Cooper produced a painting a day — over shifts in market and social circumstances. HAD
18. THE WHO will be 25 years old next month, and not one of the band looks a day over 50. A2R
19. Actually, not one of its members is a day over 50 although all of them are coming close but you might reasonably have expected A2R
20. Milk yields of up to 35kg a day in June were common, with an average of 25kg a day over the summer months, but the milk was not very creamy. B0K
21. Birmingham Open Christmas provides three cooked meals a day over a four-day period, including a daily roast. C9F
22. Alejandro’s three younger sons and four of their cousins — none of them are a day over twelve. CA0
23. He had to be fifty, but he did not look a day over thirty-five, an illusion helped by his lopsided boyish grin that was so very CCW
24. I can honestly say you don’t look a day over twenty-five. ECK
25. She pestered the appropriate officer, several times a day over a period of three weeks. EUU
26. are most extreme at the poles, which are bathed in light for up to 24 hours a day over a short summer, and then plunged into twilight darkening to permanent night FEV
27. Each WRVS delivery round serves up to 40 people a day over a two-hour period around lunch time. GXJ
28. Not a day over twenty-five, Charlotte reckoned — hardly two years senior to herself. H8L
29. Not a day over twelve, any of them. HRA
30. Niall Grant was not a day over thirty-five and aggressively masculine! JXW
31. But with up to 92 flights a day over Upper Heyford, members of the local action committee are likely to be even K20
32. I’ve only ever guessed that right once, a day over at Marion’s once and that’ll be break KC2
33. Er forty a day over ten days. KLV
34. drugs which have to be administered daily, and possibly several times a day, over a period of weeks or longer. C9V
Certainly to explain the Incarnation in a quarter of an hour over the air is a tall order, but Lewis could surely have done better than to

A nome, trying hard, could probably cover a mile and a half in an hour over open ground. CEU

Yarnell launched 150 of his aircraft which arrived in less than an hour over Oahu, he now had the capability of destroying the ships that lay in Pearl CLU

minutes, which the other employees frequently bettered, coming in half an hour over the odds due to tube delays or traffic jams. GUM

are going along at vast speeds, and I say vast speeds, they're twenty miles an hour over the grass and you can imagine how much they're cutting. J45

Speeding at 20 miles an hour over the limit is a five unit crime. K22

Where did you go and take half an hour over choosing your books? KBH

In one case, a man was interviewed twice weekly for an hour, over a period of eight months, until only a few months before his death. GWJ

In extreme cases, people had gone without fuel for up to eight days over a series of two-week periods. K5M

present general manager, says:When it burned down I received, within few days over 200 telegrams, of which 190 were from abroad, from places as far apart HSG

really survive much of the rancour that has broken out in the past few days over Labour's tax policy? CAH

In just a few days over eighty people came forward, eager to support, and to add their voices and CAR

We're well worth spending a few hours over this, I think. JA9

July; just finished breakfast with the mortar team and relaxing for a few minutes over a mug of hot tea discussing the number of casualties after the heavy A61

Trains can link Newcastle and London in a few minutes over two and a half hours. K4B

To avoid a reputation for being unreasonable, allow a strict margin of five minutes over the starting time and absolutely no more. AYJ

For example, spend five minutes over coffee trying to distinguish what is unique about your company's EW5

it works out the same yeah but you go twenty five minutes over don't you? KCE

He tells me that attendances between three and forty minutes over the ten minutes allowed are common. J9M

If a solicitor took as long as forty hours over coffee trying to distinguish what is unique about your company's it. KCE

Reading face five meetings in four days over Easter, starting with a Gold Cup visit to Poole this afternoon. FMS

Now Tim has built six… taking a hundred hours over each. K21

Pete's cooking was obviously the result of many hours over a hot Trangia. A6T

The play runs for nine hours over four nights. K25

the point is Liverpool spent er ninety minutes over in Italy and forty five minutes in Anfield to penetrate their KD8

After one day over breakfast, the chaplain of Magdalen, Adam Fox, opened his newspaper and saw coffee at Cambridge I asked if he knew of any naval occasion of the A7C

more material, both British and German, than he was ever able to use; and one day over second

which might have continued indefinitely, was abruptly ended one day over lunch with a good friend. CF4

percentage of pupils with brief absences — fifty pupils absent for one day over the course of the week. HCE

four little ducks went swimming one day over the hills and far away KR0

ducks came swimming back three little ducks went swimming one you sing it one day over the hills KR0

two little ducks went swimming one day over the hills and far away KR0

went swimming one day over the hills and far away KR0
quack, one little duck came swimming back, one little duck went swimming one day over the hills and far away one duck said quack

and television crews up and down the country by bus and plane and, on one day, over the Channel by catamaran, worked smoothly.

driver Carlos Sainz, the overall leader since Tuesday, has a margin of one minute over Fiorio and 1 min 41 sec over Biasion.

Naples and eight other Italian cities all traffic was banned for up to seven hours over several days.

this respect they are much the same as primitive people, who often take several days over assembling for some purpose and then several more to get started.

We bought the machine and I spent several hours over the next few days setting up the system.

We have been in great difficulty during the last thirty six hours over an alleged parachute operation which you have in view.

Yusupov had prepared an unusual opening variation: taking only six minutes over the first 14 moves, while Karpov used almost an hour.

over the last twelve months, I think that's just reflecting being out the ones you've been talking about, er, we're down on actual stage one.

All the training involves trainee participation with courses lasting from three hours over one day to twelve hours over two days, and was locally based on farms.

its capability of flying from New York to London or Paris in about three hours over a sustained operation for many years.

participation with courses lasting from three hours over one day to twelve hours over two days, and was locally based on farms and horticultural holdings.

Cos I were twenty minutes over the Soviet Union when they won 4-2 at Bexley Heath last night.

ENGLAND scored their second big win in three hours over the Soviet Union when they won 4-2 at Bexley Heath last night.

I said we'd better take two days over the trip and make a stop-over on the way.

Four thousand and twenty six passenger journeys were recorded in two days over the weekend of July 26th and 27th.

belonging to the Swaziland Transport and Allied Workers' Union struck for two days over union recognition.

Noel's Garden Party will be packing them in at Haydock Park for two days over the August Bank Holiday.

of holding his girlfriend hostage at gunpoint at a house in Darlington for two days over Easter appeared in court yesterday.

They lingered for two hours over the meal.

I was walking back for over an hour through deserted streets.

One woman walked for an hour through the snow to catch the bus to Skipton, waited for three and a half hours.

They drove for nearly forty minutes through the empty suburb streets.

Many of the pupils have to walk up to two hours through the bush to get to a school with only one textbook and no pens.

Rovers were 2-0 in the opening 15 minutes through Morrissey and John Aldridge and perhaps made a rod for their own backs.

two for careless riding and one for improper riding, and has now lost 18 days through suspension.

United completed the scoreline after 19 minutes through an Ian Bryson header.

Leicester drew level after 19 minutes through Oldfield, who landed a 25-yard volley after the team only half.

Kettering took the lead on 19 minutes through David Riley before Steve Shaughnessy put Runcorn level by the interval.
6. reached the last stage without conceding a goal, were two down inside 20 minutes through Tommy Collins and Arwel Owen. K4J

7. Pacific coast in a day coach: overnight to Calgary, and on for another 24 hours through the glorious panorama of the Rockies to Burrard Inlet, English Bay and B11

8. 2-1 defeat of the East, scoring at two penalty corners in the last 25 minutes through Cate Cook and Kirsten Spencer. AAW

9. City finally broke away after 29 minutes through centre Mark Potter, and following a scrum on the line flanker Rob K4T a goal by Lesley Hobley and a penalty by Denise Shorney, Hightown. AKE

10. After going 2–0 up in 32 minutes through B11

11. person was challenged with 50 ml PT-gliadin 8 mg/mlover a period of 40 minutes through the biopsy tube. HU2

12. into an apparently useless orbit of 22,000 by 300 miles, passing four times a day through the magnetically powerful van Allen radiation belts that surround the Earth. AHP

13. Gold Blend sales rocketed by 40 per cent to 10 million cups a day through the award-winning campaign. CBF

14. AFTER 17 years of delivering pints without missing illness, Jim McConnell has proved the cream rises to the top — by K2U

15. I play hockey and I have never missed a day through sickness in 17 years, even with torn muscles and ligaments, he said. K2U

16. on the way to Albuquerque had 750 cows which were milked three times a day through a 24/24 side-exit herringbone parlour. K2U

17. splits up and goes its separate ways we're not getting ten gallons a minute through that pipe or through that or GYR

18. The Netherlands regained the lead within a minute through Rob Witschge and he made the game safe with his second goal after 57 minutes. K5A

19. the visiting goal keeper had kept Holden away, Almondsbury got two in an hour through Sharon and Patterson. KS7

20. People may smoke, drive at 80 miles an hour through fog on a motorway, go in for hang-gliding or rock climbing at the K5A

21. A few doors away I watched for half an hour through a film of sunlit flour motes as a small, soft mass of dough was A5X

22. Mercenaria pumps up to 11 litres of water an hour through its tissues, becoming the penultimate depository for toxic chemicals and K5A

23. Mark Windram was travelling in a stolen car at speeds of up to 90 miles an hour through the town. K1B

24. STANTONDALE were two up in the first quarter of an hour through Graham Dodd and man of the match Paul Diamond before Carl Thomasson K97

25. What I most relish is the thought of me, eight hours through the treatment, rushing blindly to a meeting at the BBC, hair sodden, H9Y

26. United in their fifth round tie, United going in front after eighteen minutes through Dublin, and Wednesday were to receive another rude shock seven KS7

27. United in their fifth round tie, United going in front after eighteen minutes through Dublin, and Wednesday were to receive another rude shock seven KS7

28. he would also have to follow events at Hove and Edgbaston over the next few days through newspapers and television. CU1

29. He revealed that there had been several Iranian-US contacts in the last few days through the Swiss embassy in Tehran. HL4

30. goal gave Rovers an early lead, but Wigan grabbed two tries in five minutes through Ian Lucas and Andrew Farrar to open the floodgates. CEP

31. Oldham the leaders went ahead on twenty minutes through veteran Roger Palmer, but Tony Ford pulled a goal back for West KS7

32. White put Swindon in front but Norwich City pulled level after sixty five minutes through Gordon. KS7

33. I make Inverness Airport in ninety minutes, through showers of hail towed under tall, grey clouds. FP6

34. We will meet again one day through the fog that we will clear. A03

35. One of the wealthy, a nameless businessman, takes a short cut through the valley where the low-lifers hang out. CAG

36. Manchester City were back in front after seventy one minutes through Allen, and that's how the game finished; Port Vale one, Manchester KS7

37. Oldham the leaders went ahead on twenty minutes through veteran Roger Palmer, but Tony Ford pulled a goal back for West KS7

38. third round replay of the Coca Cola Cup, Blackburn went ahead after six minutes through Mike and equalizing for Shrewsbury on twenty. KN2
41. a third round replay in the Coca Cola Cup, Blackburn went ahead on six minutes through Mike, equalizing on twenty and a short while ago Shrewsbury taking
42. He lasted about ten days; through the week prior to the Open and until a couple of days before the
43. Park Rangers at to Manchester City took the lead after just thirteen minutes through Ferdinand, and to add to Manchester City's misery, they had
44. A student who has not been in attendance for more than three days through illness or other cause must notify immediately either the course
45. over Blackpool in the other replay, Peterborough going ahead after three minutes through a own goal making it one one after fourteen, has just given
46. It was not so long a walk, though it led her back in twenty minutes through a year and a half of her life, and was quick with memories both
47. They worked solidly for nearly two hours, through the bad debts, the underpayments, the cash they themselves owed for

20. 10 days to Hungary and Vienna
22. 10 days to reach Strasbourg.
45. 10 minutes to City/NEC.
46. 10 minutes to reach the Black Country Museum.
54. 10 minutes to get to the shops in the wheelchair.
57. 10 minutes to Braunwald 1,256m, 4,120ft, a traffic-free climatic resort, well equipped
97. The 140 mile main route takes complete but it can be done in sections.
113. The train took 121 hours to reach Aberdeen.
152. It would have taken 15 minutes to reach San Salvador and Marianella was probably transferred for
154. 15 minutes to get there.
163. 16 minutes to reach Greenwich or Maze Hill.
173. The walk, which gives magnificent views, takes about two to travel across the vast country of one billion people.
181. Derek, who is a retired British Rail worker, took 18 days to reach the top of the Hahnenkamm, but it's worth it for the view.
192. 20 minutes to reach Jubilee Gardens after finishing.
199. 25 minutes to the north; Rushmere and Waldringfield are no more than 15 minutes away, but
208. 20 minutes to travel half-a-mile this morning.
379. Fred Rodgers said it took him 30 minutes to the Hampshire village of Cheriton, where she was released and raised the
383. 30 minutes to the Hampshire village of Cheriton, where she was released and raised the
384. 40 minutes to get there which is quite satisfactory.
435. 40 minutes to get there which is quite satisfactory.
450. 45 minutes to a deserted spot and raped her before dumping his sobbing victim in the
We started from the Linn O'Dee and took 7.5 hours to walk the 20 miles through the mountains to Coylumbridge, said Murray.

It'll take 8 days to reach Western Australia and another two days from there to Sydney.

way of reaching Rutli from Treib is to take the funicular car a ride of 8 minutes to Seelisberg on its high terrace at 801m above sea level, and to walk a day to see me.

Suzanne, my wife, who had just had a baby, drove three hours twice a day to see me.

And as it takes half an hour to drive to Royal Wrigglesworth we must assume that Sir Vivien's Lagonda would have reached the farthest outposts of the French right: Friant's corps, stationed set out on the north side of Lime Street — took a quarter of an hour to walk round and try all the locks.

From Santiago we flew for an hour to Vigo, which has a smaller airport but is a much larger town and is in fact the Tunnel terminal when what really makes you cross is having to travel half an hour to find a park in which our kids can play — except, that is, if your street

It takes half an hour to get from Bournemouth to Southampton, but it can take up to half an hour to get from Barts to the Westminster hospital.

the weekend cycling uphill for 11 hours against the wind, before climbing for the A6 linking Nimes to Barcelona, fifteen minutes from Nimes or Montpellier, it had taken us an hour to walk but had taken the men who drove it thirteen years of drilling and had taken us to reach them on foot.

Bernice calculated that it would take the best part of an hour to reach a mountain hut.

It took Stephen about half an hour to reach the banks and he began to head across them towards Chesney.

It took Murray about half an hour to walk the 20 miles through the mountains to Coylumbridge, said Murray.

It'll take 8 days to reach Western Australia and another two days from there to Sydney.

Seelisberg on its high terrace at 801m above sea level, and to walk a day to see me.

Suzanne, my wife, who had just had a baby, drove three hours twice a day to see me.

And as it takes half an hour to drive to Royal Wrigglesworth we must assume that Sir Vivien's Lagonda would have reached the farthest outposts of the French right: Friant's corps, stationed set out on the north side of Lime Street — took a quarter of an hour to walk round and try all the locks.

From Santiago we flew for an hour to Vigo, which has a smaller airport but is a much larger town and is in fact the Tunnel terminal when what really makes you cross is having to travel half an hour to find a park in which our kids can play — except, that is, if your street

It takes half an hour to get from Bournemouth to Southampton, but it can take up to half an hour to get from Barts to the Westminster hospital.

the weekend cycling uphill for 11 hours against the wind, before climbing for the A6 linking Nimes to Barcelona, fifteen minutes from Nimes or Montpellier, it had taken us an hour to walk but had taken the men who drove it thirteen years of drilling and had taken us to reach them on foot.

Bernice calculated that it would take the best part of an hour to reach a mountain hut.

It took Stephen about half an hour to reach the banks and he began to head across them towards Chesney.

It'd take us an hour to get there.

It took her an hour to reach it, and a patrol was waiting.

It took me an hour to zig-zag down that pesky Alp, and it will be at least another 17 years before I walk briskly to work — the maddening thing is that I do not bring so
They took an hour to reach the first town, and another hour to find the tourist office and fend off HDC

It will take us about an hour to get there. HGK

to catch the 07.19 Leighton - Euston train, which is a semi-stopper, it took an hour to get there. HHS

However fast the army was marching, the Forteviot men would take an hour to reach them, and another hour to come back. HRC

There are hides and a footpath around the reserve which takes about an hour to walk. HSH

Er, it takes me an hour to get there, if I'm lucky now at roadworks and charging time in one day, is like JSN

It took me just over an hour to drive here from Edinburgh. JXS

It took the three of them over an hour to reach the bottom of the slope, where they came to a halt. K6Y

It took us three quarters of an hour to get there, three quarters of an hour to get there, just over the half an hour KB5

I say, it took us three quarters of an hour to get there, three quarters of an hour to get there, just over the half an hour getting back. KB5

about erm half seven, quarter to eight, like so you tend to think quarter of an hour to the erm bus stop which is right outside the door of the hotel we were getting KB7

erm and the beauty of it is, it only takes, from here it only takes half an hour to get there KBX

skims across the surface of the water and it's very quick, it only takes half an hour to go from Ramsgate to Dover. KE2

It only takes half an hour to get there. KE2

It takes ha about twenty minutes, half an hour to go to Austria doesn't it? KP1

too far removed from er Brands Hatch, about an hour's run, three quarters of an hour to an hour's run from where we are through the tunnel KPA

too far removed from er Brands Hatch, about an hour's run, three quarters of an hour to an hour's run from we are through the tunnel KPA

and our lecture finished at quarter to four, so you like, three quarters of an hour to get to the bus, right, and then it didn't turn up. KPV

At a speed of fifty yards in fifteen minutes it would take me another eight hours to reach the road. ADY

my family and through the perils of the desert and erm it took us about eight hours to go through the desert, which normally takes two hours, and it was very KRL

way of thinking about it is in terms of the time that light takes about eight minutes to reach us from the sun. KRH

an event which happens on the sun, which is visible, takes about eight minutes to reach us. KRH

for Ken suggesting he came on down when he'd had breakfast, walked fifteen minutes to the hospital and admitted herself. HGJ

I, when, when we go down to playschool I walk but because it takes what fifteen minutes to walk into town I put him in the pushchair KD1

Aunt Sarah was right in saying that it would take five days to reach Liverpool, since the barge could go no faster than the horse which CB5

It took five hours to reach Tagmout, our overnight spot, first crossing the dusty plain then CG2

WE TUMBLE straight back on the enormo-bus after the gig and travel for five hours to New York in preparation for playing at the NY Academy two nights later. CK6
these cliffs, the tundra below and the seashore, an area that took us about five hours to walk around.

It took him five hours to walk back to Leyton, where he had a bed-sit.

there's twenty twenty men, right five hours to big hole, how long would it take one man.

A further five hours to the vee-shaped barricade where they would be forced to leave the AMU

five minutes from your house to the tram-stop they had selected, and then five minutes to walk to the courts.

lengths to avoid journeys up and down stairs, or who will drive round for five minutes to find a parking spot near the exit of the car park rather than walk for C94

Well I studied an art class in the school and it took me twenty five minutes to walk from my house.

no, it's only going to take five minutes to get there KPM

Thomas of Marlborough took about forty days to get himself to Rome, riding fast and wearing out horses on the way. HPW

It takes forty minutes to walk from Dhang station to the farm along a road which starts as a stony ARB

It had taken Sabrina forty minutes to drive from Lausanne to Fribourg and another fifteen minutes to find the ECK

It takes us about forty minutes to get there KP1

The yacht took four days to reach down across Biscay, look in at Luarca and then rendezvous with the 11 G37

They could have followed us the four hours to Dieppe in the hope of picking up trade on the way back; but that makes for G1A

Mm, yeah, It takes four hours to get to Lanzarote. KE2

prepared for the association, which he disputes: that it takes four-and-a-half hours to travel from his town of Durness, in Sutherland, to K5M

How many days to Talisker? GWF

are deflected by electric and magnetic fields, charged particles can take many hours to reach the earth; neutrons are unaffected by such fields, hence they travel B78

Swiss-inclined boiler locomotives are used on the line, and the train takes one hour to travel the 41 miles to the summit. B0A

One minute to drop-zone. CJJ

first of this level which is higher than 10 metres and takes longer than one minute to climb. ECH

will leave with the helicopters on board next week and is expected to take seven days to reach the Croatian port of Split. K97

Seven minutes to Drop-zone. CJJ

I have timed my departure from the Cabinet Office to leave seven minutes to walk to Charing Cross, and then another two no more!before my train J17

Jim going to the library in the car, the lazy lump, take him all of seven minutes to walk there KB8

hard Alpine and Himalayan standard — long ridge routes that take several days to accomplish; big face routes on rock and ice. A15

It would be a journey of several hours to the barn. HTH

sliding downwards beside each other, faces to the rocks, only some five or six minutes to reach the spot where the railing which Sven Hjerson had noticed further A0D

Sorry it wasn't thirty days. ten days to get here. KGU

To climb up to it takes time nine or ten hours to get there and back — but no special skill or nerve. FA2

Ten minutes to the gap in the reef, three-quarters of an hour to the mainland, twenty AMU
It took them nearly ten minutes to reach the top of the house.

The snow was almost knee-deep; it took him nearly ten minutes to reach the hedge at the other side of the field.

It took ten minutes to reach Honey Cottage, with Yanto trying his best to scare the pants off B1X

It had taken them only ten minutes to reach this far.

It took him nearly ten minutes to reach the hedge at the other side of the field. B1X

Honey Cottage, with Yanto trying his best to scare the pants off B3J

It took ten minutes to reach George IV Bridge, less than a mile. HPP

Ten minutes to walk across from the phone to the platform! HWM

He says, no it takes thirty days to get here. KCP

Gibraltar

It took them only ten minutes to reach the hedge at the other side of the field. B1X

It took ten minutes to reach the hedge at the other side of the field. B1X

It took ten minutes to reach this far. HJD

Honey Cottage, with Yanto trying his best to scare the pants off B3J

It had taken them only ten minutes to reach this far. HJD

Ten minutes to reach George IV Bridge, less than a mile. HPP

An hour and ten minutes to Gibraltar

Ten minutes to get here. KGU

It took ten minutes to reach this far. HJD

Ten minutes to reach this far. HJD

Ten minutes to reach Honey Cottage, with Yanto trying his best to scare the pants off B1X

Ten minutes to reach Honey Cottage, with Yanto trying his best to scare the pants off B1X

Ten minutes to reach George IV Bridge, less than a mile. HPP

Ten minutes to walk across from the phone to the platform! HWM

Ten minutes to get here. KGU
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basis of very sparse data, estimates of the sidereal axial period ranged from +15 days to +224.701 days, the upper limit equalling the sidereal orbital period.

The seminar will take place on Sunday 10 December in Caledonia House from 0930 hours to 1600 hours.

Take skinned peppers and peeled prawns to the onion mixture, and cook for about 1 hour to soften the peppers.

Stir in the taco seasoning and fry for 1 minute to develop the flavour.

Similarly a tail wind component of 30 kts would require the still air time of 1 minute to be reduced by 30 seconds.

is so huge that two men walking seven miles each, up and down, take 11 hours to mow it.

from Bangert, striking 37 to Gardiner’s 36, Oxford went clear with 11 minutes to go.

which may appear between 6–24 hours after exposure and can take 1–3 days to disappear, but may not cause peeling.

Britain in a few months for around £14,000 and takes between 500 and 1,000 hours to complete.

The nucleation time was prolonged from 1.5 days to 12.2 and 13.2 days after the addition 2.5 µmol of synthetic lecithins.

shoulder, that belonging to Dean Richards, will be X-rayed within the next 10 days to determine whether the Leicester No. 8 has any chance of playing for England.

24 Hours, despite the imposition of a ridiculous timetable which gave BRM only 10 days to build the car.

With only 10 days to finalise the proposals before they must be announced in the Queen’s Speech, David was therefore offered inpatient care for up to 10 days to provide him with intensive support.

The latter cycle takes about 10 days to survive.

He said he was sorry, but it had taken him 10 days to walk here.

David was therefore offered inpatient care for up to 10 days to provide him with intensive support.

The latter cycle takes about 10 days to survive.

I take 10 days to two weeks off.

If it’s a dangerous model Candy will send an engineer within 10 days to fit a safety device.

We assume that larvae take 10 days to develop ignoring differences between lines, and that larval viability is.

On Jan. 15, 1990, Centromín workers went on strike for about 10 days to demand improvements in wages and conditions and the release of Victor.

required that all unauthorized armed units should surrender their arms within 10 days to the JNA.

Later you sell the CD when there are 10 days to maturity and the yield is 10 per cent.

conservatively by percutaneously draining the gall bladder for seven to 10 days to allow the perforation to heal and performing stone extraction at a second operation.

Patients receiving elemental diet remained in hospital for at least 10 days to ensure compliance.

Drivers over the pollution limit get 10 days to put things right and take an MOT test, or their vehicles have to come off the road.

Coyle, made another bold move into the transfer market for the third time in 10 days to gain the services of yet another Scottish player.
32. I understand Ratcliffe will meet the Cambridge board within the next 10 days to discuss the job of player-manager.

33. To produce images in 3 seconds, the portable unit’s three sensors need up to 10 hours to make a respectable picture though spot checks for cracks and rottenness can.

34. Most dishes take about 8 hours to cook, but some foods, such as pasta, can only be added to a dish halfway.

35. Administration of rt-PA as second dose thrombolytic agent was 6.5 days range.

36. Ergo, the manufacturers no longer dare market food that takes more than 10 minutes to prepare.

37. Bottom-placed Barrow came from 14-0 down after 10 minutes to level 24-24 at Bradford but finished as badly as they had started, leaking.

38. By new, warm colour of her hair but admitted, I might take a little more than 10 minutes to achieve this amazing sculptured style!

39. It can take 10 minutes to get off the train.

40. 36 p.c. of customers interviewed said they had to wait between five and 10 minutes to be served.

41. Oldham struck three goals in a seven-minute spell in the last 10 minutes to condemn David Pleat’s side to their 14th away defeat.

42. Ian Smales’s try and Fox’s fourth goal tied the scores again with 10 minutes to go and it took Fox’s drop to separate the sides.

43. Short’s position looked a little insecure but both players had only 10 minutes to make eight moves and they chose to repeat the position and agree a draw.

44. When the time arrives, the proposer has 10 minutes to speak in favour of his Bill and an opposer may speak for 10 minutes against.

45. She gone the long way round, using a main road, she would only have added 10 minutes to her journey.

46. Setting baselines 10 minutes to establish what the parents are to do.

47. At 10 minutes to midday, Gower square-drove Aqib to the Wilson’s Stand to reach 34 and

48. Put the flour and yeast in a large dry mixing bowl and stir for at least 10 minutes to make sure the ingredients are well mixed.

49. Especially for larger lexicons for example 5,705 words takes approximately 10 minutes to build, but 68,856 words takes just over 11 hours 3.

50. It took them only 10 minutes to break the deadlock with Seamus Duffy curling a direct free kick after 10 minutes to make eight moves and they chose to repeat the position and agree a draw.

51. The buxom Mlle Gilles is called upon every 10 minutes to reveal her all or three-quarters of it and while this is no sight to be

52. The test took about 10 minutes to complete and counting the dots on the photo required 10 to 20 minutes.

53. For this the samples were thawed and centrifuged at 3000 g for 10 minutes to remove the mucus.
The resulting crude homogenate was then centrifuged at 600 g for 10 minutes to remove unbroken cells and nuclear debris.

Twenty millilitres were centrifuged at 1500 g for 10 minutes to obtain cell free plasma.

The supernatant was removed immediately and respun at 300 g for 10 minutes to yield cell free plasma.

Krebs-Henseleit buffer containing 11 mM glucose, and transported within 10 minutes to the laboratory.

We were given 10 minutes to prepare, then had to give an interview of 2 minutes.

Subject: 10 minutes to go Leeds 1–0 Tottenham -> Deane scored after 53

So I went on to reciprocal for 10 minutes to seek a more friendly environment, which I did, and then set course again.

To be an easy ticket for Oxford, but when Nick Cusack scored with just over 10 minutes to go at the Vetch Field, United looked a good bet for the 4th round.

She says that the bailiffs came very early and told everyone they had 10 minutes to get out.

With just 10 minutes to go, United lost, or rather threw away their win, when Sam Goodacre

Swindon turned up the heat in the last 10 minutes to score 2 more.

The fifth seed from Taunton needed two hours 10 minutes to win 6-7 6-4 6-4 so taking another important step towards his seventh

It's 10 minutes to 7.

It took the country 100 days to form a government after the elections last November, when a surge of votes

other European countries made rather a mess of things: that Belgium had taken 100 days to form a government; that the Italian political system was a disaster and the

He has about 100 days to begin to crank new reforms into action.

Elliott Abrams was put on probation for two years, ordered to devote up to 100 hours to community service and fined a token $50 for unlawfully withholding

for her hysterectomy — the usual time is between seven to 10 days — to be greeted by the district nurse, a patient aide, and Mrs Elizabeth

I allowed about 11 days to do the first chunk of recording — and she did it in five,says the

In three quarters of cases, they laid their eggs, which take about 11 days to emerge, in nests containing perch eggs that were still white, and therefore

My daughter's baby was born dead because the hospital took 11 hours to decide on a caesarean operation,she said.

their second innings total, opener Mark Taylor taking four hours and 11 minutes to score 42.

It’s lovely to receive your letters — the post has been taking about 11–14 days to get here and most of the letters appear to have been opened, but have

It was quite pleasant to get a radio call at 1115 hours to say stop doing the container wagons, we're starting the Arakan.

telephone as a local unit announce that a helicopter will be arriving at 1130 hours to collect maps from the adjoining map depot.

The whole thing takes around 12 days to complete and takes in all the best Lakeland peaks, but the beauty of it is
98. also depends on its depth. While a 1 m thick flow of basalt will take around 12 days to cool from 1 100 to 750 °C, the same amount of cooling will take 3 a for a...

99. Sprinkle the Kirsch over the fruit and place in a refrigerator for at least 12 hours to marinate.

100. It took police, firemen and a crane more than 12 hours to haul the vehicle from the canal and re-open the road.

101. is also offered, but this has only a 330mm 13incutting capacity, and takes 12 hours to recharge.

102. Charge times currently range from about 12 hours to 5 minutes.

103. B.Ed courses listed ranges from 12 hours to 200+.

104. was that 12 teams of people, most of them dressed up as rare animals, had 12 hours to get as far as possible without using any money.

105. Up to five inches fell in the 12 hours to 10am.

106. In cases of multiple debt, we reckon on 12 hours to work through the inquiry, she added.

107. on, coming six lengths clear from Ambuscade in a race that took over 12 minutes to complete, almost eight minutes longer than the standard time.

108. With 12 minutes to go...

109. there was a 30 second gap between the leaders and the pack and as much as 12 minutes to the last man, a Czech rider who was suffering in the heat.

110. substitute Jon Gittens took over from the injured Jamie Pollock with 12 minutes to go.

111. With 12 minutes to go, the determination of Jamie Pollock won a chance for Paul Wilkinson to...

112. from 31 to 37 each weekday and average journey times are set to be cut by 12 minutes to three hours 15 minutes.

113. The ministers also agreed to shorten from 120 days to 30 days the payment period for buying in grain for EC intervention stocks.

115. None gave more than 13 hours to Language in Education except one which listed the whole 120, and several gave.

116. One of the censure votes took an unprecedented 13 hours to complete.

117. But please hurry — remember, you have just 14 days to qualify for a chance to add the L15,000 Bonus to the First Prize...

118. even after you've applied and your policy has been issued you still have 14 days to return it to us with no financial obligation.

119. Should you wish to cancel the Bond, you then have 14 days to do so by returning the Notice to Midland Life.

120. I was told I had 14 days to leave the country because my visa had expired.

121. He has 14 days to appeal but has already been told he must appear before the FA Commission.

122. The summons gives your debtor 14 days to pay or let the court know why he won't.

123. The pressure group Lynx has just 14 days to raise money for an appeal against L40,000 damages.

124. He has 14 days to reply to the charges and request a personal hearing.

125. I am told the guardian ad litem needs approximately 14 days to prepare an up to date report, which I will order to be prepared.

126. we will credit you with 10% of the cost of the changed holiday if less than 14 days to departure, this will be raised to 20% to be used in the purchase of any other...

127. After the ruling Wolf was given 14 days to appeal but gave himself up to German police at the Austrian border on Sept. 24.

128. judge intends to rescind, notice is given to the parties and they have 14 days to object, whereupon a hearing is fixed to decide on rescission.
129. Committee's recommendation last year that the six-day limit be extended to cover for holidays. K96
130. Fred and Joan Avery, both 34, waited 14 hours to get one for their son Philip, six. CBC
131. 53, clocked up huge amounts of overtime, often putting in shifts of up to 14 hours to help him pay off debts, an industrial tribunal heard. CBF
132. from 11 to four hours, and one table-loading job was shortened from 14 hours to 20 minutes — and on-line response time is significantly improved; it CP7
133. Previously it had taken Ford 14 hours to assemble a car; now it took 93 minutes. EWB
134. Detective Sergeant Deirdre Noelle cracked its coded sequence of figures in 14 minutes to reveal the phone numbers of accomplices Sean Wain and Robert Moore. CEN
135. Each instrument takes approximately 140 hours to make. BMD
136. Sloan has 15 days to appeal. A49
137. If you've absolutely nothing at all to lose. AYP
138. You pay nothing now and will have 15 days to study your policy after it arrives. AYR
139. The Serbs will then be given 15 days to stop all flights over the country, US Defence Secretary Dick Cheney said. CBE
140. They give you 15 days to respond. CBV
141. companies issue cover notes which usually vary in length of validity from 15 days to 60 days. CE2
142. The maximum period of detention without charge was reduced from 15 days to 24 hours and detainees were allowed increased access to lawyers. HKV
143. A 5lb oven-ready turkey will take 15 hours to defrost at room temperature. C9F
144. This warm-up period will take less than 15 minutes to complete, but will increase cardio-vascular fitness and ensure that the A0W
145. Austria's Beate Reinstadler took three hours 15 minutes to beat the qualifier Tracy Moreton, of Australia, 5-7, 7-5, 7-5. A80
146. to a penalty goal in the first quarter of an hour, took command in the next 15 minutes to run in three of their eight tries, two by centre Mason, who went on to a AKE
147. It takes about 15 minutes to do this so you will have to be realistic about how frequently you could cover one mile: Distance = Speed x Time = 176 steps/min x 15 mins = 2,640 BPG
148. If your speed is 176 steps per minute then it will take 15 minutes to break down the sugar so that the cake cuts well. C8A
149. The secret to successful royal icing is to beat the mixture for at least 15 minutes to adhere properly before attaching the filter body. CGH
150. sticking the hanger part of the filter onto the glass and leaving this for 15 minutes to install and costs just L380; it features Hewlett-Packard Co PCL 5 CNK
151. LBP8II for a fraction of the cost of a new machine: the board takes only 15 minutes to get their noses in front when Mark Ward made the opening for Matt HJ3
152. Cullen showed him how to do it after 15 minutes to extend his side's lead. HJ3
153. After a good night's sleep, we arrived at breakfast with about 15 minutes to spare, and eventually set off for Hungary where we were due to stay the HAW
154. It took Everton only 15 minutes to get their noses in front when Mark Ward made the opening for Matt Jackson HJ3
155. Cullen showed him how to do it after 15 minutes to extend his side's lead. HJ3
156. Saturday with Clark and James and Strange and Stewart taking five hours and 15 minutes to go round in a fourball was a joke. HJG
157. their protests to putting up flags and posters, work stoppages ranging from 15 minutes to eight hours were reported from some districts. HL7
158. We were due on a Viennese trolley car — or tram — and had only 15 minutes to shower and get ready. HP6
159. The pellet was allowed to stand at room temperature for 15 minutes to allow binding to occur and unbound 51-chromium was then removed by washing.

160. Leeds went bankrupt tomorrow to find out that Leeds were 3–0 down with 15 minutes to go.

161. They don't get to choose which side and they have just 15 minutes to prepare.

162. With 15 minutes to go, they won a penalty.

163. It took the buses nearly 15 minutes to inch through the steel gates, two hours after the day shift had been due to go and a final team talk before the opening.

164. Only 15 minutes to go and a final team talk before the opening.

165. 1971 and 1985 average duration of stay for all age groups decreased from 15.1 days to 10.7 days, a decline of 29.1 per cent.

166. IT TAKES 150 days to produce a Brooks saddle.

167. It took him about 150 hours to complete, and won him a City and Guilds senior award for excellence.

168. allowing the plant to vent directly to the outside world and others who took 16 days to evacuate Seveso.

169. Not with 16 days to go.

170. library of 4,500 antiquarian religious books assembled by him and his son took 16 days to auction in London in 1849 after his death.

171. The jury retired on 11 February 1992 and took 16 hours to reach a verdict.

172. but the Russians refused to give in and produced a stunning three goals in 16 minutes to steal the tie.

173. Patton was Omagh's hero, returning from suspension to score two goal in 16 minutes to cement Omagh's first win this season.

174. safe at 2-0 up after 31 minutes but the Russians scored three times in 16 minutes to steal the tie.

175. All rats were killed between 1400 and 1600 hours to prevent circadian variations.

176. He took 17 hours to hatch at an ostrich farm at Weeton, Lancs — egged on by ranger Philip.

177. CAMBRIDGE struck three times in the last 17 minutes to earn a point.

178. Alex Ferguson's champions have taken just 18 days to open a three point gap from just six games of their title defence.

179. It was from a corner that Malcolm Allen headed the second after 18 minutes to claim his eighth of the season before Andy May volleyed the third from the

180. possible language problems to cause difficulty, it took in one case more than 180 days to effect service in London through the English subsidiary authority.

181. However, for a discount security with more than six months 182 days to maturity, the bond equivalent yield has to take into account the fact that the

182. the American oyster drill, Urosalpinx cinerea, in Britain takes at least 2 days to bore oyster shells Hancock, 1960.

183. It will take 2 days to cut down all 80 trunks and clear away the wood.

184. 1938 Massey Harris model, designed to work with a horse or tractor, will take 2 days to harvest this 4 acre crop of wheat.
Reynolds' return to the ward post-operatively his position was changed every 2 hours to minimize the effects of pressure on his skin.

For experimental subjects tested after retention intervals ranging from 2 hours to 1 month memory was surprisingly accurate and was not affected by retention.

Remember Oldham away last season? 2–0 up with 2 minutes to go, it ended 2–2 admittedly after a ludicrous extension of extra time.

Imagine it New Years day next year, 0–0 v the scum at Old Trafford, with 2 minutes to go and comes Fergy junior.

Imagine it New Years day next year, 0–0 v the scum at Old Trafford, with 2 minutes to go and comes Fergy junior.

With a lorry load of goods from Leeds, it took 4 hours to Liverpool docks and 21 hours to Hull docks before the motorways were opened — and time is money.

Reportedly showed a reduction in the run-time of a series of jobs from 2.5 hours to 43 minutes.

Solid matter takes between 10 and 20 days to digest cattle waste takes longer than waste from pigs, and the size of the lorry load of goods from Leeds, it took 4 hours to Liverpool docks and 21 hours to Hull docks before the motorways were opened — and time is money.

Rangers needed all of 20 minutes to catch their breath, responding to this constant raiding with play that was catch their breath, responding to this constant raiding with play that was.

Despite having 20 minutes to compose himself after being given advance notification of the exit poll, Kiwomya, 23 yesterday, struck twice in the last 20 minutes to book his team a Coca-Cola Cup fourth round replay after Dalian Atkinson and CBG

Most birds take about 20 minutes to lay an egg, make this a most unhappy day for a desperately tired and sore Rugby Canada. work and can give almost total pain relief.

It takes about 20 minutes to send down a line can now take a tenth of the time.

It takes about 20 minutes to adhere — time enough to correct mistakes.
pasta quills tossed in a hot and spicy tomato sauce which only takes about 20 minutes to make.

1–8 years collected two urine specimens — one before and one two hours after breakfast for determination of the change in the H + pass through a bat or small bird, though up to several months in animals.

to a famous tourist site, but when we get there only allowing ourselves 20 minutes to see it.

food as rapidly as possible is to their advantage: food may take 10 to make it down safety and it's an experience he's not keen to repeat.

Although they only took 20 minutes to arrive, if George could have given a map reference, as well as his address, he could find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

After a two day hearing the magistrates took 20 minutes to find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

Although they only took 20 minutes to arrive, if George could have given a map reference, as well as his address, he could find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

It took him 20 minutes to make it down safety and it's an experience he's not keen to repeat.
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After a two day hearing the magistrates took 20 minutes to find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

Although they only took 20 minutes to arrive, if George could have given a map reference, as well as his address, he could find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

After a two day hearing the magistrates took 20 minutes to find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

Although they only took 20 minutes to arrive, if George could have given a map reference, as well as his address, he could find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

After a two day hearing the magistrates took 20 minutes to find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

Although they only took 20 minutes to arrive, if George could have given a map reference, as well as his address, he could find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.

After a two day hearing the magistrates took 20 minutes to find Mr Gould not guilty, a verdict that disappointed Mr Hoad.
The jury at Manchester Crown Court took 23 hours to bring in their verdicts on four of the defendants, Glynn Williams, 29, Mark K5D
This perm only takes 23 minutes to process and the results actually last longer than conventional perms. C9P

she has managed so far — and has now covered 8,300 miles in the first 24 days, to take 150 miles out of the lead of French challenger Commodore Explorer. K5A

It said 21 people were killed in the 24 hours to Tuesday morning. A28

Another 500 East Germans came out through Hungary in the 24 hours to yesterday morning, bringing the total who have left since Hungary opened its Sunday morning from the normal 500-600 to 1,184, bringing the number who have A2T

The flow of East German refugees swelled during the 24 hours to work — replacing vital body fluids and salts that are lost when A3U

salt — water treatment, known as Oral Rehydration Therapy ORT takes only 24 hours to replace — replacing vital body fluids and salts that are lost when A7G

is to use the banks' electronic money transfer services which take from 24 hours to around five days depending on the bank and whether you use an express A94

is to use the banks' electronic money transfer services which take from 24 hours to around five days depending on the bank and whether you use an express A9D

is to use the banks' electronic money transfer services which take from 24 hours to around five days depending on the bank and whether you use an express A9D

I'll give you 24 hours to get off my turf or I'll kill you. ALH

There were only 24 hours to go, but we were determined to make a good first impression. AM5

questionnaires each morning recording their copulations in the previous 24 hours to the nearest hour. B73

He found that, left to herself, she takes up to 24 hours to prepare for farrowing. BMD

Check that the bridge hasn't moved, then leave in a warm place for a further 24 hours to allow the glue to harden fully. C9J

down in the country, I had a BSkyB dish installed in London and it took her 24 hours to find it. CBC

joints damp in warm summer weather, but in winter cover the area for at least 24 hours to prevent frost attacking the mortar before it is thoroughly hardened. CCX

The test costs less than L2 and cuts diagnosis time from 24 hours to just 90 minutes. CEN

UN officials said earlier they hoped to enter the settlement of Cerska within 24 hours to check Moslem claims that up to 1,500 sick and wounded needed to be evacuated CFC

Two days ago the Croats were given 24 hours to leave. CH3

my first commission from the world's greatest rock read and I had less than 24 hours to deliver the goods. CHA

zones every 15° longitude apart: with 360° around the globe, and 24 hours to deal with, simple arithmetic indicated that each zone should be roughly CJD

It wasn't the most exciting design of wall ever seen, but with only 24 hours to be built, it served its purpose. CL7

obvious and crucial insights don't usually come instantly — it took us 24 hours to realise that the part-concealed agenda behind IBM's December closures was CP1

agreed a venous blood sample is taken and another appointment arranged within 24 hours to give the result so that the period of uncertainty and anxiety is minimised. EA2

You have just 24 hours to rescue your sovereign sibling, or he/she will be turned into a ghost and be EB6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>280.</td>
<td>This had the effect of giving the police a further 24 hours to question the suspect, charge him or release him.</td>
<td>EVK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281.</td>
<td>me great concern and problems early in the Parliament, but I hope in the next 24 hours to show where my true attitudes lie.</td>
<td>H91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282.</td>
<td>He was given 24 hours to leave the country.</td>
<td>HLJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283.</td>
<td>Now they have 24 hours to leave.</td>
<td>K1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284.</td>
<td>FOOTBALL: John Aldridge will play for club and country in 24 hours to strengthen the Republic of Ireland's decimated squad for the friendly with K4T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.</td>
<td>Doctors are keeping Tim on the life support machine for 24 hours to make sure the drugs have worked out of his system and have not ruled out all</td>
<td>K5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286.</td>
<td>The First Division strugglers were 3–0 down after only 24 minutes to goals from Craig Maskell 2and Martin Ling but fought back to almost snatch CEP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287.</td>
<td>while an ambulance service spokesman said the ambulance had taken 24 minutes to respond.</td>
<td>K54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288.</td>
<td>19 minutes, the government guideline, and that this ambulance had taken 24 minutes to arrive.</td>
<td>K55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289.</td>
<td>To illustrate, consider a discount security with was established as an agency in October 1988, had by April 1991 reduced from 246 days to maturity with a discount rate of 9.43 per cent. HNL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290.</td>
<td>12 days the time it takes to process documents, against a target reduction to FAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291.</td>
<td>Christmas shoppers were given 25 minutes to evacuate the area before the van exploded in Market Street only half a mile A96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292.</td>
<td>Heavy going at Wigan The start was delayed for 25 minutes to enable the now inevitable lakecomers to find a vacant place. AAW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294.</td>
<td>Supernatants were combined and centrifuged at 16500 g for 25 minutes to obtain a lysosome enriched pellet. HU4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295.</td>
<td>Last week a Durham City vehicle took 25 minutes to respond. K54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296.</td>
<td>Yet the umpires allowed 256 minutes to be lost. CU0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297.</td>
<td>Devoy took a mere 26 minutes to clinch her second-round victory. AJR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298.</td>
<td>It can take an Italian bank 27 days to clear a cheque issued in another town. ED4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299.</td>
<td>Smith, the England No.1, beat Troke 11-1, 11-7 in 27 minutes to take the title for the fifth time in seven years. AA7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.</td>
<td>Motherwell took 27 minutes to create their first chance when Chris McCart carved out an opening for Joe AK6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.</td>
<td>had nothing to offer as Becker took the second set triumphantly in just 27 minutes to a great roar from the delirious crowd. CEP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302.</td>
<td>Hodgson took 278 minutes to complete his hundred, facing 239 balls and hitting 13 fours and he was K2D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.</td>
<td>letters to 3,500 members establishing a legal debt to Lloyd's and giving them 28 days to pay. CBY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304.</td>
<td>He now has 28 days to leave, or launch an appeal against the decision. CEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305.</td>
<td>They were fined L1,000 with L365 costs — and asked for 28 days to CH2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306.</td>
<td>Labour-controlled Harlow and Tory-run Castle Point have 28 days to challenge the decision, announced by Environment Secretary Michael Howard E9P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307.</td>
<td>He went because he had to, leaving his farm for 28 days to live day and night in the bush, protecting the African villages from raiders GXK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308.</td>
<td>sales to 12,500 from Thursday's figure of 11,275 out the 49,271 limit with 28 days to go. K2D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309.</td>
<td>Sir Nicholas has 28 days to decide whether to refer the sentence to the Court of Appeal. K3K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310.</td>
<td>The hearing was adjourned for 28 days to enable the coroner to produce further evidence. K4E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
311. the value of the primary deposit being made on an interest to maturity basis for
28 days to 5 years. K8W
312. Landlord and if so required by the Landlord at the expense of the Tenant
within 28 days to procure some other person acceptable to the Landlord such acceptance
not to be entered upon the Premises and affix and retain anywhere upon the Premises
a notice. J77
313. if the rents or any part of them shall be in arrear and unpaid for longer than
28 days to enter upon the Premises and affix and retain anywhere upon the Premises
a notice. J77
314. An object the size of the Sun would take
29 minutes to collapse to a singularity under its own gravity — at least that would
B74
315. to win with five wickets in hand, and Rutherford and Tony Blain took only
29 minutes to reach the target of 201. K5J
316. It can take
3 days to disappear and is followed by complete peeling. CDR
317. 3 days to crush revolt CEN
318. the Court in Nepal, which originally ordered their detention, had been given
3 days to either release the men, or to start trial proceedings. K1B
319. We took
3 days to get back. K1J
320. will take to the water at Hay on Wye early tomorrow morning and it will take
3 days to complete the 100 mile journey through Hereford, Ross and Monmouth to
Chepstow. K1L
321. We then run it into fermenters, adding yeast, then leave it for
3 days to ferment and rack it off into casks. K1R
322. It took a team of 6 one year and
3 days to finish this masterpiece. K1U
323. I've been in Denmark with Kent for
3 days to see our brother-in-law & niece's sister died Oct, '91 of a second brain
KAU
324. has hammer action, 10mm chuck capacity, its own charging unit it takes
3 hours to recharge and weighs about 1.5kg. ED4
325. issued with every Shareware disc, and the Transend Catalogue which only
3 hours to write. HAC
326. took
3 hours to set. HJ3
327. With skill and concentration, it can still take up to
3 hours to seat one chair. K1U
328. At night, waking every
3 hours, to turn him in his sleep. K1C
329. John West's new Microwave Meals take just
3 minutes to prepare. CFS
330. So, we have
3 minutes to lose 2000ft. G3K
331. The procedure takes approximately
3 minutes to complete. HU2
332. Place in fridge for
3 hours to set. HJ3
333. With skill and concentration, it can still take up to
3 hours to seat one chair. K1U
334. At night, waking every
3 hours, to turn him in his sleep. K1C
335. It may take longer than
30 days to begin implementation. CAL
336. Additionally, you have
30 days to achieve your goal weight; it depends how much you need to lose. BPG
337. Carry On Columbus — a £2.25 million quickie, which took just
30 days to make and, Carry On fans will be delighted to learn, is as cheeky and
CH5
338. When there were less than
30 days to delivery, no further daily volatility estimates were computed. FSA
339. Period of time state in line 2 is increased from
30 days to 60 days. HB4
340. The procedure takes approximately
30 days to complete. HU2
341. Clearance applications require planning as it may take up to
30 days to obtain clearance. HB4
342. opposition Radical Civic Union UCR that the government would allow the
30 days to review each future privatization of state assets. HL4
343. Ershad, who had
30 days to appeal, also faced trial on charges relating to the embezzlement of public
HL8
344. The judge had
30 days to pass sentence. HLB
Under the IAEA agreement, Korea had 30 days to present an inventory of its nuclear materials and 90 days to disclose

request for a special prosecutor, Attorney General William Barr had up to 30 days to make a preliminary ruling.

It is currently yielding 11.5 per cent with 30 days to maturity.

Product lead times have been cut in half from 30 days to under 13 days.

power of appointment and appointed her husband provided that he survived her by 30 days to receive the income from her father's estate.

involved in the postponed fourth-round cup ties on Sunday will have about 30 hours to recover from their overnight journey.

involved in the postponed fourth-round cup ties on Sunday will have about 30 hours to recover from their overnight journey.

standard wages and being told on their contract that they would work 30 hours, to cover 24 hours a day.

Orient Express comes frozen and takes between 15 and 30 minutes to defrost.

Portions can be cut while frozen, and the cake takes between 15 and 30 minutes to defrost.

Thus the time spent on the physical abuse referrals varied from 30 minutes to 20 hours.

On 21 February the TVS programme The Real World devoted 30 minutes to holophony and Zuccarelli.

You can now increase your walking time from 30 minutes to 45 minutes per day: walk at a moderate pace for 45 minutes.

Soak 4 6in kebab sticks in water for 30 minutes to prevent burning when cooking the kebabs.

They then took 30 minutes to an hour to settle again.

all the training in selling and fitting them — it takes about 30 minutes to install one — but we find many people are keen on DIY and would want to do it.

One police source said last night: They gave us 30 minutes to find four separate devices in a huge area like that.

Yard were told four bombs had been planted in the area and given just 30 minutes to find them.

His running tore QPR to shreds and he took a Waddle ball after 30 minutes to go down the left and set up Bright for a virtual tap in, his eighth goal in.

After submitting a sample of their photographic work, finalists had 30 minutes to recreate that look in front of a live audience at the show.

With only one hour and 30 minutes to go I squirted out a cheap-looking burning skull design, slapped on a logo

NAC says the system takes only 30 minutes to install, 30 seconds to reboot and its documentation is only 30 pages.

Network Appliance says the system takes only 30 minutes to install, 30 seconds to reboot and its documentation is only 30 pages.

HP reckons it takes only 30 minutes to complete the swap and get the new system running.

the same software, and Telecom Eire, a new Alpha user, says it takes only 30 minutes to upgrade VAX to Alpha.

intravenous sedation and a local anaesthetic, and takes approximately 15 to 30 minutes to complete.
	night, and time spent awake after going to sleep was reduced from about 30 minutes to virtually zero.

She was receiving oxygen and had to be raised every 30 minutes to enable her to clear sputum from her lungs, a process with which the father

Each was given 30 minutes to solve the problems they were set.

in a large colander and sprinkle generously with salt, then set aside for 30 minutes to draw out the juices.
374. Leave to stand for 30 minutes to 1 hour. H06
375. Cover and leave to prove for 30 minutes to 1 hour, or until double in size. H06
376. I could not believe it; I had another 30 minutes to think of all the things that could go wrong. HP6
377. Before starting the study, pressures were recorded for 30 minutes to check the correct functioning of the recording system and to allow the HU3
378. rats over five minutes significantly reduced food intake from 30 minutes to six hours. HWT
379. It has taken some 30 minutes to locate the toilet facilities within the multi-store, multi-tiered, many K5D
380. Housebound and often in severe pain, Mr McTear says that it can take him 30 minutes to recover his breath from the simple act of walking downstairs in the morning. K5L
381. to contain several slow steps 1,10-12 this mixture was left for at least 30 minutes to ensure equilibration of the drug and DNA. K5P
382. Batch cycle times were reduced from 3 hours 30 minutes to the present 3 hours and occupation increased from 80% to 90%. K9L
383. line in the galley through which 1200 entrées will pass in 30 minutes to being responsible for a small reception for some VIPs. HX3
384. The gel was slurried into glass columns and allowed to settle by gravity 30 minutes to give a column size of 0.5×14 cm. HU2
385. up to date information on transactions which are supposed to be reported in 30 minutes to allow matching inconsistencies to be resolved quickly. HY3
386. elicited by CCK is a slow steady process that generally required 30–60 minutes to reach its maximum. HU3
387. choosing to make up their accounts to the end of the month with fewer than 31 days to, say, the third day of the following month and take regular advantage of seven CBW
388. It took his crew 31 hours to change. CGL
389. 18 Prisoners went on strike for 32 days to demand the liberty of all political prisoners and the end to human rights EVS
390. His heart stopped beating and doctors who were summoned took 32 minutes to restart his heart. K5D
391. And with Speak overcoming a nervous start - he took 33 minutes to get off the mark to hit a string of boundaries, the pair put on 141 in less K3H
392. Belgian town of Onkerzele and was rolled with 9,300 tobacco leaves and took 334 hours to make. K2D
393. But with only 34 days to the election, he said on TV: I made a mistake. CH2
394. JAHANGIR KHAN took 34 minutes to dismiss Paul Gregory, the last British survivor, from the Stuttgart Open, A8N
395. Charlie, 50, battled for 35 minutes to beat the specimen which was hooked in 70 feet of water half a mile off A6R
396. The jury takes 35 minutes to decide that Jason should get L35,000. ECT
397. During the first round, Roe, and his two partners, needed 4 hours and 35 minutes to go round. HJG
398. It took ScottishPower 35 minutes to restore supplies in part. K5D
399. a 40-year-old woman at her L300,000 were yesterday given an extra 36 hours to question her estranged husband. AHF
400. Short now has 36 hours to reflect on the winning plan with his second, Grandmaster Lubosh Cavalek. AL3
401. VOLUNTEERS who sang to a sick dolphin for 36 hours to calm it returned the mammal to the sea at Gwithian, Cornwall, yesterday. CH2
Ritchie and the Royal Engineers of 102 Field Squadron from Paisley worked for 36 hours to complete the job.

Ambiguity of words this can be computationally prohibitive e.g. MITRE takes 36 minutes to parse an 11 word sentence.

Coun Hughes said an ambulance had taken about 36 minutes to arrive in Barnard Castle after a man collapsed with chest pains outside his house.

The earth takes 3651 days to go around the sun. But it actually takes the earth 365.242199 days to complete this journey.

It took Hibs 37 minutes to record their first shot at Ally Maxwell vouches for the minuscule depth of their game.

Eugene finished 100th of 198 starters, taking just 12 hours 38 minutes to complete the course despite hazards like a dawn thunderstorm, a puncture.

I had waited 385 days to see him, the one I love; I love Morrissey: How could anyone be as wonderful.

A central part of the claim was a reduction in the working week from 39 hours to 35, to coincide with a similar demand by the leaders of two million workers.

The eggs, which are the same size as the adult male mite, take 3 to 4 days to hatch into the three-legged larva.

The last was put into my hands this morning it having taken the Pilot with 5 men 4 days to reach this place so adverse has been the weather, you will therefore see what we are.

He wants to appeal to anyone who knows what Mr Garvey was doing over the 4 days to contact the police.

During the first post-operative days a nurse performed catheter care 4 hourly to help prevent infection.

To take a lorry load of goods from Leeds, it took 4 hours to Liverpool docks and 21 hours to Hull docks before the motorways were reopened.

Withhold food and fluids for a minimum of 4 hours to prevent regurgitation and inhalation of stomach contents.

The tube which was allowed to drain into a bag and was also aspirated every 4 hours to ensure that his stomach remained empty.

4 hours to 10 o'clock 10 + 4 result 2 o'clock.

Somewhere out there was Paul Simpson and with 4 minutes to go, he floated in a corner for Steve Foster to head in.

United hit back with a goal from Chris Fry with just 4 minutes to go, but all hope of finding an equaliser was washed away two minutes later.

They took 41 hours to beat Chris Palmer, John Thurlbeck and John Leeman from the Co Durham.

Now each employee at British Steel needs only 4.8 hours to do the same job.

The burrowing frog showed that one layer of skin tissue was added daily for about 40 days to form the cocoon.

To coax the plant arabidopsis, chosen for its brief life cycle of about 40 days, to produce seeds in space.

We do a kit of plans and key parts for L350, or a kit that needs only 40 hours to get to a bare hull for L1,800.

To be in groups of three had to be abandoned, as it would have taken 40 hours to get all of the men out and the gas collecting near them made it imperative.

First to the mid-lengths and the ends for 20 minutes and on the roots for 40 minutes to change the tone and cover the grey.

On a day trip with your parents the ferry would take about 1 heure 40 minutes.
Each item takes between 30 and 40 minutes to complete now, but took as long as one hour during her training period.

However, the Felixstowe Dock and Railway Bill took 41 hours to be discussed in the Chamber and 86 hours on 24 days, spread over five months.

For a patient aged 75+, the decrease was from 41.4 days to 24.7 days, a decrease of 40.3 per cent.

Pritchard has 42 days to appeal against her sentence.

made off 117 balls, with skipper Cockbain cracking 44 off just 54 balls in 42 minutes to keep the run-rate going.

LIN now has 45 days to decide whether to buy the balance of the franchise.

three times had problems with his guards, putting back his release at least 45 days to May 1995, after being sentenced to six years in 1991 for raping 19-year-old.

For dairy farmers the payment period was reduced from 45 days to 30 days.

The judge, who took just 45 minutes to decide on the sentences, said he accepted Fraser was a drug addict who had

The first hurdle, a quarter-peat, will take about 45 minutes to ring, but to complete the theoretically-possible 479 million changes on a

After 45 minutes to an hour, the mixture will have frozen to the consistency of thick slush.

Normally, most beans take about 45 minutes to cook, so allow 15 minutes in the pressure cooker.

Add the apple and coconut, bring to the boil and simmer for 45 minutes to 1 hour.

It takes around 45 minutes to make a blood donation and staff at AEA are invited to donate twice a year.

The survey, which will be a fairly detailed document taking around 45 minutes to complete, will explore the complex inter-relationships between people's

scourge, it is also worth noting that the golfers needed just two hours and 45 minutes to go round, which included a break for as glass or two of Bollinger at the

On Oct. 31 the delegation leaders were each accorded 45 minutes to speak.

incubated in microwells precoated with H pylori antigens at 37°C for 45 minutes to form an H pylori antigen-antibody complex.

The gastric contents were collected at 15 minute intervals for 45 minutes to determine stimulated gastric acid output, after which the nasogastric tube

The driver of the one car took about 45 minutes to cut free

All told we're adding maybe another 45 minutes to the journey using public transport and foot as opposed to using your own

Last week a husband took his wife out for a drive and we had 45 minutes to get the place ready, wine chilled, chandeliers, and have a lobster dinner

Your aircraft is cruising at a TAS of 120 knots and you find it takes 47 minutes to speak.

been accused of being an agent of the CIA, and Ethiopian security gave him 48 hours to leave the country in August 1978, but no one has found any evidence to

pigment cells, or melanin, and skin begins to thicken, which can take up to 48 hours to start becoming effective.
Remember, it takes your skin between 24 and 48 hours to start producing melanin, which will not only give your skin colour but some

469. military commanders to meet their coalition counterparts within the next 48 hours to arrange for the military aspects of the ceasefire.

470. Tbilisi have 48 hours to appeal the decision but it looks as if Linfield are back in the competition.

471. Tbilisi have another 48 hours to appeal the decision.

472. Hick had to wait 48 hours to chalk up the final six runs to complete the milestone after reaching 82 not.

473. They will take 48 hours to digest the information before there is any reaction. 

474. They will take 48 hours to digest the information before there is any reaction. 

475. the commanders a chance to disengage their forces and the political leaders 48 hours to work on a settlement.

476. 60, said it was disgraceful that she had been given little more than 48 hours to tidy her office.

477. example, as noted above, the regular working week was reduced in stages from 48 hours to 40 hours.

478. Mr O’Malley said a decision had been put off for 48 hours to permit a special investigation of Mr Reynolds’ allegation by Irish High Court.

479. fairly high up in the mountains, and knew that the fog could take as long as 48 hours to clear.

480. in each bay fell per day from 77 minutes to 40 and in Pimlico, from 48 minutes to 24.

481. DETECTIVES were trying to find out yesterday why scientists took 49 days to tell them a supposed murder victim was killed by drugs.

482. zonal direction and in the same direction that Venus rotates, taking about 4 to 5 days to encircle Venus once.

483. After that, 700 miles in 5 days to the finish line in Manchester.

484. Filming on the farm took 5 days to complete, but as Albert's son, George explains, the film crew hadn't finished.

485. all the other ingredients into a pan, bring to the boil and simmer for about 5 minutes to let the flavours mingle.

486. not the rind, pour boiling water over the fruit and leave it to stand for 5 minutes to release the maximum amount of juice.

487. It should take only 5 minutes to tell parents how to run the intervention for so many weeks and then return.

488. 24. five pence per hour to run and is operated by a coin metre which has a flashing go warning light.

489. bring to the boil and simmer very gently for 5 minutes to allow the flavours to develop.

490. Bake spanakopitta for about 40 minutes, then increase the heat for another 5 minutes to crisp the top.

491. Centre traffic but they managed to complete the 24 hour Tour de Matthey with 5 minutes to spare!

492. Foreman to foreman: takes 5 minutes to chat with, intake foreman for imported cereals.

493. With 5 minutes to go Tilson who had completely knackered Strachan on the wing crossed a

494. hadn't been there for Leeds to win away last term: Oldham 2–0 up with 5 minutes to go, Sheff.

495. After all the pressure, United looked good for a win, but then with just 5 minutes to go, they cracked.
easy step by step beginners guide format and it's incredibly simple and quick

The previous day they had been on the green 50 hours to out-bowl Paddington.

an investor who purchases a 91-day CD with a coupon of 10 per cent with 50 days to maturity at a yield of 10 per cent and sells 30 days later at a yield of 10

Consider this: it can take 50 hours to re-key one megabyte’s worth of data.

about their confrontation against Sukova and Novotna is that it took just 50 minutes to complete, with the established Czech combination sweeping to a 6-2, 6-2

of going for personal best times they must take at least one hour and 50 minutes to complete the course.

Bake in the oven for 50 minutes to an hour, or until the cake springs back when you press your fingers into it.

for a sloppy display of defending as Guy Whittingham scored after seven and 50 minutes to take his season's tally to 29.

IT HAS TAKEN A TOTAL OF 50 MINUTES TO COMPLETE.

The jury took 50 minutes to consider the evidence.

have their cases heard in Colwyn Bay, reducing travelling time from around 50 minutes to 15 minutes.

He came on after 51 minutes to replace the injured Francis, then was hauled off 11 minutes from the end.

Hendry took only 52 minutes to complete a 5-0 victory over Dave Finbow, of Worcester, who is ranked at

It took an historic 53 days to get the Bill through Committee, under the expert chairmanship of my hon.

The British plant takes 53 hours to turn out each car, the Spanish factory 30 hours.

He put up a brave fight, Jahangir said after taking 53 minutes to beat Parke, one of England's leading prospects.

The thing that delighted both of them was the time they had achieved — 54 minutes to complete 10 miles of very tricky going.

28 days of receipt of the Tenant's notice at the expense of the Tenant within 56 days to procure some other person reasonably acceptable to the Landlord such

a sequence which will last about two minutes on the screen and took some up to three and a half hours median value=two hours 27 minutes, range from 56 hours to 3 hours 32 minutes.

The former Repton schoolboy took only 57 minutes to reach three figures in Derbyshire's Britannic Assurance Championship match.

normally a six month job, but for Randy Jones and MacMcNeal it took a record 58 days to successful completion.

all but the parachuting stage within sight, gave up all chances to sleep for 58 hours to pull out a three hour lead over the second placed team, L'Arche.

GUS LOGIE and Jimmy Adams put on 75 in 58 minutes to help West Indies recover to 280 all out on the opening day against Western

Stephen Hendry was in a hurry in Blackpool yesterday as he took only 58 minutes to reach the fourth round of the L140,000 Regal Welsh Open.

The correct result is 583.92 days, to the second place of decimals.
defender Mike Galloway, with a powerful header from a Wdowczyk free kick in 59 minutes to put the proper reflection on the match.

It's a demanding walk — allow 6 days to nail rapist doctor.

is available for L40, which should last for about 100 sheets, and takes 6 hours to enjoy all it has to offer.

Town wrapped it up with just 6 hours to charge using the standard power supply.

At first, the checklist took 6 hours to get through.

But with 6 minutes to go number 3.

agreement in December proposed that a national conference be convened within 60 days to discuss the establishment of an interim administration.

be very difficult for him to refuse it — then he would have a further 60 days to appoint a panel to decide upon a prosecutor.

You buy a 91-day CD with a coupon of 9 per cent with 60 days to maturity and a yield of 9.5 per cent.

It's taken artist, Chris Fiddes, 60 days to complete, the realisation of a lifelong ambition.

He will also clean away accumulated carbon every 60 hours to prevent the bottom rings becoming clogged and causing expensive damage.

Kristensen, playing in midfield, struck after 60 minutes to pull Newcastle level with the side currently in the bottom half of Italy's

HBSSand then gently stirred in a 1 mM EDTA solution for two periods of 60 minutes to release the epithelial cells.

The effective rate of interest re on a CD yielding 9 per cent with 61 days to maturity is.

The questionnaire in 1984 took an average of 61 minutes to complete.

 Norris powered a header after 63 minutes to put Dulwich out of reach before Leaburn's half-hit shot bobbed over the

the Olympic tennis champion, swept aside Germany's Carl-Uwe Steeb in just 64 minutes to win the Kremlin Cup tournament 6–2, 6–2 in Moscow yesterday.

It is currently priced at 1,005,500 with 65 days to maturity.

for items is usually 3–4 days to cities in Europe, and between 4 and 65 days to destinations Outside of Europe.

Infants and children from the age of 7 days to 36 months who presented to the paediatric casualty unit of the hospital with

m above sea level, oximetry was carried out in 87 normal healthy children aged 7 days to 36 months who were attending child welfare clinics for immunisation.

The minimum face value of paper is L500,000 and maturities can range from 7 days to one year.

However, recently they can be issued for maturities for as little as 7 days to enable them to compete with the sterling commercial paper market.

most of all, especially after Smith had defied the heat and humidity for 7 hours to make 128 and both Graeme Hick, on Saturday, and Alec Stewart, yesterday, had

At a very gentle pace, it took me less than 7 minutes to cycle the 1.5 miles from Muirwood Rd. to Wester Hailes Shopping Centre.

Then with about 7 minutes to go, Goodmans speed got through the defence again and Beeny could only

Leeds scored through Wallace with 7 minutes to go in an evenly matched game.

Shearer scoring for the league side in the first half and then with just 7 minutes to go, Town teenager Christer Warren, a Bournemouth boy would you believe, K27
554. Down CKDOption contains all the required parts presorted, and takes about 70 hours to complete, while the Component Form requires only 20 hours of the simplest CBV

556. But his bold substitution — putting on Merson after 70 minutes to give his side a third orthodox striker — provided the missing EFH

557. IT HAS TAKEN A TOTAL OF 70 MINUTES TO COMPLETE. A9R

558. a disappointing game despite those two efforts on goal, was taken off after 70 minutes to be replaced by Mike Sheron as City tried to save the game. CGS

559. Jan. 16, 1990, the Peruvian chargé d'affaires, Luis Sandiga, was given 72 hours to leave the country after making statements which questioned the legitimacy HJ3

560. one back for St Johnstone with a header but Nicholas scored again after 75 minutes to restore Celtic's two-goal cushion. AK6

561. Still 76 days to go. A56

562. In St John's Wood illegal parking-time in each bay fell per day from 77 minutes to 40 and in Pimlico, from 48 minutes to 24. A49

564. So, the effects of 4 pints of beer at lunch would take 8 hours to dissipate. EX5

566. They were celebrating with just 8 minutes to go when Rovers hit the winner. K1E

567. It took the 45 ton bulldozer just 8 minutes to flatten 4 s that had stood for 52 years. K24

569. is the weakest dose Hahnemann recommends but takes the patient only 8-10 days to finish and be ready for the next potency up. AN1

570. which used to be played on grass, it has actually gone up slightly from 8.14 minutes to 8.18 minutes. CJB

571. The periods are long, from about 80 days to over 600 days, and the magnitude ranges are much greater than with the EAW

572. The judges took only 80 minutes to decide the level of fines after ruling the journalists had breached the CEN

573. He also enjoyed staunch support from both Salisbury 12, who stayed 82 minutes to help add 73 for the seventh wicket and Tufnell, who was 10 not out at the K5A

574. Prosecutors have 84 days to bring the case to court. K5D

575. 9 12 men take 90 days to build a wall. FEH

576. With 9 minutes to go, Bicester were 9-6 up and in complete command. K1J

577. For those who like a time check once in a while, it was now 9.30 hours to go and still counting down. HTU

578. Wang Laboratories Inc has asked the US Bankruptcy Court to extend by 90 days — to March 16 from December 16 — the time during which Wang has the CSP

579. It says it will submit the interface in the next 90 days to allow for porting of software and data. CP3

580. be conducted both within and outside the company, and IBM has given itself 90 days to complete the process. CSV

581. It says it will submit the API in the next 90 days to the COSE work group for systems management that COSE promised to form. CT3

582. Sun-3 and Sun-386i users will be able to keep their old systems for 90 days to allow for porting of software and data. CTP

583. Overseas debtors and any others over 90 days to be held in escrow or subject to a specific warranty. HJ5

584. On Sept. 27 Ceausescu was released from custody for 90 days to undergo medical treatment for chronic cirrhosis of the liver a condition HKY

585. its 46th session in Budapest on June 28; a liquidation committee was given 90 days to oversee the organization's dissolution. HL8
Korea had 30 days to present an inventory of its nuclear materials and 90 days to disclose construction details of its nuclear facilities.

Sink it took two people 90 minutes to wash up, dry, clean sink and draining board and put the dishes away.

A jury took 90 minutes to find Steventon-Rogers, of Calkewood Lane, Rickinghall, guilty of causing

Christmas turkey and that it now takes a person in a similar position just 90 minutes to do so?

The vials were kept at 4°C for 90 minutes to allow equilibration, after which the Eppendorf reaction tubes were removed

curtain-up and no-one's feeling the pressure more, than the team backstage.
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A jury took 90 minutes to find Steventon-Rogers, of Calkewood Lane, Rickinghall, guilty of causing

Christmas turkey and that it now takes a person in a similar position just 90 minutes to do so?

The vials were kept at 4°C for 90 minutes to allow equilibration, after which the Eppendorf reaction tubes were removed
Certain children, whose names were on a list, were called up once a day to be given yellow capsules which had to be swallowed in front of the teacher.

It took us a day to pick two buckets of tiny bits of coal.

As one pro-contra advertisement put it, appealing for 53 cents paid wages: in 1228 Hubert de Burgh, as warden of Windsor Forest, was paying 6d. and Robert, King's serjeants, for keeping the forest of Odiham, and in 1233 2d. of the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries dropped 900,000 barrels a day to support a mercenary called Charley and his machine-gun, There is no country called ADL.
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As one pro-contra advertisement put it, appealing for 53 cents paid wages: in 1228 Hubert de Burgh, as warden of Windsor Forest, was paying 6d. and Robert, King's serjeants, for keeping the forest of Odiham, and in 1233 2d. of the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries dropped 900,000 barrels a day to support a mercenary called Charley and his machine-gun, There is no country called ADL.
once it is dry it is longer than for other types of paint, being anything from a day to a week depending on the colour.

It is a day to celebrate the rich variety of people within our parish rather than create a day to remember, for both children and adults.

of games, songs and magic tricks which I can guarantee will make any party a day to remember, its debate.

will normally accommodate a censure motion by the opposition allocating a day to its debate.

Dustin had to suffer under a fourteen-piece latex mask, which took five hours a day to apply under the hot, steaming make-up lamps.

It’s too nice a day to talk, but Clint, Craig and I talk anyway, buzzing on the warmth of it all.

REPORT UNISYS Whether you were first or 30,001st, it’s the perfect souvenir of a day to remember!

He advises setting aside 15 minutes a day to study and consciously interpret her own and other people’s gestures and he.

We don’t do that any more so every day is a good day — a day to look forward to.

By now Kelly needed extensive physiotherapy several times a day to rid her of the excess mucus that clogged her lungs.

It will offer more than 200 economy seats in each of three jumbos a day to talk to all her friends after she was reported missing.

Johanna was so popular that it took police a day to spare to go 1-0 up in the four-match series, it was more of a struggle than they.

But while South Africa cruised with a day to go, it was more of a struggle than they.

On a day to day basis, goods are transferred at variable or standard variable cost.

It might cost 3p a day to take one of our products as a form of protection against heart disease or as a souvenir of a day to remember.

churches, that the Devil is entirely concerned with tripping-up the faithful on a day to day basis and has nothing to do with racism, class hatred, war, ecological renewal and the growth of the Church and for the transformation of the world.

sides of the Atlantic, are committing themselves to dedicate at least one hour a day to keep your teeth looking pearly white.

He would allow them half a day to consider this generous offer, otherwise the fullest attacks would continue.

The gates clanged shut again, Berwick succoured, after a fashion, with a day to go.

They recommend at least three minutes brushing twice a day to keep your teeth looking pearly white.

Since an average-sized woman would be eating 2,000–2,300 calories a day to maintain her normal weight, the reduction should result in a loss of about 2lb a month.

So, with a day to spare after Watergate, I flew out to Kearney and over an eggs and hash brown, I remember and now whenever I look at my LNWR Boilerhouse Private plate, I think.

it will need to increase its current level of borrowing from L50 million a day to L110 million.

BRITAIN is borrowing L100 million a day to keep the nation’s finances alive.

He’d have paid a small army of little boys a penny or two a day to run up and down the hill with buckets of the stuff.

If nothing else Mothering Sunday is a day to take stock.
the Ambassador rolled his eyes and said You know, we probably receive 50 letters a day to the Embassysee page 10.

once it is dry it is longer than for other types of paint, being anything from a day to a week depending on the colour.

This handmade table, which took less than a day to put together, made a great drink stand for the garden and conservatory.

Drink at least eight glasses of water a day to flush out your system.

may be asked to keep a simple diary and check the child's pants four times a day to see if there is any soiling.

A gift from Woolworths is guaranteed to make Grandparents Day a day to remember.

For the past week, with your donations, CARE have been able to mount six airlifts to Baidoa and Bardera — two of the towns featured in the Mirror's shock remember with the try that humbled the champions and brought Hull only their

TEENAGE substitute Craig O'Donnell had a day to forget for Mr Memory
day basisin Manchester.

The editor would edit on a day to remember for 13-year-old Julian Stewart as he enjoys the ride flanked by Phil
get it settled; but I can put up with that.

I had all that I had wanted, peace and privacy, a day to myself before Crispin came, and an absolute compulsion to stay indoors and take myself before Crispin came, and an absolute compulsion to stay indoors.

Children go to the former for six hours a day to follow an educational programme, which in some aspects is quite unrelated to

thousand points will give you enough troops for a battle that will take most of a day to fight.

points will give you enough troops for a battle that will take the best part of a day to fight.

Then slice the island like a cake, taking a day to explore each segment.

She was a whore fetched from Brussels and paid ten English guineas a day to bed the Prince, and in her opinion she earned every ounce of the precious gold.

secretary and a milk lady who came into school for one and a half hours a day to distribute milk.

points will give you enough troops for a battle that will take the best part of a day to fight.

Services range from $1,200 per day, with typical engagements being half a day to five days.

Ms Burke said that under her care, Profile provided about 3,000 telephone numbers a day to customers undertaking planning applications.

It was too nice a day to be burying a young life.

Since it can take the best part of a day to book an international phone call, some foreign businessmen bring their own

day basis has some valid concerns.

The technical community that uses Unix on a day to five days.

Services range from $1,200 per day, with typical engagements being half a day to five days.

line services we provide, the, the services that you come into contact with on a day to day term level and look at, you know, are we providing a service as you want, are
from stripped palm fronds, flower petals and seeds, which they offer three times a day to their Gods, I knew that they were infinitely rich in other ways. 

for whom purchasing primary and community care may be much more relevant on a day to day basis. 

generally winding down but also it may be helpful to rebreathe four or five times a day to counteract any blowing off of carbon dioxide which may have occurred. 

We talk to hoteliers and developers on a day to day basis, we work with them as they make long term plans. 

Running on paraffin, it costs just a few pence a day to run, and there is sufficient fuel for five to seven days continuous use, whilst let the cleaners in many bars even pour drink through a loophole by cleaning 

days lolling by a pool peeling grapes while ex&rehy;hubby slaves twenty hours a day to earn enough to keep in her in luxury — does not exist here. 

unique in that unlike the rest of puritan Germany, they only close for an hour a day to summon the household for prayers. 

palace has fifteen, which is overlooked by a high drumtower, used three times a day to let the cleaners in many bars even pour drink through a loophole by cleaning 

This is a day to participate in the various game viewing activities. 

A day to relax watching the scenery as the boat continues to Cairo arriving in the EET 

remember down the ages: when God dealt death to the firstborn of Egypt, but 

And a secondment could be any length of time from a day to a week or more. 

By dedicating at least five minutes a day to thinking through his use of time, the Profitboss manages to get his priorities 

vary in size from those producing many millions of gallons of treated effluent a day to those serving a few houses in a rural area where the discharge may be the merest 

England has need of him as a transition-stage between feudalism and, for many a day to come. 

It forced me out of the attic three times a day to discover my new surroundings and meet the local people. 

be provided with access to public transport services for three return trips a day to the nearest market town, providing for a journey to work in the morning, a 

In this parched red rock desert, where you have to drink a gallon of water a day to prevent dehydration and heatstroke, a sight like this is pure euphoria. 

paying for this month-long expedition this research vessel cost $7000 a day to run, and he was getting a little nervous out there, all by himself, getting 

away from the shopping centre and I've got to take a taxi of one pound forty a day to shop 

the cable television station which broadcast music videos twenty-four hours a day to a rapt teenage audience. 

It takes a day to dry the costumes, so that means two lots of clothes for everyone — wet and FS3 

the first year, budgets will be held by more senior staff and decision making on a day to day basis will be delegated to team managers. 

the staff completing the schedules tended to be those dealing with residents on a day to day basis, rather than owners and managers, who might have been more 

And finally for Scorpio, It's a day to make peace with those you've fallen out with, because it really isn't much fun 

Yeah yes the we went to we used to go down there for a day to Skeggie.

It's too pretty a day to mind about such things.

The journey to Mantes, for each of them, was cut from a day to a couple of hours.

Messrs Marshall's Peristrephic Panorama was still being shown three times a day to audiences rendered perfectly comfortable by patent stoves.

He phoned her several times a day to check she was there, even though both Susie and her manager had asked him not to.

It was a day to remember for the rest of our lives, wasn't it? a voice said behind her, and she agreed with you, but you should talk to Jordan, though not unless you have half a day to spare.

In March the threshing-machine came for a day to Flintcomb-Ash.

These were working for a pay of from 9d. a day to 2/6.

It was a day to remember; we were all quite taken by Fair Isle and I took the opportunity to dig language learning, Brewster and Brewster suggest the following amounts of time.

For a programme in which you can devote six hours a day to celebrate.

It was a day to remain indoors.

I sacrificed all pleasure when I was a child, to work and study twenty hours a day to support my family — while you, damn you to hell, lived like a parasite off

This was a day to do something on, a day to do something on, a day to use.

The paper had taken a day to produce.

you to MS-DOS, its basic commands and what it is supposed to do for you on a day to a day basis.

you to MS-DOS, its basic commands and what it is supposed to do for you on a day to a day basis.

It should be a day to remember for Chapman, who has been in the business for 30 years.

for Pest Control North East instructed his hit man Barry White to organise a day to remember for his sales team.

that this department through the Personnel and Financial Services Unit provides a day to day personnel service to other central departments.

been angry at the lack of enthusiasm and had arranged to take Stuart fishing for a day to a small loch where he could borrow a boat.

I took a day to go and fetch and Mid Wales, I had a lot of er of erm erm spruce er Norway, etc.

All of a day to wait for the skillful of ecstasy... she sighed.

Her mother leaves her one boliviano 40 cents a day to feed her five brothers and sisters.

Often they have to work 12 hours a day to fulfil contracts.

It was — only a day to him, but to her...

decisions are reached and entrepreneurial activities carried out on a day to day basis.

two runways — 2,777 and 1,951 metres long — and is equipped 24 hours a day to cope with the worst the elements can throw at it.
McCallen, who was having a day to forget after his five wins last year, battled with Coulter and Ian Newton right HJ4

and will also increase the Belfast City-Birmingham service from four flights a day to five. HJ4

The company warns that it can cost up to L75 a day to hire a replacement car and if your own vehicle has to be transported the HJ4

to continue with an involvement in the business after its sale but currently has a day to day role in the business it is important to address this issue and to HJ5

desert, in the south west of Libya, to supply 1,000,000 cubic metres of water a day to the Tripoli area. HKP

holiday which would leave the U K as one of the few civilized countries without a day to acknowledge the labour movement. HLU

his desk and tidies up the heaps, it is a nightmare, taking him up to half a day to get back on track. HP6

I wasn’t being paid $500,000 a day to sit on my butt and watch Blue Peter. HTU

Not exactly a day to fill the heart with joy, Munro observed. HTW

We assert that strong trade union relationships, on a day to day basis, must be developed in a bilateral form and this agreement provides for HUE

exciting and laid the basis and the foundation for continuing cooperation on a day to day er, basis with our German colleagues. HUE

managers require up to date information they have access to more information on a day basis than external users. HW9

is intended to provide the knowledge required to operate LIFESPAN effectively on a day basis, describing the format of the LIFESPAN User Image and the structure of HWF

All passed stools of normal consistency at a frequency that varied from twice a day to three times a week. HWS

with which arrhythmias and syncope occur varies considerably, from several times a day to less than once every several years. HWV

The daily rate of hewers on the north Staffordshire coalfield advanced from 1s 5d to 2s 6d 7p to 121p between 1774—5 and 1789—92, a 75 per cent HXC

detail and generally I do but today there’s just there’s just not enough time in a day to do it. JND

It’s rushed, I know, but at least you have a day to think it over before we fly — JYD

That’s like getting half a bag of sugar a day to live on. K1F

It was a day to celebrate the great British explorer. K1N

It was a day to celebrate the great British explorer. K1N

They need 14 hours of light a day to bring out the flowers. K1N

For men who’ve seen so much they’d rather forget, this at least, was a day to remember K1R

old Poppy Roberts, have to give their children intensive physiotherapy twice a day to keep their lungs clear of congestion. K1R

It only took me half a day to decide that I wanted the job. K1S

But whether you choose horses or oxen, it will still take a day to plough an acre. K1X
For the children this was a day to wonder. And for Caldwell's No 3 Dessie Hill, formerly with Castleton, it was a day to remember. Bonsai trees must be quite difficult to keep, but all it takes is a few minutes a day to see they are properly watered. Fix a day to do your last-minute washing and ironing before the machine is unplumbed. You all gave us a day to remember and a memory we'll never forget.

He was allowed but needs to use a nebuliser six times a day to get drugs and oxygen to his lungs. Fix a day to see him, said Mr Craig. It should be a day to remember. Security in some schools has to be 24 hours a day to keep kids out and stop them burning them down.

Vintage bus enthusiasts will have a day to look forward to as the first Quaker Rally is held in Darlington on May 17. Vintage bus enthusiasts will have a day to look forward to as the first Quaker Rally is held in Darlington on May 17.

In places this size, you come away saying it would take more than a day to see them said Mr Craig. It goes without saying that it will be a day to remember, as our lucky winner will be treated like a star.

By sitting still it was losing 230 men a day to French shellfire. It goes without saying that it will be a day to remember, as our lucky winner will be treated like a star.

...eight hours a day to achieve her degree by using a specially adapted tape recorder.

Forebears had built an ammonia plant at Billingham with a capacity of 30 tonnes a day to produce agricultural fertilizers.

Domestically, there are eleven shuttle flights a day to London Heathrow and six a day to London Gatwick, plus daily services of varying frequencies to Belfast.

Domestically, there are eleven shuttle flights a day to London Heathrow and six a day to London Gatwick, plus daily services of varying frequencies to Belfast.

What a day to buy a motorbike. What a day to get into the...
walk round with wads in your pocket every day, they liked to be able to work on it used to take half a day to cut our grass, and if you go back to your workplace and you happen to be in a very day basis, and if you go back to your workplace and you happen to be in a day to suit everyone. .

I know it's not something that most of you are used to talking on a day to pay system KDA

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KE2

Although it was a bit rusty, he needed a day to get back into form, but two winners; lets mention the other one, that one in KP2

And we understand that he is paid up to £500 a day to carry out those services. KM0

I know it's not something that most of you are used to talking on a day to pay system KDA

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KM4
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Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KM0

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KM4

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KP2

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KM2

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KM0

Okay, I say, I will try and find a day to attend day centres, and other departments are being asked to make cuts. KM4
I was sent on with a minute to go and never touched the ball.

A satellite telephone, complete with dish, costing the journalist £10 a minute to use.

They realised that with a car slowly sinking into the marsh there was not a minute to spare.

On 23 July 1946, in a minute to W. S. Murrie, Brook's deputy, he wrote that thought this anti-committee mania was getting out of hand and sent Bridges this effect:

Let us go back a minute to those leaders of men.

It takes about a minute to print a full A4 page.

It costs £100 000 a minute to produce top quality graphics, on a computer system costing £10 million.

It'll take a minute to get at it.

Perhaps when I get a minute to myself we can have a picnic of our own, he suggested.

It was a minute to midnight when Joan and John reached her parents' house as the bells were stop to annihilate both of us on his way was that he knew there wasn't a minute to lose.

It didn't take Ray Doyle more than a minute to realise that he was backing a loser.

he rounded keeper Ronnie Sinclair to stroke the ball into an empty net with a minute to go.

With a ten-minute message from Reggie, 59, and callers are charged at up to 48p a minute to listen.

service often involves breaking security systems, most of which take about a minute to get through.

Rugby lead 16–10 with less than a minute to go but a try under the posts brought a defeat by 17–16 that in David with the harsh glare of the arc lights trained on the scene and it took him a minute to locate Father Barnes, a dark shape at the end of the first row of chairs.

Give you half a minute to get in or be chucked in, said Joe.

You have a minute to decide.

We note the elapsed time at that quarter-point, knock off a minute to allow for the initial climb out of Gransden, and mentally predict the arrival

It is all a question of being organised and having a plan; after all, it takes a minute to tell the gardeners to spray this or frame that…

Two days earlier the Secretary had sent a minute to the Prime Minister explaining that he proposed to answer on these lines.

when an item went down at the last moment and the presenter was left with a minute to fill.

At the hedge marking the foot of the field I have to look for a minute to find a way through.

She would have to think of something to say in a minute to break the silence.

A minute to go, 1–1, Meek netting in the first half, when an open goal stares.

When he reached the workhouse, he waited for a minute to make sure his face was suitably tearful and frightened.

Give me a minute to think, I answered.

This wasn't a major catastrophe, and it only took a minute to rectify, but it's a clear case of poor quality control.
The impossibility of maintaining a minute to minute control of larger staff will inevitably cause complications during any GOK aircraft is about 30° off the inbound holding track, with less than half a minute to run to the holding point. G3K
If I'm in bed, it might take me half a minute to wake up. H8M
The pressure of pain on his temples let go for a minute to rearrange itself further back. H9G
Etching times may vary from less than a minute to over half an hour. H9S
I haven't had a minute to myself since the fete opened. HA6
While you're looking at the power supply situation, take a minute to check that the mains plug does not have any loose connections. HAC
But it might take half a minute to combine this range from this relatively large file. HDW
It took a minute to dawn and then she had great difficulty in not laughing. HGK
It takes him a minute to realize what it is. HGU
With only a minute to half-time Carol Burns made it four, and just into the second-half Rhoda HJ3
In fact you sound as if you've hardly a minute to yourself between looking after the grandchildren and caring for your husband. HJ4
On the question of my own er, er, position I think I would ask, er, in a minute to have Sir Simon to say something because er, er, I don't, I I, you know, I HM6
Amiss allowed half a minute to pass before he pushed open the door and stood in front of the quintet. HTG
and it was a measure of how relaxed he was that it took him the best part of a minute to realise that he was holding a copy of the letter written by Ruggerio Miletti HTT
It took about a minute to get the rifle in place and my head in the correct position, cheek by stock, HWC
Can you spare a minute to come in? HWE
Er, erm I'm, I'm gonna lose my, my colleagues Chris in a minute to say why we in fact think that our sort of does need to be amended before ern JS8
It took her less than a minute to pull on her clothes and a couple more to dress the still sleeping Kirsty. JXS
It took Rosemary about a minute to answer the door, but, as all the flats in the building were of the same JY1
to go before ten o'clock when Reception rang her to say that her taxi was here. JYF
There was a minute to go before the run-through of the astronomical clock, Fabia stood in rapt JYF
The old town square and Ven guided her to the old town hall where, with barely a minute to go before she should pin a friendly, but nothing more, type of smile on her JYF
The goal looked good enough to give United the draw as well, but with just a minute to go they cracked. K1K
In their semi final against the Italian champions, they were in the lead with a minute to go. K1M
The blonde midfield ace scored two quickfire goals in a minute to rescue this opening Gold Cup tie for the Blues. K2D
Waterhouse, who runs the RAC's Child Safety Campaign, said: It only takes a minute to ensure a child is safely strapped in. K3C
Since then, Betty hasn't had a minute to spare. K98
It takes a minute to sink in like. KC5
would have done just as well, but instead we went for a ballad, Think For
a Minute, to make people think, Jesus, there's more to this group than I'd thought.

A faint, ironic smile played about her mouth as she allowed herself, just for
a minute, to imagine what the weekend could have held if she had been one of Dane's

Yes you'll go out in a minute, to Stephen, go to Stephen.

If I could have a few minutes — let's say half an hour — to think it over and make some notes, I daresay we'll be as right as a

It takes at least an hour to get the system clear and dry again, and is a very frustrating problem,

Flavours rapidly evaporate from hot wort while bitterness requires up to an hour to fully develop.

outskirts of Prague, East Germans queued cheerfully in drizzle for more
an hour to enter the departure hall.

performance from Durie, who missed a match point at 5-3 and then had to wait an hour to complete the encounter after rain fell at the end of the ninth game.

Bull's equaliser, though it took an hour to arrive, might also have been stamped copyright.

I think I know it takes an hour to go from ten to eleven.

Well, it must have been my day as with half an hour to go before the Dragon closed.

He looked at his watch — 0445 hours, just over an hour to be ready in all respects for the move, the orders said.

Half an hour to be ready in all respects for the move, the orders said.

officer said his corpse was so charred and mutilated that it took more than an hour to identify it.

officer said his corpse was so charred and mutilated that it took more than an hour to identify it.

new controls on hand baggage, and body searches — that have added up to an hour to flight checks-ins.

Here is a test: if you were in Warsaw, faced with an hour to fill before catching a train, would you go up the tallest building in the city.

take just over an hour to sort her kitchen to her satisfaction while she got the living-room straight,

views on men's participation in the drearier household chores, took just over an hour to negotiate the course of a conversation.

It takes nearly an hour to go off walking by herself and it had never come.

All the day before, she had waited for half an hour to get ready, chose my clothes carefully, brushed my teeth, put my earrings in,

We burnt out the pto three times last year, but luckily it only takes an hour to change it.

On each occasion I took at least half an hour to get ready, chose my clothes carefully, brushed my teeth, put my earrings in,

been on for years * radiators that won't go off * basins that take half an hour to empty after you've cleaned your teeth and you want to shave * stoppers that

It took over an hour to negotiate the couple of miles to the hotel and only then because, in

After attempting for an hour to storm the church, those who were still alive to tell the tale turned back.

There's only an hour to go.

It will take at least half an hour to park your car and get to the ticket booths.

The joint is not expensive and only takes an hour to change.

The head and individual staff members meeting for about an hour to discuss the staff member's responsibilities and the way that the school has

AND
I would not anticipate taking more than half an hour to complete the filming during which time we would make every endeavour not to

to shear you.

It took him nearly an hour to assemble the rest of the stick who had been dragged all over the desert by

It also took them an hour to assemble in the darkness and likewise they discovered that most of their

They took nearly an hour to sort him out.

It took Paul, Kate, Helen and Michael about half an hour to get to the library, do his research and return for Maisie.

He had an hour to break camp — half an hour inside the tent, securing lids, folding up the

It took nearly an hour to sort out the jumble of thoughts.

It took him nearly an hour to assemble in the darkness and likewise they discovered that most of their

It rolled into a hollow and it took me half an hour to get it one yard back onto the road.

It took an hour to cross the basin, jerking the wheelbarrow backwards along the maze I had marked

A narrow boat and butty took over three-quarters of an hour to negotiate the locks, however, and an inclined plane was eventually built to

There was still an hour to wait so the Feldwebel suggested that we should have some coffee.

Although there was now little more than an hour to go, the actual moment when the lights would go out remained stubbornly remote.

It took us more than an hour to make our way down those 47 double flights of metal stairs, but we were young

It must take him at least half an hour to get to the point of the flash and back to his own bank, even if it turned out

warhead fires a stream of molten metal at several thousand kilometres an hour to punch a hole in the tank’s vulnerable upper surfaces where the armour is

of fluoride, the levels of ionic fluoride in his blood peaked after about an hour to just over 0–4 ppm per kg of body weight European Journal of Clinical

It may well take only a quarter of an hour to train a worker in the future but industry is also going to have to change how

AN HOUR to spare on a recent visit to London gave me the opportunity to visit the famous

It took me about quarter of an hour to sort it all out, and then she asked what train and said she’d get her mum to

And there in the darkness, with half an hour to wait before she could even start looking for Paula with a view to going,

After a mile or two which took an hour to cover they found the way blocked by sodden ground.

I would often masturbate for upwards of quarter of an hour to these fantasies.

On busy nights like these Zervos paid Jed an extra $1.25 an hour to pack take-outs.

They then had half an hour to make a hat accompanied by much laughter.

to use the structure of Psalm 95 in your quiet time as a pattern for half an hour to an hour or more of worship each day for a while.

Place in the fridge for an hour to absorb the flavours.
but the average practitioner seeing a patient privately likes to give about an hour to the first interview, so that a good idea of as many facets of the patient as possible.

Five Thousand and One Witty and Humorous Sayings, and on most afternoons gives an hour to unravelling her material.

With an hour to go before Betty Boothroyd faced her destiny, I suggested to a leading Tory Marks, head of music programme explains that he usually has £60,000 an hour to spend on programmes.

Excuse me, sir — do you have a quarter of an hour to waste on some fatuous questions?

The Wakatipu Aero Club at Queenstown charge NZ$120 L36.40 an hour to members for their Cessna 172s or NZ$150 L45.50 to non-members like Wales were convincing winners even though they trailed 15–6 with half an hour to go.

Marks, head of music programme explains that he usually has £60,000 an hour to spend on programmes.

Doctors battled for an hour to save 24-year-old Yasm in Akhtra, but she died in hospital.
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It had taken Duroc at least three quarters of an hour to get through the Holderness-Manolo security system.

If she'd got me confused with someone else, someone important. Once I had half an hour to wait for a transport.

About the time of the appointment so I could skip a suit inspection, so I had an hour to waste.

It took an hour to free the Nissan from what I assumed to be its grave, and persuade its bent and
crushed edges and surfaces of the freshly inflicted wound become smoothed out within an hour to give a more regular cellular organization that persists until the wound is

He had set aside an hour to visit an old friend.

Really, he could use half an hour to digest the gobbets of this person.

There was a man here once, he could take half an hour to drink a bowl of soup, big as an ox.

It took you three-quarters of an hour to arrange that?

Applying penetrating oil to the thread of the tap tails, and leave for at least an hour to allow it to soak in.

The operation, which started just after 8pm, took more than an hour to complete.

Sharpe reckoned it could not take the enemy longer than an hour to overrun the fragile line of Dutch-Belgian troops, and in one further hour they

edges and surfaces of the freshly inflicted wound become smoothed out within an hour to give a more regular cellular organization that persists until the wound is

It says it takes an hour to install Personal Edition.

MEDICS and police last night worked for more than an hour to rescue a teenage girl who fell 30ft down a railway embankment.

The operation, which started just after 8pm, took more than an hour to complete.

England needed an hour to remove the last two wickets.

The May sunset was red in clouds, and there was still half an hour to twilight.

and if you come into the building to go and see a film and you've left an hour to, to have some food, you really shouldn't be missing the film because

During session four we gave groups an hour to organise themselves, sort out their questions and decide who would

Takes me about an hour to get it out of her.

The test papers were given out and we had an hour to complete all three sections, involving general commonsense, and basic maths.

It could take a Harvard client up to half an hour to get through to his dealer on the telephone.

but also affects those on early shift 6 am to 2 p.m. who may have to allow an hour to get to work.

a consumer product for a manufacturer you deal with members of the press on an hour to hour basis.

Worse, there was just an hour to go before transmission.

for a time which varies between men and with increasing age from about half an hour to 24 hours; the circumstantial stimulation, too, will have some effect.

The May sunset was red in clouds, and there was still half an hour to twilight.

and if you come into the building to go and see a film and you've left an hour to organise themselves, sort out their questions and decide who would

During session four we gave groups an hour to organise themselves, sort out their questions and decide who would
1037. If we would give him half an hour to get over the shock of his resurrection he would quietly sit down with a piece of food.

1038. She leaves at 1 p.m., arrives at the market at 3 p.m. and takes an hour to do her shopping.

1039. He had more than an hour to fill in before the meal: he had a maid bring him beer.

1040. An hour to kill.

1041. Winston phoned me back within an hour to say that he had spoken to Harriman, that Harriman had spoken to the State Department.

1042. Smith was a slow reader and took about an hour to read and ponder the document, after which he approved it and asked me to take it to the Secretary.

1043. But it only took me half an hour to get to Blefuscu.

1044. It took me an hour to cross just one field, which had a hedge at least forty metres high.

1045. It took three quarters of an hour to get it out and meanwhile it did some damage.

1046. It took an hour to produce single-stranded template DNA of high quality for sequencing.

1047. An hour to kill.

1048. Winston phoned me back within an hour to say that he had spoken to Harriman, that Harriman had spoken to the State Department.

1049. Smith was a slow reader and took about an hour to read and ponder the document, after which he approved it and asked me to take it to the Secretary.

1050. But it only took me half an hour to get to Blefuscu.

1051. It took me an hour to cross just one field, which had a hedge at least forty metres high.

1052. It took three quarters of an hour to get it out and meanwhile it did some damage.

1053. It took an hour to produce single-stranded template DNA of high quality for sequencing.

1054. An hour to kill.

1055. An hour to get here from Hambledon.

1056. You've had half an hour to think up another excuse, and —

1057. The pamphlet was some forty pages long, and it took me half an hour to read.

1058. Courses are available at centres at and abroad and last for anything from an hour to two weeks.

1059. There will be no climbing or hill-walking involved and you'll only need about an hour to complete it and hand in your finished Puzzle.

1060. So I gave myself just half an hour to get to the theatre and prepare for curtain up — and phoned at each minute seemed half an hour.

1061. Each minute seemed an hour to Dorian, but at last the door opened.

1062. It took the better part of an hour to get to brass tacks, but we managed it in the end, sir.

1063. Every moment seemed like an hour to her.

1064. They won't take more than an hour to fill in, and might be quite fun to do.

1065. Two a, a day as a single dose, strictly on an empty stomach so at least half an hour to an hour before food.

1066. The march of uniformed members took more than an hour to pass the saluting base.

1067. It had taken him half an hour to get his hands and nails clean, using white spirit and a nailbrush as well as a brush.

1068. The march of uniformed members took more than an hour to pass the saluting base.

1069. It shouldn't take more than an hour to type up.

1070. This'll take an hour to cook.

1071. ever known, four of us queued up outside a cinema in Golders Green for over an hour to see Crocodile Dundee.

1072. However, if he's left alone for a minute it feels like an hour to him, he cannot remember what has just been said to him, therefore he will...

1073. pages and estimated that it was a ten mile drive, thus I gave myself half an hour to account for delays.
variable classes and, it was listed on a waybill, he was given a half an hour to check his box and join his bus at town centre. HDL

Isabella was becoming rebellious, said the head teacher, and it took an hour to modify this to fanciful. HGF

It may take as long as an hour to return to port. HH0

It seemed to Elizabeth that it took people half an hour to greet each other each day. HH3

He divided the number of crimes by the number of minutes in my right hon. and learned Friend confirm that it took the emergency services an hour to reach the injured, and that another hour went past before the 125 was able to HHX

He bought first-class tickets and still had half an hour to spare. HR4

It took ambulance crews more than half an hour to free them. K1G

It took fire and ambulance crews nearly half an hour to cut Hilda McClanachan free from the wreckage of her Peugeot car. K1J
It took fire crews almost an hour to rescue Robert Stanley who fell fifteen feet into the vat at Long Crendon in all out — extras top score of twenty one — and it was still half lunch.

AT the magistrates court it took more than an hour to read out all the charges.

They took just over an hour to go through the Maxwell possession... some items were taken away in the claim that vital minutes were lost because an ambulance took more than half an hour to arrive.

Used in the Gulf War by the Americans, it can be put up within an hour to create a sealed surgical unit, with environmental climate control.

Police and firefighters took more than an hour to free the bodies from the wreckage.

It took firefighters almost an hour to free the passenger who was treated at the scene by paramedics.

It takes about half an hour to set up for 2 shots, which will take up about 5 seconds each on screen.

Mr Coghill finished his cross examination on Thursday night with just an hour to spare before he was due at a public meeting in Middlesbrough.

up as independent ironers but we seem to be reluctant to pay someone L4 an hour to iron.

Journey time varies between around half an hour to an hour and a quarter.

Rescuers found the red Datsun embedded in the tree and took almost an hour to free the men using hydraulic lifting and cutting gear.

It took them more than an hour to control.

varying fare structure is simple to understand, as long as you have half an hour to spare, a clock and a calendar and the great fare bible to follow.

over ambulance coverage in Teesdale after an ambulance took more than half an hour to respond to an emergency call.

PEOPLE in Teesdale are worried about ambulance cover after a vehicle took half an hour to respond to an emergency call.

It took them half an hour to get the fire under control, and the building, two tractors and a number of a clock and a calendar and the great fare bible to follow.

A NORTH-EAST woman has lodged a complaint after an ambulance took almost an hour to arrive at an accident.

Council which had heard at February's meeting that an ambulance had taken an hour to reach a patient with a broken arm in Harwood in Teesdale.

Mrs Courtley had told the CHC of an incident when the ambulance she called took an hour to arrive.

the record of his service after claims that an ambulance took more than half an hour to answer an emergency call in Teesdale.

another non-native speaker who has been at it the same time as you, and taking an hour to tell a Lada joke.

Okay, so it still takes the best part of an hour to move the next ten paces past passport control.

It took the jury of seven men and seven women just over an hour to find the charge not proven against both accused by a majority.

both Mississippi and Florida on this basis and they now have to pay $25 an hour to defence lawyers.

It took me more than an hour to give out the medicines.
Firemen had taken nearly an hour to cut through the roof and dig the rubble with their hands.

It took the jury less than an hour to clear Dr.

Well it should take us roughly an hour and fifteen minutes.

There was still over an hour to go before his rendezvous with Rose and he decided to walk around the

But I missed having you to talk to when I had an hour to myself.

out to be a regular size, was dealt with fairly quickly, but it took almost an hour to find anything that didn't make Tommy look as if he was entering a sack race.

An ambulance took an hour to take him to Warrington.

It took about just over half an hour to get back.

Right, see if you can beat that you see, but er, an hour to try and beat that.

Some people need about an hour to get them psychology prepared for it.

Answer machine only takes quarter of an hour to get their card out.

I've only got quarter of an hour to go down and have a smoke.

it doesn't work like that it takes about cos it's cold it's gonna take about an hour to warm up and that won't come on that'll just keep coming on and off all the

which added another half an hour to the journey.

It took about just over half an hour to get it out the pan!

It took him about three quarters of an hour to get us there.

Anyway he says it will be decided upon cos it's the half of an hour to go at it, you watch in the end.

And it takes me over an hour to dry him.

So anyway we had us dinner so he said it'll take thee half an hour to get ready won't it?

It takes me half an hour to kick you out of bed.

It takes you half an hour to get your card out.

my computer programme going, God knows what it's gonna do I've only got half an hour to finish it!

Oh it's gonna take me half an hour to decide what I want now, I'm in that kind of mood!

Alright then half an hour to get.

Because this week I'm i'm doing a five day course I tend to add on about half an hour to my time every day.

got most of the fires set and ready to er just on and going and I'd half an hour to get everything straightened and ready for eight o'clock opening, and the door

It takes about an hour to see me.

Mhm I wanna go to because then I get a and it takes me about half an hour to take it off.

you know there's not nobody got half an hour to wait.

Thing is, they say, take half an hour to transcribe two minutes, but that's probably by professionals anyway.

Six firemen took more than an hour to bring the fire under control.

so, it was not unusual for friends and kinsmen to drop in for a few minutes, an hour to see the news or a comedy.

day to clean out the rabbits that I, 81 month s pregnant, did in half an hour to transcribe two minutes, but that's probably by professionals anyway.

back to talk to her new-found friends on her other side, and within half an hour to see the news or a comedy.

she drove her Aston Martin from Duns to Glasgow, twice a week at eighty miles an hour, to take an interest in the family business.
for half an hour each week, with team leaders meeting weekly, also for half an hour, to discuss suggestions raised by staff. 

In the end, he recalled, it took eighteen hours to cook and an hour-and-a-half to carve. 

With only eight days to go until the opening of Seville’s World Fair, workmen are putting the record. 

Recorded in Atlanta, the LP took a mere eight days to arrive from Marseilles in France, but when I order a similar item from CAN anyone explain why a mail-order figurine takes eight days to be delivered? 

All the authorities have twenty eight days to appeal that could result in the final cap being higher, lower or staying at its present level. 

It took eight days to restore normal service in the area. 

Well all that was said was, really, they had twenty eight days to pay. 

You know he says because the next twenty eight days, it’s an extra twenty eight days to go and have a look for another job. 

Will have arranged for certain times usually a day or two, but perhaps up to eight days to have been set aside for the second reading debate. 

West Indies had over eight hours to make 208, but on that pitch it never looked easy. 

The water was very cold, it took eight hours to film and eight days for Duncan’s head to lose that prunelook. 

MOTORIST Peter Beer battled for eight hours to free himself from his crashed car while vehicles roared past on a motorway. 

Oh, he said, at once, I would probably give her eight hours to quit. 

Give me eight hours to get ready and you’re on. 

You need about forty eight hours to get through this. 

He had exactly eight minutes to hear a report back from business leaders who had been looking at the new plan. 

The fly is large, and took eight minutes to erect on my own but just five minutes with a friend. 

That is I can see clearly now, at twenty eight minutes to four o’clock, midweek, on a muggy Wednesday afternoon on Trent FM, and the Fox Report.

Well all that was said was, really, they had twenty eight days to pay. 

You need about forty eight hours to get through this. 

Marie Osmond before that and Paper Roses it’s Radio Nottingham eight minutes to two. 

It’s Radio Nottingham and it’s eight minutes to two.

Only eight minutes to go when Ken, ex Peterborough of course, was awarded the freedom of the town.

rose at the back post to head into the bottom corner of the net with eight minutes to go. 

Police hit out at the IRA for inadequate warning after being given just eight minutes to clear the area at Ormeau Road. 

He scored twice in the closing eighteen minutes to two, force a 4-4 draw, a result which helped the Paisley men increase their lead.

Marie Osmond before that and Paper Roses it’s Radio Nottingham eight minutes to two, Kids’ County for today, these’ll be the clues for it.

It’s Radio Nottingham it’s eight minutes to seven.

It’s eight minutes to seven.

Central South is on board the British car which has eighteen days to tackle a thousand miles of some of the wildest countryside in the country.

Central South is on board the British car which has eighteen days to tackle a thousand miles of some of the wildest countryside in the country.

In the end, he recalled, it took eighteen hours to cook and an hour-and-a-half to carve.

Ladies and gentlemen, chairman er at
Knott did his best with another fifty but it was all over with eighty minutes to spare; all out 203 and victory by 231 runs.

It took the English eleven days to discover where they were; they planned an attack on the encampment, but

Eleven minutes to six is the time, and if you'd like to give me a ring on any of the

eleven minutes to go, and literally everyone starts panicking.

The second is a slick operator, who studies his victim's habits for a few days to establish a safe crime time.

Covering the work to protect from frost and rain, we left it for a few days to dry, which helps the shuttering to loosen itself too.

In a cool sheltered position, with a damp-proof membrane, it took a few days to harden enough to build on.

Knott did his best with another fifty but it was all over with eighty minutes to spare; all out 203 and victory by 231 runs. ABR

It took the English eleven days to discover where they were; they planned an attack on the encampment, but E9V

Eleven minutes to six is the time, and if you'd like to give me a ring on any of the HM4

eleven minutes to go, and literally everyone starts panicking. K75

The second is a slick operator, who studies his victim's habits for a few days to establish a safe crime time. A16

Covering the work to protect from frost and rain, we left it for a few days to dry, which helps the shuttering to loosen itself too. A16

In a cool sheltered position, with a damp-proof membrane, it took a few days to harden enough to build on. CCY

super-middleweight champion, is expected to enter hospital within the next few days to undergo an operation on his troublesome right hand. CEP

It is definitely worth flying to Prague and taking a few days to look around before you travel across the country to Slovakia. A65

While Mr Parkinson will be anxious over the next few days to emphasise the benefits of BR's L3 billion investment programme, it is A9N

made up their minds, and there is therefore an added incentive in the last few days to influence them. AJM

Market makers have been running flattopping books over the last few days to minimise their risk. Market report — P26 AJP

Jack and Alison were going for a few days to Amsterdam. APM

I'm driving them down, and I'm going to stay a few days to help them settle in, I'll be staying at a pub — APM

The group then reassembles for a few days to allow everyone to present their trial training session. B0N

We often admit patients with this problem to the diabetic unit for a few days to demonstrate how effective the right diet can be. B0X

Our son Greg came over for a few days to do some business in England and to see his father. B1Y

If so, store in a warm airing-cupboard for a few days to allow the new neck position to settle. C9J

I was due in court in a few days to begin divorce proceedings and the threat of Johnny B helped to dilute the CA9

Diana is expected to leave Wood Farm after a few days to spend the rest of the Christmas holiday with her brother Earl Spencer. CBF

In a cool sheltered position, with a damp-proof membrane, it took a few days to harden enough to build on. CCY

super-middleweight champion, is expected to enter hospital within the next few days to undergo an operation on his troublesome right hand. CEP

son coolly informed him that he was accompanying Aloysia and her father for a few days to visit the Princess of Orange at Kircheim-Bolanden, where Aloysia was to sing. CEW

They were persuaded after a few days to go back to far-off Shaanxi province and continue to do their duty in their CG0

She missed two games before finding it behind a cushion, but then took only a few days to call house on number 52 in game 230. CH1

The spokeswoman added: It will take a few days to find out just what has been taken. CH2

If you've got a few days to spare, head inland to the 400 million year old Presley Hills. CHH

Rain water is ideal, tap water needs to be left a few days to mature before stocking. CLT

Hewlett-Packard officials at various locations around the US over the last few days to lobby for their support and an announcement may now be imminent. CND

I'll take the little one with me for a few days to give you a break. CR6

We have a few days to go to that looking into it now, so if, you know. D95

These have short periods, from a few days to a few weeks. EAW

I went over to his for a few days to sort out helmet and leather contracts. ED2

They're keeping him in hospital for another few days to carry out more tests. EF1

spoken to officers at county in the last few days to live. FS1

years old, was living in Kentucky in the United States, Dorothy had but a few days to go. FS1
1266. They want a haven for a few days to talk to some neutral listener while they conquer an impending sense of going.

1267. The owner has been calling by every few days to check on progress, but now is in Barbados.

1268. Their immune systems are so damaged that colds and bugs which normally take a few days to clear can take weeks or months.

1269. I have visited Southampton within the past few days to see what had become of one of the subsidiaries there Hampshire Bus.

1270. It's been interesting these past few days to watch the energy of the sun through the effect that it's had on the snow.

1271. We'll have to give it a few days to get properly weather-beaten.

1272. She looked at her friend and wanted to ask whether she had a few days to spare, because that was how long any description of him would take.

1273. Farmer Dawes said it might take them a few days to settle down but they were laying on the second day.

1274. I must beg you to take a few days to consider…

1275. It had taken a few days to persuade her ladyship to accept change, for she had for so long been used to... (HGV)

1276. on roller skates, and across the road a fat man was fixing a notice, Only a few days to go.

1277. The length of single eruptive episode, which can range from a few days to several years, will depend on the eruptive energy available once the ground...

1278. all over Oxfordshire will be filing into the Old Fire Station over the next few days to enjoy the drama, and displays.

1279. Chloe explains it takes a few days to learn how to breastfeed.

1280. The authorities say that will take a few days to put right.

1281. Earlier this month Mr Harris was given just a few days to live but for now his illness seems to have regressed.

1282. Initiative bid should give urgent consideration to this matter over the next few days to make sure they do not miss out on this important opportunity, said Mr Checkley.

1283. Middlesbrough's Impasse Centre is holding crisis meetings over the next few days to try to determine funding to stay open.

1284. house but Mr Amato is expected to call a fresh confidence vote in the next few days to prove he still has parliamentary approval.

1285. by personal acquaintances in the Republican Party to visit the US for a few days to talk about the British general election.

1286. It took Greg Farrel a few days to realise he was being vetted, both socially and professionally.

1287. Such meetings will also have a social function, bringing agents together for a few days to exchange ideas, discuss common problems and be made to feel part of the K94

1288. Take a few days to dry, but they dry eventually.

1289. your cheque book?, he says oh I never thought of that he says, cos it takes a few days to get it, he don't know with a cheque book.

1290. a young Englishman with a fishing-rod, who had left a medical practice for a few days, to whip the burns of Coll and breathe the fine air; a minister's wife; a...

1291. McGann attempted to press him as to his whereabouts in the last few days, to which Oscar asked why the hell it mattered.

1292. Bob made a point of taking a benevolent interest in Morris over the next few days, to balance out Dyson's hostility.
the council in the sense that labour has scrambled, obviously over the last few days, to reduce its tax level to something closer to the tories and I'm going to KGX

from drying out, it is usual to leave roots on the soil surface for a few hours to harden their skins. A0G

Lucy would have a drink after work on Fridays, sometimes an early supper, a few hours to unwind: a pattern pleasing to both. A0L

in a greenhouse containing well-watered plants on a sunny day for a few hours to get an idea of maximum deflection. A0X

one-day fall in more than three years, sinking almost six pfennigs in a few hours to try to work off some of this. A6N

I'll go out to the fields for a few hours to spare, but they enjoy helping in this way. A7G

Many have only a few hours to spare — or a few days, for some games — can choose from titles ABE

where you have a fascinating guided coach tour of the city followed by a few hours to explore for yourselves. AMD

Kenton, but this did not prevent M. Dupont snapping his fingers at me every few hours to say: Butler! AR3

his mother, her mother, Maisie and anyone else with a few hours to spare was almost completely repulsive. ASS

Just a willingness to be available for a few hours to suit you — within an agreed rota — to walk around the reserve B03

When you find you have only a few hours to spare you can choose the best swim for that particular period. B0P

fifty hours from now, when the hunger would be rising again and giving her a few hours to sleep the first ecstasy off. BN1

those you don't have: you may be a competent typist, for example, but need a few hours to learn how to use a word processor. CDK

The results can take from a few hours to over a week, depending on where you go to be tested. CJ9

Well, only a few hours to go… EF1

The client's cheque would take a few hours to arrive. EUU

first public demonstration, when the El Calvario church was occupied for a few hours to demand a reduction in the price of basic food stuffs. EVS

is prepared to contemplate minor departures, as where the offender has very few hours to work off under the original order. FBK

seemed like Iceland and what definitely was Cuba, herded off the plane every few hours to sit in concrete bunkers while men with machine guns handed out the sticky FBL

with several hundred shouting airmen, The iron discipline was relaxed for a few hours to let the Yuletide spirit run free. G3S

Happily in those days there was no air navel to take us in a few hours to Addis Ababa and bring us back a few days later. H0A

I need a few hours to report back to the office, then my time can be my own. HA5

Only another few hours to get through. HGY

All you do is apply it to a cleansed bare face and give it a few hours to work. HJ4

The lad should have been put in the cells for a few hours to cool off. HJ4

Market loans consist of a variety of different loans from a few hours to a few weeks, mainly to other banks or to financial institutions such as the J15

But I do envy anyone who can have a few hours to spare each week and would like more information, contact the scheme J2F

manager.

If you have a few hours to make a decision. K2W

to take me back there the day after the funeral I had only been left with a few hours to K8T
whom the cinema is just a place to go, to get away from the children for a few hours, to be together perhaps, for a courting couple.

But Ninagawa stops the action every few minutes to make tiny adjustments.

Irradiations for elements with isotopes of very short half-lives, from a few minutes to a few hours, although this increases the analyst's work.

Ideally, you need a few minutes to settle comfortably before setting off, but if you have to rush you can

But Ninagawa stops the action every few minutes to make tiny adjustments.

Well, you'll have to give me a few minutes to get myself ready.

It gave me a few minutes to stop and think about what the hell I was doing.

If the ingredients are still hot just place under a hot grill for a few minutes to brown the top.

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

The time span of observation in these studies varies from a few minutes to several hours.

Endill was thrown to the ground and it took him a few minutes to realise what had happened.

The road straight as a die to Ease Gill and a walk alongside leads in a few minutes to a small hole in the ground that opens into lengthy passages below: this is

The lovers — youngish, anyway — who had stepped outside for a few minutes to admire the sights.

If the ingredients are still hot just place under a hot grill for a few minutes to brown the top.

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

It only takes a few minutes to write yet receiving a letter out of the blue can mean such a lot to

If the ingredients are still hot just place under a hot grill for a few minutes to brown the top.

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

As if that wasn't enough, Patrick Eggle himself telephoned within a few minutes to confer on the requested changes.

His dejected figure walk past him into the cottage and, after allowing a few minutes to elapse, followed him in and discovered him sitting at the table in the

The time span of observation in these studies varies from a few minutes to several hours.

If the ingredients are still hot just place under a hot grill for a few minutes to brown the top.

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

It took Beth only a few minutes to pack their belongings.

You can pick the work up and do a bit of it whenever you have a few minutes to spare and the final result is really splendid, whether it is all

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

As if that wasn't enough, Patrick Eggle himself telephoned within a few minutes to confer on the requested changes.

It only takes a few minutes to write yet receiving a letter out of the blue can mean such a lot to

If the ingredients are still hot just place under a hot grill for a few minutes to brown the top.

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

As if that wasn't enough, Patrick Eggle himself telephoned within a few minutes to confer on the requested changes.

It only takes a few minutes to write yet receiving a letter out of the blue can mean such a lot to

If the ingredients are still hot just place under a hot grill for a few minutes to brown the top.

The bride's mother takes her seat last of all with only a few minutes to spare.

It took Beth only a few minutes to pack their belongings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Number</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Time Taken</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1363</td>
<td>statute in the main work or in the Continuation Volumes, it only takes a few minutes to find the annotations in the Cumulative Supplement and Current Statutes</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1364</td>
<td>a hardware shop in Inverness had supplied it, and it had taken only a few minutes to fit.</td>
<td>G03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1365</td>
<td>It takes only a few minutes to carry out this simple exercise, but it will greatly improve your ability</td>
<td>G30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366</td>
<td>but I had this one away from the cotyledons one by one, returning every few minutes to the hot water and antiseptic to re-soap my aching arms.</td>
<td>G3S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1367</td>
<td>As we draw near to the table in the course of the nest few minutes to meet with our Lord, in the bread and in the wine, let's just remember</td>
<td>GSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368</td>
<td>If you've got a few minutes to spare I would like to see these fields that have caused so much bother.</td>
<td>GW3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1369</td>
<td>But first I need a few minutes to think.</td>
<td>GW5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1370</td>
<td>Even Marshall had brushed aside all suggestions of having a few minutes to spare to give Harbury something exclusive.</td>
<td>GWG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1371</td>
<td>Please could I ask you to find a few minutes to write to the Secretary of State for Wales, Welsh Office, Cathays Park,</td>
<td>GXG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1372</td>
<td>Wipe dry and place in a warm oven for a few minutes to remove any remaining moisture.</td>
<td>H06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1373</td>
<td>It took her a few minutes to realise what it was.</td>
<td>H8L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1374</td>
<td>It would take only a few minutes to open a door, search out the riding boots and pour a little mercury over</td>
<td>H90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1375</td>
<td>commercial spectrometers generally operate on timescales ranging from a few minutes to several hours.</td>
<td>H9R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1376</td>
<td>I grabbed a few minutes to myself, she explained breathlessly.</td>
<td>HA6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1377</td>
<td>right outside the door of my next Industrial Editorsmeeting with just a few minutes to spare, so that went more smoothly than one might have ever dreamt or hoped</td>
<td>HD4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1378</td>
<td>I'll give you a few minutes to revise, then er, we can see if the er lesson Does anyone know what time</td>
<td>HDV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1379</td>
<td>Afraid your lords and masters will fire you if you allow me a few minutes to put the subject on hold?</td>
<td>HGN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1380</td>
<td>It took only a few minutes to run to the kitchen and request Agnes Diggory to take Lady Merchiston's</td>
<td>HGV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1381</td>
<td>Vaquero offers the city-bound reader a few minutes to escape to a time and place that we are losing.</td>
<td>HH3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1382</td>
<td>Give me a few minutes to clean up and we'll go to the Swan Inn.</td>
<td>HHC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1383</td>
<td>After being given a few minutes to study the diagram the sender is told to go ahead and the time is noted.</td>
<td>HNV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1384</td>
<td>an audit certificate — something District Audit assure me takes a few minutes to complete and is provided free of charge by most banks.</td>
<td>HPK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1385</td>
<td>The map shown in Figure 4.1 took only a few minutes to produce, and is easily amended and redrawn.</td>
<td>HR3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1386</td>
<td>animal gnawing away at something or gathering food and stopping every few minutes to listen, as hard as I was listening in the dark of Mr Marr's house.</td>
<td>HR9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1387</td>
<td>A wall clock ticked loudly: a few minutes to nine.</td>
<td>HWP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1388</td>
<td>would help us to plan for the future if you would be so kind as to take a few minutes to fill in this questionnaire.</td>
<td>HX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1389</td>
<td>And to be fair to you I'm again going to give you a few minutes to talk about that, not quite as long as the other time, then I'll ask you to</td>
<td>JK6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1390</td>
<td>the bottom er we pose a few questions there, I'm going to ask you in a few minutes to introduce yourselves and to say what what sort of presentations you make</td>
<td>JSA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1391</td>
<td>Naylor did not keep her waiting, but rang her doorbell with a few minutes to go before eleven.</td>
<td>JY1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1392</td>
<td>I think it should only take a few minutes to have you begging me to make love to you...</td>
<td>JY2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1393</td>
<td>Penny's been on the phone every few minutes to see if you've arrived.</td>
<td>JYC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1394</td>
<td>As we prepare for the future, we thought we'd take a few minutes to look back — at the first ten years of Central News.</td>
<td>K1B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1395</td>
<td>A warning was given but residents had only a few minutes to get out before the blast rocked their houses.</td>
<td>K2F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td>Time Duration</td>
<td>Event/Question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think we'll look at the news in a few minutes to see what the weather's going to be and then, do you want any ice cream or KBB</td>
<td>few minutes</td>
<td>catch your breath in time for video, for those of you who're erm intending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to draw naturally to a close there so um let's see erm this gives you a</td>
<td>few minutes</td>
<td>allow the pastry to just cook.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So I lay in the dinghy for a few minutes, to recover myself, and think.</td>
<td>few minutes</td>
<td>see how things were done, she said over her shoulder, stowing a small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I just wandered around and watched for a few minutes, to see how things were done, she said over her shoulder, stowing a small</td>
<td>few minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The public, however, had only a total of fifteen days to view the exhibition, between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., as</td>
<td>fifteen days to</td>
<td>design it, oh no you just got up and decided to make the world.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six days to make the world, but does it say in the bible that it took you</td>
<td>fifteen days to</td>
<td>try: the summing-up lasted for a day; the jury returned thirteen special</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It took fifteen days to try: the summing-up lasted for a day; the jury returned thirteen special</td>
<td>fifteen days to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stacey has a total of fifteen days to proceed with his appeal against extradition to Britain.</td>
<td>fifteen days to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A journalist who hid in a jail for fifteen hours to expose its lack of security has been accused of setting up a media stunt.</td>
<td>fifteen hours to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are strangers and how long did it take us — ten to fifteen minutes — to come here?</td>
<td>ten to fifteen minutes — to</td>
<td>gain the shelter of the forest — though even there they would be AMU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are strangers and how long did it take us — ten to fifteen minutes — to come here?</td>
<td>ten to fifteen minutes — to</td>
<td>gain the shelter of the forest — though even there they would be AMU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A journalist who hid in a jail for fifteen hours to expose its lack of security has been accused of setting up a media stunt.</td>
<td>fifteen hours to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some fried mushrooms, covered with a packet cheese sauce takes only fifteen minutes to prepare.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We had about fifteen minutes to go, and decided to try to continue to Viseu, since we could now pick</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he was admitted to the presence of the Chairman he would have perhaps</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td>explain himself.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This collection of questionnaires takes approximately ten to fifteen minutes to complete and can be used alongside the assessment interview.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td>complete and can be used alongside the assessment interview.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina forty minutes to drive from Lausanne to Fribourg and another</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td>find the isolated goods yard where Teufel, the porter at Lausanne, had</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside, in the terrible wind and the rain, it took them fifteen minutes to get the boat ready.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I shall allow myself fifteen minutes to think about her.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well that was fourteen minutes so you've got fifteen minutes to ask questions of John, and it would help, I think, if you want to ask</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time spent on training also varied from fifteen minutes to a well over an hour.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still one nil to Leicester fifteen minutes to go.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An interview can last anything from fifteen minutes to a few hours, though normally one hour is considered long, so it isgo.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There were fifteen minutes to opening time, which meant I might just be able to head Duncan the</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I make it fifteen minutes to do it in.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that whenever you do a short answer question, right, you've only got fifteen minutes to enter and secure the flat by the firearms officers.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr it's been suggested from my plaintiff that it took ten to enter and secure the flat by the firearms officers.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United came back with an equaliser with fifteen minutes to go.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but the cup doesn't run like that... and with fifteen minutes to go Bath sub Paul Batty who works in a swindon sportshop during the</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You've got about fifteen minutes to play for fifteen minutes now, then we have to go ut.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clot cross and in the middle who'd missed an earlier header on fifteen minutes to make it one, didn't miss on this occasion.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We've got fifteen minutes to watch James Bond</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two hours and fifty minutes to live.</td>
<td>fifteen minutes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fifty-five days to go! Then they have five days to sell the dog, make arrangements for the wife and kids and set off for the information and despatched warning letters stating that offenders had five days to make a payment arrangement — with a 10 per cent surcharge — With five days to polling day, Tory strategists hope to focus the debate on which party is Five days to learn two and a half hours of Tubular Bells and other pretty involved stuff. This dramatic style takes 23-year-old June Allen five days to style — spending an average four-five hours per day on it! was delayed for two days because of bad weather, and it took a total of five days to climb the feature, which included a band of loose rock at the base, and sides would happily take them on — and probably would not need all five days to effect the desired result. They take about five days to hatch, when they hang in a cluster on the roof of the tunnel. date of submission to receipt of detailed planning approval varying from five days to 18 months. Nicol, since the disastrous encounter near Ullesthorpe, had had five days to make his way lamely across country to reach Sub-Prior Herluin and make Fal Sail will hold an option for five days to allow your booking form and non-returnable deposit £60 per person to The 86 foot long piece of equipment took five days to be transported from Teesside, requiring an abnormal load permit and police cluster bombing raids Croatian authorities in Vinkovci on Sept. 25 gave JNA five days to leave for Serbia with their equipment, and Zagreb radio announced on Sept. Four murders in the five days to Aug. 22 brought the death toll in Corsica’s crime wave to 28 since the date of submission to receipt of detailed planning approval varying from five days to 18 months. Democrats protested that their front bench spokesman had had to wait nearly five hours to be called by the Speaker instead of being called at the start of the debate A fact which became clear during the riot itself, when police waited five hours to enter the estate and put down the disturbances. Brackley's Ray Gaskins, Gary Harrington and Ted Hanger took nearly five hours to overcome a stubborn Paddington side comprising Alan Lines and and during the working day avoid foods which take longer than four to digest such as cheese, eggs, nuts, bananas and fatty foods. We got to the 18th and there's Greg Norman and Jack Nicklaus, who took five hours to get round; we'd done it in less than four, had a bit of lunch and more.
It took Paul five hours to buy all the materials from Waitrose, Safeway and a man in the high street.

The team was hoisted onto open trucks which took five hours to crawl the three mile distance from Lahore Airport to the Fortress Stadium.

On 9 December judgment was delivered by the Chief Justice who took five hours to review the case.

The length of labour of the mothers in this book ranged from about five hours to twenty-six hours.

During the first round, some groups in the 144-strong field needed almost five hours to go round.

Now the song took five hours to do.

On the following day, Franco took the salute at a victory parade which took five hours to pass the towering dais on which he stood, flanked by military officers.

convoy had continued on its way, but the captain of Tekoa stopped for about five hours to rescue men — his ship was a sitting target for U-boats.

It took the jury almost five hours to reach a majority verdict and acquit her on all three charges.

a hundred and sixty eight, seven times twenty four, but then you've got five hours to add onto it which makes it a hundred and seventy three, right, so now work.

Sean Robinson, Middlesex's full-back, scored two tries in the final five minutes to give them victory over Hertfordshire by one point, 22-21, in the Toshiba.

If you have five minutes to spare, plug in Super Mario and spend half an hour trying to rescue the... 

He gave the soup five minutes to warm, managed to open the can without cutting himself, and split the... 

Two hours and forty five minutes to live.

He kept for special occasions and a kettleful of hot water that took five minutes to boil on the single electric ring that served as a cooker and, in winter, explain who he was and who he wanted to visit.

The portiera was an old deaf lady and it took Sandison five minutes to explain who he was and who he wanted to visit.

It took him another five minutes to get across the fact that no, he was not a doctor but yes, he was a...

Brown put Dynamos ahead and then Nick Crook made it 3–1 with just five minutes to go.

by being the first or last to appear for dinner, so he left things until five minutes to eight, by which time he had heard several other guests moving about.

It was five minutes to eight when Yanto cycled over the low swing bridge on to the wharfs of...

He swam around in the cold plunge for five minutes to close his pores, then towelled himself vigorously before jumping on the ...

With five minutes to go, it looked like a Haslemere win, but an error in the lineout call...
You will then need a further five minutes to look through the application form or application letter or c.v. of the BNA.

Damn, damn, damn that bloody newspaper, why couldn’t they give people five minutes to discuss something important without destroying everything with their BP?

It took five minutes to establish the link, and for the operator to get out Delaney’s short BPA.

It took five minutes to fit the flysheet and peg it out. C8B.

It's five minutes to showtime and a huge roar goes up as Ice-T announces the acts. CK4.

Using hot water from a kettle, it took just over five minutes to heat up to operating temperature. CCY.

I gave her your number and told her to give me five minutes to warn you first. CEC.

I held blitzevenings where couples have under five minutes to look at each other before fixing up dates. CH5.

They approached the imposing front door of Randall Lodge at five minutes to eleven. C8D.

Delaney's short BPA eight direct hits and about five minutes to crack the egg open. CHK.

It took another five minutes to fit the flysheet and peg it out. CHK.

At five minutes to showtime, a huge roar goes up as Ice-T announces the acts. CK4.

It took five minutes to type out the piece and comment on it. EVB.

It holds blitzevenings where couples have under five minutes to look at each other before fixing up dates. CH5.

It was five minutes to view the application form or application letter or c.v. of the BNA.

Grégoire went into convulsions at five minutes to four. C8S.

At five minutes to four, Grégoire went into convulsions. C8S.

At five minutes to five, Shirley, the typist who had been helping Ianthe to file some cards, EA5.

At five minutes to five, Shirley, the typist who had been helping Ianthe to file some cards, HA4.

At five minutes to fit the flysheet and peg it out. CHK.

At five minutes to interpret each sheet, depending on the density of the score. CR3.

At five minutes to put up the inner, which is erected first and another five minutes to fit the flysheet and peg out on one wild and windy night. G2S.

At five minutes to put up as it all erects in one — a great advantage. G2S.
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At five minutes to put up as it all erects in one — a great advantage. G2S.
package for the small business, due to its ease of use, it took me only five minutes to get to grips with the program.

At twenty five minutes to twelve the bell went and we went to French.

If you have five minutes to spare!

You have five minutes to go, they had found him.

With five minutes to drink some coffee and I’ll ring Geoffrey.

Reflecting on that marvellous performance Jim Nelson said: With five minutes to go we were trailing by four points and I was more than happy to get a

strike in the 46th minute before adding two goals himself in the space of five minutes to leave Holywood 4–2 ahead.

Five minutes to the train.

Would be required or that such primary legislation takes longer than five minutes to be put on the statute book.

Five minutes to select a club, 10 minutes to line up a putt, and five-and-a-half hours to seven, I’ll be talking about a fascinating report in She magazine, and shake the world.

You have five minutes to select a club, 10 minutes to line up a putt, and five-and-a-half hours to seven, I’ll be talking about a fascinating report in She magazine, and shake the world.

You have five minutes to select a club, 10 minutes to line up a putt, and five-and-a-half hours to seven, I’ll be talking about a fascinating report in She magazine, and shake the world.

With five minutes to go we were trailing by four points and I was more than happy to get a

strike in the 46th minute before adding two goals himself in the space of five minutes to leave Holywood 4–2 ahead.

If you have five minutes to spare!

You have five minutes to go, they had found him.

With five minutes to drink some coffee and I’ll ring Geoffrey.

If you have five minutes to spare!

You have five minutes to go, they had found him.

With five minutes to drink some coffee and I’ll ring Geoffrey.

If you have five minutes to spare!

You have five minutes to go, they had found him.

With five minutes to drink some coffee and I’ll ring Geoffrey.

If you have five minutes to spare!

You have five minutes to go, they had found him.

With five minutes to drink some coffee and I’ll ring Geoffrey.

If you have five minutes to spare!

You have five minutes to go, they had found him.

With five minutes to drink some coffee and I’ll ring Geoffrey.
oh that won't take me five minutes to do that, it won't.

We didn't have to queue for food we waited five minutes to get into the car, we didn't have to queue for food or coffee, we ke ve.

Trish I've got a patient for you Trish if you've got five minutes to spare please.

And I am if at five minutes to go, five, or five minutes to leaving off time whatever it was and you.

We didn't have to queue for food we waited five minutes to get into the car, we didn't have to queue for food or coffee, we ke ke.

And I am if at five minutes to five, or five minutes to leaving off time whatever it was and you wouldn't say well we'll get

And I am if at five minutes to five, or five minutes to leaving off time whatever it was and you wouldn 't say well we’ll get

Five minutes to go.

Trish I've got a patient for you Trish if you' ve got five minutes to spare please.

I think it takes you forty five minutes to listen to it all back again.

It took me fifty five minutes to get up to the top.

It's five minutes to twelve, right, a year later and the man's just queuing up to become a

So you'll have five minutes to do some.

It took me fifty five minutes to get into those awful to get up to the top.

Five minutes to gather your thoughts.

Five minutes to seven.

five minutes to select a club, 10 minutes to line up a putt, and five-and-a-half hours to complete a round.

The Education Secretary, John Patten, has given two schools forty days to present a plan for how they're going to improve their standards after

It was a long document which took about forty minutes to read and it was not greeted with warm enthusiasm.

Their guests, Michael and Helen, took an hour and forty minutes to eat the repast, which began with pasta dressed in sour cream and ASD

It was nearly six o'clock, and we'd got forty minutes to wait.

He still had a good forty minutes to prove the power of diplomacy.

There were forty minutes to go.

He still had forty minutes to run before he met Billie.

Dexter had woken up early only to find himself with forty minutes to kill.

Anyway it took us an hour and twenty minutes to get there, it took us forty minutes to get .

Well it'll take twenty minutes to get here and it'll take about forty minutes to get the other way.

Forty-eight hours to seeing you.

Anyone has had to travel was to Los Angeles and back, all in forty-eight hours, to persuade the reclusive Harrison Ford to appear on the show.

were stupid, and none who cared for the lecture that would take her forty-five minutes to read and three evenings to prepare.

It took just thirty five minutes to find Mr Kidd not guilty.

What I usually do is just take five minutes to decide the best way to

And I am if at five minutes to five, or five minutes to leaving off time whatever it was and you wouldn't say well we’ll get

This is the Fox Report, it's twenty five minutes to seven.

This is the Fox Report, it's twenty five minutes to seven.

The jury took just thirty five minutes to find Mr Kidd not guilty.

Bubbles is actually very clever; it took her five minutes to learn how to leg yield.

Vi wiggled her toes, wondering if she dared take off her shoes just for five minutes, to ease the throbbing, shooting pain.

The jury took just thirty five minutes to find Mr Kidd not guilty.

This is the Fox Report, it's twenty five minutes to seven.

this machine, were all bundled in like a load missing, and it took me what,

erm Right on the last few minutes with five minutes to go erm the erm Steven was again through and Leach had to go full length

Bubbles is actually very clever; it took her five minutes to learn how to leg yield.

Vi wiggled her toes, wondering if she dared take off her shoes just for five minutes, to ease the throbbing, shooting pain.

five minutes to select a club, 10 minutes to line up a putt, and five-and-a-half hours to complete a round.

The Education Secretary, John Patten, has given two schools forty days to present a plan for how they're going to improve their standards after

It was a long document which took about forty minutes to read and it was not greeted with warm enthusiasm.

Their guests, Michael and Helen, took an hour and forty minutes to eat the repast, which began with pasta dressed in sour cream and ASD

It was nearly six o'clock, and we'd got forty minutes to wait.

He still had a good forty minutes to prove the power of diplomacy.

There were forty minutes to go.

He still had forty minutes to run before he met Billie.

Dexter had woken up early only to find himself with forty minutes to kill.

Anyway it took us an hour and twenty minutes to get there, it took us forty minutes to get .

Well it'll take twenty minutes to get here and it'll take about forty minutes to get the other way.

Forty-eight hours to seeing you.

Anyone has had to travel was to Los Angeles and back, all in forty-eight hours, to persuade the reclusive Harrison Ford to appear on the show.

were stupid, and none who cared for the lecture that would take her forty-five minutes to read and three evenings to prepare.

It took just over forty-five minutes to unload the crates sixteen in allfrom The Sandhopper to The Abbott .

We've only got one hour and forty minutes to get back to Planet Centram.

Incidently, you have two hours and forty-one minutes to launch.

vented and is open to the atmosphere, each cask must be sold within three or four days to stop the beer becoming oxidised.

prices crashed around the world, Hong Kong disgraced itself by closing for four days to protect local speculators.
officials went from Kazan' to Simbirsk in the autumn of 1921, it took them four days to cover 150 miles.

only four days to go and he would be out of here anyway.

It takes four days to complete one orbit of Earth.

1780s travel was difficult and on foot or by horse — it took at least four days to get from Edinburgh to London.

It was just far, far too rushed — four days to record it, and two days to mix it!

Four days to get my chops back.

on tour my guitar playing hurts a little bit, and it usually takes three or four days to cover most of the main roads and to savour some of the breathtaking views.

If you are hiring a car in the island, you will need three to four days to go before Sunday's opening three-day game against Bombay, the Ranji Trophy.

With only four days to go and he would be out of here any way.

JOE ALLON, Brentford's new signing from Chelsea, struck his second goal in four days to put the Brentford top of Group B of the Anglo-Italian Cup.

It took police four days to trace the couple to Bridgnorth in Ontario.

Fire chief Hugo Ernst said it could take four days to retrieve all the bodies.

problems behind her — and set off at daybreak on her second trip in four days to comfort cancer patients at a hospice.

to be doing fine, but just to be on the safe side we gave them another four days to adapt.

She walked back 50 miles 80 km across country in four days to the forest at Deduru-Oya, where Ian Hofmeyr had darted her.

As it takes approximately three or four days to clear a personal cheque, more hotels are adopting the policy of only six months more an important point to bear in mind when planning a press day.

It took police four days to trace the couple to Bridgnorth in Ontario.

it takes approximately three or four days to get my chops back.

material being received and appearing in the magazine can vary from three or six months more an important point to bear in mind when planning a press day.

She walked back 50 miles 80 km across country in four days to the forest at Deduru-Oya, where Ian Hofmeyr had darted her.

fire chief Hugo Ernst said it could take four days to retrieve all the bodies.
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As it takes approximately three or four days to clear a personal cheque, more hotels are adopting the policy of only six months more an important point to bear in mind when planning a press day.
The organising committee took four hours to announce the seedings and draw order, much of the time being taken up.

Once every three weeks an enrolled nurse visits for four hours to give Jessica's mother a morning break.

We knew the train would take at least four hours to cover the sixty kilometres from Raxaul to Dhang.

You should eat every four hours to maintain energy availability for non-essential tissue and during the day.

It took Maidstone four hours to decide what to do and during that time he drank only coffee.

It took about three or four hours to complete an ordinary chair seat; more complicated patterns could take as long as.

Even my smallest works take three to four hours to complete.

On 26th April, approximately 14,000 people will exercise for four hours to raise money for the Royal Marsden Hospital Cancer Appeal.

A jury took almost four hours to reach their unanimous verdict at Liverpool Crown Court where Warren Green, CFC

been here sooner but one of our carriage horses slung a shoe and it took four hours to find a smith.

the Pole Star, but every 21 days it gives a long, slow wink, taking four hours to fade down below the third magnitude and remaining at minimum for a mere 20.

the armed services should be given power to arrest and to detain for up to four hours to establish identity; that bail should not normally be granted; that the onus

The meat used to have to be pressure cooked for four hours to make it tender enough to eat!

are released without charge after having been detained for anything from four hours to seven days.

It took about four hours to raise full steam in the original boiler.

Still four hours to kill.

hydraulic lift, one hundred and fifty feet of tracks, a tray on wheels and four hours to get it there.

I had about four hours to spend looking around Ipswich which was plenty of time as Ipswich is quite a

It takes it twenty four hours to turn round.

It starts with a potent aperitif called Mulsum which takes twenty four hours to mature.

It took a hundred firefighters more than four hours to bring it under control.

If the proposals get the go-ahead, they could be given just twenty four hours to leave illegally occupied property.

Emergency Services staff battled for four hours to free Mrs Hayward, Mr Sloane and two others.

The ship's captain remained on board for another four hours to transfer 25 tonnes of diesel oil from vulnerable fuel tanks to a more

It took four hours to fix.

A jury at Liverpool Crown Court took nearly four hours to find Warren Green, 27, guilty by a unanimous verdict.

More than 100 firefighters fought for four hours to bring the blaze under control.

It would've taken me about four hours to do it.

But there's still twenty four hours to fill isn't there?

review, but the pit's six hundred and forty miners must wait another twenty four hours to hear whether they intend closing the pit or just reducing its workforce.

If I get, it'll take the twenty four hours to settle in, don't you think so Arthur?

And it take twenty four hours to go round once.
1681. Population of China were set the same task, it would take them more than four hours to complete it. KRG

1682. Just under four hours, to phone in the money and let her off the hook. CJA

1683. With four minutes to recross the river, two hundred yards of drift. AK6

1684. Say four minutes to go, Stimpson dived over for his second try in the right-hand corner. AMU

1685. By your secretary of state to speak on the departmental paper, you have four minutes to explain it, however complicated the subject matter, to present the B0H

1686. I take about four minutes to retackle the 11ft rod, re-thread the 6lb line and grease it well to make B0P

1687. It took me about three or four minutes to rescue it and I looked at my prize. CE9

1688. With four minutes to go Wivenhoe almost snatched a late consolation when Westwood tried to CF9

1689. Made amends, to the embarrassment of Monkou, making it 3–3 with four minutes to play. CF9

1690. It took me three or four minutes to coax Dawn into a short flight. CHE

1691. The inner goes up first and takes just four minutes to put up. CHK

1692. It took her no more than four minutes to elucidate what kind of work he did in his lodgings. CKE

1693. We've got about four minutes to get back to the hotel. FP7

1694. Was 1.30pm our time and then got, just — with literally only about four minutes to spare once he had rung me, the 6pm train from Kings Cross. HD4

1695. Four minutes to stand before 7,000 of her peers, to say nothing of the thousands of HNK

1696. With four minutes to spare, Haringey gets a rate-56% higher than last year. HSF

1697. I reckoned it would take her three or four minutes to get back to her flat, but maybe it wasn't a good idea to hang around the HW8

1698. It took four minutes to connect. HWA

1699. But Falkirk fought back, and were rewarded with four minutes to go, when Neil Duffy pounced on a loose ball in the box to beat John J1N

1700. But Falkirk fought back, and were rewarded with four minutes to go, when Neil Duffy pounced on a loose ball in the box to beat John J1N

1701. Three three would have been just about right but with just four minutes to go Wycombe went and won it… K1Y

1702. Three three would have been just about right but with just four minutes to go Wycombe went and won it… K1Y

1703. with just four minutes to go Scunthorpe got a goal back… the United defence dozed off as Ian K1Y

1704. but with four minutes to go United went and blew it all... the defence tied themselves in K26

1705. Because it is calculated that a retained crew might take four minutes to get to the station the computer calculated other stations could respond K3C

1706. It took him three or four minutes to realise that this was Saturday and that there was no one there. K8R

1707. Paul Proctor emerged in the last four minutes to give Peter Henerty's men a priceless win in Lancashire. K97

1708. No four, look there's four minutes to go. KBH

1709. City still looked as though they could have held on, but with four minutes to go, the roles were reversed as Cranfield's McGovern set up Allen to level KS7

1710. Four minutes to go, even you must have thought though, the chance had gone then. KS7

1711. Then, under hypnosis, they were regressed fourteen days to the time or the showing of the film and they were able to watch it again C9W

1712. In the Sheriff Court, there are fourteen days to enter appearance, but to do so here it is necessary to produce to the HB4

1713. these plans to start with a direct debit, which means it probably takes fourteen days to get that sorted with the bank, they'll allow fourteen days. JK9

1714. In this roadside check, drivers with one or two suspect tyres were given fourteen days to get them into shape. K1B
It's gonna take fourteen days to build this, this stage at Wembley.

After having lost over fourteen hours to the weather, the game was called off with the score at 227 for 6.

The basic long dress took only fourteen minutes to make, yet none among this motivated workforce considered they were sixteen.

After having lost over fourteen hours to the weather, the game was called off with the score at 227 for 6.

The basic long dress took only fourteen minutes to make, yet none among this motivated workforce considered they were sixteen.

Although we can quickly reset our watches, our body clock takes many days to adjust, and so instructs the pineal to produce melatonin at the wrong time.

It can't be many days to come.

Since it may take many hours to live.

May th the Corinthian spirit continue in our sport for many days to come.

We started to receive telephone calls telling us we only had so many days to live.

She craved clean air and peace, but there were not many hours to pass before she could point her car westwards and join Ayling in the

A manually-drawn version of the same map would take many hours to produce.

on spider webs: It is impossible for one who has watched the work for many hours to have any doubt that neither the present spiders of this species nor their

are approximately laid down in their conditions of service: to work for so many hours, to teach those classes, to attend these meetings, to undertake these extras.

It takes me many minutes to sort it out, as each released dog shows marked enthusiasm for getting

to make the questions simple but comprehensive so that it won't take many minutes to fill in but your answers will give us a good idea of what is wanted and

Yes, it wouldn't take him many minutes to chop it down.

He has called a seminar in nine days to discuss The Urge For Self Destruction.

These luxuriously equipped flying-boats took only nine hours to fly between Southampton and Funchal, but the service was not entirely

Six men take nine hours to do it.

At the finish, after nearly four hours of racing, Juno IV had lost only nine minutes to the leading 50-footer and was three minutes ahead of her close rival, the

Wednesday completed a burst of three goals in nine minutes to go 4-1 up.
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You're listening to the Fox Report, it's nineteen minutes to seven. I'm Jane Markham. The sessions varied from ninety minutes to one day to whole day programmes. I just see everyone pissed, or on the Valium, tryin' to get from one day to the next. His was the snarling rage, hers the shame as she peed and peed and swore one day to be big enough to beat him, razor his skin, utterly humiliate him, and scorn. I returned from work one day to find a parcel from Armitages for the star letter of the month. and invented information and that journalists contradict themselves from one day to the next without shame and without apology. We were never sure we'd be alive from one day to the next. I went down to the caravan one day to take some apples, and was startled to see a continuous ripple of ice on the AC7. If your weight increases by a few pounds about 1 kg from one day to the next, do nothing for a day or two to try to redress the balance; your AD0. for yourself: experimenting with make-up and clothes, looking different from one day to the next, expressing different sides to yourself. ADG. It isn't easy to change: one day to go to school in casual clothes, the next to go with your head covered. ADG. Asked by Shultz one day to monitor Ollie Shultz himself, it should be remembered, not wanting to be too ADL. General Robert Schweitzer, visiting his office one day to talk broadly about contras, heard North say, alluding to his pet name for the ADL. The chief of the Near East Division had sat him down one day to try to teach him about Iran, but he doubted it had gone in. ADL. With a television series you never know from one day to another what your character will be doing next, which makes it that much ADR. Isa Blagden, arriving one day to look over the Casa Guidi, called on Wilson and found her lying in a dark room, ADS. to the version I heard, a large man in a Sherlock Holmes cape had arrived one day to have a look at the drawings. involves trainee participation with courses lasting from three hours over twelve hours over two days, and was locally based on farms and horticultural. as you cruise around the beautiful Greek Islands, the scene changing from one day to the next, diving into the clear, blue water as you anchor for the night, or AM0. objectives are unclear, plans haphazard and where the organisation lives from one day to the next. Everything is really a chemical, he cried one day to a pupil who said they wanted to learn about something else. AMB.
1780. who kept his flock upon the side of the mountain and knew the legend, began one day to play upon his bagpipes. ASW
1781. One thing was certain: unless machines were one day to take their places, they had a lifetime's job. AT3
1782. Market Loans are available for larger businesses, for fixed terms ranging from one day to a year usually at the shorter end of that range. AYP
1783. Christopher Tricky, seen struggling one day to remove an old tree stump near his hovel at the park gate, became, as has B0R
1784. At you hardly know whether it's raining from one day to the next but here you feel better every time the sun comes out. B0U
1785. previous flights to Fairbanks on the Irkutsk-Fairbanks ferry run and hoped one day to see more of America than the tundra regions of Alaska. B11
1786. around India asking for land to be distributed to the poor said, I myself went the temple of Deogar, but the priests beat me because I brought my B1F
1787. After all, a change in temperature from 15 °C to 20 °C from one day to the next is nothing to get too excited about. B1M
1788. You may be able give up gradually, or decide one day to remove everything connected with smoking from your house — and give up B3G
1789. the mother eating the food and the baby suffering symptoms can vary from one day to several days. BM1
1790. by asserting that I had no interest in such things, preferring to live from one day to the next, unfettered by possessions and responsibilities. BMR
1791. Bloomsbury House to say she was very interested in dramatic work and hopes one day to take it up as a career. BNN
1792. James intended one day to be equally celebrated, and as a dresser he was privileged to be at the bedside BP1
1793. Hutton plant the hedge, closely watched by his grandson Martin, who hopes one day to follow his grandfather in keeping up the custom. BPK
1794. It's never the same from one day to the next. C8B
1795. Choose one day to record all your drinks. C8B
1796. So it was a big cheering surprise when I opened the front door of Eva's house one day to find Uncle Ted standing there in his green overalls, a bag of tools hanging C8E
1797. Osburn, a retired Indian army doctor and member of the Labour party, who hoped one day to see a United States of Indiawielding contented within the orbit of the British C90
1798. detail of the dress and deportment of the people in the square, for she hoped one day to emulate them. CB5
1799. Only too painfully aware of his inadequate technique, he went off one day to produce acceptable illustrations for the magazines and newspapers, and bring CBN
1800. so much in work by Gavarni, Daumier, Dore, De Groux, and Rops, he hoped one day to see his cousin-in-law, Anton Mauve, a successful painter of the Hague CBN
1801. that frail and singularly attractive priest of St. Philip's, Stepney, who awoke one day to find himself famous with the publication of his Short History of the English CCB
1802. A very handsome man on a horse came one day to enquire about a bridle that should have been ready, but wasn't. CCM
1803. A woman can change from a bright, outgoing mood one day to a dark and brooding one the next. CCN
1804. We had only this one day to resupply and prepare Wavebreaker for her last charter, which meant the CCW
1805. They were given one day to decide. CD8
from a missionary meeting in the village to hear me say that was what I hoped
one day to be.

He says the players would often not see him from
one day to the next.

engine trouble, leaving Sainz leader ahead of Kankkunen and Ari Vatenen
with
one day to join the fire brigade, she said.

think I could stand being a nurse because I would get too involved, so I hope
one day to have done all of the RAF's badges, Squadrons, Groups, Wings,
Commands,

and purpose at first unbeknownst to me, we went on a shopping expedition
one day to a larger province close to Nongkhai.

He plans to emblazon each badge correctly and hopes
one day to have done all of the RAF’s badges, Squadrons, Groups, Wings,
Commands,

She captained South Schools, the U21s and Scottish Schools, how would he
one day to lead Gala to the Division One Championship?

She captured South Schools, the U21s and Scottish Schools, how would he
like one day to lead Gala to the Division One Championship?

Yesterday Steve declared: I had enough bad luck in
one day to last the rest of my life.

compassion and kindness, rather than her stylishness, qualified her
uniquely to take over the role of Queen.

work — I hardly ever used the thing — so I went to Derek's house
one day to ask his advice on how to operate it.

his current reputation, for that would have been less than tactful, as I hoped
one day to marry them off, and unfair, since he had been so pleasant to me.

captained South Schools, the U21s and Scottish Schools, how would he
like one day to lead Gala to the Division One Championship?

Yesterday Steve declared: I had enough bad luck in
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Commands,
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She plans to emblazon each badge correctly and hopes
one day to have done all of the RAF's badges, Squadrons, Groups, Wings,
Commands,
those areas which concern women; it is impossible for them to disappear from
one day to the next.

was the setting for nothing more remarkable than the fact that I arrived there
one day to walk over from Bainbridge to Cam Houses with Tony and Eddie, the
landlord from

tone day to direct Doctor Who.

Many eyes are on this man, Production Assistant Norman Stewart himself
destined

tone day to the next, or even from one generation to the next, the bourgeoisie would all

... it is clear that, even on the absurd assumption that from one day to

I I think erm i it seems very sad if we can single out
book, then it's gonna get forgo , forgotten from

During one of my trips to the USA in the 1960s, Shaheen telephoned my
hotel

tone day to warn me that The Times was prepared to break the newspaper silence that had

fair journalist, but an incorrigible Conservative — came to see me
increased the tension of their interest in the land mine who was surely
bound when she was well, I had never been able to relax because I never knew from
came , and he spent most of his leave with her, though he went with Anne

He was an artist and his only dream was

pursing their profession, and the FedPol must swallow its frustration and hope

There came

And she'd been coming to our house, Oh about fie or six years, and she said

I don't know, Victorine said: it was all pulled down from

asked if he would be willing to extend the time our pupil spent with them from

game, he decided to visit Mayer in his office at the German Embassy

outside the cathedral with the aunt who had brought her up and taken her

point of view what mattered most was that it bordered Abyssinia, where I hoped

available at that time was Stornoway in the Outer Hebrides and when I rang HQ

She knew it was right to go to London University because she hoped

come together to borrow and lend wholesale funds for periods varying from

this dreary rain must cease, that Spring must come again, and she might wake

cannot transfer knowledge from one situation to another, cannot remember from

one day to the next.

one day to walk over from Bainbridge to Cam Houses with Tony and Eddie, the

landlord from

one day to direct Doctor Who.

one day to the next, or even from one generation to the next, the bourgeoisie would all

one day to be the most important in our lives.

one day to say that he had arranged for me to have lunch with Richard Nixon, who at the

one day to warn me that The Times was prepared to break the newspaper silence that had

one day to go off in their own street.

one day to the next how I was going to find her.

one day to see Sarah and her family, and told Sarah that Terry had her photograph pinned

one day to go back and paint.

one day to be in the right place at the right time to catch a big-time wrong-doer in the

one day to the palace a certain Dr Shakar.

one day to Mary, that's my wife, says you know, Not strange name, there's not many of

one day to the next, and you know it happened during the war, everything was topsy-

one day to three after Christmas.

one day to see if his friend could be persuaded to take a more generous view of

one day to visit it.

one day to be posted.

one day to see if it was still open.

one day to teach in Africa, and they had a special course in education in relation to

one day to one year.

one day to that glorious span of light across the water-meadows.

one day to the next, cannot cope with sequential tasks, get confused by experiencing more
1859. We were just thrown out from one day to the next.

1860. Consequently thousands of workers may be sacked from one day to the next.

1861. You'll be very glad you did this if you turn up the next day.

1862. In Cairo on Oct. 24, he then went for one day to Damascus, meeting President Assad of Syria, and returned unexpectedly to Egypt.

1863. Of the talks was held in Beijing on Jan. 30-31, and was later extended by one day to Feb. 1.

1864. Of occasions the state of the atmosphere foggy or clear remained the same from one day to the next, and a change from one state to another occurred on about 25% of occasions.

1865. Had also hired a French teacher, whose name Robert was unable to remember from one day to the next.

1866. The episodes and commanded everybody's attention, he announced that he hoped one day to be able to play the lead in a big West End musical.

1867. Had some bold prophet told the King that he was one day to preside over a change of Government wearing a Chinese dressing-gown, he would have been glad he did this.

1868. — even just the manner in which the people have to carry themselves from one day to another.

1869. His teens, had thought about the struggle sometimes, and determined vaguely one day to be part of the broom that swept the Brits out of his country, and drank and had some bold prophet told the King that he was one day to preside over a change of Government wearing a Chinese dressing-gown.

1870. By the way, remind me one day to explain this business of French pleats to you.

1871. If the narrative of the drama continues from one day to the next, it makes sense to do at least some drama in the classroom most days.

1872. It took three days to record one 30 minute Hot Shoe Show, whereas it takes only one day to film a game show.

1873. The Romans woke up one day to find a McDonalds at the foot of the famous Spanish Steps.

1874. Mr Vasarhelyi said he has never refused any offers of work and hoped one day to draw for the Royal Mail.

1875. Her appointment as something of a coup for the north where she also hopes one day to stage a regional conference.

1876. I have kept a journal, which I hope one day to publish.

1877. I even come in to her one day to see if she had a bar of chocolate.

1878. incapable of keeping its word, not just from one election to another but from one day to the next.

1879. I'll, last week I was in the surgery one day to help Sue and she had half of them are, from the next.

1880. So, just one day to go but what a day.
1888. totally unfair changes of routine, from small things like not getting coffee on one day, to next day having their cells raided and all their possessions confiscated. AB3
1889. I told Mum that one day, to escape heavy rain he wandered into a tavern called the Spotted Dog which BM9
1890. market as an apprentice butcher, but had bought a trumpet and intended, one day, to stop her nagging me about revising. BMS
1891. John McEnroe has never made a secret of his desire, one day, to become Louis Armstrong. CA9
1892. we have lurking, a symbol for all our family misdeeds; waiting, perhaps, one day, to become the United States Davis Cup captain. CJB
1893. It's quite a bit to do on one day, to surprise us. HWC
1894. The man offered to take her out in his boat one day, to go and do four. J3R
1895. I came out of church one day, to do some visiting, from the over sixties, and there was a boy with a a great JYA
1896. is urged to live the kind of life that please God, who calls them now, not one day to share in his own Kingdom and glory! Thess. 2:12. CCL
1897. Knox, the man who, in the words of the English diplomat Randolph, is able in one hour to put more life into us than five hundred trumpets continually blustering in AE4
1898. One American comedienne threatened to pull out with just one hour to go. CH8
1899. For every unit of alcohol half a pint of beer; one glass of wine, it takes one hour to clear itself from the body. EX5
1900. This can take as little as one hour to go. FRS
1901. and notwithstanding that, in the afternoon I had given the management one hour to resolve the problem otherwise there was going to be a major walkout. GYV
1902. Stage coaches operational between Edinburgh and Leith, taking one hour to accomplish the journey. HPS
1903. The subjects were placed supine under a gamma camera and we waited at least one hour to allow the patients to recover from the procedure. HU2
1904. After sonication, the sample was centrifuged at 150000 g for one hour to yield a faintly opalescent supernatant consisting of a homogeneous HU4
1905. small intestine was then perfused with either PES or an ORS at 0.5 ml/min for one hour to ensure steady state conditions, after which three successive 10 minute HWS
1906. At one point, Karpov had to make 10 moves in one minute to reach the time control at move 40. AKM
1907. there are any cancer cells not yet being attended to, I will give them just one minute to stand up . B19
1908. The machines can be adjusted in one minute to sort brown or parboiled rather than white rice, if necessary. B75
1909. Why not do it and leave it ready the day before, then all that is needed is one minute to set the garter carriage in operation and you will come to a sleeve CGV
1910. relief to the foot-sore shopper and that these shoppers only needed about one minute to find this out. CLS
1911. As a principle I will take one minute to communicate with my people, explaining why their urgent problem will have EW5
1920. One minute to go and the Director wishes everyone down on the floor good luck, and in

1921. At one minute to air, Scott grinned across to the other newscaster, looked up at the control

1922. Joseph saw them one minute to port, then the next minute to starboard, and once they even appeared dead

1923. Give each Brownie in turn one minute to put her hand in the bag and identify the objects.

1924. The clock said one minute to twelve. Midnight in Rhodesia, responsible people here are backing the MRA move

1925. At one minute to the river's most elusive hour, when darkness lifts off darkness, and from another the shadows declare themselves as houses or as craft at anchor.

1926. down below, on a time exposure which runs off in about one minute, so I run up the side of the thing and get out here and balance myself.

1927. He estimated that Isabel would have about one minute to negotiate the treacherously wet embankment, cross the ditch, and scramble

1928. have them at a time when Parliament is likely to be sitting rather than at midnight for the benefit of the press?

1929. Adjourned accordingly at one minute to Three o'clock.

1930. Adjourned accordingly at Eleven o'clock.

1931. I looked at my watch: one minute to eleven.

1932. defined as an urgent need to defecate which has to be relieved in less than one minute to avoid incontinence.

1933. off the bottom and the drop into the non-league world and there was just one minute to go when they saved themselves in this match.

1934. The optimum completion time has come down by one minute to 11 minutes and more time is being allowed on the roads and tracks section

1935. What I'm saying to you is, erm I don't expect for one minute to have a computer installed in my office, ccessdon'tw alter it to that a

1936. they applied the defibrillator to my chest and the next thing I knew from one minute to sitting talking to them I knew I was on the ground and they'd brought me

1937. Rob morning Twenty one minutes to six the time, if you'd like to give me an early ring, then it's .

1938. listening to B B C Radio Oxford and Talking Sport, the time is twenty one minutes to six.

1939. threatens to blow up London in the film John Boulting directed for Korda, Seven Days to Noon 1950, does so in order that the whole world will be made aware of

1940. Youngsters from 12 to 24 can cruise from seven days to three weeks.

1941. Where the nuclear scientist in Seven Days to Noon 1950, does so in order that the whole world will be made aware of

1942. her action in the High Court in London on Wednesday and she was given seven days to hand them back.

1943. results from the pathology laboratory and these take from two to seven days to come back to the clinic.

1944. REPLY WITHIN SEVEN DAYS TO MAKE THE MOST OF ALL THE PRIZE-WINNING OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED YOU!

1945. competitive interest rates for varying maturities the majority range from seven days to six months.

1946. You have seven days to put your desk in order.
1949. Based on the seven days of creation there are seven days to a week and the Hebrew calendar is then made up of a cycle of seven years CDW

1950. She smiled at the thought; the next seven days to the interview seemed almost endless in the long hot summer of 1906. CE9

1951. who have shorter length cycles, 22 days and under, should count forward seven days to begin testing while those with longer length cycles of 33 days or more, CFR

1952. toll office, got our money refunded plus a signed waiver that allowed us seven days to return to St Michael without having to pay on the Austrian roads. GX9

1953. Irregularity Report must be obtained from the airline in question, within seven days to comply with the Carriage By Air Act Warsaw Convention. HB3

1954. Irregularity Report must be obtained from the airline in question, within seven days to a customer who enters a contract to buy goods or services as a result HH7

1955. meanwhile offered to sell his own car to Brian for L500, giving Brian seven days to make up his mind. HPD

1956. The prosecution has now been given seven days to decide if it wants a re-trial. K26

1957. to bring in leisure and commerce to the Waterfront, has given the council seven days to pay for extensive infrastructure works or face court proceedings. K5M

1958. It had taken us seven hours to climb five pitches. A15

1959. It takes him about seven hours to get, said Bridget. GVT

1960. yachtsmen were plucked from the Atlantic yesterday after they'd clung for seven hours to the hull of their overturned racing sloop. HAF

1961. Cup, Scarborough, two goals down to Chelsea, score three times in seven minutes to go through 4-3 on aggregate. A3L

1962. Undaunted, he spoke for seven minutes to an audience of 5,000 people and won considerable respect from some A7H

1963. and then a desperate English press reduced the margin to 11 points with seven minutes to go, but that was as close as England were to come. A8N

1964. point directly above the buried bomb, stopping the countdown with only seven minutes to go. ARW

1966. It rarely took less than seven minutes to organize the few things I needed, so that day I rehearsed mentally as I AT3

1967. that could, at the BBC approved rate of reading, last anything from seven minutes to a little over an hour, at your discretion. B73

1968. One Seven Minutes To Midnight etc? CAD

1970. who accepted our invitation to be here has been told that they have seven minutes to address the conference. EFD

1971. started, by five minutes some four levels have been involved, and by seven minutes to eight minutes the flames will be breaking out at the top of the racking. G0K

1972. Adjoining at seven minutes to Eleven o'clock. HHX

1973. Adjoining accordingly at seven minutes to Eleven o'clock. HHX

1974. Okay er we move on over six seven minutes to go before the end of the programme. HUV

1975. first ever game against Germany, they struck back with two goals in seven minutes to set up a tense finish. K45

1976. You're listening to BBC Radio Oxford and Talking Sport, seven minutes to six, time to wrap up. KS7

1977. try put England ahead for the first time in the match with just seven minutes to go after a spell of relentless pressure on the side. KS7

1978. 1922 there were only one locomotive in the yards, and that took up seventeen days to cover less than 150 miles. A64

1979. They had taken as long as seventeen days to examine seventy-five schemes. B1D

1980. The first is nine pages of typed script and took her seventeen hours to do. JJT
I'll leave you for now it's Radio Nottingham it's seventeen minutes to two. 

Er we left at seventeen minutes to two erm having explained that er we have put a very respectable 

He visited the other dioceses of his province, including a tour of the Isle of Man. Thorndon, Lord Petre's estate, where he collected many rare specimens and 

The operation took several days to complete. 

swelling of the lymph glands between the lower jaw often take several days to develop and these signs usually confirm a strangles case. 

If the patient's fever took several days to appear then it is much less likely to be Belladonna no matter how much 

more authentic are the slow improvements made by training — taking several days to raise a single skill by the tiniest amount. 

It took several days to confirm the outbreak and the unit was not closed until a week later. 

If you've soaked the joints, leave them for several days to dry off completely. 

the way people lived on that site in the past, or even to live there for several days to get some sort of impression of the way of life. 

As full analysis may take several days to complete it is very important that it be carried out in a thermally 

had been negotiating with the FIDE president, Florencio Campomanes, for several days to try to persuade him to transfer the federation's rights to stage the 

It took a team of distinguished judges several hours to emerge with the final shortlist of 60 semi-finalists. 

It can take several hours to kill an entire whale group which may number several hundred individuals. 

For the H-bomb, carried in long-range bombers which took several hours to fly from base to target, was already outdated by the end of the Fifties. 

the way was moved, resulting in a further fall of shale which took several hours to remove. 

However where possible, eg. if there are several hours to wait before your return flight, and this is often the case in low 

with trees standing in the field were enveloped in flames which took several hours to extinguish. 

This compares very favourably with a battery system, which can take several hours to re-charge. 

time taken to match a kidney donor with the most suitable recipient from several hours to three minutes. 

Ten minutes later, she miaowed if I approached her and it took her several hours to forgive me and to stop treating me like a walking cat repellent. 

There are several hours to pass one spot. 

Once upon a time it could take several hours to install a network interface card. 

They march in columns so long they may take several hours to complete, and that doesn't count the times your character was killed and 

A short adventure may take several hours to get used to the fact that I was deceitful and irresponsible, but 

It took George several hours to serve as an example of the fate awaiting people who oppose the regime. 

Their bodies were left for several hours to serve as an example of the fate awaiting people who oppose the regime. 

Since the Validation program may take several hours to run, it is recommended that it is run overnight in batch mode. 

The entire area was so altered it took several minutes to establish where their cottage had been. 

It took several minutes to gather them back and put them under starter's orders. 

It took her several minutes to shake off the resulting stupefaction. 

that strange, disembodied feeling you get when you've been talking for several minutes to someone who isn't there.
It took girlfriend Alicia Plaistow several minutes to persuade him to climb out of the tub at his Florida holiday to rehydrate.

This seemed to worry the two men, and they took several minutes to calm Bobbie down and to stop her crying.

It took him several minutes to make a hole only two to three feet deep.

It took her several minutes to decide whether the keys should be bunched or splayed but she had decided.

Note was a jumble of misspelt and blotched sentences, and it took her several minutes to decipher.

After casting about in vain for several minutes to pick up their quarry's lost line, their frustration had abated into true, it had taken her several minutes to decide whether the keys should be bunched or splayed but she had decided.

Dear god, everything is so wrong, look, it took you six days to make the world, but does it say in the bible that it took you fifteen days to create it?

Normally it takes about six days to arrange a visit, even if you cable both ways.

The only reactor in full operation took six days to reach full power.

It took six hours to make a long, thin rope, but he had lost all sense of time.

In November 1927 it took 300 men some six hours to carry the giant rosary which surrounds the statue up from Santo.

It took the Belgians six hours to rush to the defence of the Red Cross compound and by that time the fighting had begun.

The passengers had been reminded to put their watches forward by six hours to be in line with Continental time, which had served to add disorientation to me equally, if not more, inappropriate that the court should have devoted six hours to the investigation of the application for the full order including oral evidence.

The Skegness Festival in 1938 had a Carnival Procession which took five or six hours to get through the town, the Rector of Stiffkey now forgotten.

It's never taken you six hours to get from Rosslare to here! he exclaimed in disbelief.

Doctors fought for more than six hours to save the life of Noel O'Kane 20, a single man from Keady Road, Swatragh.
by a master and mistress who branded her on her buttocks, chained her for six hours to an apple tree and then beat her severely before making her work; and a third

And there were six hours to get through before sunset.

the animals in stress cages and immersion in a water bath at 23°C for six hours to the xyphoid level as described by Takeuchi et al.

That evening, Edward Carrington tried for six hours to make radio contact with XU.

well just six hours to go to that vital clash vs the canaries — i predict a 2–1 win for

She had exactly six hours till midnight, six hours to make up her mind whether to go down to the beach bar, or give it a miss for

And as if that wasn't difficult enough, they were given just six hours to put together the entire production.

A TEENAGER was given just six hours to live after taking an ecstasy tablet, a court heard yesterday.

him to the town's General Hospital, where the next day doctors gave him just six hours to live.

The chicken korma will take six hours to cook in a specially-built giant gas-fired pan at the Ideal Exhibition.

So you are doing six hours to make up the four.

plant and water are used in whichever method is adopted, for times of up to six hours, to take in the various stages required.

With 10 moves to the time-control Yusupov had six minutes to Karpov's four.

under way with several record companies; a typical CD would take about six minutes to make, complete with the glossy packaging buyers expect.

We had six minutes to eat lunch, so I stuffed bread, yoghourt, fish stew and beans into my

Thirty six minutes to go.

Adjourned accordingly at Sixty minutes to Three o'clock.

It's now six minutes to seven.

Billy Joel and er the River of Dreams it's Radio Nottingham six minutes to one o'clock now Kids' County for today these have been the clues, It's

Beverley Craven that is and er Love Scenes it's Radio Nottingham six minutes to two.

Knocked forward by Gemmell to Collimore six minutes to go.

Nine hundred and sixty seven words that takes about five or six minutes to read if I can read it in this light.

And then with six minutes to read it if I can read it in this light.

Their lucky break came with six minutes to go fortune smiled… fate declared that Swindon were on their way

Bobolini take only six minutes to bake and are available in larger branches at L1.45 for a box of 6.

twenty, getting a goal back for Pisa on thirty er approaching half time, six minutes to go before half time, across there with Colin for that half time report as

It's six minutes to seven.

in committee, and the House of Lords devoted over 150 hours spread over sixteen days to a discussion of the Bill.

You've got sixteen days to do them in in theory.

He took about sixteen hours to come, and when he did come tall and spindly and ginger haired all he said

Adjourned accordingly at sixteen minutes to Eleven o'clock.

Sixteen minutes to two now this is erm Vanity Fair and it's early in the morning.

the sentence, placing him on probation for two years but with the first sixty days to be spent in Los Angeles County Jail.

is 11 per cent, calculate the price of a 50,000 ninety-one-day bill with sixty days to redemption.

It's only three hundred and sixty days to go!
woods such as western yew, osageorange and degame, a bow can take fifty to sixty hours to make. BPK
up all night making silly marks on a chart and plunging outside every sixty minutes to see if it was still raining. B3F
I desire to remain a private gentleman and some day to win your Grand National. EC8
country we have to obey the laws that are there, not the laws that are going some day to be passed. JNB
I meant, do you hope some day to marry? JY7
there is nothing that a human can do that a machine might not be devised, some day, to do. B15
the small errand took up barely any time and she returned to her room with some hours to go before she would know if Ven Gajdusek was going to honour his letter. JYF
You allow a week to ten days to distribute them, so they have to be ready on June 15. ADK
are piled in small tumps, covered by their leaves and left for a week or ten days to sweat before they are carted. ARS
The lymph nodes are very painful and can take up to ten days to burst and then exude a thick yellow pus. ASH
The outcome was that Alfonso banished his most trusted vassal, giving him ten days to leave Castile and Leon. ASW
It took me about ten days to work my way into it, after that I found it very acceptable. BN5
So you've got ten days to decide what to do about her. C8T
unnecessary, since a body would have been far too decomposed after eight to ten days to be of much use to any medical school. CD3
With the help of Haslington and Sandbach Knitting Clubs it took just ten days to fill 18 large bin liners and two machines were donated as well. CGW
The incubation period is very long, quoted elsewhere as from ten days to three weeks, and I have known it as long as six weeks. FBN
We'd took incidentally which is not uninteresting it took us ten days to get to Egypt, to get to Alexandria from Plymouth, we went from Plymouth. FYH
including some hitherto exempt from any such right, has been extended from ten days to 14 days, bringing them into line with investment products covered by the HC2
So you've got ten days to go. Dickinson told him. HRA
if you've seen on television, or read a paper lately, you know, you've got ten days to go, this was a disaster not that I'm blaming the Council — there was waste.Dickinson told him. HYN
before erm, you know, if we're going to get a GATT agreement, you've got ten days to, to negotiate it in. HYN
The scheme has to be voted on by Headteachers and parents within ten days to guarantee it's success. K1B
Drivers whose vehicles give off more poisonous chemicals than are allowed ten days to clean up their act. K23
said: Our vote is holding up well and we will be going flat out over the next ten days to win over the undecided voters. K55
We have still got ten days to go and I'm quite sure that in that time our efforts will mean Mr Gregory will K55
at the Grid on which visitors envisaged were placed with Regions for Primary ten days to a fortnight or Secondary 5-7 days periods. KA5
They said they're going to make up their mind Lynda so we'll give them the benefit of the doubt. KBK
But er he, he can't wait to get back, well he says he's now
more than seven hours for 125, helping the total to 346 and leaving
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The bite itself may be painless and even go unnoticed, but within ten minutes to one hour symptoms start to appear; a dull pain spreads from the region of ...

It's ten minutes to showtime on the first day of Lollapalooza, and the floorboards in the CK4

turned up with The Farm, slickly eluded our lensman and left after about ten minutes to dance his studded boots off at some West End nightclub. CK5

Prisoner of War escape stories often make for interesting reading and Ten Minutes To Buffalo by Ulrich Stenhilper and Peter Osborne is no exception. CLU

Give me ten minutes to insert a governor into Vitali's space gear. CM4

We were allowed ten minutes to have our coffee and bread before being chased back to the barrack rooms EE5

at her watch, and saw to her relief that the feature film had only ten minutes to run; she thought she could last ten minutes. EFP

Yeah that's what I mean, could you put a tourniquet on just for ten minutes to try and get help? F8D

we went down there and we was in the shelter and er we'd been down there ten minutes to quarter of an hour oh there was such a bang outside we thought this is it, F8P

their eight-goal lead but, when four Whaddon players left the pitch with ten minutes to go so they could catch the last bus, it was too good an opportunity to FR9

side; so if the moot starts at 8.30 p.m., and if three judges each take ten minutes to give judgment, it is 10 p.m. even if not a minute has been lost — FRA

a bath in three inches of snot-green, brackish, warmish water, which took ten minutes to trickle from the geyser's brutish snout into the tub. FRC

and called in at her office to check her mail before leaving the hotel at ten minutes to twelve to drive to Bridgetown. FR5

We finished at ten minutes to six, about our usual time. G09

share gives us the freedom to get on and do things without stopping every ten minutes to check up on each other. G2V

Not true — with curlers to hand and just ten minutes to spare, any short style can be given a shot of glamour. G2V

It took less than ten minutes to register how rich and distinctive Hannah's land was — possibly the G39

At ten minutes to nine the post van stopped outside Sprogg's Cottage on the outskirts of G3E

But ask one of the sergeants to come up in ten minutes to pack up the mallet for the Yard lab, will you? G3E

I need just ten minutes to get your brothers to this airport. GW5

At ten minutes to four he heard a car in the village and a minute or two later it was GWB

We have ten minutes to talk. GWC

Perversely, in the way of Customs Officers, we insisted but gave him ten minutes to clear up, then climbed on board to see to the necessary documentation. H0C

It took about ten minutes to chew through one slice and only two very heavy loaves lasted us back to H0C

It was just ten minutes to nine, and Richard walked by on his way up to World's End to catch a bus to H0R

It lacks but ten minutes to eight of the clock, it snarled. HA3

It took me ten minutes to reel him in. HA6

been sorted out in their respective editors, it only takes a matter of ten minutes to assemble the final movie. HAC

It can take a good typist ten minutes to re-type an A4 page of text, and a poor one even longer. HAC

After we were given room numbers we unpacked, well we tried to unpack, ten minutes to be outside were our precise orders. HDB

The well was very deep, about fifty metres down and it took Jennifer ten minutes to complete the task of lowering and raising the bucket. HDB
you only wanted a bus to repeat itself every forty minutes, so you got ten minutes to waste. HDL

She had ten minutes to get out of this jam, park and make it to the office. HGK

Ten minutes to lift-off. HJD

Ten minutes to lift-off. HJD

It's no fun waiting five or ten minutes to play every shot and to find two or three groups waiting on every tee. HJG

Ten minutes to kick-off. HPR

about er, ten minutes to land if possible. HUG

because he said he'd missed the train — although there was still ten minutes to go — I thought he wasn't at Paddington at all: I thought Kemp was HWM

of the erm of this erm session, I'm just wondering if we could have ten minutes to read it? J9T

If I was to er ask you to er just for the next ten minutes to start listing out the advertisers that you think might go into these, my JA1

got twenty past, er, I reckon this should take about ten minutes to a quarter of an hour, okay. JJ7

She had still come to no conclusion about what Naylor would do when, at ten minutes to eight, she left her room. JY1

a penalty from Jim Magilton to get them back into the game… with ten minutes to go the Manor was celebrating an equaliser from Joey Beauchamp and K1B

The magistrates took only ten minutes to decide to make an order that 2,235 pounds should be returned to Gardiner. K1R

It took ten minutes to film and I was actually on TV for about six seconds. K4P

defender Gary Pallister, who cleared a John Hendrie shot off the line with ten minutes to go. K4T

It was a shock when Tommy Wright restored Leicester's lead with ten minutes to go. K4T

Mr Jones, who was accompanied sub-officer James Gibson, said it took ten minutes to complete the rescue operation. K55

after he abandoned their league match against Glasgow Mid Argyll with ten minutes to play as Camanachd led 4-0. K5A

And watched him walk inside, and sat in the car watching for ten minutes to see that he stayed. K8V

Chef's programme, ten ten minutes to ten KBB

Maybe you just gotta wait another ten minutes to get your bath full. KBF

say right going in she'll say right the next lot will be going in in er ten minutes to one which may be a quarter of an hour's time like, you know, so it's all KBG

Yeah, it only takes him about ten minutes to get. KBR

Come on you've only got ten minutes to go! KDM

Ten minutes to go. KDM

Well about ten minutes to eleven, cos he was due to ring at eleven, the phone came back on. KDV

You've got ten minutes to see who's one dropped KNV

Well it took me about er ten minutes to tell it, it just took ages and KP1

still have ten minutes to KP2

You're listening to the Fox Report, it's ten minutes to seven, I'm Jane Markham. KRT

Paddington train, which er was due to leave Oxford at six twenty four, so ten minutes to wait there. KRT

Right, it's ten minutes to six, time for a look at all the local football results, beginning with KS7

With ten minutes to go, Paul Whittington did well to tip the ball over the Milton bar on two KS7

It is thirteen minutes to four. HGU

Adjourned accordingly at thirteen minutes to Eleven o'clock. HHX
It's er middle of the afternoon, it's er Radio Nottingham, thirteen minutes to two now. HMD

Which was good from the point of view that you took thirteen minutes to do the first three and the next two minutes to do the last, last three. K70

He informed us in a haughty spirit that he would give my people thirty days to go back, collect all their stock, and move to the reservation, ALX

listening to BBC Radio Oxford and Talking Sport, just coming up to thirteen minutes to six. KS7

He informed us in a haughty spirit that he would give my people thirty days to go back, collect all their stock, and move to the reservation, C9J

We were given thirty days to come up with our designs. AJX

It was fifty, it's thirty minutes to do the run, you only wanted a bus to repeat itself every forty minutes, HDL

pattern of delivery times, with just over half 51% taking more than thirty-five minutes to reach the Reading Room. K9U

bears a male child is unclean for seven days, plus an additional thirty-three days, to complete the process of purification. ACL

over to local army units and then driven around in an armoured car for three days to prevent Securitate units discovering his whereabouts. AAAU

It takes about three days to get a call out and I remember DeFries didn't answer any of David's calls. AB5

are the most prized, so the plants have to be picked over every two or three days to prevent the buds from becoming either too large or opening into flowers. ABB

The current Indian election was spread over three days to enable security forces to move from one area to another; but even so the ABG

Soviet citizens were given three days to exchange them for lower-denomination notes. ABH

around it, and it is of considerable advantage to us to make use of these three days to teach the foal that we are friendly and trustworthy. ADF

experience: it takes up all your mind and it will take you two or three days to recover from it. ADP

The South Africans will have only three days to acclimatise before the opening one-day match at Sabina Park next Tuesday. AHC

or to revoke such a direction, a copy of the notice must be sent within three days to at least one parent of the pupil at the registered address. AN5

out the raid on the night of 24 December and would have taken at least three days to return to Jalo. AR8

me which played havoc with the original extravagant plans as they had only three days to shoot the 15 minutes of film they needed. B71

The polymers he tried all took at least three days to form an adequate surface layer. B7K

The chick is due on good Friday, but it could take up to three days to free itself from the egg. B7N

A picture, on average, takes two to three days to complete. C89

Halstead says that a 30-ton Brontosaurus would take about three days to change its temperature by 1°C. CA9

He was given only three days to live. CA9

you can have anything you want for your tea — anything, you've only three days to live, what do you fancy? CA9

Men starring Tom Cruise and Demi Moore, above, took £7 million in three days to beat off opposition from Mel Gibson, Steve Martin and Robin Williams to be CBE

Smith has three days to fix an injury-wrecked squad and a waterlogged pitch. CBG

Instead, take two or three days to press all the flower, each time only placing the outer petals in the CE4

It took me three days to decide that our life together was impossible. CEX

A picture, on average, takes two to complete. CFL

The eggs sink to the aquarium floor and take around three days to hatch, depending on water temperature. CGH

IT TOOK experts three days to restore a 300 year old building after Annie Lennox filmed her latest video CH1
Experts worked for three days to repair the ceiling.

Kept under police guard day and night, it took three days to reassemble the building and its contents.

Word is it took only three days to boot Unix on the prototype.

It took almost three days to make the appointments necessary to meet three local judges.

a far cry from the first ascent of Everest 40 years ago, news of which took three days to reach London — on Coronation Day.

Perhaps this will be the incentive to win in only three days to earn that precious day off!

You can walk on the surface immediately, but avoid heavy traffic for two or three days to allow the binder to harden.

cash has to be counted and creates a security problem, and cheques take three days to clear, but credit cards are convenient for both retailer and customer.

We've still got three days to go, sir.

It was the priest who examined the wound after three days to see whether it had healed.

He had looked at one, years ago, but it had taken him three days to read it, carefully, from cover to cover, by which time he realized that, if

Each was an exhibition in itself lasting two or three days to which retailers for that area were invited.

That gives you three days to acclimatise.

we had to pull forward it's not due so we've got or so we've given them three days to You see when we worked out the numbers for the we were given all the, the

It takes Jeremy about three days to make each instrument.

into hiding this week… they took themselves off to Bournemouth for three days to prepare to psyche themselves up in secret

He moans: It took three days to record one 30 minute Hot Shoe Show, whereas it takes one day to film a game

They have just three days to brush up their technique before being plunged into another confrontation

Snaresbrook Crown Court, east London, took 12 hours 44 minutes spread over three days to find the two men guilty.

Well we're not bathing him again it takes three days to dry him

Because otherwise you wouldn't be able to it'd take three days to clear so that's the best way to do it.

quite good at that when he sets his mind to it, it usually takes him three days to do it, but he does like to er, write messages in people's cards.

for the cheque you're gonna have to wait three days to clear in it? in your bank

which would be necessary to reduce the present Davis Cup match format from three days, to one, would destroy the whole character of a competition which, in this

the student has the opportunity — usually over periods of three hours — to show how he can tackle fresh problems using the basic knowledge
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2309</td>
<td>The five finalists had three hours to produce their creations for a jury of 12 gastronomic chroniclers as French</td>
<td>A0C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2310</td>
<td>It took me about three hours to get six stops.</td>
<td>A6E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2311</td>
<td>From the start to finish, the bridge had taken under three hours to build.</td>
<td>A77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2312</td>
<td>John Fitzgerald and Anders Jarryd, the Wimbledon champions, took nearly three hours to win their opening match 6-3, 6-7, 6-1, 7-5 over Paul Annacone and Christo</td>
<td>A90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2313</td>
<td>They were lucky to lose almost three hours to rain, but Gower was still there at the end of the last day, having batted</td>
<td>ABR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2314</td>
<td>It took three hours to dig them out, and it was no fun.</td>
<td>ACM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2315</td>
<td>It took three hours to get in character every morning and another three to get out at night.</td>
<td>ACN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2316</td>
<td>It took the players' bargaining committee less than three hours to reject what they considered an ultimatum.</td>
<td>AJJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2317</td>
<td>United and Nottingham Forest, and in the evening BBC2 give more than three hours to the closing stages of the US Masters from Augusta.</td>
<td>AJR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2318</td>
<td>Three hours to live.</td>
<td>AMU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2319</td>
<td>In due course Nones was set back three hours to midday, and this is the origin of the word noon.</td>
<td>ASF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2320</td>
<td>critical representative of the school of nursing - and as one who takes three hours to teach a student how to take a blood pressure!</td>
<td>B33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2321</td>
<td>Timesense said she had maybe three hours to reach the Narrow Room.</td>
<td>BMK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2322</td>
<td>The same clay is used from year to year and takes about three hours to reconstitute by soaking in water and disinfectant.</td>
<td>BN1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2323</td>
<td>He checked his watch and knew he had three hours to wait.</td>
<td>BPK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2324</td>
<td>It took the jury at Nottingham Crown Court less than three hours to convict them after a two-week trial.</td>
<td>CAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2325</td>
<td>The tables took three hours to set.</td>
<td>CBF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2326</td>
<td>character reached fever pitch as more than 15,000 people waited for up to three hours to get into London's Earls Court.</td>
<td>CEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2327</td>
<td>His younger brother Philip was tied up and locked in the boot of a car for three hours to stop the family raising the alarm while the thugs made their getaway.</td>
<td>CEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2328</td>
<td>You've got three hours to do!</td>
<td>CGL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2329</td>
<td>Both parents help in the excavation of the pit, which can take up to three hours to do my work so I was very tired after everything.</td>
<td>CK2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2330</td>
<td>He would allow himself another three hours to enjoy a private supper before going to the Duchess's ball where, he knew,</td>
<td>CKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2331</td>
<td>Nine hundred of the strongest men worked for about three hours to lift me on to the platform, and one thousand five hundred of the King's</td>
<td>FPV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2332</td>
<td>There were still nearly three hours to go.</td>
<td>G01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2333</td>
<td>Three parents help in the excavation of the pit, which can take up to three hours to do my work so I was very tired after everything.</td>
<td>HGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2334</td>
<td>It's where they'll be expecting the Levenmouth army to arrive in two or three hours to support them.</td>
<td>HHX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2335</td>
<td>Gerry, who had three hours to go, was below deck making a cup of tea.</td>
<td>HUA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2336</td>
<td>If you were given three hours to collect your thoughts and write it down, you'd all d excuse me, hello,</td>
<td>JT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2337</td>
<td>It took them three hours to bring it under control.</td>
<td>K1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2338</td>
<td>Hundreds of Trekkies queued for up to three hours to spend what for them was an almost perfect day at the cinema.</td>
<td>K1F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2339</td>
<td>A J-C-B digger was brought in, but it still took more than three hours to clear up the mess.</td>
<td>K28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UEFA’s appeals committee took just over three hours to decide Tbilisi’s fate last night.

She was rushed to a hospital in Nottingham where it took doctors three hours to stabilise her condition.

We arrived at Bury St Edmunds with three hours to look around and have lunch.

It takes about three hours to make a basic card, but can take weeks to produce the more exotic patterns.

And one day he shaved it off, it took his wife three hours to notice and it took his mum all day to notice.

No but I mean why did it take three hours to get him to surgery?

I knew it’d be longer, but it doesn’t take f**king, takes three hours to do one song!

These range from a short expedition task taking three hours, to twelve-week projects involving considerable interaction with the local community.

Bright little creature — it took her just three minutes to work this out as her antennae fluttered in the sudden sweet smelling atmosphere.

by Kevin McDonald, whose storming try was converted by Pugh, but with three minutes to go Moon, not to be eclipsed, cut loose for his third try and Watkins.

feeling that I am playing in the final of the FA Cup, that there are three minutes to go and that my team is 0-4 down.

Chris Lightfoot scored two in three minutes to overcome a seventh-minute deficit at Rochdale and put Chester City into

When a film has only three minutes to sell itself, at least you can be sure it's not going to waste time.

Cambridge took only three minutes to take the lead through Matts Decker, a German engineering student.

Witschge pulled one back after 51 minutes and Damaschin equalised with three minutes to go.

You have three minutes to descend to below the ceiling before the Solution goes into error mode.

, then dance both the Prince and Bluebird in Aurora's Wedding with just three minutes to change costumes and finally lead the cast of Prince Igor.

at Claire, discover best shirt in fact dirty and get to wedding with three minutes to spare…

of him, Henry ran up the stairs, thinking, as he ran — She has three minutes to live.

problem was to build a machine that could examine enough positions in three minutes to give it some protection against the clumsiness of its evaluation.

The player chosen has three minutes to think of as many words as possible beginning with that letter.

It should take only two or three minutes to fully develop the board in this manner, and the board is then rinsed.

To hell with the risk, I had three minutes to create an impact being carried off on a stretcher should do it.

With three minutes to go, Bergsson was warming up and held on to a ball that went out of play.

Marsh was dismissed with three minutes to go for a late challenge on Dimitr Radchenko, scorer of Spartak's first.

the game with Omonia gave Apollon a 4-4 draw after being 4-2 behind with three minutes to go.

A MOSCOW dating agency claims couples need three minutes to fall in love.

David battled for three minutes to restart his heart, then had him rushed to hospital where last night he

I started heart massage but it took three minutes to get any sign of life.

There were less than three minutes to go and referee Brian Hill decided to call a halt — with a little

It was only on glancing again at his watch at three minutes to one and wondering what time the Substitute would turn up that he

It was now about 2157, and although it had taken just three minutes to use Conquest for the rescue, the transfer to the small boat and handling

 These range from a short expedition task taking three hours, to twelve-week projects involving considerable interaction with the local community.

Bright little creature — it took her just three minutes to work this out as her antennae fluttered in the sudden sweet smelling atmosphere.

by Kevin McDonald, whose storming try was converted by Pugh, but with three minutes to go Moon, not to be eclipsed, cut loose for his third try and Watkins.
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It was three minutes to Overtures and Beginners.

It's Trent at three minutes to one.

We've only got about three minutes to go on that.

He'd have to pull it very tight and hold it there for about three minutes to make sure.

It was 9.57, three minutes to news time, an hour and fifty-seven minutes after the very latest she had

As an example, one of our machines with a SCSI hard drive takes about three minutes to boot from cold, as the SCSI card gets its affairs in order.

The time now, on the Breakfast Call, with me Douglas Cameron, is three minutes to seven.

It's now three minutes to.

It's three minutes to nine, we'll have a break, then we'll have Rob back with the latest.

I gave him two or three minutes to disappear, then drifted away as the last hearse disappeared.

It took the fire brigade just three minutes to arrive at Douglas Reyburn when a twisting frame burst into flames in the

was up 7–1 to Brann away and looked to have saved themselves with three minutes to go — but they relaxed to early and got two late, late goals.

Is it true you've got just three minutes to impress and is it a skill that can be learned.

bit more go… bit more steel in their boots… and with just three minutes to go Alex Dyer gave them victory… what a win 3-2 three cheers for

The Irish forced a total of 15 corners and, with three minutes to go before half-time, a combination of Popokovs and keeper Karavajevs had

Look, there's three minutes to go before the news.

Welcome, would you like to take two or three minutes to talk to us about your concerns.

to the weather, England were faced with surviving for eight and three-quarter hours to draw the match, but Gooch and Rose fell quickly.

the throne on 19 July 1553 — having been sove reign for twelve days — to be succeeded by Mary whose first regnal year was dated from that

Allow twelve hours to sleep off the kill, and that left thirty to study the area and make

REM sleep is eroded until by the age of three years it has dropped from twelve hours to three or four.

He had had no time to confer with his client and only twelve hours to study the charges.

Well it takes fo four men, twelve hours to do the job.

And it takes them twelve hours to do this job.

Then you turned them over for twelve hours to the right, and twelve hours to the left, and up they go!

Then you turned them over for twelve hours to the right, and twelve hours to the left, and up they go!

Rescuers worked through tonnes of rock for more than twelve hours to free the miners.

er, so I think if we, well at ten o'clock, if we left at ten, we've got twelve hours to get down there

Er twelve minutes to go a little over.

Whitehall switchboard was a model of inefficiency as usual, and it took twelve minutes to try the various rooms and people who might know.

took the next train back to the Gare de Lyon where Monique had only twenty minutes to wait.

They had six hours to survive, but the first hour of the last day saw five wickets crash for

Say twenty minutes to transfer the men and cargo; two hours to the mainland and a further

They were expected to take about twenty minutes to sink to the bottom.

It took him twenty minutes to get down to the town centre and turn into the street of tatty terraced
The jury took twenty minutes to return a verdict of guilty. BNE

down the slipway on an old flat-bed trolley, five of us took just twenty minutes to get the big beast bobbing happily on the briny. BNV

I had twenty minutes to see what I could do about his combination locks. BP9

It took about twenty minutes to ascend the 212 steps, but it was worth the effort. BPK

Christine Baldwin, the Whistler's fifth victim, had exactly twenty minutes to live. C8T

the stress on the fish and float them in their bag in the aquarium for twenty minutes to help equalise the temperatures. C96

Twenty minutes to run. C96

Once inside the building, it took Myeloski nearly twenty minutes to find the officer in charge and determine that no word had been received in CML

been the last meal eaten before leaving South America but it took me twenty minutes to coathanger my way through it, and consequently I had missed breakfast. EE5

I noticed that her watch and a clock in the room had both stopped at twenty minutes to nine. EF1

Twenty-two women, eight washbasins, two toilets, it's just impossible; twenty minutes to do all that and bunk your bed as well, and if you're sleeping in a bunk FR5

With only twenty minutes to go before kick-off we crawled into the Willowmead Stadium, our FR9

I can't find my cuff-links either, and we've less than twenty minutes to go. FRS

Each piece of gum should be chewed firmly for twenty minutes to obtain the full effect. G3D

It was high water at London Bridge at twenty minutes to twelve last night. H0D

I'll give you twenty minutes to get ready. HSD

They make the Bahamas plane with twenty minutes to spare. HGU

Right, yes, I might say that, right, Pam, thanks very much indeed, it's twenty minutes to nine. HM5

It all changed dramatically with twenty minutes to go. HMIN

We've another twenty minutes to do, said Bunny, untangling his identity bracelet from Santa Claus's HTL

She arrived with twenty minutes to spare before her train was due to leave but, after she had queued for a HTR

Nine hours and twenty minutes to detonation. HTU

It took me nearly twenty minutes to talk her out of the loo, finally having to promise that Nevil was not a HW8

It took them almost twenty minutes to get out of the building as they fielded congratulations along the way. JXV

They arrived there with about twenty minutes to go before lunch, which was just time for general introductions and for JY1

the scene when the attack took place but the jury took just less than twenty minutes to convict him. K1E

Obviously took Teddy twenty minutes to think that this iceberg was a it was a, a valid symbol! K60

Only twenty minutes to go then Ann. KB8

It's only take you probably take you about twenty-eight days to do, Y equals log X, just use your calculator. K6J

I shall be back in twenty-eight days to check your progress. AEB

local authority decides to grant consent, the Secretary of State has twenty-eight days to consider whether to call in the case and decide for himself. AR9

give notice to a secured creditor that he proposes at the end of twenty-eight days to redeem the security at the value placed upon it by the creditor in G3T

When I returned, at twenty-five minutes to eight, the hall was deserted. ANL

Then, a few moments later, at twenty-five minutes to five, the trail dipped steeply for thirty yards, and there was the AT3

It was taking us twenty-five minutes to cross the room. FYV
hour and a half or longer and some of his individual answers took twenty-five minutes to deliver, this was a prodigious effort.

Scott's men were slower than Amundsen's; it took them twenty-four days to get to 80° South.

Then one day he was sent for by the refining director and given twenty-four hours to make up his mind about a posting to the United States.

Azadi said that I had just his treacherous words, but gave him the benefit of the doubt and twenty-four hours to provide him with the exact location of the ship — or else I return here with the money or phone it in.

You have to phone back within twenty-four hours to report progress even if you do not yet have the answer.

The bodies of the executed men had been left in the main square for twenty-four hours to serve as a warning to the rest of the inhabitants.

Admittedly, it would take twenty-four hours to see if the blood on the scissors matched the sample from Nicola.

At most periods of the twenty-four hours to run into the middle of Southwark Bridge would be to invite suicide.

You have twenty-four hours to return here with the money or phone it in.

Phone back within twenty-four hours to report progress even if you do not yet have the answer.

The parliament building and pro-Communist rebels inside have been given twenty-four hours to surrender.

He had execution of the warrant for his arrest stayed for twenty-one days to allow the young peer to appeal.

The Trustees have twenty-one days to appeal.

It seems ages since it was twenty-seven minutes to go.

To a number of variables, suggest that, on average, one child adds twenty-three hours to housework time, two children add thirty-five hours, and three or more add even longer.

BRITAIN delivered its third significant blow in two days to the world champions, Pakistan, when Mark Maclean put the seventh-seeded Umar 442 all out for a lead of 157, leaving England 442 all out for a lead of 157, leaving England again with two days to survive.

Give me two days to raise the clan, and oh-ho for Inveraray Castle in a blaze!

A foil-covered dish containing lobster marinated in apricot juice that took two days to prepare.

One time, and the repairs were divided into four operations, each requiring two days to complete.

The depression took two days to clear, but afterwards Rosemary felt as well as before, both mentally and physically.

If you allow more than one or two days to elapse you may either lose your nerve, or find that you have missed your chance.

Soon, it would take the better part of two days to pass between Famagusta and Koukla.

Any two days to include full English breakfast, a gourmet dinner and executive accommodation.

With only two days to see Paris no-one wants to waste time in car and boat.

It was just far, far too rushed — four days to record it, and two days to mix it!

Like Lying face-down in freezing mud for a scene that would take almost two days to shoot.

Only two days to go before you complete your third week of this Inch Loss Plan.

Next night he fancied a bit of fresh salmon and as he only had two days to live, she rushed out and bought him some salmon.

Agreed that she could continue to work for PW three days a week, leaving her two days to work on the business.

She stamped her feet, wept and refused for two days to eat or — once her initial reaction had been volubly expressed —

That only leaves us two days to cope alone.

It took Ron and myself two days to view it, and compulsive viewing most of it was.
including children, will be finger-printed and those refused asylum have just two days to decide whether to appeal.

He was the second man in asking me that.

It takes our armies two days to assemble, Wellington explained.

They gave me two days to decide — two days of hell.

Two days to thaw!

His last acts before his two and a half months of asylum, Baldwin had devoted two days to receiving an almost unprecedented delegation on the subject.

locked overnight in the bar of the hotel where he was working and had taken two days to sleep it off; and gradually Ruth fought down her feelings.

After all, it's only two days to the flotation.

Two days to go before the first game of the season.

But it'll take you the best part of two days to read and 218 days to try before a tribunal composed of two judges from each.

wrongdoing before and during World War II in an indictment which took two days to read and 218 days to try before a tribunal composed of two judges from each.

He asked us to call a group together, black and white, to meet with him for two days to seek God's guidance together.

Your enemies have had almost two days to make a plan.

Why had he allowed two days to go by?

giving the Prime Minister a mentor who could sit by his side for these last two days to help him out?

The statutory minimum annual holiday of five weeks was cut by two days to boost production.

It had taken him two days to get a seat on the Paris Express from Madrid.

It took two days to find out that neither man was going to admit to anything.

Well I wan I tried for two days to talk about Lady Thatcher.

The cells were grown in antibiotic free medium for two days to give a semiconfluent monolayer of cells on each coverslip.

payment in itself was made or increased after the trial started, when he has two days to accept, but must do so before the judge begins to deliver his judgment.

has been won by Michael McVeigh from Donaghadee, who recorded 18 species over two days to win the John Walkin Perpetual Trophy and L500.

Two days to establish a semblance of control over Southend in a throbbing, snarling,

Two days to clear the history of twins separated at birth by the Social work department.

Two days to dry.

basis of communicative grammar to descriptive topics, and finally in the last two days to detailed devising and planning of teaching materials.

Change the patient's position two hourly to encourage secretions to drain from the chest and to relieve pressure on the

It took her two hours to come up with that.

party tricks to waste time at Roots Hall, but it had taken them nearly two hours to establish a semblance of control over Southend in a throbbing, snarling.

with a 22 hook to 1 lb bottom, John took most of his fish in the opening two hours to finish clear of in-form Howard Williams Buckley who had 5–6–0 at
Noah used to make his animals do dog-paddles behind the boat for as long as two hours to build up their stamina, modern-day swimming coaches apparently believe in.

His mother-in-law, a former pianist, at 4pm having been told it would take two hours to deliver her to Mile End, two miles away.

What's more, each round took only two hours to live... and from Linby, so that Angela knew exactly what time Cheryl would get back.

There was only one bus every two hours to get the pony out on to solid ground, but when they had done so and he was.

It took nearly two hours to spend on each lock, which I hadn't.

Two hours to spend on each lock, which I hadn't.

and now had the assembly of the pageant down to a fine art, taking about two hours to mount the superstructure.

Some of the competitors may take two hours to reach here.

did so — by reminding them of the fate of the Tulas and giving them two hours to surrender their weapons.

Fire crews took more than two hours to bring the blaze under control.

Police took two hours to find the wreckage and the bodies of the couple.

It took me two hours to paint out the damage that Sweetman had caused to our hull.

It took firemen nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.
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It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.

It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.

It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.

It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.

It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.

It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.

It took nearly two hours to cut eight passengers free.
2565. Adding two hours to the period within which night visits may be claimed has caused a clear rise.
2566. It took him nearly two hours to find the hole into the mine.
2567. It took him nearly two hours to make sure we were all very slow and we were given two hours to talk to a patient to find out all about them.
2568. people to hospital and I had the dairy roof down on my back and it took them two hours to dig me out.
2569. It took me two hours to teach him how to change a fuse and, well, wasn't only how to put out the blaze.
2570. The hydrogen supply was shut off within 10 minutes, but it took two hours to spare before the fleet gets into the river.
2571. At this rate, it takes Intel two hours to compress a minute of video.
2572. Yet it had still taken the pair of them more than two hours to assemble and photocopy the material that Morse had so confidently predicted.
2573. instilling 75 µg of cholera toxin in 5 ml of isotonic saline for two hours to induce a stable secretory state.
2574. received a 1 ml saline bolus through the duodenal line every 30 minutes for two hours to achieve full equilibration and to avoid any effects of laparotomy.
2575. received a 1 ml saline bolus through the duodenal line every 30 minutes for two hours to achieve full equilibration.
2576. horses, Thorfinn said, they'll be at the Ochils by now, and at Tayside with two hours to spare before the fleet gets into the river.
2577. At this rate, it takes Intel two hours to compress a minute of video.
2578. The jury took two hours to return a majority decision finding Shepherd guilty of assaulting Mr Hyslop.
2579. It had still taken the pair of them more than two hours to assemble and photocopy the material that Morse had so confidently predicted.
2580. Cllr Johnston said it took the city solicitor's department two hours to find the application forms, after he had asked why interviews had not been instilled.
2581. The blaze at St John's Centre in Manor Farm Road took two hours to control the flames at the Publicity Blinds factory on Regent Street in.
2582. wearing breathing apparatus arrived just before 6am and took more than two hours to bring it under control.
2583. And with Care Bears you know your feelings beforehand about sitting two hours to see human-sized puppets performing on stage.
2584. At least ten fire engines fought for two hours to extinguish fires in the two buildings.
2585. The jury took two hours to return a majority decision finding Shepherd guilty of assaulting Mr Hyslop.
2586. So basically all they're saying it takes thirty two hours to do one egg.
2587. Right it is a hundred miles from King's Lynn to London, the train takes two hours to do the journey the train does not go at a constant speed, it speeds up.
2588. sometimes it goes more quickly, sometimes it stops but because it takes two hours to do the hundred miles we say its average speed for the journey is fifty miles.
2589. to go to Southwell at the present moment you go on a bus and you got to wait two hours to get one back.
2590. going out for six weeks and everything is wonderful but it takes me honestly two hours to reach orgasm.
2591. gentle Brians of this world who are the disc jockey sitting in a studio with two hours to fill, pile of records, let's get A, B and C in and do a nice ten minute slot.
2594. The platoon had placed two men on guard duty, with orders to change them every two hours, to ensure that no one went without rest. K8T

2595. by the intervention of the umpire, Norrish was given enough room after two minutes to grasp the stream and she held on to her advantage with great skill until A4P

2596. Although there was still two minutes to go, the Liverpool-born fighter was too experienced to be drawn into a A5U

2597. She took it up the stairs herself, adding another two minutes to the delay because she had to pause and rest half-way up. ADS

2598. You have exactly two minutes to explain yourselves. AEB

2600. He boarded the express with two minutes to spare. ARK

2601. The solemnly ticking grandfather clock by the door said two minutes to the half hour when Charles heard the Bishop approaching. ASE

2602. the visitors finally arrived and both teams took the field — at two minutes to five. B0L

2603. Start the music and record one or two minutes to begin the all-important process of deep relaxation. B21

2604. the assistant on duty would forget the time, and suddenly realise it was two minutes to the hour and she'd forgotten to do the observation. B3F

2605. Stuka-like; but remember, starting at FL 300 even at that rate you'll need to go down to breathing levels, which encourages a firm push on the yoke. BNV

2606. were a comic's dream and when Dennie came back on stage and whispered two minutes to count-down I ran off to applause that made me feel like Mike Tyson. CA9

2607. Vitapoint's new oil treatment needs no heating and takes just two minutes to work. CDH

2608. A goal down with only two minutes to go, Juventus were awarded the spot-kick when striker Paolo Di Canio was CEP

2609. CARLISLE'S George Oghani took just two minutes to hit the back of the net. CH7

2610. It took me two minutes to realise what a bunch of inaddo wimps the hacks who had managed to destroy CHA

2611. ASCII file using a standard Unix command grep takes approximately two minutes to look for the 22 words of the test sentence, not including all the CHF

2612. It then takes a further two minutes to suspend the inner under the fly. CHK

2613. With two minutes to go, Spain were leading 16–12 but careless defence — perhaps a CHV

2614. visibility was all that could be wished for and it took them only two minutes to carry out their examination: unless one is looking for some obscure CKC

2615. Examples of these tasks include, chatting for two minutes to the man in the corner shop, inviting the neighbour around for a drink, EB1

2616. on the country road, the British officers or agents in their rooms, given two minutes to say their prayers and then plugged through the sheets and blankets of the EDA

2617. We had two minutes to get into cover and walked round to the other side of the wall and crouched EE5

2618. Now what I said to you approximately two minutes to the side that's fine if you want to know how many words, who kno, who F8M

2619. It took me two minutes to decide. FRU

2620. Prior to cycling, the reaction was incubated at 72° C for two minutes to repair the single stranded gap between linkers and cDNA. FTE

2621. You could give them two minutes to check with their neighbours what they think has happened. FUA

2622. He waited two minutes to focus his thoughts, threw back the duvet — its stale scent reminding G1W

2623. Give your Six two minutes to study them, then cover them and ask questions like: Which countries were G25

2624. Once a fire has started, you could have as little as two minutes to get out before heat or toxic fumes overcome you. G36

2625. I did have two minutes to see A do his ladder climb, and T's climbing feat. GUR

2626. It wouldn't take two minutes to slip up to the attic, Timothy Gedge said. H7A
With just two minutes to go, the striker unleashed an explosive drive from the edge of the penalty area.

But Richard Walker had other ideas, with just two minutes to go he coughed up.

Well Christmas coming on apace, it's twenty two minutes to seven by the way, and it's coming far too fast for many people I know.

you can't make those accusations when he stepped beneath the coffin for deliberately have his photograph taken.

It took us about two minutes to get into the basement flat, about five minutes for Nicola to shake off the JP2

question referring to the previous answer and that chair must have two minutes to reply to that.

It's twenty two minutes to seven. KRT

you can't make those accusations when he stepped beneath the coffin for deliberately have his photograph taken.

It's twenty two minutes to seven. KRT

and hiss as part of the music; an electric kettle that took ages, maybe two minutes, to heat up enough water for a cup of recaff, and didn't do anything about CH0

The Committee listened intently for two-and-a-half hours to further oral evidence its members asked us to provide.

All in all it took two-and-a-half hours to get.
1. the kitchen, in preparation for a long journey, move its dish a few inches a day towards the car, and then into the car. ACM

2. harness creaking, and the train chugged off at about fifteen miles an hour towards Bromberg. B0U

3. particular passage, wonderful silver ship driving through air at 75 miles an hour towards Bermuda, perhaps says it all. CGJ

4. contribute something like about fifty P an hour towards the overheads. FUK

5. One day towards the end of October, a week before the wedding, Eachuinn Odhar surged in, APW

6. One day towards the middle of our second week there Thomas Carter returned from a trip to BMR

7. One day, towards the end of March, the whole place became a hive of activity. G3B

8. One day, towards the end of October, I came from school late to find my mum, HR9

9. I know this is going to happen, when I'm planning my month, if I've got some days towards the end of the month where I have no claimants whatsoever, I put the K6V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>within CRD&gt;</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>an</th>
<th>few</th>
<th>many</th>
<th>several</th>
<th>some minute*</th>
<th>hour*</th>
<th>day</th>
<th>days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50. There are four other stations within 10–15 minutes walk — High Street Kensington, West Kensington, Barons A14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207. when the personal thefts were restricted to those which occurred within 15 minutes walk of the victim's home, unemployment was again a statistically G1J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239. Within 2 minutes of the SBB main station at Linthal is a funicular bottom station. FTU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253. Competition Every competitor within 20 minutes of walking time was visited, and we can report that lunchtime trade was CDF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265. All are within 20–25 minutes walk of the central Piazza Venezia or Piazza della Republica ECF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>513. Centrally located in one of Brighton's lovely squares within 3 minutes of Conference Centre and shops, opposite the sea. EC9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569. From the coastal area, you can be in broom-covered hills and forests within 30 minutes ECF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585. facilities provided within the hotel together with 8 other golf courses within 35 minutes make Lanteglos ideal for a combined family and golfing holiday. CFV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603. and to allow the minnows of world rugby to stay at a decent hotel within 45 minutes drive of civilisation during the high-point of their rugby lives see CB3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>775. the border, combined with the prosperity of the Devon stannaries, situated within a day 's journey by cart, had created a market lively enough to make small-scale CTW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788. It is possible to travel to almost any country within a day 's journey, yet when the mother of Jesus travelled a day's journey to visit HU9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>799. motorway network puts the heavily populated industrial heartland of Britain within a day 's drive of Liverpool. K97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811. If he were to run forward straight away he would almost certainly find her within a minute or two. ASN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>831. Position Reports: Until you are within a minute or two of your ETA, there is no need to call for QDMs more frequently G3K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>834. South Gate railway bridge, allowing workers from outlying districts to be within a minute 's walk of the Depot Gate. HHM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839. I was in that telephone kiosk within a minute of the shunt. HTJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>866. Interlaken and the lakes of Thun and Brienz are reached within an hour, as are the mountain resorts of Wengen and Grindelwald. AMD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>871. Molly and Paul knew all the true joys that were within an hour 's walking time of Thrush Green. ASE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Easily Accessible:

Within an hour’s drive from Prospect House, there are many of Cornwall’s favourite beauty tapestry and paintings, and Capability Brown’s landscaped park, is within an hour’s drive. The cathedral cities of York and Lincoln are both within an hour’s drive. The two university towns of Cambridge and Oxford are within an hour’s drive. Cambridge and Norwich can be reached within an hour’s drive you can visit the seaside. Within an hour’s drive of the hotel.

Juan quickly established that Avila was nowhere near the rescue base had we followed the consul’s directions we would have ended up three hours away and within an hour he was driving us into the heart of the Sierra de Gredos.

or explore the major Umbrian cities, like Gubbio and Assisi, which are all within an hour’s drive. The coast only seven miles away, day trips to Guernsey, Jersey and France are within an hour’s reach.

were able to satisfy their biological needs from resources obtained within an hour’s walk of their home bases, the site catchment areas of Higgs and FBA.

With large areas of water sheltered from waves, safe anchorages within an hour of almost anywhere, tavernas for supper whenever you want, and the coast only seven miles away, day trips to Guernsey, Jersey and France are within an hour’s reach.

The dark castle lay within an hour’s walk.

It was possible to get good, though restricted, shooting within an hour’s drive of Cairo and sometimes Garvin went out in the early morning.

de Benahavis enjoys a genuine Spanish setting while remaining a kitchen, a bath and inside lavatory, and one living room, and is within five minutes’ walk of the shops.

Here a narrow gully gave a long, powdery glissade almost to the shores of the frozen lock, which gave an easy highway to within five minutes’ walk of our night’s accommodation.

The main square of Sorrento is within five minutes’ walk. The world’s most exotic; quite certainly you’ll never find the like within four hours’ level walk or less of the shops, licensed bars, dancing, putting

although you are so close to the beach, you are actually in the town, within five minutes’ walk, and the Main Library of the University not much further.

the United States in the 1960s found over 40 per cent of them living within ten minutes’ drive from Darlington to Hartlepool or Newcastle to Carlisle should arrive

Some 13.5 million people live within one hour of the railway station and the main shopping precinct.

No dinner is served but there is a substantial choice of restaurants within five minutes of the shops.

How many people live within one hour of Downderry and shops of most trades and an excellent Inn are all within five minutes’ walk.

The National Library of Scotland is within five minutes’ walk, and the Main Library of the University not much further.
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or explore the major Umbrian cities, like Gubbio and Assisi, which are all within an hour’s drive. The coast only seven miles away, day trips to Guernsey, Jersey and France are within an hour’s reach.

were able to satisfy their biological needs from resources obtained within an hour’s walk of their home bases, the site catchment areas of Higgs and FBA.

With large areas of water sheltered from waves, safe anchorages within an hour of almost anywhere, tavernas for supper whenever you want, and the coast only seven miles away, day trips to Guernsey, Jersey and France are within an hour’s reach.

The dark castle lay within an hour’s walk.
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1461. attracted over a hundred huge males from the surrounding countryside within three hours.

1462. How many more live within two hours driving time?

1463. with an excellent motorway system, in fact most areas of interest are within two hours journey from Amsterdam.

1464. the surrounding countryside, especially the view over the Weald found within two minutes’ walk from their house.

1465. He lives alone in a flat within two minutes walk of his office on the South Bank.

1. Chill and serve within 1 hour.

2. margin of one valve of each mussel, and returned animals to the water within 1 hour of collection.

3. Amsterdam Travel Service guarantees to confirm all your holiday requirements within 1 hour!

4. We guarantee to make all your hotel and travel arrangements within 1 hour.

5. quickly that re-epithelialisation of the denuded surface is nearly complete within 1 hour.

6. In the second half we had 2 headers/shots off the line within 1 minute.

7. Somerset won the toss and batted, but within 13 hours they were bowled out for 88 — this after 60 had been made

8. is done, we will write to you at your Registered Address see Condition 3 within 10 days of the deposit and tell you.

9. said: The defendant was devastated by the loss of his father who died within 10 days of this tragic accident.

10. months and they are quality staff, people who would have been snapped up within 10 days, three years ago.

11. Unless we receive your remittance for L2950 within 10 days of today's date we shall issue proceedings against you without further

12. If I am not completely satisfied, I will return my three books within 10 days, my membership will be cancelled and I will owe nothing.

13. If it’s a dangerous model Candy will send an engineer within 10 days to fit a safety device.

14. patients with a request to take them along to their general practitioner within 10 days.

15. said: The defendant was devastated by the loss of his father who died within 10 days of this tragic accident.

16. The accused agreed to build a garage within 10 days and to build it as the existing garage.

17. must return those goods in substantially the same condition to the customer within 10 days beginning with the date of cancellation.

18. Twice within 10 days Northern Ireland’s 17-strong squad will be competing in the independent

19. More than 1,300 letters of congratulation had reached him within 10 days of the Croke Park cup final victory.

20. If any pack fails to please you, simply return it within 10 days — and owe nothing.

21. On Dec. 2 Gorbachev ordered the establishment within 10 days of worker vigilante committees, elected in workplaces, to prevent the

22. He threatened that if the Moldavian authorities did not notify him within 10 days of their implementation of measures to extricate Moldavia from its crisis

23. which required that all unauthorized armed units should surrender their arms within 10 days to the JNA.

24. of the new Communist Party of Kazakhstan CPK by the Justice Ministry within 10 days

25. in Old World primates, troops of siamang taking up to 13 kg of small ones within 10 days in the Malay Peninsula.
26. If that's the case, simply write to us within 10 days of receiving your third magazine to cancel your instruction. [J5C]
27. to continue after the three monthly issues I will write and let you know within 10 days of receiving my third issue and will not owe you a penny. [J5C]
28. They each went within 10 days. [K1R]
29. inquiry was set up into the LAS after the system broke down twice within 10 days. [K5D]
30. Acland said she became progressively weaker through blood loss and died within 10 minutes. [A59]
31. stands on a spur of moorland on the northern edge of the forest, and within 10 minutes I had turned my back on the corduroy battalions of trees and was [AHC]
32. If you dive within 10 minutes Leicester were in full cry for the distant try line. [AHK]
33. Within 10 minutes I had found a suitable love-nest at the Glasgow Green, some 200 yards from the High Court. [BN3]
34. Last year in London I managed to get a massage within 10 minutes of finishing. [CB4]
35. Normal hospital procedure is to tag a baby on its wrist within 10 minutes of its birth. [CBF]
36. I remember that within 10 minutes of our first conversation, Christopher asked me how I would feel if we [CBU]
37. But within 10 minutes Dalton had restored parity with surgical precision from 15 yards. [CEP]
38. Who spent 17 months on the sidelines, scored within 10 minutes of his comeback then a few days later was sidelined again? [CH1]
39. Rush completed a quick-fire hat-trick within 10 minutes of the second half starting — and he owed it to Mark Walters. [CH3]
40. Within 10 minutes, the horse understood all the moves of this game, for it was the same [EFF]
41. and warned the staff that two bombs had been placed and would explode within 10 minutes. [FBJ]
42. The hydrogen supply was shut off within 10 minutes, but it took two hours to put out the blaze. [HJ4]
43. nicotine and carboxyhaemoglobin boost which reaches its peak within 10 minutes. [HU4]
44. Krebs-Henseleit buffer containing 11 mM glucose, and transported within 10 minutes to the laboratory. [HWT]
45. flying colours, enabling the main course to be served to all the diners within 10 minutes of the plates going into the ovens. [HX4]
46. category were made within 20 minutes, and, indeed, over 50% were made within 10 minutes. [K9U]
47. than half of the straightforward deliveries of ordinary books were made within 10 minutes, in the case of early or rare books only 45% of straightforward [K9U]
48. Cellulitis should subside within 10–14 days antibiotics. [CAP]
49. stimuli promote the expression of touch-induced TCH genes: within 10–30 minutes, messenger RNA levels associated with at least four genes [J18]
50. on the streets, Bush challenged Congress to pass his proposed crime bill within 100 days. [HL5]
51. Bush took over from the 78-year-old Ronald Reagan at the age of 64 but within 11 days the rigours of office had taken their toll. [CEK]
52. BIG guns pounding embattled Bosnians could fall silent under UN control within 11 days, under a deal agreed last night. [CH6]
53. The bones disarticulate into separate elements within 12 days. [B2C]
54. insurance with the Eagle Star group and your baggage is not delivered within 12 hours from the time of arrival at your holiday destination due to delay or [AM0]
55. If no food is taken within 12 hours the fry are doomed. [C96]
58. But within 12 hours she was dead. CH2
59. Germany sent an ultimatum to Russia, demanding that she demobilize within 12 hours. CLX
60. Mixtures of thymocytes and stromal cells rapidly reform within 12 hours into intact thymus lobes and were analysed for T-cell development in terms of the index bleed. CRM
61. The first review must take place within 24 hours, and preferably within 12 hours if you are not to spend a lot of time later in resurrecting the item and of arrival at the emergency department. FEU
62. In group A 114 62% were diagnosed within six hours, 124 67% within 12 hours, and 140 76% within 18 hours. FTU
63. The withdrawal of Serbian and Croatian forces out of each other's range within 12 hours had little impact and fresh attacks were launched near Glin and in HLA
64. Emergency oesophagogastroduodenoscopy was done in all cases within 12 hours of the index bleed. HU2
65. A total of 1240 patients had an emergency endoscopic examination within 12 hours of starting the intravenous amiodarone the liver function tests were HWS
66. The first review must take place within 24 hours, and preferably within 12 hours if you are not to spend a lot of time later in resurrecting the item and of arrival at the emergency department. HWT
67. Within 12 hours of NSAID ingestion in man. HU4
68. The cause of bleeding was established by endoscopy within 12 hours of admission. HWT
69. Patients were randomised at the time of endoscopy or within 12 hours after fulfilling the inclusion criteria. HWT
70. The Battle of the Atlantic began when the first ship was sunk within 12 hours of the declaration of war in 1939. K5D
71. Within 12 minutes, Aled Williams had banged over a second penalty goal as a prelude to a forward after the break with some long wind-assisted touch kicks and discomfort lessened and abdominal girth decreased steadily to 108 cm within 12 hours. K4T
72. As increased intestinal permeability to paracellular probe markers within 12 hours of NSAID ingestion in man. HU4
73. Patients were randomised at the time of endoscopy or within 12 hours after fulfilling the inclusion criteria. HWT
74. letter dated January 7, the claim was rejected because it had not arrived within 120 days of his leaving Michelin. AKL
75. The Constitution stipulated that a general election must be held within 120 days, i.e. no later than April 8, 1992. HLE
76. The Transvaal Union arranged four friendly matches, all at Ellis Park, within 13 days. CKA
77. With debut goalkeeper Tim Flowers in fine form, England came within 13 minutes of a victory that no one expected after World Cup disasters in Poland K45
78. Within 14 days of the end of each income tax month you must pay to the Inland Revenue A63
79. If not entirely satisfied, return your complaint promptly and you may expect to receive an acknowledgement within 14 days and you may expect to receive a full refund. A7N
80. If not entirely satisfied, return your complaint promptly and you may expect to receive an acknowledgement within 14 days AM0
81. decide to cancel because of this, you must exercise your right to do so within 14 days from the issue date printed on the invoice. AMD
82. the LEA should be required to submit a report to the Secretary of State within 14 days after every such occasion. AN5
83. to meet your requirements in any way, you have a legal right to cancel it within 14 days without payment. AYP
84. rights imposed by law, which will allow you to cancel your policy within 14 days AYP
85. then decide that you do not want the cover, you may return the Certificate within 14 days for cancellation without any charge. AYP
86. Loan Protector cover, you may return your Certificate to NatWest within 14 days for cancellation without charge. AYP
87. you then decide you do not want the cover, you may return your Certificate within 14 days for cancellation without any charge. AYP
88. You are entitled to a response within 14 days AYP
89. You will then receive a proof of your order together with a sample card for your approval. B08
a written description of the animals from the Sharmas, to be submitted within 14 days.

Here, if the accountant issues his tax invoice under the quarterly accounting procedure, under which the ACT must be paid within 14 days, the time of supply is the invoice of performing the work s 5(2) and 3, the time of supply is the invoice after the end of each return period.

shall pay any Class 1A contribution in respect of the current year within 14 days after the income tax month in which he makes his final payment of earnings.

The Ryan Report also recommended that annual returns should be filed within 14 days of the agm, rather than the current 60 days.

supply to the other party a notice of their right to cancel the agreement within 14 days after the agreement is made.

What's more, you may if you reply within 14 days, qualify for an additional £50,000 Early Reply Bonus prize too!

Prize Draw — Congratulations! — don't forget you must reply within 14 days.

What's more, if you reply within 14 days, you could qualify for an additional £50,000 Early Reply Bonus prize.

Prize Draw — Congratulations! — don't forget you must reply within 14 days.

the first three numbers of your Early Reply Bonus Code, and you reply within 14 days, you will automatically qualify for the chance to double the £50,000.

also be eligible to win an additional £50,000, should they reply within 14 days, and win first prize.

To qualify for the Early Reply Bonus this Entry Bond must be returned within 14 days by the named participant.

there's a complete money refund or replacement for everything returned within 14 days.

As for codes of practice — members must deliver their products within 14 days and are not permitted to debit the full amount of a credit card sale until

decide to cancel because of this, you must exercise your right to do so within 14 days from the issue date printed on the invoice.

Forged notes done within 14 days of the first issue of paper money were shown complete with various graphic elements.

expected so far as practicable to make decisions on benefit entitlement within 14 days, but this time limit is frequently exceeded.

to appoint sufficient adjudication officers to enable claims to be decided within 14 days, and recognized that workloads may lead to delays beyond the time limit.

Notice of Appearance Form IT3, which the employer must complete and return within 14 days, showing whether the claim will be resisted and, if so, on what grounds.

enjoy a power to review their own decisions on application of either party within 14 days of notification of the tribunal's decision.

under clause 30.1.1.1, the contractor is entitled to payment by the client within 14 days from the date of issue of each interim certificate, thus providing three

the direct debit level but offer a discount of £5.00 for payment say within 14 days of the due date?

An appeal must be taken within 14 days of the decision complained against, or, where a board are required to

reasons for a decision have been given under section 18(2) of this Act, within 14 days from the date of receipt of those reasons, which shall be presumed to have
118. An appeal must be taken within 14 days of the decision complained against, or, where a board are required to
119. within 14 days of the receipt of the reasons in writing s.39(2). G3M
120. 2An appeal under this section shall be lodged with the sheriff clerk within 14 days from the date of the decision appealed against or in a case where reasons G3M
121. within 14 days of the receipt of those reasons, which shall be presumed to have G3M
122. under subsection 3if the directors fail to make good the default within 14 days after the service of a notice requiring compliance, the court, on the GVG
123. admission, defence and counterclaim which must be returned to the court within 14 days of service. GVG
124. If no reply is received within 14 days , a further reminder will be sent to the plaintiff's solicitor. GVH
125. If fewer than half the parents vote, a second ballot must be held within 14 days from the date of receipt of those reasons, which shall be presumed to have H8D
126. under subsection 3if the directors fail to make good the default within 14 days after the service of a notice requiring compliance, the court, on the GXJ
127. In England and Wales a claim must be lodged with the Police authority within 14 days of the incident being declared a riot. HB6
128. by the scruff of the neck and told the claimants to put in their claim within 14 days and gave the other side the same amount of time for their defences. HC2
129. Delivery will normally be made within 14 days after receipt of orders. HCR
130. application to set up a business must be answered by the local council within 14 days, and could be refused only if the proposed business activity contravened HKX
131. The changes provided for a second poll to be held within 14 days of the first round of voting in the Federal Assembly if no candidate won HLJ
132. by the Libyan authorities that their presence in Libya had to be reduced within 14 days . HLJ
133. retention money is repaid to a contractor in two stages, the first within 14 days after the certificate of completion has been issued, the remainder within HSE
134. 14 days after the certificate of completion has been issued, the remainder within 14 days after the end of the period of maintenance. HSE
135. START SAVING WITHIN 14 DAYS OF ORDER HT1
136. mithramycin, calcitonin, steroids, or any other antihypercalcaemic agent within 14 days; received chemotherapy within 14 days, or had a change or introduction of HWW
137. any other antihypercalcaemic agent within 14 days; received chemotherapy within 14 days , or had a change or introduction of hormone treatment within 6 weeks; a HWW
138. CCa for 14 days or more; a poor response, a raised CCa >2.65 mmol/L within 14 days . HWW
139. returned to normal initially in the other poor responders, but rose again within 14 days . HWW
140. the respondent's observations must be received at the Association's offices within 14 days ; if none is received within this time the Director and honorary officers HX2
141. lack of shipping instructions from the Purchaser, to deliver the goods within 14 days after notification to the Purchaser or its agent that the goods are ready J6T
142. In these cases judgment can be entered in default of delivery of a defence within 14 days Ord 9, r 4A;fixed date actions is therefore something of a misnomer since J6U
143. Order 9, r 6 applies if the defendant in a default action: 1does not within 14 days after service of the summons on him, pay to the plaintiff the total amount J6U
144. plaintiff or the defendant is entitled to seek reconsideration by applying within 14 days on notice giving reasons Ord 9, r 3(4); the proceedings then having been J6U
145. If the defendant files an admission of the whole or part of the claim within 14 days of service, notice is sent in N 227 to the plaintiff, who may then apply.

146. 11 automatic directions apply where the Defendant fails to file a defence within 14 days of service and the court may make such order as is just Ord 9, r 4A.

147. Balance by instalments, the plaintiff must notify the proper officer within 14 days of notice whether he accepts or not.

148. If the costs allowed on taxation are not paid within 14 days after taxation upon application Ord 22, r 5, judgment may be entered for

149. If the defendant files an admission of the whole or part of the claim within 14 days of service, notice is sent in N 227 to the plaintiff, who may then apply.
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169. If the defendant files an admission of the whole or part of the claim within 14 days of service, notice is sent in N 227 to the plaintiff, who may then apply.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In 95 percent of cases the ambulance reached the patient within 14 minutes.</td>
<td>C88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have been promised a guaranteed service including an ambulance within 14 minutes in urban areas and 19 minutes in rural areas.</td>
<td>K54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have been promised an improved service, including an ambulance within 14 minutes in urban areas and 19 minutes in rural areas.</td>
<td>K54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The seedlings should be visible within 14–21 days, and by then the bag can be removed.</td>
<td>G2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>then the following, which has slight variance, must be used: Unless expenses incurred by the Landlord including legal costs and Surveyor's fees within 14 days of service of this order then continue as above The form of order unless...</td>
<td>J6U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have been promised an improved service, including an ambulance within 14 minutes in urban areas and 19 minutes in rural areas.</td>
<td>K54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant shall fail to pay the rents or any other sum due under this Lease within 14 days of the date due whether formally demanded or not the Tenant shall pay to the date of death during the Term of any Guarantor or of such person becoming New guarantor</td>
<td>J77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Landlord upon becoming aware of any defect... 5.23 New guarantor Within 14 days of the death during the Term of any Guarantor or of such person becoming New guarantor</td>
<td>J77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endeavours the Landlord is unable to make such a request to the Tenant within 14 days from the first attempt so made by the Landlord:</td>
<td>J77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or arrange a meeting with an officer for discussion of the statement, within 15 days.</td>
<td>AN5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Alliance further guarantee that you may, within 15 days, return your policy if it does not meet your requirements, and that you AYR may return your Policy within 15 days of receiving it, if it does not meet with your full approval.</td>
<td>AYR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You may return your Policy within 15 days and that will be the end of the matter.</td>
<td>AYR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you decide not to go ahead, just return the policy within 15 days.</td>
<td>AYR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you decide not to go ahead, just return the Policy within 15 days.</td>
<td>AYR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarke's habit of injecting tension via arbitrary deadlines You must leave within 15 days is even less satisfactory than Edge's endless build-up to promised New guarantor</td>
<td>B74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Body Shaping Treatment, L13.95/125ml, claims to smooth and firm within 15 days.</td>
<td>CDJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the decision of a lower court, required by the lex fori to be given within 15 days of the date of the judgment.</td>
<td>EDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy document does not meet with your full approval, you may return it within 15 days of receipt and your policy will be cancelled.</td>
<td>EE0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>However, some members still failed to meet the guidelines on finishing jobs within 15 days of their first visit.</td>
<td>G2F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by the two countries on Jan. 5, 1990, allowing tourist visas to be issued within 15 days of application.</td>
<td>HKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ordering all illegalarmed formationsto disband and surrender their weapons within 15 days, or face a crackdown by Interior Ministry or even regular Army units.</td>
<td>HKW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>its members that they should make available 2,500,000 bpd to the market within 15 days.</td>
<td>HL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Serbia and Montenegroin the JNA to withdraw from Bosnia-Hercegovina within 15 days.</td>
<td>HLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resonance imaging, or both, and clinical and radiological responses within 15 days of starting antitoxoplasma therapy pyrimethamine 75 mg daily plus</td>
<td>HWU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owners will be required to have their cars repaired within 15 days if they are found to exceed limits.</td>
<td>J36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The resolution must be filed with the Registrar of Companies within 15 days of the meeting s166(7); this is so even if the resolution is an ordinary</td>
<td>J7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the target's share capital must be filed with the Registrar of Companies within 15 days after the holding of the EGM CA 1985, s380.</td>
<td>J7E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as that following 70% hepatectomy, enhancement of DNA formation occurring within 15 hours.

Within 15 minutes, or so, Alan Fordham would turn up at the commentary box, ready to take the baby and the man to hospital.

Police in Peterborough, Cambs, traced them within 15 minutes and the human eye begins to become accustomed to the dark — provided within 15 minutes.

They dived overboard as the 13,000-ton Royal Pacific went down within 15 minutes of being hit by a large trawler.

Within 15 minutes of my computer arriving, I had DesignaKnit installed and running.

I had never seen the mink I was filming return without an eel, usually within 15 minutes.

Within 15 minutes, the client's funds were being transferred to the company's bank.

Within 15 minutes of entering a clinic in Tenerife, he was diagnosed as having possible HAF.

The grapes are harvested at night and processed within 15 minutes, enhancing the preservation of fruit flavours.

Tubes were centrifuged within 15 minutes, and the plasma was decanted and stored at -20°C for subsequent use.

Surprising that circulating concentrations of both peptides rise within 15 minutes after eating.

The volunteer consumed the test meal within 15 minutes.

All volunteers ate the breakfast within 15 minutes and found it palatable.

Within 15 minutes of removal, biopsy specimens of flat rectal mucosa were washed in saline.

Overnight fast 10–12 hours, the volunteer consumed the test meal within 15 minutes or stopped when satiation occurred.

The meal was consumed as rapidly as was comfortable within 15 minutes, the Prime Minister was facing his biggest political crisis for…

Within 15 minutes, they were able to rescue him from the slurry.

Within 15 minutes, the firemen got the man out of their arrival.

The user can master the use of the arm very quickly — in fact within 15 minutes.

My cards were cancelled within 15 minutes.

They were able to rescue him from the slurry within five minutes and the rice flour pancake within 15 minutes.

The firemen got the man out within 15 minutes.

The user can master the use of the arm very quickly — in fact within 15 minutes.

All my cards were cancelled within 15 minutes.

Within 15–30 minutes the toxins in the butterfly's body cause the bird to vomit.

by Congress on Aug. 2, it was given responsibility for drawing up a plan within 150 days for the pacification of the country.

at Portadown, returned from suspension to put this game beyond doubt within 16 minutes.

The nominated sub-contractor must be paid within 17 days of the date of issue of the certificate.

Martin netted a peach of a goal within 17 minutes of his debut at Walsall on January 2, but he only managed one more goal.

62% were diagnosed within six hours, 124 67% within 12 hours, and 140 76% within 18 hours.

Within 18 hours of Gandhi's death, a faction of the party's central working committee should have at least 95pc of vehicles reach their destinations within 19 minutes.

of all emergency calls in rural areas of the county were responded to within 19 minutes.

He said ambulances reached well over 95pc of calls within 19 minutes the Government standard.
232. The system was working if 97pc of ambulances were getting to destinations within 19 minutes, said 95pc of all emergency calls in rural areas were responded to within 19 minutes, the government guideline, and that this ambulance had taken 24 minutes.

233. Within 2 days, 500 more workers joined the 39 people from section 61.

234. A decrease of PAI could be achieved within 2 days by transperitoneal dialysis.

235. Within 2 days of the start, an explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

236. Within 2 days, an extraordinary committee meeting, involving the full CSCE membership, would begin if 13 members support such a meeting.

237. An extraordinary committee meeting, involving the full CSCE membership, would withdraw its military units from around Tskhinvali South Ossetia within 20 days, and a monitoring commission would oversee the peace.

238. How would the condition that Fred should collect the car and pay for it within 2 hours be treated in law?

239. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

240. A decrease of PAI could be achieved within 2 days by transperitoneal dialysis.

241. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

242. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

243. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

244. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

245. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

246. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

247. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

248. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

249. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

250. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

251. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

252. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

253. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

254. Place the pâté in the fridge and use it within 2–3 days.

255. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

256. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

257. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

258. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

259. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.

260. An explosion had wrecked a drilling machine at a small.
The winner will be notified immediately and his or her prize will follow within 21 days. A0V

for delay in delivery is payable unless a reservation has been sent within 21 days to the carrier. AMH

The Department of Employment may serve a recoupment notice on the employer within 21 days of the end of the hearing, or within nine days after the decision is sent B08

chosen and sized unit with an efficient filter should clear algae within 21 days. C97

serve a statutory demand on your debtor requesting payment of your debt within 21 days. CD0

it is overdue you can serve that company with a notice requesting payment within 21 days. CD0

If a vehicle is no longer operated Form GV 80 within 21 days. CDP

our telephone conversation today when we agreed to make payment to you within 21 days of the last drop. CDP

the said haulage contract that payment of the agreed price would be made within 21 days of the last of the nine deliveries. CDP

40% in the event of cancellation within 21 days of the date of the conference/course. EC5

an order made by a local authority with respect to any such expenses, may, within 21 days of the service of the notice, demand or order, appeal to the county court FC2

regulation 143 but does not refer it for inquiry and report, then — a within 21 days of the adjournment, the unassisted party shall file an affidavit of costs FC8

the notice to the Appeal Tribunal of Lautro by giving notice of appeal within 21 days. FD1

Charges Registration Officer about any change regarding their entry within 21 days of the change occurring, this includes moving in or out of Birmingham. G2N

clerk shall forthwith give notice thereof to the chief constable who may, within 21 days of the date of the receipt by him of such notice, lodge with the sheriff G3J

clerk shall forthwith give notice thereof to the chief constable who may, within 21 days of the date of the receipt by him of such notice, lodge with the sheriff G3J

The chief constable must make his objections within 21 days of the receipt by him of the notice, and must, on lodging objections, send G3J

clerk shall forthwith give notice thereof to the chief constable who may, within 21 days of the date of the receipt by him of such notice, lodge with the sheriff G3M

The chief constable must make his objections within 21 days of the receipt by him of the notice, and must, on lodging objections, send G3M

was intended to secure some new value and the requirement to register it within 21 days of its creation would suffice to protect those dealing with company. GVG

the prescribed particulars of the charge are delivered to the Registrar within 21 days of the creation of the charge, it will be void against the administrator, GVG

As between two registrable charges which have not been registered within 21 days, the first to register will obtain priority and a charge is not void GVG

the company has not created a charge prior to this which may be registered within 21 days and thus have priority. GVG

the particulars is determinative of whether the charge has been registered within 21 days after the date of its creation. GVG

noted that this section does not insure against any sickness which occurs within 21 days of the commencement of the policy or is the result of alcoholism. HB3

company has met its target of getting the loans to those who have applied within 21 days in almost all cases. HHV
Prime Minister and Likud leader Itzhak Shamir to form a new government within 21 days.

begin the day after a ceasefire; iiithe withdrawal would be completed within 21 days, including withdrawal from Kuwait City within four days; ivonce the

On June 28 President Chaim Herzog formally asked Rabin to form a government within 21 days.

The agreement would allow 500 armed UN guards to be deployed in Mogadishu within 21 days with a brief to protect food distribution operations.

decided that there is a case to answer, the respondent will be notified within 21 days of the nature of the complaint and be given 28 days notice of the hearing.

This will then be put into writing to the respondent within 21 days, who will also be informed of the appeal procedure.

An appeal may be filed within 21 days after the date of the order, decision or award appealed from.

The Crown may then seek further information within 21 days as in the case of a default action.

days of service, if the plaintiff elects to accept the sum he must within 21 days after receipt by him of the notice of payment into court or, if the notice

The basic requirement is that within 21 days after setting down, notice is to be given in a form which varies according

A counter-notice which must be served within 21 days after service of the Notice, should only be given where it is required

22, r3 or CCR Ord 11, r3 the plaintiff may accept a payment in as of right within 21 days of receipt of notice of the payment in, provided that the trial has not

provide that any payment into court under Ord 22, r1 which is not accepted within 21 days will then be placed on deposit automatically and earn interest on a daily

not made within 14 days after becoming due or 3 per cent above if not made within 21 days.

provided that the Tenant shall give written notice to the Landlord within 21 days of the commencement and termination of such arrangements.

of a new mortgage, the above form must be sent to the Companies' Registry within 21 days of completion.

important it is to register the new mortgage at the Companies' Registry within 21 days of completion.

The emergency services were in attendance within 22 minutes, but he had received fatal injuries.

But even so, it was still there within 22 minutes or so.

20% in the event of cancellation within 22–55 days of the date of commencement of the conference/course.

Latest research suggests that a firm rebuttal will kill any rumour within 24 hours.

Some 21 other people were killed in Sri Lanka within 24 hours.

A donor was found within 24 hours of a television appeal by her husband Colin, from Hackney, east London.

After taking on water and supplies, she returned to regular duties within 24 hours.

prepare and pack the fish for us and then we have it on the shelves within 24 hours.

proposal, and release anyone arrested who was not accused of violence within 24 hours.

starting well as Dennis Quaid discovers he has been poisoned and will die within 24 hours: the initials stand for Dead On Arrival.

come to an England place since was three years ago when he broke a thumb within 24 hours of being selected to face India.

A motorist who was five times over the drink-drive limit, twice within 24 hours, was put on probation for two years, and banned from driving for three
The rules demanded that a hundred games had to be played within 24 hours; there was no time for sleep and only 20-minute breaks were allowed for.

came as Johnson Matthey announced a second top-level boardroom departure.

came as Johnson Matthey announced a second top-level boardroom departure.

together with estimated cost of eradication will be sent, in most cases, within 24 hours of notification.

broadcasters who could undertake four major outside broadcasts like these within 24 hours.

In these cases the team would investigate within 24 hours.

Died of Parkinson's disease and pneumonia aged 73 within 24 hours of being readmitted to hospital after being in an old people's home for.

or personal effects through burglary or theft you must notify the police within 24 hours of discovery.

ANY LOSS OF MONEY MUST BE REPORTED TO THE POLICE WITHIN 24 HOURS OF DISCOVERY AND A REPORT OBTAINED.

The patient began to feel better within 24 hours and continued to feel better until the sixth day, when he developed an.

seemed attractive but pointless, this baby was going to have to be born within 24 hours now that the waters had gone, and the sooner we accepted this and.

Doubly fortunate is the journalist who can within 24 hours leave Beirut and look upon what is left of the world Damiani lost on that.

or a Sunday and we guarantee to repair or replace faulty equipment within 24 hours of your call.

24 hours a day, 365 days a year… and we'll get the problem fixed within 24 hours.

Friendly, helpful service will be with you within 24 hours — and things will be put right quickly and efficiently as.

for example, a water main bursts, we guarantee to restore your supply within 24 hours of our becoming aware of the problem.

Such an order can be swiftly obtained if necessary and can be operative within 24 hours of the decision of the local authority.

near to the skin where pain is excessive and Ruta has not relieved within 24 hours.

Any leftover food, unless eaten within 24 hours, or 48 hours if in a refrigerator.

changes in the baby's symptoms — although some babies recover within 24 hours of the mother eliminating offending foods from her diet, others can take.
355. In Avon, Dr Peter Fleming, or a member of his team, will visit the home within 24 hours with the General Practitioner to give an explanation, as best they can, BNK
356. B & F Aircraft had the parts ready to despatch within 24 hours of foaling. BNV
357. Both mare and foal will need a veterinary check within 24 hours and it is then essential that they are fed on rotifers, as the larger BPB
358. six: Feed the fry At constant temperatures of 78°s; the eggs hatch within 24 hours C95
359. the turkey is defrosted, remove the giblets, keep it in a fridge and cook within 24 hours C9F
360. the cost of returning the material, and photocopies can usually be supplied within 24 hours for a small charge. CBV
361. Both Thomas Cook and American Express aim to replace cheques within 24 hours, and Amex claims that most of its customers receive refunds within just a CBX
362. Within 24 hours there was another astonishing development. CER
363. UN officials said earlier they hoped to enter the settlement of Cerska within 24 hours to check Moslem claims that up to 1,500 sick and wounded needed to be CFC
364. to Mr Thomson, who was legally bound to report them to social services within 24 hours. CFC
365. data and video communications; supplies customers worldwide, usually within 24 hours of receiving your order. CFP
366. Goods are normally dispatched within 24 hours of our receiving your order. CFT
367. delivery service in the UK ensures your goods will normally be despatched within 24 hours of our receiving your order. CFT
368. aspects of the contract, notably whether Sky can repeat their livematches within 24 hours, match scheduling, and the timing of payments from the television CH7
369. the pub in Newcastle, and the lorry driver tells it at a truck-stop and within 24 hours it's all over the country. CHB
370. agree a venous blood sample is taken and another appointment arranged within 24 hours to give the result so that the period of uncertainty and anxiety is EA2
371. The procedure is expected to be completed within 24 hours from receipt of the form. EA2
372. Any reasonable request will be satisfied within 24 hours of receipt of the form. EAU
373. administered interleukin-2 generally leads to the reversal of toxicities within 24 hours of stopping treatment. EE8
374. we have received their written complaints and claims for compensation within 24 hours of receiving them; EEJ
375. was to be seen in his demand that culprits should be punished within 24 hours. EFA
376. Luckily the main detonator failed, the bridge was taken, and within 24 hours 8000 American soldiers were on the east bank of the Rhine. EWG
377. Send material by mini-cab if necessary and always phone back within 24 hours if there is any delay at all in providing the material. EX6
378. a very different result according to whether a recall test is carried out within 24 hours, or a week, or three months, of an ad appearing: and pre-tests, based on F9D
379. Within 24 hours, NIH security police were given the list of names and told to call each FBP
380. of subsection 3above — a shall, except where he was arrested within 24 hours of the time appointed for him to surrender to custody, be brought as soon FBU
381. surrender to custody, be brought as soon as practicable and in any event within 24 hours after his arrest before a justice of the peace for the petty sessions FBU
382. words shall... be brought as soon as practicable and in any event within 24 hours after his arrest. FBU
383. a constable without warrant has the matter resolved one way or the other within 24 hours, or sooner if practicable, subject to the exceptions of Christmas Day, FBU
The first review must take place within 24 hours, and preferably within 12 hours if you are not to spend a lot of time

Within 24 hours, if it fails whilst under warranty.

Within 24 hours, of a request.

Within 24 hours, of the request but the normal elapsed time currently averages two hours.

Within 24 hours by Securicor, with a full money-back guarantee.

Within 24 hours and retain the ticket until this is done, or alternatively, he may follow

Within 24 hours, of discovering the loss.

Within 24 hours, Jagmohan had been sworn in as the new state Governor, a post he himself

Within 24 hours of use and kept at room temperature.

Within 24 hours, if starting intravenous amiodarone for paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia.

Within 24 hours, if the relapse was mild.
the vast majority of cases, parts required by the dealer can be supplied within 24 hours from the massive range of part held in stock. J1U

the Seller's satisfaction to have been damaged in transit provided that within 24 hours after delivery both the Seller and the carriers have received from the J6T

out of court hours and an application form must then be filed at court within 24 hours FPR, r4.4(4). J76

to be answered within four days and telephone calls to be returned within 24 hours . J79

and larger firms will be able to obtain a search result by telephone within 24 hours . J79

Opinions are usually communicated over the telephone and are often given within 24 hours . J7E

announced it would be building only 350 of them, 1500 people made a bid within 24 hours — even though the company required a £50,000 deposit. K1C

Orders can be either phoned or faxed in to us and delivered within 24 hours ,Trevor Thompson emphasised. K2C

ISRAEL and the PLO will seal a deal on mutual recognition within 24 hours , clearing the way for signing an agreement on Palestinian self-rule by K2N

I don't know what they gave Rocky but he came round within 24 hours and seems back to normal now,said Mr Taylor. K55

Money will be invested within 24 hours of the launch of suitable schemes. K59

died yesterday in a blaze on Lewis, the second fire death on the island within 24 hours . K5M

from the Bois Bourrus guns, the inevitable French riposte would — within 24 hours — push the survivors back again. K91

The Palace dismissed it as a fake, but within 24 hours Royal officials appeared to add weight to its authenticity by failing to K97

by the Single Market means that the UK site can now deliver to Europe within 24 hours . K9C

the most part within six hours of infarction, and all were opened within 24 hours. There was a 15% incidence of serious complications; death, bypass surgery EWX

Italy were 2-0 up within 24 minutes when Baggio's Juventus team-mate, Pierluigi Casiraghi, slammed home a K5A

With a big dose, around 90% of the victims would die within 24–36 hours . ABE

retrosternal discomfort, and transient dysphagia which resolve within 24–48 hours the increase may be a thousandfold. HWS

Within 24–48 hours the increase may be a thousandfold. HWT

Within 25 days of receiving the letter he completed an application for cover — AKL

owe each month, but can choose to pay more; no interest if you pay in full within 25 days of monthly statement except for cash drawings, interest on rest of debt CCT

From being two down at half-time, Thistle stormed into the lead within 25 minutes , and seldom looked like losing it. K5J

upon when an electrical fault resulted in the total loss of the boat within 27 hours of delivery. J7C

If you haven't heard from the firm within 28 days , write to find out why. A70

Following this up within 28 days of your return home by writing to our Customer Services Department at AMD

any challenge to her in the leadership election which had to be held within 28 days of the start of the new parliamentary session, due to open on 7 November. APE

Shares will be allotted or transferred within 28 days of the exercise of an option and the Directors will endeavour to obtain a AYP

Your gift will be despatched within 28 days AYP

application form overleaf, and we shall send your membership card and pack within 28 days . BNJ

application form overleaf, and we shall send your membership card and pack within 28 days . BNJ
application form overleaf, and we shall send your membership card and pack within 28 days. BPC

less your deposit and your order will be completed and despatched to you within 28 days. BPF

If you haven't heard from the first within 28 days, write to find out why. C8B

Orders are normally dispatched within 28 days. C9X

The case must be sent there within 28 days of sentencing, and 14 of those days have already slipped by. CBC

could be free in a little over two years if his case is not referred within 28 days of sentencing. CBF

Any action must be taken within 28 days of the sentence being imposed. CBF

We pointed out that unless an appeal is lodged within 28 days of sentencing he could be free in a little over two years. CBF

Unless an appeal is lodged within 28 days of sentencing he could be free in a little over two years. CBF

The Attorney General must refer his sentence to the Appeal Court within 28 days of that date. CBF

Such challenge must be made within 28 days after the meeting's decision is reported to the court. CBF

The supervisor finalises the administration of the IVA within 28 days of final conclusion by sending a notice of completion and a report and set CBU

the aim is now to reply to all letters sent to tax and collection offices within 28 days. CBX

arbitor to be appointed by the Parties hereto or failing agreement within 28 days after being requested to concur in such appointment, according to the CCU

manager, or the financial standing of the holder of the licence by letter within 28 days. CDP

the Attorney-General can only act if there is a complaint about sentence within 28 days of the verdict and can only refer it for review on grounds of leniency. CEN

Magistrates were told the fine would be paid within 28 days by the Catholic Church. CH2

According to the ASA, any goods requested by mail order should be delivered within 28 days of the order being received. CTX

If the goods don't arrive within 28 days or by a specified delivery date, you have the right to cancel the order CTX

Orders are normally dispatched within 28 days. EDG

Sub-section 4 provided that the power to re-hear should be exercisable only within 28 days of the order/sentence/finding of guilt as the case may be and only by a FBK

written application for a mortgage advance has been made or will be made within 28 days after the date of this report. FC4

According to the ASA, any goods requested by mail order should be delivered within 28 days of the order being received. FT8

If the goods don't arrive within 28 days or within a specified delivery date, you have the right to cancel the order FT8

Orders are normally despatched within 28 days, please allow for carriage. G2F

Environment, Room 13/16, Tollgate House, Houlton Street, Bristol, BS2 9DJ, within 28 days of the appeal starting date abovequoting the appeal reference number. G2P

Despatch within 28 days but allow time for carriage. G36

a decision of the sheriff, he may appeal therefrom to the Court of Session within 28 days from the date of that decision. G3J

a decision of the sheriff, he may appeal therefrom to the Court of Session within 28 days from the date of that decision. G3M

signed by a director or the secretary of the company and must be delivered within 28 days after the return date. GVG

Agree that in the event of no appeal being lodged by either party within 28 days of the provisional certificate, the certificate becomes final. HAJ
480. to create, and restore the narrow strip of land to its original condition within 28 days and close a gateway onto the road. HJ3
481. be entered in these documents, or otherwise recorded for you to refer to, within 28 days of the change. HPL
482. submitted to the Secretary of the Disciplinary Committee by the Appellant within 28 days of receipt of the written notification of the decision of the Disciplinary Committee HX2
483. the Tribunal will give written notice of its decision to both parties within 28 days of the meeting. HX2
484. pleadings are deemed to be closed; there shall be discovery of documents within 28 days, and inspection within seven days thereafter, in accordance with para 5; J6U
485. The master ordered the limitation issue to be set down for trial within 28 days, but it was not set down until ten months later. J6V
486. Landlord including reasonable and proper legal costs and surveyor’s fees within 28 days of a written demand. J77
487. and if so required by the Landlord by notice to the Tenant given within 28 days of receipt of the Tenant’s notice at the expense of the Tenant within 56 J77
488. the scheme document must normally be posted to the target’s shareholders within 28 days after the announcement. J7E
489. the Panel, proceed with the posting of the offer document which must occur within 28 days unless the posting is subject to a specific pre-condition which has not J7E
490. Respondent shall transfer as beneficial owner to the Petitioner absolutely within 28 days from the date of this Order the property at 1 Blackacre Drive, Blackacre. JXH
491. Respondent shall as beneficial owner transfer to the Petitioner absolutely within 28 days from the date of this Order the property at 1 Blackacre Drive, Blackacre, JXH
492. is ordered that the Respondent shall transfer to the Petitioner absolutely within 28 days from the date of this Order all his estate and interest in the property 1 JXH
493. case the consent order may be: It is ordered that the Respondent shall within 28 days from the date of this Order pay to the Petitioner the sum of £ and JXH
494. WLR 1366, might look as follows: It is ordered that the Respondent shall within 28 days transfer to the Petitioner the property known as 1 Blackacre Drive JXH
495. Now they’re faced with a court order that could force them to leave within 28 days. K27
496. Now they’re faced with a court order that could force them to leave within 28 days. K27
497. An appeal must be lodged within 28 days of a sentence being passed. K35
498. An appeal must be lodged within 28 days of a sentence being passed. K35
499. chance to accept a fixed penalty notice requiring the payment of a fine within 28 days. K5M
500. being identified as unwanted and told that if redeployment is not possible within 28 days they could then be sacked just before Christmas. K97
501. to the Landlord of the details of the determination of every rent review within 28 days provided that the Landlord’s approval specified above shall not be J77
502. 5.9.10 Within 28 days of any assignment charge underlease or sub-underlease or any transmission J77
503. 5.9.10 Within 28 days of any assignment charge underlease or sub-underlease or any transmission J77
504. Landlord and if so required by the Landlord at the expense of the Tenant within 28 days to procure some other person acceptable to the Landlord such acceptance not J77
505. Within 3 days of his successor’s arrival, we have a Dept. meeting where our new Chief A0K
506. Pulsatilla LM1 produced a response within 3 days when her mouth felt as if it was coated with glue and then she suddenly...

507. so not having the LMI gave her the 6C potency in a 10ml dropper and within 3 days she was relieved of the discomfort on walking and standing it seems...

508. All active ingredients are 98% biodegradable within 3 days of leaving your house, all products are concentrated so that 50–70%

509. our basic delivery service which aims to deliver most parcels within the UK within 3 days from the date of despatch.

510. also have notified the airline in question of a potential claim in writing within 3 days and keep a copy of this letter.

511. Well over 95% of all sales quotes are now being submitted to the customer within 3 days of their enquiry.

512. It costs nothing to enter, all we need is the support told by President Ramaswamy Venkataraman to secure a vote of confidence within 3 days of capture for use in the Echo angling columns.

513. No surcharges will be applied within 30 days of your departure.

514. If goods have not been delivered within 30 days following expiry of an agreed time limit or if there is not an agreed time

515. may be returned for a full refund, less shipping and handling charges, within 30 days of the original factory shipment date.

516. payment is received the supplier should usually then issue a tax invoice within 30 days of the time of supply if the client is a taxable person reg 12(1) and 5.

517. Currently, a supplement should be paid if a repayment is not made within 30 days of Customs’ receipt of the return.

518. not within its jurisdiction if it was not transmitted to the High Court within 30 days of the appellant's receipt of the Special Commissioner's statement of the

519. not within its jurisdiction if it was not transmitted to the High Court within 30 days of its receipt by the appellant.

520. under s 56(4), TMA 1970, as it had not been submitted to the High Court within 30 days of receipt.

521. repayment supplement where a repayment claimed on a VAT return is not made within 30 days of that return being received by Customs.

522. and will be deemed to have accepted the Converted Text of the Work within 30 days after the date of delivery, unless is notified to the contrary.

523. FIFTY PERCENT OF THIS PAYMENT WILL BE MADE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF RECEIPT IN TURKEY OF THE LABELS AND INSERT CARDS FOR A SPECIFIED VIDEO,

524. you are unhappy with a plate in this collection, you may return it to us within 30 days for a full refund or replacement.

525. we give a full refund of the purchase price when the goods are returned within 30 days for replacement or refund.

526. If you are not completely satisfied, return it within 30 days.

527. Milan Panic yesterday vowed to shut down the Yugoslav torture camps within 30 days.

528. Claims must be submitted within 30 days of the date printed on the ticket and will normally be dealt with within

529. The service is available within 30 days of Microsoft's first customer ship of Windows NT at $800.

530. publishing application for Windows NT: it will be available customers within 30 days of the three-year support coverage takes

531. latest Solaris 2.1 operating system available for Sparc RISC-based systems within 30 days UX No 409, SunSoft Inc's European general manager, Peter Watkins, says the
534. publishing application for Windows NT: it will be available customers within 30 days of the first customer ship of Windows NT at $800. CT7
535. They must be turned in within 30 days after taking delivery of a Sun IPX or SparcStation 2. CTN
536. Mendes-France assumed the premiership, promising to find a solution within 30 days. FAN
537. materials or goods supplied by the Nominated Supplier shall be effected within 30 days of the end of the month during which delivery is made less only a discount FYS
538. TI pays claim on domestic business, within 30 days of receipt of a satisfactory confirmation of debt from the administrator G29
539. in December 1989 see p. 37119, the FMLN on Jan. 11, 1990, agreed to reopen within 30 days peace talks with the government under the mediation of the UN HKR
540. The measures, which were subject to congressional approval within 30 days, included: ia 30-day price freeze to be followed by staged increases in HKS
541. to the Olympic Games on March 27, subject to its being able to satisfy within 30 days conditions laid down by the International Olympic Committee IOC. HL5
542. public-sector enterprises to offer shares would be presented to parliament within 30 days. HL6
543. had directed Rao to test his government's strength in the Lok Sabha within 30 days, a requirement he had also placed on the two previous minority governments. HL8
544. speedy courts with the power to hang perpetrators of heinous crimes within 30 days was proposed after Prime Minister Mian Nawaz Sharif announced on July 13 HL9
545. The decrees were subject to congressional ratification within 30 days HLD
546. The constitution would be confirmed by a referendum within 30 days. HLD
547. approval by the lower house was sufficient for it to become law within 30 days regardless of its fate in the upper chamber. HLH
548. also empowered parliament to veto any government decision on direct links within 30 days. HLM
549. a panel's final report or failed to reach some other approved agreement within 30 days. HLN
550. and property to murder, and judges were empowered to pass sentences of conviction, ranging from five years to life imprisonment and death. HLP
551. and to enact laws, which the monarch would be required to act upon within 30 days a war crimes commission to examine evidence of grave breaches of HLP
552. The UN Security Council on Oct. 6 voted unanimously to create a war crimes commission to examine evidence of grave breaches of HLR
553. If you're at all dissatisfied, simply return your order within 30 days of purchase for a refund of the unit price. HSY
554. Patients dying as a result of postoperative complications within 30 days were excluded from the survival analysis. HU3
555. material, for instance, within 90 days, but not more frequently than within 30 days. HWF
556. be verified within 90 days of the last check, but not more frequently than within 30 days. HWV
557. In the NIPPV group, mortality was less than with the conventional treatment group: 1/26 vs 9/30 relative HWV
558. by the Seller for storage or insurance shall be paid by the Purchaser within 30 days of submission of an invoice. J6T
559. For instance, rather than the Buyer shall pay the price within 30 days of delivery the terms could provide that The Buyer shall pay the price or 1,000 miles, you may exchange it or have your money refunded. J7C
560. If you are not satisfied with your new car for any reason within 30 days, you may exchange it or have your money refunded. K4B
561. to offer a L5 discount to people who settle their full annual bill within 30 days. K4W
562.
The complaints handling procedure, for example, aims to resolve problems within 30 days, and between October 1990, when it was implemented, and December 1991, against three of England's leading young male players, Michael Adams.

Barbican competing in an exhibition rapidly moves have to be completed within 30 minutes against three of England's leading young male players, Michael Adams, It was within 30 minutes of a wake ordered by Mrs Rinehart in her own mansion in old-money.

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the reactor was probably within 30 minutes of a complete meltdown.

The gang threatened to return within 30 minutes if the police were called, but defiant Darren wriggled free and

Pipelines, extended as the men advanced, took the water to the front; within 30 minutes of gaining an objective men could receive fresh water.

enable items from the 12 million volume London holdings to be retrieved within 30 minutes.

is that they will be given a fixed appointment time and be seen within 30 minutes or be kept informed of any delay.

within 30 minutes of receiving EaziLink we were logged on and uploading our copy.

It was within 30 minutes of a wake ordered by Mrs Rinehart in her own mansion in old-money.

All non-constipated subjects had HAPCs within 30 minutes of serving.

Identical meals were prepared for each study day and they were eaten within 30 minutes, only 0.5 0.2% of cells adhered to BSA v to 81 9% to type IV collagen.

mg/kg, because previous work had shown that peak concentrations occur within 30 minutes and that the average half life is about six hours at that dose and

Small pieces about 3×2 cm of resected colon were obtained within 30 minutes of removal from patients having colectomy for cancer or diverticular.

at Chester Youth Court said that sometimes the graffiti re-appeared within 30 minutes of it being cleaned off.

She added: Some of this graffiti appeared within 30 minutes after it had been cleaned.

receive professional attention immediately and more thorough treatment within 30 minutes.

Military regrouping was to be completed within 300 days, and the introduction of new forces into either part of Vietnam was

with McDonnell Douglas Service Bulletins 52–27 and A52-35 within 300 hours.

acute evolving myocardial infarction, about 100 can be expected to die within 35 days.

Here the female may produce 800,000 eggs which hatch within 36 hours into larvae.

of the warrant may be served on the person to be committed at any time within 36 hours after the execution of the warrant.

First, the committal order was not served on Mr. Butler within 36 hours after the execution of the committal warrant.

was one of ten mines scoured from the sea by HMS Hurworth and destroyed within 36 hours, at the height of the Gulf conflict last year.

In July 1943 Anglo-American forces landed in Sicily, and its conquest within 38 days hastened the fall of Mussolini.

This booking form and deposit must reach us within 42 days on bookings involving scheduled flights incur cancellation charges.
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was one of ten mines scoured from the sea by HMS Hurworth and destroyed within 36 hours, at the height of the Gulf conflict last year.

In July 1943 Anglo-American forces landed in Sicily, and its conquest within 38 days hastened the fall of Mussolini.

This booking form and deposit must reach us within 42 days on bookings involving scheduled flights incur cancellation charges.

of the warrant may be served on the person to be committed at any time within 36 hours after the execution of the warrant.

First, the committal order was not served on Mr. Butler within 36 hours after the execution of the committal warrant.

was one of ten mines scoured from the sea by HMS Hurworth and destroyed within 36 hours, at the height of the Gulf conflict last year.

In July 1943 Anglo-American forces landed in Sicily, and its conquest within 38 days hastened the fall of Mussolini.

This booking form and deposit must reach us within 42 days on bookings involving scheduled flights incur cancellation charges.
Births must be registered within 42 days; the information includes date and place of birth, name if decided, sex.

Failure to conform to Commission requirements within 45 days would lead to their compulsory introduction.

Constitution stated that an interim government had to convene elections within 45 days.

Under which he would have been obliged to organize presidential elections within 45 days.

Bongho-Nouarra administration would remain in office until elections due within 45 days of the Nov. 17 dissolution of the National Assembly.

Constitution stated that an interim government had to convene elections within 45 days.

under which he would have been obliged to organize presidential elections within 45 days.

Bongho-Nouarra administration would remain in office until elections due within 45 days of the Nov. 17 dissolution of the National Assembly.

Within 45 minutes the first targets had been seized.

Within 45 minutes the first targets had been seized.

Within 45 minutes the first targets had been seized.

Within 45 minutes the first targets had been seized.

Within 45 minutes the first targets had been seized.

Notice has been submitted and accepted by your council you can start work within 48 hours.

next evening he addressed a large anti-government rally in Bratislava and within 48 hours of his release, he was negotiating with the prime minister about

flats in his row of Chelsea houses tomorrow if guaranteed repossession within 48 hours by some sort of contract.

Hyper.0/1 every four hours relieved all pain and swelling and fever within 48 hours, even after anesthesia and tetanus toxoid were given in the hospital.

procedure, and the law stipulated that the prisoner should be executed within 48 hours of being found guilty; John Hutt's termination was scheduled for 6 March.

the eye of the infant with a resulting sticky eye, which usually develops within 48 hours.

lesions of primary or secondary syphilis are free of active treponemes within 48 hours, although it would be a brave person who took this to mean that

Club/American Express plus postage, or reserved pending payment within 48 hours.

Kidneys must be removed within 90 minutes of death and transplanted within 48 hours.

Ernst & Young will be writing to all depositors within 48 hours advising them of the position, said Jason Elles.

The next morning the males are introduced and spawning should occur within 48 hours.

could call a party and have 5,000 people turning up at L20 a ticket within 48 hours.

air strikes against Serbian troops in Bosnia if they refuse to pull out within 48 hours.

Merchant Seaman; the master was to make a list of his men, and submit it within 48 hours of returning to a U.K. port.

Halford, said last night: All the loose ends should have been settled within 48 hours.

The user-installable systems will be delivered within 48 hours of order.

The fresh stocks arrive within 48 hours.

The procedure should be completed within 48 hours from receipt of the form.

The procedure is expected to be completed within 48 hours from receipt of the form.

the War Powers Act 1973 under which the President had to inform Congress within 48 hours of committing armed forces abroad; in addition the forces had to be

Gen Keightley suddenly found himself threatened by the possibility that within 48 hours Carinthia would be swamped by a further huge mass of some 600,000

Within 48 hours of the outbreak of war no fewer than 8,000 seamen joined the colours.

He has, within 48 hours of exercising the right of detention, to give notice to the police and,
within 48 hours therfore notice was given to the officer in charge of a police station.

Twenty one children died within five days of admission; most deaths were within 48 hours of admission.

for Mutual Radio and promised to get the necessary credentials to him within 48 hours.

Applications for leave to appeal must be made within 48 hours of the agreement, Germany announced that, irrespective of the Community, it would call a referendum on Azerbaijan's session from the Soviet Union.

Jan. 22 threatened that unless all troops were withdrawn from Azerbaijan and Ryzhkov on April 13 ordered the Lithuanian Supreme Council to rescind its declaration of independence and all laws passed subsequently, or face the JNA would act only if ordered by the Presidency.

On the following day they were ordered to leave Yugoslavia.

This required physicians to notify parents of an abortion for a minor, and spelled out well-defined exceptions to

British newspaper the Independent, was ordered on Sept. 13 to leave China, but by Sept. 24, officers had reportedly restored order.

would be executed unless the rebels freed 40 police and army hostages, ivrelease all prisoners of war and civilian detainees; iv remove all explosives and booby-trap devices from Kuwait; and vcease hostilities.

Following Mobutu's order to his Prime Minister to form a new government.

This will be made within 48 hours of the request.

This required physicians to notify parents of an abortion for a minor, and spelled out well-defined exceptions to

the applicant must serve a copy of the application on each respondent within 48 hours.

After ingestion and hatching the larvae penetrate the intestinal wall and have reached the liver.

to climb Ben Nevis in Scotland, Scafell in England and Snowdon in Wales this weekend to raise funds for Teesside Hospice.

He was discharged from hospital and he was dead.

that major parts could be provided from Argent Distributors' warehouse within 48 hours.

A huge stock enables the firm to fit or deliver carpets within 48 hours.

He was back at work within 49 days.

44 patients table received 51 treatments with pamidronate. 5 patients died within 5 days of receiving pamidronate. 4 patients died with uncontrolled hypercalcaemia.

They caught them within 5 days of death.
657. OUR PLEDGE — AIRBORNE WITHIN 5 MINUTES OR YOUR LESSON IS FREE… CFV
658. If, within 5 minutes of a want demand being refused, Joanne had not started screaming or any CGS
659. that the causal agent of the systemic response has exited the wound site within 5 minutes and contrasts with studies on older plants in which systemic pin levels CRM
660. To try to convince us that anyone can use a computer within 5 minutes , Amstrad put big, brightly coloured keys on it. FT8
661. crushing of the chest which prevented breathing with death resulting within 5 minutes . HB3
662. Brussels replied within 5 minutes with a thunderous shot from Alessandro. HP8
663. You could virtually tell within 5 minutes if Chappy “could” score not would. J1F
664. evident in the control have reappeared with similar intensity and pattern within 5 minutes of beginning the reaction. K5P
665. is absorbed into the blood stream via the stomach and takes effect within 5-10 minutes . HSD
666. there are increased concentrations and rates of synthesis of phenolics within 52 hours of attack. J18
667. charge benefit will be backdated to 1st April as long as you make a claim within 56 days of receiving your bill which takes into account the L140 reduction. A0Y
668. you will receive a detailed explanation for the delay and a full reply within 56 days from receipt of your initial correspondence. AM0
669. 28 days of receipt of the Tenant’s notice at the expense of the Tenant within 56 days to procure some other person reasonably acceptable to the Landlord such J77
670. — go sick within 57 days of a previous claim for certain State benefits such as Sickness Benefit or HD2
671. songs have been copied by humpbacks on opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean within 6 days , far faster than a whale could swim the 5000 or so km 3250 miles. ABC
672. the soft parts decay and the carcase is reduced to bone and sinew within 6–8 days Korth, 1979. B2C
673. announced on January 16th that it would close the New York Daily News within 60 days if it could not settle a crippling strike at the newspaper, Wall Street ABH
674. part-time magistrate’s claim was refused because he failed to apply within 60 days of leaving his job. AKL
675. The dose of radiation that would kill half of a human population within 60 days is the LD 50/60 . B0M
676. of insanity during the mid-1970’s were discharged from mental hospital within 60 days B76
677. amount of radiation which will cause 50 per cent of the population to die within 60 days . B7J
678. of the Project, and if the defaulting Party fails to cure its default within 60 days of a written request from the other Parties the Project Managerso to do, CCU
679. on the plans for some 18 months — and a choice will be announced within 60 days , according to Sun's chief financial officer, Kevin Melia. CNM
680. suite in international markets, and says it plans to start shipments within 60 days . CR3
681. According to Electronic News, the two hope to wrap up negotiations within 60 days , but that terms for Encore to do Unix System V.4 and Oracle7 reference CSY
682. of American troops abroad and oblige him to withdraw those troops within 60 days with the possibility of a 30-day extensionif a declaration of war is not EAY
683. The Case Act was devised to end such abuse; forthwith executive agreements, within 60 days of their negotiation, would have to be sent to the House and the Senate EAY
684. our Client Liaison Forms in resort and then you must notify us in writing within 60 days of the date you returned from holiday. ED0
685. C.6.2 if so required by the Vendor in writing within 60 days following it being notified, retain solicitors chosen by the Vendor to HJ5
in 1989, were to be merged into one group, the Federal Fuel Company, to be within 60 days.

The schedule for the privatization of state companies would be announced within 60 days.

Gambia on Dec. 21 declaring their intention to set up a national conference within 60 days, as a prelude to establishing their own interim government.

An agreement in December proposed that a national conference be convened within 60 days to discuss the establishment of an interim administration.

that all participants had adopted a programme for the implementation within 60 days of major aspects of a ceasefire agreement, including the disarming of the HLC.

It was possible that Britain would be crippled by nuclear assault within 60 days of the start of a war.

more than 11,000 restaurants around the world, will begin phasing out the boxes within 60 days as replacement materials are found.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, was asked to draw up detailed proposals within 60 days on how the tribunal, which will not have the power of the death sentence,

Rounding of broken ends was produced within 60 hours and became pronounced after 192 hours.

There were a mean 58 cells per column, of which 6.8 were labelled within 60 minutes after prostaglandin infusion.

its disclaim this Lease the Guarantor shall if the Landlord shall by notice within 60 days after such disclaimer so require take from the Landlord a Lease of the

the News Motoring Column: On average AA members are back on the road within 62 minutes of making their call for help.

is required to give a general indication of apparent loss of damage within 7 days of delivery to the carrier.

Car Hire cannot be pre-booked within 7 days of departure.

Within 7 days of the commencement date of your Bond, Midland Life will send you a

YOUR EXTRA FREE GIFT If you reply within 7 days, and you'll receive this unique Healthy Home Cooking apron, made from 100% cotton.

Each egg measures about 5 cm in diameter and hatches within 7 days.

specialists in arranging holidays at very short notice all bookings made within 7 days of departure are given PRIORITY STATUS.

us or your Agent within the time mentioned in our offer or in any event within 7 days of the date of the offer, we will be entitled to assume that you have paid the balance.

The balance is due for payment six weeks before departure or within 7 days of the invoice date, whichever is the later.

If you find this cover to your satisfaction you may return the cover note to us within 7 days for a full refund of the premium paid.

Your cheque will be returned to you on receipt of the video within 7 days. Otherwise they will lose the right to pay by instalments.

This will require those taxpayers to bring their instalments up to date within 7 days otherwise they will lose the right to pay by instalments.

These changes returned to normal within 7 days of withdrawal of the drugs without specific treatment, and the patient was

in bulk or larger than normal stock quantities will be delivered within 7–10 days.

Rick Henninger at Ohio State University performs tendon splitting within 7–10 days of a tendon injury.

But Ravi Ratnayeke and Asoka de Silva took Sri Lanka to within 70 minutes of their second draw of the two-match series.
not be possible, but in these cases we undertake to restore your supply within 72 hours. AYX

the area who told the applicants that, unless they left Northern Ireland within 72 hours, they would all be killed. FRT

to restore order and to transfer authority to a civilian administration within 72 hours. HKS

to a news agency in Beirut stating that a US hostage would be released within 72 hours. HLA

pp. 38430; 38522-23, and called on the Tontons Macoutes to eliminate them within 72 hours. HLE

He announced that his government would be dissolved within 72 hours and that his troops would withdraw from within 3 km of the Sierra Leone HLJ

IU/L, bilirubin µmol/l, the number of blood units transfused within 72 hours of admission to restore vital signs aiming for an haemoglobin level of 9 HU2

prothrombin time, and the number of blood units transfused within 72 hours, specific outcome survival or death as a result of liver failure or G2B

leave orders for HM forces; and pregnancy but not if delivery is due within 75 days of departure HU2

and shall at its own expense remedy or procure the remedying of such matters within 7 days of the service of the Defects Notice by the Tenant J77

Premises made given or issued to the Tenant by any local or public authority within 7 days of receipt and if so required by the Landlord to produce it to the Landlord J77

the Tenant remains in or on the Premises and the Tenant fails to remove it within 7 days after being requested in writing by the Landlord to do so or if after using J77

symptoms of nausea, abdominal bloating, cramps, or diarrhoea occurred within 8 hours of the lactose load. HU3

mission: to circumnavigate London using hired transport, and return within 80 days. A56

Crowe and Rutherford raised the first half-century stand of the match within 80 minutes, scoring faster than in the earlier stages of the game. CU0

that his consultant-free approach should be implemented within 80–500 hours. CBY

last month’s initiative by Mr Bush and called for a summit with him within 90 days. A4X

Boeing’s call for checks within 90 days is purely precautionary. CH2

warrants for 300,000 shares of Common Stock exercisable by the lenders within 90 days at $9.00 per share. CPC

chief executive officer and founder said a replacement will be named within 90 days. CSC

Solaris 1.0.1 — Solaris 2.1 will be available as a no cost option within 90 days, Tadpole said. CSS

it was cutting its quarterly dividend only 55% with the announcement that within 90 days it would have a new chief executive. CSV

as saying NT add-ons like SQL Server and SNA Services will be delivered within 90 days of the environment. CSV

Corp’s Encina — by the end of the year, and support for MUMPS such as SunOS CMW and ICL Plc DRS/NX V4.0 Security Option is expected within 90 days of full production availability of those systems. CTE

Council, Cognos is cautious about announcing anything not shippable within 90 days. CTK

in your booking take legal action provided such assistance is requested within 90 days from the date of the misadventure: provided that the total aggregate ED0

abolition is subject to a requirement that the offence be reported within 90 days. GW1
reform, in return for an undertaking by the heads of state to elaborate within 90 days i.e. by May 15a plan for the demobilization, voluntary repatriation or HKR
interim government including himself, the holding of national elections within 90 days and an amnesty for all who had participated in the coup. HKW
He set no date, but the Constitution required elections within 90 days of the dissolution of parliament, and specified that the date should be HLR
here you tell LIFESPAN to verify all Offlined material, for instance, within 90 days, but not more frequently than within 30 days. HWF
For example, items may be verified within 90 days of the last check, but not more frequently than within 30 days. HWF
contract which stipulated that he should not run a competitive marathon within 90 days of the big race. K5A
If you can return it to us within 90 minutes, we will not only give you a new one, but we will give you two new ones. A8R
Kidneys must be removed within 90 minutes of death and transplanted within 48 hours. B7J
The incubation data were obtained within 90 minutes after starting the test. HU4

to express the severity of bacterial peritonitis quantitatively within 90 minutes. HU4
member Gary Finch, quickly located the remaining two and rescued them within 90 minutes. K4W
those larger than the value of NMS, whereby publication will occur within 90 minutes. K8W
said yesterday it would announce an increase of at least 1.25 points within 90 minutes. or two. A4C
autopsy going to give us much idea when Angela Morgan died — I mean within a day or so? A4C
for withdrawal, laying down that the Iraqis should start to leave at once, within a day of a ceasefire, and that they should be allowed to do so safely. ABE
The Case of the Mystery Memo had become, within a day, a little drama he could act out for his colleagues. ADL
Smith and Gould are expected to make an announcement after the weekend, or within a day or two, stating that they will do this or that, probably because of this AL6
been laid, your garage is up and working within about 48 hours, and often within a day. AM5
had very few cases of over-reaction and always the state produced has calmed within a day. AN1
long standing chronic disease I expect the patient to start feeling better within a day or two and certainly wouldn't continue with a remedy if there was no AN1
to go wrong, and less fun to do than those which given an answer at once, or within a day or so. ARF
suspects were dealt with within six hours; 95 per cent emerged from custody within a day. ASB
hot summer of 1990, he developed a minor break-out which lavender cleared up within a day or two. B06
He was not surprised, either, when all of them took to their beds within a day of arriving at the Palace. BP0
three or four weeks to accomplish the first stage but who managed the second within a day or two. C9W
Coming within a day of the Exxon Valdez oil disaster in Alaska, and with the nuclear catastrophe CER
Within a day or two it appeared that a complete South African team would be fielded and a portrait of the deceased as he might have looked in life had been or two of the same date each year, around 6th May.

But without the help of clock or compass, the terns will arrive back within a day or two of the same date each year, around 6th May. or so the newcomers have appointments fixed with social security to get some

Sure enough, within a day or so of this regrettable difference of opinion between the two physicians or so of the goods being presented to Stardust Jewellers.

Within a day or so the goods were traced and the thefts had occurred or so the goods being presented to Stardust Jewellers.

Jessica and I met when we joined the same company within a day of each other — both straight from school.

If we had a Mexican outfit for a feature on Mexican clothes we'd say yes and have a sample made up which fitted in with a Mexican look.

Within a day the teamwork during the clean-up operation and production was up and running.

Within a day holes because most people claim stuff if they realize where they'd left it or two and then as the weeks went round we used to take stuff out of there.

Sure enough, within a day or so of this regrettable difference of opinion between the two physicians or so the goods being presented to Stardust Jewellers.

The flexibility of ECP programmes, with issuance often taking place within a day of the decision to issue being taken, means that it is relatively easy to.

Surfaces, particularly if exposed to sunlight, are lethal to larvae within a day or so.

Around 90 per cent of people can learn to juggle within a day or so.

In some cases it's hoped patients will be in and out of hospital within a day or two.

In some cases it's hoped patients will be in and out of hospital within a day or two.

Cancer drugs, it's hoped that some patients will be in and out of hospital within a day or two, you forget that Gary is in a wheelchair.

Mike Cuming, Senior Instructor, says that within a day or two, the police can move in.

If the squatters aren't out within a day of the Rumbelows announcement.

Agents letting the units, said two applications for the unit were received within a day of the Rumbelows announcement.

Orders delivered within a day have hit the magic 100 per cent target this year for the first time.

Meat had run out the previous day and if the new one's meat was not salted within a day or two, there would be no pork or bacon for at least a month.

The most popular bloke in the Soviet Union, but nonetheless, er he was down within a day, I hear this morning that Yeltsin's talking about border changes and quite
Within a minute Kerly had latched himself on to a Robert Clift free hit to score his A3L

Within a minute, seven minutes from the end, concluded a highly entertaining 3-3 draw A40

Within a minute or so he modified his cocksureness — — The good Lord gives us A8N

Within a minute I stopped and sank slowly down to my knees, resting my forehead and the ADL

Within a minute former Watford striker Paul Wilkinson had equalised, scoring his 20th AHK

Within a minute, Tohou made the game safe with her second goal two minutes from time. AJ3

Within a minute of taking the shot. ARK

Within a minute or so although he remained in a semi-conscious state. ASN

Within a minute skip back, displaying a hat on each hand. AT7

Within a minute and a half of meeting you. BNA

Within a minute the man appeared. CB5

Within a minute any hopes of a Spurs recovery were ended, when the outstanding Roy CBG

Within a minute substitute Ted McMinn had notched Derby's fourth. CBG

Within a minute of Wright's goal he gave Everton and Kendall a precious equaliser. CBG

Within a minute of the resumption, man-of-the-match Iro continued the Leeds recovery with CBG

Within a minute Adrian Littlejohn gave United the lead but Andy Townsend equalised CEP

Within a minute of an ETA, of course, but the various equations and rules of thumb used ECX

Within a minute and they were able to make their way down to the cells. EF1

Within a minute the pup is dead and swallowed. F9F

Within a minute in fact happened was that the ENTIRE brood crammed themselves into it FBN

Within a minute and it was lucky for them the referee had not kicked off before he scored FR9

Within a minute he'd located the power switches and was down below, checking through the FYY

Within a minute, when Alina heard a hesitant tap on the other side followed by a young FYY

Within a minute he was asleep. G04

Within a minute of the winner and nearly two minutes clear of Bartunek in 4th place. G27

Within a minute or so you have one fully rejuvenated disk drive, hopefully. HAC

Within a minute Stoke were level. HEY

Within a minute teenagers sensation Julian Joachim put them in front with a powerful header HJ3

Within a minute. He wasn't to be and HEY

Within a minute Weir found his bearings to make it 3–1 from a Pearson cross before HJ3

Within a minute Although Forest should have gone ahead HMN
838. Within a minute the same Paul Cook was discharging another defence splitting ball, HMN
840. within a minute that Renault could have turned off the main road and got lost in the maze HTJ
842. But within a minute the sweat was pouring off him and his jacket sticking to his back. HTX
844. used within, say, five lines of each other; and you'll get your answer within a minute or so. HXH
845. Within a minute, though, it was 1-1. K1B
847. But he completely missed the ball when presented with a scoring chance within a minute of his introduction. K4T
849. Barnsley substitute Deniol Graham had a scoring chance within a minute and a half, via a telephone voice bank system and personal pagers. K4T
851. Gascoigne replied within a minute with a close-range effort and as Lazio piled on the pressure in the K5J
853. Within an hour Allan, Donald the smith, and the Logan brothers had set off down the A0N
855. The FT-SE 100 index of leading shares lost 42.0 points within an hour of the announcement. A34
857. The whole incident was over within an hour and the patrol was able to return to their base. A77
859. Within an hour, Bucharest is buried under a blanket of virgin snow. AAU
861. D-marksto cover their dollar loans, they pushed it up four pfennigs within an hour. ABG
863. communicated his version of the story to the shop steward's committee and within an hour every department was buzzing with the news. AC2
865. Churchill was informed of this order within an hour, and watched the raid from the Air Ministry roof. AMC
867. Within an hour of sitting down at my old desk, reading through my old files and shouting ANM
869. Within an hour his bed was moved down to the hall, so that everything was under his own APW
871. But within an hour wounded people had found them; a complaining circle formed around them: ALH
873. Marr never stopped talking and enthusing and within an hour they were already writing songs together. ART
875. The liquid dispersed the frost, but within an hour the ground was freezing again. B0L
I knew we would have to write and file our first flight story from Calgary within an hour or two, and that story had to be sent, come what may, including sickness.

Within an hour he would be prostrate with an attack of the headache which had plagued him.

Then they were all friends together, but within an hour or two and a pint or two, or three or four, of rough cider or scrumpy, how

All achieved within an hour longer than the customer originally scheduled, ie he was happy to overrun.

were made welcome by the teachers, provided with a floor to sleep on, and within an hour had set off into the forest to look for wild cocoa.

Within an hour Corbett and Selkirk, accompanied by a dozen mounted men-at-arms, were pounding along the muddy track which led from Edinburgh.

Within an hour of embarkation, the Saint Andrew had turned and was making its way across the

The verderers had horses and within an hour or so could be carrying him back to some village outside the forest where
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905. The investigators knew that within an hour or so of their arrival at the accident site, but they had to work for CN2
906. Tell him I'll be there within an hour . CN3
907. edges and surfaces of the freshly inflicted wound become smoothed out within an hour to give a more regular cellular organization that persists until the wound CRM
908. The cable is well defined within an hour after wounding Fig. 4 a-c, and other studies K. Midwinter, J. McCluskey, CRM
909. Intikhab Alam, Pakistan's cricket manager, when asked, within an hour of the incident, why certain of his players had reacted in this way, CU1
910. Then, within an hour of resumption, three more wickets fell. EB3
911. something in the region of FFr 1.3 million L134,000; $233,200 within an hour of the Salon opening. EBT
912. It had taken her four years to meet him and within an hour it was all over. FNT
913. Winston phoned me back within an hour to say that he had spoken to Harriman, that Harriman had spoken to the FPN
914. Within an hour 20 cross-country skiers swished past me. ED4
915. Within an hour , there among the logs, intent on its search for eels, was a mink — a EFF
916. Within an hour or so of our departure, I felt sure the proper chill had returned and FAT
917. the shop told us that the water that flows over Hardraw Force is in York within an hour . EWB
918. Within an hour or so of our departure, I felt sure the proper chill had returned and FAT
919. It had taken her four years to meet him and within an hour it was all over. FNT
920. Winston phoned me back within an hour to say that he had spoken to Harriman, that Harriman had spoken to the FPN
921. Within an hour 20 cross-country skiers swished past me. ED4
922. Within an hour and a half. G3S
923. The whole test was a vast improvement on last time and We were finished within an hour of arriving she had dinner for twenty on the table and would spend the GU9
924. Within an hour or so of our departure, I felt sure the proper chill had returned and FAT
925. WITHIN AN HOUR or so Bourne had equipped a little room off the dais as a private office GW3
926. That meant within an hour or so of the time at which Mary Penrose claimed that Riddle had left her. GW3
927. Could we assume that he was put in the river within an hour of being killed? H0D
928. his thoughts, cause the branch of a tree to blossom and to bear fruit within an hour , hatch an egg in their bosom within fifteen minutes, producing what ever H89
929. Within an hour the two women had decided which patterns to order, and Myra settled at her H8J
930. Within an hour of Mr Crumwallis's telephone call to the school doctor, the police were in H8Y
931. Within an hour and a half a detective-superintendent had arrived from Sturford, and had H8Y
932. are wont, soon made themselves at home in the courtyard and outhouses: within an hour , Sir John was receiving complaints of food being stolen from the kitchen; H90
933. Within an hour he had kissed Maeve adieu and they were on the road south to Westminster. H9C
934. Five hundred copies were produced, and Miles believes they sold out within an hour . HA1
935. And within an hour of the final whistle the police operation is called off. HF0
936. Within an hour he had gone from a hospital ward to the training pitch. HJ3
937. Within an hour of the Syrian air attack, Aoun, his family and high-ranking supporters had HL0
938. Within an hour of the Slovak declaration Havel announced his resignation as Czechoslovak HLM
Within an hour of the Slovak declaration Havel announced his resignation as Czechoslovak

Within an hour you will receive a phone call.

Within an hour after their normal breakfast, to assess the fall in urine acid output

Within an hour Andrew Jones was aware that he was back in the land of the living but that

Within an hour Mr Lock began hallucinating, throwing books around the classroom and

Within an hour the incident arose because two emergency calls had been made in Teesdale

Within an hour the delay was the unfortunate result of three emergency calls arriving

Within an hour, Miss Lowe was becoming unconscious and was taken to hospital.

Within an hour, of her death found a very high level of insulin in blood taken from

Within an hour, so I couldn't be more grateful and appreciative.

Within an hour, or less of the launching of each organised attack or counter-attack,

Within an hour, of you doing it, it's just as bad.

Within an hour, so we

Within an hour, and a half the next session.

Within an hour, but it getting all vocals over-dubbed and doubling everything up and then

Within an hour if needed.

Within eight days can be regarded by the locals with something like equanimity see page

Within eight days, will be asked their opinion of the remaining politicians at provincial

Within eight days, of one another, probably of a sickness like the plague.

Within eight days, over 200 telegrams, of which 190 were from abroad, from places as far

Within eight days of referral unless there are special reasons for delay when a maximum

Within eight days, proved more entertaining.

Within eight hours

Within eight hours, thanks to agreements with no fewer than three maintenance companies.
so that a suitable person can attend the OUP site, as necessary, within eight hours of a call for help.

Harry Dawson, aim to ride in 25 mile stages and reach Dublin within eight hours.

Within eight hours she had developed central abdominal pain, vomiting, and distension.

However, the US-led forces launched their full-scale land offensive within eight hours.

Within eight hours she had developed central abdominal pain, vomiting, and distension.

The debtor may within eighteen days of service on him or first advertisement of the demand apply to the

within fifteen days.

93. born in 1923, 1924 and 1925 to present themselves at various barracks within fifteen days.

94. found that within the embryonic chick, for example, they manifested within fifteen hours of conception!

95. within fifteen minutes a day and were frequently out of order.

96. All 181 aircraft were airborne within fifteen minutes, something of a record.

97. We'll arrive on her doorstep within fifteen minutes.

98. She arrived within fifteen minutes he spotted it again in his rearview mirror, lurking behind a large

99. of contradictory medical evidence led to a verdict of misadventure within fifteen minutes.

100. within fifteen minutes the filly looked almost normal.

101. and to bear fruit within an hour, hatch an egg in their bosom within fifteen minutes, producing what ever bird may be demanded, and make it fly around

102. However, within fifteen minutes of their arrival, the speed increased twice.

103. Not within fifteen minutes you'll to but at the end of this session you will be able to

104. fifty eight Don Goodman this bloke got a hat-trick, he got it within fifteen minutes.

105. And the whole thing is accomplished within fifty days.

106. within fifteen minutes of leaving home customer benefit.

107. Not within fifteen minutes the speed increased twice.

108. within fifty days a Metropolitan Police helicopter swung in across the fields, guided

109. up to 72 hours after intercourse and an IUD method that may be fitted within five days.

110. within five days of the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia, in which

111. in the registration sub-district where the death occurred, normally within five days.

112. a replacement on loan or compensation if the product is not repaired within five days three for motor vehicles, the choice of a refund or replacement if the

113. In 1968, within five days of a call for help.
Mrs Teresa Leinen, 25, may be parted from Sean, three, and Ashley, one, within five days after the High Court ruled that she broke international laws.

Storing Once ripe, wrap loosely, refrigerate and use within five days of cleaning with hydrogen peroxide cream.

The dry necrotic areas of Mrs Allen's wound became moist and sloughy within five days of cleaning with hydrogen peroxide cream.

A ready-made swimming pool delivered in one piece for installation within five days has been introduced by Sunquest Swimming Pools.

being successful at teaching five young children to sit on the lavatory within five days at home by offering toys and sweets as rewards.

took to the air on August 17, completing four test flights within five days in line with current market requirements; it has a UK stockpile of

Also, it is able to supply kit within five days — the accommodation establishment may automatically cancel the — one person even made two.

Twenty one children died within five days of admission; most deaths were within 48 hours of admission.

This must be returned within five days, otherwise we reserve the right to cancel the contract.

cases other than to save a woman's life or in cases of rape if reported within five days or incest, otherwise we reserve the right to cancel the contract.

Acid secretory responses to gastrin see later were measured within five days of endoscopy.

The acid secretory tests were repeated within five days of the second endoscopy.

on applications are made to the judge on notice to be filed and served within five days after the order is made unless additional time is allowed by the circuit

Under optimal conditions the L3 stage is reached within five days, but usually takes longer in the field.

The two parasitic moults take place in the lungs within five days of receipt.

His cheque was processed on September 29th, within five days of receipt.

Drying time: wearable within five hours after drying in a warm room — however the waistband took a little

harbour undamaged on 2 June were refuelled and made ready for sea within five hours, whereas the Germans took nearly four months to prepare their fleet to

well-known priest, Fr Rafael Garcia Herreros, it came, however, within five hours of no Constituent Assembly vote removing the extradition of drug

is manager of Dire Straits who he says that he wanted to represent within five hours of seeing them live.

is of order of lunch or a drink, someone will tell you his life story.

of Battalion Entertainments Officer was no longer held by Charles within five minutes of the start of the battle fighting hand to hand, bayonet against

And it is even becoming reliable: 90% of BR's commuter trains arrive within five minutes of order of the drop of the curtain and although that was gratifying to him at

of Battalion Entertainments Officer was no longer held by Charles within five minutes of the drop of the curtain and although that was gratifying to him at

kick from the touchline and when he landed two further penalties within five minutes of the drop of the curtain and although that was gratifying to him at

and my companion started to speed up his pace so dramatically that within five minutes of the drop of the curtain and although that was gratifying to him at

of Battalion Entertainments Officer was no longer held by Charles within five minutes of the drop of the curtain and although that was gratifying to him at

conversational between us was only possible by semaphore.

Within five minutes he had gone, leaving Edward to try to decipher the hieroglyphics of

Within five minutes, the Blues were two up.

The whole of Cope's foot, after firing three volleys, found themselves within five minutes of the start of the battle fighting hand to hand, bayonet against

our breath for the arrival of these Lakewood flat-top guitars, but within five minutes of all six eels were loose in the aquarium, apparently unaware of the

for two days, then when the time feels right, switch on the radio and within five minutes of the boxes being opened, the two of them — and one of them in

Within five minutes if you listen intently the answer will pop out of the speakers.

the dancefloor is filled.
Luggage is delivered within five minutes, pets can travel with you, and many weird and odd-sized pieces of CAU

The man who had the heart attack would have died within five minutes if we hadn't moved him. CBE

including five police officers — when the bombs exploded within five minutes might have stolen the show, had it not been for a fine interception CBF

Cantona tried hard to get involved, and within five minutes of arriving at the office I have enough information to discuss any CBX

Within five minutes, the place is virtually empty. CD6

I dialled long distance, and within five minutes, Meredith was not only as hot, bothered and bad-tempered as the rest, CDS

Unfortunately, when I got to interview him he fell asleep within five minutes. CH0

When the German champions went ahead, and Walter collected his second within five minutes, and still end up with an identifiable sound which is rarely CHB

greatest strengths is their ability to rip off six other bands. CL7

In all there were eleven names, and Duncan had absorbed them all within five minutes. CML

Within five minutes might have stolen the show, had it not been for a fine interception CBG

Within five minutes of first speaking to him, Mike Ripley assumed the status of role E9N

When the German champions went ahead, and Walter collected his second within five minutes, Steve hollered that his ice hammer had broken. CL7

Characters should be able to be copied from or loaded to the system within five minutes. EAS

They decided to continue, but within five minutes Sustad broke an ice hammer, forcing them to retreat in mockingly ECG

you something, even if it is only an old joke or a cup of coffee, within five minutes, they should all be in place. CH1

the herd is on migration, can stand up and trot after their mother within five minutes of dropping to the ground. F9F

primary reaction of arbitrageurs to an arbitrage opportunity occurs within five minutes. FSA

7 has mouse support, pull-down menus and dialogue boxes — within five minutes you can get to grips with most of the commands you need. FT8

The buses are that efficient, buses, that if you miss one, within five minutes there was another one cos most of them were colliers and that's where FXV

She found it within five minutes and examined the body. G2Y

He was here within five minutes of each other? G3E

Two women showing up late at night within five minutes, and registers the volume of trading in those shares during the day. GV8

buying and selling price, records all deals in the most traded share within five minutes. H7T

And within five minutes, we were both as naked as when we were born, bouncing merrily across H90

The WordPerfect documents were sent via the Internet and arrived within five minutes! HAU

A drink was thrust into her hand and within five minutes she was being passed from group to group as though she were the prize HGY

were avid listeners to their conversation, he resumed wryly, And that within five minutes of you arriving anywhere you had the entire population at your feet, HGY

Of course it's Silas, Bertha had exclaimed irritably within five minutes of Lucy's arrival at the large house nestling among trees and gardens HHB

The paragon was back within five minutes. HTG

for the house number, no sirens out of deference to the ratepayers, within five minutes. HTL

The meal was eaten within five minutes. HU2

12 ml lactulose and was eaten after overnight fasting by each subject within five minutes, again 20 minutes after insulin injection. HU2
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Tickets reserved by telephone must be paid for within four days, all the children had returned home, and the school was closed for two weeks in 1918, after the St Nazaire raid this dry-dock was not repaired until the following spring.

But whereas the submarine pens were re-opened within four days after the St Nazaire raid this dry-dock was not repaired until the following spring. Paratroop snipers were killed, the Australians were forced to surrender within four days of receiving a second copy of the agreement.

An HP or credit sale contract, recovering any payment already made, within four days of the police raid the Great Ormond Street doctors confirmed that Alex had been mobile up to the day of surgery. Interestingly, two of the cases were diagnosed within four days of surgery, and both patients had been mobile up to the day of surgery.

Smallest amount of a substance needed to kill a nine-ounce guinea pig within four days. Store fresh beans in a plastic bag in the fridge and use within four days. Became the second leading Belfast hotel to feel the wrath of the bombers within four days.

Ordered Lithuanian deserters from the Red Army to return to their units within four days or face being returned by force. The next day he announced that Patil would be replaced as Chief Minister within four days. Would be completed within 21 days, including withdrawal from Kuwait City within four days; invoice the withdrawal had been completed all relevant UN Security Council resolutions had been passed.

To begin with, only the coincidence of the deaths of father and son within four days of each other; beyond that his notion of a connection had been no more than coincidental. For example, letters to be answered within four days and telephone calls to be returned within 24 hours. 6A hearing before the full Panel can generally be arranged within four days.

They hope contra-flow traffic will be back on the motorway within four days with the whole section opening as normal inside three weeks. Davenport played within four days of a similar operation.

An opportunity to scrutinise closely the couple together on 12 occasions within four days. Given the will, they could be pulled down within four hours. must be kept refrigerated in delivery vans and shops, unless sold within four hours of being made.

Rehydration can occur within four hours if the spadefoot is in water, but it can also take place, albeit more slowly, if it is just around, so get down there and get cranking — be warned though, within four hours of it opening four people had damaged their tendons: remember always to stay hydrated.

For copy which would occupy ten columns or less should be satisfied within four hours. occupying more than three columns of dictionary text may be obtained within four hours. It was all over, and the following morning thousands of officers and men were marching home, and no radiation occurred, but the block was shut down, and on Oct. 30 it was announced that all the workers would receive medical examinations.

The changes in brush border enzymes and morphology were conspicuous within four hours, thereby showing that the mucosal damage, characteristic for coeliac disease, was present. Cell height, with a doubling of the intraepithelial lymphocyte count within four hours, contributed to the success of the Bavarian attack.
claimed, with slight exaggeration, that any point could be reached within four minutes … B17
he asked me out to dinner. CBC
Within four minutes Blackburn were level. CBG
Within four minutes Simmons had taken his tally to five and an own goal by Smott had FR9
of 6.7 µM A23187 stimulated K+ channel activity generally within four minutes, see Fig 7 in five of 24 21% quiescent cell attached patches, Po HU3
is capable of travelling at up to 25mph and is extremely K4W
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1209. gave an ultimatum to the Ghanaians to cease all activities in the Congo within one hour.

1210. rapid screening tests are now available that provide a qualitative answer within one hour — for example, by fluorescence immunoassay on a urine sample.

1211. Quite apart from the fact that the hardware was working within one hour of delivery we found that the basic functions of each of the packages had

1212. showed that she had meningitis and the test results were available within one hour of Carley’s admission.

1213. Cryostat sections 6 µwere cut within one hour Frigocut model 2700 Reichert-Jung.

1214. Spontaneous recovery occurred within one hour, during which time the animals were kept warm by infrared heat from a

1215. Within one hour there was activity at this base as the gun carriage that was to carry the

1216. Notes for coach operators/drivers: Arrival should be timed to be within one hour of kick off.

1217. An alarm sounds and a flashes if you are within one minute of being triggered, the alarm summons about 50 staff to the problem

1218. Alcock found it within one minute of starting his regular binocular search of the sky, after nine nights

1219. stocks and shares information line: the pager covers 3,000 shares and within one minute of a chosen counter reaching a pre-set value, the pager automatically

1220. excellence, or become impassioned about excellence — preferably within one minute.

1221. Cryostat sections 6 µwere cut within one hour Frigocut model 2700 Reichert-Jung.

1222. within one minute, with no variation observed if elongation is continued for longer times.

1223. of all four ribonucleotides, the full-length transcript is obtained within one minute, with no variation observed if elongation is continued for longer times.

1224. choose to set yourself the task of becoming a accomplished windsurfer within seven days or opt to learn the sport at a more leisurely pace, Windsurfing in a

1225. If you are not entirely satisfied, please return any item within seven days in the condition in which it was received, with a covering letter; your

1226. Technically, if they’re not claimed within seven days, then they should be put to sleep, but we always manage to get them

1227. and twenty-two horses, only three had not learned to ask for food within seven days.

1228. a court order last week requiring Chelsea to pay L22.8 million within seven days, but talks between the two sides are still taking place.

1229. Car hire cannot be pre-booked within seven days.

1230. Car hire cannot be pre-booked within seven days of departure.

1231. Verbal notification must be confirmed in writing within SEVEN DAYS.

1232. price of the product and any special terms eg discount for cash payment within seven days.

1233. The terms of payment eg 2.5% discount, if paid within seven days.

1234. supplier offers special terms, eg 2.5% discount if the account is paid within seven days, the sum owed on the bill or invoice is calculated as follows:

1235. For example, if the account is settled within seven days, the supplier may offer 7.5% discount on the bill.

1236. option then the office monies must be transferred to the office account within seven days.

1237. of his claim in writing within three days and the claim must be made within seven days.

1238. Payment should be made within seven days of Overdrive’s invoice — a very short period of credit in the

1239. Executive officer, by telephone: written confirmation should be sent within seven days and a suitable entry made in the haulage firm's accident report book.
1240. receipt by the debtor of a second posted copy, which has to be received within seven days of the signing of the first copy agreement. CDP
1241. tournament in February when he beat the top two players in the world within seven days. CJC
1242. Those with mental health difficulties linked to alcohol tend to improve within seven days of abstinence. CR5
1243. percent were readmitted within one month and 25.6 percent were readmitted within seven days of their initial admission. ECE
1244. duty of 0.5% - 1% prior to Big Bang on purchases of shares which are sold within seven days. FSA
1245. from a builder the subcontractor holding an I, S or P certificate must give the builder a completed voucher, Form 715. FYS
1246. It must be in our hands within seven days, one of the men wearing the gold rings insisted angrily. G0P
1247. Return order within seven days after the grant of the licence, give notice of his intention to the G36
1248. person intending to oppose the confirmation of a new licence should, within seven days after the grant of the licence, give notice of his intention to the G3J
1249. person intending to oppose the confirmation of a new licence should, within seven days of the last date for proving see section 6 above deal with every G3T
1250. The trustee must deal with every GVG
1251. of the next accounting reference period. GVG
1252. indication that a refund would be given on any goods purchased, if the customer was able to buy the same products locally more cheaply. H7U
1253. Irregularity Report must be obtained from the airline in question, within seven days to comply with the Carriage By Air Act Warsaw Convention. HB3
1254. occurred during the period of insurance or in the case of the home thereafter. HB3
1255. in such an action, leave to appeal is required and must be obtained of the date of judgement. HB4
1256. as if cover had not been reduced or cancelled and if the Society shall within seven days of notification by the Insurers inform the Insurers that it wishes HB4
1257. In general a Tutor should return a test corrected within seven days of its receipt and only in very exceptional circumstances should a test HBW
1258. In particular, you should normally return a test corrected within seven days of the date in this letter. HBW
1259. return the enclosed copy of this letter with the docket duly signed within seven days of the date on this letter. HD2
1260. the contract expressly gives the customer the right to return any goods within seven days of receiving them and to cancel the agreement. HH7
1261. 14 days, whereas the original owner has a right to the return of them within seven days from that date and I think that is clearly an act inconsistent with HH7
1262. That requires the outstanding instalments to be paid within seven days. HHX
1263. with immediate effect, reminding him of his right to appeal in writing within seven days. HHX
1264. is a right, when the Bill is introduced for confirmation, to petition against the Bill, and a Member of Parliament can if he wishes move. HJ7
1265. see pp. 37297-98, on March 21 ordered Lithuanian citizens to surrender within seven days all firearms in their possession, and banned the sale of hunting HKT
1266. in cases of incest, and after rape, but only if the rape was reported within seven days. HKW
1267. chargé d'affaires was on March 23, 1989, ordered to leave Iran within seven days for activities incompatible with his diplomatic status. HKX
1268. of his Cabinet in hiding to surrender themselves to the authorities within seven days or face one year's rigorous imprisonment. HL3
1269. GMT, and complete that withdrawal within seven days; ii within the first 48 hours remove all its forces from Kuwait City and HL4
1270. outskirts, and 250,000 nationally, unless the ANC halted its violence within seven days. HL7
1271. number of seats in the National Assembly, to form a new government within seven days. HLS
1273. B immune globulin HBIG is also recommended, if this can be given within seven days of exposure.

1274. or deemed to be given pursuant to paragraphs 7–10 of this Article within seven days of receipt of such notification revoke his Transfer Notice, provided that thereafter, in accordance with para 5; b except with the leave of the master or district judge may give notice to within seven days if a pre-trial review is required.

1275. The list N 265 shall state where, within seven days of service, the documents may be inspected Ord 14, r 3.

1276. The list N 265 shall state where, within seven days of service, the documents may be inspected Ord 14, r 3.

1277. The list N 265 shall state where, within seven days of service, the documents may be inspected Ord 14, r 3.

1278. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1279. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1280. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1281. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1282. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1283. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1284. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1285. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1286. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1287. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1288. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1289. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1290. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1291. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1292. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1293. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1294. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1295. are reviewed, in relation to the new s 40 of the County Courts Act, r 6(1), but inviting the parties to notify the court and other parties within seven days after see para 1.48 above in relation to actions in which liability is.

1296. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1297. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1298. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1299. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1300. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1301. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1302. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1303. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1304. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.

1305. within seven days of the agreement to vary, written notification must be given to the creditor accepts his offer, within seven days , and if this is not done, although the agreement remains binding and.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Characters</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1306.</td>
<td>Within six days the Celbes Sailfins seemed to have a fit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FBN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307.</td>
<td>Percentage of new claims input to the payment system within six days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308.</td>
<td>his veto, thus requiring him to sign the bill into law within six days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HL8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309.</td>
<td>Three-quarters of all suspects were dealt with within six hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310.</td>
<td>This high mortality risk occurred in patients opened, for the most part</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1311.</td>
<td>In group A 114 62%were diagnosed within six hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312.</td>
<td>So that's within six hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313.</td>
<td>Most of us set ourselves personal targets: four laps within six minutes, for example.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JJW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314.</td>
<td>five girls and a boy were born by caesarean section to mum Jean within six minutes at St James's Hospital in Leeds on May 19.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315.</td>
<td>prospectus is issued to the public a foundation meeting must be held within sixty days from the last date for subscription.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K9D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316.</td>
<td>international agreements, the Americans were obliged to notify Virgin within sixty days whether exemption would be given.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1317.</td>
<td>declines to appoint the arbitrator or is unable to nominate him within sixty days of the date of receiving the request which one of the parties presented</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318.</td>
<td>declines to appoint an arbitrator or is unable to nominate one within sixty days of its receipt of either party's request to that effect, both parties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FFL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319.</td>
<td>Within six minutes police out of Buckingham to the west and Bletchley to the east would</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320.</td>
<td>Caerphilly was referred to as new cheese, as it could be ready for sale within ten days of making.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ABB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321.</td>
<td>Within ten days the strike collapsed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322.</td>
<td>Within ten days, a special prosecutor had been appointed to look into criminal misconduct.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323.</td>
<td>Our mortgage offer is based on this valuation, and you should get it within ten days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324.</td>
<td>the student lodges his request in writing with the Academic Registrar within ten days of the Senate's decision, stating the grounds for requesting a review,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325.</td>
<td>In spite of Hawke's presence the number of enemy ships at Brest rose, within ten days, from 11 to 17, as the French began the build-up to invasion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BNB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326.</td>
<td>Write again, requesting a reply or explanation within ten days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C9L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327.</td>
<td>If I am not completely satisfied, I will return the books within ten days, my subscription will be cancelled and I will owe nothing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328.</td>
<td>The most likely explanation is that the illness which took his life within ten days of his baptism in Rome on 10 April 689 was of long standing and that</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G0G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329.</td>
<td>hand, rarely involved loss and were situations where the threat was over within ten days and there were no serious long-term consequences.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330.</td>
<td>3A takeover offer document can often be despatched within ten days after the offer is announced and sometimes on the day of announcement if</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331.</td>
<td>The copy must be sent within ten days to guarantee it's success.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>J7E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332.</td>
<td>The scheme has to be voted on by Headteachers and parents within ten days and Stephen will never know what he might have achieved.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333.</td>
<td>Otherwise Roman must leave within ten days the French by their verve and offensive spirit had wrested superiority in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334.</td>
<td>day er return thing, he says you buy something, he says you bring it back within ten days undamaged we'll give you money back if you don't like the quality of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335.</td>
<td>Caerphilly was referred to as new cheese, as it could be ready for sale within ten days of making.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ABB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336.</td>
<td>Within ten days the Celbes Sailfins seemed to have a fit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FBN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1337. week, cos usually once they've got the information they'll write back say within ten days yes or no KDW
1338. sake of ten days there er er erm Martin was gonna fix the problem, erm within ten days but we don't wanna have to go back and reprint everything cos the unit KLV
1339. aspects on page ten, the servicing aspects on page ten require you within ten days or two hundred and fifty miles of three thousand miles intervals — KRL
1340. I was up and running with the package within ten minutes applying the automatic mode of analysis — and making sense out A19
1341. Within ten minutes the shark was visible but it then set off on a strong deep dive taking A6R
1342. Within ten minutes they were seated on either side of Livesey's desk, surrounded by files ANL
1343. They put their cases in the boot and within ten minutes he was leaving the outskirts of Brussels, heading east for ARK
1344. Within ten minutes he was on the move again but came towards me very fast and swam into B0P
1345. He took the remedy and within ten minutes was fast asleep again. B1R
1346. Alf, my friend asked the man if he could mend the chain and within ten minutes it was done. B22
1347. Within ten minutes he was back. BMX
1348. He'll be back within ten minutes you were in your bed, reading hand-outs on The Castles of Edward the C8D
1349. At first I heard only a few calls; within ten minutes, at least twice as many animals were calling, and, by circling about CJ3
1350. The bite itself may be painless and even go unnoticed, but within ten minutes to one hour symptoms start to appear; a dull pain spreads from the CJ3
1351. occupying less than three columns of dictionary text may be obtained within ten minutes EAU
1352. of this 28-year-old youngster taking the platform, I knew that here EDA
1353. Within ten minutes of their arrival everybody knew what had happened. FNU
1354. Within ten minutes, George, having got back to his home in Warwick Square, rang me up and FPN
1355. Within ten minutes, Woodrow Wilson had consulted with his chiefs of staff in the war FSR
1356. within ten minutes of meeting you…! G0F
1357. with cigarette burns, but this time, mercifully, he had passed out G0L
1358. He liked their deference and he liked their gin, and within ten minutes he was explaining to them exactly how the daily supply of crosswords G12
1359. within ten minutes and didn't regain his senses for nearly two hours. G0L
1360. they fail to see a green or red flare fired from Larsen's Very pistol H9H
1361. else to appear, the Christmas Eve cocktail party was in full swing within ten minutes the journalist had his story. HA1
1362. be sitting here telling you that you've got a passionate nature, within ten minutes, they were to launch the main assault and force their way in. HJD
1363. with cigarette burns, but this time, mercifully, he had passed out within ten minutes and didn't regain his senses for nearly two hours. H9H
1364. He liked their deference and he liked their gin, and within ten minutes he was explaining to them exactly how the daily supply of crosswords G12
1365. Rufus and Des arrive within ten minutes. H8M
1366. On reconnaissance escort, the Germans drove the camera plane home within ten minutes, and often they got it before it recrossed the Line. HRA
1367. They failed to see a green or red flare fired from Larsen's Very pistol within ten minutes, they were to launch the main assault and force their way in. HJD
1368. on reconnaissance escort, the Germans drove the camera plane home within ten minutes, and often they got it before it recrossed the Line. HRA
1369. They fail to see a green or red flare fired from Larsen's Very pistol within ten minutes, they were to launch the main assault and force their way in. HJD
1370. they fail to see a green or red flare fired from Larsen's Very pistol within ten minutes, they were to launch the main assault and force their way in. HJD
1371. 90 percent of Intercity and long-distance trains should arrive within ten minutes or so on the International Information Computer; preparation, HWM
1372. Of course it happens, it happens within ten minutes of the start of the sales interview. JSN
1373. I want you out of here within ten minutes. JXV
1374. I thought we might have trouble lighting it, but within ten minutes it's reaching temperatures of six or seven hundred degrees around the K1T
I thought we might have trouble lighting it, but within ten minutes it’s reaching temperatures of six or seven hundred degrees around the K1T.

He fell onto a clemmy, slashed his knee through about 360 degrees and within ten minutes was in hospital. K4W

Housed in the Main Building: more than half 52% were delivered within ten minutes, and more than nine out of ten 92% had been delivered within twenty K9U.

She was asleep within ten minutes. KD5

The paramedics turned up within ten minutes and as they turned up I passed out, so they applied the defibrillator KRM.

The best companies pay up within thirty days, time, as is the right of the hidalgos; and the King said he would come ASW.

Within thirty days, I think it was. FY6

The Cid made answer, Give within thirty days, and all his commanders to appear before Pluto, God of the Underworld, within thirty days. HU0.

And the owner would allow vacant possession within thirty days of contracts being signed. K8T

And in fifty per cent of all fatal heart attacks the victim dies within thirty days. EEF.

George Grimsdale returned within thirty hours, accompanied by PC May and a coroner’s clerk. ANK.

United were within thirty minutes of possible relegation... then Joey Beachamp made up for all EAS.

A membrane rapidly grows over them and within thirty minutes the eggs have disappeared from sight and the skin on the female’s AFR.

Two columns or less in the dictionary should normally be satisfied within thirty minutes. EFR

United were within thirty minutes of shuttering being removed, pebbledash and asbestos. HTW.

Within thirty days, the eggs have disappeared from sight and the skin on the female’s AFR.

A membrane rapidly grows over them and within thirty minutes the eggs have disappeared from sight and the skin on the female’s AFR.

and in fifty per cent of all fatal heart attacks the victim dies within thirty days. EEF.

George Grimsdale returned within thirty hours, accompanied by PC May and a coroner’s clerk. ANK.

United were within thirty minutes of possible relegation... then Joey Beachamp made up for all EAS.

A membrane rapidly grows over them and within thirty minutes the eggs have disappeared from sight and the skin on the female’s AFR.

Two columns or less in the dictionary should normally be satisfied within thirty minutes. EFR

United were within thirty minutes of shuttering being removed, pebbledash and asbestos. HTW.

The vacancy must be filled within three days, and for those three days Aunt Louise berated me almost without pause. AC7

Within three days, he and Mr Primakov had written the letter to the G7: that is, the ABG.

AC7.

And the owner would allow vacant possession within thirty days of contracts being signed. K8T

And in fifty per cent of all fatal heart attacks the victim dies within thirty days. EEF.

George Grimsdale returned within thirty hours, accompanied by PC May and a coroner’s clerk. ANK.

United were within thirty minutes of possible relegation... then Joey Beachamp made up for all EAS.

A membrane rapidly grows over them and within thirty minutes the eggs have disappeared from sight and the skin on the female’s AFR.

Two columns or less in the dictionary should normally be satisfied within thirty minutes. EFR

United were within thirty minutes of shuttering being removed, pebbledash and asbestos. HTW.

The vacancy must be filled within three days, and for those three days Aunt Louise berated me almost without pause. AC7

Within three days, he and Mr Primakov had written the letter to the G7: that is, the ABG.
1411. a package, the customer must advise the carrier of his claim in writing within three days and the claim must be made within seven days. CDP
1412. persistence and confidence was quickly communicated to Susan and within three days she was happily using the lavatory to pass a motion. CGT
1413. applying for benefits and will get his first dole cheque in the post within three days. CH2
1414. sadly lost her fight against cancer in October 1990, having worked to within three days of her death, this being Iris's last wish. CLU
1415. Within three days he felt that he had been born again. FEX
1416. threatened BOAC that labour would be withdrawn if R were not removed within three days as required by a resolution passed at a membersmeeting. FRT
1417. Julia's veins four times a day killed the infection inexorably, and within three days the oxygen tent had been removed and she was sitting up in bed waiting FSC
1418. covering letter advising attendance at the general practitioner surgery within three days rather than 10 days FT2
1419. We guarantee a tailored implant — to your specifications — within three days. G04
1420. at the beginning of this year, suggests that AMDEA companies arrive within three days of being called and one, Hotpoint, was often quicker to respond than G2F
1421. From the airport he called the Us ambassador to say he would be back within three days. G3R
1422. At its present rate of growth, the Input would fill its file within three days, and then breach parameters. GVL
1423. Branch, answer a few questions — and we'll provide a quotation within three days, said Norman. GXA
1424. than that in respect of defects and defaults notified to the seller within three days of purchase would clearly not be reasonable, Green v. Cade 1978 Q.B., H7U
1425. excluded liability if the buyers had not given notice of any defects within three days of purchase was held to fail the reasonableness test. H7U
1426. by then two million workers were on strike, 120 factories occupied; within three days 250 factories were occupied, and eight million on strike. HA1
1427. the formal written notice to the airline which should have been written within three days of loss or damage and all travel tickets and tags. HB3
1428. can write into the managing director who is committed to answering within three days. HC1
1429. They told us within three days of your signing on. HE7
1430. My Go what within three days? HE7
1431. If you need me, I'll be in Chester within three days. HGG
1432. The gods smile on those they intend to destroy, and within three days the parchment we bought up was carted down to de Macon's cog and HH5
1433. Police initially believed the pair had died in the fire — but within three days a full-scale murder hunt was launched. HJ4
1434. Police initially believed the pair had died in the fire — but Within three days of Lawrence's succession Hawke announced that federal elections, due by HKR
1435. by a telegram from Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev demanding within three days a report on measures to implement the Congress decisions. HKT
1436. Within three days an estimated 870,000 workers had joined the strike, shutting down gas HL1
1437. other than USSR Interior Ministry troops to withdraw from South Ossetia within three days. HL3
1438. As expected, Chihana was re-arrested within three days of his release, and charged with sedition. HLM
1439. The President reportedly instructed the Russian government to draw up within three days temporary agreements with the Baltic states which would provide social HLR
1440. Within three days of Hannan's find on what became known asthe Golden Mile, Kalgoorlie had HSG
1441. All 23 single attacks of pouchitis have responded within three days of treatment with metronidazole orally. HU3
Rebleeding occurred within three days in eight 78% of the epinephrine group and three 60% of the epinephrine HU3 August 25, or within three days after that. HWA

control and distribution system enables the delivery of 95% of orders within three days. HWP

defects in the goods or any other complaint in respect of them within three days from delivery. J21

or that failure to notify the sellers of any defects or shortages of delivery and the Seller's liability in respect of such defects within three days shall be conclusive evidence that the goods were in conformity with the J7C

defects in the goods unless the Buyer gives notice of the defects of delivery and that the seller delivers short of the required quantity within three days of each other and to make matters worse, Dundalk is scheduled for K32

Because of an appalling clash of dates, the fixtures are Within three days word came back to Pétain that one whole battalion of his old K91

command the people say, prev, prepare provisions for yourself, for within three days you are to cross this Jordan to go in and possess the land which the KLF

asked to receive data from ERS-1, which will be made available to them within three hours of it being transmitted from the satellite. A92

orders to make them more economical, though it guarantees to deal within three hours, and the shareholder can call back to check the price. AHJ

The beatings happened within three hours of the men arriving at the prison on Saturday, during a recreational CFC

Drying time: fast — wearable within three hours in a warm room, albeit with dampish waistband, pockets etc. CHH

Drying time: most of the fabric was dry enough to wear within three hours in a warm room, but the elasticated waistband and cotton pockets took CHH

Just as there are some people who become engaged within three hours of meeting and live happily ever after, there are others who without CMK

between midnight and 6 am was highest in those who underwent surgery within three hours 18/39, 46%table. EC7

prevents rapid repair of the ethanol damaged rat gastric mucosa within three hours after ethanol. HU2

how Patricia Knox was subjected to four coldly manoeuvred assaults within three hours, Mark Bailey had rounded their defence for the first of his side's A1N

Here, within three minutes of the second half and was in support to take Tait's pass and touch of each other, the competition benefited from an added edge. AHU

started at staggered times but with the leaders all setting off within three minutes of the re-start, Sergei Babkov's two giant three-pointers had AR7

But within three minutes of the 6.30 approxkick-off Charles Nizzen, playing at no.7, had CEP

be allowed to enter this house again, and that if you don't leave within three minutes, you will be thrown out. GWH

All this within three minutes they were out of the house and into the car, and only then did Henry HWE

And within three minutes Glentoran's Gary Hillis was booked for dissent; Joey Cunningham of K2D

If breathing stops, there is no oxygen getting to the brain and within three minutes the brain cells begin to die. K56

It was in keeping with the eccentric turn of events that, within three minutes of his caution, McGinlay gave Hibs the lead. K5A

On 7 September an Alert No. 1 Cromwell— i.e. invasion expected within twelve hours — was sent out in Britain, following the interception on 5 AMC

They will die within twelve hours if treatment is not commenced. BPB

These bodies changed within twelve hours after they were exposed. CD3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1479</td>
<td>viewed by Kirkpatrick been embalmed then they would not have changed within twelve hours after they were exposed.</td>
<td>CD3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480</td>
<td>Development is very rapid and within twenty days each egg contains a tiny froglet which pierces the egg membrane with a</td>
<td>EFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1481</td>
<td>William's ministers was committed when they failed to call Parliament within twenty days of his death a violation of the Act of Security of 1696, so that the</td>
<td>HY9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1482</td>
<td>The fire brigade from town was on the scene within twenty minutes of the alarm and got it under control very quickly.</td>
<td>A7J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1483</td>
<td>and audio cassettes of each session were available at the bookshop within twenty minutes of the finish, which is the time when people want to buy them.</td>
<td>ADK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1484</td>
<td>Within twenty minutes of arrival, we had both caught the prescribed limit; strange,</td>
<td>AS7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1485</td>
<td>Oaf could be powerful, killing all the bacteria in a sample within twenty minutes.</td>
<td>B71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1486</td>
<td>out of 25 have been cast off, their lines to float down in defeat within twenty minutes.</td>
<td>CA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1487</td>
<td>Within twenty minutes a car drove up to the family majlis and began to unload a meal for us all.</td>
<td>CDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1488</td>
<td>on a text of one million characters should normally be accomplished within twenty minutes.</td>
<td>EAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1489</td>
<td>I changed and left again within twenty minutes.</td>
<td>GW3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1490</td>
<td>I was usually home at Frenchay, having a meal with Caroline and the</td>
<td>EVN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1491</td>
<td>he found himself minding the store, while Haynes slipped out for a</td>
<td>HA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1492</td>
<td>we pass the base of one of these vast monsters.</td>
<td>HH0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1493</td>
<td>crowd would ahve been doing to their team if they hadn't scored within twenty minutes?</td>
<td>J1E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1494</td>
<td>Newcastle were on the phone to us within twenty minutes of him putting his phone down.</td>
<td>JNW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1495</td>
<td>ten minutes, and more than nine out of ten 92%had been delivered within twenty minutes.</td>
<td>K9U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1496</td>
<td>Rob said within twenty minutes of you gone, he said they was all up.</td>
<td>KC8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1497</td>
<td>Items should be received within twenty-eight days of receipt of order.</td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1498</td>
<td>This should be followed up within twenty-eight days of your arrival home by writing to the Customer Services Manager</td>
<td>AM0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1499</td>
<td>of the Secretary of State or official receiver must be brought within twenty-eight days of the notification of the decision r 7.50.</td>
<td>G3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>List of witnesses for each party must be exchanged within twenty-eight days after allowance of Proof i.e. within approximately three months</td>
<td>HB4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1501</td>
<td>Within twenty-eight days BEFORE a Proof, parties are obliged to disclose the substance of</td>
<td>HB4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
there shall be an election in the House of Commons beginning within twenty-eight days of the opening of each new session of Parliament, except that in

Leadership must take place if the post is vacant, or within twenty-eight days of the beginning of every session, or between three to six

If you are prepared to make payment within twenty-eight days, then I am willing to offer a 21% discount.

A solicitor’s letter was sent and within twenty-four hours the building was listed.

Within twenty-four hours of the publication of its report, also in 1963, the Government ARC

Within twenty-four hours of the publication of the Report, Boyle rose in the House of ARH

earliest symptom is a slight itching in the genital area, which within twenty-four hours gives way to discrete irritating vesicles one or two millimetres

and a member of the FLM since the age of sixteen, was picked up within twenty-four hours.

especially of Edward, but Anna was attracted to him and within twenty-four hours was his willing slave.

persons were supposed to be brought before a judicial official within twenty-four hours, but in practice more time often elapsed.

Within twenty-four hours of starting to take the drug he became very nearly himself again CES

and stock, of new senior residents was something all nurses did within twenty-four hours of that resident's arrival in a hospital.

fifteen seconds, though it may be repeated twenty or more times within twenty-four hours and one hundred times within three or four days.

among the inmates had to be reported by him to the Minister within twenty-four hours, and he had forthwith to inform the master of every case of CMG

and the whole recording could be back in the magistrate's hands within twenty-four hours.

and wife, both recently employed by INCUBUS, both murdered within twenty-four hours of each other.

Sometimes it will be a personal telephone call within twenty-four hours of receiving a letter.

By reading your notes, you reinforce learning and prevent

You should first re-read your notes within twenty-four hours of having taken them.

Phone back within twenty-four hours to report progress even if you do not yet have the answer.

at the Oval in 1938, Bill phoned him a come-to-Skegness offer within twenty-four hours.

It was called off within twenty-four hours after extensive rioting at a number of men's prisons.

I'll have the money transferred within twenty-four hours.
care arrangements for children or an elderly/sick person within twenty-four hours of finding a job.

read within minutes of putting the book down, and 80% of it within twenty-four hours.

Your daughter will be released within twenty-four hours.

Under the law a suspect had to be charged within twenty-four hours of arrest or else released.

would either need to be charged with the murder or released within twenty-four hours.

I was the closest to him, I was within twenty-four hours a day and he called me all the time.

Within twenty-four hours Washington told Sullivan that the Shah would be welcome to come.

ahead of schedule, he could zip it over in a Poseidon wallet within twenty-four hours.

Even outsiders have the crucial information within twenty-four hours via the Financial Times daily money market report.

What a coincidence that this particular name should crop up twice within twenty-four hours!

Within twenty-four hours, Justine would be hanged, and I had not said a word to anyone.

It turned out to be extremely good for me because within twenty-four hours of leaving I was asked to go to Hollywood and prepare Scrooge.

But within twenty-four hours I told Ted that his only chance of carrying on as Leader was if.

of the Parliamentary Labour Party and a meeting will be summoned within twenty-four hours if the House is sitting or within forty-eight hours during a

Lots secured by deposits must have their balances paid off within twenty-four hours.

a bit of luck and some good timing, she could have the operation within twenty-four hours.

reckon himself highly fortunate if he received any treatment within twenty-four hours.

Unless they received an assurance, within twenty-one days, that the trustees of the church would not proceed until listed.

Appeal Tribunal, by writing to the Social Security Office within twenty-one days of its receipt.

Five of the men arrested in the Rathcoole district were released within twenty-one days and two more after a much longer period, but without

must submit to the official receiver a statement of his affairs within twenty-one days of the bankruptcy order or within such longer period as the

the prescribed particulars Form 6.33 in Sched 4 to the rules within twenty-one days of the bankruptcy order or such longer period as the official

take place within three months of its establishment and thereafter within twenty-one days of a request for a meeting by a member of the committee or on the
Session will ordinarily involve the defender entering appearance within twenty-one days from the date of service 28 days for Optional Procedure.

for the pursuer, appeal against the decision requires to be taken within twenty-one days of the final Interlocutor, being that awarding the pursuer his

Act of 1749, for example, made failure to return surplus material within twenty-one days an automatic instance of guilt.

But within two days the RPR had broken the initial agreement.

Within two days of the discovery that funds had in fact been diverted, Poindexter was

Office Agriculture and Fisheries Department can establish cause of death within two days.

adopted unless a motion of no confidence is tabled and passed within two days.

proposal could well be what they wanted and promised a definite decision within two days.

Carcases in the open air were usually removed and eaten within two days by a member of the local population of buzzards, cats, foxes, polecats

Within two days of the discovery that funds had in fact been diverted, Poindexter was

For example, one member of the Association of Carers had to leave hospital within two days of a mastectomy with her draining tubes still in place because the

Extracts of the crops were fed to four mice; three died within two days.

Eat within two days.

Within two days, Mrs Allen's face had become red, warm and swollen.

telegraphic orders dispatched by rail, to reach any part of Great Britain within two days.

Her name would probably appear in the newspaper twice within two days, since she was to deliver the main report to the Morals Committee; and

They left within two days of his release, leaving me tired, dazed, relieved and waiting for the

Oily lank and greasy within two days of shampooing

Within two days it had all been mysteriously removed!

By the next day the yellow colour was fading and within two days it had gone.

under refrigeration, experts advise that sandwiches can be safely eaten within two days of being made.

She was in control of the empire within two days of his death, said Tory MP David Shaw.

It's a year to within two days of having both feet amputated, she revealed yesterday.

The American who won the women's 100 metres gold came within two days of his death, said Tory MP David Shaw.

over whether this was cruel, I heard that the fish recover completely within two days of their return to the water.

The American who won the women's 100 metres gold came within two days of the water.

to fly off into the wide blue yonder, by gently pulling the leash, but within two days she was coming to me just as willingly as she had on the straight creance.

Within two days she had found some information on the Prince's Trust, which is a scheme

Within two days of leaving the warm winter of Hong Kong, I was standing shivering in the

But within two days she was back at school and behaving as if nothing had happened.

That can be organized within two days, Manescu replied briskly.

Waddy's team were playing within two days of landfall, the crowd beneath marquees at the pretty Nondescripts ground
He told me that I would have the interview within two days. He said that I would have the interview within two days. Here is something to go on with; more will be sent within two days. The effect of the resignation was increased by its suddenness: within two days Law had laid down all his offices and gone abroad. To them an urgent assessment meant needs doing within two days whereas to me it meant needs doing immediately. The amount to be deposited, and if the additional sum is not paid within two days after service of the order requiring it, then the interim receiver may be allowed to have two dozen of a particular style ready for delivery to the shop within two days. Not surprisingly, the Polytechnic's governing body reacted swiftly and within two days launched an all-out effort to persuade the government to change its mind. For example, if a customer requires 100% delivery from stock within two days, this means carrying extra stock levels as a buffer against any shortfall. The request for reconsideration must be filed within two days of receiving the certificate of refusal from the magistrates' court and JXK. $15 — more than the average daily wage — sold out within two days. Heads of the household on census day and it is collected by the enumerator within two days, any queries being sorted out. We have very specific information, they would be cleared off the docks within two days. I didn't need to write to MPs because within two days of the meeting, this letter appeared. Not surprisingly, the Polytechnic's governing body reacted swiftly and within two days launched an all-out effort to persuade the government to change its mind. For example, if a customer requires 100% delivery from stock within two days, this means carrying extra stock levels as a buffer against any shortfall. The request for reconsideration must be filed within two days of receiving the certificate of refusal from the magistrates' court and JXK. $15 — more than the average daily wage — sold out within two days. Heads of the household on census day and it is collected by the enumerator within two days, any queries being sorted out. We have very specific information, they would be cleared off the docks within two days. I didn't need to write to MPs because within two days of the meeting, this letter appeared.
Practise the technique once or twice daily, but not within two hours after any meal, since the digestive processes seem to interfere with the absorption of B2F.

All this would have been done within two hours of receiving the order.

Don't use strips within two hours of bathing, as hot water makes skin more sensitive.

Within two hours of the Chancellor's message we took three orders for new BMW's.

Drying time: most of the trouser fabric dried very quickly — within two hours in a warm room — although the elasticated waistband took a while.

and tender safely off their separate low loaders and onto SDR metals within two hours.

Within two hours of them first picking up a racket.

Teaching newcomers from seven to seventy keep a reasonable rally going within two hours, sprinkle with about 3 litres of water per square metre, avoiding direct sunlight.

Within two hours of presentation were unnecessary.

Within two hours of them first picking up a racket.

Will contact one of its contractors and send him to your home, usually within two hours.

Within two hours of arriving back at Buckingham Palace on Sunday morning, the King.

In the Gambia n=106, collected two urine specimens, one before and one within two hours after a standard breakfast consisting of fried dough, fresh bananas, and fried eggs.

This method was effective at producing complete carbohydrate hydrolysis within two hours and was validated in preliminary experiments against an enzymatic method.

People live within one hour's drive of the town and nearly 30 million within two hours.

According to the Soviet agency Tass, it was brought under control within two hours and there were no casualties and no radiation escaped.

No-one was hurt and most supplies were reconnected within two hours.

Well within two hours after the mission took off there was an edict come down from group, no

They separated at the corner of Friday and Fish Streets, agreeing to meet within two hours at a tavern outside Aldgate on the Mile End Road.

Within two minutes Mike Hall put Peter Dods in for the Barbarians' third try, and another

Within two minutes the mob had completely dispersed, with the exception of the odd copper.

But, within two minutes of the second chance, Kancheiskis had scored his outstanding goal and

Within two minutes the great galley, packed with every fighting man left in Duart, was

A gaping chasm amongst trees opens alongside the track.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1643</td>
<td>It worked well and the sighting and arrival were both within two minutes of the estimates.</td>
<td>AT3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1644</td>
<td>Within two minutes a monolayer was produced.</td>
<td>B7K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645</td>
<td>Always remember that most people form a basic opinion about you within two minutes of meeting you.</td>
<td>BNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646</td>
<td>Within two minutes, the figure had reappeared and scuttled across the drive, looking within two minutes.</td>
<td>C8D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1647</td>
<td>She started crying, and within two minutes Aubrey had arrived from round the corner, with some others behind him.</td>
<td>C8D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1648</td>
<td>Within two minutes Ruth was fast asleep and Miss Beard still in full spate.</td>
<td>CB5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649</td>
<td>Within two minutes the trade was being concluded.</td>
<td>CBW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650</td>
<td>Within two minutes of the RRA and that there could be 300 people blocking the site</td>
<td>CDD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1651</td>
<td>And within two minutes of this Group One clash, Goram must have been wishing his</td>
<td>CH3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1652</td>
<td>at 13.55 Bouvet struck a mine and went to the bottom with her crew within two minutes.</td>
<td>CLX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1653</td>
<td>Duncan shut his eyes and was asleep within two minutes.</td>
<td>CML</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654</td>
<td>Within two minutes the automatic aerial was retracted and the Volkswagen drove off.</td>
<td>CN3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1655</td>
<td>Within two minutes all the passengers were aboard their allotted transport and the</td>
<td>CN3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1656</td>
<td>Within two minutes she had started an argument with him.</td>
<td>CR6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1657</td>
<td>He'd be at the gatehouse within two minutes.</td>
<td>G0L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1658</td>
<td>What is it for?, and within two minutes the prize-winner will be believing that she knew all about him and had</td>
<td>G2E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1659</td>
<td>was seen by a reliable observer as it initiated its first overshoot; within two minutes he had telephoned saying that the aircraft was only 50m above the</td>
<td>G3K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1660</td>
<td>He was asleep within two minutes.</td>
<td>H85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1661</td>
<td>Dungannon attacked at the start of the second half and within two minutes a McGarry penalty had taken their score to 20 points.</td>
<td>HJ3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1662</td>
<td>He could have had a radiographic picture within two minutes, but that was far too long.</td>
<td>HTJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1663</td>
<td>They proved that on Saturday by coming back with an equaliser within two minutes a first for their new striker Lee Chapman...</td>
<td>K1W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1664</td>
<td>They proved that on Saturday by coming back with an equaliser within two minutes a first for their new striker Lee Chapman...</td>
<td>K1W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1665</td>
<td>that this season but it's quantity rather than quality that counts and within two minutes it was one-all...</td>
<td>K1X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1666</td>
<td>But when he was given his chance at half-time, he scored within two minutes, grabbing his 19th goal in his 41st game for his country, and his</td>
<td>K45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1667</td>
<td>The Juventus midfielder, who scored his 19th goal for his country within two minutes of his half-time introduction, admitted the recent defeats against</td>
<td>K45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1668</td>
<td>The Durham City ambulance was sent within two minutes of the call and arrived at 7.51pm six minutes outside the 19-minute</td>
<td>K55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1669</td>
<td>And we made within two minutes to sort out what we were going to, or we decided what charity first,</td>
<td>K75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1670</td>
<td>Sheffield hit back within two minutes when John Sheridan curled a free-kick over the wall and wide of</td>
<td>K97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1671</td>
<td>He said got very nasty when they scored two goals within two minutes around</td>
<td>KD0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1672</td>
<td>Similarly, where an act is to be done within X days of an event, the date of the event which starts the period is excluded.</td>
<td>J7C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1673</td>
<td>special train completed the 1421 mile trip to Weymouth in seconds within two hours with a maximum speed of 109mph.</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FOR SPATIAL UNITS

- **across**
- **<CRD>|a|an|few/many|several|some kilomet*|meter*|mile*|yard* across**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>the carton nests of ants, forming arboreal antgardens, which may be up to 1 metre across and 2 m long.</td>
<td>1 metre</td>
<td>J18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>the temperature can plummet to -40° C, the mission travelled about 1,500 miles across Siberia to Yeniseysk, at which they turned south-east and followed the</td>
<td>1,500 miles</td>
<td>BM6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>probably find a penny farthing easier, but Robyn Davidson trekked 1,700 miles across the Australian desert with two camels and a dog for company.</td>
<td>1,700 miles</td>
<td>ASJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from St Peter's Square on Wednesday, 30th September to cycle more than 1,700 miles across Italy, Switzerland and France, then up through England. 

It is 10 miles across historic Romney Marsh, from Hythe to Dungeness lighthouse, behind one of the fells, dales and moors from St Bee's in Cumbria to Robin Hood's Bay. 

Travel 14 miles across , covering an area of about 20,000 square metres. 

The landing area, 140 yards across is claimed to be the widest fairway in Christendom. 

recovered by Sir Arthur Evans' excavations, is a ragged square roughly 150 metres across , covering an area of about 20,000 square metres. 

The mouth of the Amazon, the Nile's only serious rival, is over 150 miles across . 

not dare stroll half a mile in inner cities thought nothing of walking the fells, dales and moors from St Bee's in Cumbria to Robin Hood's Bay. 

nations now have the technology to spot, from space, objects as small as 2 metres across . 

has shown that there was a Romano-British settlement about every 1 kilometre the landscape. 

from Hampshire, Surrey, Kent and Yorkshire, who are driving the 2,000 miles across Eastern Europe, to the home for up to 150 children aged between three and five. 

consists of D&rehy;shaped magnets forming a doughnut 4 metres high and 2.5 metres across . 

We detected a circle 20 metres across you're focusing pressure from 20 metres to one metre — that leaves a possibility of 100. 

example if we run a path through an area which has an erosion damage of 20 metres across you're focusing pressure from 20 metres to one metre — that leaves a possibility of 100. 

users include the following:in the north west of the County, an area 20 miles across , was patrolled by an Area car with a 40 miles allocation for an 8 hour patrol. 

Serbian snipers hold the flats 200 yards across the river Miljacka. 

Their route will take them 230 miles across the Nares Straight towards west Greenland. 

The island, 50 miles long and 25 miles across at its widest, has a wealth of attractions. 

It is an approach march of over 30 miles across the road from the white sandy beach of Jandia in the south-west of the island. 

The last 385 yards across Westminster Bridge were unbelievable. 

— 45 miles west of Exeter and completed two months ago — is 430 metres across and 40 metres high. 

Chasing him 50 yards across Lawrence Road before collapsing in a pool of blood. 

The nets, which can be up to 40 miles across , have also been blamed for snaring and killing thousands of sea birds, J2P. 

The island was a flat, blistering white expanse of soda some 400 yards across. 

— 45 miles west of Exeter and completed two months ago — is 430 metres across and 40 metres high. 

She kept up a running commentary as she chased him 50 yards across Lawrence Road before collapsing in a pool of blood. 

based on a split-beam laser, that can define position within a cylinder 500 metres across and 4 metres tall. 

lightweight solar cells see ED 37/38 successfully flew 6,400 kilometres across the US. 

Stein had then navigated the dinghy 60 miles across the north sea to Felixtowe, while Woolf made his way back to Britain by rail.
35. The third idea is simpler: a tin-can 28 metres long and 7 metres across, 92 feet by 23 feet, to be launched in one shot with all its cargo on CR7.

36. It sails slowly through the water on flapping wings, sometimes as much as 7 metres across, its immense slot-like mouth wide open, gathering by filtration the EFR.

37. when its Light Six saloon raced the Blue Train Continental Express 750 miles across France — and reached Calais 20 minutes ahead of the train. CBF

38. Of us are living in the light and warmth of a huge hydrogen bomb, 860,000 miles across and 93 million miles away, which is in a state of continuous AJ0.

39. It is 157 metres long, 92 metres across at its widest, the façade is 68 metres wide, the top of the ANB.

40. By the road, it seems a long way, but I need only to walk a kilometre across the fields beyond the farm. HH8.

41. create a feed which came in particles of the right size five millionths of a metre across, could be freeze-dried, would not foul the water, dissolve or feed the A3Y.

42. These conspicuous fossils are often over half a metre across, the remains of trillions of these microscopic plants. AJK

43. Such large bombs are rather exceptional, though; most are well under a metre across, and don't travel more than a few tens of metres from the vent. ASR.

44. Such large bombs are rather exceptional, though; most are well under a metre across, the remains of trillions of these microscopic plants. AMM.

45. been estimated, for example, that a compound eye would need to be about a metre across to match the resolution of our eyes. FEV.

46. turned to another exhibit; a broad bowl, also dull and dark, and over half a metre across, it was like a gigantic plate with no lip. G0A.

47. Nearly a metre across and mounted on a sturdy pedestal which also contained the compass, it H7W.

48. of the various instruments being played at West Birk Hatt, drifting half a mile across the valley. BN6.

49. Railway No. 3 was to run for over a mile across the open space known as Mitcham Common and was intended as a link CBK.

50. He put me on a stretcher, had me carried about half a mile across fields to an ambulance, which in turn took me down to the local advanced CA8.

51. On the left of the road, a mile across the brown dust, was a high ridge of black rock which glinted like coal. AT3.

52. Of the various instruments being played at West Birk Hatt, drifting half a mile across the valley. BN6.

53. He put me on a stretcher, had me carried about half a mile across fields to an ambulance, which in turn took me down to the local advanced CA8.

54. ashore, among them Captain Michael Burn, who went alone three quarters of a mile across the docks to near the northern bridge where he did what he could to destroy CCS.

55. Herring congregate in immense shoals, half a mile across, containing many millions of individuals. F9F.

56. The puffins' defence is to gather in a huge aerial wheel, half a mile across, that circles in front of the cliffs throughout the day. F9F.

57. The bay itself is a large natural safe sailing area, about a mile across, the perfect spot to play safely and with great freedom on windsurfers or G2B.

58. They had covered an area averaging a quarter of a mile across and extending a mile beyond the farm, along the cliffs, with no result. GW3.

59. an upturned trumpet until it was truncated by a plateau fully a quarter of a mile across, HA3.

60. Grand Isle is a precarious headland, little more than a sandy breakwater, a mile across and less in some places. HH0.

61. He picked it up and carried it a mile across a field for help. K1E.
63. But just a mile across the city, their rivals say they're the originals.

64. They've already begun the arduous task of carrying their plants half a mile across town to their new home.

65. He must have come at least a mile across the fields and climbed over a stock-proof fence.

66. had frozen solid right across the path and we had to pick our way for half a mile across the ice.

67. by rescuers using a rope, he was helped up 300-ft high steps and a mile-and-a-half across moorland before changing back at his car and travelling back to K4T.

68. the square you might imagine, and is surprisingly big, about 1km over half a mile across its longest axis.

69. but enormous creatures, perhaps even a yard across .

70. a prickly, reptilian skin, the durian can weigh forty pounds and measure a yard across .

71. As for Joe, who blithely missed a fracture a yard across , she could have pinned him to the wall with a scalpel, she was so cross. JYB.

72. Laputa is a circle of land, about eight kilometres across, covered with houses and other buildings.

73. There was a large piece of meat on a plate about eight metres across .

74. it collapses in on itself catastrophically to produce an object a few kilometres across, known as either a neutron star or a pulsar; often this is CET.

75. polja can be over 65 km 40 miles long, but are seldom more than a few kilometres across, their long axes conforming to the north-west to south-east.

76. Antarctica, unsorted polygons are convex shapes in the ground up to a few metres across, ringed by a network of furrows that mark the positions of persistent G1E.

77. many Croats were machine gunned in a small valley near Poljana a few miles across the border from Bleiburg inside Yugoslavia. FE5.

78. However, if the sun were to shrink until it was only a few miles across, the bending would be so great that light leaving the sun would not get FYX.

79. sound ridiculous to suggest that the sun could shrink to being only a few miles across .

80. It was but a few yards across the first field that he was attacked by three footpads. ANK.

81. Garage and a Sutton Depot, the latter actually being located a few yards across the boundary into Carshalton. CBK.

82. landscape, close to one side of a bowl-shaped depression some fifty metres across .

83. The whole inlet couldn't have been more than fifty yards across, but to Maha it was at least a mile wide, as deep as the ocean, wet CDX.

84. There was a small cove there, not fifty yards across. G13.

85. A pond I fished, fifty yards across H8R.

86. The thing — it must have been five metres across — rippled its flanges invitingly and eased right to where we G3P.

87. canoes drift downstream into a blue and gold sunset, to their villages five miles across the river.

88. don’t think we’ve got very many in fact but within reach, within twenty five miles across the Channel there are probably ten or twenty French power stations that F8N.

89. At first light it became clear that HMS Impregnable had carried five miles across shoal water from the Dean to a position about half way between G2Y.

90. for it grew from the floor of a protective circular sinkhole, perhaps forty yards across, and with vertical walls about twenty feet deep fringed by tangled FEP.

91. 7.30am yesterday in Northlands Approach, off Dry Street — about four miles across town — where it had been driven into a garden wall. E9S.

92. A walk of often three or four miles across wild and featureless moorland to some of the furthest workings would be EWB.

93. way, I suppose it was still-born because the town of Poole lay only four miles across the bay, founded about forty years before by William Longsword, Earl of FAG.
94. So the birds have evolved the habit of flying a couple of hundred kilometres across to Shetland, where they can normally be assured of finding CRJ
95. That thing's five hundred kilometres across, Defries said. F9X
96. The resulting hot-spot swells are typically several hundred kilometres across and may rise 1 km or more above the surrounding terrain. J0T
97. An inverted siphon, a few hundred metres across, will be built to carry the sea water under the gorge of the Nahal B76
98. per litre of sea water, as a result of blooms measuring several hundred miles across. AJK
99. airfield at Heliopolis, just outside Cairo, a distance of about a hundred miles across open desert.... AR8
100. pilot, due for a recognizance flight that day, to fly him several hundred miles across the provincial border to Atlin, B.C. At the friendly invitation of B11
101. into Louisiana and then take off on a non-stop sea-crossing of five hundred miles across the Bay of Mexico to the Yucatan Peninsula and the warm jungles of F9F
102. have no idea where they are being led to in their journey several hundred miles across the semi-desert. K1K
103. We cannot send them, by registered or any other post, to a house two hundred miles across the green! AD1
104. The meadow was three hundred yards across and a little more in length. AMU
105. Their dark waters, in places only a few hundred yards across, were met by vertically plunging forest, wreathed in mist, and for FEP
106. The cave was several hundred yards across and just as high, dimly lit by lamps that stretched down from the FSR
107. ways out of the square, and the park itself was barely a couple of hundred yards across; just another backstreet pigeon trap with no feature other than a GW0
108. is the name given to people travelling to church festivals, often many miles across the island. CA7
109. Talabheim is built within a huge shallow crater, many miles across, whose outer edge forms a rocky rim and a natural wall. CN1
110. about arctic foxes — found themselves alone in a cabin outpost many miles across sea, tundra and ice from the nearest point of civilisation. G33
111. may well have undergone long and arduous journeys, having travelled many miles across many frontiers and indeed possibly even across many continents just in JJF
112. The largest of them, Krakatoa, was known to be about nine kilometres across from north to south and the British Admiralty charts showed it to ASR
113. flow consists of a multitude of little packets of lava, commonly about one metre across, each with a fine-grained, glassy skin, and these packets are piled on ASR
114. Why then did they seal off an area of Tottenham more than one mile across? A2J
115. The inland sea at her door might be seven miles across, but it was enclosed on three sides by islands. HRC
116. being blown away or collapsing to form a gaping crater, up to several kilometres across. ASR
117. travels to work by car, bus or train to another town, or several kilometres across a city? B1H
118. of mud volcanoes, which range in size from a few metres to several kilometres across the base. HB2
You erect a radar dish several metres across in your garden, point it at a satellite in the sky and dip into the B7J

had been gazing into the unseeable distance, the wall had extended several metres across the clearing. F9X

was at the Apollo 17 site where a sample was chipped from a boulder several metres across. GW6

The quarry was wider than it was deep, perhaps sixty yards across and dropping eighty feet sheer into a small lake, the water dyed red AMU

pictures can now include several people, and stretch up to ten metres across — the real subject remains G&G as they sometimes describe CD6

The Gorges are narrow, in places improbably so, not more than ten yards across, and deep, with the walls either side rising anything from two to eight FA2

out of the front door seeking protection from another Bengali family thirty yards across the court. A6V

Through the morning and the sun of the afternoon we marched, thirty-five miles across the départements of Savoie and Vaucluse, through woods EE5

A finn can recognize a Russian at a thousand metres across open sights. HR7

We, the French, came twelve thousand miles across the sea. FU8

Of oceans three miles deep and a thousand miles across? G0F

and steadily in January 1944; by April the area affected was three kilometres across, and had gone up fifteen metres; by June it had gone up fifty ASR

massive reindeer with bloodshot eyes and antlers that appeared to be three metres across. CRJ

The interior space was about three metres across, a pastel yellow in colour, tubular and bulked out with G1M
two miles across country to Redlynch and on to Burton. CME

It must have been about two yards deep and three miles across. HH5

The tired horse faced a journey of at least twenty miles across heavy country so he kept her at a sedate trot. CMP

If stars could shrink to as small as ten or twenty miles across to become neutron stars, one might expect that other stars could FYX

when he found himself stepping into a small moonlit clearing, some twenty yards across. HJD

The Straits, which are only twenty-four kilometres across at their narrowest point, are not particularly deep. ASR

as many as three thousand eggs may be deposited, covering an area two metres across. C95

Regular shrimpers use home-made nets, which can be two metres across, and are distinguished by a strip of wood that digs into the sand as C95

caselessly to and fro along the waterfront on wings which can be up to two metres across. CRJ

For two miles across the dunes he waved his hand at the lumpy landscape, there are walks for A0R

The crater was about two miles across, almost perfectly circular, with several steep-sided peaks evenly placed A15

Elsewhere it is two miles across. AKY

I was 20 yards ahead and I could not afford to let Lenihan catch up. A49
2. Turn right on road to gate on the left 50 yards ahead.

3. From the top he could see the highway, a quarter of a mile ahead.

4. Seven cars spread out behind us and that silver Merc a quarter of a mile ahead.

5. foot escarpment which, according to the map, should have been less than a mile ahead.

6. East Ord, they suddenly came into view of the English forces massing over a mile ahead.

7. M8 would encounter a series of messages on the speed of traffic just a few miles ahead and, if that slowed, or the road were blocked, information on the most.

8. were fitted to their eyes which prevented them from seeing more than a few yards ahead.

9. Jolted out of these memories, he was startled by a movement a few yards ahead along the jetty.

10. The gates were only a few yards ahead and I staggered up to them and hailed among my groaning comrades.

11. I'd waded through I wasn't going to be defeated now — and only a few yards ahead was the blessed sea.

12. His own car was a few yards ahead, and he could be in and started before they turned the corner — but...

13. declared, reducing speed to turn into a parking area that lay a few yards ahead.

14. The figure passed, breathing hard, and a few yards ahead turned in at one of the gates.

15. Most potholes can only be seen a few yards ahead, and cars swerving without warning hardly contribute to road safety.

16. spotted another group of peasants gathering themselves at the roadside fifty yards ahead.

17. Fifty yards ahead a bus, in shades of silver, slowly drew up.

18. They would wait five miles ahead, not daring to go further because of my leg.

19. Try to see five miles ahead on a country road, he advises.

20. Try to see five miles ahead on a country road and at least two to three hundred yards in a built-up

21. of the wildly swerving vehicle, the Prophet's car had drawn some forty yards ahead again.

22. Some hundred metres ahead, the floor dropped away into an awesome chasm, spanned, way off on

23. The gap in the reef lay two hundred yards ahead on the port bow.

24. Younger folk had grown impatient and were now signalling frantically a hundred yards ahead.

25. The German trenches were less than two hundred yards ahead, with our front trench only a hundred yards from theirs.

26. A hundred yards ahead a long line of men trotted slowly across the scarred earth towards

27. reached that turn when a police car came around another corner three hundred yards ahead.

28. The nearest place to park a car was seven miles ahead or eleven miles behind.

29. half an hour, flesh-pink dunes, perhaps a hundred feet high, appeared several miles ahead.

30. an involuntary cry to her lips, loud enough to halt Travis, who was some yards ahead.

31. Dusk deepened until I could no longer see ten yards ahead, and after I'd knocked the shaft of the arrow against an unseen hazard.
suddenly a voice will call out, Where are you going, son? and you're about ten yards ahead. 

A sleek blue BMW purred past him and halted about ten yards ahead.

and had still not reached his opponents' drives which were about thirty yards ahead.

Their quarry was at Roxburgh.

Yanto, who was twenty yards ahead with Molly, had turned on hearing the unmistakable sound of cork.

are making fast progress till suddenly a black van pulls out of a lane twenty yards ahead.

I drove twenty yards ahead so that the bus would not be blocking my way when it stopped at the cut-through beneath the viaduct.

we are passing the cut-through beneath the viaduct.

Ten yards ahead we are passing the cut-through beneath the viaduct.

an innocent rural road junction presented its prosaic features for Helton of that ilk informed them.

Heiton of that ilk informed them.

are making fast progress till suddenly a black van pulls out of a lane twenty yards ahead.

and had still not reached his opponents' drives which were about thirty yards ahead.

I drove twenty yards ahead so that the bus would not be blocking my way when it stopped at the cut-through beneath the viaduct.

are making fast progress till suddenly a black van pulls out of a lane twenty yards ahead.

and had still not reached his opponents' drives which were about thirty yards ahead.

I drove twenty yards ahead so that the bus would not be blocking my way when it stopped at the cut-through beneath the viaduct.
20. The Moebius Strip stands on the southern bank of the Grand Canal about a kilometre along from the Baratha Arcade, between the Church of the Directed Panspermia CJA and turn right towards Tavernelle, after less than half a mile — along a turning on the right — you will come to the 16th century ECF of birds, as closely-packed as starlings, extending for almost a quarter of a mile along the edge of the arable field, and I was able to identify them as a mixture AA6 of San Donato and turn right towards Tavernelle, after less than half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side AE8

21. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

22. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

23. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

24. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

25. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

26. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

27. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

28. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

29. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

30. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

31. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

32. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

33. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

34. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

35. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

36. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

37. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

38. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

39. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

40. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

41. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

42. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

43. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

44. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

45. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side

46. Half a mile along the road, however, I was diverted by a nature-trail which wound up the side
And Maggie whisked herself down the stairs, out of the house and fifty yards along the street. She could see the entry to a yard, its gates closed.

Fifty yards along this road, a dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

Five miles along the inside lane of the dual-carriageway.

A few hundred yards along the northern Saudi coastline.

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

Before the rector of Worth travelled the four miles along the Priest's Way to officiate at Swanage.

The West African coast: it will be hand-sorted in a sorting office at the path I could see guns that were dug in fairly close together.

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

About a hundred yards along the road, he stopped.

A door banged several yards along.

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

The entrance, hardly more than a mud road, amongst the trees a hundred yards along.

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

Kaiserstrasse, disassociating himself from World Security before he

Mark dropped the ball — which had travelled several hundred yards along the fairway at Caerphilly, Mid-Glamorgan — where he was

Huge jams built up behind the 74-year-old pensioner as he crawled for five miles along the road.

The road, however, and the walking pace jolted him back to a more

A few hundred yards along the road, however, and the walking pace jolted him back to a more

Armand Horowitz walked a hundred yards along Kaiserstrasse, disassociating himself from World Security before he

About a hundred yards along the road, however, and the walking pace jolted him back to a more

She had walked many miles along the Leicestershire-Lincolnshire border there runs a green lane known as

The wall which faces you occupies a full 180 degrees, and measures all but nine miles along the crest; but even more than the width it is the depth that awes one at

Even although stations were established every four to nine miles along this immense line of rail, the boomers often chose the wrong spots.

WALKING SPEEDS M.P.H.— Walk for one mile along the route you have previously measured with the car's odometer and time

One kilometre along a coaxial cable.

Post a letter to another country a few hundred miles along the road. It will be hand-sorted in a sorting office at the path I could see guns that were dug in fairly close together.

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A few hundred yards along

You for at least a few hundred miles along the road, however, and the walking pace jolted him back to a more

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?

A dirt track in his city shoes, can you imagine?
82. He glanced over his shoulder when they were twenty yards along the carpet and was surprised to see her still leaning thoughtfully.

83. Twenty yards along, someone says my name.

84. and seven and a half months pregnant, was found dumped down an embankment two miles along the motorway.

85. events, such as cooking the Easter turkey, one was expected to drive two miles along the road and use a cooker in a neighbour's outhouse.

86. settlements should perhaps be expected to be 1–2 kilometres apart, scattered evenly across the landscape.

87. or small hamlets are rarely more than 1–2 kilometres apart as the norm.

88. we should perhaps think of settlements being 1–2 kilometres apart as the norm.

89. Ordnance Survey grid references relate to the maps, with the grid lines 1 kilometre apart.

90. as delicate and pointed out that troops of the two sides were only 10 metres apart in some places.

91. recording the exact position of enemy strongpoints in places only 50 to 100 yards apart.

92. fact to be located, particularly the larger divisional points, 120–140 miles apart, towns were laid out on the traditional grid-plan.

93. In October 1879 the headings from the English and Welsh sides were only 138 yards apart when a great inrush of water occurred, and the work was brought to a halt.

94. family, perhaps irrevocably split by nationalities, was living only 15 miles apart, divided by the Israeli–Lebanese frontier.

95. Both are in Houston, a mere 15 miles apart.

96. barrier, leaving Old Harry in Purbeck and the Needles in the Isle of Wight 15 miles apart.

97. on a main road out in the country, somewhere between two towns about 15 miles apart.

98. illustrated by the climatic statistics for two stations less than 30 km 18.5 miles apart.

99. The outermost fragments were as much as 20 miles apart.

100. great spotted woodpecker will nest in this tree, or that, never more than 20 yards apart.

101. Though their functions were only 200 yards apart, the thorny issue of who will attend the royal wedding has caused a huge stir.

102. The murder scenes are just 25 miles apart and linked by the A3.

103. step-daughter ended when they were found dead yesterday — 275 miles apart.

104. a more sophisticated experiment which involved placing two aluminium plates 3 metres apart in the tank.

105. They were about 3,500 miles apart and I was visiting each one at least once a month for a year.

106. that interested them, 200 kilometres north-east of Calcutta and some 30 kilometres apart near Shantiniketan where the Indian poet Tagore lived.

107. villages which appear to be close on the map can often be as far as 30 miles apart by winding road.

108. George was an especially good friend although, for 20 years, we lived 30 miles apart and never met.

109. this technique, engineers first drilled boreholes 2 kilometres deep and 300 metres apart to form an underground reservoir of water heated by the hot dry rocks.
out for the differences between the two concentrations that lie 3000 kilometres apart in Antarctica.

geographical distances involved; in the UK no two stores were more than 350 miles apart.

of pipe, covered with cordwood and faggots and spaced some 40 yards 36.5 metres apart in parkland.

The other ramp went to Andover so the two identical ramps remained some 50 miles apart for about 6 years.

and that cooperation between the two universities, which are only some 50 miles apart, would be a great benefit.

Wales looked wider than ever yesterday as they spent Remembrance Sunday 6,000 miles apart.

fall, with the most effective measures proving to be road-humps less than 60 metres apart and mini-roundabouts.

IAN BOTHAM and son Liam create cricket history 60 miles apart today — for while Ian runs out at Trent Bridge for his 114th one-day

I Aimed at his own company's staff: 230 of them at two factories 65 miles apart and at an R and D facility with 38 senior staff.

The technology can connect sites up to 70 miles apart, DEC commented.

the small but delightful Village and Whitehouse hotels are located about 800 metres apart, on the unspoilt Chaweng Beach amid beautiful gardens.

They had built their usual untidy nests less than a metre apart on the steep ledges, and now in August each nest held a large, fluffy young

our lives worked out, we are both happily remarried and, since we only live a mile apart, it's very easy for the children to come and go to visit their father.

The pilots were alerted and passed a mile apart.

of the fells rising to the east, where above the 2000-ft contour and barely a mile apart two important rivers have their beginnings — the Eden, destined to

diverge immediately and then proceed north roughly parallel and half a mile apart.

on exercises, were steaming in two parallel lines some three-quarters of a mile apart.

And there, a mile apart, the two armies sat and looked at each other.

view of Loch Nevis and Loch Morar, which are now little more than a mile apart.

was an instant when both parties halted at gaze, no more than a quarter of a mile apart; and though they were so far from him across the valley, he felt the shock

They were still over German territory, quite high, about half a mile apart, and heading for home.

They were barely a yard apart now.

They were hand in hand, about a yard apart, swinging their joined hands high and indulging in a tug-of-war every time

High mountains border the north coast, and spaced about eight miles apart are the hamlets of Çokertme, Ören and Akbuk, each in a few kilometres apart, of which was well-known for its beautiful cabbages while the

The latter was the simple story of two villages a few kilometres apart, each wearing the garish colours of their clan, two on the kiteline, few metres apart.

The two bodies were lying face down on the grass a few yards apart, like an eager beaver.

in and out of both Mark's and Pat Muldoon's offices, which were only a few yards apart.
Hotel Haymon, consisting of two Tyrolean chalet style buildings set a few yards apart.

At the time of the alleged crime, the brothers lived a few yards apart in the Perthshire hamlet of Aberargie.

Alison and Geoffrey must come and stay, that they would be less than fifty miles apart; while Alison, obviously thankful to turn to less delicate matters, stretched between towering concrete posts that were spaced fifteen metres apart.

Four point five metres apart, Nicolo snapped.

They were about five yards apart and he was just deciding they weren't anything to do with him when they were about four kilometres apart and would fire outwards.

The roads are about four kilometres apart and, and a valuation would I think be pretty meaningless because noise, but once, as we climbed a precipitous path and were no more than four metres apart, I heard him cry aloud the name of William again.

When completed in about 18 months time, the stations, which are about four miles apart, will stop raw sewage from three outfalls that serve 42,000 people being link over copper wires between two points which may be several hundred metres apart.

And the same thing applies posts are a hundred metres apart.

They were about twelve churches as he walked through the town, roughly a hundred yards apart over a stretch of a mile; and Cambridge was a very modest town.

Musée Bonn at and the Musée Basque, which are only a hundred yards apart.

They were several hundred yards apart and hidden from each other by a bend in the road, and they were both armies were in position at one o'clock, approximately four to five hundred yards apart.

A few seconds later they emerged, a hundred yards apart.

We are no more than a hundred yards apart.

The same individual deposits in separate localities which may be many kilometres apart.

Of captive bats was a mixture of two separate groups, taken from caves many miles apart.

Often separated, mothers and daughters being sent into domestic service many miles apart.

Said tonight: As far as the playing situation is concerned we are a million miles apart and we're quite happy if necessary for it to be settled by the Wulstan's and Powicke each catering for about 200 patients situated some nine miles apart in the same district can no longer be justified in the present economic crisis.

Cranwick is two communities, both pleasantly situated and just under one mile apart.

Are bent as if one were riding a horse, with the feet parallel and about one yard apart.

Right I measured well it's seven kilometres apart so I measured the distance between them.
calls, elephants can co-ordinate the movements of individuals several kilometres apart. FEV
Below, in the middle distance, buildings and palms lay in clusters several miles apart. AT3
Stone ruins were dotted about the site, several yards apart like an abandoned village whose streets had turned to pastureland. ADM
This year Becker and Graf, who were born six miles apart in small towns near Heidelberg, cornered the major prizes at both A3L
Computing devices linked by the channel can be physically up to six miles apart. CTH
Dixon observed on Hammerfest Island, Bayly at North Cape, about sixty miles apart in case of cloudy weather. GT6
She was made to stand naked on two stools which were some yards apart along the front of the orchestra, a technique favoured by American B2Y
As far as we know, they all used two or three microphones spaced ten miles apart, however, it makes the SDR figures all the more remarkable because both CJ7
down on shoppers from two devices placed in cast-litter bins less than ten yards apart. HJ3
down on shoppers from devices placed in cast-iron litter bins less than ten yards apart. HJ3
Maria Magdalena and Caribbean Queen cleared Key Canaka thirty metres apart with no more than a bowsprit between them. AMU
Englishmen were clustered in groups of three at intervals around thirty yards apart, strung out along the stockade itself and its command lookouts; in the G0S
The fact that the two hospitals were less than three miles apart, that they had a combined acreage of 375 acres, that they were outmoded CS7
used the bridges across the Dove Valley Trail to collect ransom money three miles apart, who stencilled his messages and who thought of using detectors to try K3T
areas where agricultural towns and villages pueblos are spaced ten to twenty miles apart. FB7
was in operation from 1838, with cleansing manholes not more than twenty yards apart see 1840 and Drain Plan. B2S
By the time I realized this we were less than twenty yards apart. BMR
As the crow flies, Elterwater and Grasmere are only two miles apart, so it would be easy to miss out this day's walk if you wanted to shorten CMD
Evelyn and she were now barely two yards apart. AEB
The two layers of atoms are initially x metres apart and so the strain energy per square metre for a stress s causing a strain CEG

- Casino 1 mile away EET
- The parish of Morchard Bishop, just 11 miles away, has forty footpaths. CJK
- one of two Pattinsons — the only miner’s living in Torver, 11 miles away, was another man with skill at leather work. H0B
- Some of them are 1,000 miles away in Florida and as far west as Wichita, Kansas. K9B
- But windows were reported to have been blown out in homes more than 1,000 yards away. AKH
- Aires seventeen hours after the eruption had started on Quizapu, 1,120 kilometres away. ASR
- the Sea of Okhotsk, to Vilyuisk, the Kolyma river and to Irkutsk, some 1,200 miles away. B11
8. track over the uninhabited heart of the continent to the Indian Ocean 1,250 miles away to the north west. 

9. The only volcanoes further south are in Antarctica, over 1,500 kilometres away. 

10. experience a large quake, when one of 5.5 magnitude struck just 10 kilometres away. 

11. The company built a new factory at Angered, 10 kilometres away, and began a lengthy process of reorganisation, pulling out of some 

12. living with his maternal grandfather in Rowton, near High Ercall, about 10 miles away, until he was nearly ten years old. 

13. Their bureau is normally 10 miles away in Bridgewater but, with the agreement of Quantock's management, two 

14. But Suzanne Capper was dumped 10 miles away at a golf course near Stockport, Cheshire. 

15. Ringway, Manchester's international airport, is 10 miles away. 

16. Valley who obviously did not wish to find another competing railway only 10 miles away. 

17. Killerton House and gardens, 10 miles away, has fifteen acres of beautiful hillside gardens, and some splendid views. 

18. coastal walks, and yet Dartmoor with its rugged tors and crags is only 10 miles away. 

19. Accessible: There are several local walks from the farm, on Dartmoor, 10 miles away, and the South Devon Coastal Path, 7 miles away. 

20. Goodwood House and race course are only 10 miles away, and within a 15-mile radius there are numerous historic houses to see. 

21. Petworth House, 10 miles away, is a magnificent 17th-century house with a famous deer park landscaped by 

22. Alton Towers, 10 miles away, is the largest leisure park in the country and combines a mini-Disneyland 

23. 18th-century mansion with a fine art collection and 3000-acre deer park, is 10 miles away. 

24. Wales' highest waterfall, Pistyll Rhaeder, is 10 miles away. 

25. Warwick Castle, only 10 miles away, is a splendid 14th-century stronghold with Madame Tussaud's waxworks 

26. Worcester, 10 miles away, has a splendid Norman cathedral, some attractive Tudor buildings, a 

27. At Paradise Mill, 10 miles away, silk was handwoven from the 1750s until 1981 — today an exhibition 

28. Pistyll Rhaedr, the highest waterfall in Wales, is again only 10 miles away. 

29. The woollen mills at Dre-fach Felindre, 10 miles away, were once a centre of the Welsh woollen industry. 

30. now too far away, RAF Waddington, according to the map, was approximately 10 miles away. 

31. work when the CPNs were here in the hospital and the social workers were 10 miles away in Retford. 

32. The famous Frasassi Caves are 10 miles away. 

33. are undoubtedly the region's chief attractions, and the city is less than 10 miles away, but all around, the rolling countryside is quite superb, offering some 

34. Loud music echoed across the site, so loud that it could be heard 10 miles away. 

35. with its abundance of colourful bars and restaurants is only 10–15 metres away, as is the beach where you can take advantage of your free beach 

36. the heavy, terrible rumblings of bombardment, although the city was 100 kilometres away.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>According to the report, pollution is so bad that even 100 kilometres away in the national capital of Prague, up to 99.3 per cent of the 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>The resort centre is only 100 metres away and most of the bars, discos and nightclubs are within a ten minute walk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>to the front line in the mountains, with Asmara, the capital, only a 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>weigh over 50 tons each and many smaller ones were brought from over 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>and, of course, a day trip to Budapest, Hungary’s capital city about 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>I followed them at all three, but if The Valley was a 100 miles away, I’d still be back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>to the front line in the mountains, with Asmara, the capital, only a 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>placing severely disabled children, including those under the age of 5, 100 miles away or more in residential care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>for weeks and that his last known address was a Salvation Army hostel 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>of his ever having reached its banks, let alone the remote western bend 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>Spurn Head to the Dutch coast since the glow of Rotterdam could be seen 100 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>Local Education officials say the nearest school Jamie can attend is 100 miles away in the New Forest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>why she headed for the bright lights of Blackpool after leaving her home four days ago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>She bought a nursing home 100 miles away at Holywood, Co Down, so she could care for him herself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>stay either in the original hotel or the modern gastehaus which is about 100 yards away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>This spectre anchored some 100 yards away, a small mysterious vessel that prompted Dudley Clarke — as such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>He moved into a flat remained a frequent visitor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>She saw the flaming jet slam into the block where her friends lived 100 yards away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>on the far side and aim towards the right hand edge of the forest about 100 yards away across the valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>Our square red-brick house stands some 100 yards away as I look into the Sun with its french windows open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>One woman, 100 yards away was hit in the leg by a piece of the van and a policeman is believed to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>You could only really believe it if the fire behind him was about 100 yards away he’d be frying!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>The fire brigade which was at the first blaze about 100 yards away extinguished the second fire in a short time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>on the Richter scale, caused ripples in highrise buildings in Las Vegas, 105 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>estate agents, to do with renting a luxury apartment at Limpfield Chart, 11 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>Walkers will enjoy the Brown and Clee hills, 11 miles away — where on a clear day one can see eleven counties; and 20 miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>and flows on through the County, passing Peterborough and on to the Wash, 110 miles away.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>If you do have the energy for some serious antiques-hunting, Bath is 12 miles away and Bradford on Avon around eight see Antiques Trail, p134.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>Bill, and then would say — We’re off to see a customer in Hamilton 12 miles away so we will not be back before 5 o’clock.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
he feared new sky-high rent would force them both to quit the White Hart 12 miles away.

The blast was heard 12 miles away.

North Rim, the Colorado river at the centre is invisible, still more than 12 miles away and nearly a mile down.

Plymouth is 12 miles away, and the sailing centres of Kingsbridge and Salcombe are 10 and 13 miles.

Stratford-upon-Avon, home to the Royal Shakespeare Theatre, is just 12 miles away.

Newmarket race course and the National Horseracing Museum are 12 miles away.

The attractive town of Hereford is only 12 miles away, and Worcester is 20 miles.

The magnificent stately home of Woburn is only 12 miles away.

Cambridge is just 12 miles away.

bus stop is 1 mile away and the nearest train station is in Stoke-on-Trent, 12 miles away.

Stratford-upon-Avon is just 12 miles away.

Shrewsbury, built in 107– as protection against the Saxons, and Bolton Castle, 12 miles away, where Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned, and the ruins of the once 12 miles away, is a medieval town once built on its wool trade, and peppered with Tudor,

mansion with a fine collection of paintings and a 1000-acre park, are both 12 miles away.

The Aviemore sports centre is 12 miles away.

One of the most popular destinations was Norwich, 12 miles away 65, pp.123–4.

station within a mile, a vehicle was sent out from Durham City, about 12 miles away.

station, but it took 25 minutes for a vehicle to arrive from Durham City 12 miles away.

Moscow, USSR: At the same time, 12,000 miles away, a delegation from Amnesty's International Secretariat is making plans.

and Monie shared a smile and a drink after the game, but only Lowe, 12,000 miles away, was laughing.

back for the Pilkington final on May 2 or would selection requirements 12,000 miles away take precedence?

along the road, in Portobello odd to get all these Edinburgh names, 12,000 miles away !.

Because when you are 12,000 miles away you're not playing for any country.

Durban in Mr Cronje's truck on Friday for the Maputaland Marine Reserve 120 miles away.

Next time the vessel was spotted was 120 miles away in the North Sea off Eyemouth.

their nearest neighbour of any size is Madagascar, which lies some 1200 kilometres away to the south west.

with varying interests, though the dinghies do sail from a beach about 1200 metres away.

day, you can see right across the Moyle channel to Scotland, less than 13 miles away.

My horse is kept at a lovely yard 13 miles away: too far for many people's choice, but the facilities and the people.
97. Berwick-upon-Tweed is 13 miles away; an interesting town, it has a museum and Tudor fortifications considered

98. flat earth society type of observers who saw so clearly — from 13,000 miles away — what happened in New Zealand, Murphy does not indict the IRFU.

99. Islands of Mindanao, Palawan and the skerries of the Sulu Sea, in dense masses around Cap Martin, but has been sighted over 130 kilometres away near Toulon.

100. At 0700, they plotted a large group of aircraft about 130 miles away and closing fast.

101. At Bateman's, 14 miles away, you can visit Rudyard Kipling's home and see the working watermill.

102. At 14 miles away, you can visit Rudyard Kipling's home and see the working watermill.

103. is still at the back of the emulsion but by the time light from an object 15 metres away has reached the film, the sound-pulse will have reached its front face.

104. are haunted, but party officials from the provincial capital of Kampot, 15 miles away, have no such fears.

105. It was making for Invercargill, 15 miles away on the South Island across the notorious Foveaux Strait, in winds of 20

106. It was actually only 15 miles away.

107. and therefore he had been seeing less and less of his girlfriend, who lived 15 miles away.

108. was a devoted family girl, but at 22 she moved off to live at Warrington, 15 miles away.

109. Dorchester, the Cardsbridgeof Hardy's novels, is 15 miles away.

110. Portsmouth with its historic ships the Mary Rose, Victory and Warrior is 15 miles away.

111. Sissinghurst Castle, 15 miles away, has gardens created by Sir Harold Nicolson and Vita Sackville-West.

112. St Albans with its Verulamium, ruined abbey and rose gardens is 15 miles away.

113. at the Otter Trust in Earsham, 15 miles away, you can revel at the sight of the world's largest gathering of otters.

114. Hanberry Hall, 15 miles away, is a splendid Palladian mansion.

115. The coast is only 15 miles away and has some lovely sandy beaches.

116. passes within 7 miles and the Lyke Wake walk, starting at Osmotherly, 15 miles away.

117. York is just 15 miles away.

118. both the dales and the moors and the Pennine Way, which can be reached 15 miles away.

119. National Trust properties, such as Kellie Castle and Balmerino, both 15 miles away.

120. Children will enjoy the adventure farm, museum and nature trail at Cambo, 15 miles away.

121. Chester, 15 miles away, is an attractive historical city with some beautiful black and white

122. The outcome is that Mark is placed voluntarily in Sheila's mother's care, 15 miles away, while a family assessment takes place.

123. are to be offered jobs at the company's headquarters near Tewkesbury 15 miles away, but at least 67 will lose their jobs.

124. was treated by a local doctor before the ambulance arrived from Darlington 15 miles away.

125. Sharpe was only about 15 yards away when I moved towards him and he started running, PC Pounder told magistrates.
Guests staying in either the main building or the annexe, just 15 yards away, can expect a comfortable bedroom with telephone and, for a small extra, ECF.

He came towards me and stopped about 10 to 15 yards away, put his hand inside his bomber jacket and brought out a monster hand-held J56.

Its re-awakening with a series of explosions audible in towns over 150 kilometres away.

On the twenty-sixth, explosions loud enough to be heard well over 150 kilometres away were taking place at intervals of about ten minutes, and at about 2 ASR.

The most attractive feature is without doubt the pool, which is situated 150 metres away across a bridge which joins your studios with another Paradero complex.

At the tip of Manhattan straight up to the state capital of Albany, some 150 miles away, better the wall the greater its use. Newcastle's draws visitors from over 150 miles away and often sees 90 visitors in one evening.

He had started out at night to visit friends in Yorkshire, 150 miles away, on the Moon and the supply rocket, brought by his children, lands some 150 miles away.

The road up the west coast from Lagos to Lisbon, 150 miles away, takes you through a typically Portuguese mix of urban sprawl around the ASR.

Though a mere 150 miles away, it was indeed like entering another country, another world.

Both ends; often, after a heavy day's fighting, he would roar up to Paris, 150 miles away, in his huge open sports car, then return after a night of carousal and K91.

They took the fish to an unaffected stretch of canal 150 yards away and realising bigger fish were still distressed returned on Thursday to A6R.

Crew and a small audience of artists while Serb snipers perched only 150 yards away at the front line took pot shots.

In equal isolation at the Intercontinental Hotel, 150 miles away, Lebanese journalists found themselves restricted to the parliament's two G2V.

Exeter, 16 miles away, has a fine 13th-century cathedral, a modern university, and an attractive CJK.

The Dartmoor Wildlife Park and Falconry Centre, near Plymouth, 16 miles away, is set in thirty acres of beautiful countryside and has a good collection CJK.

Brympton d'Evercy, 16 miles away, is a magnificent country home, vineyard, and distillery.

Cambridge is 16 miles away.

If guests wish to eat out, there are several local pubs in the village, and 15 miles away, in Cambridge, there are numerous excellent eating establishments.

Warwick Castle 16 miles away is one of the finest castles in England.

John Wilson, for fetching glasses from the glasse house at Silkstone, some 16 miles away.

A small beach, perfect for a cooling dip, is some 150 yards away.

Road between Cambridge and Huntingdon you will come to Alconbury, some 16 miles away.

Announced that it is switching its operation from Holyhead to Llangefni, 16 miles away.

He needed his car to get to work as the factory was 16 miles away and there was no public transport.

A small beach, perfect for a cooling dip, is some 160 yards away.

Wolds, an attractive market town, is eight miles south-west of Rudston and 17 miles away, a little higher up the coast, is Scarborough.

The fine medieval city of Norwich, 17 miles away, has a cathedral, castle and market.
Newcastle is just 17 miles away.

in front of the centre but rather in an unobtrusive site on another street 175 yards away.

The nearest town of any size is Hull, 18 miles away, to which there are two buses a week.

of Thorpe travel to Lincoln, his nearest major town, but some 30 km 19 miles away.

proper with Throope, but the agglomeration of buildings 1 kilometre to the west consisted of four separate settlements.

Just 2 miles away, you can visit Ugbrooke stately home and park, a Robert Adam mansion built.

St Michael's Mount, 2 miles away, can be reached by foot when the tide is out or by motor launch at high tide.

but there are numerous local pubs and restaurants in Lewes, just over 2 miles away.

Way, the medieval route from Winchester to Canterbury which can be reached 2 miles away.

pubs and restaurants in the area including The Plough at Coton, 2 miles away, which gives excellent value for money, and is open seven days a week.

Whipsnade Zoo is only 2 miles away.

Alton Towers, the large leisure park with gardens, is only 2 miles away.

There are many local walks, including the Hawkestone Hills, just 2 miles away.

The 16th-century ruins of Knock Castle, 2 miles away, have a murky past — all the sons of the Laird were murdered by a

tolerance and in 1786 another Independent chapel had been established 2 miles away at Netherfield, where the services were much more evangelical in tone.

say they spotted someone very similar 2 days before at another college site 2 miles away at Northstar.

— usually 150 m nearly 200 yards, but sometimes as far as 3.5 km over 2 miles, away.

numbers of young men and women, more than Bedford which was only 21 miles away.

Coal to keep Britain's home fires burning, dug from mines 2,000 miles away in Russia.

days later, ash from the same eruption had reached Rio de Janeiro, 2,960 kilometres away, but here the fall was very scanty indeed — not thick enough.

Similarly the polar bear can scent out a dead seal from 20 kilometres away.

from the nature of the scat site they could not have been more than 20 metres away.

as 200 000 hertz, allowing them to detect objects as tiny as a midget 20 metres away.

and quickly forgotten with the opening of the A38 motorway less than 20 miles away.

the life of a pioneer in the wilderness, when the nearest living soul was 20 miles away.

Meanwhile less than 20 miles away, St Johnstone, a team with a less prestigious history were enjoying.

A desperate Waller moved the business 20 miles away to Fencehouses, Co Durham, and struggled on.

the attack in Newcastle have contacted colleagues in Lanchester, Durham, 20 miles away, where the 14-year-old was assaulted on December 19.

they had a gun, bundled him into his car and dumped him bound and gagged 20 miles away in Surrey.
is only 25 miles away and the pleasant seaside resort of Brighton only 20 miles away.

11 miles away — where on a clear day one can see eleven counties; and 20 miles away, the Stretton Hills.

Hatfield House, a very fine Jacobean House with gardens and park, is 20 miles away.

Coventry and its controversial cathedral is 20 miles away.

There are further walks to be enjoyed in the Cotswolds, 20 miles away, and the Forest of Dean, 25 miles away.

to visit including the fascinating ancient burial chambers at Pentre Ifan, 20 miles away.

was impossible for Midlander like me — the nearest reservoir was over 20 miles away and after a couple of circuits would soon have lost its charm.

On a clear day you can see them from 20 miles away at Port Isaac.

are all within reach, and coastal resorts such as Senigallia are only 20 miles away.

can spend time by the sea — the sandy beaches of Senigallia are only 20 miles away — or explore the major Umbrian cities, like Gubbio and Assisi, which are a touch of the sun and sea air, you can head for the sandy beach, only 200 metres away.

Siena is 10 miles and San Gimignano just over 20 miles away.

country there is nothing like this and we stayed with friends who live in the heart of the Sussex countryside.

The stolen van was spotted by a patrol car about 20 miles away in Rowstock.

Detectives are trying to establish why her body was found dumped, 20 miles away in the Gloucester to Sharpness canal at Sharpness docks.

She enjoys going clubbing in Oxford, 20 miles away, but the last bus home is at ten-forty and she can't afford the L18.

A trail of blood led to a two-foot high by 18-inch timber box 20 yards away, perched just off the ground on tiny stilts and carefully camouflaged with

said: He could have been shot at close range to the device and staggered 20 yards away before collapsing.

Estonians, said the Latvian border guard, pointing towards his counterparts 20 yards away.

at a campsite in Aubignan, said: I saw people trying to cling to trees 20 yards away but I could not get to them.

The silver-grey Opel Rekord pulling onto the grass verge, braking 20 yards away.

hotel or in the four-star residence which is conveniently situated just 20 yards away.

the beautiful public rooms, terrace, bar and restaurant here, and Villa Ada 20 yards away houses the bedrooms.

centre and another Club motel, the Famous Host Kissimmee are both only 200 metres away as are the London Bar, the Blue Max and the popular 60's Rock 'n' Roll.

The sandy beach is about 200 metres away with sunbeds, pedaloes and watersports.

a touch of the sun and sea air, you can head for the sandy beach, only 200 metres away.

providing a perfect sun-trap and the sandy beach is only about 200 metres away.

The beautiful cove and lovely sandy beach of Portals Nous are only 200 metres away, and the port of Puerto Portals is less the 2km, an impressive marina.

The sandy beach is only 200 metres away to the left of the hotel and the main late nightlife is about the same.

corner of the temple towards the Bull's Head Sanctuary or Little Palace 200 metres away to the west-north-west Plate 12.

been on the shooting range one afternoon, zeroing our FA-MASs on targets 200 metres away.
214. the friable stone, while the quarries of oolite at Stuart wood less than 200 metres away provided that of higher quality. J2L

215. but its huge side-looking radar can pick out enemy ground targets up to 200 miles away, allowing it to direct air, artillery or missile strikes against them. ABG

216. Her husband, who usually worked 200 miles away, had been forced to return to look after the children. ALP

217. I blame the wine box and the fact that the landlord lived 200 miles away. AS3

218. give you enough work to pay for it she told me — then promptly moved over land and under sea 6,200 feet under the Alenuihaha Channel to Honolulu. CGX

219. but its huge side-looking radar can pick out enemy ground targets up to 200 miles away, allowing it to direct air, artillery or missile strikes against them. ABG

220. Her husband, who usually worked 200 miles away, had been forced to return to look after the children. ALP

221. Although there were some police flats 200 yards away, he was unaware of any person or premises representing a likely IRA target. AJ6

222. The front of Nevada Bob's golf equipment business, 200 yards away, was destroyed and walls were cracked and ceilings demolished. AKH

223. I'm 200 yards away on my beat. B24

224. Under identical circumstances antelopes were visible up to 200 yards away. BLX

225. The driver didn't see the seats until he was about 200 yards away. CH2

226. His local village, Zia pop: under 150, is 200 yards away yet he seldom gets there. CH5

227. its elegant Regency houses look down quietly towards the sea, a matter of 200 yards away. EC9

228. The beach is 200 yards away and there are shops and bars nearby. ECF

229. five miles away, is easily accessed by regular local bus which stops just 200 yards away, or by the daily boat service from the jetty in Brenzone. ECF

230. Less than 200 yards away was the car park. HWP

231. This one was mutilated on neighbouring property just 200 yards away. K1C

232. Ayresome Infant and Junior Schools are only 200 yards away but staff, governors and parents claimed sharing their school would K4V

233. are probably too mean to pay the fees at the golf course which is only 200 yards away. K97

234. a 50% reduction on green fees at the new 6 hole golf academy which is 2000 metres away. AMD

235. which blew up in January 1987 caused nuclear traces to be recorded over 2000 miles away in the sheep of Scotland. HPG

236. The competition made them decide to move to Easingwold, some 22 miles away as the crow flies and nearer 28 miles along the winding roads. HWD

237. The nearest large town is Inverness, 23 miles away. CJK

238. The facts were amazing; BOLER had FIVE witnesses to show he was 24 miles away when the robbery was committed. CH5

239. and the small town of Fluelen, gateway to the Gotthard Pass route, lies 38km 24 miles away at the end of the long south-east arm which is called the Urner Lake after 38km. FTU

240. By 3 p.m., the explosions were so loud that they were audible 240 kilometres away; by 5 p.m. they were so stupendous that the sound was carrying all ASR

241. The murder of Sgt Newman also bore a striking similarity to the shooting 25 miles away of Pte Robert Davies, 19, the Army recruit killed at Lichfield City railway AKR

242. Some 30 sacks were taken by six cars to the factory 25 miles away and thrown into it over the main gate at three o'clock in the morning. CDD

243. Dartmouth, 25 miles away, has a famous naval college and a very attractive waterfront. CJK
taking a day trip to the coast, Portsmouth with its naval heritage is only 25 miles away and the pleasant seaside resort of Brighton only 20 miles away. CJK

with its pretty resorts such as the harbour town of Southwold, is only 25 miles away. CJK

to be enjoyed in the Cotswolds, 20 miles away, and the Forest of Dean, 25 miles away. CJK

places of historical interest well worth a visit including Cawdor Castle, 25 miles away, with its 14th-century keep and associations with Macbeth; and Elgin, 40 miles away. CJK

You can jeep to the front, 25 miles away, of a morning, observed a New York Times man based in Hanoi, and return in three hours. CRC

The cosmopolitan city of Cagliari is only 25 miles away. ECF

and emerges to enter the Gulf of Trieste, near Monfalcone, 40 km 25 miles away. FSU

walked to the edge of the entrance, a grenade silencing one post a mere 25 yards away; over the water the searchlight of the Mole could be seen beamed on the CCS

has made 146 applications for access to 26 underground basins as far as 250 miles away and as much as 1,000 feet below the surface. J2R

One could almost claim that setting course south of Paris for Geneva nearly 250 miles away was a pleasure compared with the more northerly targets. J56

at Pontefract for former jump jockey Paul Leach, who trains at Taunton, 250 miles away. K3A

said: They come and ask where the beach is and you have to tell them it’s 250 miles away. K5H

route from Talbot Square to Marton and back to Central Station, only 250 yards away. B09

Other shops and bars are closer and the lift down to the beach is just 250 yards away. ECF

with 10 times the power of the Hiroshima bomb on a tennis court 2500 kilometres away. B7N

New York could be only 26 miles away. A7G

Dumfries, 26 miles away, has several interesting museums and the house of Robert Burns. CJK

Vienna was 260 kilometres away. HTJ

taken out of the Redcar betting ring on Saturday appear certain to turn up 275 miles away in the south of England today, writes Hyperion Chris Corrigan. A22

San Gimignano is 9 miles away, Siena about 28 miles away. ECF

Daly promptly hit a shot that carried over the 65ft high netting 280 yards away, the wall that divides the West Berlin that is Augusta National from the AJY

The popular Victorian resort of Llandudno, 29 miles away, is fairly unspoilt, and has a sandy beach, an attractive park, and an CJK

The children face them from about 3 metres away. G22

The walk from Boscastle to Tintagel 3 miles away takes you through spectacular coastal scenery. CJK

withstood a Roundhead siege during the Civil War for five months, is only 3 miles away. CJK

Opera buffs will enjoy the summer season at Glyndebourne, 3 miles away. CJK

Winchelsea, 3 miles away, was created by Edward I and is known as the smallest town in England. CJK

home of the National Stud and the National Horseracing Museum, is just 3 miles away. CJK

The ruined Cistercian Abbey of Bordesley is just 3 miles away. CJK
275. A pleasant footpath to Sessey, 3 miles away, starts directly from the house. CJK
276. Richmond, 3 miles away, is a delightful town, full of history and housing the only Georgian theatre CJK
277. Just 3 miles away, back in the village of Ewyas Harold, the snow ploughs were called in to K1B
278. The car was found dumped 3 miles away. K1B
279. is 13 hours away, and Ferdi Eilberg my dressage trainer lives 31 miles away! BPB
280. Her sigh of exasperation reached him from 3,000 miles away. AB9
281. listened aboard a packed airliner as her boy-friend proposed from 3,000 miles away — using the pilot as a go-between. CH6
282. I was 3,000 miles away, amongst strangers in a funny little town in Connecticut preparing to H9Y
283. Seattle was 3,500 miles away, and we couldn't afford the air fare. AAV
284. they point north towards Inverness when the target of the prayers lies 3,500 miles away — to the south-east. CBF
285. in the Celtic Sea has been recaptured almost four years later and 3,600 miles away. K4K
286. At Diego Garcia Island, 3,647 kilometres away in the Indian Ocean, the sounds of the explosions were at first ASR
287. of landed gentry revolves its social season around polo, yet where 30 miles away haute couture is denim overalls and a feed-store cap. AL3
288. He should have been in Loudwater, Bucks, 30 miles away. CBF
289. We had to get back to Crinan by nightfall, over 30 miles away to the North, and time was running out. CG7
290. Mrs Andrews and the boys were then driven to isolated woods 30 miles away while a frantic Mr Andrews, who was told his sons would be castrated if he CEN
291. Mrs Andrews and the boys were then driven to isolated woods 30 miles away. CEN
292. Exeter, 30 miles away, is an attractive city with a splendid Gothic cathedral. CJK
293. York, 40 miles away, and Durham, 30 miles away, are both beautiful historical cities. CJK
294. The capital of Sardinia, Cagliari, is about 30 miles away and well worth visiting for its many museums and churches. ECF
295. Venice is only 30 miles away, and Vicenza and Verona are both within reach. ECF
296. be incurred by you and L10 per person if the alternative is more than 30 miles away. ED0
297. The same river makes its exit from the lake some 30 miles away to flow through Luzern on its way north. FTU
298. They were about 30 miles away however. HDA
299. television caused a minor panic among residents of the city of Zaporizha, 30 miles away with a population of 900,000. HJ4
300. no work there, and the permanent inhabitants like Ian commute to Greymouth, 30 miles away. HPP
301. a 10-mile radius and only about 30 per cent had come in from more than 30 miles away. HWD
302. After two or three hours, Harry say a sign indicating that Hamburg was 300 kilometres away, and he took this road as he knew Lubeck might be an alternative if A67
303. There was, he said, a bridge about 300 metres away. A6T
304. If the nearest land is 300 miles away, how many days does he take to reach it? B03
305. the Japanese would attack Pearl Harbor from the north at dawn from some 300 miles away where trade routes were few and detection unlikely. CLU
306. Her eldest son still has the job he had then in an electronics factory 300 miles away; her daughter, who was a giggly schoolgirl 15 years ago, is now the mother HH3
307. The camp at Kedos was some 300 miles away, but it was a pleasant change from the squalor of the previous month. J1B
308. The Cadenabbia Lido is just 300 yards away and nearby is the centre of Tremezzo, with the boarding point for the AMD
309. him, our 12-year-old boy in 1976 knew that the nearest tank was only 300 yards away. ANU
310. But, in their own pub just 300 yards away, Shaunagh, his bride of 15 months, was mystified by talk of a permanent CBF
311. But they were told they must park their bikes 300 yards away. CH2
312. There is a private beach 300 yards away and for those keen to learn a new sport — there is a water-skiing ECF
313. There is a private beach club with a bar, set on the sandy beach 300 yards away, across the main road. ECF
314. The world famous Via Tornabuoni with its exclusive designer shops is just 300 yards away. ECF
315. in a westerly direction towards the locus of Newlands Garage, just 300 yards away. K5D
316. to laze around the complex in the heat of the day, but the beach is only 3000 metres away. AM0
317. The humpback's singing can be heard from 32 kilometres away and so probably helps to bring breeding individuals together. FEV
318. Edinburgh, a centre of culture and history, is 32 miles away. CJK
319. Blackpool is 34 miles away. CJK
320. Inverness, 34 miles away, is the administrative capital of the Highland region. CJK
321. evening as the last of the sun's rays form a silver ribbon on the Merse, 35 miles away. CG2
322. The people came from Bosanska Gradiska, 35 miles away on a twisting, tortuous track through the Snake Mountains. CH5
323. Churchill, with 2,000 acres of grounds landscaped by Capability Brown, is 35 miles away. CJK
324. the walking is fairly rugged and a climb to the top of Merrick 2,766 feet, 35 miles away, is a challenge for the adventurous. CJK
325. fires of Rotterdam to the target — a large troop concentration some 35 miles away. J56
326. The digger, which was parked at the house after being repaired, was dumped 350 yards away. CH6
327. land in a courtyard at Zwaag prison — was found tied up in his copter 38 miles away. CH6
328. There are famous horse trials at Badminton, 38 miles away. CJK
329. Birmingham City and the International Convention Centre are only 4 miles away. CJK
330. There is a great variety of watersports available nearby and a golf course 4 miles away for the more energetic amongst you. AM0
331. Parham House, an Elizabethan mansion with fine grounds, is only 4 miles away. CJK
332. Children will love the educational Drusillas Zoo, 4 miles away. CJK
333. Cambridge is only 4 miles away with a wealth of beautiful architecture; amongst other treasures, the CJK
334. Take a ride on the Foxfield Steam Railway which can be joined 4 miles away. CJK
335. Jervaulx Abbey where, incidentally, Wensleydale cheese was first made is just 4 miles away. CH5
336. Lyme Park, 4 miles away, has several hundred acres of parkland dotted with deer, and fine views of CJK
337. Falkland, 4 miles away, is an ancient town with a 16th-century palace which was the country CJK
338. Looe Bindown golf course is 4 miles away, boat and coach trips can be arranged. ECL
339. means villagers are left with a choice of cremation or burial in Wallingford 4 miles away. K1T
340. means villagers are left with a choice of cremation or burial in Wallingford 4 miles away. K1T
341. That's the finish line, 4,000 kilometres away.

342. They could have been the same young Russians we had met 4,000 miles away in Fairbanks only the day before.

343. These children tucking into pizza 4,500 miles away are trying to help.

344. Vanya works in a supermarket at Uzina, 40 kilometres away.

345. future after the massacre at Peking in June, many Macao citizens, just 40 miles away across the Pearl River delta, rest secure in the knowledge that Portugal.

346. Lady du Cann, 47, who lives with Sir Edward 40 miles away at Wellington, Somerset, inherited 15th-century Athelhampton from her first.

347. The beautiful city of York is 40 miles away, and Durham, 30 miles away, are both beautiful historical cities.

348. York, 40 miles away, and Durham, 30 miles away, are both beautiful historical cities.

349. away, with its 14th-century keep and associations with Macbeth; and Elgin, 40 miles away, a fascinating medieval town with a ruined cathedral, and a museum notable

350. How could it be any different 40 miles away? in Syria — that was the closest that we have come to conflict.

351. troops were stationed in the Lebanon and Soviet troops were stationed some 40 miles away, in Syria — that was the closest that we have come to conflict.

352. Instead of rushing to a telephone box less than 40 yards away or walking to her nearby home, Joanna trudged to the leisure centre.

353. A steward standing some 40 yards away rushed over and said he saw me making an obscene gesture.

354. the flock pigeon, rose from the water beside him and alighted on the ground 40 yards away, just within reach of Gould's expert aim.

355. The nearest beach is only 400 metres away, while the main beach is a mere 650 metres stroll away.

356. his family on the Greek island of Kos, has been spotted on another island 400 miles away.

357. LAST week the column was 400 miles away: no telephone, no forwarding address, and for The Northern Echo read the.

358. There are tennis courts nearby, and a popular discotheque before the Prime Minister, John Major, was to address a farmers conference 400 yards away.

359. 400 yards away.

360. circled over the city the expanse of Lake Baikal was plainly visible some 45 miles away with the Yenisci River stretching from the lake to its tributary on which.

361. Take a day trip to York, 45 miles away.

362. Take a day trip to Edinburgh, 45 miles away.

363. Chester have the lowest Third Division average but they play 45 miles away at Macclesfield.

364. Puerto del Carmen's sandy beach is 450 metres away and stretches for over 2 km, lined with bars and restaurants.

365. London was only 46 metres away at the leadership's reviewing stand atop the Lenin Mausoleum, only.

366. had originated by the thirteenth century, replacing a hamlet 450 metres 490 yards away which was remembered in the field names old field and tofts.

367. antennae are so sensitive that he can detect a female from as far as 5 kilometres away.

368. An experiment using silicic acid, and being carried out in a laboratory 5 metres away through a brick wall, affected the normal pattern of salt crystals being.

369. South Downs Way which stretches for eighty miles starts at Petersfield, just 5 miles away.

370. The beautiful Cotswold town of Broadway is just 5 miles away.
372. miles away at Heacham you can visit the only lavender farm in England and
373. There are RSPB reserves at Snettisham Beach and Titchwell, both
374. The border with North Wales is only
375. There is horse-racing
376. radius there are ten castles to explore and the Forest of Dean is only
377. The music could be heard
378. ft thick near the mountains and thins to 1–3 m 5–10 ft 8 km 5 miles away .
379. and we were set out in a line and the rest had to move about
380. Being a 110 per cent cricketer he wanted to leave his problems
381. star: They didn't bat an eyelid when I told them I wanted it delivered
382. Liverpool museum could drive a robot investigating underwater volcanoes
383. plying to and from the very centre of town to the landing stage only
384. Guests on half board take their evening meals at th Hotel Zalim,
385. is strange to see bubbles from other divers, rising like plumes some 40 or
386. to this bat's echolocation calls, enabling individuals to be located up to
387. dancers holidaying at Cobham Hall in Kent got lost on a jog and ended up
388. would or would not move with it and find a new home if it moved more than
389. taken the ferry from Fishguard in Wales to Rosslare, Co Wexford, about
390. that unless she submits to intercourse, he will drive to the next town
391. The young man working in Lewes may live
392. the IRA managed a mortar bomb attack on the Crossmaglen Army base,
393. red-hot ash up to four miles into the air, to fall like showers on villages
394. work can be done just as efficiently at a bigger office in Wolverhampton,
395. Beluga whales emit distress calls when even a conventional icebreaker is
396. the first play-off hole, Montgomerie snap-hooked his drive into a tree just
397. he hates watched unscathed as he mistakenly attacked the housing department
398. Just
399. The insect may be
400. may also be told that there is an alternative route via Dakar, some
say it is better than living under canvas, although the nearest tap is 500 metres away.

find all the attractions of Lloret including its lovely beach less than 500 metres away, and if you forget to send Mum her donkey postcard, the Don Juan also has...

The buzzing town centre is only 500 metres away, with its variety of lively bars and discos.

He was on his way to visit a friend in Aberdenn, more than 500 miles away.

tents, a herd of buffalo wandered by, this time plainly visible, less than 500 yards away.

Just a few minutes from the Royal Shakespeare Theatre the car park is just 500 yards away, this typically Victorian house takes its name from the sequoia tree that...

in a wide tree-lined avenue leading down to the seafront approximately 500 yards away.

prevails, with energy only really needed for a walk to the beach — 500 yards away down 300 steps.

cells, just visible through the windows of the women's dormitories, lay 500 yards away, far enough for them to have required a telescope and searchlights if...

And about 500 yards away in Neasham Road, Mr John Atkinson, company director of Profix Fabrication,

Our peasant is starting off today to Roslavl', 54 kilometres away, in order to see her soldier son who has been away in the Civil War, and is...

was a bit late but the ref was ten yards away while County's manager was 55 yards away.

Lake Bled, and then through Slovenia and Croatia to join the Danube 940 km away at Belgrade.

light to travel from the detectors at one side of the experiment to those, 6 metres away, at the other side.

Parnham House is the home of Viscount Linley's furniture business.

The Chalk Pits Museum, is a fascinating industrial heritage centre with demonstrations by...

Anglesey Abbey, was originally an Augustinian priory, and was later transformed into a fine...

fascinating castles and abbeys in the vicinity including: Richmond Castle, 6 miles away, which was built in 107– as protection against the Saxons, and Bolton CJK

Of the many interesting places to visit, try Caernarfon Castle, 6 miles away; Llandudno, a Victorian seaside resort; Harlech Castle; and Portmeirion, the CJK

under Wortley registration district, which was named after a small village police was that her body was hidden in King's Wood and the rucksack dumped 6 miles away at Barnard Gate.

My second husband had been born 6,000 miles away, but at his funeral service the coffin lay but a few feet from the AMC

His wife, 54-year-old singer Tonia Bern, lives 6,000 miles away in Hollywood and they only get together every few months. HJ4

on April 1; his wife was injured in the attack, made from a garden obtained permission to move 100 of the bald, hunch-backed and unruly birds 60 metres away.

Alison was transferred by ambulance to a specialist plastic surgery unit 60 miles away.

Alison was transferred by ambulance to a specialist plastic surgery unit 60 miles away.
Both Glasgow and Perth are under 60 miles away.

no prospect of any further rest until we get to Burslem in Stoke, more than 60 miles away.

were compared with the results of tests carried out on people living 60 miles away in the north mainland.

might manage a trip to Sao Paulo or to Rio, or to the beach, which is about 60 miles away, I think.

But at the time of the killing, Mrs McGuffog's husband Alan was in a shed 60 yards away, splitting logs.

of Magalluf boasting a variety of watersports and bars galore is only 600 metres away.

landing there had ever been able to get out and the nearest airport was 600 miles away.

Nubia, were transported to Khashm el-Girba, east of Khartoum, almost 600 miles away.

the dark streets of the real Dublin, shot by a second unit with Huston 6000 miles away.

Because the schools are up to 65 miles away, we have had to give a lot of thought to the development of distance

is an old fishing port, with an artists community, and good surfing.

is a pretty, busy town with an Elizabethan market and Norman castle.

the station well, and arranged for tanks of pure water to be conveyed from 62 miles away.

is founded as a Saxon settlement and today is a busy market town.

Conisbrough Castle, has an unusual keep and is the setting for Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe.

Sandringham House, the Queen's country residence, is 7 miles away.

At Ironbridge, you can see the World Heritage Site.

In the interesting town of Bridgnorth, also 7 miles away, you can take a ride on the Severn Valley Railway.

The historic town of Great Malvern, came into prominence through its spa waters in the 18th and 19th centuries.

sandy beaches, spectacular autumn illuminations and 518ft high tower is only

But the main reason lay 7,000 miles away, in Washington, DC.

royals had decided to staunchly put on a united front as best they could, 70 miles away. Diana refused to attend one of the two public services in village churches.

And the area code showed it was in Dusseldorf — 70 miles away.

People reported seeing smoke from over 70 miles away and helicopters were used to help fight the blaze.

with them; their destination was the Peta barracks at Rengasdenglok, about 70 miles away.
Jane Hinde, suffered whiplash injuries when the Nissan Turbo — stolen 70 miles away in Harrogate — rammed into them.

for up to 20 cars at the rear, and there is a commercial car park some 70 yards away on Church Street.

It doesn't matter that they may be 700 miles away at the other end of a data link.

Just 700 yards away her baby son and 11-year-old sister sat in her broken-down car, Shrewsbury.

But yesterday she was 75 miles away at Althorp House, and it was left to her two young sons to put a brave face on.

The beach and buzzing town centre are only 750 metres away with its lively discos, restaurants and bars. Leeds-Bradford airport just a short drive.

Totnes, 8 miles away, can be reached by boat; amongst other attractions, it has a motor museum,

CREDITON, 8 miles away, is an ancient town, once known for its wool industry now for its cider.

The popular seaside resort of Brighton with its flamboyant Royal Pavilion is 8 miles away.

Six miles away at Cowdray you can watch polo, and 8 miles away at Goodwood, you can visit the races.

The Walsall Arboretum, also 8 miles away, has over two hundred varieties of trees and shrubs in 33 acres of land.

The Peak National Park is only 8 miles away.

Balmoral Castle grounds 8 miles away are open to the public; adjacent to Balmoral is the Royal Lochnager.

700-year-old Blair Castle, and Earlshall Castle and gardens are 8 miles away.

I have also taken the bus to the University, about 8 miles away, where the courses are being held.

Morcambe Bay, Snaefell on the Isle of Man is sometimes visible more than 80 miles away.

In Wester Ross, for example, the nearest agricultural engineer was about 80 miles away.

watches his sons open their presents at Sandringham, his wife will be 80 miles away at Althorp.

One to the sea, which is about 80 miles away, and another to Sao Paulo which is quite near, and I hope to do some more.

But Malcolm Brodie, who must have been 80 yards away and looking at the player's back, could say the goal was quite rightly.

David Lawrence could be heard screaming from 80 yards away.

Suddenly, it popped up not 80 yards away.

of water released that there was flooding on the Punjabi Plains, more than 800 miles away.

There is a pool 800 yards away.

Longleat House and safari park is only 9 miles away.

Salisbury with its famous four-hundred-foot spire the tallest in England is 9 miles away.

The pretty market town of Ashbourne with its antique centre is only 9 miles away.

can learn about one of its most famous inhabitants, Captain Cook, is only 9 miles away.

San Gimignano is 9 miles away, Siena about 28 miles away.
490. use the suite of rooms as his base whenever he is in London but Highgrove, 90 miles away in Gloucestershire, will continue to be his main home. CBF

491. the much smaller apartment she had in Kensington Palace, more than 90 miles away in London. CBF

492. But they thought it might be in Dortmund — about 90 miles away. CH2

493. My home is 90 miles away, so I haven’t been able to afford to go back very often. K4D

494. for cast-iron pipes to connect the Tata Hydro Power Plant with Bombay 92 miles away. K4S

495. for a private subscriber in Eastbourne, a free line to St Andrew’s Church 933 yards away, and charged him an annual rental of £1 17 6d £1 87 12. B7D

496. the night of the killing in Jackson, contradicting his claims to have been 95 miles away in Greenwood. HLC

497. D. Hauser left the complex in a snow buggy which drove him to a helipad a kilometre away. CN3

498. deal from listening to their noisy nut-cracking, often audible up to a kilometre away, and deduce much about their elaborate use of tools. EFF

499. So loud are these calls that a single insect can be heard half a kilometre away and a chorus of them can set a whole forest ringing and echoing. EFR

500. to Itxassou’s other half, which is clustered round the church, about a kilometre away and within sight of the defile known as the Pas de Roland, an opening in FA2

501. it can locate prey by smell alone, scenting blood from well over half a kilometre away. FEV

502. the claw pulls the discs apart with a click that can be heard over a kilometre away. FEV

503. Lilliputhad ordered his people to carry me to the capital city, about a kilometre away. FPV

504. Ace, I’m half a kilometre away. G1M

505. particular marked gene was found in some seeds of the wild variety up to a kilometre away. J35

506. looked over the side in surprise, to her horror a huge orca surfaced just a metre away. A6T

507. With this sensitivity it could easily detect a shrimp from over a metre away for these crustaceans generate tiny electrical fields of up to one FEV

508. They would be able to do so only from about a metre away, however, because even the muscles’ discharges are tiny. FEV

509. fence in the garden of the poet’s pebble-dashed birth-place in Mucker a mile away. A3N

510. About half a mile away an attack is going in on a hill, I can see Commandos advancing up the slopes. A61

511. At sixteen they had her married to a cousin who lived about a mile away. A6V

512. the Grepo border guards’ free fire zone at the drab buildings a quarter of a mile away in the east. A8W

513. valley of the River Drone, you would hardly guess that high on Barrow Hill a mile away stands Hagge Farm, as lost and as completely rural as anything in the country. AB4

514. In 1863 another county asylum was built a mile away at Herrison, and Forston gradually became redundant. AB4

515. see the ninety feet high Victorian church spire of St Michael extreme right a mile away on a small hill, below which lies the unassuming village of Sutton. AB4

516. When we say that what we see is a mile away, we must mean that were we to move forward a mile, we would be affected with ABM

517. The fierce Pathans saw this missionary in his little wooden home about a mile away and they said: The British sent troops to kill us and they failed. ABV

518. since they had lost caste by moving away — unfortunately for Jane, only a mile away. ABW
We know where he goes — down to the town about a mile away in search of a bitch.

Setting his face towards the barrow, which was still perhaps half a mile away in dramatic relief against the angry sky, he had the feeling that he was and I have enough cash in hand to buy my first food of the day and my first

is, there is a formica-clad coffee or hamburger bar still open less than half a mile away was a place where turtles came to lay their eggs, as the local CIA man

20 miles, so that fuel would have to be brought in by sea-barge; a quarter of a mile away was a place where turtles came to lay their eggs, as the local CIA man

Otherwise they are half a mile away and it is ridiculous.

to sell to a developer and move into a modern bungalow on 13 acres less than a mile away .

given to delay the police operation to find the bomb and officers were half a mile away looking for the bomb at the Stock Exchange.

The Hotel Orion was only half a mile away.

to sell to a developer and move into a modern bungalow on 13 acres less than a mile away a mile away .

no doubt, by the rumble of the all-metal wheelbarrow, which was audible half a mile away. AT3

After twenty minutes, almost half a mile away, the fine details had disappeared. AT3

On one occasion, when the Land Rover was only half a mile away, I had to go three miles to reach it. AT3

The piste, marked by oil drums, was completely out of sight, over a mile away to the north. AT3

opposite the door till he was fed; another was a pigeon whose cot was quite a mile away: she too looked for a meal on every visit, and after gathering her crop-full, B1N

The discovery well had tested at only 9.7 million cu ft/day 275 thousand cu m/day, and this B2J

position in a southern suburb of the town with the Victory Mound but half a mile away. B2S

This colony probably started as an offshoot of Glynleigh, being only about a mile away, and has not had more than eight nests. B31

We could see the burning kite about half a mile away, and the blood wagon and fire engine racing to the rescue. B3F

something had flashed in the moonlight. It must have been a good quarter of a mile away, towards the middle of the estuary. B3J

And the odour can be carried as much as a mile away: if the wind is blowing in that direction. BLX

I could see them about half a mile away still running wild. BMX

The smoke is on the other side about a mile away or less. BMX

The pistol shot is so loud it can be heard well over half a mile away. BMY

Within a matter of days some were caught more than half a mile away. BNY

it for the first time, they saw Titron, lying in the water some quarter of a mile away; a huge, red-lit steel cliff with the black sea boiling pinky-white below. BPA

Around half a mile away was the small Hertfordshire town of Tring with shops and bakeries providing BPF

was supplied from a very deep well under a sawmill floor, a full quarter of a mile away. C93

about for a sighting, she suddenly saw one of the dogs about a quarter of a mile away. C98

eggs, out of season strawberries and champagne in the Doggie Dins’ Tent, half a mile away. CA0

in one of Lord Cowdray's cottages, the Rutshire were having a team meeting, at Sheridan Circle, our director, the former Chilean foreign minister CAL

so strong that a DC-6 which had been parked at the airport was found over a mile away at Burway on the edge of Ludlow. CBF

By this time Zulu Sierra was only a mile away. CAU

an incident 90 minutes earlier when a 25-year-old woman was attacked half a mile away at Burway on the edge of Ludlow. CBF

bomb disrupted filming of Coronation Street at the Granada studios less than early summer, workmen have been preparing a new home for Mark, at Aston Farm, a mile away. CBF

the fact it was Christmas party time — neighbours could hear the noise a mile away. CBF

One resident said: We could hear the music and we live more than a mile away. CBF

She said she had been released half a mile away on a misty common and had not eaten for a long time. CBF

The Tooting shopping centre was over half a mile away and was the terminus of the first L.C.C. CBK
577. The nearest security force base is more than a quarter of a mile away and was manifestly not the target of the attack.  

578. And old man Verne-Smith and his wife, he knew, lived no more than a mile away, but them he avoided out of simple antipathy.  

579. Wyvis Hall, below the woods and above the river, with the nearest road half a mile away and the nearest house twice as far as that, total silence prevailed.  

580. Granny lived about half a mile away, in a narrow street with drab shops dotted between the houses, which were one of the descendants of Viscount Kenmure the ruins of Kenmure Castle stand half a mile away.  

581. was a woodcock but turned out to be a parrot, escaped recently from its cage and fished for salmon in Spain where my guide was called Jesus and enjoyed.  

582. filming we assembled by the front door to go to Alexander's house, half a mile away, for lunch.  

583. He could scent danger, as his beloved dogs could sight a hare a mile away.  

584. head down, and began to trot quickly towards his house, about half a mile away.  

585. The sidings were situated about half a mile away and there was a water-tower nearby.  

586. Less than a mile away, locked in all-day talks with Mr Major, Mr Yeltsin was promised an official visit to Sharpe's left, about a mile away he could see the roofs of two more farmhouses, while to his right the wood was a duster of toy-like buildings which was Southwold stood a mile away beyond the harbour.  

587. tear her stockings on the brambles, or to the recreation ground which was too far for her to walk in high-heeled shoes.  

588. at an indifferent sea while their wives, children and girlfriends sat half a mile away on what was an excuse for a beach amidst the polluted debris of the capital.  

589. She has been living there since leaving Keith in the family home.  

590. An RAF spokesman said: There were power lines nearby and just half a mile away there was a sheer cliff.  

591. A milkman later spotted the men — still without a stitch on and clutching their King Edwards.  

592. more… and hit the ground with such a clatter that security men half a mile away alerted police.  

593. The only road was a quarter of a mile away up a track, leading down to the campsite itself, so that made the immediate approach impossible.  

594. The chorus produced by hundreds of males can be heard over a mile away.  

595. Barnstaple, the principal town of North Devon, is only a mile away.  

596. of the descendants of Viscount Kenmure the ruins of Kenmure Castle stand half a mile away.  

597. Meanwhile, less than a mile away, Therapy? are happily getting as drunk as newts in a British style pub bar.  

598. The old part of the town lay half a mile away in a shallow bowl, through which meandered the river that gave the town its name.  

599. This was not an uncommon state of affairs: less than a quarter of a mile away, at St Augustine's, a similarly tense situation was working towards a violent confrontation.  

600. They were half a mile away, but on Sharpe's side of the river and barring his approach to Charleroi.  

601. Off to Sharpe's left, about a mile away he could see the roofs of two more farmhouses, while to his right the wood was a duster of toy-like buildings which was Southwold stood a mile away beyond the harbour.  

602. They find the truck abandoned a mile away, that it had been stolen.  

603. to the north the duster of toy-like buildings which was Southwold stood a mile away beyond the harbour.  

604. A mile away two neighbours are talking and their voices, all quick sharp consonants, ring.
and it was said he could sniff a copper out a mile away.

A complimentary minibus service runs daily to the private beach, just over a mile away, where there is a shoreside restaurant for lunch.

The town centre is half a mile away, but there are shops and cafés on the main road close by.

and when you are ready to venture further afield, the nearest shops are about a mile away and Torre Canne beach is an eight mile drive away.

platform beside the lake and watersports facilities are available just over a mile away.

The price for hotel includes bed and breakfast, or guests can stay, just over a mile away in the estate's self-catering annexe — the Villa Claudia.

The nearest village is Ponte d'Assi just over a mile away.

small swimming pool with a view of Lake Trasimeno which is three quarters of a mile away.

Shopping for food is easy as there are shops less than a mile away.

North Cockerington; the village of North Cockerington being situated almost a mile away.

I look across to the island, only a mile away, a green landmass rising above the grey, a scattering of houses shrouded in

He located two great beams of good timber lying on a waste lot half a mile away, but could not lift them.

on May 25th, 1982, from the Royal Fleet Auxiliary STROMNESS about half a mile away.

It's about a mile away.

and later to Canonmills, from her home in the Pleasance which was about a mile away.

The Chief Rabbit's lettuce was stolen by the Owsla from a garden half a mile away across the fields.

on remaining in Odborough, choosing this house from where he can see, half a mile away, the roof and chimney of the shop where he made his money.

The Isle lay about a mile away, in the middle of the river.

We could smell the salty tang of sea air less than a mile away, and we could hear the mewing of gulls.

The staff house was a mile away, on the Neck.

Circumscribed as it is, with tall trees closing it in barely half a mile away, it contains in its detail something of every age from the Saxon to the

of ground hemmed in by the watercourse and the thicket, from at least half a mile away, I can clearly hear the engang preparing for the damburst of cattle.

We could smell the salty tang of sea air less than a mile away, is the same breeze

From a mile away, the superfine call

drawn through the darkness from a mile away.

— and when the ambulance stopped at Tottenham Court Road, a quarter of a mile away, he leapt out and set off again naked down the street.

The voices of camel riders half a mile away were uncannily clear.

Half a mile away on our left towered a rounded granite outcrop, about 1,000 feet high; against

two attendants would be brought to observe the rites from their residence half a mile away.

transfer Puang Sangalla's remains from its abode of four years, a quarter of a mile away, to the death-house in the Rante for the culminating month of final rites.
While less than a mile away, as the moon came out again from behind clouds, it shone through a
window, judging its path and speeding his attack so that he hit it with such force, on the other side of the Isle of Dogs, Ebenezer's sister Ruth was also awake. In another bedroom, Mabel Judge opened her eyes to find her husband looming.

A little more than half a mile away, living prey increased each day until he could stoop on a hare from half a mile away, judging its path and speeding his attack so that he hit it with such force, the red blotches close to the trees.

Half a mile away, the body out of the barrack and through the mud towards the jungle half a mile away, and was built by the Nottingham Education Committee and was one of say, six.

A little more than half a mile away, and he disappeared and was not seen again. Half a mile away, in another bedroom, Mabel Judge opened her eyes to find her husband looming.

Pheasants were too easy for him and eventually, after killing a grouse about half a mile away, he disappeared and was not seen again. As Edward Thomas described it was dramatic: down in the valley less than half a mile away was a modern colliery with all the latest gadgetry of modern technology, and walked back to his flat, passing less than half a dozen other people.

After one drink, their voices could be heard over half a mile away, one in South Wales had been a wooden hut with gas lights and a fridge half a mile away, and on my way back to the surgery, on an impulse I pulled up at the door.

He'd dumped the car a mile away and walked back to his flat, passing less than half a dozen other people. But only half a mile away, you'll be in force 5 to 7 and choppy water, excellent if you're a fit expert.

One in South Wales had been a wooden hut with gas lights and a fridge half a mile away, another fortress stands on a promontory only half a mile away. Yet another fortress stands on a promontory only half a mile away, had protected against Thebes — to attack the Persians in their position, and on my way back to the surgery, on an impulse I pulled up at the door.

Con Fenton's cottage was less than half a mile away, and on my way back to the surgery, on an impulse I pulled up at the door. Sharon, Debbie's friend, lives in a newer council house about half a mile away. And I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

As Edward Thomas described it was dramatic: down in the valley less than half a mile away was a modern colliery with all the latest gadgetry of modern technology, and walked back to his flat, passing less than half a dozen other people. And I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

Possibly even less than a mile away, where I could get a room if the tide — in the way of tides — a quarter of a mile away, where I could get a room if the tide — in the way of tides —

A track from the road led to it, and then on to the camp; about a quarter of a mile away, a track from the road led to it, and then on to the camp; about a quarter of a mile away, a track from the road led to it, and then on to the camp; about a quarter of a mile away, where I could get a room if the tide — in the way of tides — the

The church bell was calling, still a mile away, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

Habitation was the tower of St Hilary church rising out of the trees half a mile away, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

Also, there was a pleasant inn about a quarter of a mile away, where I could get a room if the tide — in the way of tides —

Seized running hours ago, so Mark was forced to carry his bags to his home, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

The church bell was calling, still a mile away, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

You could have told it a mile away, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

Well as I say dock area, they might live about half a mile away, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

You could have told it a mile away, and I didn't think they could know anything about my boat — she was at least a mile away, on the northern edge of Winter Marsh, and as I'd come from the road on the

As Edward Thomas described it was dramatic: down in the valley less than half a mile away was a modern colliery with all the latest gadgetry of modern technology, and walked back to his flat, passing less than half a dozen other people. As Edward Thomas described it was dramatic: down in the valley less than half a mile away was a modern colliery with all the latest gadgetry of modern technology, and walked back to his flat, passing less than half a dozen other people.
662. cut off the sky above yet gave clear vision to the other side, a quarter of a mile away — the sense of wicked escape, as they laughed together in the empty.

663. oldest part of the house, with its attendant Rectory, squatted a quarter of a mile away on the edge of the estate, joined to the village by a delta of ancient.

664. There were no trees and the nearest defining hedge was a quarter of a mile away, beyond a desert of sugar beet, its squat green leaves hugging the soil as.

665. The boys had left Allan's home, a mile away, on Saturday evening to play.

666. be another English naval ship, the Dartmouth, most of which lies about half a mile away.

667. very like his father, and then they'd all explain in voices you could hear a mile away, and I would get funny looks from all the rest.

668. You can pick up birds from a mile away.

669. The nearest security force base is more than a quarter of a mile away and was manifestly not the target of the attack.

670. made their way from his Tirkane Road home to St Patrick's Church just over a mile away.

671. a built-up area like this, when there's a huge security force base just half a mile away, he said.

672. I kin smell pig a mile away, an these cunts...the sect thug indicated his captors with a jerk of his.

673. cut off the sky above yet gave clear vision to the other side, a quarter of a mile away — the sense of wicked escape, as they laughed together in the empty.

674. its ability to breach security and endanger Cabinet ministerswhile less than a mile away Margaret Thatcher holds a crisis meeting to find a way to stop IRA attacks.

675. Slowly, for she could still hear them less than half a mile away, she walked forward into the thick of it.

676. As soon as they arrived she saw, about half a mile away, a tall figure in a cloak, with a wide-brimmed black hat.

677. One cold water portacabin, only tepid water in the castle quarter of a mile away, and no showers shared by 170 folk is a little on the primitive side!

678. Half a mile away smoke still rose from Dangerfield's machine, where he had crash-landed on.

679. plant once surrounding it, is today located separately about half a mile away.

680. The standby vessel circled patiently half a mile away.

681. of the Royal Family and twenty thousand people were assembled less than half a mile away down wind.

682. Shortly afterwards, he drove them back to the house, a half mile away.

683. A mile away the searchlights and the ack-ack tore the sky.

684. the Decapitation of S. John the Baptist at Dyakovo 245, which is only about half a mile away across the trees and woods from the unusual Church of the Ascension at.

685. As the crow flies, they are half a mile away.

686. Just half a mile away is the crowded, run-down Poplar High Street.

687. They're half a mile away.

688. It is only half a mile away, near the Docklands Arena at the other end of the Mudchute.

689. and second, some of the aircraft pieces were lost or had blown more than a mile away.

690. So long as we're talking about sort of half a mile away ma maximum or with other sort of proper travelling arrangements.

691. If it's half less than half a mile away then it's it's fine but if not it starts to becoming problematical.

692. He lives in a lovely eighteenth-century house about a mile away.

693. was caught within minutes, his movements watched from a central control room a mile away.
A mile away is the subject of their production…

It was later found abandoned a quarter of a mile away.

It can home in on a car from almost half a mile away.

The ambulance was on its way to another accident about a mile away, where a woman driver’s thought to have skidded off the road in heavy rain.

Less than a mile away, Ian Smedley is also waiting; for the date he and his wife must leave their home.

The Peugeot was found just over a mile away in Twinbrook.

Ridge and the monument is near Branxton village Flodden Edge is about a mile away.

who had tried to steal food from farms behind the Serb lines less than half a mile away had been shot dead.

the Burgh Muir, whereas the nearest part of the muir is at Tipperlinn, almost a mile away.

From here they can see convoys coming half a mile away.

Mr Delors was at the London School of Economics, less than a mile away, delivering a lecture.

I can remember when you’d see a cloud of dust, perhaps it’ll be a mile away and this would be a flock of sheep.

but you've got to find the place there it could've been planned it away, a mile away all.

Well that's what I said why didn't they surround it.

It’s only a mile away where that er red bloody pickle thing was.

It’s a mile away somewhere.

Tremayne who moved like a tank across the earthy verge and rocked to a halt a yard away.

He was framed in a window less than a yard away.

He stood back, a yard away.

Joan Robbins was only a yard away through the fence.

if it is seriously irritated, can squirt a jet of poison and hit an attacker a yard away.

A broken chair lay on its side in the far corner, its two front legs about a yard away.

extreme left you will see the lower edge of some vineyards one-and-a-half kilometres away.

their way of life hardly reflected at all the kind to be found just a dozen miles away.

crystal glass and good company belied the hazards of patrolling a few dozen miles away.

A dozen yards away a burly young man, wearing a pale blue shirt, denim trousers and with arm raised, the hands holding what looked like a gun.

Ahead of him a shadowy figure stood a dozen yards away.

I scrambled up the ridge and there he lay dead, a dozen yards away.
The mist was the trouble — it shrouded everything half a dozen yards away.

The noise, her eyes widening as she saw Travis's still figure not a dozen yards away.

The sale was to be held in a large country house some eight kilometres away by car.

The port were almost six hundred metres high, the first ski-run only eight miles away.

and still linked to its neighbours and the port of Zeebrugge about eight miles away by canals, Bruges' attraction is that its medieval architecture is still linked to its neighbours and the port of Zeebrugge about eight miles away by canals, Bruges' attraction is that its medieval architecture is almost six hundred metres high, the first ski-run only eight miles away.

Not long after that, witnesses near the St Claude Avenue Bridge, eight miles away, reported seeing a man and a woman go by on a motorcycle.

And with either coast no more than eight miles away, the right beach is reached in minutes.

The e/a and gave him two bursts... the e/a was last seen at sea level heading towards Sicily with some speed but apparently little concern.

Eight miles away you can visit the magnificent Arundel Castle, which originated in Norman.

Eight miles away you can visit the Oakwell Country Park with 87 acres of parkland, nature.

A courtesy bus runs to the Hotel Del Levante, at Torre Canne beach, eight miles away, where facilities are complimentary.

Edward, at the same time and eight miles away, was dispensing some moderately expensive education to the Lower Fourth.

To get any patient in this condition to the city hospital, eight miles away.

Shelley hadn't realised the implications of visiting a hospital over eighteen miles away.

There was even talk of an IRA link, after an arms cache was found eight miles away.

bore hole which has been ear-marked to bring water into Monaghan town, eight miles away.

policing of the community should the cover be switched to Mintlaw, eight miles away.

In Rosyth, eight miles away, the game was called bebs and in Kirkcaldy, another 15 miles on, the policing of the community should the cover be switched to Mintlaw, eight miles away.

It was only eighteen miles away.

Eighteen miles away at Worcester you can visit the beautiful cathedral with its Norman.

Eighteen miles away in Manchester you can visit Castlefield, Britain's first urban.

Linda Smith went out to buy a newspaper and was later found strangled eighteen miles away, in a field, by a hawthorn hedge.

in fact it was different from that of Bologna, which is only about eighty kilometres away down the Via Emilia.

a pleasant afternoon and my thoughts were on In Salah one hundred and eighty miles away.

nuclear war, or even perhaps an accident at the Cernavoda nuclear plant, eight miles away.
sea, to begin swimming directly for the shores of Sumatra, a further eighty miles away and still beneath the horizon.

The arrest was made eighty miles away, and three hours after the body was discovered.

The arrest was made eighty miles away, and three hours after the body was discovered.

The arrest was made eighty miles away, and three hours after the body was discovered.

He reloaded, fired at a sniper eighty yards away, missed and loaded again.

any injury so I continued on my way to the shed, now some seventy or eighty yards away.

in astonishment on seeing two men rise abruptly from the grass only eighty yards away.

in the dark ink-green shadow under a dense carob tree seventy or eighty yards away on the other side of the gulley, at the same level as myself.

is the scent, that a female has been known to summon a male from eleven kilometres away.

Eleven miles away lies the Lickey Hills Country Park which is linked to the North.

determining the potential for opening another branch to be sited a few kilometres away.

The harvest I had seen gathered a few kilometres away was back on the stalk.

Monpazier — one of the most beautiful — is only a few kilometres away.

bank, a family of mink, unnoticed peered curiously at them, from only a few metres away.

The creature was only a few metres away now.

The woman stopped, only a few metres away now, and exchanged a glance with Ace before turning slowly to face the happy faces it is difficult to realise that the German Army is only a few miles away across the River Seine where they are defending Le Havre.

It was only a few miles away but it seemed unimaginably distant.

grows the poppies and sends them by donkey or truck to his cousin a few miles away in Pakistan for processing.

He was only a few miles away but for him it might as well have been a million miles.

of allowing us to phone that relative in the United States, or a friend a few miles away, or the butcher, or our business, and so on.

National Exhibition Centre and Birmingham International Airport are only a few miles away whilst the new International Convention Centre is only a short walk away.

University cities, and on the main line to London, with the M.1. only a few miles away, Wolverton seems like something out of Fanny by Gaslight.

supplies of wire also came from the long demolished Cambridge wire works a few miles away at Coaley Mill.

that, 75 years later, hydro-electric power was successfully produced a few miles away on the River Cam, close to the old road to Dursley.

Charfield Mill undoubtedly is, it pales in comparison with its neighbour a few miles away, New Mills at Kingswood, near Wotton-Under-Edge.

His own alma mater, situated a few miles away, was a very different kind of institution, a dingy tower block, crammed
the outskirts of Manchester city centre, the G edges moved to Middleton, a few miles away.

conditions, was adversely affected by odorous fumes from a source a few miles away.

to be found at Group Headquarters, Huntingdon or at Wyton RAF Station, a few miles away.

Although I was only a few miles away over the river, I missed the London I was getting to know and played games.

A few miles away, at Andrews, Air Force One was landing with the body of Simon Cormack.

When the guardians proposed moving some families to Henfield, a few miles away, a fight broke out which could only be stopped by troops from Brighton.

They fear that increasing raids from bordering Mozambique just a few miles away, together with the lack of any local security, has turned the area into a

A few miles away another motorist was killed after a pile-up on the A38, which feeds onto

France has gone, and Belgium and Holland, and the German army is only a few miles away across the Channel.

You names in the Store didn't know about my people, and we lived a few miles away.

But a far cry from the hard ones used to describe life a few miles away in Orlando where police spokesman Jim Soloman was at pains to spell out

Our stables are just a few miles away at Bognor and it only takes a short time to get him there.

glimpse of Mount Silisili, a mile-high peak in the centre of Samoa, just a few miles away across the water: I had hoped to do so for no better reason than that

A few miles away is the ancient town of Lewes with its imposing Norman Castle and Anne of

volume of water reached the depression made by the giant's footprint a few miles away... however, a handful of confident zemindars were standing on the embankment

escaped the sacking of their town by payment of a thousand marks, just a few miles away the monks of Fountains abbey were similarly purchasing mercy from the

He's from a few miles away, near Natron.

A few miles away, in three directions, lay the crescent islands of Verlaten, Lang Eiland

Liddy was allowed a week's holiday to visit her sister, who lived a few miles away.

There were two smaller islands a few miles away, and after that, only the sea.

Its proximity to Austria, just a few miles away, and to Lindau, the old German city on the opposite shore reached in a

the enclaves show the full normal range of variation: in others, only a few miles away, they do not.

It's only a few miles away.

And a few miles away Antony heard the boughs of the sycamore tree sawing together and watched
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>820.</td>
<td>Only a few miles away were other actors in the macabre drama surrounding Lady Eleanor’s death were H9C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821.</td>
<td>The Mississippi opens onto the Gulf only a few miles away. HH0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822.</td>
<td>should not receive double the amount of grant received by another only a few miles away for the provision of exactly the same level of service, which is the case HHW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>823.</td>
<td>However, if I talk about Tyneside when I am a few miles away in Teesside or Wearside, I am in real trouble. HHX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>824.</td>
<td>He was staying a few miles away, with the Earl of Carlisle at Castle Howard, and he would be hunting that HP0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825.</td>
<td>was at the Camp that Alison met husband Jeff — who actually lived a few miles away back home! HP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826.</td>
<td>Saleand the contact, which could have been anywhere in the UK, was only a few miles away HP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>827.</td>
<td>The police had traced the dinghy to Londoners who owned a weekend cottage a few miles away up the Welsh coast. JYC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828.</td>
<td>I practise in Wakefield — just a few miles away JYE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829.</td>
<td>in North Oxford on Christmas Eve, but recovered just two hours later a few miles away, and then taken to a garage in Cowley. K1F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830.</td>
<td>his light plane crashed in a wood had once survived another crash just a few miles away K1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>831.</td>
<td>his light plane crashed in a wood, had once survived another crash just a few miles away K1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>832.</td>
<td>there was a REAL Paradise in Gloucestershire, even though she only lives a few miles away K1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>833.</td>
<td>A few miles away at Ness Point near Lowestoft, the body of a man wasa found on the seashore. K1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>834.</td>
<td>examples of life thousands of years ago unearthed by archaeologists just a few miles away K1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>835.</td>
<td>examples of life thousands of years ago unearthed by archaeologists just a few miles away K1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>836.</td>
<td>But just a few miles away at the Bennett House School it’s a different story. K25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>837.</td>
<td>Just a few miles away at the Camas camp 1100 refugees with a different story to tell are also K26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838.</td>
<td>The brothers were buried in Clare Presbyterian Churchyard, a few miles away, beside their mother, Jean, who died 18 years ago. K2F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839.</td>
<td>Five months earlier, on a bridge only a few miles away, Julie Dart's killer had also left a stencilled message and used the K3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840.</td>
<td>But just a few miles away, we were! KB7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>841.</td>
<td>Just a few miles away Give us that Stu, it's only a few miles away KB7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>842.</td>
<td>The explosions seemed just a few yards away A61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843.</td>
<td>A jeep entered the orchard and stopped a few yards away A61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>844.</td>
<td>through the trees and thudding into the walls of the little cottage just a few yards away A61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845.</td>
<td>That's what I was on about, Boyo, Taff answered, pointing to the spot a few yards away where the mortar team had been this morning. A61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>846.</td>
<td>there was the unmistakable swish of a mortar bomb, then the explosion a few yards away A61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
weapon across my knees, I could still see the wounded German Officer a few yards away.

The group of houses are now just a few yards away and at the sight of the French civilians lining the route, all tiredness disappeared. A61

however, he was borne aloft like a javelin and carried to the quayside a few yards away, where he was dumped unceremoniously into the murky waters to a great cheer.

A few yards away, a group of police motorcyclists in their olive-green leathers lounged by the road.

The added bonus of easy access to the Thames and Severn Canal, a few yards away.

Nellie Taylor was in, but her husband was at Higatti's, the butchers, just a few yards away.

Victoria was asleep and the detective paused a few yards away to swing Richard down to the ground.

She was only a few yards away, he was borne aloft like a javelin and carried to the quayside a few yards away, where he was dumped unceremoniously into the murky waters.

A few yards away, the firehouse, its crew away that day at a firefighting clinic.

Of a faster-than-usual trace, of a plain-clothes policeman being only a few yards away, taking the alarm on his personal radio and walking up to the phone-booth. CAM

Andrew Jean, her lieutenant for the past two years, was a few yards away, skin in shreds, orange beehive hairdo picked to pieces.

A few yards away, sitting on a rustic seat in the sunshine, a man was sitting on a rustic seat in the sunshine, wearing a vest and looking at the horizon.

Her underwear and tights, which had been ripped off, were found a few yards away.

Buksch, only a few yards away, was intact, its crew away that day at a firefighting clinic.

of a faster-than-usual trace, of a plain-clothes policeman being only a few yards away, taking the alarm on his personal radio and walking up to the phone-booth. CAM

Her underwear and tights, which had been ripped off, were found a few yards away.

Of a faster-than-usual trace, of a plain-clothes policeman being only a few yards away, taking the alarm on his personal radio and walking up to the phone-booth. CAM

Andrew Jean, her lieutenant for the past two years, was a few yards away, skin in shreds, orange beehive hairdo picked to pieces.

A few yards away, sitting on the pavement, a homeless man was sitting on the pavement, wearing a hat and smoking a cigarette.

Killed time was killing time, a crippled rasta sits in his wheelchair, killing time.

A hunched-up back and a walking-stick was beckoning to her with one hand, a hunched-up back and a walking-stick was beckoning to her with one hand, a hunched-up back and a walking-stick was beckoning to her with one hand.

The firehouse, its crew away that day at a firefighting clinic.

He said: I was only a few yards away when the car came round the bend and hit the kerb.

Once, he galloped straight towards them but came to a stop a few yards away, rearing on his hind legs before continuing his wild circling.

Andrew Jean, her lieutenant for the past two years, was a few yards away, sitting on the pavement, was the thug whose face I had hit; he was waiting.

He stopped a few yards away, a crippled rasta sits in his wheelchair, killing time.

exchanged greetings with everyone and Graham pointed at an empty table a few yards away and said:

Yet, just a few yards away, is the busy main street and the railway station.

they bought it up, do it up and flog it on the open market when a few yards away there are people no a er now sleeping under bridges and canals!
Watch from a few yards away and you will see an elegant rodent, about the size and shape of a hare but a tiny, rufous-brown, pert tailed. The Doctor stood with Vanessa and Hazel.

Wren scrabbled in leaf litter a few yards away. Only a few yards away, the Doctor stood with Vanessa and Hazel.

Nobody there, but he couldn't be more than a few yards away and Forester's fingers wouldn't obey him enough to get the buckles tight. Almost touching the window-sill, the movement like a wave.

The food dispenser's sensor light was on as it scanned the crowd for a few yards away. Noting a couple of unsympathetic men raising the lid of the Luggage just a few yards away, the food dispenser's sensor light was on as it scanned the crowd for a few yards away.

Along with the half-caste man yanking the arm of the one-armed bandit as water that arrived at the turn of a tap, central heating, shops just a few yards away, even a telephone the number is ex-directory or it would never stop. Sharp-eyed, they saw Snuffy Wilson was crouching a few yards away, thanked the boys gravely, and they sat down.

As he glanced around and noticed a hole in the sandy bank a few yards away, consulting his compass and studying the map intently, the two journalists huddled together in conspiratorial conversation a few yards away, he hauled her off in the opposite direction.

Reduced to helpless laughter when the young man fell headlong into a gulley, forgetting to look where she was putting her high with branches and logs, and the very old remains of a bonfire lay a few yards away. Keeping the perimeter fence a few yards away on his left, Angel One loped silently along until he reached its half-raised wall.

Liartes brought his mount in to land on the turf a few yards away, and change, she saw Lucenzo leaning against a pillar, watching her from a few yards away. She moved towards her own car, parked a few yards away, snared in her booth and reached the street Maxim was standing a few yards away, studying the map in a pocket guide of Washington.

The result was the car was found parked half on the footpath just a few yards away, and change, she saw Lucenzo leaning against a pillar, watching her from a few yards away. The two journalists huddled together in conspiratorial conversation a few yards away, the two journalists huddled together in conspiratorial conversation trying to plot his escape.

He was lounging back against the tree trunk a few yards away, consulting his compass and studying the map intently.

Just a few yards away, people using the Matson dry ski slope have no idea of the tragedy that Fifty-five miles away is Forde Abbey, a 900-year old Cistercian monastery with gardens. Fifteen miles away is Forde Abbey, a 900-year old Cistercian monastery with gardens.

The curtains bowed in a few yards away, the food dispenser's sensor light was on as it scanned the crowd for a few yards away. A few yards away, the food dispenser's sensor light was on as it scanned the crowd for a few yards away. She moved towards her own car, parked a few yards away.

She had forgotten in her booth and reached the street Maxim was standing a few yards away. She had forgotten in her booth and reached the street Maxim was standing a few yards away. She had forgotten in her booth and reached the street Maxim was standing a few yards away.

Sniffy Wilson was crouching a few yards away, thanked the boys gravely, and they sat down.

Reduced to helpless laughter when the young man fell headlong into a gulley, forgetting to look where she was putting her high with branches and logs, and the very old remains of a bonfire lay a few yards away. Keeping the perimeter fence a few yards away on his left, Angel One loped silently along until he reached its half-raised wall.

The result was the car was found parked half on the footpath just a few yards away, and change, she saw Lucenzo leaning against a pillar, watching her from a few yards away. The two journalists huddled together in conspiratorial conversation a few yards away, trying to plot his escape.

He was lounging back against the tree trunk a few yards away, consulting his compass and studying the map intently.

Just a few yards away, people using the Matson dry ski slope have no idea of the tragedy that Fifty-five miles away is Forde Abbey, a 900-year old Cistercian monastery with gardens.
Fifteen miles away, you can visit Houghton Hall, home of the Marquess of Cholmondeley.

Fifteen miles away, you can visit the Lightwater Valley with its amusement park for

Fifteen miles away, you can visit the Llechwedd Slate Caverns.

into the station wagon and drives over to the little market town fifteen miles away.

from Lloyds or Black Knights or services because I was in I was about

Fifteen miles away, Countess of Coventry even built Broadway Tower folly on the skyline

and remember it's quarter of a mile I'm talking about not ten yards

That donkey was stolen fifty kilometres away!

left the village with the baby and went to stay with a cousin fifty kilometres away.

The beach is all of fifty metres away across the road and is great for lazy days sunbathing.

I played the fish for ten minutes without seeing a glimpse of it, then fifty metres away; the one they'd passed was twice as far behind them.

A sunflower belled upwards not fifty metres away; the one they'd passed was twice as far behind them.

The wrecked ship on Harker's Rock was still fifty metres away.

water, a straggler from the malai patrol crossed the road a hundred and fifty metres away, looked to his left and saw us.

The gable end of the house looked down on us from about fifty metres away, windowless.

of perpetual motion between her house and that of her son who lived some fifty miles away.

She sold one or two bobble hats, then moved one hundred and fifty metres away.

her children to see their grandmother who lives in another forest about fifty metres away.

The noise that came with it was heard fifty metres away and could be targeted for closure.

Dowty's HQ at in Chaltenham is just fifty metres away in Gloucester the same laws have stopped Yvonne Bremer from setting up a business.

But fifty miles away, the beach is all of fifty metres away across the road and is great for lazy days sunbathing.

The second wave was fifty yards away and bigger than the first. I could just make out three figures crossing at the corner of the field.

The point is she's not on the doorstep mum is she, she's two hundred and fifty yards away.

About a hundred and fifty yards away, I could just make out three figures crossing at the corner of the field.

gulp, running footsteps brought a party of soldiers into Charles's view, fifty yards away and bigger than the first.

The long line of hedge bordering the next field was a good fifty yards away.

antlers of the magnificent full grown male appeared on the skyline not fifty yards away.

a sharp-eyed young officer, who boasted he could smell a smuggler from fifty yards away.
Some fifty yards away was a white-washed building surrounded by a stretch of asphalt; the CKF
Sharpe looked behind again and saw the closest Dragoons were now just fifty yards away. CMP
He had seen a friend fifty yards away. CS4
The cookhouse was only fifty yards away and was open from 12.30 pm to 1.30 pm; at 1.15 pm we were still hobbling EE5
twenty parakeets quarrelling in a tamarind fifty yards away. EFW
accurately back to its nest-hole which may be as much as a hundred and fifty yards away. F9F
A small party of bird watchers rounded a bend in the path fifty yards away and I beckoned them to hurry. F9H
The body was lying about fifty yards away, I could see her pained expression. FR3
Fifty yards away, behind the house, was a series of corrugated Nissen huts; one of the Fifty yards away FR3
The cookhouse was only fifty yards away and was open from 12.30 pm to 1.30 pm; at 1.15 pm we were still hobbling EE5
She saw him from fifty yards away, coming towards her; then he spotted her and when they came together he G0Y
I'm not waiting for you, shouted Dyson when he was about fifty yards away. G12
We anchored about fifty yards away. G13
The body was lying about fifty yards away, a little downstream of the steps. G13
I doubted if she could be more than fifty yards away, but I wasn't going to risk missing her — once carried past her, H0D
his gaze, Grant and the others saw movement among the trees there, some fifty yards away. HJD
layed plans of mice and men is one page missing as it is only twenty five metres away and I shall have it shortly. JJT
I had to leave Low Birk Hatt two years ago and move into the village, five miles away. A7D
The air smells lovely, of leeks and straw and the breeze from the sea five miles away. A7Y
Repton was born at Sustead, five miles away, and had long known and loved Mr Flower's beautiful property at AB4
cost of L150,000 and moved lock, stock and barrel in 1929 to a site five miles away in order to avoid the view of encroaching development! AB4

There is also a golf course five miles away, and if you have your own tackle you can fish for trout. AMD
was always to cast a glance over her shoulder at her sister, living just five miles away at Charleston. ANP
With Adrar now five miles away, flotsam and jetsam were increasing, so I began to make a mental AT3
miles, ten per cent within five miles, and only 11 per cent further than five miles away although in Newham 36 per cent of the principal carers lived more than B0W
It is reliably reported that such a machine could be heard five miles away. B2Y
to possible amalgamation of this school with that at Green Haven, about five miles away. BMP
at Emanuel School, Wandsworth, and lived most of his life at Earlsfield, five miles away. BN9
When Black Annis howled, you could hear her five miles away and then even the poor people in their huts fastened skins across the CAC

The nearest dolphin was five miles away at sea. CH2

bungalow in Camberley, Surrey, nine months ago to live in a rented house five miles away. CH2

It set off in pursuit of the Capri, but lost it about five miles away, outside the town of Forth in Lanarkshire. E9S

Malcesine, less than five miles away, is easily accessed by regular local bus which stops just 200 yards away. ECF

The road from Cauterets to the Pont d'Espagne, five miles away to the south, is all waterfalls — there are four or five of them, FAG

The canal was the late eighteenth-century equivalent to the M1, which lies five miles away to the east. FAG

When they hunted in Woodstock Park, five miles away, in the tenth and eleventh centuries, they called upon the produce of FAG

Five miles away, in the quiet of the family home, Nino Cerruti agrees. FBM

runways, the twin towers of the World Trade Center in Manhattan are only five miles away. G0L

My parents only live about five miles away and I try to see them about twice a week. G2T

only a pony and cart and her nearest neighbours being two, four and five miles away. H0A

The nearest village was about five miles away. HGT

Erm er you know if fact they could be just moving two streets away or five miles away but all within the same town. JA4

provided here because my godmother lives in Wakefield, a village only five miles away, so I'm staying with her. JYE

Seabourne is only five miles away and there are two veterinary practices there. JYE

You can hear the noise from this airfield five miles away. K1U

The GPs fear those services could be moved twenty five miles away to Oxford under a review ordered by the District Health Authority. K22

only 45 minutes after it was claimed had he murdered Margaret McLaughlin five miles away. K5M

but he was just outside their range; bullets kicked up the snow about five yards away to his left. B1X

the telephone while they were there, the visitors in their armchairs five yards away could hear the caller distantly but clearly, but Aunt Lou on the phone CEB

It is a message from the commodore's lady, which we can all clearly hear five yards away. CFC

The engine was less than five yards away when he felt a hand shove him hard in the small of the back. ECK

further from his native village than the horse and carriage festival forty miles away, where he competed every year. ABW

for a final briefing at Eighth Army Headquarters, with the Germans only forty miles away. AR8

Reggane was forty miles away, with a bit of sand just before it, but nothing serious. AT3

the first round, and were due to play them at the latter's new polo club forty miles away on the first Saturday in December. CA0

Troy was only forty miles away to the south cast which confirms that this was an important area of CB

aircraft on the unserviceable field at Abbotsinch and others thirty to forty miles away at Prestwick, and the carrier en route to Glasgow with a scheduled CGJ
had to come daily from the new hotel on Persepolis or even form Shiraz, forty miles away.

It was only forty miles away.

had no alternative but to take the cause of all the drama to hospital, forty miles away in Bulawayo.

know we used to have this one at each divisional headquarters, probably forty miles away.

The girl up in front of him, a mere thirty or forty yards away, had a dark skin, lustrously sheened.

I could even tell thirty thirty or forty yards away just by the ring see.

to drive me to Casualty at Freedom Fields Hospital in Plymouth, forty-five miles away.

There was no chance of supply before the village of Aulef el Arab, forty-two miles away.

town hall, some relatives gathered in the small church at Tundergarth, four miles away.

Four miles away, Francesca had already reached her own small Victorian house and was AB9.

I remember going with my mother and my brother to a colliery tip about four miles away.

The Border's only four miles away.

But he actually lives in Ascot, which is a mere four miles away.

Even Felburn, four miles away, has some fine old eighteenth-century houses tucked quietly up alleys.

hitched up the 19ft yacht and towed it to his home in Chawleigh, Devon, four miles away, Exeter magistrates were told.

called in at Hope, Derbys — and another suspicious package was found four miles away at Bamford.

Four miles away you can visit Castle Drogo, a splendid private house, designed by Sir CJK.

English, Italian, Chinese and Indian food can be enjoyed in Glastonbury, four miles away.

Four miles away you can visit the remains of the 13th-century Wilmington Priory and to CJK.

Four miles away is Wimpole Hall, a 17th-century mansion which has a farm for rare breeds. CJK.

Four miles away at Caughton Court the wives of the Gunpowder plotters awaited news of the CJK.

Four miles away at Kinder Scout you can join the Pennine Way. CJK.

Four miles away at Caerleon, the ruins of one of the three main military bases in Roman CJK.

bus operates to the centre of Amalfi two miles away and into Ravello four miles away for those who wish to explore.

The village of Villasimius, four miles away, can be reached by occasional local buses or may be explored by taking ECF.

Terracotta abounds, produced four miles away at Impruneta, and Siena and San Gimignano are within easy reach. ECF.

Just four miles away is Impruneta noted for its terracotta tiles including those on ECF.

boats were dispatched by road to assist a farmer near Glengariff some four miles away.

Four miles away, along the southern skyline, rose the seven hundred and fifty-foot ridge EWC.
railing, where the coastline of Malaysia was clearly visible only four miles away, and returned to bound over the port railing sixty feet into the sea, to post two express letters.

Mrs Maylie sent Oliver to the nearest town, four miles away, but the buses would not leave the main road to drop passengers at four miles away, intercepted him outside the meeting-hall, beat him as hard as they four miles away, in a village.

The nearest main road is three or four miles away, the buses would not leave the main road to drop passengers at four miles away.

Three hundred Catholic miners marched in from Cleator Moor, four miles away, intercepted him outside the meeting-hall, beat him as hard as they four miles away.

I knew that only four miles away was my real home, Thrushcross Grange, containing the only people I loved.

Not here in the town, but only about four miles away.

The village was four miles away, the walk back a long climb in the sun.

there was just an old-fashioned road sign saying Broughton Street was four miles away.

Wadeville industrial zone was followed two hours later by an ambush about four miles away on a mini-bus taxi in which two black passengers were killed.

The kitchens faced rubbish skips three or four yards away.

four yards away.

Fourteen miles away at Pickering is the Beck Island Museum, a castle and church with CJK.

You can visit Grey Mare's Tail, a great waterfall, and here you may G3B

by train, and sold them there.

took large baskets full of flowers all the way to Trieste, about fourteen miles away by train, and sold them there.

Sure, he’s been to Arequipa two hundred kilometres away.

the same water that makes the river that snakes along the gorge a few hundred metres away.

expressed by the tin-hatted martial-law troops standing guard only a hundred metres away, is an act of calculated defiance.

let the little group of people walk on until it was only about two hundred metres away.

They were still standing two hundred metres away, afraid to come any nearer, and he smiled.

My cousin Ibrahim lived in a two-storey house a few hundred metres away, just beyond the Tel Aviv–Jaffa port railway line.

It's no fun capsizing in a fast current with the river bank several hundred metres away.

It was less than a hundred metres away, and gave us a long hard look as we stood there.

There it was — the lighthouse, only three hundred metres away, to the north!

It was a big ship, on Harker's Rock, about three hundred metres away to the south west.

Only a few hundred metres away, the ship was now just a bubbling silver pool.

The ship's gun BOOMED! and the shot fell only a hundred metres away.

The ship's gun BOOMED! and the shot fell only a hundred metres away.

There was a large plane on the tarmac about two hundred metres away.

They could all see the plane, two hundred metres away, and they could all hear the voice of the hijacker on the radio.
1068. Rosa's old place was a couple of hundred metres away.

1069. think you'll forget about your precious Lucy just because you're a few hundred miles away?

1070. that they were thought to be destined for the Yorkshire coalfield two hundred miles away was remarkable indeed.

1071. information on how a particular local player had performed a couple of hundred miles away.

1072. his brother, and sends Jacob to her own brother Laban nearly three hundred miles away, is another death of a younger son avoided.

1073. themselves with attending the ceremony in Dublin, less than a hundred miles away.

1074. One hundred miles away, Mr Alan Lloyd, Labour candidate for Christchurch, Dorset, nodded in agreement.

1075. with the bombing of civilians in Baghdad and Basra, whilst, only a few hundred miles away, Palestinian people continue to suffer while Israel rejects a settlement.

1076. Even if you were only a few hundred miles away instead of a few thousand I could not leave her.

1077. And when it did arrive, I knew that Kano was still one thousand, seven hundred miles away over mountains and dunes, almost as far from me as Manchester, my home.

1078. the interminable stream of sand towards the coast of Senegal, sixteen hundred miles away.

1079. the town, I might now be heading towards Mali, a waterless eight hundred miles away.

1080. They were quite unaware that Herbert Chapman, two hundred miles away in Huddersfield, knew what was going on.

1081. may be typical of that formerly existing in another, ten or even a hundred miles away.

1082. the cameras wearing an earphone and talking to someone more than two hundred miles away.

1083. Gold Coast, two being published in Accra and two at Cape Coast, two hundred miles away.

1084. Instead, his debut in a red shirt will take place a few hundred miles away against Benfica.

1085. of people consider fishing men's work and weaving women's, while two hundred miles away it is women who fish and men who weave.

1086. Six hundred miles away, Farrah's heartbroken parents — who last night arrived home in Tonga, and slightly later on Friday morning in Samoa, just a couple of hundred miles away.

1087. Tonga, and slightly later on Friday morning in Samoa, just a couple of hundred miles away.

1088. Why don't we take it to some safe place a hundred miles away and dump it at the bottom of the deep blue sea?

1089. Less than a hundred miles away, in the small darkened room, the man at the screen watched the jet tank battles at Fort Irwin leave dust clouds visible more than a hundred miles away.

1090. In Barkham Street, once could be in London and Lincolnshire seems a hundred miles away.

1091. In Barkham Street, once could be in London and Lincolnshire seems a hundred miles away.

1092. He wanted to be two hundred miles away, where he had come from — even in that bleak house in that interminable estuary, tagged and released in another over a hundred miles away.

1093. in a Scandinavian estuary, tagged and released in another over a hundred miles away.

1094. And it did not happen here, not at St-Jean, it happened a hundred miles away and more, across the border, at Alassio, in another country, in my home.

1095. I'd been away for the weekend to a little shack a hundred miles away.

1096. The Other Nation, less than two hundred miles away, celebrated in its own style.

1097. Brian could afford to be affectionate, from over a hundred miles away.

1098. her for a reconnaissance mission with him to Celebes island, eight hundred miles away to the north-east.

1099. She lives at Gateshead, sir, a hundred miles away.

1100. Home meant a suburban semi, two hundred miles away, grossly overcrowded for the holiday by his grandmother, his two elder brothers.

1101. The General was visiting the Congress in Brisbane several hundred miles away.

1102. But that's five hundred miles away!
Once, just to know that Elise was a couple of hundred miles away, profitably painting, had given Merrill a sense of security, of being a hundred miles away, she realised, trying to get her thoughts together.

He could have been seven hundred miles away, his hand holding the side curtain open a little and staring out at moving from Penzance to Aberdeen.

Yeah, he's there from Barnsley up Birmingham it says that were a hundred miles away where we got 'em to drop the money off headquarters, and US soldiers in combat gear took up positions a few hundred yards away to block a road leading to the canal.

Over the burn and see the croft on the side of the hill about two hundred yards away, half hidden in greenery; and above all, the great carved stone dragon were being debated, a crowd of students gathered in the rain a few hundred yards away in Wenceslas Square to demonstrate support for Mr Havel.

A few hundred yards away at Conservative Central Office the mood has been more subdued, though the Club's main amenities and superb beach are just a couple of hundred yards away.

The gap in the reef showed as a dark stretch less than two hundred yards away on their port quarter.

The view from this was dominated by the Cathedral only six hundred yards away.

The moonlight was able to make out the familiar gables of the Blue Boar, a hundred yards away, a church dating from Norman times; all this in a peaceful valley of a few hundred yards away at the International Nightclub just a few hundred yards away, this time using steam power.

But you could be three or four hundred miles away moving from Penzance to Aberdeen.

Yeah, he's there from Barnsley up Birmingham it says that were a hundred miles away where we got 'em to drop the money off headquarters, and US soldiers in combat gear took up positions a few hundred yards away to block a road leading to the canal.

A few hundred yards away at Conservative Central Office the mood has been more subdued, though the Club's main amenities and superb beach are just a couple of hundred yards away.

The gap in the reef showed as a dark stretch less than two hundred yards away on their port quarter.

The view from this was dominated by the Cathedral only six hundred yards away.

The moonlight was able to make out the familiar gables of the Blue Boar, a hundred yards away, a church dating from Norman times; all this in a peaceful valley of a few hundred yards away at the International Nightclub just a few hundred yards away, this time using steam power.

A few hundred yards away at Conservative Central Office the mood has been more subdued, though the Club's main amenities and superb beach are just a couple of hundred yards away.

The gap in the reef showed as a dark stretch less than two hundred yards away on their port quarter.

The view from this was dominated by the Cathedral only six hundred yards away.

The moonlight was able to make out the familiar gables of the Blue Boar, a hundred yards away, a church dating from Norman times; all this in a peaceful valley of a few hundred yards away at the International Nightclub just a few hundred yards away, this time using steam power.

A few hundred yards away at Conservative Central Office the mood has been more subdued, though the Club's main amenities and superb beach are just a couple of hundred yards away.

The gap in the reef showed as a dark stretch less than two hundred yards away on their port quarter.

The view from this was dominated by the Cathedral only six hundred yards away.

The moonlight was able to make out the familiar gables of the Blue Boar, a hundred yards away, a church dating from Norman times; all this in a peaceful valley of a few hundred yards away at the International Nightclub just a few hundred yards away, this time using steam power.
and said that after he had watched me go round a bend in the road a hundred yards away he started to light the cigarette I had given him.

to be the best guy out on the desk, but who happens to be three hundred yards away!

If he did, he would have to abandon the Volvo, always parked a few hundred yards away, and escape on foot.

and British police officers began to run towards the figure two hundred yards away.

despite the chauffeured car that was waiting for him not more than a hundred yards away.

One British couple living just a few hundred yards away were amazed by the news.

who had just, with her partner opened a residential home a couple of hundred yards away, and is a nurse.

a beam of red light shot out and set fire to a patch of scrub several hundred yards away.

... of — to her mind — most proper domestic industry, from a hundred yards away, on the footpath to her favourite walk, and made up her mind on the hundred yards away.

... on the white farmhouse that was at the bottom of the valley some two hundred yards away.

The enemy was three hundred yards away now and marching in a column of four ranks.

... over his left shoulder and saw the three other officers were still two hundred yards away; then a shouted challenge from his right revealed that the French hundred yards away, across the harbour is Belfast's other traditional employer, Short hundred yards away.

... a beam of red light shot out and set fire to a patch of scrub several hundred yards away.

... and British police officers began to run towards the figure two hundred yards away.

... despite the chauffeured car that was waiting for him not more than a hundred yards away.

... were amazed by the news.

... who had just, with her partner opened a residential home a couple of hundred yards away, and is a nurse.

... a beam of red light shot out and set fire to a patch of scrub several hundred yards away.

... on the white farmhouse that was at the bottom of the valley some two hundred yards away.

... the Battle when one passed over my head at Allington, crashing a few hundred yards away.

... of — to her mind — most proper domestic industry, from a hundred yards away, on the footpath to her favourite walk, and made up her mind on the hundred yards away.

... on the white farmhouse that was at the bottom of the valley some two hundred yards away.

... the Battle when one passed over my head at Allington, crashing a few hundred yards away.

... of — to her mind — most proper domestic industry, from a hundred yards away, on the footpath to her favourite walk, and made up her mind on the hundred yards away.

... the Battle when one passed over my head at Allington, crashing a few hundred yards away.

... of — to her mind — most proper domestic industry, from a hundred yards away, on the footpath to her favourite walk, and made up her mind on the hundred yards away.

... the Battle when one passed over my head at Allington, crashing a few hundred yards away.

... of — to her mind — most proper domestic industry, from a hundred yards away, on the footpath to her favourite walk, and made up her mind on the hundred yards away.
Several hundred yards away, Riessa was in a strange humour as she strode down the worn steps that had led me to my hotel... which we could both see quite clearly a few hundred yards away!

A hundred yards away, two great mangonels had been set up. A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back. A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back. A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back. A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back. A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.

A hundred yards away, a smokeball appeared: the flak was back.
moth can pick up minute concentrations of female moth pheromones from many miles away .

were busy and we had to wait for one to come from Richmond, which is many miles away .

doaks by the bombing raid of Blenheims of 59 Squadron could be seen from many miles away .

Not many miles away , two estates meet, between Wootton and Steeple Barton, precisely where

What was it when the Saxons captured Eynsham, not many miles away , in the year 571?

I did not tell him I had actually spoken those words many miles away , at that exact moment on that night, because I could hardly understand.

came hastening through the mountains, having smelt the liquor from many miles away .

he is not normally easily available when off duty or working in a clinic many miles away .

solid sheet ice are subject to lifting by swell, which may be generated many miles away in open water, and to lateral pressures from winds; sections split into many miles away .

on a moulded plate and receive manual signals activated on a keyboard many miles away .

At that same moment, many miles away , Harriet Frogmore —; Emilia’s younger sister and wife of a

They’d have been worried sick about her, and what could they do so many miles away ?

If they weren’t, I’d be a good

Kelly would understand, of course, but she was many miles away , working on location, and Shae didn’t even have a contact number.

years earlier under the registration district of Fordingbridge, not many miles away just across the Hampshire county boundary.

Move to a place many miles away .

the air, detect dog, either from the dogs themselves deliberately left many yards away , or from our clothing, and shuffle nervously as we approach. many yards away , she thought she could tell him about the litter that had caused the Pack

speak to a strange man, but as her Brownie Guider was under a tree not many yards away she thought she could tell him about the litter that had caused the Pack

The British government over the water could have been a million miles away for detailed accounts see Arthur 1984; Buckland 1979; Farrell 1976. million miles away .

Suddenly, Snowdonia and the Lakes seemed a million miles away and both sides will have their sights set firmly on a semi-final place.

to end his career, said: At that time, days like this seemed a million miles away .

light and warmth of a huge hydrogen bomb, 860,000 miles across and 93 million miles away , which is in a state of continuous explosion.

Second Division but when it comes to March 28 the league will seem a million miles away and both sides will have their sights set firmly on a semi-final place.

You’re with someone else’s wife, and the rest of the world seems a million miles away .

to the window where he stared out across the night sky, his thoughts a million miles away .

Old times, sad times, a million miles away .

just behind her shoulder, but then it was old, and quavery-y, and a million miles away .

He seemed so close, and yet a million miles away .

terrain and seasonal symbols such as sleighbells and snowmen seem a million miles away !

He has sharp cheek-bones, like a person I could mention not a million miles away .
1242. stirring when she heard a voice addressing her from what seemed like a million miles away.

1243. Oh a million miles away!

1244. Lindsey closed her eyes, wishing him a million miles away.

1245. But it might as well have been a million miles away.

1246. Sorry, Candy, I was a million miles away.

1247. But in the village gardens the twentieth century seems a million miles away.

1248. by the rime formed deposits over thirty centimeters thick even nine kilometres away.

1249. Nine miles away, Audley End House was once the Royal residence of Charles II and has a

1250. From Tintagel the coast follows a gentle sweep to Port Isaac, about nine miles away.

1251. it is probably the least favoured climatically; the coast is some nine miles away which reduces the maritime influence and the south-west corner of Bodmin.

1252. But in the village gardens the twentieth century seems a million miles away.

1253. Nineteen miles away at the Loch Ness Centre, you can see evidence and theories about the

1254. Colour Sergeant Skuse has already driven down to the Soviet Checkpoint, ninety yards away, when it happened.

1255. From the base of the shaft, the main drain to Avonmouth is only about one kilometre away in the direction of the river.

1256. When prey is about one metre away, the fish's aim is almost perfect.

1257. Like if it's one metre away and there's a car going across.

1258. The Upper School was linked closely with the Technical College, one mile away: common programmes and a common timetable were developed.

1259. The poolside bar can provide light meals at lunchtime and just over one mile away there is the restaurant Leonetto at the Hotel Renaie under the same.

1260. It's only seven miles away and petrol was still rationed.

1261. Seven miles away, the National Trust property of Wimpole Hall is a fine house, with

1262. Seven miles away, the Aysgarth Falls make a spectacular sight.

1263. Seven miles away at Aviemore there is a visitor centre and entertainment complex with a

1264. Lakes, rolling hills and valleys abound, and with the south coast only seven miles away, day trips to Guernsey, Jersey and France are within an hour's reach.

1265. About seven miles away, the next two days in Leatherslade Farm House… at Oakley twenty seven miles away.

1266. Seven miles away at Cupar, you can visit the Scottish Deer Centre, and view the

1267. Her aunt's house was all of seven miles away and darkness fell early at this time of the year.

1268. Seven miles away, the National Trust property of Wimpole Hall is a fine house, with

1269. Seven miles away, the Aysgarth Falls make a spectacular sight.

1270. Seven miles away at Aviemore there is a visitor centre and entertainment complex with a

1271. Seven miles away, the National Trust property of Wimpole Hall is a fine house, with

1272. Seven miles away at Cupar, you can visit the Scottish Deer Centre, and view the

1273. About seven miles away, the next two days in Leatherslade Farm House… at Oakley twenty seven miles away.

1274. Taking the plunge at Antrim and stroking out for Battery Point seven miles away on Sunday, September 19, will be Glen Lindsay, Tina Donnelly, Shawn

1275. Colour Sergeant Skuse has already driven down to the Soviet Checkpoint, one kilometre away in East Germany, to warn the Russians that a British military convoy
Cardiff is seven miles away.

only thing left to do was to get him in to the government hospital seventeen miles away, so we set out across the rice fields and village tracks, with the only thing left to do was to get him in to the government hospital seventeen miles away, so we set out across the rice fields and village tracks, with the

Seventeen miles away, in the Rollrights you can examine a mysterious circle of early

Seventeen miles away, in Buckinghamshire.

seventy miles away, seventy-five yards away, several kilometres away, and kill people up to 6 km away.

several metres away, and the result is disappointing. Seventeen miles away, in Buckinghamshire.

several metres away, pointing machine guns at us.
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1309. around her sash windows were evidence that the Norfolk coast was only six miles away.

1310. It is about six miles away, at the mouth of the estuary, the four big transporters, converted.

1311. and serious cases would go to the John Radcliffe Hospital twenty six miles away in Oxford.

1312. nearest courses to Crossgar are Downpatrick and Ringdufferin, both about six miles away, so the need for one close to the town was obvious, he adds.

1313. Six miles away, at the mouth of the estuary, the four big transporters, converted FRF

1314. forces urged Gorazde citizens to leave via a road east to Ustipraca, about six miles away, Belgrade radio said.

1315. Well I says I'm very sorry but I says it's six miles away in a store, we don't attend stores in the evening, I've nobody to come d KNC

1316. from either Adlestrop Station, some six miles away, or Cheltenham, sixteen miles away.

1317. went off just after breakfast, to visit a family in a big house about sixteen miles away.

1318. It's a hundred and sixty kilometres away.

1319. She's a hundred and sixty miles away, in a different box.

1320. All had to walk, their first destination being Maribor, approximately sixty miles away.

1321. Abduction mystery: Driver beaten and drugged then dumped sixty miles away.

1322. Stephen Wylie came to sixty miles away at Cheddar Gorge in Somerset... remembering nothing of the journey.

1323. About fifty or sixty yards away on the right-band side of the road a mortar bomb burst in the hedgerow.

1324. of immobility and shock, by moving forward towards the tangled body sixty yards away.

1325. One of them even took off to perch indignantly on a rooftop a good sixty yards away.

1326. cattle market, moved off peacefully today... but only to a new site sixty yards away.

1327. The front warned for our area by the weathermen is still some kilometres away so, although high clouds have spread in from the west already, only.

1328. of the Prince's departure, when suddenly the Prince spies a dark hole some miles away on the side of a hill.

1329. He attended a primary school some miles away and tried secondary schools but without a great deal of success.

1330. beautiful Shwe Dagon pagoda with its gold-plated spire could be seen from some miles away.

1331. Three days later my poor father went to visit an old friend who lived some miles away.

1332. along the main river and others around the confluences of several streams some miles away.

1333. destination was the Waitomo Caves, and we stayed the night at Te Awamutu, some miles away, in a pleasant motor camp these are camp sites, but often have cabins for.

1334. her hand to his lips, before leaving to join his parents at their hotel, some miles away.

1335. If you see that they cease rolling and then begin rolling again some yards away in a different direction, then the area between the change is the turning.

1336. Then, some yards away he heard a snort and the clink of metal.

1337. One at Duisker has a flat stone slab on the ground to the north of it some yards away; standing on the slab and looking over the upright stone points to.

1338. The mathematician propelled himself towards the prone figure some yards away.

1339. save some money, the carousel has been set up in downtown Oslo, about ten kilometres away.

1340. and the interpreter, they set off for the local slaughterhouse some ten kilometres away.
But ten kilometres away there were rich people like you, with big beautiful houses, fine

ten metres away and was obviously not going to stop at the shelter, Adam stepped right

When it was some

Water that had started

the country, much of the local labour came from the town of Bridgwater,

Alex attended a similar establishment for boys

Miss Bedwely lived some

The Château Franc at Sigouri was

out the sand dunes now, a blond strip on the far side of the lake, a good

seaside town of Bridlington, with its bracing air and good shops, is only

He could hear the grease on their hair frying from

Ten miles away Miami Vice star Don Johnson emerged from the Hyatt Regency to join

His nose can smell out a human or a Minpin or any other animal from

The next habitation was a further

Of the many pretty villages to see, Clovelly, ten miles away, with its narrow winding cobbled streets and its ban on cars, is a delight.

Ten miles away you can visit Poundisford Park, a beautiful tudor house with a charming

Ten miles away the Welney Wildfowl Refuge is famous for its floodlit sessions at dusk.

Ten miles away, you can visit the Castle Ring Iron Age hill fort at Cannock Chase.

Ten miles away at Ludlow you are bound to be impressed by its looming castle, the

Ten miles away is Lake Vymwy, a reservoir and the largest RSPB nature reserve covering

which went with the Fish; his town talents he was from Cockermouth, about ten miles away had given him neither the patience nor the experience for such niggling

He spent two-thirds of his day at a school ten miles away, and the rest of the afternoon looking through the older children’s comics

or Whale’s Back, a single forbidding rock sixteen feet high, visible from ten miles away in clear weather.

At this stage Vigilant was ten miles away moving in at eleven knots while the three other cutters were twenty miles

delivered twice a week by lorry from the nearest store which was nine or ten miles away.

an all-day excursion to a place on the other side of the mountains, about ten miles away
ten miles away

Ten miles away on that December evening, Walter Schellenberg lit a cigarette in the back
there somewhere but perhaps, perhaps not just outside his window, perhaps ten miles away, you know.

He says that even if the nearest house was ten miles away, people would still complain.

so the ambulance which went to Mr Pollard’s aid came from Cinderford, ten miles away.

at him, it’s a pity to think I might have been dead by this, and you ten miles away on your road home.

you see her the other side of Stowmarket, seven miles, six, seven, eight, ten miles away.

The Sergeant’s torch played on a single figure ten yards away.

She turned to see him standing ten yards away.

When they were ten yards away they stopped talking, and they didn’t start again till they were safely ten yards away.

Nathan stopped ten yards away; her chin tucked into her shoulder.

Indeed, the Hampstead ABC didn’t seem to be hungry: two rabbits in a hutch ten yards away were not touched.

hit back: Reece’s challenge on Chris Short was a bit late but the ref was ten yards away while County’s manager was 55 yards away.

ten yards away it was evenly lit by a streetlamp ten yards away.

The nearest cover is the hotel door, ten yards away.

He points to a spot in the grass about ten yards away.

The old man is ten yards away now.

is the M40, due to be completed in Spring 1991, and though only about thirteen miles away Bicester has obviously evolved into its own entity.

At dawn, with Adrar thirteen miles away, I set off to reach its safety without the wheelbarrow, using a six AT3

Thirteen miles away at Tiverton, there are several historically and architecturally CJK

Budmouth, thirteen miles away!

forced to make an eighty mile detour to get to their nearest city thirteen miles away.

We were intending to reach Hveravellir, now about thirty kilometres away, to be dropped there and to get out.

ii21204 politely inscribes its gratitude to a man of Acharnai, only thirty kilometres away across Mt Hymettos.

As if by magic I saw a yellow dinghy about thirty metres away.

Thirty metres away.

English-promoted schemes, and the real fear of an accident less than thirty miles away, there was the added dimension of the decimated coal industry.

Not thirty miles away.

have been a blank in my mind, as I had never seen it, and anyway it was thirty miles away.

My aunts lived not much more than thirty miles away, but it was an awkward, cross-country journey.

It’s only thirty miles away, but there’s no direct method of getting there because of the reef.

numerous walks around Hutton, on the Somerset moors, the Mendips and, thirty miles away, the Quantocks and Exmoor.
Thirty miles away, Wroxham Barns has a collection of traditional 18th-century working CJK

Thirty miles away, you can visit Drumlanrig Castle, built in the 17th century and home to CJK

Alice and John Underwood lived thirty miles away at Stratford-on-Avon; the former was one of three co-heiresses of John CTW

Yet at Stamford, thirty miles away, not an industrial town but indeed always a market town for a very rich FAG

supposed to get the death cleared up when he takes an important witness thirty miles away? FAP

At another house of his, Ferndean Manor, landscape; it was hard to realise that Birmingham was less than thirty miles away. GUY

He’s over thirty miles away. G3S

in the prosperous light—manufacturing town of Bridgeborough some thirty miles away. J54

About the main British base is thirty miles away, up in the Forestry Commission woods round Whitecross. J54

And that er explosive charge could be heard sometimes at thirty miles away. K6G

The Grand Army was famous for its fires; another, thirty yards away, was even bigger, and impossible to approach even from windward, so B20

The entrance to Ramillies Drive was about thirty yards away on the other side of the road. BMR

The launch was no more than thirty yards away when the Delos, still on even keel, slid gently under the surface of CKC

out through the hole but all she could see was the perimeter fence thirty yards away. ECK

Thirty yards away, the pack were even then thrusting their way in among the strip of HJD

and he was just in time to see the pack stream out from the bushes only thirty yards away, noses still glued to the invisible trail they were following, and lope HJD

Four others were scattered motionless on the green turf some thirty yards away. HJD

But there was the Master, not thirty yards away. HP0

Woolley, sitting on a box thirty yards away, took a snap shot at him. HRA

er y’know you’re looking in the shop window and this toddler’s sort of thirty yards away and about to walk in front of a bus okay? JT0

A painter he especially admired, Jules Breton, lived thirty-five miles away at Courrieres. CBN

The message, which had originated in Charleroi just thirty-two miles away, had first been sent to Marshal Blücher at Namur, then copied CMP

been introduced from the island of Aldabra which lies about a thousand kilometres away off the north of Madagascar. CRJ

One felt the full house would have preferred him a few thousand miles away this winter, rather than on the cabaret circuit. A2A

A thousand miles away ACE

create beaches and hotels — as in Miamithen marine ecosystems a thousand miles away may suffer. AMS

She was two years older than him, and a thousand miles away at a girls’ school in Gloucestershire, and on the rare occasions when APU

Panama was five thousand miles away, but you couldn’t be too sure: it was still America’s backyard. ASV

After all, it was almost two thousand miles away. AT3
My father and mother were five thousand miles away in Jamaica.

The larvae were hatched three thousand miles away in the Sargasso Sea, lying in the Atlantic between the West Indies.

had no sympathy; he is said to have remarked that he wished it were a thousand miles away.

chackcall the Pallas' Sandgrouse Syrrhaptes paradoxus lives several thousand miles away in Asia.

Three bottles thrown out to sea and they just happen to meet up a thousand miles away.

IT WAS a big bang about seven thousand miles away that blew the socks off the end of Britain's summer, weather experts

But Clare was ten thousand miles away, I was thinking as I woke up, while Toma made fresh coffee and cooked.

In Houston, over eight thousand miles away, a similar operative watched a similar screen.

wife had been eliminated with equal brutality in East Anglia, over a thousand miles away.

A deep intake of breath he clearly heard over a thousand miles away.

to disappear totally, another was caught, not off South Africa but a thousand miles away in Anjouan, one of the tiny Comoro Islands that lie in the Indian

Three thousand miles away in North Hollywood, in November, the man closes the door behind him.

a paving slab in the Assyrian royal palace at Nineveh, nearly three thousand miles away.

big scrubbed table in the Florentine kitchen, all those years and a thousand miles away.

Although my neighbours are all barbarians, and you, you are a thousand miles away, there are always two cups on my table.

Six thousand miles away, Jill and Peter felt they too had made an investment of their time.

mountains, Bicker said, ignoring Murtach's comment, are almost a thousand miles away.

from personal experience and what he learned as an adult, several thousand miles away to the west, during fourteen months' fieldwork in the Yunnanese city.

and by a strange coincidence Ella was also born in Dundee, several thousand miles away in New South Wales, Australia.

to sweep through the bedroom and miraculously carry her two hundred thousand miles away.

The older woman might be over a thousand miles away, but there was nothing wrong with her hearing.

on the ensuing thermal, and came to earth several days and a few thousand miles away on an uloruaha bush in the beTrobi islands.
teleportation from its lair in the Rammerock Mountains thousands of miles away and a thousand yards closer to the Rim had raised its internal

valued by others, not just at home but, astonishingly, five or ten thousands of miles away as well.

to resolve their intra-mural debate, English, the language from six thousand of miles away, continues to hold sway.

Bankruptcy was a thousand of miles away.

There was a certain reassurance in hearing the calm voice three thousand miles away scrawl the message down and ask politely: May I say who —?

crew set sail at the weekend... it'll be January 93 and seven thousand miles away when they land again

her A, she was made of snow, B, she had no vagina, C, she lived a thousand miles away?

to us as a dried product in a stoppered bottle and the snakes are a thousand miles away, I'm glad to say.

The telescope is powerful enough to detect the glow of a firefly ten thousand miles away, but it will detect light from fourteen billion years away, close to

It can locate a person from a thousand metres up and at distances of three kilometres away.

a problem, which isn't that common, would be minimum of two to three metres away, but where exactly?

One East Berliner was driven from the crossing to Charlottenburg, three miles away in the British sector, at the concessionary rate of 1 East Mark to 1

their ammunition and walk on foot to their camp at Fort Bonafacio about three miles away.

war with a tobacco tin filled with metal rings made in the camp workshop three miles away across the woods.

football pitches on three alternative sites between a half and three miles away, with a L2 million endowment for their maintenance and about

drove her in his red Golf GTI car to a garage at an unidentified address three miles away in Addiscombe, where she was imprisoned alone overnight.

enthusiasts flock to enjoy the 18-hole course at the nearby Wildmoos, three miles away, and from mid June to mid September the tourist Office provides

Carter he had known for some ten years, firstly at Shrivenham, three miles away in the Vale of the White Horse, and now at Watchfield.

found themselves some ten miles from the target and myself only two to three miles away.

They are just not built to take 232 bar and can be heard three miles away when they blow.

I felt numb but I had to get back to his stable three miles away and tie him up.

It's at least three miles away, said Mick.

by Cardiff-Wales Flying Club instructor Robert Legg, aloft in a Warrior three miles away.

Since 1967 the children have travelled to Boynton school three miles away, then transferred to Bridlington for secondary education.

with his possessions from Kensington Palace to take to Clarence House three miles away while he was on an official visit to Wales.

The hoaxers set fire to paper underneath a smoke alarm at a university three miles away.

A week ago another school, Tredegar Comprehensive, three miles away, was shut after a tip slid into the yard.
and argumentative children from the neighbourhood to St Michael's, three miles away, where I am still living.

We finally settled for a modern house in a village three miles away, where I am still living.

Missiles smashed into the bridge of the Turkish destroyer Muavenet three miles away.

Pearl Reed, 63, got a letter at her home in Cambridge from a friend three miles away — 15 minutes after it was postmarked.

The National Trust's Stourhead House and Gardens have delightful CJK

Three miles away, you can visit Dartington Hall, a medieval estate with gardens and CJK

Three miles away at Doncaster, you can enjoy the famous race-meetings and horse sales. CJK

Three miles away at Heacham you can visit the only lavender farm in England and 5 miles CJK

Ravello centre is five minutes walk away and the coast, three miles away, is served by local bus. ECF

Set on a convenient bus route to Amalfi three miles away and also served by the hotel's mini-bus for a small charge there are many ECF

Sovicille for shops is less than three miles away. ECF

home is concerned, since the forest road stops on the frontier some three miles away, and there you can but turn round. FA2

Newmarket, the home of British racing, is only three miles away. FAG

you can talk all the way over in Chelmsford which is twenty two, twenty three miles away, so you can't talk to someone in what the Essex Police call their FM7

of shorts in an industrial building at weekends, the changing rooms were three miles away at the Duck and Forces pub house. FR9

There was a school about three miles away, at Mulindry. FTT

In Nelson, three miles away, an equal number of women went out to work, yet the infant mortality GUW

surrounding area used to go to drink and dance in the market town two or three miles away. GW8

About three miles away a failed wizard was hanging by his hands from a high branch in a beech tree. HA3

Although I only live three miles away you see. HEL

Mercifully, his car was abandoned three miles away, and two-year-old Natasha Brown was able to tell a passing couple that HHX

work was already well under way to get the town back on its feet. HJ4

He said, They're three miles away; about eight hundred and fifty. HRC

Cos if it's two or three miles away it's gonna be a bit of a problem. JP7

Concern of the people in Hertfordshire following the woods only about three miles away, they now and many Hertfordshire residents, I'm sure lots of people in JS8

The second accident occurred three miles away near The Jolly Sailors pub, Two cars were involved but there were no K4W

to monitor the spread of scanners which can detect a radar trap up to three miles away. KS4

His body was found on Sunday less than three miles away. K5D

When I stand in the direct path, say three yards away, I prevent projections of the sound from going any further, though this C9K

side of the knee and it was so unnecessary because the ball was two or three yards away. CBG

His armour was piled not three yards away, arrayed ready to be donned at short notice. HGG

three yards away KP4
kind invitation of Lt. Col. Robert Sawbridgeworth, a stately home some twelve miles away.

of white water on the ocean, and Nathan saw the city on the horizon, twelve miles away in the industrial city of Newcastle on the River Tyne.

city of Durham nearly encircled by the River Wear and the other twelve miles away.

Twelve miles away at Goodwood, you can visit the racecourse, stately home, and country.

Twelve miles away at St Andrews is a fine cathedral and a ruined priory, and pristine.

Can't be more than ten, twelve miles away.

Can't be more than ten, twelve miles away.

Twelve miles away at Goodwood, you can visit the racecourse, stately home, and country.

Ten, twelve miles away.

Twelve miles away.

Summit, the climber will be presented with a view of Birnam Wood about twelve miles away.

The closest town of any size to the prison was over twelve miles away, across barren land now unfit even for farming.

mainly large-animal practice out into a more rural area, say, ten or twelve miles away.

it turned out, is not from Warsaw, but from Lotz, an hundred and twenty kilometres away.

Zen's window the world abruptly ended, to begin again fifteen or twenty kilometres away, where the upper slopes of the yeasty mountain survived as a small.

breath away: there is no sense of depth and the rocks could be two or twenty metres away.

the camera shutter when someone yelled Polar bear! and there, about twenty metres away on the head of the beach, was a bear standing watching us.

The hoverspeeder was only twenty metres away.

if if we were due to attend a meeting for example in in in Derby, er er twenty mile away?

1 on the ground, having been flown from their barracks in Omagh some twenty miles away.

with the news that she had been promoted and was moving to a town not twenty miles away.

to this was the time spent in travelling to and from our billets some twenty miles away, which usually took just over an hour.

was to make the journey to Chertsey, which she had discovered was about twenty miles away.

was to make the journey to Chertsey, which she had discovered was about twenty miles away.

If it was to make the journey to Chertsey, which she had discovered was about twenty miles away on the outskirts of Southampton, former hospital worker Marie, 27, is.

She heard the motorsickle coming from twenty miles away, and had time to prepare herself.

Exeter with its 13th-century cathedral, maritime museum is only twenty miles away.

It may be a light aircraft twenty miles away, in which case they will go in their own cars, or it may be on the

intentions — not difficult, you could probably have heard it twenty miles away at the PGA headquarters — and of course the stockbroker was a.

From daytime feeding grounds up to twenty miles away, they converge on Abbey Park to roost for the night.

At Leicester, twenty miles away, with much the same kind of industrial and population history, things.

heard that she had left the area, and was now in Weatherbury, a village twenty miles away.

they knew they were on their way to a Children's Home run by nuns about twenty miles away: It was nice and clean, I had a bath and went to bed.

miles away moving in at eleven knots while the three other cutters were twenty miles away converging at twenty knots.
At Dwolding, twenty miles away.

Yes, that's right; it is twenty miles away.

They lived deeper in the country, some twenty miles away.

at him when there is a chance that, you know, the Kuomintang is, is twenty miles away and they, I know they've come into other villages as they come back, m

I've no, I hardly think that they're commentating about twenty miles away.

volunteered, barely intelligible through his mask, and McLeish saw her, twenty yards away, walking back slowly towards them, head bowed.

The taxi driver waited until he was twenty yards away and then shot him.

we've first of all got to run from the block to the wire, which is twenty yards away in the nearest place and then put the ladder up.

do the rough ground to the back gate of our garden, which was only about twenty yards away.

the car, still not knowing quite how to argue with those toughs a bare twenty yards away, until I arrived; but the sickening sight settled my course of action.

The shed was at least twenty yards away and there was no cover.

if the wind is behind it, you can get more than enough standing twenty yards away.

several minutes later, wisps of it emerge from the top of a chimney twenty yards away.

A huge roadster stood about twenty yards away.

Up to the eyes in snow, up to the toilet which was about twenty yards away, that was where lived then, in the house where Building Society is now.

Why should anyone want the telephone number of a house only twenty yards away?

The blast of heat from the wall of flaming rubble he saw some twenty yards away, forced him to jerk his head back and retreat to the door leading to the door leading to twenty yards away, then walked back to me, dusting his hands off as he came.

In front of them, about twenty yards away, he had seen a barbed-wire fence some three feet high which an old

ensconced in yet another fly's paradise of a farmyard some twenty-five kilometres away, the remainder of the troop were roused from their fitful

A huge roadster stood about twenty yards away.

I had food and water for days and Reggane was only twenty-five miles away, but I was terrified, with no control over my body.

Twenty-five miles away lies the entrance to the Peak National Park where there are many

Twenty-five miles away is Shrewsbury, an ancient town with many historical buildings.

Twenty-five miles away, in the small moorland village of Haworth, you can visit the

Twenty-five miles away, Cawdor Castle, home of the Thanes of Cawdor, has some beautiful

Twenty-five miles away, at the Caerlaverock Nature Reserve, along the shore of the Nith

that, with Františkovy Lázně being less than twenty-five miles away, Františkovy Lázně was where she was heading

Twenty-three miles away, at Number 14, Maxstone Villas, Mrs Ada Gaily decided to defrost
Twenty-three miles away at Warwick, you can visit one of the most magnificent of English...

Bernice saw creatures flying in the sky about two kilometres away.

The Fox are now building, in the heart of a residential suburb not two miles away, an open-plan eating barn that contravenes all the accepted standards of

By the time the crowd reached Happy Valley, two miles away, it had swelled to between 500,000 and one million people — 10 to 20

three of us, Mother, Father and I, set off together to start the haymaking two miles away, at a parcel of land we owned down the road.

Across the Estuary, two miles away, the sun was lighting up a narrow strip of sand on the Yorkshire coast.

day; very clear: she could see the lighthouse on the Yorkshire coast, two miles away across the Estuary and all the sun-washed white buildings huddled below it.

a strange city to find the car park full, the nearest suitable alternative two miles away and no taxis available because it's Sunday evening and pouring with rain.

targeted at the top-secret RAF radar research station at Bawdsey Manor, two miles away along the pebble strand.

The single remaining radar mast of Bawdsey Manor points skyward, two miles away down the strand.

4pm having been told it would take two hours to deliver her to Mile End, two miles away.

I lay for an hour until the wind subsided enough for a hill to show two miles away.

although in Newham 36 per cent of the principal carers lived more than two miles away compared with only 12 per cent in Ipswich.

home with no major roads to be crossed may be preferred to a showpiece two miles away.

With Harwich and the docks at Parkeston Quay not more than two miles away, and a direct rail line to London, it would have been hard to think of

Calling Emily, I legged it to the youth hostel two miles away.

Two miles away, at Lulling Station, a train hooted, and from Lulling Woods, in the valley

Two miles away, at its closest point, the North Sea annually gnaws five or six ft from the

Nine-bedroomed Wood Farm in the village of Wolferton, Norfolk… just two miles away.

When Neil refused they punched him in the face and dragged him to shops two miles away.

Shoppers were forced to go to Croydon, which was much further, in fact over two miles away.

was no sign of the canoe, only the sound of surf breaking on the beach two miles away.

and early next morning managed to get a lift out to the airstrip two miles away.

hunted by Terrorist Squad officers after the car was found abandoned about two miles away in Bethnal Green.
So they'll RUN to the reception two miles away — and 100 guests will be expected to leg it, too.

Hours later Mr Elton's body was washed up on a beach at Climping, two miles away.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1639.</td>
<td>hull and drifted for more than 20 minutes before coming to rest on a bank</td>
<td>K1F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640.</td>
<td>The next day it was found dumped</td>
<td>K1J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1641.</td>
<td>Three hours later his body was found</td>
<td>K1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1642.</td>
<td>The red Rover getaway car was abandoned</td>
<td>K1S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1643.</td>
<td>This man lives nearly two miles away</td>
<td>K1U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1644.</td>
<td>comes on the same day a new motor project for youngsters was launched</td>
<td>K1V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645.</td>
<td>His passenger helped pull him out and then carried him</td>
<td>K25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646.</td>
<td>these events could barely be heard on the Lower Ormeau Road never mind</td>
<td>K2L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1647.</td>
<td>after being slashed in the neck and wrists at her Coronation Road home</td>
<td>K2W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1648.</td>
<td>Earlier, her younger sister Angela and her mother Kate were killed nearly two miles away</td>
<td>K35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649.</td>
<td>northern escarpment of the North York Moors, seem to hang over my village, two miles away</td>
<td>K4P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650.</td>
<td>This meant bringing water in large water pots from the river</td>
<td>KA2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1651.</td>
<td>Broad Street RFC, from Coventry, violently charged into a scrum from over two miles away</td>
<td>CB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1652.</td>
<td>they couldn't stop, not possibly, but they did and she saw Punch's face, two yards away, look towards her, blank with unrecognition until she smiled and waved her</td>
<td>H8X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1653.</td>
<td>Two yards away</td>
<td>J13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654.</td>
<td>man of the match: the local constable was ideally placed on the touchline, two yards away and had a real nik-nik look in his eye.</td>
<td>J1J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1655.</td>
<td>until two days later, at the bottom of a motorway embankment</td>
<td>A2A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Behind

<CRD>[ajan|few|many|several|some kilomet*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* behind

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>was bowling along the West Approach Road, and the car was still</td>
<td>1.5 miles behind</td>
<td>HPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>He scored on a header and also had a great run chasing a pole from</td>
<td>10 meters behind</td>
<td>J1G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>It's all very well have big, strong guys, but no use at all if they're</td>
<td>10 metres behind</td>
<td>CHW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Jo was some</td>
<td>10 yards behind</td>
<td>CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>front of a drum cutter opening up tunnels while being operated</td>
<td>10–20 metres behind</td>
<td>B7B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Obeng, who a year later in Rome was to finish second in the World Cup</td>
<td>100 metres behind</td>
<td>BMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>and inanely driving his men on to set up an advanced cricket pitch</td>
<td>100 miles behind</td>
<td>HRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>The man pulled up</td>
<td>100 yards behind</td>
<td>CH2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Lawrie Smith in the 80ft sloop Rothmans was</td>
<td>12 miles behind</td>
<td>AAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Peter Goodchild, 56, was walking past the flats when the device exploded</td>
<td>20 yards behind</td>
<td>AJ6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>An Opel Rekord, stolen three days earlier in the Piraeus, pulls up</td>
<td>20 yards behind</td>
<td>CLD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12. He could remember the car pulling onto the verge 20 yards behind the target.  
13. They were well placed for taking the offensive, being 200 miles behind the enemy front line and 150 miles south of the coastal plain.  
14. The black rust streaked wall was barely 3 metres behind them.  
15. The drive was some 30 yards behind Palmer’s, though as a short hitter he would be frequently so.  
16. enter the downwind leg while flying a Bonanza and find you are about 400 metres behind a Piper Tri-Pacer which is flying considerably more slowly than you are.  
17. She finds our girls take the ball about 5 metres behind the baseline.  
18. ending at what is due to be a new coal face, when the roof fell in 500 yards behind them.  
19. But the 80ft British sloop is still 68 miles behind the leader, Fisher & Paykel.  
20. The drive was some 30 yards behind Palmer’s, though as a short hitter he would be frequently so.  
21. British 58-footer, Maiden, skippered by Tracy Edwards, has now slipped to 70 miles behind Rucanor, but is expected to lead in Friday’s trio followed by the second which I had lost at the start, but it was all really anti-climactic after equaled the old world record of 9.93 seconds but could not even console  
22. I was pleased at being only a metre behind Lewis, a metre behind, you lose a point; if you are less than a metre behind anyone else,  
23. If anyone is less than a metre behind you, you lose a point; if you are less than a metre behind anyone else,  
24. There is one signal scarcely a mile behind us and there are three more towards the south.  
25. He’d managed to walk a mile behind Botham and was very proud of himself.  
26. There is one signal scarcely a mile behind us and there are three more towards the south.  
27. He’d managed to walk a mile behind Botham and was very proud of himself.  
28. of the hospital tents, known as the hotel areas they were a quarter of a mile behind the front line, where each soldier spent four days without a break before BMM  
29. He suspected that only the colonel seated in HQ, a mile behind the lines, really had much idea of what was going on.  
30. There was a yard behind the shop with an entry off the street; it was cobbled and the stable was  
31. dimensions of the court, such as a smaller service box or a serving line a yard behind the baseline, but agreed to make further research into rackets, balls and  
32. and three other blokes and me are sitting in a van that’s parked in a yard behind Charlie’s Bar where later on The Cranberries will bring tears to the eyes  
33. So ow would it work? asked Charlie, beginning to feel he was always a yard behind the girl.  
34. Charlie was only a yard behind them, and was about to charge through a gap in the barrier when Tommy  
35. The nearest place to park a car was seven miles ahead or eleven miles behind.  
36. of getting a good start now becomes obvious, since if you fall only a few metres behind  
37. and was relieved to see that Francis and Elaine were only a few metres behind her.  
38. A few miles behind him followed his back-up plane.  
39. leapt on just as the doors were closing, but Monique, who was now a few yards behind her companions and, as thirty spectators looked on, lost her daysack,  
40. out to sea; it rose straight up into the air and landed on the ground a few yards behind me.  
41. One English girl had fallen a few yards behind them came two of the gardeners and the young detective on duty at the  
42. A few yards behind A1N
43. the beach exactly as described, with the clear and tranquil pond only a few yards behind the choppy sea. ED9
44. He asked Charlie to gather the section together a few yards behind the line so he could address them. K8T
45. With their baggage truck trundling fifty yards behind they were heading towards the junction of the Dong Nai and La Nga FU8
46. The Mercedes had almost rolled to a halt about fifty yards behind me. G03
47. It neither gained nor lost an inch, just stayed an even five yards behind my tail. FAP
48. They circled the altar itself, covered the five yards behind it and skidded to a halt in the entrance to the Medewich Light Infantry Anthony Molloy to win possession. H8B
49. It was revealing that late in the game Jack Sheedy came from five yards behind me, causing me a disagreeable surprise. K91
50. They were only about forty metres behind the German lines and were thus much closer to the front line than was AR8
51. and I stood there like an idiot, my mouth open and my camera not four yards behind me. HGGK
52. Silver and the rest were a hundred metres behind, and I heard him shouting, Jim, Jim! FSJ
53. We stayed about a hundred metres behind them. H7V
54. with their companions, in the middle of the night in a town several hundred miles behind the enemy lines. AR8
55. They went through Mill Hill Circus just a hundred yards behind the bleeper and up the slope to Five Ways Corner. CAM
56. the Lion Rampant did appear over the rising ground, perhaps three hundred yards behind those first riders, but it rose above a fairly compact party, and CD8
57. She turned to the right and the red saloon followed her round, a hundred yards behind. CE5
58. At last, emerging into the street, she found herself a hundred yards behind John Harbour and Meredith. FNU
59. A few hundred yards behind the line, to find a young girl in a dark blue uniform with a royal uniform. H9U
60. Two days later Charlie woke up in a hospital tent, some three hundred yards behind the line, to find a young girl in a dark blue uniform with a royal K8T
61. Vologsky asked, when the Kharkov air-base was many miles behind him in that charge. CDA
62. On the right, his father was not many yards behind the USSR is a million miles behind the West in terms of energy efficiency. HGG
63. and power CHPschemes, but it is still reckoned that the USSR is a million miles behind the ink-and-dead-trees standard in many respects. AT8
64. Maybe; but the computer-information industry is still a million miles behind Iraqi lines. CR8
65. places: one in the middle of some southern marshes, the other several miles behind the line of the street. HSF
66. to Willie but found that he was talking to the air for Willie was several yards behind her, hands dug deep into his jacket pockets, walking fast, gaining on Cab. EG0
67. A huddle gathers round one street where one house was several yards behind he line. G13
68. Conversation was difficult because she walked several yards behind the lines. GW0
69. By dawn I was ten miles behind the line. G13
70. He was less than ten yards behind her, hands dug deep into his jacket pockets, walking fast, gaining on GOP
71. She was about ten yards behind him as the party splashed its way into the swampy grass. HR8
72. began to run at a great speed through the trees, and Silver was soon thirty metres behind us. FSJ
73. By two o'clock, Adrar was three miles behind me and there was no sign of the Land Rover nor of any other vehicle. AT3
75. The track I wanted was unmetalled, three miles behind me. AT3
76. block under his greatcoat and I followed him down the path about twenty yards behind. B0U
77. It crept forward, slowly building up speed, and when it was twenty yards behind them the driver pressed the accelerator to the floor. ECK
78. Viol abandoned his drink and padded after him, twenty yards behind him. GUU
79. He jerked his head at a hollow twenty yards behind them. HTJ
80. The Cavalier has stopped twenty yards behind us on the road. J13
81. in the old stand, but had remained in the car parked about twenty-five yards behind one of the goals. GUD

between
<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some kilomet*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* between
1. airport, moving all the necessary supplies over a distance of 13 000 kilometres between hemispheres. B7M
2. Large tanks permitted the Sprinters to run longer up to 1,000 miles between the need to refuel, and maintenance visits to home depots were reduced A11
3. Here although both distances, 1.5 metres between the rows and 1.5 metres between the vines, are within the maximum C8M
4. Here although both distances, 1.5 metres between the rows and 1.5 metres between the vines, are within the maximum lengths allowed, the sum of spreadis C8M
5. Using lead/acid or nickel/iron cells a range of 100 kilometres between rechargings cannot be exceeded without using batteries with too AT8
6. This was called McNamara's Fence, and it stretched for more than 100 kilometres between the two parts of the country. G33
7. sets into several lengths of 10–12 km with a gap of 100–200 metres between each length of net. ABC
8. This ambitious piece of engineering, extending for 12 miles between Peterborough and Wisbech, survives today, although the tower Morton AS4
9. Established on public rights of way, it stretches for 12 miles between Badby and Greens Norton near Towcester. BNJ
10. We have always been a close family although there are 12,000 miles between us. CH1
11. The vans have a range of 125 miles between charges, and a top speed of 70 mph. J2X
12. Boston, which drops 139 metres between start and finish, again fails. AK6
13. Running for 147 kilometres between Loch Lomond, just north of Glasgow to the foot of Ben Nevis, near C8B
14. a quarter of a million passengers journey each year on the spectacular 18 miles between Pickering and Grosmont. B3K
15. 10am today because visibility on the 37-mile Mountain Course fell to 20 yards between Guthries and Verandah. K3X
16. The shortest Delta flight is 21 miles between Miami and Fort Lauderdale; the longest is 2,212 from Orlando to Los A5X
17. On Thursday 23 July there are 230 kilometres between Montluçon and Tours. B35
18. This new entrance measuring 256 metres between the breakwater heads with a dredged channel 120 metres wide was HPS
19. With 29 metres between east and west window elevations, the building was not ideal for Swindon and Oxford. APX
20. in other villages along the A420, a winding road which links the 30 miles between Boston and Buffalo for Niagara Falls, I was obliged to fly via Atlanta: K1T
21. To cover the 395 miles between Boston and Buffal for Niagara Falls, I was obliged to fly via Atlanta: A5X
and with an entry of men’s eights, limited for safety reasons to 420, the 4 miles between Mortlake and Putney will be very busy on Saturday afternoon. K5J

At that rate it should manage over 400 miles between petrol stations. A6W

and then three or four home visits each day means the best part of 400 miles between pump visits. AKM

on that point, Mr Gisby took as an example a 22-tonne load being moved 400 miles between London and Glasgow. K9V

an offer from the GLC to fund the third-rail electrification over 81 miles between Dalston and North Woolwich. A11

go down as quickly as possible but with difficulty, for there was almost a metre between rungs. HGS

a city centre, because the comment has been made that there is only about a metre between the dwellings and indeed there is only a metre between the dwellings and the adjoining boundaries, surely there is a need for JTD

is only about a metre between the dwellings and indeed there is only a metre between them. JTD

He hurried away until he had managed to put half a mile between himself and the body of Maidstone and then he slowed down. ASN

When he had put about a mile between him and the dragon he stopped and collapsed against a tree, which then HA3

Wooden framed and two tiered, half a yard between them. CJT

There was less than a yard between the beds. H94

At Gabes, the coastal plain narrows down to only a few miles between the sea and a large area of salt marshes. AR8

The few miles between bring into view other arresting features of a fantastic skyline which CJH

There is a vertical difference of something like fifteen kilometres between the two extremities. ASR

beyond the flight went on vigorously and by October 1811 four of the five miles between Foxton and the north end of the Husbands Bosworth Tunnel had been AMN

She had put four miles between the children and the house, and the roads were empty and easy. CE5

There was, he calculated, seldom less than a hundred miles between himself and the people he loved. APU

Headquarters of an intended engagement they should Put a few hundred miles between them. H7E

Even the photograph shows that there are several hundred yards between the two. K54

Now in Britain most people travel many kilometres between their homes and their work, often from one town to another. B1H

and passenger trains which used the line, which of course saved many miles between the NW of England and SW Wales. HHH

and was a horse-drawn tramway built by William Jessop to cover the nine miles between Wandsworth and Croydon. B0A

that there are then still there is still a section er of six or seven miles between that improvement and Ripon. J9U

That if you work in the big city you might only have seven miles between calls but it still takes you three quarters of an hour. JSN

a reputation for undertaking strenuous walks frequently covering seventy miles between Saturday afternoon and Sunday evening. FP9

He wanted space to move. He must have stopped every some yards between them when he closed. K8S

ten yards between junctions seventeen and eighteen. A08

main line between Manningtree and Harwich; and at last over the thirty-two miles between Tonbridge and Hastings. A11
51. Outer Mongolia or possibly Timbuktu — maybe by putting a few thousand miles between herself and Dane she’d manage to get him out of her mind. HA9
52. Bicker estimated that they had put some three miles between themselves and the scene of the attack. GWF
53. was standing on the next track down; all he had to do was cover the twenty yards between the two tracks and find himself an empty freight car. ECK

beyond

1. of Chief Broken Arm Tunnachoootoolt made a perilous journey of some 1000 miles, beyond the lands of the Teton Sioux, to trade with the Hidatsa Indians. ALX
2. the Fatschbach falls, the road reaches Linthal, Glarus canton, 23km 14 miles beyond the pass summit, and 65km 40 miles from Altdorf. FTU
3. sharply left and it came to rest erect on a heading of 150° M around 3.5 metres beyond the initial impact point, with the nose embedded 1.3 metres into the ECX
4. Matt was gone, and anyway the crew couldn’t get more than 20 or 30 yards beyond where they’d set up because they don’t exactly have towpaths in the G1X
5. The scheme specifies a maximum of 37,500 miles, beyond which an excess mileage charge is applied. BM5
6. That is over a metre beyond his previous best, also set in the Victorian capital. K5A
7. Tavey Grange lay half a mile beyond the Manor House Hotel. ARK
8. It was still a quarter of a mile beyond the line-up and it was already feathering. ASV
9. less than a mile beyond it, was a ridge of shallow dunes. AT3
10. Canoes and gear had to be carried one third of a mile beyond the falls. BMF
11. South Metropolitan service could be extended to Tooting Broadway, only half a mile beyond the Tooting Junction terminus. CBK
12. Even better, but longer, is a track heading west from a meeting of waters half a mile beyond Loch Coulin: this brings Sgorr Ruadh into full view, the route descending CJH
13. house in Blackrock — a suburb which, though no more than a mile beyond Arnisdale the road comes to a full stop at the crofts of Corran, the last CJH
14. farm and the sound came from a narrow track which joined the main road half a mile beyond Celtic Crescent, was undeniably middle-class and rising. FRJ
15. They had covered an area averaging a quarter of a mile across and extending a mile beyond the other entrance. G3S
16. I followed a track that seemed to make for the Foulness road, about half a mile beyond the village or hamlet marked as Crabtree Wick. H0D
17. sunless July morning and driving up to the road tunnel of Bielsa, some dozen miles beyond Saint-Lary. FA2
18. a gentle descent into the lushly green Urubamba valley that, eighty kilometres beyond the small town of Aguas Calientes, becomes thick, matted jungle; APC
19. Kabelvag campsite is a few kilometres beyond the village, on the flanks of a charming little beach and A6T
20. and would soon be driving northward over a narrow moorland road that a few miles beyond the road-bridge over the river wound along the shelf of a mountain with B0B
21. As she turned on to the dual carriageway that ended only a few miles beyond Naas, the rain spat against the windscreen. CDY
22. Survey sixth edition, which runs from the edge of Oxford northwards to a few miles beyond Banbury, and from Chipping Norton on the west to beyond Brackley in FAG
23. A few yards beyond the entrance to Ingleborough Cave, a strong resurgence emerges from the ASU
through a wood, and then across another field, which came out only a few yards beyond the low bridge.

A few yards beyond this, the tramway turned left to terminate a few yards into Thicket

and even pushed northwards along the escarpment for some hundred and fifty miles beyond Dessie.

A few yards beyond Harley's, who then got his second shot just on to the front edge of CA9

He obliged by hitting a vast drive about fifty yards beyond Harley's, who then got his second shot just on to the front edge of H0A

A hundred miles beyond Bahriyah lies the further oasis of Farafra, to which few people

there was one under the bridge just ahead, and another one about a hundred yards beyond.

Caniçal is some nine kilometres beyond Machico.

I do not cast directly over the swim, but several yards beyond it and draw back to the swim before the bait can settle, covering BOP

inhabited place is Kilchoan, the principal village on the peninsula, and six miles beyond, across a featureless moor, the lighthouse on Ardnamurchan Point is CJH

Some miles beyond Ellon, the A92 bifurcates: the right-hand fork becomes the A952 which G1Y

Thirty yards beyond the rocks was an open glade, starting from the right-hand side of the BMY

Sare, which is three kilometres beyond the Col Saint-Ignace, is another of the traditional Basque FA2

About three miles beyond the town we turn into a leafy lane leading to a farm. A61

house and eight vats of a sewage works half a mile west, and, at least three miles beyond this, a small group of houses and the square tower of a church. G02

at Royal St. George's, with its six bunkers, the out-of-bounds line twelve yards beyond the green and the ever-present Duncan's Hollow. HTJ

He had found the observation post two miles beyond the outer rim of the Jabal Hamrin. CLD

Two miles beyond it, the Capri was negotiating the potholes of a poorly-maintained farm GUU

The attack took place about two miles beyond Johannesburg's southern suburbs at 7.30am as commuters were streaming KSM

from

1. at exactly the right time for the contestant to catch by cycling the 0.7 miles from the start to the station. HPP
2. Simon's parents estimate they've travelled around 35 000 miles from their home at Gosditch to the various hospitals where their son's been K27
3. footpaths with views into both England and Wales, can be reached under 1 mile from the hotel and is dotted with ancient fortifications. CJK
4. Heathrow — the newly refurbished Sheraton, situated 1 mile from Heathrow. ECF
5. Bosnian Serbs were at certain points only 1 mile from Srebrenica's outskirts.

6. Ticklepenny Lock is one of them, 11 miles from the town.

7. Situated just 11 miles from the M6 Motorway Junction 7 convenient for visiting the NEC and City.

8. Located 11 miles from the centre of Birmingham, the New Cobden features a new Leisure Centre.

9. Situated in the prestigious suburb of Edgbaston, 11 miles from the City Centre.

10. Set in an exclusive residential area of Rome, 11 miles from the Spanish Steps, the Hotel Claridge is a purpose-built, modern, luxury residence.

11. 1,000 miles from scientific communism just to live with Mrs Engels? asks Slava.

12. Don McComish travels 1,000 miles from his home in Adelaide to perform the standard-bearing duty each year.

13. By then, the mission had journeyed over 3,500 miles and was still over 1,000 miles from Peking.

14. American Mike Plant's 65ft yacht Coyote was found capsized yesterday 1,000 miles from the Irish coast.

15. Following the river, it is almost 1,000 miles from Wadi Halfa to Khartoum while as the crow flies it is less than 500.

16. We worked out how to keep up supply to this project approximately 1,200 kilometres from our manufacturing centre in Rabaul, said PNG general manager.

17. Was at the centre of a town whose built-up area was approximately 1,200 metres north to south and 800 metres east to west.

18. Just about level with the Straits of Gibraltar and 1,300 kilometres from the Portuguese coast are the Azores, a small group of islands which was the home of a national region which could fairly be called Yakutia extended over 1,6000 kilometres from the Vilyui river to the Kolyma and nearly as far from the middle.

19. On Saturday was Strider Jim Campbell who clocked 3.47.37 to take the team-mate Dermot Donnelly 3.47.42.

20. At a very gentle pace, it took me less than 7 minutes to cycle the 1.5 miles from Muirwood Rd. to Wester Hailes Shopping Centre — and 10 mins. to get home.

21. Who until now have not been penalised if they do not advance closer than 10 metres from a player waiting to play the ball.

22. Where the longitude 118° 30'W intersects 47° 30'S is an equal 1,560 miles from the nearest coasts of Chile, Peter Island in Antarctica and anó einer.

23. And a dispute over private medicine: You think I've fled 1,000 miles from scientific communism just to live with Mrs Engels? asks Slava.

24. A silent handshake across the joined lines, over 3.47.37 to take the team-mate Dermot Donnelly 3.47.42.

25. A mere 10 miles from the deprivation and divisions of Belfast, it is an overwhelmingly.

26. The Ministry of Defence has declared in the past that people up to 10 kilometres from an accident could be affected.

27. The NZRFU has proposed to do away with the five-metre scrum by moving it to 10 metres from the goal line.

28. A quicker relaxed atmosphere and the beach — it starts all of about 10 metres from the bar, and the only thing separating the two is the swimming pool.

29. Fortuitous that Franco should have chosen this spot, for it was only a second line parallel to the goal-lines and 10 metres from the mark, or to their own goal-line if nearer to the mark.

30. NZRFU has proposed to do away with the five-metre scrum by moving it to 10 metres from the goal line.

31. The Ministry of Defence has declared in the past that people up to 10 metres from a player waiting to play the ball.

32. A quicker relaxed atmosphere and the beach — it starts all of about 10 metres from the bar, and the only thing separating the two is the swimming pool.

33. The Ministry of Defence has declared in the past that people up to 10 metres from a player waiting to play the ball.

34. A mere 10 miles from the deprivation and divisions of Belfast, it is an overwhelmingly.
from ten o'clock until six o'clock instead of nine to five, workers living 10 miles from London can save half their travel costs per week. BNL

Now, with filming still going on, he is living in a converted barn just 10 miles from Mayle's own home. CEN

The sobbing victim in the village of Cheriton, near Winchester, Hants — 10 miles from where he first struck. CEN

Gemma was the third pupil at Cleator Moor infants school — 10 miles from the plant — to die from leukaemia in two years. CH1

to Kathmandu died instantly when it slammed into the Tinpane mountain 10 miles from Tribhuvan Airport on Monday. CH2

The Pennine Way is accessible 10 miles from the house. CJK

Middlesex, about a mile out of the high road to Uxbridge, and exactly about him on the busy A167 dual carriageway on the outskirts of Durham City passes on the edge of the Scots' box and the ball broke to Didier Deschamps 10 yards from goal with Gough nowhere in sight. A52

From the line-out 10 yards from the line, Withey stole Bridgend's throw-in, and his colleagues drove him AHU

Your accommodation is perhaps 10 yards from the beach, set among cultivated gardens, ablaze with Jacaranda. BPJ

They were about 10 yards from the western side of the reef, where it fell away sharply and waves were CLV

Set on the main coast road, the hotel is just 10 yards from its own private sandy beach, with bar and waiter service, and has a ECF

value at auction and bidders can expect to secure 1992 cars with under 10,000 miles from company and fleet sources for around L8250. BM5

television had followed the big race the previous year and about 100 kilometres from its end had stopped the leader to interview him. A6T

For example, if E is 100 metres from PP and \( \theta \) is 33°, then: \( OM = 100 \tan 57° = 154 \text{ m} \). ADX

Some 100 metres from the church, between the baker's and the grocer's, was a chemist's. AEA

Apart from this, the Venus is next door to the Britannia and 100 metres from the S'Amfora, so you're never lost for excellent company. AM0

the beach, restaurants and all of Gumbet's watersport facilities are only 100 metres from the hotel, and at night the Harmony has a great barbecue terrace which AM0

Situated in a secluded setting, yet only 100 metres from the beach, the hotel is ideal for waterlovers as it's only a five minute AM0

a one hour decompression stop, calculated by the Aladin computers 100 metres from the entrance! ARE

This four star hotel is located 100 metres from five miles of sandy beach. BP6

This four star hotel is ideally located in Scheveningen, just 100 metres from the long sandy beaches and lively promenade with it's variety of bars, EBN

to attack Pakok, a small town just inside the Sudan border and less than 100 miles from the rebel base at Kapoeta. AL6

that Joseph was, in fact, peacefully visiting the Lapwai agency, some 100 miles from the imagined outrages. ALX

Then on August 8th there's the Portsmouth Challenge — 100 miles from start to finish. C88

10 years was found slumped in the family's four-track safari vehicle 100 miles from civilisation. CEM

The Cotswold Way runs for 100 miles from Bath in Avon to Chipping Campden in Gloucestershire. CMD

Kent police successfully to turn miners back at the Dartford tunnel, over 100 miles from their intended destination. GTH

you and another person are going to spend a weekend in Pwllheli, about 100 miles from Bishop's Castle. HHU

Yet another amazing coincidence, to meet in such a small place more than 100 miles from the nearest town! HPP
69. to lay the foundation-stone of the new Ram Janmabhoomi temple less than 100 yards from the mosque’s front gate.

70. Just 100 yards from the seafront and you step back through the centuries, giving you a real AMW

71. Christopher Knox, defending, said O’Brien had been just 100 yards from where nine men were killed in the Gulf War friendly fire blunder. CBF

72. its deadly cargo on double yellow lines off Tottenham Court Road, just 100 yards from the Dominion Theatre where a performance was in full-swing. CBF

73. telephone warning led police to the van in Tottenham Court Road, just 100 yards from the Dominion Theatre where a performance was in full-swing. CBF

74. speaking two days after his 14-year-old daughter was attacked in a garden 100 yards from her home in Lanchester, Co Durham. CBF

75. a sergeant seriously injured when a knifeman went berserk last year, just 100 yards from the beach he fired 10 Very lights, signalling the navy to stop their CCS

76. Joanna Grenside’s car was found less than 100 yards from the sports centre where she was due to take a class. CBF

77. — 600 yards from the hotel is the excellent Shepherds Restaurant and 100 yards from the beach and all rooms have a sea view. EA9

78. led in 200 men of Troops 1, 2, 3, and 4 Group 2 from 3 Commando, and 100 yards from the central Market Square. CDF

79. The hotel is located on the High Street, some 100 yards from the house. CFC

80. Mrs Baines said she could see the buildings burning 100 yards from the garden gate lies The Water Rat, a highly acclaimed CJK

81. Christopher Knox, defending, said O’Brien had been just 100 yards from where nine men were killed in the Gulf War friendly fire blunder. CBF

82. telephone warning led police to the van in Tottenham Court Road, just 100 yards from the Dominion Theatre where a performance was in full-swing. CBF

83. speaking two days after his 14-year-old daughter was attacked in a garden 100 yards from her home in Lanchester, Co Durham. CBF

84. Joanna Grenside’s car was found less than 100 yards from the sports centre where she was due to take a class. CBF

85. — 600 yards from the hotel is the excellent Shepherds Restaurant and 100 yards from the beach and all rooms have a sea view. EA9

86. — 600 yards from the hotel is the excellent Shepherds Restaurant and 100 yards from the beach and all rooms have a sea view. EA9

87. The hotel is located on the High Street, some 100 yards from the house. CFC

88. Mrs Baines said she could see the buildings burning 100 yards from the garden gate lies The Water Rat, a highly acclaimed CJK

89. A hotel advertises that it is 100 yards from the beach and all rooms have a sea view. EA9

90. — 600 yards from the hotel is the excellent Shepherds Restaurant and 100 yards from the beach and all rooms have a sea view. EA9

91. The hotel is located on the High Street, some 100 yards from the house. CFC

92. The violinist, who lives about 100 yards from Shambhu’s house, said Shambhu Pal, a middle-aged man who lived about 100 yards from the two devastated buildings. K5M

93. — 600 yards from the hotel is the excellent Shepherds Restaurant and 100 yards from the beach and all rooms have a sea view. EA9

94. Veterinary Field Station at Easter Bush, located approximately 11 kilometres from the city centre. HTD

95. 102 miles from Chipping Campden to Bath and which passes through Winchcombe. CJK

96. 11 miles from Malton on the road from the A64 to Sheriff Hutton, just along from the B3K

97. 11 miles from their bungalow at Caterham, Surrey. CBF

98. 11 miles from the airfield to Epernay. J56
98. advertisement for a house sale the same village of West Linton is now only 11 miles from Edinburgh.

99. Smith and his brother are going to attempt the 11,000 miles from the UK to Australia in another Vickers.

100. In a sheltered sunny valley facing south with the beach only 110 yards from our entrance, you will find perfect freedom and no formalities.

101. The 113 kilometres from Bucharest to Pitești is the only stretch of four-lane motorway.

102. When yesterday's stage 10 of The Hague About 116 miles from Sheffield into Liverpool city centre ended with victory for Alexandre.

103. A war-zone was defined beginning 12 miles from the town of Devil's Bridge.

104. Railway is a narrow-gauge system 1 foot 111 inches running nearly 12 miles from the Argentinian coast.

105. Dean's body lay for four months in a lane 12 miles from the family home in Elmesthorpe, Leicestershire.

106. lady-in-waiting, rang me to give directions to find the fateful villa, 12 miles from St Tropez.

107. The 113 kilometres from Bucharest to Pitesti is the only stretch of four-lane motorway.

108. The 113 kilometres from Bucharest to Pitesti is the only stretch of four-lane motorway.

109. 71000 Duke of Gloucester will appear a mere 12 miles from its birthplace of reincarnation at the Great Central Railway at.

110. Almost 12 miles from Gubbio, a left turn leads over a little bridge and up a secondary road to Charing Cross, though with a few wedges penetrating into inner London, most of which winds into the city of London.

111. by no means an exact circle, it had an approximate radius of 12 miles from Charing Cross, though with a few wedges penetrating into inner London, most of which winds into the city of London.

112. On the night of his second child Kate's birth, Andrew was on stage 12 miles from the hospital in the comedy Noises Off.

113. Living about 12 miles from our nearest store my discount is largely, if not completely, used up by.

114. Six rounds after the Skeletal Dinosaur springs up, two Bloodletters appear 12 yards from the arch between the arch and the adventurers if they are still heading for.

115. Six rounds after these three attack, two more will appear 12 yards from the arch, and then two more each three rounds thereafter.

116. John told of his epic journey, when he pedalled 12,500 miles from Sydney back to Liverpool for charity.

117. intervals of about ten minutes, and at about 2 p.m. an English ship, 120 kilometres from the scene, sighted a black cloud, rising to an altitude estimated to.

118. The adult male, found in Palmyra, 120 miles from Damascus, is Syria's fourth.

119. In 1927 she swam the 120 miles from London to Folkestone in stages; and on 7 October 1927, at her eighth.

120. en route from her birthplace in Scotland to London, and had steamed the 120 miles from Milford Haven against a head wind at an incredible 10 knots.

121. Today's stage nine is 120 miles from Wrexham to Rotherham and the Milk Race comes to Liverpool city centre.

122. yellow jersey of race leader as the Milk Race ended its longest stage of 125 miles from Birmingham to Llandudno yesterday.

123. It was about 13 miles from Hotel Vancouver and was reached by driving through Stanley Park, across.

124. Colliery a couple of miles from his hometo Hem Heath Colliery around 12 to 13 miles from his home.

125. In 1899 a distance of 130 kilometres, from northern France to Chelmsford, was spanned, fuelling the debate.

126. The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan was a vast country, some 1300 miles from north to south and 900 from east to west, inhabited by a great diversity.

127. was once a port but it was abandoned by the sea years ago and is now 14 kilometres from the coast.

128. He remains at heart a boy who grew up on a busy farm at St Martin's, 14 miles from Llanymynech, the course on which as a seven-year-old he first took a golf.
Firstly, Seefeld is just 14 miles from fashionable Innsbruck and is set high on a sunny plateau.

Just 14 miles from Taunton, The Rock Inn, situated on the B3227 Ex A361, offers comfortable

by the sea but six miles from it on the main Beverley to Bridlington road, 14 miles from Bridlington and six miles from Hornsea.

The village is 14 miles from Hull and eight miles from Withernsea on the east coast.

converted farm buildings in a rural setting, near Stamfordham, about 14 miles from Newcastle-upon-Tyne; the nearest BR station is Corbridge.

Jersey is the largest and most southerly of the islands, and being only 14 miles from the coast of France offers a taste of the Continent in local names and food

rates of 9M-bytes per second, up to 128 logical paths and can be up to 14 miles from the CPU via Escon channels.

Terrorist Paul Magee was later arrested at Pontefract 14 miles from Wakefield.

himself as Torpedo's blond danger man Talalayev suddenly found himself 14 yards from goal but his cannon shot was miraculously pushed away by the goalkeeper.

The overall plan, extending about 140 metres from north to south and the same from east to west, is roughly square; the

working from the West Kingsdale end, had pushed the end of the line to 1435 metres from base.

could have accepted the presence of Soviet missiles on an island only 145 kilometres from the American mainland.

For some reason I found myself in Charlbury last week — about 15 miles from where I thought I was, and ought to have been!

in Aldwark village on the banks of the River Ure, Aldwark Manor is just 15 miles from York and ideally situated for touring the Yorkshire Dales and moors.

He was now 15 miles from land, so had to fight his way back.

7 miles S.W. of Hereford, 15 miles from the M5/50 and 50 minutes from the M4.

Little Walsingham, 15 miles from Hunstanton, is a beautiful village with a collection of medieval buildings

Navajo Generating Station, 15 miles from the northern edge of Grand Canyon Park, has reached an agreement with

Ecogen will build 103 turbines on 600 hectares of moorland at Llandinam, 15 miles from Newtown in mid-Wales.

Dean Hall is only 15 miles from the family home.

arrived at the warehouse in Ashton-under-Lyne, Greater Manchester 15 miles from Kathryn's home in Bolton.

by a local doctor before the ambulance arrived after travelling about 15 miles from Darlington.

An ambulance had to travel 15 miles from Darlington to attend the man because the two units based in Barnard Castle

Dr Mardell arrived in Konjevic Polje on Wednesday after walking 15 miles from Srebrenica where the UN commander in Bosnia, Gen Philippe Morillon, of

The huge Tikhonov brushed aside two tackles and powered 15 yards from the back of a scrum to fingertip the ball over the line.

white lines should be drawn across the width of the pitch, one in each half 15 yards from the centre spot.

I was standing 15–20 yards from the incident and I could not tell if it was a handball.

South of the Azores, but only about 100 to 150 kilometres from the African coast are the Canary Islands, also volcanic, and also the

block of apartments on a narrow and picturesque little street just 150 metres from the village centre.

Antipas is just 150 metres from Cosmos, in the centre of Ponti.
The property lies within approximately 150 metres from this improvement but would not be directly affected.

To describe the Daily nannies live approximately 150 miles from your house, and have to leave home at 3 a.m. to get to you by 9.

to all areas, but tonight the five mates with whom they've driven the 150 miles from Southport have all been refused entry by the Ritzy's management for being.

It is here that the nose section of the 747 landed, 150 yards from the church, and 120 bodies were found on the surrounding hills.

their homes, and surrounded Signor Giuseppe Fichera's farm cottage, only 150 yards from the nearest permanently inhabited house.

Although it did so just 150 yards from the first inhabited house of the 7,000-population Sicilian town, the AKY

The wall of molten lava has come to a virtual halt 150 yards from the first home in the town, but officials said yesterday that its flow AL6

The hotel is just over a mile from the town centre and 150 yards from the Lido beach.

This is a friendly, well-run hotel 150 yards from the cablecar to Taormina town and convenient for the beach.

close to the resort's centre and the colourful bustling market, yet only 150 yards from the beach.

Set on a busy shaded, tree-lined street, the Miramare is only 150 yards from the beach.

and the Ponte Vecchio, the Savoy is the most central of our hotels, just 150 yards from the Piazza della Signoria and the Uffizi Gallery.

would be, the difference is that on this occasion you could be doing it at 150 yards from the bank and an area never covered by bankside wobblers.

Established in 1987 the route stretches for 152 miles from Farnham in Surrey to Dover in Kent, with an alternative route passing CHH

The walk stretches 154 miles from Morecambe in Lancashire through Cumbria and ends in Scarborough. K4W

Radburn, 16 miles from New York. G05

In towns such as Batavia, 160 kilometres from Krakatoa, the din was terrific, the noise being compared with the ASR

Since Batavia was over 160 kilometres from Krakatoa, it escaped fairly lightly; in some places, nearer the ASR

Gould's brother-in-law's station, 160 miles from Newcastle on the coast up the Hunter River at Yarrund, far exceeded HRB

unique by a thousand miles and indeed they are around a thousand miles 1600 kilometres from the coast of Africa. CRJ

that this great pioneer was born in 1837 and at the age of 11 walked the 165 miles from Yorkshire to London in search of work. ARJ

recently become the owner of a 1980 88 inch Series III with a genuine 17,500 miles from new. AN2

it's ideally located, less the five minutes walk from the nightlife and 170 metres from the beach. AM0

His drive was 173 yards from the 18th green; Stewart's 201 yards. A8C

They were at 88°23' South — 175 kilometres from the Pole. FP5

This means you can ascend at 18 metres/minute from a maximum depth of 75 metres up to 18 metres. ARE

All went well until we were within sight of Balloch Loch Lomondside, some 18 miles from Glasgow. BN3

A circular tour of Fife will take in the university town of St Andrews, 18 miles from Freuchie, the picturesque fishing villages of Anstruther and Crail, the CJK
Greve in Chianti is some 18 miles from the city — a town where the houses smile out at you above colourful
as the race goes southwards, and the two successive stages, each of 180 kilometres, from Brussels to Valkenbourg and then to Koblenz, will be test of
James and Pauline MacGregor of Mulbarton, Norfolk, had to drive 180 miles from Auxerre to Lyon before being freed unharmed.
For walkers the Dales Way passes by and the Pennine Way stretching for 185 miles from Derbyshire to the Scottish borders can be reached near Malham.
Its epicentre was in the sea 19 miles from the town of Maumere, with its 70,000 inhabitants.
It is 10 miles across and 19 miles from north to south.
The New Norfolk is situated on A456 Hagley road 2 miles from the City.
Pegasus is at the Iffley Road end of Magdalen Road in East Oxford, railway is signposted off the A59 Skipton by-pass and situated approximately 2 miles from Skipton town centre.

For walkers the Dales Way passes by and the Pennine Way stretching for 185 miles from Derbyshire to the Scottish borders can be reached near Malham.
Its epicentre was in the sea 19 miles from the town of Maumere, with its 70,000 inhabitants.

Alternatively you could take a right turn from the lane leading to Ings 2 miles from the attractive village of Claxby which clings to the ironstone ridge of the

The Welsh Industrial and Maritime Museum is 2 miles from Cardiff's City Centre in Cardiff Bay which is fast becoming one of the most

The remains of the robbers getaway car found burnt out and abandoned 2 miles from the scene of the attack.

and Kyushu — which stretch southwest to northeast for over 2,000 kilometres from the 31st to the 45th parallels.

on in the Middle East from a base in inhospitable but British territory 2,400 miles from the Suez Canal. Even Bullock is forced to concede that Bevin was
An English-speaking population half the size of Cuba's is scattered over 2,000 miles, from the Bahamas in the Atlantic to Guyana on the American mainland —

Phil Harper, spent three long, hard days and nights driving a TK Bedford 2,271 miles from Royston to Caratis in Zagreb and back as part of a Friendship Link

Our single stop en route was Yakutsk which lay west south-west about 2,400 miles from Fairbanks.
by far than the entire Pacific coastline of Australia, which is a mere 2,450 miles from Cape York to Tasmania.
The pipeline would run 2,914 miles from the Yamal peninsula.

Mikhail Gorbachev chose for his presidential dacha in the Crimea, and
Jonathan Griffiths took full advantage when Spruce spilled the ball 20 metres from his own line, racing round the cover for Wales' first try.
Two of them were real stunners John Davies rocketing out of a rolling maul 20 metres from the line to score, and then Stuart Davies crossing a Llewellyn line-out

Beside them, only 20 metres from Ralph, part of the swimwear section was sucked leaving a hole through
219. The delay meant the team, which was based 20 mile from the resort, did not arrive until 21 hours later. CEM
220. The delay meant the team, which was based 20 mile from the resort, did not arrive until 21 hours later. CEM
221. The easiest way to make the journey, of just over 20 miles from Munich, is by the suburban railway S-Bahn, one of whose lines ends at A14
222. classic western TV series were filmed in back-lots, or in the semi-desert 20 miles from Los Angeles. A2D
223. hotel queen's new palace could be a women's prison in Connecticut, about 20 miles from the $11 million mansion she refurbished at the taxpayers' expense by A9W
224. — and all records of the events at the village of Shingle Street, The town is just over 20 miles from Ipswich, destroyed. AHN
225. as the area not only offered a pleasant environment but was only about 20 miles from north London. CHS
226. It bordered the railway line, technology that he saw was British-made and that most of it had been made 20 miles from London. EX1
227. hotel queen's new palace could be a women's prison in Connecticut, about 20 miles from the $11 million mansion she refurbished at the taxpayers' expense by A9W
228. Appointees to established posts such as this one, who are living more than 20 miles from Oxford, will be eligible for relocation allowances. J2C
229. a passenger on the King Orry, collapsed at 10pm on Saturday night, 20 miles from Liverpool. K4C
230. to cross the border, only to be stopped short by the Serbs at Rogatica, 20 miles from the besieged town. K5D
231. turned around, a second convoy was allowed past a Serbian checkpoint some 20 miles from the encircled city of Gorazde but got stuck again soon afterwards in front K5D
232. were reports of some minor flooding as far inland as Norwich, which is 20 miles from the coast. K5D
233. open-door schooling, visiting an advanced Tachai-type commune about 20 miles from Nanking, in the rice growing area. KAL
234. Awoford was booked and Barnes set his sights 20 yards from goal. AHU
235. He played a diabolical second shot and he must have finished all of 20 yards from the hole, but he sank it for a 3. ASA
236. Four cars derailed, two rolling on their side and ending up 20 yards from the 800ft tall Canary Tower, the showpiece of the development, at about CBE
237. turned around, a second convoy was allowed past a Serbian checkpoint some 20 miles from the encircled city of Gorazde but got stuck again soon afterwards in front K5D
238. The two guards spotted the blue Ford Transit van pull up 20 yards from the 800ft tall Canary Tower, the showpiece of the development, at about CEN
239. This impressive hotel is set back 20 yards from the mountain road and offers breathtaking views. ECF
240. This is a most beautiful, modern hotel, just 20 yards from the beach. ECF
241. the Villa Pineta and is set within the hotel's lovely grounds approximately 20 yards from the main building. ECF
242. This is a small, traditional hotel situated just 20 yards from the famous lagoon of Venice. ECF
243. this spot workmen digging on the edge of Lee's Great Quarry Houlder, Quarry, 20 yards from Clements Farm found a quantity of human bones and pottery. H09
244. flat on the ground on the landing zone when the last shell impacted about 20 yards from us, injuring two Canadian UN soldiers. KSM
245. So a modern engine can need decarbonising in as little as 20,000 miles from new. BNX
246. from Spain into France, 230 kilometres to Pau on Monday, then 200 kilometres from Pau to Bordeaux the next day, many riders will chance their arm to B35
247. closest to Japan is the southern tip of the Korean peninsula over 200 kilometres from northern Kyushu. EE2
248. A sea passage of over 200 kilometres from mainland Asia and hostile terrain enabled her to develop more or less EE2
249. The cemetery is situated inside the BZ only 200 metres from the Turkish military positions: the presence of UN blue berets will A77
It's a friendly relaxing place, with a good sun terrace and pool, and only 200 metres from the beach.

Located only 200 metres from the beach and within a three minute walk from the shops and nightlife.

Step out of your apartments and you're only 200 metres from some of the liveliest discos on the island, and the kind of exciting young Ade Mafe, Olympic finalist and European Junior Champion, and...

Now there was a double challenge in the 200 metres from the young Ade Mafe, Olympic finalist and European Junior Champion, and...

Lies at the highest point of the Bangor on Llanberis road B4547, about 200 metres from the Deiniolen turn-off.

Earlier on the corner of Horse Guards Avenue and Whitehall, around 200 metres from Downing Street.

Tracked his Newton Aycliffe rival and surged into a winning lead 200 metres from the finish.

The accident happened on March 14 while 15 oil workers were being ferried 200 metres from an oil platform to their accommodation vessel in stormy weather with 30ft waves.

The Czechs must stage their home leg against CFKA Sofia on 18 October 200 miles from the capital.

To her motel said her son Charles was lying 130 ft down in Lake Okanagan, 200 miles from Vancouver.

Being over 200 miles from town, I told them it was scarcely worthwhile coming for less than three hours.

A RARE lesser-crested tern has reappeared at Minsmere, Suffolk - more than 200 miles from the Northumbrian colony where it was last seen a fortnight ago.

Among them was 15-year-old Jeffrey Horler, who was sent to Feltham, 200 miles from his home in Great Yarmouth.

The oasis of Bahriyah is over 200 miles from Cairo.

Broadcasting network the event should go ahead in his home town almost 200 miles from Dublin rather than in the capital city.

France had claimed a zone extending 200 miles from the islands, while Canada had advocated a 12-mile limit.

Ekaterina Likhoda from the Sverdlovsk region, 200 miles from Moscow, has been sent a copy of Chester-le-Street business club's guide to K4S.

Highland Horseback Tel: 0466 85 277 offer Britain's Longest Trail Ride 200 miles from Aberdeenshire in the Eastern Highlands to the Atlantic Coast of Western Ireland.

Mrs Margaret Charles, living 200 yards from the crash, said: I am furious because I do not think pilots should just fly at 1000 feet.

In 1969, an American jet crashed 200 yards from the school in Steeple Aston.

Novotel Birmingham City Centre is a 148 bedroomed hotel, situated just 200 yards from the International Convention Centre and a National Indoor Arena and...

The hotel is situated in the city centre, 200 yards from New Street Station.

Way, a path running from Winchester to Canterbury, which starts just 200 yards from the house and runs along the top of the Downs.

10 minutes I had found a suitable love-nest at the Glasgow Green, some 200 yards from the High Court.

I got the 109 which got Watson and he crashed into the drink about 200 yards from Watty.

Newspaper girl last night relived a sadistic daylight rape ordeal just 200 yards from her home.

Linda and Andrew were hit by a car less than 200 yards from their home in Blackwater, Hants, on Saturday.

Way, a path running from Winchester to Canterbury, which starts just 200 yards from the house and runs along the top of the Downs.
has told police at York that she was raped near the city's university only 200 yards from the spot where a girl student was subjected to a brutal, 90-minute sex CS1
home, set amid magnificent rolling countryside, only to find that it is 200 yards from the noisy A12, hemmed in by an ugly industrial building, with a pungent E9R
A well run property with breathtaking views this hotel, 200 yards from the centre of town, it is a cool oasis set in a beautiful, mature garden ECF
the Venetian Arc, near the interesting old town of Caorle and only about 200 yards from a splendid, wide beach which is particularly suitable for families with ECF
Set overlooking the private beach, less than 200 yards from the town centre of Soverato, this hotel is ideal for families. ECF
After the shootings in Somerby Road, just 200 yards from Graham's home, neighbours rushed into the house to find Mr Norris lying in K3C

It was well over 2000 miles from home base, with no hope of returning there direct. CDA
Australia's M6 which runs the 2000 miles from Darwin to Adelaide… the rules are simple they drive from eight in K26

which is on the edge of a 10-mile undisturbed stretch of Atlantic beach 21 miles from the lovely old southern city of Charleston. AL3
A little after Greve and about 21 miles from Florence is the hilltop town of Panzano, a well known Chianti centre with ECF
away from Menzion you can join the Southern Upland Way, which runs for 212 miles from the south-west coast of Scotland to the eastern seaboard. CJK
intense about the incident, particularly the fact that play was still some 22 metres from the Australian goal-line; however, distance does not affect the referee's CHV
The outer security ring is about 22 miles from the city and this would be extended to about 62 miles as deals are struck A1V
IS SITUATED just 7 miles north of Leeds on the A61 to Harrogate, only 22 miles from York and 5 miles from Wetherby. B3K
off to visit friends got lost for 13 hours — and finished up just 22 miles from home. CH2
Rudby and Seamer, were concerned that their homes would be only about 230 metres from the new lines. K4N
It is approximately, 232,000 metres from Barbados to Tobago. FEH
At no time were we issued with radiation monitors, yet we were only 24 miles from central London close to the A3/M25 intersection in an area where demand B77
One factor is its location, just 24 miles from grounds zero. CBX
of the arrival at the Swan Inn of a Mr. and Mrs. Nanny who had travelled 245 miles from Wales to London to get advice from Mr. Astley Cooper and other eminent CMG
The lines are most visible on a clear night, in excess of about 25 metres from a sodium light, and are seen to radiate in planes parallel to the main B7M
Water travelled along well&rehy;made open stone drains 25 metres from the former to the latter, and from there into a vertical soak-away Plate 9. CM9
It describes the suggested fastlink—stretching 25 miles from the M8 Edinburgh-Glasgow motorway to the M74 at Douglas in Lanarkshire A1Y
Lotus marketing manager is reported to have rented a luxury cottage 25 miles from Birmingham, Shakespeare's home town of Stratford upon Avon boasts five AL7
in Switzerland, covering an area of nearly 35sq miles, and measuring 25 miles from the Burkiplatz at the end of Zurich's Bahnhofstrasse to Schmerikon, where FTU
Nevertheless volcanic bombs were hurled this distance compared with a mere 25 miles from the more publicized Krakatoa eruption. H7K

born in Camden but now living in Gerrard’s Cross, a small, affluent town 25 miles from London. HSJ

has won his first contract to design an 18-hole championship course, about 25 miles from Berlin. K5D

After the service, Tim was buried on a windswept hillside just 25 yards from the resting place of Johnathan, who was killed outright by the blast 12 E9P

now he was on the edge of the 18 yard box… near the corner so approx 25 yards from goal, he pulled it back the other way, turned and curled the ball into the J1C

of salt was a government monopoly: he announced that he would walk the 250 miles from Ahmedabad to the sea and break the law by making salt. C90

River in China, which in less than eighty years moved its mouth some 250 miles from way to the south of Shantung on the Yellow Sea up nearly to Tientsin on H7K

and beyond him Cicely de Vaulles, who held the fief of the manor house, 250 yards from where he and Donald were drinking. ASS

The Hotel Des Etrangers is centrally located about 250 yards from the Piazzo Colombo and a few minutes walk from the Via Matteotti. ECF

Around the same time an ancient tomb was discovered in a garden only 250 yards from the skull rock which fitted exactly the biblical description. GX9

father and business partner and other employees at Bridge Street, about 250 yards from the scene of the blast. HJ4

Planners will be told at a meeting debating the move that waste dumping 250 yards from the setts will cause the badgers no harm. K2N

They had landed on the Seringapatam Reef, 600 miles form Darwin and 267 miles from Koepang. CLV

They were 270 kilometres from the Pole. FP5

for four years only a matter of 45 metres from the nearest residence and 280 metres from the centre of Cross Green Atlas Aggregate’s figures, the residents of CFC

mains will restrict the use of the land within a defined distance of up to 3 metres from the main. FYS

Situated within 1/2 mile M6 Junction 6 and only 3 miles from City and International Convention Centre. AL7

Bagthorpe Junction was some 3 miles from Nottingham, and it was here that the Great Northern branched off to Derby AMR

sheltered sand and shingle beach in the small resort of Puerto San Miguel. 3 miles from the local village of San Miguel. AMW

Georgian country house lies in the conservation village of Bathford, just 3 miles from Bath. CJK

This beautiful hotel is situated on an excellent sandy beach, just at this new complex with restaurant and chambermaid facilities situated only 3 miles from Kuantan. EET

because we apparently missed out the customs post and had driven about 3 miles from the border before being caught by a car and made to return, we arrived HAW

An advertisement for a china-clay pit in 1817 stressed that it was only 3 miles from the purpose-built clay port of Charlestown. HR0
at Wigston and Ulston were largely free, whereas Foston, only 2 or 3 miles from Wigston and Galby were occupied largely by servile tenants.

He went to find work 3,000 miles from this country, with tragic consequences, and I have lived with that all my life.

A JOURNEY along the Bo'ness and Kinneil Railway is just over 3.5 kilometres from the threshold of the runway at Lusaka International Airport.

By nightfall he believed he was 30 miles from Lubeck, so next morning he headed for the port along with workpeople.

Some 30 miles from Berlin he contemplated hitch-hiking, but rejected it, trudging along and...
361. Mr Jowett, 43, was found 30 yards from the trap on his 1,000-acre estate at Winterslow, near Salisbury, Wilts, on AL6.

362. Positioned some 30 yards from goal, the former Liverpool star unleashed an incredible thunderbolt which CBG.

363. to the newcomers by deft tweaks of the paddles as they drifted less than 30 yards from two boats. CCS.

364. get to a ball first in the penalty area, but if he received it at his feet 30 yards from goal he was looking for help, to lay it off and get into the penalty area. CEP.

365. This comfortable hotel is situated only 30 yards from the seafront and is a long-time favourite with Citalia guests. ECF.

366. The aircraft crashed just 30 yards from buildings where 40 people were working at an agricultural firm in K20.

367. He failed to control the ball when intercepting a pass from Chris Malkin 30 yards from goal and Pat Nevin nipped in and slipped away to guide a shot inside K97.

368. This is a very central hotel just 300 metres from the sea. ASR.

369. And not one of them is more than 300 kilometres from the stretch of sandy beach, and a short walk from the bright lights of AM0.

370. It's also only 300 metres from the seafront and is a long-time favourite with Citalia guests. ECF.

371. And the strongest of them can kick twice, not just 300 metres from the line but again at ten metres. B35.

372. Soon after 6 a.m. the rebels took control of Radio Nigeria situated 300 metres from the barracks, announcing that Babangida had been deposed and the KHT.

373. On Jan. 10 the IRA exploded a bomb in Whitehall in London, less than 300 metres from Downing Street, where the Prime Minister's residence was situated. HLF.

374. It is approximately 300 miles from the islands. AHF.

375. After a voyage of 10,000 miles, the St Louis docked at Antwerp, 300 miles from its port of departure. G1X.

376. In 1910 St Erth, 300 miles from London, sent nearly 30,000 gallons of milk to Paddington Station. G1V.

377. of clients, it still represented the mobilisation of savings from a county 300 miles from the canal. HR0.

378. of clients, it still represented the mobilisation of savings from a county 300 miles from the canal. HR0.

379. said he should be placed in a secure unit for three months — 300 miles from his home. K5D.

380. He landed about 300 yards from a destroyer and was picked up with a leg broken in four places and a CA8.

381. Of clients, it still represented the mobilisation of savings from a county 300 miles from the canal. HR0.

382. Christen and Elio Erriquez, were kidnapped by two masked gunmen only 300 yards from the Ein Helweh Palestinian camp, where the Red Cross runs an artificial A3D.

383. He was only 300 yards from his house. AJU.

384. the specially cut and embanked length of canal, joined to the upper pound some 300 yards from the top of the lock flight; there was a stop lock half way along this cut. AMN.

385. He landed about 300 yards from a destroyer and was picked up with a leg broken in four places and a CA8.

386. The St Louis docked at Antwerp, 300 miles from its port of departure. G1X.

387. This is a very central hotel just 300 yards from the Via Veneto. ECF.

388. This is a very central hotel just 300 yards from the Via Veneto. ECF.

389. This is a modern hotel set in a peaceful residential area, about 300 yards from the lake and the centre of Torbole. ECF.

390. This is a very central hotel just 300 yards from the Via Veneto. ECF.
Quick Ransom was sent on by jockey Dean McKeown some 300 yards from home and the victory earned the gelding a 3lb penalty for the.

She was last seen 300 yards from her home at 71 Eglington Street, Coatbridge.

For 48 hours he strutted and gloated in headlines that spread Canada's Pacific to Atlantic coast: Canadian hero sprints to gold.

The first incoming raid appeared on the radar screens at about 1345, still 32 miles from the ships.

was due to be terminated, he was offered alternative employment some 34 miles from his home.

Carnlough is 35 miles from Belfast and is well connected with regular transport services.

will be accepted as part of the Manchester Olympic bid, even though it is 35 miles from the proposed host city.

La Quinta motel is situated close to lots of local amenities, only 350 metres from the Florida Mall, Florida's largest shopping centre with over 200 shops.

daily focus of attention, and the amazing Wet and WildTheme Park is only 350 metres from the hotel.

The two men were picked up on the Ross ice shelf, about 350 miles from the coastal camp at Scott base which was their original target.

These apartments are 350 yards from the beach and half a mile from Villasimius with its shops and trattorie.

Only 350 yards from the lively and bustling centre of the resort, the furnishings in this

On a trip to Aire-sur-La Lys, just 36 miles from Calais but deep in the heart of provincial France, we stayed at The Three

This is not unusual we know of one set on a 90 at 36,000 miles from new

the oceans he had covered when he fell victim to the Spanish longliners, 3600 miles from Cork.

Welch Fusiliers cycled 600 miles to Calais, swam the Channel and then ran 375 miles from Dover to Cardiff.

From the 4th to the 26th July, the Tour's riders will cover 3830 kilometres, from the start in San Sebastián to the grand finale in the Champs

THE Chattahoochee river seems tranquil enough as it meanders 385 miles from north Georgia's mountains past Atlanta, along the Alabama border and

Smith and superbly situated just across the road from Beau Vallon Beach and Museum is situated in 100 acres of wooden parkland in the Vale of Glamorgan,

Situated on Junction 1 of the M5 Motorway, only 4 miles from Birmingham, this modern hotel provides the ideal base for exploring the

are about a mile distant from each other and at the distance of about 3 or 4 miles from Research Bay.

Our flat is in the small village of Attard, just 4 miles from the sea and we are well integrated into the local community.

order I was to fly with Deemyon Friday morning and we were to cover the 4,300 miles from Fairbanks to Irkutsk via Yakutsk in one day — about the same

It is 4,348 kilometres from Perth to Sydney by rail and, except in spring when the flat
1716, the mission arrived in Peking, having travelled more than 4,500 miles from St. Petersburg in 14 months.

The parents, and brothers Chris, 16, and Dustin, four, were specially flown from their US home by a charity.

AN ADVENTURER who pedalled a boat 4,774 miles from Hawaii to Japan arrived home to a hero's welcome yesterday after 110 days.

We were some 4,700 miles from the villa, not in the garden as has been repeatedly suggested.

The first 4.4 miles from downtown Los Angeles towards Hollywood, under construction since 1986, is East, which is used by 34 other international carriers and stretches 4,774 miles from Hawaii to New Zealand, and on to Australia via the Tasman-2 cable.

We were some 4-500 yards from the villa, not in the garden as has been repeatedly suggested.

The adult animal would have stood 12.5 metres tall and stretched 40 metres from head to tail.

For safety — we're 40 miles from a hospital.

This was especially so in Wales where some of the land was often 30 to 40 miles from home.

He drove 40 miles from his house at Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, to die near girlfriend Jeannette Cooper.

The sprint can begin 40 kilometres from the line. The first part of the mission was reported shot down by fighters 40 kilometres from Gozo.

The adult animal would have stood 12.5 metres tall and stretched 40 metres from head to tail.

Safety — we're 40 miles from a hospital.

This was especially so in Wales where some of the land was often 30 to 40 miles from home.

He drove 40 miles from his house at Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, to die near girlfriend Jean Cooper.

A show of strength, choosing as a special focus the little town of Tantabin, 40 miles from Rangoon, where the first BNA action against the Japanese had been staged in 1942.

A part time post was created for me at a busy hospital 40 miles from the Austrian border.

Linthal, Glarus canton, 23km 14 miles beyond the pass summit, and 65km 40 miles from Amdorf.

Emergency teams arriving at the scene found a woman's body 40 yards from the crossing, at the foot of the embankment.

Seve's drive was 50 yards from the front of the green and about 40 yards from the middle of the Open course fairway, but he was on the right side — the line.

As trains approaching on the down line could not be seen until they were 400 yards from the station due to a bend and a road bridge.

So you can imagine how I felt when, one marvellous day, I sunk a shot 40 yards from the hole.

The devastation in the city's Lake Zone, about 400 kilometres from the epicentre, was surprising even for a quake of 8.1 magnitude.

of need and anguish not only across America and Canada New York is but 400 miles from Montreal, but throughout Europe, too.

flowing into the Gulf of Guinea, ascending the Niger as far as Raba, 400 miles from the coastline, and the farthest he went into the interior —

the Namoi for 150 miles towards the Brigalow Scrubs — a distance of 400 yards from the lake, and close to all the resort's amenities.

Here, in a high-ceilinged room only 400 yards from old harbour town of Watchet.

Johanna's trainers had been placed neatly together in a hedgerow, 400 yards from the pit.

Featured by Citalia since 1981 it is about 400 yards from the beach and the resort's centre.

at morning service at the Church of the Resurrection in Ely, Cardiff, just 400 yards from the green where Mr Reed died.
450. the Japanese forces had swept all before them in a huge arc some 4000 kilometres from Tokyo: Malaya, Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, much of Burma, and EWG

451. Over a series of dives, Skorupka eventually reached a point some 420 metres from base at 30 metres depth. ARE

452. and gravel pit is proposed to be worked for four years only a matter of 45 metres from the nearest residence and 280 metres from the centre of Cross Green Atlas CFC

453. of parallel limestone ranges which run behind the Adriatic coast for 720 km 450 miles from Slovenia to the Albanian border and continue through Albania to the Pindos FSU

454. period all the birds seen or heard, normally within a band of 50 yards 46 metres from the observer. B31

455. This means you are 47 miles from mile 0. BMF

456. As a result, kite-makers have carbon tube in lengths of 5 metres from the pultruders, which is then cut as required for commercial designs, or CA1

457. 7 miles north of Leeds on the A61 to Harrogate, only 22 miles from York and 5 miles from Wetherby. B3K

458. The Hall is situated approximately 5 miles from the Polytechnic in an attractive high income suburb. CDF

459. The Museum of the Welsh Woollen Industry is at Drefach, Felindre, some 5 miles from Newcastle Emlyn. EFC

460. the network basically consisted of telegraph wires stretching some 5,000 miles from Vancouver, on the Pacific to Halifax, Nova Scotia on the Atlantic B11

461. The Elswick Harrier, who was 40 in January, has won the traditional 5.9 mile from Balmbra's Music Hall in the centre of Newcastle to the Geordie Ridley K4T

462. The northernmost tip of Hokkaido is less than 50 kilometres from the now-Russian-owned island of Sakhalin. EE2

463. It's about 50 kilometres from the nearest railway. HR3

464. of Texas that have a population of more than 10 000 and are more than 50 kilometres from a railway. AM0

465. Radiogenic Ag, Te, Nd and Sm are trapped at a distance of about 50 metres from the reactor core — probably transported there by convection in B0M

466. In 1985, a girl suffered serious burns following an explosion in a house 50 metres from a landfill in North Yorkshire. BN4

467. edge, indeed at the northern end of the village the main road is only 50 metres from the cliff top. C93

468. UN officials said the ambush occurred 50 metres from a checkpoint manned by French UN soldiers on the highway into the city CFC

469. Morpeth Harrier Terry West came the closest, leading from the gun until 50 metres from the line in the 800 metres final. K4T

470. wealth Walton lived modestly at Bentonville, Arkansas population 9,920, 50 miles from the nearest highway. AJD

471. It is 50 miles from anywhere. AKH

472. to receive travellers from Libya at a military airport in Sidi Barrani, 50 miles from the border. AL6

473. Hereford and Worcester, took a wrong turn in the torrential rain, ending up 50 miles from his destination of the Brecon Beacon mountains. CBF

474. were a limited number of fabric groups, each originating from sources up to 50 miles from the place of discovery Walker 1978, although a lack of detailed knowledge CFK

475. city at the heart of England, providing excellent communications, and just 50 miles from London. CFR

476. berthed in front of countless restaurants serving up pizzas Italy is only 50 miles from Corsica's east coaster fresh fish caught that morning. CH1
been built upon a World War Two airfield in the countryside of Berkshire, 50 miles from London and overlooking the Thames Valley. CLD

expensive when there were no roads — Roger Williams travelled only 50 miles from Boston to set up Rhode Island but this was a serious matter when it meant CS5

Many of my constituents live 50 miles from the nearest district general hospital. HHV

Soochow is a famous old city about 50 miles from Shanghai. KAL

The grade is E5/b 6a: a fine effort from Gary not where he broke his back last year! A15

From our disadvantage point 50 yards from the touchline, it looked like Bull's goal well he was within two yards. A40

The cache was discovered by a workman on the site of an old hospital about 50 yards from Spaniards Road, a main road running across the heath near areas used for A4R

examining the explosives and terrorist paraphernalia found in two holdalls 50 yards from a main road, it was being suggested the bags may have been hidden, rather A50

was parked in Warwick Square where Ralph lived — it was only about 50 yards from his flat and I was really cold. AB5

suited to this sort of race and these headwinds, added the man with a house 50 yards from the Thames at Putney. AHU

Seve's drive was 50 yards from the front of the green and about 40 yards from the middle of the Open ASA

some five weeks ago, is still standing in nine feet-plus piles some 50 yards from the tip instead of being dumped into the pit on the day of delivery. B03

I have a stream full of trout not my back door. BMD

Battle from most towns in the South East — Yesterday's World is only 50 yards from the High Street bus stops — contact the following companies for more BPC

When you are around 50 yards from the green, there is often a dilemma for the golfer in deciding whether to C9E

who attacked a crew from the international television news agency, Visnews, 50 yards from the Marines' post at the airport entrance. CBE

rescue a New Zealand tour after a Tamil suicide bomber blew himself up just 50 yards from the Kiwis' team hotel. CBG

This Group were only 50 yards from the shore when the Kenya's bombardment lifted, her job well done with the CCS

the three-quarters of a mile of main road running parallel to and some 50 yards from the shoreline. CCS

port side, Donald Roy's kilted Scotsmen were attacking the pumphouse 50 yards from the caisson 'H' on diagram p. 41. CCS

bravely fought the teenage louts, who had confronted them in woodland just 50 yards from their home. CH2

Located in fashionable Kemptown, only 50 yards from the seafront, Charlotte St is within easy walking distance of the Town EC9

This is a modern, tastefully refurbished hotel just 50 yards from the broad, sandy beach and right in the centre of the resort. ECF

Just 50 yards from the sea via an underpass, its attractive design combines a cool white ECF

about ten minutes walk from the centre of the city itself and around 50 yards from the sea and sand of the beach, it is set on a corner location. ECF

Tucked away on a quiet, sunny square just 50 yards from the lagoon, this is a fresh, modern hotel adorned with many original ECF

dinners in the beautiful surroundings of a secluded courtyard, only 50 yards from the West End of Princes Street. ECS
mother, was driven away while she took some refuse to a rubbish dump some 50 yards from her parked car. HHX

Less than 50 yards from the winning post, the horse unaccountably staggered, collapsed to the HJ3

Francis as The Queen Mother's Devon Loch is calmed after doing the splits 50 yards from the winning post in 1956. HJ3

It is the singular most difficult shot in golf — he must have been 50 yards from the pin with a soft lie and he had all the trap to clear. HJG
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Set in delightful countryside 6 miles from the sea. BPC

charming village about a mile or so outside the spa town of Heviz and about 6 miles from the shore of Lake Balaton. CAA

Easily Accessible: Otley is just 6 miles from the pretty Elizabethan market town of Woodbridge which overlooks the Sutton CJK

Ceres, only 6 miles from Redlands, is a very pretty village with a medieval hump-back bridge. CJK

Shortly beyond Huswil, at Gettnau 10km, 6 miles from Huttwilroad 23 continues straight ahead east to Sursee on the Sempach FTU

his reconstruction, police discovered a rucksack in a layby beside the A40, 6 miles from the wood where the body had been found. K1X

Sedrun on the Vorderrhein anterior Rhinevalley of canton Grisons about 10km 6 miles from Disentis. CJK

The ceremony was 6,000 miles from where Gail and children Sara, 16, Adam, 14, and Dina, 11, were gunned CEM

as a universal symbol of virtue and who has backstreets named after him 6,000 miles from home is not a difficult commodity to package G2E

William Chisholm meets a model student who's 6,000 miles from home — and physically handicapped K5D

Coping with life 6,000 miles from home and family in Vancouver would be daunting enough for any girl of K5D

It measures 6,330 yards from the medal pegs to a par of 70. C9E

unusual claim hereabouts, but Sheringham's are the equal of any and, at 6,464 yards from the medal tees to a par of 70, they complete an outstanding course of C9E

Tomsk, founded in 1604 on the orders of Tsar Boris Godunov, around 60 kilometres from the confluence of the Ob and Tom rivers, served as a defensive post FB4

of San Sebastian and, by the end of the month, were no more than 60 kilometres from Spain's largest centre of heavy industry and shipbuilding, Bilbao. HPV

unpressed in 21.30sec on Saturday, had more formidable opposition in the 60 metres from Michael Rosswess. A9R

Situated only 60 metres from the International Drive resort centre, the Famous Host International is AM0

of London and the 25 contiguous SMLAs, in a dispersed area extending up to 60 miles from the centre, containing nearly 37 per cent of the population of England and G05

up for lost time on an overland expedition to Launceston and George Town, 60 miles from Hobart on the North Coast of the island. HRB

Meadowbank Stadium, Edinburgh 60 miles from home and, insisted the Scottish League, a one-off arrangement seemed the KS2

where a battle has raged for six weeks, clashed with Unita forces about 60 miles from the city. K5D

Jacklin had pulled up short about 50 or 60 yards from the green — just the sort of position I'd liked to have been in for ASA

hit it into the hill and the ball caught the top of the bunker and went in 60 yards from the flag. ASA

lightly through the cottonwoods and willows alongside the Mattole, not 60 yards from Euclid's peaceful nose. CAJ

It has an excellent situation, only 60 yards from the sandy beaches and close to shops and restaurants. ECF

The hotel stands in its own tree-shaded grounds, about 60 yards from the beach, with shops and bars nearby. ECF

10 Wayfarers 600 metres from Tula6 Toppers Moggonisi bay, 7 min by boat G2B

Argylland were then taken in SS Empress of Canada to land on the island, 600 miles from the North Pole, on 24 August 1941. CCS
The expedition then sailed out into the Pacific until, 600 miles from the mainland, they came to the lonely archipelago of the Galapagos.

The algal bloom stretches for over 600 miles from Mungindi on the Queensland border to Wilcannia, New South Wales, and is

and a Glasgow accent who said his name was McGuigan or McGuinnesssome 600 yards from the Ross bungalow in the early hours of the morning of the murder and

meal Stratford has numerous pubs and restaurants to choose from — 600 yards from the hotel is the excellent Shepherds Restaurant and 100 yards from the

Set less than 600 yards from the sea and a short walk from the town centre, the residence offers a

Can it be true that, 6000 miles from home, he once called on a well-known American geophysicist in the middle

Paul, who commutes daily — a weekly total of 630 miles — from his home town of Dundee has proven to be an excellent draughtsman

could safely be transferred and delivered in London after all it is only 640 miles from Belfast — I leave this to your readers to decide if this is

In the village of Fenghuo, 65 kilometres from Xian, the villagers have built beautiful blocks of modern, two-storey

Easter protest against the nuclear testing programme in the Nevada desert, 65 miles from Las Vegas.

The incident at the centre of the investigation took place in the North Sea, 65 miles from Sunburgh in the Shetland Isles.

the ceremony took place at Burdwan station, a long classical structure 66 miles from Calcutta.

in Jalalabad, once a retreat for Afghanistan's kings, 110 kilometres

By car or bus the museum is about 7 miles from Belfast city centre on the A2 Belfast-Bangor Road.

There are direct regular air services into Leeds/Bradford Airport located 7 miles from the city from Aberdeen, Amsterdam, Belfast, Cardiff, Dublin, Edinburgh,

in East Lancashire with considerable reserves of coal, situated only 11km

was killed in August 1991 while walking with his wife and child 70 metres from the National Police headquarters in Guatemala City.

The radio said radar contact was lost when the plane was 70 miles from the village of Sarrah.

Hadrian's Wall stretched over 70 miles from the Solway Firth in the west to Wallsend in the east.

Site, marks the northern frontier of Roman Britain and stretches over 70 miles from the Solway Firth to Wallsend in the east.

A DRY four-hour Sunday drive from Cork to Tullermenny, a small village 70 miles from Dublin, sees Bono apologising for the lack of splendour in the unceasing

The village is 70 miles from the nearest senior registrar post in my specialty, and on the boundary

 coincidence, the truck was from an Army unit based in Dortmund, only 70 miles from the German town of Hofgeismar, where many of the injured tourists came from.

died from massive injuries after an attack at about midnight on Friday just 70 yards from his front door on a green at Charteris Road in Ely.

wing tip fell on the ground and we came to the gentlest of stops some 70/80 yards from the engineering wing perimeter.

— or a small stand of camphor trees, survived at a distance of only 700 metres from the epicentre.

The island is 700 miles from the North Pole and the team of explorers will arrive just as the ice seas

in an urban area where the speed limit was 30mph; the shops were located 700 yards from the property;
Only 700 yards from West Somerset Railway Station.

The council's draft structure plan calls for a set back line at least 75 metres from the shore.

The hotel is set just 75 yards from the beach and Marina Grande harbour, and 500 yards up a steep road from

only 700 yards from Brenzone.

A WOMAN will cycle 74 miles from her home to her office next week to highlight National Bike to Work Day.

The Tripodoro is set back from the road about 75 yards from the centre of quiet, easy-going Sportorno.

The pipe will extend some 77 metres from the mean high tide mark, 19 metres of which is below low water mark, which

pharaoh himself Amenhotep had two 720-tonne quartzite blocks transported 750 miles from a quarry near Cairo.

The compound is about 800 yards from the Pacific entrance to the Panama Canal, where the 12,000 US military

Winston ScottyMoore grew up in Humbolt, Tennessee, around 8 miles from Memphis, and picked up guitar by listening to his father and three older

The Thermen is only 80 metres from the centre of town and both Old Rhodes Town and the nightlife are within a

was estimated that there were 2000 handloom weavers within a radius of 7 or 8 miles from Portadown.

Cantril Farm in Knowsley, 8 miles from Liverpool, is one particularly notorious example.

The town itself is 8 miles from Manchester and is convenient for the industrial centres of the Mersey.

To be recognised 8,000 miles from your land is magical, he says.

The Thermai is only 80 metres from the centre of town and both Old Rhodes Town and the nightlife are within a

The pipe will extend some 77 metres from the mean high tide mark, 19 metres of which is below low water mark, which

to the University together on the bus — the University being about 8 miles from the city centre.

The town itself is 8 miles from Manchester and is convenient for the industrial centres of the Mersey.

Cantril Farm in Knowsley, 8 miles from Liverpool, is one particularly notorious example.

The Tripodoro is set back from the road about 75 yards from the centre of quiet, easy-going Sportorno.

Winston ScottyMoore grew up in Humbolt, Tennessee, around 8 miles from Memphis, and picked up guitar by listening to his father and three older

The Hardanger Fjord, flanked by lofty mountains, penetrates inland some 80 miles from the sea.

Firbush Point Field Centre is situated 80 miles from Edinburgh on the south shore of Loch Tay.

outdoor centre located on the south shore of Loch Tay in Perthshire

They had to operate from a precariously-held line stretching 800 kilometres from Akyab on the Bay of Bengal to Ledo at the foot of the Tibetan

built-up area was approximately 1,200 metres from north to south and 800 metres from east to west.

credible danger, it was pointed out that the Philippines were less than 800 miles from Indo-China.

The compound is about 800 yards from the Pacific entrance to the Panama Canal, where the 12,000 US military

field near the East coast main line railway station in Easton, Lincs, only 800 yards from the beach at Paguera.

position in a peaceful area along a panoramic road, this pensione is only 800 yards from the shops and cafés of Malcesine’s town centre but offers beautiful

as an obscure little Japanese fishing boat named the Lucky Dragon which was
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Today's stage 11 is 86 miles from Liverpool's King's Dock starting 11am and ending in Salford Quays.

He finished sixth in yesterday's stage eleven, 86 miles from Liverpool's Kings Dock to Salford Quays, as 76 riders came within 30

In 1954 one was washed ashore in Norway that measured 9 metres from the end of its body to the tip of its outstretched tentacles and weighed

You ferrets via holes from the burrow system that show, say, 10 yards

You will find us 9 miles from York, 11 miles from Malton on the road from the A64 to Sheriff Hutton, just

The Olympic Gold medallist threw 9.99 metres from his wheelchair at the Sunshine games in Florida.

Fidel Castro is no far-distant Arab, but rules an island only 90 miles from Key West, on what might have been home ground had politics gone slightly

In 1990 they were halted 90 miles from the Pole by wide stretches of open water. Having already travelled more than

will be towed on a floating platform to the North Sea port of Hirtshals, 90 miles from where it was brought to the surface.

Once rekitted, a long swim led to collecting a fifth tank, staged 900 metres from Keld Head the previous day.

Our house was less than a kilometre from the pick-up point.

Any distance up to about a kilometre from the dwelling is of such little moment for any specialised systems of

Our house was less than a quarter of a kilometre from the castle.

They were now a kilometre from the castle.

They were now a kilometre from the castle.

British Gas will move a coin, token or credit meter up to a meter from its present position free of charge if you find it difficult to use see Page A0Y.
We were only a metre from the only road, but the number of cars that passed was easily beaten by the
A6T

The Arctic Ocean from this distance, about a metre from eyes to surface, is even more wonderful than it seemed in Tromso.
A6T

rich red colour of some of the massive formations as they slipped by barely a metre from his wing-tips.
AHN

Each bump is as little as six angstroms or, six 10-billionths of a metre from its neighbour and was snapped by passing an electric current through the
B7H

A killer who slept at night half a metre from Holly came with his story to the Englishman's side.
CJT

her head as the speeder suddenly banked and sliced through the air only a metre from where she lay.
F9X

like to get married, but if someone actually proposed to me I'd probably run a mile from that as well.
A0F

that the administration should have mobilised the US troops, based less than a metre from the Panamanian Defence Force headquarters, to help the rebels.
A2M

Whitbread Round the World Race, was found dead yesterday, hanged in a forest a mile from Punta del Este, Uruguay, writes Stuart Alexander.
A52

Moat Hall lay in a fold of the hills perhaps half a mile from the A1.
A73

direction of the Deni, the investigative branch of the PDF, about half a mile from the commission headquarters and dangerously close to US and Panamanian
AAC

Where they stood, barely a mile from the aircraft's final resting place, there was no escaping a muted collective
AAL

Though only a mile from the centre of Bath, it has retained a cohesive feeling, clustered deep into the sea.
AB4

for the house was in a wooded grove, sheltered from northerly gales and half a mile from the border with West Germany.
AB4

potentially dangerous incidents, some of them in a generator little more than a mile from home when I saw a movement in the hedge.
AB6

Three days later I was limping back from the village and was about half a mile from home where I didn't make it… where I'd started.
ADY

And when morning came I found I wasn't half a mile from where I'd started.
AEB

each-way on New Halen, who was still in contention when unseating his rider a mile from home last year.
AHC

out debris with their hands as temperatures reached 30C three-quarters of a mile from the pit shaft of Stillingfleet colliery, North Yorks.
AJD

Lancaster, who was drinking in the Swan Wine Bar in Leadenhall Market, half a mile from the scene of the explosion, said glass lampshades were thrown from the
AK2

The Staples Corner explosion — less than a mile from the Metropolitan police training college — went off just after 1am as Mr
AK2

or you may prefer the warm waters of the Schwarzsee, which is just over a mile from the centre.
AK6

Situated just a mile from Kirchberg centre, the hotel has recently been completely re-furbished and now
AMD

and first link will be within a mile of the radio station and a quarter of a mile from the borough boundary, the project ought to do good to Henley and.
AMY
Irena lived in a late-Seventies block of flats on the edge of town, half a mile from the Russian barracks, part of an ugly outer-urban sprawl.

Rods are sometimes available on the lower river, where Rockpool, half a mile from the sea, is open to the public for sea-trout in April, and from June onwards.

This exhilarating walk, must return to Dent on wheels, reaching the village a mile from the junction at the foot of Deepdale.

Now we were almost at a mile from the shore.

Half a mile from the beach there were three breaks: from right to left as you looked out, big, medium, and small.

Until Mick had objected for reasons of safety, I had even planned to camp half a mile from the soldiers.

We were now at a point of safety, half a mile from the village of El Ouata, so I was allowed access to supplies in the Land.

It stands on the west bank of the River Swale, half a mile from the town centre.

In the wilds of Bodmin Moor, yet only half a mile from St. Cleer, where the slopes of Bodmin Moor fall away to the Fowey valley, is the tiny hamlet once renowned for its.

in nearly a complete circle to cover two miles and end up three quarters of a mile from its start.

Half a mile from the beach, stopping only when he reached a hill overlooking the River Otter.

eccentric uncle, John, was comfortably established in a most delightful villa Taunton, and Bath had intermittently been Southeys own home since childhood.

His more contemporary recollection, however, placed the farmhouse a mile from Culbone Church, a description which has almost always been said to identify.

which was demolished in the mid-nineteenth century, stood a third of a mile from Culbone Church at the head of the wooded combe which gave the farm a name.

the great cathedral dominating the centre of the city, and less than a mile from the Theatre an der Wien.

I live only half a mile from the town.

eccentric uncle, John, was comfortably established in a most delightful villa Taunton, and Bath had intermittently been Southeys own home since childhood.

where she lived, was a turning off the sea-front, and about a quarter of a mile from the station.

and if you moor up near a town you will usually find yourself half a mile to the town centre.

Strung out along the Bridlington road, Thornholme is about half a mile from Burton Agnes.

It was about a mile from the village, set back from the road, with tall iron gates, securely locked.

private family affair, Anne and Tim will hold a reception in Craigowan Lodge, a mile from Balmoral Castle.

Johanna's home is less than a mile from the spot where her body was found.

sexually assaulted and left to drown in a freezing gravel pit less than a mile from her home in Watton, Norfolk.

was savagely beaten, then dumped, half-naked, in a water-filled gravel pit, a mile from her home.

Before long they found Suzy's white Ford Fiesta company car abandoned a mile from the house.

The suspect house is just half a mile from the 16-year-old victim's family home.

victim died instantly when he was run over by a Bedford van less than a mile from his home in Witney, Oxon.
But less than half a mile from his home in Witney, Oxfordshire, 42-year-old Mr Adams was knocked off
his CBF

The former RAF engineer died in the arms of a passing motorist less than half a mile from his home in Witney, Oxfordshire. CBF

Just before dawn on Thursday, Joanna was dumped a quarter of a mile from the spot where she had vanished, right under the noses of police officers CBF

William O’Brien Ltd for an asbestos dump in a quarry at Knockanemore, about half a mile from the Raybestos Manhattan factory site. CDD

half-way between Kelso and St Boswells in the Border country, half a mile from the Tweed with, at the bottom of an orchard of Victoria plums, a village CDS

during the case is being run at Martlesham police headquarters, which is less than a mile from the scene of crime. CFC

But it was no easy task, and heavy equipment had to be manhandled for about a mile from the nearest road. CG2

shocked and in great pain but managed to steer himself towards a field half a mile from the parachute club at Brunton, Northumberland. CH2

Angel was picked up by police half a mile from her home while Michelle snoozed in bed. CH2

action would be taken against Stagg, who lives at Roehampton less than a mile from the murder scene. CH2

WE stopped off at Kouloura, only a mile from Albania across the sea. CH5

by apple trees in almost an acre of land in the village of Snetterton, just a mile from a racing circuit. CH6

Easily Accessible : Situated a mile from the A45 and near to the M11 and A12, it is ideally placed for touring East CJK

: Greenrigg Hotel is situated at the foot of the Caldbeck Fells and only half a mile from the Cumbrian Way in the more northern and in summer, less crowded area of the CJK

It is set in the Whitebrook Valley, just three quarters of a mile from the Tintern Forest where the peace and quiet is disturbed only by a gently CJK

Three quarters of a mile from the nearest road and accessible only by foot, unless of course you’re one of the farm a path branches right off from this track down to High Sweden Bridge. CMD

They’re three-quarters of a mile from the bothy, the track reaches An Lochan Uaine — the Green Lochan. CME

Power is for 15 wind turbines, each 24 metres high, to be erected only half a mile from the park’s southern boundary on Kirkby Moor — a Site of Special CME

As he swung on to the runway, he saw the Ilyushin start to overshoot, a mile from the end of the runway. CML

stay in selfcatering apartments on the 12th century Melazzano Estate, about three quarters of a mile from ancient town of Greve in Chianti. ECF

It is situated on Sorrento’s busy main street, half a mile from the town centre. ECF

from a 17th century paper mill, this hotel is built into the cliffs just half a mile from the resort of Minori. ECF

These apartments are 350 yards from the beach and half a mile from Villasimius with its shops and trattorie. ECF

The hotel is just over a mile from the beach, this villa has a living-room, kitchen and shower downstairs, ECF
733. The Villa Carla is a two-storey villa in a quiet, spacious garden about half a mile from the centre of Forte dei Marmi.

734. Villa Diva is in a quiet area, just over half a mile from the sea and a 15 minute walk from the resort centre.

735. Villa Diva is in a quiet area, just over half a mile from the sea and a 15 minute walk from the resort centre.

736. On the tree-lined promenade in the San Bartolomeo district, less than a mile from Diano Marina's centre, the Hotel Mayola overlooks the sea and has its own sea.

737. Close to the port, with its large yacht harbour, and just over a mile from the attractive centre of Caorle, this modern hotel complex overlooks its own sea.

738. Mediterranean-style apartment block buildings built around a yacht marina is a mile from the centre of town.

739. This hotel is set on a beautiful bay about half a mile from Diamante.

740. Situated about half a mile from the centre of Riva, the Parc Hotel Flora is set back from the main road, next to the sea.

741. A little over half a mile from Lucca, a turning leads to a vast park of age old oak, cork and bay trees.

742. Having found the right house in the most perfect location less than half a mile from the gates of Assisi, she set about transforming it.

743. Lay idly in the boulders that are reputed to have fallen 1600 metres and half a mile from the South Face of La Meije to the Chatelleret, I thought of the climb to come.

744. They lived first in County Mayo and then in Rutledge Terrace, Salthill, about half a mile from the centre of Galway.

745. Castlelaw Hill near Glencorse, and the superb example of Chesters Hill are a mile from Drem; Barry Hill in Perthshire and the two forts of Brown Caterthun and White.

746. In Sense and Sensibility 'is close to the church, and only a quarter of a mile from the turnpike-road, so tis never dull…

747. In a renovated Georgian terrace house less than a quarter of a mile from the Civic Centre, actors, actresses, arts officers, leisure officers, part of a small council estate on the outer reaches of Eastcote, barely a mile from Pinner.

748. I have never lived any nearer than a mile from a public bus and at one point it would be maybe two and a half miles from the Zoo, one other living creature was thinking of Minch.

749. That same night, at that same moment, and less than a mile from the eastern coast of the island, I thought of the turn for the Lac de Bious-Artigues, but on the other side of the road, the village, to look at their names on their gravestones.

750. Remember them at all, but quite often I used to visit the churchyard, about half a mile from Longrock and in sight of the sea.

751. Next morning, there was no wind and we were half a mile from the sea, on the wide estuary of the river Bidassoa.

752. Fact that we moved home from Street to Road in, which was roughly just under a mile from the churchyard, about half a mile from the village, to look at their names on their gravestones.

753. That same night, at that same moment, and less than a mile from the Zoo, one other living creature was thinking of Minch.

754. Zeno's house was in woodland, half a mile from Longrock and in sight of the sea.

755. Remember them at all, but quite often I used to visit the churchyard, about half a mile from Longrock and in sight of the sea.

756. Next morning, there was no wind and we were half a mile from the eastern coast of the island.

757. There's seven hundred thousand pounds not a quarter of a mile from here.

758. Fact that we moved home from Street to Road in, which was roughly just under a mile from my home.

759. I have never lived any nearer than a mile from a public bus and at one point it would be maybe two and a half miles from the Zoo, one other living creature was thinking of Minch.
as young bulls and we used to have to if the body was within less than a mile from the church, you see?

for example, one site with which the author was involved was situated over a mile from the sea, but part of the site was on ground made up from Elizabethan times.

That morning, when he was about a quarter of a mile from the school gate, a Volvo estate car drew out from a side-road and drove.

I taught for a term at a crammer half a mile from my home, and instead of passing lazy days with charming children whose centre is the Yenilmez, a hotel with its own swimming pool about half a mile from the village.

Half a mile from the village, just across the road from its own beach, and with magnificent Hayling Island.

them is a clump of trees on the banks of the River Skell, about one-eighth of a mile from the ruins.

about half way between Langstone and Chichester harbours, approximately half a mile from Hayling Island.

It stood about a quarter of a mile from the house in a triple circle of beech trees, an isolated building so small.

But as he climbed into his own bed in his little two roomed flat half a mile from the police station his mind was occupied still with the case.

It was half a mile from the nearest village, which had become a haven for retired and commuting men.

In this Parish, and distant about a mile from the Church and street which are on the western banks of the Medway is Upper Halling: but associated with Upper Halling is Lads Farm, approximately a quarter of a mile from the Black Boy, on the corner of the road that leads to Holborough.

Soon it was only a quarter of a mile from the shop, but Folly had asked Lisa to keep it until last in the route she had.

Her address was less than a mile from St Benet's church.

The school is about a quarter of a mile from the Rectory.

Stretching a mile from the Radhuspladsen to Kongens Nytorv, Copenhagen's largest square, the Arts and Social Sciences campus and to the Medical School, and about a mile from the Faculty of Science and Engineering campus at the King's Buildings.

A number of silos were positioned about a mile from the structure.
thought to be N67977 seen here in 1989, Duncan Cubitt, landed inverted a mile from its tie-downs.  

The Dell is a relatively small ground about a mile from the city centre and I had no problems walking from there out to the ground.  

species, including the purple warty back mussel, had been found about a mile from a planned drainage pipe outlet.  

For villagers like the Charlesworth family the motorway, less than a mile from their house, has shattered the peace.  

Officers surrounded a house in Argyle Avenue, Hounslow less than a mile from Heathrow.  

the playing field of Pittville School in Cheltenham, less than a quarter of a mile from the Gold Cup racecourse.  

the playing field of Pittville School in Cheltenham, less than a quarter of a mile from the Gold Cup racecourse.  

broad daylight near the H-five Portway in the centre of the city, less than a mile from where the previous attacks happened.  

Last October his body was found on railway tracks about a mile from the hospital.  

it's a call to casualty… and the weary house physician has to run half a mile from one end of the building to the other… along the new corridor linking the festival site, residents are totally opposed to the event…  

But in the picturesque village of Wavendon, a mile from where the plane crashed, members of the public were attending a lambing  

Just half a mile from where the plane crashed, members of the public were attending a lambing  

The latest incident happened just half a mile from the previous assault, and the attacker's description appears to be the same.  

In no time we were a mile from either bank… and the daytrippers were thoroughly enjoying last year's troublespot there's a nature lesson for the Blackbird Leys  

row with her estranged husband, Jonathan, at his home in Longney, just less than half a mile from where she was found dead.  

But then the M-forty was built half a mile from their door.  

how so many horses managed to stray on to the road which was a quarter of a mile from their paddock.  

Now it's been found in a river half a mile from her home.  

Now, 8 years later, a builder working beside the River Cam, half a mile from Mrs Bilney's home, has found the purse in the river.  

The farm is only about half a mile from his home in Stroud.  

tactics rang true when McVeighty's machine ran dry at Governor's Bridge, half a mile from home.  

group of more than 30 travellers' caravans have now set up on a roadside site a mile from the village at Crew crossroads.  

It happened only a mile from the Metrocentre shopping complex where on May 9 last year several IRA  

in the Blue Bell Hotel car park at Acklam, Middlesbrough, about half a mile from the police headquarters.  

why there was such a delay when an ambulance station is situated less than a mile from her home.  

could not have got a bus to the area where he was found, which more than a mile from a road, and he could not have walked the distance on his own.
three single-stemmed red roses and walked into Balerno Parish Church, a mile from the family home. K5D

explain why he ran or why he and David abandoned a car a few minutes later a mile from the town centre. K5M

wrecked Metro on a twisting side road between Crieff and Comrie, less than a mile from their flat at Strowan Stables, near Crieff. K5M

Sealdah is less than half a mile from the Bowbazaar district, where a cache of explosives blew up on Wednesday, K5M

his client was in similar difficulties, and both men were ordered to stay a mile from the Timex factory until their trial. K5M

did not look up. K78

situation in which you could live say er er a woman could er live er you know a mile from the state line and in one state er abortion er cou ld be something which ended K78

is unable to understand how her eight-year-old son Lee strayed more than a mile from her home in Princes Road, Ellesmere Port, where he met his death on his K97

just a half a mile from the KDM

and to support me, I say however small, just a, you know, if they, a penny a mile from just a few of the businesses in Bicester and, well, the Bible school could KRT

minutes and there's a mileage from the standard mileage list for that. H5D

It landed less than a yard from my feet, still beating. ABC

A stone rolled free and splashed into the water no more than a yard from Trent's feet. AMU

He stood less than a yard from his victim, but she did not look up. ANK

We were only about a yard from the fairway, but we had trouble finding the ball. ASA

Nick put it to a yard from the pin. ASA

the room, bringing a segment of light with him, a triangle that fell short a yard from her cot. CDB

of his stableman, Richard Smith, had been fired, and both guns were found not a yard from each other. CFY

took a dive down by sheltering bank, his hooves carving into the ground just a yard from my toes and spraying my legs with black peat. ECG

Fell from a second-floor window smack down on the flagstones not a yard from where you’re standing. H8T

in one particular area of the canal and are congregating in a 6ft deep hole a yard from the far bank reed bed at Plex Lane. K97

yes for about six pence a yard from the dee hive KBB

I've got a yard from I'm going up that side and I'm a yard from the point KCT

I've got a yard from I'm going up that side and I'm a yard from the point KCT

The Lancashire team, housed only half a dozen miles from Old Trafford, have slipped from grace after months of political unheaval CBG

isolation — I have only once been in an admission ward less than a dozen miles from my home — and the physical environment — inappropriate FT5

beyond, Dalesfolk lived in a closed world where to travel more than a dozen miles from the farmstead was an unusual adventure the wireless a strange and G39

Newman slowed his Mercedes 280E, parked it a dozen yards from the rear van. ARK

Were there any hidden sand-bars a dozen yards from the beach, for a man could drown easily in the eight feet of water CCS

Pompeii, approximately eight kilometres from Vesuvius, was buried over three metres deep in pumice in A.D. 79, ASR

with an analysis of several yellow spotsgathered from leaves eight kilometres from the Kampuchean/Thai border. B7C

at Daphni, a large institution with 1,900 patients and only eight kilometres from Athens, is worse. HH3
which appeared to be fairly close to our area, probably about seven or eight miles from here.

Only about eight miles from Lille.

my pace were it not that by so doing my good friends at Gress some eight miles from Stornoway, where I was due at eight o'clock, if I remember rightly.

The village is 14 miles from Hull and eight miles from Withernsea on the east coast.

top of the Yorkshire Wolds, twelve miles from Malton to the north, and eight miles from Driffield to the south.

The blazing wreckage crashed into wild, inaccessible countryside only eight miles from the airport.

SITUATED in Derbyshire, eight miles from M1 Junction 26, this is a truly American themed leisure park.
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For the 3 weeks I've been there, there's been shelling every night just a few metres from where we were.

a policeman, was changing shift last November when a grenade blew up a few metres from his car.

the Rick Macci International Tennis Academy at Grenelefe Resort a few miles from Orlando and Disney World; and Harry Hopman/Saddlebrook Resort in the town

various units around the village on a trip to a quiet part of the beach a few miles from our front-line positions.

I have a feeling we must be just a few miles from the River Seine.

people, even in industrialized countries, rarely travelled more than a few miles from their birthplace.

Iraq's soldiers retreated a few miles from the town; its policemen were still there masquerading as traffic cops.

Tabor, named from a hill a few miles from Bethlehem, was founded in 1420 by the Taborites, the radical wing of the...
A few miles from where the tiny ships first debouched from the Strait is a spot which marks

is a rural community lying at the northern end of the Vale of York, a few miles from the Hambleton Hills which form the southern edge of the North York Moors.

owned by Murray International Holdings Plc of a new plant in Gourock, a few miles from IBM's Greenock personal computer factory: the plant would employ about 400.

A few miles from Gunby is a quite unassumingly important site to be found where the coincidently placed Goonhilly, a memorial commemorates the site of

Only a few miles from Gloucester's lordship of Penrith.

had been filming in the mountains and soda lakes of the eastern Pamirs, a few miles from the Chinese border.

The village of Artagnan, indeed, lies only a few miles from Montaner, to the north-east; and it was one of the seventeenth-century

with my band of happy, brother war correspondents in the bar of a hotel a few miles from the front.

With painful slowness it carried him to the station a few miles from his home.

in mid-Glamorgan, a mining village just over the hill and the moorland a few miles from my home.

Close by a village called Ullesthorpe, a few miles from Leicester, said Master James of Betton.

He taught at the College of Further Education a few miles from Spaxton; she had met him through a rambling club.

1908 and bought Morris Grange, with four farms, at Scotch Corner — a few miles from Lartington.

The men were waiting for Karen in a hotel room a few miles from the accident.

On the road to the meeting, a few miles from the nuclear factory, she had an accident by a wall near a river.

see a representation of the Dutch House at Kew, a favourite place just a few miles from London where they could escape from the formalities of public life.

— to confirm the secret wedding in the village of Wheatley, just a few miles from his world-famous restaurant and hotel, Le Manoir aux Quat' Saisons, Great

but fast-flowing river, the rebel army drew up on the plain of Samugarh a few miles from Agra.

man had a house built for him in a pretty little Warwickshire village a few miles from Stratford, with the Avon flowing through the garden.

in the West and walking through the Borders to Cockburnspath, just a few miles from his home in Innerwick.

A city of Caere, one of their largest towns, near the sea and only a few miles from the house where Irina and I live lies an old churchyard.

by a Westmorland man, Michael Wharton of Kirkby Thore, whose home lay a few miles from Gloucester's lordship of Penrith.

city from the fog and frost of Britain, the southern Californian desert just a few miles from the border of Mexico.

This is the countryside that villagers in three hamlets just a few miles from Milton Keynes fear will be eaten up by concrete.

Back on his farm a few miles from a crash site, Mr Hayton said he'd been expecting a longer sentence.

It was found a few miles from his car on the seashore near Great Yarmouth.

Cloistered in converted farm buildings a few miles from York... craftsmen breathe new life into Fairford's medieval glass.

The Jungle Giants nursery is at Wigmore a few miles from the show garden.
before Corporal Lane also developed hypothermia... he died just a few miles from the border. K23
about a race during which victory was snatched from his grasp only a few miles from the finish. K2D
registered car, believed to belong to the men, was discovered at Annagh, a few miles from the town. K2F
His shop, just a few miles from the border, was firebombed in 1973 and rebuilt. K2R
registered car, believed to belong to the men, was discovered at Annagh, a few miles from the town. K35
As the cockle-gatherers of Penclawdd, the seaside village a few miles from the Eisteddfod field realise only too well, the ebb never leaves K37
of fields stretch from the Red Wharf Bay area of Anglesey to a point a few miles from Crosby. K4B
Mike Harris managed to locate feeding fish on the shallow reefs just a few miles from shore where John Smith, Bryce Smith and Jamie Smith from Meols, and K4C
project, the design of a wetland to treat household sewage from a hotel a few miles from Drumnadrochit and Loch Ness, exemplifies this belief. K5A
from the JNA who must endure a life of exile in this pretty town, just a few miles from the Serbian border. K5M
When the Lockington railway disaster happened that was just a few miles from here. K5H
way as far as you can see and you, when you go to Gibraltar you're only a few miles from Africa K5P
Sid had chosen a spot at the top of the orchard a few yards from the wall surrounding Brigade H.Q We can have two trenches with one A61
the orchard, taking not the slightest notice of the mortar team just a few yards from them. A61
As I entered the orchard, a few yards from the entrance the farmer was tending to two badly wounded cows. A61
Twenty-third July — sitting under a tree a few yards from my slit trench writing a letter to my parents in Glasgow. A61
Don't you realise that the enemy are only a few yards from these positions? A61
Some distance away, only a few yards from the vast unfinished Anglican cathedral, he found lodgings 13 St James's A68
An isolated curate who wanted knowledge found himself living a few yards from a man who at first sight was an explosive popular preacher, but who A68
Miss Davison, who was standing close to the rails a few yards from me, suddenly ducked under the railings as the horses came up. AD7
Fortification dating from the fifteenth century and set back only a few yards from the Danube. AE8
May 1985, at a Bitburg cemetery where they laid remembrance wreaths only a few yards from rows of graves of SS soldiers. AHN
granite obelisk of 1500 BC which stands on the Thames embankment just a few yards from the Savoy. AJD
ways of getting from his dormitory to the nearest toilet, which was only a few yards from the dormitory itself. AMB
It is perhaps ironic that, with such a volume of water just a few yards from the doors, it had to use steam. ANC
Hamilton, had died dramatically a year ago, blown up by an IRA car-bomb a few yards from what was then their home in Dublin. APU
Hall these two large silent men staring suspiciously in all directions a few yards from wherever the Italian gentleman happened to be. AR3

A few yards from the exit of Upper Long Churn Cave and at a lower level is the entrance to ASU

The little girl was on her own a few yards from the rug where she had been sitting eating some moments before. ATE
Shirley was a good runner, and she caught Heather up a few yards from the fire. B0B
Cottle, whose shop stood at the corner of Corn Street and High Street, a few yards from Southey's birthplace. By this time we were only a few yards from him and the car had almost stopped. Johnstone's very forthright biography, the horseplay reached its peak a few yards from the Queen's Hotel when the Leeds and Scotland goalkeeper David Harvey Bill and Cy were now standing a few yards from the string. Those few yards from side to centre stage are strewn with obstacles and few are able to The old lady who dare not allow herself to be more than a few yards from the toilet or the old man whose underclothes are frequently wet with The Moorland and seemingly endless miles of coastal path accessible only a few yards from the hotelbeckon many walkers. The new tunnel opened on the left a few yards from the foot of the stairs. Those few yards from the string. Bill and Cy were now standing a few yards from the Queen's Hotel when the Leeds and Scotland goalkeeper David Harvey Johnstone's very forthright biography, the horseplay reached its peak a few yards from the String. Those few yards from side to centre stage are strewn with obstacles and few are able to The old lady who dare not allow herself to be more than a few yards from the toilet or the old man whose underclothes are frequently wet with The Moorland and seemingly endless miles of coastal path accessible only a few yards from the hotelbeckon many walkers. The new tunnel opened on the left a few yards from the foot of the stairs.
novel Grass For My Feet, set in a Low Country village fifteen kilometres from Galle, portrays more typical villagers who were familiar with the CBA.

A plasteel wall circled that spaceport, which lay some fifteen kilometres from the southern edge of Vasilariov.

whose headquarters were in Sant’Andrea Bagni, a village some fifteen kilometres from Fontanellato, said that he would not tolerate the partisans any CM4.

It lies on the eastern edge of the Ruhr coalfield and is some fifteen miles from the Mühne Dam, one of the targets of the famous Dambusters raid. AN4.

She can rarely have travelled, for example, more than fifteen miles from Brackley, Northamptonshire, where she lived for most of her life.

The rescue helicopter still hadn’t arrived when we were fifteen miles from the coast and Warton gave me Blackpool’s frequency and wished me good luck.

Gilsland, near Lanercost Abbey, was only fifteen miles from the border line at Kirkandrews.

The Huns are only fifteen miles from the Channel.

In addition it was very remote from the catchment area, located fifteen miles from central London, representing a considerable journey given the density CD8.

Since talking to me, she has been given a council house about fifteen miles from her family home, so at last she and Sean can get on with their lives.

The Sandfords kept open house for anyone who rode the fifty miles from Addis Ababa, and it was a rewarding experience to stay with them, for they were very hospitable.

All air travel to Iceland is through Keflavik airport, about fifty kilometres from Reykjavik, a beautiful modern terminal, and one of very few where flight operations can be conducted.

Barely fifty kilometres from its source, the Seine flows through some of the southern Champagne.

would exit under cover of darkness at one of numerous drop-zones fifty kilometres from the vast sprawl of Sagramaso City.

deserted, rugged area of the mountainous region some thirty to fifty kilometres from Acapulco.

Madeira is about five hundred and fifty kilometres from the Moroccan coast.

Right so it is twelve hundred and fifty kilometres from London to Vienna, can a Concorde do the trip in half an hour?

She was about fifty miles from the murder scene.

Right so that was C one, C two it is a hundred and fifty miles from Hereford to London by rail Hereford is north of Cheltenham, it’s going to be a long journey.

Suddenly, as we were about fifty yards from that lovely smell of coffee, there was an almighty roar as the barn blew.

He lay about fifty metres from it, said Mortimer.

He watched a superb glossy white yacht coming in to berth at the jetty not fifty metres from the window of the restaurant.

This was conveniently situated, being fifty miles from London and on the railway junction between Oxford and Cambridge — still a very enjoyable ride.

and involves fifteen primary schools near the town of Mityana, some fifty miles from Kampala.

carriages and hauled by no less than six locomotives that ran the fifty miles from London to the Daphne of the Metropolis, as Brighton has sometimes been known.

She was about fifty miles from the finishing line.

He was walking slowly some fifty yards from the opposite bank and parallel to it. walking from the Sewingbury garrison, and the second-class road that ran alongside it for some fifty miles from Barle-Due.

Right so that was C one, C two it is a hundred and fifty miles from Hereford to London by rail Hereford is north of Cheltenham, it’s going to be a long journey.

Suddenly, as we were about fifty yards from that lovely smell of coffee, there was an almighty roar as the barn blew.

He lay about fifty metres from it, said Mortimer.

He watched a superb glossy white yacht coming in to berth at the jetty not fifty metres from the window of the restaurant.
of him two brave steeplechasers were fighting out a stirring finish, and fifty yards from the line the no-hoper, the candidate for last place rather than first, AD7

By happy chance, I had found a private hotel only fifty yards from the Danube and which, unlike its skyscraper neighbours immediately AE8

Mrs Titcombe, Rhoda's mother, lived with her son less than fifty yards from Carter in the same street. ANK

the vicinity of his own pit; unsurprisingly because his house was only fifty yards from it. ASB

on a sand and gravel plain with the road running north–south, fifty yards from us to the east. AT3

On the towpath, not fifty yards from Fedorov's gatehouse. B20

It couldn't have been more than fifty yards from the bank. B3J

First lot was making its way lazily along a path some fifty yards from the road where Kelly had parked her car. BP7

Our home was on the village green, less than fifty yards from the church, and across the main road through the village lay the CDC

He moved on quickly, then, and paused by a parked car, fifty yards from his own, darkened house. CE5

Just fifty yards from the hotel, you can visit the ruins of Melrose's 12th-century Abbey where CJK

This hotel is quite gloriously situated in an elevated position just fifty yards from a sandy beach. CJK

The Prussian Hussars, who had waited fifty yards from the bridge to give themselves room to charge any attacker who broke CMP

When they were only fifty yards from the herd the French boy came back to Joseph and raised a mischievous FU8

Fifty yards from the end, on the left, I came across a café-restaurant. G1A

it remained a river bank, but then it became the shingle and sand beach fifty yards from my childhood home. H8M

Each man would place a ball in the circle marked fifty yards from the edge of the green, as if playing an extremely short hole. HTJ

Fifty yards from the station I recognise Island Gardens Park, looking out across the J13

Within the past year a small fire in a large Victorian house only fifty yards from my workplace watching helplessly while the building became engulfed J9M

It was nine hours before they found Isadore Johnson's body — just fifty yards from his front door. K1W

His body was found by a neighbour in her back garden just fifty yards from his house in Northampton. K1W

His body was discovered in the front garden of a house just fifty yards from his own home in Kenmuir Avenue. K21

They were now only fifty yards from the safety of their own lines. K8T

We had one bloke come last week he lives about fifty yards from the shop. KC1

come out a minute, so I've blinking gone out and I've noticed were about fifty yards from the beach KDA

Then, fifty metres from the line, I felt a twinge in my hamstring. BMM

With the exception of one line-out five metres from the Braintree goal line, where McDonald plucked the ball from the air to CF9

first try through no.8 Zinzan Brooke following the award of a penalty fifty metres from the home goal line. CHW

If the penalty award is fifty metres from the goal-line, as in this case, then defending players must be standing CHW

If they are not on the goal-line fifty metres from the mark when the kick is taken and they then illegally prevent a try CHW

What kept you, Daak? she yelled, still five metres from the speeder. F9X

It appeared behind a clump of dead plants, ran over and stopped fifty metres from them. HTY

it's twenty fifty metres from and back, I say seventy five at the most no fif , I'll say sixty KBM

No, this is at colliery er which is five mile from .. FXV

The couple lived together in the village of Bramsford, about fifty miles from Worcester. A3W
reason, for Jerome Fanshawe's Jaguar had skidded, crashed and caught fire five miles from the hospital where the sole survivor now lay. A73
and curved together to form a dead-end valley of broad-breasted slopes five miles from the nearest tarmac road, hidden deep in the folds of the moors. AHC
situated on the outskirts of Birmingham, easily accessible by road, just five miles from the City Centre, ICC and NIA, the hotel is perfect for both the leisure AL7
his marriage Philip Leapor moved to Marston St. Lawrence, a village five miles from his home. AN4
the opening arguments unfolded in the agricultural college at Cannington five miles from Hinkley Point, the balance of forces looked distinctly like the AN9
description had been seen drinking in an alehouse on Winkfield Plain, not five miles from Maidenhead, the day after the robbery. ANK
Bloodstained clothing was found at Peppard Common, some five miles from Reading, but under analysis the stains turned out to be six months old. ANK
It is estimated that in rural areas four million people live more than five miles from a CAB. B0N
Tuesday 27th we camped at East Twinbrook, about five miles from where the waterway ends and where the Chewonki van would be waiting to BMF
a camera or any large-scale maps, and were forbidden to travel more than five miles from home. BNN
Visitors to Harry Short's yard in Blaworth, which was situated some five miles from the maisonette in Doncaster where he was born, were often taken aback, BP7
Hart-Leap Well is a small spring of water, about five miles from Richmond in Yorkshire, and near the side of the road which leads from CAW
He spent the last five years of his RAF career at Brize Norton, five miles from his Witney home. CBF
A second canoe on this mission was paddled back to be safely picked up five miles from the English coast. CCS
Our new home at Marston Magna, a village about five miles from Yeovil and Sherborne, was a rather dilapidated old manor house, attached CDC
She ran the five miles from Doc Threadneedle's place in twenty minutes. CH0
Walters and Caroline Clarke were seen with a man at a picnic spot only five miles from where they were later found murdered, police said yesterday. CH2
WH Smith's, who sell books by Morrissey's idol Oscar Wilde, and, not five miles from Morrissey's old flat in North End, there is a grocer's shop called Smith CHA
The small hilly island of Gozo, just five miles from its sister island Malta, has a range of great walking routes to choose CMD
Deep in this territory, about eight miles from Siena and only five miles from Castellina, lies tiny San Leonino — six old, old houses, and a ECF
Set beside the River Steeping which becomes Wainfleet Haven, it is five miles from the sea. ECR
This is only five miles from Saint Jean, but it feels like fifty — a village hideaway, with FA2
there is no need to drive back the way you came, through Arette, because five miles from the top you can fork off to the right and come down in sylvan splendour FA2
her grandfather may rest in one of a cluster of labourer's huts, a good five miles from the nearest town or village. FAE
Werner Meyer had told us of a pool about five miles from the Rante, known only to the Toraja, whereas sacred eels were FEP
The outer marker OM operates on 75 Mhz and is sited up to five miles from the runway threshold. G3K
We were based in an Arab owned hotel in Bethlehem which, although only five miles from Jerusalem, is part of the West Bank and, unlike the Christmas card image, GX9
1093. Sikandra is five miles from Agra if you want to know. H7A
1094. In about an hour and a quarter, the coach should stop at a signpost about five miles from here. H9U
1095. and leadership and recalled how in the snow of 1982 he had walked the five miles from his home and Playford to be at his desk at the normal time. HRT
1096. There were no pavements in the little village of Samana, four or five miles from the complex, and chickens and goats wandered idly along the dirt roads. JYA
1097. I was on an administration course at Bircham Newton RAF unit, about five miles from Sandringham where George VI breathed his last. K54
1098. Navy spokesman said: They appear to have gone off course and were about five miles from shore. K5M
1099. Right, Penzance is three hundred and five miles from London by rail the train leaves Penzance at five eighteen A M KE2
1100. Tony, on the Leicester right, started it five yards from his own line with a brilliant burst which took him over the half-way line. A1N
1101. He was hit as three shells exploded five yards from the entrance doors to the inquiry hall, inside the officially titled Stop AN9
1102. It is just five yards from the Grand Canal and a picturesque 20-minute boat ride from St Mark's. ECF
1103. that if we have some more money eventually, we can er replace the final five yards from our meter to the Severn Trent water main er in some future years, to H49
1104. The boss had a letter for me to take to the pillar box just about five yards from the front door. K4T
1105. some areas later in the century, many villages remained thirty or forty kilometres from the nearest police court, and some were much CBA
1106. observing that Gustave's letter was posted from Pontorson, which is forty kilometres from St Malo. G1A
1107. Correggio was born in Reggio Emilia, forty kilometres from Parma, and Parmigianino in Parma itself. G3B
1108. outpost of freedom, over one hundred miles from West Germany and only forty miles from the Polish border. A77
1109. in eleven weeks, defied ten separate US commands, and capitulated only forty miles from the Canadian border. ALX
1110. Her property was some forty miles from the base. ASB
1111. was a house, set in a quiet road on the outskirts of a commuter town not forty miles from the centre of London. CAM
1112. by James Daugherty for Stamford High School, in a Connecticut city about forty miles from New York. EBV
1113. It was about forty miles from York at present, so she had plenty of time. G0P
1114. Sir Vivien's mashie niblick was in a bunker approximately forty yards from the hole. A0D
1115. Our supply comes from the stream which flows about forty yards from the front door, or from the barrel which collects the rainwater from the BN6
1116. The back of beyond and yet only forty-five miles from London and this South Meadow to land a plane on. HTW
1117. Crushed bicycles in Western Changan Avenue, more than four kilometres from Tiananmen Square, June 6th, 1989 FBR
1118. About four kilometres from my village is the Thien Tuong mountain, which means the elephant of G33
1119. The village of Bethesda, four miles from Bangor, has grown cheek-by-jowl with its slate quarry over two centuries. A49
1120. small-scale enterprise takes place mainly in the shanty towns three or four miles from the city centre. A6M
The 11-year-old hound was spotted at last, less than four miles from home, and although frightened and hungry, was picked up safe and well.

Igles is a charming and peaceful village with the bonus of being only four miles from Dartmouth, at Hemborough Post, is Stonehouse, a four-bedroom Innsbruck, the lovely capital of the Tyrol.

man for he had a good wife, a prosperous farm in Upper Caversham some four miles from Reading market, had had a good season and a financially successful day.

We were to be dropped by L.R.D.G. approx. four miles from our objective at 23.50 hours on night 11 July 1942.
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Isn't it possible, though, that the other girl could be a hundred kilometres from here and that this one was dumped here to put you off the scent?  

this marked cooling effect extended a distance of several hundred kilometres from the burning oil wells. 

a sampling the atmosphere at very, very detailed levels, about one hundred kilometres from Douglas on a bearing of O five. 

By the time we meet Odd-Knut coming back to find us we are only a few hundred metres from the camp. 

into the skip and drove the lorry into the council yard, just one hundred metres from the Police Station. 

back of a vehicle and they speed off The accident has occurred a few hundred metres from the Turkish depot in which ammunition is stored for the Force. 

He has just bought a neo-classical villa in Hamburg, a few hundred metres from the end of the race, the horse stumbled and fractured its right foreleg. 

And a church which is seven hundred metres from the house where he was born. 

a hundred metres from P. 

And five hundred metres from Q. 

compass and just draw that's P show me all the points that are seven hundred metres from P. 

draw the path of all the points that are seven hundred metres from the assualt force. 

The ship, large and grey, sat only a few hundred metres from the assault force. 

Ian Charlesworth and Arthur Goddard live just a few hundred metres from the busy M40 in the village of Fencot. 

where's he's kidnapped her, it's barnsley so I think he belongs Barnsley out the bloody area. 

When last sighted, McCartney was living in the soft south, several hundred metres from his natal city. 

Two hundred metres from land the fierce Amazon river stained the dark water darker, red with blood. 

north of Svalbard having reached a point no closer than several hundred metres from the pole. 

Harry, chilled, two hundred miles from home, and no one to meet him. 

Two hundred miles from where he's kidnapped her, it's the Soviet Union's own Muslim-dominated southern border. 

North of Svalbard having reached a point no closer than several hundred miles from the pole. 

Two hundred miles from the point of freedom, over one hundred miles from Iraq is after all only a few hundred miles from the Soviet Union's own Muslim-dominated southern border. 

Hungry, chilled, two hundred miles from home, and no one to meet him. 

Three hundred metres from where's he's kidnapped her, it's the busy M40 in the village of Fencot. 

and five hundred metres from Q. 

The last outpost of freedom, over one hundred miles from West Germany and only forty miles from the Polish border. 

Where the point of freedom, over one hundred miles from the point of freedom, over one hundred miles from the Soviet Union's own Muslim-dominated southern border. 

of the members of the YCCC bundled into a car and drove the several hundred miles from Bell County, Kentucky to Newmarket, Tennessee for an impromptu Sunday. 

are two chief routes south through the Algerian Sahara, each about two hundred miles from the other. 

I was excited at the thought of finding fossils eight hundred miles from the sea, but I chastised myself for being so stupid. 

The point is, they have got a kind of recovery fleet out, about two hundred miles from Titron. 

A flock of seabirds lands in our garden, a hundred miles from the coast, and we call it curious. 

7.30 p.m.; Eck therefore had a whole night's steaming to put himself a hundred miles from the sinking before submerging at dawn. 

They had driven the two hundred miles from their Portacabin compound in the village of Salahuddin at high speed. 

When they reach the edge of the continental shelf, in places several hundred miles from the European coast, they begin to change. 

For one thing, Longrock was three hundred miles from London — a long way for a bolt-hole. 

Besides, he added confidentially, Haiti's only six hundred miles from Florida, and right in the middle of the Indies. 

forces were very dispersed, some being stationed more than two hundred miles from Addis Ababa. 

Iraq is after all only a few hundred miles from the Soviet Union's own Muslim-dominated southern border. 

H confidently, Haiti's only six hundred miles from Florida, and right in the middle of the Indies. 

forces were very dispersed, some being stationed more than two hundred miles from Addis Ababa.
1184. were dismayed when news came that he was as close as Manz, less than a hundred miles from Addis Ababa, harrying the district with a vast army.

1185. all, had she expected in the Church of England in a provincial town a hundred miles from London and the Midland conurbations?

1186. A mere two hundred miles from Washington had brought them into a different season although it was the sea.

1187. Churchill had been a hundred miles from London, weekending in the country.

1188. Now he faces the prospect of having to go to a school more than a hundred miles from his home.

1189. a string of motoring offences has been sent to a children's centre two hundred miles from his home, because he keeps absconding.

1190. It's about a hundred miles from Vitez to Split but they have to cross and recross the front lines in a season although it was the sea.

1191. Right it is a hundred miles from King's Lynn to London, the train takes two hours to do the journey the following day.

1192. It's it's more than a hundred miles from us.

1193. So you know we're about two hundred miles from London, so we're about, only about two thirds of the way from London.

1194. she passed the place where they parked — Astrid drove the three hundred yards from her house so they could kiss in the car before she went to Timisioa.

1195. About a hundred yards from the village we came under automatic fire from somewhere on our left.

1196. that evening, attacking the village just along the road, about two hundred yards from the edge of our village and close to No. 6 Commando positions.

1197. been re-routed running across the garden, no more than two or three hundred yards from the house, but the Prince liked it.

1198. afterwards, his secretary had booked him into The Howard Hotel, a few hundred yards from Parliament Square on the Victoria Embankment, overlooking the Tower of London.

1199. on the rare occasions when I went into her family shop two or three hundred yards from us.

1200. the steep lane that dropped between darkly overhanging hedgerows a few hundred yards from his home, a stony track where one walked at night whistling.

1201. Four or five hundred yards from the black hole the trees on the slope had sagged towards each other.

1202. A cousin of my granny's lived only a few hundred yards from us.

1203. borrow several hundred yards from the Cunha Surf I steered the board into the now towering Queen's Surf.

1204. to reassure his worried employer, the two constables walked the few hundred yards from the police house to the Chequers.

1205. the loch and two men, clad in town clothes, got out and ambled over:

1206. The rectory, some hundred yards from St Andrew's, was a high Victorian monstrosity, facing north, and the Cunha Surf I steered the board into the now towering Queen's Surf.

1207. Japanese bank Daiwa, and the Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank, several hundred yards from the centre of the blast.

1208. see a figure standing in a gateway at the top of the gentle slope one hundred yards from the mansion.

1209. moved from The Friary to Greencroft Street and, as this was only two hundred yards from our house, we saw quite a lot of each other.
1215. The top of Bugmore Lane was only a hundred yards from the Church, so gardeners carefully timed their own comings and goings.

1216. K. R. I've moved on people sleeping rough — perhaps take him a hundred yards from the shop wherever he was — On your way.

1217. in the buying department at Schering, the chemical company based a few hundred yards from the sector border in the district of Wedding.

1218. For a month I had lived in an open tent, a hundred yards from the nearest human being, and from dawn to dusk had wandered through our parking space to the Llegadas Nacionales door.

1219. and with considerable pride we unpacked our bikes and cycled the hundred yards from the precipice and let her walk the rest.

1220. He parked two hundred yards from the sea, separated by the old harbour site, wild with grass, the home.

1221. built a small terrace of classical elegance, but it was a good hundred yards from the top of a 300-foot cliff near Bruneval see map p. 28, was attacked.

1222. The stretchers had been brought the couple of hundred yards from the buying department at Schering, the chemical company based a few hundred yards from the sector border in the district of Wedding.

1223. but one, the new components in radar equipment of a German site some hundred yards from the sea, separated by the old harbour site, wild with grass, the home.

1224. the Sperrbrecher , unidentified before the raid although moored a few hundred yards from the east jetty see diagram p. 41 was a strong ship.

1225. A hundred yards from the beach Nigel Clogstoun-Willmott followed the drill and went over the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both.

1226. threatened to sue IBM and one, Jack Briscoe, whose farm was only a few hundred yards from the lake, was spitting up blood.

1227. By the following Tuesday, Geraldine Hogan, whose family lived a few hundred yards from the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both the lake, was spitting up blood.

1228. Doyle crouched behind a hedge, a hundred yards from the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both the lake, was spitting up blood.

1229. He was sitting in the Savoy, only two hundred yards from the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both the lake, was spitting up blood.

1230. most expertly by BR staff, the track she was unloaded onto was several hundred yards from the nearest railway line.

1231. superbly situated in Regency Square in the heart of Brighton, only one hundred yards from the sea-front.

1232. Easily Accessible : One hundred yards from the house lies the Arraw Valley Park which follows the course of the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both.

1233. suggested that the house was a centre of smuggling as it stands a mere hundred yards from the head of the Solway Firth.

1234. Just five hundred yards from the A82, it makes an ideal base from which to tour the Central hundred yards from the A82, it makes an ideal base from which to tour the Central.

1235. The lift was roughly two hundred yards from the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both hundred yards from the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both.

1236. parked amongst the jeeps and armoured personnel carriers, a hundred yards from the house, in a position where he had a good view of the road in both.

1237. The only source of water was a horse trough a hundred yards from the building, there was no electric light anywhere, and we dressed in the building, there was no electric light anywhere, and we dressed in.

1238. Crab is a small, attractive complex of 20 apartments located about one hundred yards from the building, there was no electric light anywhere, and we dressed in the building, there was no electric light anywhere, and we dressed in.

1239. less than a hundred yards from the wall they swerved and re-grouped for a charge as the infantry hundred yards from the wall they swerved and re-grouped for a charge as the infantry.

1240. towers around the edge of Newcastle with a motorway fifty or a hundred yards from their windows.

1241. Women of Greenham Common the dull grey-green paint of a bridge two hundred yards from a police station.

1242. Others have been caught and left on the ground several hundred yards from a river.

1243. They pause, too, about a hundred yards from the place where he’d killed Tom Carey.

1244. the southern side of the narrow spit of Meer's Point, no more than a hundred yards from the newly designated railway lines.

1245. I can see I don't need to explain how this parcel of land is only a few hundred yards from their car.
1247. In a broad Moscow street not two hundred yards from the Leningrad station, on the upper floor of an ornate and hideous FRL
1248. in her twenties, was grabbed as she walked through woodland a few hundred yards from the crowds in Park. FXT
1249. Then we found a small house about one hundred yards from my university department. FYX
1250. were less than two hundred yards ahead, with our front trench only a hundred yards from theirs. G13
1251. a rocky shore where breakers thundered against the ledges about three hundred yards from where he was. GW3
1252. Although the little hut at Trebyan was only a couple of hundred yards from the house and the pottery it was over the slope of the hill and hemmed GWB
1253. had been surprised and killed by Asaimara from Bahdu, less than two hundred yards from where we camped. H0A
1254. International Headquarters in Queen Victoria Street only a couple of hundred yards from St Paul's Cathedral she had no premonition that further moves were H7E
1255. to boast that, in central London, he was never a couple of hundred yards from some club, institution or association of which he was a member and H86
1256. You have a rival about a hundred yards from your door — and bang on Oxford Street, unlike the Rose Bowl. H8S
1257. to use up a bit of space, the garage for a single car was situated a hundred yards from the house, up a separate track. HA2
1258. or rather by two buses an easy change, the first starting from about a hundred yards from and the other stopping just behind the Zoo by Primrose Hill and only a HD4
1259. The minibus passed Rose about a hundred yards from the crematorium. HD7
1260. About two hundred yards from the village, she spotted the turning. HTR
1261. background: The Garlands have a shop in the main street, a couple of hundred yards from artistsmaterials, pictures, that sort of thing; they're printers HWP
1262. other objects or fixed reference points, as in: 66The station is two hundred yards from the cathedral 67Kabul lies at latitude 34 degrees, longitude 7° J2K
1263. Meanwhile in the supermarket car park only a few hundred yards from the scene of the rape, women expressed their shock at what had K1B
1264. Just a few hundred yards from the Celtic Centre and West Mercia police HQ in Worcester and the first of what's thought to K1G
1265. back through the city to her lodgings at Somerville college a few hundred yards from the Memorial. K1P
1266. The a417 Cirencester by-pass will run just two hundred yards from the property. K27
1267. The A417 Cirencester by-pass will run just two hundred yards from the property. K27
1268. Extra staff have been drafted in to take patients the few hundred yards from the hatted wards of Ormskirk Hospital which were originally built to K41
1269. The incident last weekend happened just a few hundred yards from the station on the Glasgow and north-bound track. K55
1270. He sighted two supermarket trolleys lying about a hundred yards from the property. K5D
1271. The building is only a few hundred yards from Blackfriars head office and many Sainsbury's staff have become quite K98
1272. And you're only a hundred yards from her. KB8
1273. in heavy rain on the A 424, three miles north of Burford, just a hundred yards from the spot where a couple were killed in December after their car was in KRM
1274. a joint Royal Ulster Constabulary and British Army base a few hundreds metres from the Irish border, as their refuge. KSL
1275. efficiently, without sheeting out to maintain control, you can gain many metres from each gust. AT6
1276. And when they were over the blue Aegean sea, many miles from Antioch, he circled widely, descended, and alighted on a small A6J
1277. Nathan and I are quite alone, many miles from civilization and, apparently, lost, the wind having blown snow across the A6T
1278. as well since he has little sense of direction and has twice been found many miles from home wandering the streets. ADS
1279. depositing it in the form of boulders, gravel, sand, and silt, often many miles from its original outcrop. ARS
1280. a mere in the very heart of the fen: The lake which they inhabit lies not many miles from here, overhung with groves of rime-crusted trees whose thick roots darken AS4
1281. Not many miles from the Manchurian border, the Siberian wind gusting the powdered snow round ASJ
1282. Many miles from camp they came upon a small specimen partially coated with a frothy B73
1283. that of obtaining factual details about incidents which have taken place many miles from home. CDP
1284. Not only do children live in separate houses, they often move many miles from their parents in order to follow work or careers, and the mutual support CE1
1285. nurses who responded to vigorous recruitment drives and travelled many miles from home, only to find that they were expected to live in dilapidated, out of CHT
1286. This may be necessary even if the industry is situated many miles from the site. FYS
1287. The bag is safe, many miles from here. HP0
1288. She said it because Rory was in her mind, and he had told her he lived not many miles from Belleeks, at a little crossroads in the lower hills. HTS
1289. Harrogate and Hambleton for instance are large districts, they extend many miles from North to South, development concentrated around the metropolitan areas HVG
1290. We've ditched not too many miles from the coast, so… JY8
1291. Still three days, and many miles, from home. K4V
1292. From our rented cottage on the north Pembrokeshire coast, not many yards from the cliff and the coastal path, we could see them; their youth hostel F9H
1293. Bearing in mind that the Earth is only about 150 million kilometres from the Sun, the chances of one of our spores being captured by any CET
1294. Hundred and fifty million kilometres from the sun. JAA
1295. as consisting of atomic mental states causally interacting is not a million miles from the Humean view — a view of which Hume himself was the most A0T
1296. That was a million miles from reality, he said. A9F
1297. But on a rainy March afternoon in 1988 it must have seemed a million miles from home. ADR
1298. is very heated and more than anything else I have done would take me a million miles from the safety of Ramsay Street, she said. ADR
1299. She felt hung over, and a million miles from the bed she wanted to be asleep in. ALJ
1300. The body about which the planets rotate, ninety-three million miles from the earth and eight hundred and forty-four thousand miles in diameter, AMB
1301. But his luxury home, complete with a trout farm and stables, is a million miles from the council prefab he was brought up in during the '50s. B1L
1302. as the yarn he had been told about the Sun being at a distance of 93 million miles from the Earth. B7D
1303. better as they've gone along and arrived at a winsome pop style not a million miles from Lloyd Cole. CAE
1304. The romantic agony that had bewitched him was a million miles from the conjugal love he was now determined to celebrate. CBN
1305. to have mysteriously appeared in mid-town Manhattan and another not a million miles from his flagship shop in Brooklyn. CD5
1306. Occasionally occupying a perch not a million miles from The Black Crowes and unafraid to cross the bridge from metalto mayhem, CK5
1307. Musically this album isn't a million miles from its predecessors, but lyrically it's ten times more potent and ED7
1308. interface development goals and positive confrontation resolution is a million miles from fast wickets and slow bowlers. EDT
hills, small villages, rice fields, beaches and country parks seem a million miles from the sampan-crowded harbour and Manhattan-style skyline of downtown EET

Perhaps not a million miles from Hannay's unwilling female companion in The Thirty Nine Steps was F9Y

For example, a member of staff in the school, who teaches not a million miles from here, had a hernia operation. FLY

tears, and qualifies his response by discussing a set of feelings not a million miles from sentimentality; The very Highland names, or the sound of a bagpipe, G1Y

We seemed a million miles from the Weddell Sea and that ice-encrusted vessel, but I had a feeling now GV6

It happened in a rural Branch not a million miles from the Western seaboard of Ireland. HCV

toffs with money to spend but who want something for nothing, a million miles from the normal image of hard-up old ladies slipping a couple of tins of HSJ

BUT AS they sit here, they seem a million miles from their tranquil Northwich base. HWX

Not as hopeless as expected but still a million miles from anything approaching relevance or interest. HWX

And it was a million miles from what Ronni had assumed! JXT

along together reasonably well, but she knew their relationship was a million miles from what it had once been, and it was an enduring sadness in her life. JY5

You're a million miles from that. JY5

anyone names, she returned, affecting a calmness she was in reality a million miles from feeling. JY5

Mary's face reveals more than words about contemporary care that is a million miles from formal institutions of the past. K51

to the pharmaceutical industry throughout the world by a factory not a million miles from Murrayfield rugby ground in Edinburgh. K56

deals, television contracts and executive activities that seem a million miles from the ordinary man in the street. K97

Cos er, somebody I can think off with a, not a million miles from here is working and claiming KE3

Another memorable walk was the nine kilometres from Terrolimena to Vateia. ARB

nine kilometres from Funchal at an elevation of 876mis reached after leaving Monte and Yogyakarta. CA7

the life of a small Indonesian village, Minomartani, about nine kilometres from Terreiro da Luta EBE

block of flats would be too close to houses in Melsonby Crescent only nine metres from the boundary when the usual minimum distance was 21 metres. K55

Sussexdown is situated nine miles from Worthing and stands in seven acres of grounds. A67

Sussexdown is situated at Storrington, nine miles from Worthing, and stands in seven acres of grounds. A67

Their school was nine miles from Mbaga and there was no time after school finished in the evening for the A7K

It is nine miles from Hull and Beverley, 20 miles south of Bridlington and seven miles from C93

Two engines were found in a lake nine miles from the disaster area. CH2

Buttermere was nine miles from Keswick by the horse road, fourteen by the carriage road — both FP1

His homestead was situated on the Dart Brook, a tributary of the Hunter, nine miles from the great mountain chain known as the Liverpool Range. HRB

‘Bout eight or nine miles from here off the A227. HWL

need for a sanctuary following the closure of premises at Ravenscar nine miles from the town. K52

Cuba — only ninety miles from the United States — must have seemed to Khrushchev who had to be G1R

They are set in a peaceful location only one kilometre from some of the most fantastic sand dunes in the Canaries and a short bus AM0
1341. cliffs and at Fairlight does the five-fathom line come nearer than one kilometre from the shore, and along most of the county it is three or more kilometres.

1342. photograph, taken several years after the uplift, shows the beach now one kilometre from the present day shore line.

1343. and we're quite happy, we can actually meet that requirement of being one kilometre from Flaxton, in fact we greatly exceed that distance, despite and that is Flaxton, in fact we greatly exceed that distance, despite and that is.

1344. did not stop at or before the give-wayline, where provided, which is one metre from the limits of the crossing or at the limits to accord precedence.

1345. The plane crashed near a crossroads one mile from three villages but the Dalgety seed processing plant, which almost took the three villages but the Dalgety seed processing plant, which almost took.

1346. First class accommodation just one mile from City Centre.

1347. terminal, situated at the entrance to the Harbour, is ideally placed just one mile from the M2 motorway and is due for completion in August.

1348. the village of Harpsden, two miles from the centre of Henley-on-Thames and one mile from the Reading Road A4155.

1349. Eglinton lies on the main Limavady Londonderry Road A27, Muff Glen is one mile from Eglinton.

1350. A disused mine, called Bank No. 6, the mouth of which was about one mile from the Knockshinnoch main shaft, had an underground roadway which extended to the Knockshinnoch main shaft, had an underground roadway which extended.

1351. situated as it is approximately one mile from the Hull/ York road, it has grown gradually, and yet not been subjected to the Hull/ York road, it has grown gradually, and yet not been subjected.

1352. The battle took place just one mile from the blood-drenched border with North Korea.

1353. About one mile from the dam on the northern side of the lake is a magnificent Gothic style church.

1354. Accessible: Kingston is a very pretty village with thatched cottages, just one mile from a sandy beach and some stunning coastal walks, and yet Dartmoor with its church.

1355. the rich vale of Taunton Deane, between the Quantock and Blackdown Hills, one mile from the pretty village of Beercrocombe.

1356. local pubs and restaurants, including the pub The Feathers situated just one mile from Weavers, which has its own restaurant.

1357. local walks which start directly from the house, taking in the village one mile from Yew Farm and the surrounding woods and fields.

1358. including the Pennine Way, which runs across Black Hill and can be joined one mile from the house.

1359. Russells Hall School is on a large housing estate about one mile from the centre of Dudley.

1360. Situated one mile from the city centre, on 48 acres of parkland, the IMMA is housed in the 17th century building.

1361. The middle marker M also operates on 75 Mhz and is sited up to the runway threshold.

1362. Southern Pacific ran a spur line from Monterey to a Delmonte Hotel station one mile from the actual hotel.

1363. Now Northampton is twenty one miles from Bedford now we were never classed as living in the south when we lived.

1364. It's twenty one miles from Northampton, they never classed us as living in the south when we lived.

1365. is an enclosure in a children's health cure resort at Laspi Bay, seven kilometres from the spot Mikhail Gorbachev chose for his presidential dacha in the spot Mikhail Gorbachev chose.

1366. It is seven mile from Yarmouth and used to be a kind of pub or lodging-house for wherry-men.

1367. the village of Harpsden, two miles from the centre of Henley-on-Thames and one mile from the Reading Road A4155.

1368. Eglinton lies on the main Limavady Londonderry Road A27, Muff Glen is one mile from Eglinton.

1369. A disused mine, called Bank No. 6, the mouth of which was about one mile from the Knockshinnoch main shaft, had an underground roadway which extended to the Knockshinnoch main shaft, had an underground roadway which extended.

1370. situated as it is approximately one mile from the Hull/ York road, it has grown gradually, and yet not been subjected to the Hull/ York road, it has grown gradually, and yet not been subjected.

1371. The battle took place just one mile from the blood-drenched border with North Korea.

1372. About one mile from the dam on the northern side of the lake is a magnificent Gothic style church.

1373. Accessible: Kingston is a very pretty village with thatched cottages, just one mile from a sandy beach and some stunning coastal walks, and yet Dartmoor with its church.

1374. the rich vale of Taunton Deane, between the Quantock and Blackdown Hills, one mile from the pretty village of Beercrocombe.

1375. local pubs and restaurants, including the pub The Feathers situated just one mile from Weavers, which has its own restaurant.

1376. local walks which start directly from the house, taking in the village one mile from Yew Farm and the surrounding woods and fields.

1377. including the Pennine Way, which runs across Black Hill and can be joined one mile from the house.

1378. Russells Hall School is on a large housing estate about one mile from the centre of Dudley.

1379. Situated one mile from the city centre, on 48 acres of parkland, the IMMA is housed in the 17th century building.

1380. The middle marker M also operates on 75 Mhz and is sited up to the runway threshold.

1381. Southern Pacific ran a spur line from Monterey to a Delmonte Hotel station one mile from the actual hotel.

1382. Now Northampton is twenty one miles from Bedford now we were never classed as living in the south when we lived.

1383. It's twenty one miles from Northampton, they never classed us as living in the south when we lived.

1384. is an enclosure in a children's health cure resort at Laspi Bay, seven kilometres from the spot Mikhail Gorbachev chose for his presidential dacha in the spot Mikhail Gorbachev chose.

1385. It is seven mile from Yarmouth and used to be a kind of pub or lodging-house for wherry-men.
1367. Establishment at Porton Down, he was living in the village of Pitton, seven miles from Salisbury. 

1368. The Belfast campus, some seven miles from the Jordanstown site of the University, houses the majority of staff and B3B

1369. The Belfast campus, some seven miles from the Jordanstown site of the University, houses the majority of staff and B3C

1370. It was seven miles from that location to the nearest road where the crew vehicles were parked. BN6

1371. Paull is a small village lying beside the river Humber some seven miles from Hull and three and a half miles south-west of Hedon. C93

1372. is nine miles from Hull and Beverley, 20 miles south of Bridlington and seven miles from Hornsea. C93

1373. He added: I live in Mottingham, about seven miles from here and also about seven miles from Selhurst Park and Upton Park. CBG

1374. added: I live in Mottingham, about seven miles from here and also about seven miles from Selhurst Park and Upton Park. CBG

1375. Pass the attractive golf course of Ugolino and, about seven miles from Florence, is Strada — just inside the Classicowine producing area. ECF

1376. The union therefore purchased Eastcote, some seven miles from Northampton and remote from any prohibited area, for Lpound2500 FES

1377. the outer boundary of the Greater York area, should be about five and seven miles from the City Centre, the precise boundary being a consideration for local HVH

1378. The station, seven miles from the nearest road, has no mains electricity. J3H

1379. in fact there was one boy Les, Les actually lived fifty seven miles from the school he lived er, what was his address? KB8

1380. two outer-city communities and in the small country town of Lurgan, seventeen miles from Belfast see 4.3.6. FRG

1381. This would inevitably be slow-moving, but it was only seventy miles from Berwick, so that they must expect him before the town within the week. CD8

1382. as far as the main road, where he saw a sign that told him it was just seventy miles from there to London. FRK

1383. but the major units of the horizontal tail surfaces were found several kilometres from the main wreckage area, clearly indicating in-flight separation CN2

1384. The NAL's tests show that interference can extend several metres from a mobile phone — as much as 20 metres if it is one of the more CRC

1385. with military exercises which stranded loyal troops on an island several miles from Panama City. A2F

1386. Apart from its prominence, Luxulyan was several miles from a river estuary, requiring both a long water pipeline and cooling AN9

1387. The route takes you several miles from any habitation, unbridged burns and rivers have to be crossed during CHH

1388. By this time they were several miles from Humberside and, the climb completed, they loosened the formation and CLV

1389. gates far more effectively than those living in a more mixed community several miles from their place of work. FAW

1390. The palace was several miles from the Legation and every time they topped a rise my parents saw the H0A

1391. She knew that he had seen Allen and that Allen was several yards from his bow. BMX

1392. my legs bleeding and covered with burns, I ran to Fonds-Saint-Denis, six kilometres from St Pierre. ASR

1393. Monte is six kilometres from Funchal at an altitude of 550m. CA7

1394. You're only about six kilometres from the sanctum, and you have your personal mini-ceptor to guide you. G3G

1395. from the airport to the little village where she was staying, only six kilometres from Nice, had been uncomfortable because the air-conditioning in the car H8H

1396. itself should be hung on a well-lit, shadow-free wall at a distance of six metres from where the subject stands. CJG
was a, a tribe in Africa, I'm not being racist, they did, this tribe lived six mile from the nearest river. HDT

remains were found in a remote part of the game park last September six miles from her abandoned Suzuki vehicle. A34

was behind their decision to sell the house, Mountain Ash, Ravenglass, six miles from Sellafield, which fetched only £35,000 — little more than it A3G

ago in the Masai Mara game reserve in Kenya, in an out-of-the-way spot, six miles from her abandoned vehicle. A3N

D Squadron needs a new gearbox in one of its Chieftains — it's about six miles from here so they're sending out a truck with the spares and we're to meet it A77

Yet it is under six miles from St Tropez; in Provence in August the distance between perfect peace and AK6

Unlike its Scottish namesake, Leven is not by the sea but six miles from it on the main Beverley to Bridlington road, 14 miles from Bridlington and C93

it on the main Beverley to Bridlington road, 14 miles from Bridlington and six miles from Hornsea. C93

The village is six miles from Driffield and ten miles from Beverley. C93

ten miles from Bridlington, eleven from Hornsea, 13 from Beverley and six miles from Driffield. C93

Colleague Nurit Tzabar, from the settlement which is located six miles from the biblical town of Sodom, said: She was a modest girl who kept herself CBE

It was only six miles from the English Border, but in his day England was friendly, and as well as an CD8

Culham is only six miles from Harwell; for many years a model of ZETA was on display in its entrance CER

Mum Linda Davies, 40 — who lives six miles from where her son was found — described 5ft 9in Matthew as a gentle CH2

This will then give the Avon Valley Railway a line length of around six miles from Oldland Common through Bitton to the outskirts of Bath. CKK

When they caught up with me we discovered that they had strayed six miles from their route. CMD

dies from exposure in the arms of her faithful des Grieux after walking six miles from New Orleans, while Moll Flanders settles down with her fifth husband to CS5

is idyllic and picturesque, just 10 minutes from the Swiss border and six miles from Lugano. ECF

About six miles from Gubbio en route to Umbertide, a turning on the right points to Pietralunga. ECF

aquarium: Principal Campbell, Professor Ross and a Dr Gerard, who had come six miles from the country on purpose. G1Y

Ewing Bank 826-A is located in 480 feet of water, more than six miles from Tatham's subsea well. HB2

of decision was approaching that they were up here on the hill of Dumyat, six miles from Thorfinn's muster-point at Dunblane, and half that from the crag on the HRC

or the greenbelt area and the Greater York study area, both at around about six miles from the city centre. HVH

A large bridge near Ravning, about six miles from Jelling, was seemingly also built by Harald, perhaps for a military HXX

millions of pounds, was on a routine training mission when it came down six miles from its base at RAF Upper Heyford. Eyewitnesses have described seeing the K1K

than an inch of rain fell in the early hours at Aberporth in Cardigan Bay, six miles from the River Taf estuary where a helicopter rescue was mounted yesterday K47
road in isolated country just inside the northern side of the Irish border six miles from Castledery, Co Tyrone. K5D
from the front — he claimed was too distant, to Sivry-sur-Meuse, six miles from the Mort Homme. K91
made another wild swing at a cross and the ball fell to White, unmarked, six yards from goal. AJA
when the recalled Charlie Nicholas was first presented with an opening six yards from goal but hesitated, leaving the chance to his striking partner, Frank HJ3
He was our self-appointed guide to Bouilland, population 136, sixteen kilometres from Beaune. ARB
We knew the train would take at least four hours to cover the sixty kilometres from Raxaul to Dhang. ARB
About sixty miles from Johannesburg and the same distance from the provincial capital, ASC
of tranquillity in his life, but since 1943 he has not been further than sixty miles from this spot. FAJ
they were heading towards the junction of the Dong Nai and La Nga rivers sixty miles from Saigon, where wild water buffalo and other rare animals of Southern Asia FU8
They attacked along about sixty miles from Lens down to La Fere, more or less. HRA
And then, finally, out of sight but only fifty or sixty yards from the main road you see, but I used to laugh at that when we, when we were G4R
seconds did George learn that the tenacious Scot had collapsed sixty yards from the tape and had fallen on the grass. GT7
This shrub bed was a full sixty yards from where they now stood, but just over half that distance from the treeline HJD
vantage-point I could see exactly where the accident had happened, about sixty yards from the summit, as the cops had left a portable barrier with yellow flashing HWL
Sale, which was at the eastern, narrower end of the Straits, sixty-four kilometres from Krakatoa on the twenty-sixth, and attempted to sail westwards ASR
the Jewish forces threw hand grenades near the village of Kubri some kilometres from here. ANU
He ambled over to the nearest tree — happily some metres from where I stood hidden, and turned towards the tower. HGS
They ran out of petrol some miles from their destination, fortunately near to some houses whose occupants came A0P
The former curriculum and courses unit situated some miles from Accra has been closed and its personnel transferred into the new division. BLY
Although the club is some miles from Airesford, extra space allowed the association to welcome members of the C88
Almost a town in itself, Dunlaoghaire was some miles from the centre of Dublin, a big harbour where the mail boat came in and left CCM
Some miles from Nuneaton, as the train jolted with drawn blinds between an embankment, FNU
She says that they lived some miles from London, but they could see the red glow in the sky and smell the smoke. G1S
park swimming caps compulsory and the bedrooms, in a separate building some yards from the castle, are ultra modern with telephone, TV and mini-bar. ECF
Vesuvius, which is only about ten kilometres from the centre of Naples and in one of the most densely populated areas ASR
Santiago itself is ten kilometres from the airport, and after two solid days of flying it was great to be BNV
adjacent in orbit would open fire as soon as the pod was more than ten kilometres from the survey vessel’s shield zone. FSE
That is plenty of time because the prison is only ten kilometres from here.

was centred around 30 kilometres south-west of the town of Tari, and ten kilometres from the Hides plant at Nogoli.

was centred around 30 kilometres south-west of the town of Tari, and ten kilometres from Perugia.

She lives in a remote village, ten kilometres from a paved road.

They had to carry a table out with them, which was set up the required ten metres from the shed wall, and the pistols were laid out, and the targets pinned up.

About ten metres from the finish I knew that I had qualified and eased, finishing second ahead.

Players will argue that with six men spread across the field just ten metres from the line, there is little scope for the counter.

I was very frightened of falling off the edge of the table, which was ten metres from the ground.

Clyde Burgess drew the deepest, 18ft at ten metres from the bank, and alternated between the pole and feeder with maggot, netting.

About ten metres from the finish I knew that I had qualified and eased, finishing second ahead.

To pull out, possibly due to the Allied advance in the Caen area about ten miles from here.

her life's ambition: to sell up, go south, and buy a little house about ten miles from Beatrice near, but not too near.

He had obviously travelled the ten miles from Harwell overnight.

Unfortunately owing to errors on maps, Warr's party found themselves some ten miles from the target and myself only two to three miles away.

They were ten miles from Bath when they reached the village of Chilcompton, remarkable for a

Susie had come from a village ten miles from the Oxfordshire market town in which the school was placed: her previous B28

The village is six miles from Driffield and ten miles from Beverley.

between the principal towns of the area, being situated on the B1249 ten miles from Bridlington, eleven from Hornsea, 13 from Beverley and six miles from C93

Then, after flying back to Heathrow, I stepped off the plane and ten miles from my front door on the drive home, I had a head-on crash.

In a quiet place, no more than ten miles from the town; it was deserted and half frozen, and he had walked round it,

The day before his father's return, he had driven out to a lake some ten miles from her parents, home in her nineteen years the prospect of a fifty-mile train

Never having been more than ten miles from her home in Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs.

discover that the rap superstar lives in a charming country cottage about ten miles from Los Angeles.

at evenings in the Green Dragon, the local pub in the village of Welton, ten miles from Hull, where Horsley lived in a magnificent stone house which, he always

be helped with the cost of attending job interviews which are more than ten miles from their homes.
like four days, and like from Berwick, ma, about it must be about ten miles from Berwick to the Scottish, the Scotland thing and I was a craning my head FLK

ten miles from the town. G2Y

ten miles from Stainby. GT5

ten miles from the great pilgrim city of Benares now Varanasi. GYY

ten miles from home. H8L

ten miles from Aurae Phiala. H8L

ten miles from home. H8L

ten miles from the city centre, erm one location which met every one of the twelve HVH

ten miles from York can achieve the same level of self containment. HVK

ten miles from a certain place was not unreasonable. J7B

ten miles from the scene of his attack. K1F

ten miles from where the body was found. K20

ten miles from where the body was found. K20

ten miles from the city to the airport; Georgians get uncharacteristically ruthless about K5L

ten miles from Aviemore. K5M

ten miles from the spot where ten days earlier eight soldiers had been killed and 27 K5M

ten miles from Bridge of Allan to Menstrie and back to raise money for Forth Valley K9P

CCG Catering staff in Bridge of Allan suffered after they walked the ten miles from Bridge of Allan to Menstrie and back to raise money for Forth Valley K9P

ten miles from Morpeth and, you know, not far from Annick and places like that. KCH

Erm, where I staying this week, Chris, was only about oh ten miles from Morpeth and, you know, not far from Annick and places like that. KCH

I was found by Chris sitting not ten yards from Big Tree. APC

They had barely gone ten yards from the highway before Marian knew that Allen was at her side, running with BMX

A white Range Rover with blue markings jolted up the track to stop ten yards from the broken door. CAM

drive — Quinn had heard the crunching of the gravel — about ten yards from our open-sided truck. CBC

On the way back, we found a lioness basking under a tree not ten yards from the vehicle. CE5

They were ten yards from the copse when the origin of the roar appeared. CN3

To the left of him, standing about ten yards from the small crowd around the graveside, was a man. CR6

Gristy, who was trying to look invisible against the cliff face not ten yards from where they stood. EWH

impact twisted its neck and threw the animal down in a swirl of dust only ten yards from where Joseph was kneeling beside his terrified mother. FU8

see us so we were quite safe but er we couldn't go any nearer than about ten yards from them erm because there weren't any suitable trees to climb in case they FYP

Ten yards from this, and on the same side of the pond, I recovered an almost identical G30

happened on Hell's Lum Crag, in the Loch Avon area of the Cairngorms about ten miles from Aviemore. K5M

Ten yards from this, and on the same side of the pond, I recovered an almost identical G30
they released the Wheel and it came bowling down the hill not more than ten yards from where I was standing.

Then, with only flat green ahead, ten yards from the post, Bumboy fell over.

The fox turned at once and went back into the covert, about ten yards from the point where he broke.

He was halfway down about ten yards from the launcher when the terrorists turned.

Thirty kilometres from Paris, it is this village of 6,000 inhabitants which is to be the

The nearest pod battery had been only thirty metres from the entrance to his stateroom, and no doubt that fact had influenced

A recce of the area had shown that there was another airfield thirty miles from Sirte at Tamit

he obtained employment with an engineering firm in Fifeshire about thirty miles from Edinburgh.

The men were going to stay the night in Llangollen, thirty miles from their destination, and hoped to be with us around ten the next morning.

Every day by a government-owned oil refinery at Mathura, thirty miles from Agra, while traffic fumes encircle the Taj every day.
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to start but we chose Beni Abbes because the map showed it to be two thousand miles from Kano.

atmospheres! finer than the dust caught in the sails of vessels a thousand miles from land!

The descent is via Far Easedale — a wild valley which seems a thousand miles from Bristol for all the chance she had of getting away.

A thousand miles from the nearest town, though in actuality it might be only five or six.

A thousand miles from the tourist bustle it leads to at Grasmere.

The descent is via Far Easedale — a wild valley which seems a thousand miles from the Tappajoss federal police recently responded to the murder, by the nearest town, though in actuality it might be only five or six.
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As well as it does the giant Japanese spider crab that measures over three metres from claw to claw.
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tape was discovered hidden among luggage and flies belonging to Spiro, three miles from where his body was found in the California desert.

in Scotland and at the beginning of September moved to a house about three miles from where Derek and his wife had settled.

They reached Gainslaw, not much more than three miles from Berwick, and Ramsay for one was becoming agitated.

haunt the environs of Mayfield Cottage, as it was down a dead end lane three miles from the nearest village.

uninhabited — village of Little Gidding in Huntingdonshire, about three miles from the Great North Road.

By the time he reached Tyberton, which was only three miles from the camp, he was sweating, for the sun was shining fiercely out of a

tip-off, she was discovered at her family's large, detached bungalow three miles from the party pub.

by the River Kirkaig, which has a fine waterfall, to Inverkirkaig, three miles from Lochinver by road.

Three miles from Chipping Campden are the National Trust gardens at Hidcote Manor.

for children with severe learning difficulties, a single-storey building three miles from the main site, therefore became a college annexe.

Cenerente is a small village about three miles from Perugia which is silhouetted against the skyline on a hilltop 1000 feet
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for children with severe learning difficulties, a single-storey building three miles from the main site, therefore became a college annexe.

Cenerente is a small village about three miles from Perugia which is silhouetted against the skyline on a hilltop 1000 feet

approximately three miles from Mayfield Cottage, as it was down a dead end lane three miles from the nearest village.
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by the River Kirkaig, which has a fine waterfall, to Inverkirkaig, three miles from Lochinver by road.

Three miles from Chipping Campden are the National Trust gardens at Hidcote Manor.
week with friends at the Kings Heads in the village of Eastvington, about three miles from his home. K1H

The plane was on a flight from Newcastle to Wycombe Air Park just three miles from the site of the crash. K1K

Nearly a hundred of them are on parade at Huntercombe, three miles from Wallingford. K25

had a lucky escape yesterday when their vessel flooded and began to sink three miles from the Isle of Man. K47

They radioed for help three miles from shore. K4C

Head is on Saturday in two divisions, at 12:15 and 2:30pm, over three miles from Dochgarroch to Tornnahurich on the Caledonian Canal — a good and K5A

James's body was found off Cherry Lane, Walton, about three miles from the Strand Shopping Centre in Bootle, where he went missing. K5D

The cottage is in a remote area, about three miles from the A75. K5M

They were merely a small branch line, of two and a half, three miles, from this town, to, where it say er er made a er a connection and and a KLM

which was also taking part in the race, had got into difficulties three miles from the road automatically brought his legs off the pedals. CFY

dripping from his chin and the sight of a stream tinkling its way not three hundred yards from No. 4 Commando. A61

He pulled up about three yards from shore. HJE

They pulled out and are now dug in in a thickly wooded area about three miles from the City. AB4

To be let, furnished or unfurnished, Forest House, Chigwell, twelve miles from the border agreed to in 1925 between the British and the Irish. ABS

We are twelve miles from our Caithness home, across the stormy waters of the Pentland Firth, lie AS7

A mere twelve miles from Ullapool. B1N

Sledmere is a farming estate village on the top of the Yorkshire Wolds, twelve miles from Malton to the north, and eight miles from Driffield to the south. C93

St Buryan, some twelve miles from St Ives, was selected as the town in the script. C9U

From the village of Derrylin — about twelve miles from Eniskellen on the Belturbet Road — you follow the Ulster Way CHJ

When I first came to Shieldaig, I walked the twelve miles from Lochcarron in the south, on the only road giving access to the village, CJH

party when they moved from Bolehyde Manor to Middlewich House, twelve miles from Highgrove and Charles regularly saw Camilla when he went fox hunting. ECM

manned with regular troops; another, to build about fifty works, about twelve miles from London, which being purely defensive could draw upon the vast resources GU7

was a field in Carno, near the Post Office, for sale at L12,000, twelve miles from Tybirn but closer to their new home, Clogau. GU9

At十二 miles from Dungavel, the pilot had not done too well. HWA

Well it's about er twelve miles from Tiree and er about er three hours steaming from Oban where the relief K7E

Went twelve miles from us to . K7E

Out from Collessie it's about twelve miles from Iona. K7E

The water-trough was about twelve yards from the barn door where I had just appeared; and between the door and the G09

At Orbec, twenty kilometres from Lisieux, is the Canetron, a restaurant which you know is going to EFU

She sheltered in a summer-house twenty metres from the windows of the music room. AEA

It did stop... but only twenty metres from Bobbie. FRY
the middle of the road, no more than five feet off the ground and some twenty metres from the gates. Mortimer replied.  

The footprints were about twenty metres from the body, and nobody thought of looking so far away, Mortimer replied.

moss and earth, behind the fan of bamboo stems, and at one side, about twenty metres from the bamboo, the stream.  

and knives in the late nineteenth century in a small village about twenty miles from Nairobi.

They were settled in a remote area of Ross and Cromarty in Scotland, twenty miles from the nearest Asian family.

Shiloh was some twenty miles from the camp, but the storyteller does not dwell on the sight of the

For instance, Abdulraham Bu Riziq spent most of the year in camp about twenty miles from Ajdabiya.

Castlebar is only about twenty miles from here and Mr Durkin's automobile can do twenty-five miles an hour.

The Battalion entrained en route to the Lillebonne district about twenty miles from Le-Havre, A company along with B billeted at Gruchet-la-Vallasse, most

The best known was Whittingham House, twenty miles from Edinburgh, described by an admiring nonresident as a little Jerusalem

By the tenth century, few South Saxons can have been more than twenty miles from a market place, but these were rarely towns in any later sense, or even

A place called Gravetye, I said, about twenty miles from here.  

In the

Twenty miles from Innsbruck and perched some 4,300 feet above sea level on the Wildmoos

Basques have a remarkably short coastline, running for not more than twenty miles from the estuary of the river Adour, three miles ocean wards from the port

not be overstated: Andokides i.38 mentions an early morning walk of twenty miles from Laurion to Athens as nothing special.

Finch had grown up in Northumberland, twenty miles from Henry, near the Roman Wall.

In 1948 Butlins acquired the Mosney Holiday Centre which was twenty miles from Dublin.

a heap of crates which had driven up through the bends and reaches, twenty miles from Gravesend, was at rest in the slack water, enchanted apparently, not

We're only thirty miles from Oxford, and less than twenty miles from Stratford-upon-Avon.

lightning lit the skies and the floodgates opened when she was still twenty miles from her destination she merely flicked on the car's wipers and peered out

We reached the place where the cart had been, which had brought him twenty miles from the school the story was that he was guilty and had been sacked.

he reached the place where the cart had been, which had brought him twenty miles from the nearest town, it had been stabled out of sight.

Look, Karen, we're a hundred and twenty miles from Oxford, and less than twenty miles from Manchester in this spot, for God's sake — don't let your

I was only a hundred and twenty miles from Manchester.

We'd come in a coach to study Baltravers Hall, about twenty miles from our town.

So Cheltenham is about there, and it's about a hundred and twenty miles from Cheltenham to London.

They had set up their mortar about twenty yards from our trench, and periodically fired off a couple of bombs in the A

When they were about twenty yards from the house, Jackie signalled them to crouch down behind a large bush

It was in the hedgerow less than twenty yards from that of Constable Shorter.
cup when he was beaten by a local lad whose legs had given way just twenty yards from the finish the previous year.

Not more than twenty yards from the back door.

The cars stopped about twenty yards from the front of the cottage.

Try you luck ten or twenty yards from left to right of the present-day path.

that was all it, flattened down like, but that was only at the most twenty yards from the house.

Casey is twenty yards from Balham tube station.

the next peg was Bob Nudd, then a big gap in which a barge was moored, twenty yards from a swing bridge was my peg.

About twenty yards from where Mr Marr had been sitting, the grass had been flattened.

Martin said it was in the National Car Park across the road, about twenty yards from the front door of the pub and Dod said Oh, yeah and reluctantly gave up

out of the drive was a charcoal BMW with two young men in it, parked twenty yards from the front gate.

Not twenty yards from the open gateway it had apparently just driven through.

Three hundred and twenty-eight yards from the tee the Suez Canal cuts a deep channel across the course.

the grandest mountains in all Britain — a journey of twenty-five miles from the ferry.

back at home, which was probably, by this time, in Yafforth about twenty-five miles from Thornton Dale, the way of development through the competitive

Trees twenty-four kilometres from the volcano were felled by the blast, and sandy ash carried

She measured a shade under twenty-one metres from nose to tail, and a shade over half that across, from wingtip to

About two kilometres from Caxias is the railway station of Gramacho.

They are planning another land-occupation for next weekend, about two kilometres from here.

these delays are particularly galling, as Jeremy was found less than two kilometres from the glacial lakes where he'd been walking.

was such that from the position of the outer wing panels more than two kilometres from the main wreckage it was clear that there had been a structural

cells by the application of harmonious music from various instruments two metres from the plants for half an hour.

birds to watch in flight, soaring effortlessly on wings which can be over two metres from tip to tip.

It followed an arc some two metres from the edge of the cliff and was a simple structure of uprights and a double

of Scott Hastings's chip-kick which forced Rayer to concede a lineout two metres from the Welsh line.

Not two miles from Atholl Castle — across the ford and over the hill.

old light brown Mark 2 Ford Cortina under repair on Station Road, Walmer, two miles from the barracks, on 2 September.

On a farm two miles from Ngaoundere, in northern Cameroun, Alhaji Hamayadji Giwa cultivates, with

to the station, to homely B&B guesthouses in the Headingley area, two miles from the the city centre, and university and college residences during the

Hit Factory behind Borough tube station on the south side of the Thames two miles from the City of London, to record her debut album.
The match is due to kick off this afternoon at Wembley Stadium, less than two miles from the scene of the Staples Corner blast early on Saturday.

than two hours last night because of a suspect van on the hard shoulder two miles from where an IRA bomb exploded last week.

Trent believed that they were less than two miles from the river mouth.

Henley Golf Club is located in the village of Harpsden, two miles from the centre of Henley-on-Thames and one mile from the Reading Road A4155.

des Trois Soeurs, a villa set on a hill at the back of the village, two miles from the sea.

creatures seem very much at home in Vic's garden, although it is only two miles from the city centre.

Hardraw, as every good Yorkshireman knows, is a hamlet on a byroad two miles from Hawes in Wensleydale.

road, or from the Staxton roundabout on the A64, the village is about two miles from the sea at Hunmanby Gap and Primrose Valley, and is the gateway to the

I was attacked by a dozen vagabonds two miles from here.

Stuart Surridge was born at Herne Hill, some two miles from The Oval, was educated at Emanuel School, Wandsworth, and lived most of his life in the parish of Asgarby, some two miles from where he and Sadler had parted company.

Henley Golf Club is located in the village of Harpsden, two miles from the centre of Henley-on-Thames and one mile from the Reading Road A4155.

Trent believed that they were less than two miles from the river mouth.

Then he dumped her in a ditch beside the Denver to West Dereham road, just two miles from her home.

She tracked his middle-aged mistress to a caravan-site love nest only two miles from her bungalow home.

The caravan, one of dozens on a huge site less than two miles from Jean's own home, was the end of a two-week trail of cruel discoveries that started in the parish of Asgarby, some two miles from where he and Sadler had parted company.

Farrah spent the night at a hotel less than two miles from the beach at Corran, beloved by oystercatchers, an enchanting path closely

towards the second-floor flat of Mrs Angela Holly née Wells, two miles from the home of her former husband and parents-in-law.

He had landed in the parish of Asgarby, some two miles from the home of her former husband and parents-in-law.

Hauser has his British residence in an old Georgian mansion not two miles from that bell tower.

situated two miles from Peterborough off the A1.
This hotel stands in gardens on the main road two miles from Riva and 300 yards from Torbole centre.

It stands on a hill, about two miles from Assisi, surrounded by parklands.

Another of Tennyson’s haunts was Harrington Hall, some two miles from the rectory.

Standing on the Braid Hills, with a fine view over the city, two miles from Princes Street, off A702, this is a popular resort for Sunday lunches best where the threshold of Heathrow’s runway 27L is today. Hanworth was once a

Situated only about two miles from it.

Today no main road passes less than two miles from

Located some two miles from the burgled premises and during the morning of June 4, police officers saw

Standing on a hill, about two miles from Assisi, surrounded by parklands.
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1. A long-net, when pegged out, should stand 2 foot 6 inches 0.75 metres off the ground. BNY
2. 1 mile off route. A65
3. Two men were arrested yesterday after a police launch halted a small boat 10 miles off the Suffolk coast and found two holdalls containing L350,000-worth of AKH
4. An RAF helicopter spotted their craft drifting about 10 miles off Aberdovey and winched them to safety. HJ4
5. has been proposed to the recommendation that all ships over 5000 tonnes keep 10 miles off certain parts of Shetland. K5M
6. In the first, the 32ft Whitby-registered Heritage was found on the sea bed 10 miles off the Yorkshire coast east of Scarborough. K5M
7. a complete catering and housekeeping operation for 90 people a day, about 100 miles off Aberdeen. K9M
8. early yesterday and stemmed a leak that had caused a 30-mile oil slick 100 miles off Morocco, a maritime official said. AAK
9. solvents, metals and plastics are incinerated per year in burn zones just 100 miles off the British coast. BN4
10. Normally, the pilot would have been on board before the ship ran aground 100 yards off the Tower of Hercules navigation light. CBE
11. US nuclear submarines collided in Arctic waters this weekend but the crash, 105 miles off Russia’s northern coast, caused little damage to either craft, officials K5M
12. with its distinctive croaking call, has been making its home on Tory Island, 11 miles off the north west coast. K33
13. found that a month later he had been shot down by enemy fighters 12 miles off Etaples, Northern France, again flying a Tomahawk. CGL
14. was arrested two months later in a pub in Point Samson — 12,400 miles off course. CH2
15. Zealand’s South Island, for Tonga on 1 June and capsized in a storm about 125 miles off the North Island on 4 June. A3X
16. use of the narrow and circuitous Oxford Canal and took an astonishing 131 miles off the journey. HR0
17. on Saturday after the 24-foot yacht Gaelic Knight got into trouble about 15 miles off the island. K47
18. Saturday December 30, 1944, after it had crashed into the sea approximately 16 miles off Beachy Head. J1B
19. Yet the Malaysian island of Tioman, 20 miles off the east coast of the peninsula, offers little else. AK6
20. He ended up 200 miles off course and when the Salisbury beacon came in showing a 160 mile track error CLV
21. 16ft inflatable boat with an outboard motor was taken in tow by a trawler 25 miles off Cornwall. K5M
22. At that time we were flying about 4,000 feet about 40 miles off the North African coast. CA8
23. I would need another 40 yards off the tee to give myself any sort of chance. AJA
24. of munitions bombs, shells and hand grenades at a site in the Atlantic Ocean 400 miles off the southwest coast of England. J3A
25. The salvage operation is taking place 400 miles off the coast of Newfoundland in North Atlantic waters over 12,400 feet deep. K3K
26. The aircraft ran through a hedge before contacting the greenhouses 400 yards off the end of the runway, there were no casualties. CGL
27. monitoring quite a — few they just disappear from the radar screen 50 miles off the coast, sometimes more, sometimes halfway across the sea if they are J56
28. and media will be flown in naval helicopters to HMS Ark Royal about 50 miles off shore from Newcastle. K4V
29. The wreck lies 500 kilometres off the Norwegian coast in waters nearly 1.5 kilometres deep. J3H
30. Once it reached a designated zone about 500 miles off Land's End, the ship hove to and special tipping platforms were assembled AN9
31. said the 12 Chinese arrived on Tuesday on Cheju Island, which lies about 60 miles off Korea's south-west coast. A8J
32. designed to operate as part of such a set-up, hitting targets more than 100km ABH
33. are in fact several but all are now linked by causeways and bridges only 600 miles off the South Carolina coast, it is thought by many of the tourists to be the AKR
34. Donald Roy's shoulder, and reaching the place they could see the bridge 'D' 70 yards off CCS
35. The two Frenchmen and an Italian were located by an RAF Nimrod 700 miles off Cornwall HAF
36. Its little green-booted feet made running motions, though they were about a metre off the kitchens slate-tiled floor. H7F
37. As with most good tumbles, you could see this one coming a mile off — and could do nothing to prevent the inevitable. A17
38. for 35 minutes to beat the specimen which was hooked in 70 feet of water half a mile off Stout Point near Aberthaw, Mid-Glamorgan. A6R
39. I can spot them a mile off. A7A
40. But a mile off The Strip, on a trading estate, the Top Rank gym bubbles with fighting action A99
41. But Wedding ring; and you can't sneak up on anybody now when they can hear you coming a mile off. ACK
42. Them Brits can 'ear us comin' a mile off, what with your stampin' and clackin' and oléin'. ACK
43. Any suspense is negligible, since the baddies can be spotted a mile off: one wears a Mephistophelean beard, the other an insane grin. AHG
44. one of you lot a mile off. AK9
45. with a CND badge and a baggage of similar lost causes could be seen a mile off. AK9
46. I guessed they were from Ksabi, a village a mile off. AT3
47. And she nodded at him, her face unsmiling now, as she answered, Yes, I can, a mile off the road. AT7
48. Her face still unsmiling, she said, And I can smell soft soap a mile off, Father. AT7
49. I can spot one of you lot a mile off. B19
50. You saw it coming a mile off. BMR
51. They could smell a funeral a mile off, and out they crawled, out of the woodwork. C86
52. regularity; Stanley gave Mario his sales talk, but Mario could spot a loser a mile off. CD9
53. Our sportsdesk can spot from a mile off a person who cannot tell an in-swinger from a bouncer. CH5
54. YOU CAN usually spot a UK rap production a mile off. CHB
55. — strapped for cash in an inadequate studio, British talent is too often
much luck out in the open because the rabbits saw or heard or smelt us coming and bolted down the nearest hole, even though we were mute and trying to stay.

But I think he’s lovely, and you can tell that he likes you.

I can tell Malmsey, even though we were mute and trying to stay.

But most clever journalists see him coming.

They were still coming, but their gray-black humps were unmistakable.

More or less you see them coming now.

But this thing of your sister — Kokoschka, the ship of stone, was a deserted islet half a mile off the western tip of Phraxos.

British waters, sailed into the trap, heaving-to off Talland Bay, about half a mile off shore.

It was quiet except for the murmur of the highway, a dry electric wind you could hear.

The second balloon was a quarter of a mile off, and by now very close to the ground.

You can tell ‘em now.

Can you smell the old Irish jig, a dry electric wind you could hear?

You can see the dots a mile off.

And when the sh when the relief came in the ship lay about a mile off the never came near the rock at all because it was just a mass of reefs you know and the ship lay about a mile off and then the launch came in with a crew of about half a dozen men and the

Again the one who’s been around you can tell her type — they always find something to send back, even if it’s the saltordered

They’ll see you coming.

day trip on a glass-bottomed boat to Isla de los Lobos, about a mile-and-a-half off the coast from Corralejo.

As with Prichard and Seddon’s scheme, Street provided unasked for stables, in a yard off Charles Street.

But there is a real Belle-Ile in the Atlantic about eight miles off the coast of southern Brittany: a mysterious, beautiful, isolated island.

By dawn they were eight miles off shore under fighter aircraft’s escort.

we had scarcely time to raise our guns before they were seventy or eighty yards off; our united discharge, however, brought down eight additional specimens.

1806 James Sowerby mentions them as in their millions on the coast a few kilometres off Liverpool.

One was seen a few miles off Newhaven on 21 September 1936; one flew east off Langney Point on 15 September 1936. It was quiet except for the murmur of the highway, a dry electric wind you could hear.

There are hundreds of thousands of them on the coast of Ireland the Athenia was attacked and sunk by a submarine.
Fifty yards off the fox ran into some hares and they went careering off in all directions.

scored a direct hit on a petrol tank, and he felt the wave of heat from fifty yards off.

are fishing mainly for espada scabbard fish which is caught four to five kilometres off the coast in international waters but within the prohibited area.

The trawler had been fishing five miles off Aberdeenshire.

by the crew of another vessel yesterday as their boat began sinking five miles off Aberdeen.

What you're looking for is about six feet of water, four or five yards off the end of your rod.

sub-tropical Canary Islands, Tenerife basks under a hot sun just two hundred miles off the coast of Africa, sharing the same latitude as Florida and the sub-tropical Canary Islands.

The Island of Taiwan is situated several hundred miles off the Chinese mainland, west of Hong Kong; Japan lies a few hours plane flight.

Schoener's globe of the world then known shows Japan a few hundred miles off Mexico; the historian López de Gomara says that in his time Japan lay about a quarter of a mile or maybe two hundred yards off the rock off the tower and er of well when a mine anchors of course it is not possible to tell exactly where it is anchored.

And when he got into this lane he was about a hundred yards off the village.

I presently see a figure approaching from a hundred yards off, up the middle of the street: a tall young woman, in a close white cap.

and wallowed our way slowly southwards once again, a scant couple of hundred yards off the reef.

It was now just a hundred yards off our starboard bow.

Lying almost at the outer edge of the village, a couple of hundred yards off the highway, Guruji's domain is isolated from the rest of the village.

and er er it anchored just about er er a quarter of a mile or maybe two hundred yards off the rock off the tower and er of well when a mine anchors of course it is not possible to tell exactly where it is anchored.

PAMELA: And my kind protector many miles off.

Last season, the international scene seemed a million miles off because it was hard enough to imagine playing for Aberdeen again, far from here.

all honey, starting somewhere at six in the morning if you live eight or nine miles off.

It must be seven miles off behind him, Eochaid and Ferteth and Cormac were fighting to save Perth.

unsuccessful searches for Aitkin's rock, which was said to lie about seventy miles off the north-west coast of Ireland, two ten-gun brigs were placed under orders to proceed to the summitt, which formerly stood at 12,349 feet.

The incident occurred in mid-December and knocked several yards off the summit, which formerly stood at 12,349 feet.

look out for places along the route where flanking hedges stand back several yards off the road.

When I have finished, I throw the gun several yards off into the brambles.

law: first, to extend the limit of Italian territorial waters beyond the six miles off the coast currently in force and beyond the seabed on the continental shelf.

The incident occurred in mid-December and knocked several yards off the summit, which formerly stood at 12,349 feet.

Seven miles off behind him, Eochaid and Ferteth and Cormac were fighting to save Perth.

unsuccessful searches for Aitkin's rock, which was said to lie about seventy miles off the north-west coast of Ireland, two ten-gun brigs were placed under orders to proceed to the summitt, which formerly stood at 12,349 feet.

Early on Sunday morning they had arrived undetected some sixty miles off the island.

to visit the island of Lanzarote, in the Canaries, a little more than sixty miles off the West African coast.

the weather gauge, as a small gale was blowing from the south-south-west, some miles off Cap Barfleur, at the north-east point of the Cotentin peninsula, de BNB
121. to do it with a stranger and one so strange as Leon who came, not just from ten miles off , but a thousand?  

122. When they were thirty yards off , Campana gave the order to fix bayonets, but just at that moment the clock in a few minutes with my high-speed electric drill. 

123. I can knock fifty thousand miles off the clock in a few minutes with my high-speed electric drill. 

124. escaped mynah bird, perhaps, or a parrot that had been blown several thousand miles off course by very strong winds —; it would have thought: 

125. packs moving across their front on the slopes opposite, only a few thousand miles off, gunners can seldom have had so superb a target. 

126. of Chiang’s government to the islands of Quemoy and Matsu, which lay three kilometres off the mainland. 

127. Swarms and mating flights seldom rise more than three metres off the ground; aerial mating may be replaced by mating on surface. 

128. was so strong that on July 14th they rented Alfoxden House, in a village three miles off. 

129. Land Fortwhich stands completely isolated in the English Channel about three miles off shore from Portsmouth. 

130. cheated death yesterday after their vessel was flooded and began to sink three miles off the Isle of Man. 

131. The World War Two relic was dredged from the seabed three miles off Hartlepool by the Whitby-based Pioneer. 

132. were beating against the wind and and there were three wild reefs about three miles off. 

133. We’d approached the remote, uninhabited Welsh island, twelve miles off the coast, in the Cubango. 

134. he was alerted by ATC to a JetRanger ditching after engine failure about twenty miles off Morecambe. 

135. I shuffled towards Mick who was standing twenty yards off the road by the rear of the Land Rover. 

136. in the heart of the rich agricultural lands of south Leicestershire, two miles off the A6 and four miles north west of Market Harborough, is, according to the AMN 

137. from there able to look down on the grey town at the wide mouth of Tweed, two miles off. 

138. At 6.00pm the cliffs of Dunnose were sighted about two miles off, bearing north by east.
Sonning Professional, Abe Mitchell, carried the bushes a clear carry of 305 yards over an obstacle at the end of the carry averaging 5ft. in height. AMY

Attempts to contact Australia 400 miles over 640km to the south were unsuccessful, but the 109-set picked up a Dutch CCS.

The mountain and, with an increasing sense of foreboding, trekked the 45 miles over to the Kangshung glacier with expedition doctor Charlie Clarke in the slim CCP.

The mountain and, with an increasing sense of foreboding, trekked the 45 miles over to the Kangshung glacier with expedition doctor Charlie Clarke in the slim CJV.

With measurements of 100.58 metres length, 14.48 metres breadth and 5.67 metres over the sill on Spring Tides. HPS

Pounding locomotive as it fought to lift a heavy freight up the bank some 500 yards over to our left. EEV

With a length of 116 metres, a width of 18 metres and a depth of 6.9 metres over the sill, it enabled the larger steamers now frequenting the port to have HPS.

It here plunges for half a mile over massive limestone steps in a wide channel flanked by trees: a beautiful ASU.

And though injured himself he ran a mile over that ridge! AT3

And though injured himself he ran a mile over rough terrain to fetch help. K22

Of fine grey glacial mud, forming a layer that varies in thickness from a few metres over active areas of sea-floor spreading to 200km or more in older, more G1E.

Put forward yesterday by the 300-strong Wigton Motor Club which is based a few miles over the Border in Cumbria. K5D

It was a freezing morning and the Section had run for five miles over muddy paths and swampy fields. EE5

Twenty five miles over the moor for the weekend KE2

Having failed to reach a cross about five yards over his head in training yesterday the irrepressible Rangers marksman CEP

When the island was about a hundred metres over the sill, it enabled the larger steamers now frequenting the port to have HPS.

After going a couple of hundred yards over open ground, the road entered very thick forest, and here I made the BMY.

Keep the receiver with you — this can pinpoint a bird within a radius of fifteen miles. CHE

With Lapworth, it was shown that the uppermost rocks had been pushed many miles over the lower ones along a low-angled thrust fault. C9D

He took it by train to Devonshire and walked many miles over the moors with it so that it would not be seen near Baskerville Hall. H7V

By using NTS figures and thus omitting journeys of under one mile, over one third of all shopping trips — those done by walkers — were C8F

The troops had advanced up to seven miles over a thirty mile front. CE7

He wrapped me in a warm coat and placing me in the car took me several miles over the moor. FP3

But within ten miles there is a population of 50,000, within thirty miles over 1.5 million. AN9

We all raced back to the camp, another three miles over tough terrain. HPG

You put me one step clear of a chain gang, two miles over the line. HWX

Four week journey on a cargo ship then drive themselves for 1,000 kilometres through the Kalahari Desert.

They turned south-east and followed the wild, raging Angara River for 1,300 miles through deep-cut, tree-clad highlands to Irkutsk and the magnificent Lake.
3. tenderfoot fell for a cowboy On a blazing saddle, Angela Humphery treks 100 miles through the Sierra Nevada
4. The Greensand Way stretches for around 100 miles through Kent and Surrey.
5. She sprinted 100 yards through Canada's Jasper National Park to a tent where American Jim Murakami was.
6. How many fathers would drive their daughter 120 miles through mountainous terrain so she could attend weekly ballet and singing.
7. CHARRED hulks of vehicles beside the highway on the approaches to Maan, 130 miles through the desert south from Amman, remain as mute but eloquent reminders of
8. We started from the Linn O'Dee and took 7.5 hours to walk the mountains to Coylumbridge, said Murray.
9. his passing ability by picking out Dean Saunders with a ball threaded 25 yards through the United defence.
10. Perhaps the rigours of travelling 25,000 miles through Central Asia had blinded our buyer to its true value.
11. base of Vitez, but soldiers from the mountain stronghold travelled 30 miles through the county, now goes through the centre of the new club house for the
12. The Oxfordshire Way, which stretches 30 miles through the varied scenery of north-east Norfolk, from Cromer to Great Yarmouth.
13. Then at the third came one of his astonishing feats: he drove the ball 330 yards, through spectators crossing the fairway 30 yards from the green, before
14. It's position means cases must be carried 400 yards through the pedestrianised area, but the hotel is popular with families and
15. Hatton Locks on the Grand Union Canal where the 21 locks rise over 45 metres through the Warwickshire countryside.
16. The Weavers' Way runs for 56 miles through the varied scenery of north-east Norfolk, from Cromer to Great Yarmouth.
17. Standard gauge steam railway running over 7 miles through the Nene Park, between Wansford and Peterborough via Yarwell Mill and
18. the equipment for the first time, each man would have to walk more than 800 yards through the disused roadways while wearing it.
19. of pollution caused by a volatile organic compound that had migrated a kilometre through the Chalk aquifer from the site of the original spillage.
20. open house and were taken on a guided tour route which stretched over a mile through the L1.85 billion development.
21. through Redwick and take first left B4064, signposted Severn Beach half a mile; through first set of temporary traffic lights plant crossing, then sharp right at
22. to Boswell, Between twelve and one we set out, and travelled eleven miles, through a wild country, till we came to a house in Glenmorison the modern
23. Sir John, Athelstan persisted, it's not far — a few metres through Aldgate and down the Mile End Road.
24. A few yards through the gloom I could make out the shape of a hedge and what appeared to be
25. I would drive a few yards through the gate marked private and instantly be set upon by men wielding
26. to distract you with windsurfing, SCUBA diving and sailing just a few yards through the palm trees.
27. This walk is leisurely paced and covers between three and five miles through the stunning countryside of Wensleydale.
28. When rescuers found her, Cherry had struggled four miles through some of the finest scenery in the British Isles with the freedom of
29. few weeks we'd dismantle the rig and transport it in sections a few hundred miles through swamps and desert and forest.
The River Wye Raft Race… a gruelling hundred miles through Herefordshire to Wales… was won in record time over the Bank.

To avoid them I should either have had to go several hundred yards through dense undergrowth, or make a wide detour round and above them; the snow blizzards without seeing a single house on the horizon.

Even on the main routes over the mountains, we have travelled many miles through the soil in search of water and food, which they absorb through their space around the distant hub of the sun.

And Mars travelled a million miles through Dane Valley and then you come to point of the station, a quick turn open country, reaching the villages by means of side-roads.

Hazlitt, the nineteen-year-old son of the minister at Wem, had walked ten miles through the winter mud to hear the preaching of the now-celebrated poet and

through undulating fields to the Welland, we pass in a walk of nine or thirty miles through a landscape modelled in five different centuries, and this in a part of green Lothian, by Halies and Haddington and Musselburgh, for

Thereafter it was just a case of hard riding the thirty miles through rural scenery and past well-maintained stations, with all the right Stornoway and then south to the centre of the island.

Darlington Memorial Hospital will present an illustrated talk Five Thousand Miles Through China on Wednesday.

The ride is a very pleasant one of about twenty miles through whiskified Speyside.

And Mars travelled a million miles through space around the distant hub of the sun.

Yesterday evening we walked two miles through the snow to a very secluded little inn, which was a charming place the city, lined with splendid palaces dating from the 14th century.

It loops for two miles through the snow to a very secluded little inn, which was a charming place

home before the windscreen-wipers packed up and then trudged the last two miles through blinding snow, with the child tucked into his overcoat, her cold face

---

<CRD>|a|an|few|many|several|some kilomet*|metre*|meter*|mile*|yard* to
---
1. be remembered for the shot he played out of a bunker on the 18th in 1988 -150 yards to the pin. AJJ
2. 2.8, focal length 32mm and the range of focusing is from a minimum of 0.6 metre to infinity. CA1
3. Excavation in 1973 1 km 0.6 milesto the south revealed further stone buildings fronting Ermine Street, though H7Y
4. From Black Sail Hut climb 0.75 milesto the top of the pass southwards after which it is named. CHK
5. From Moscow, the caravan travelled slowly eastwards for almost 1,000 miles to the Middle Gap of the Ural mountain chain, across seemingly endless BM6 plains
6. than 1,000 cups and prizes as an amateur, setting records ranging from 1,000 miles to 12 miles. GT7
7. 1,200 miles to Minneapolis. CK4
8. 100 yds. 50 yds later, turn sharp right through gate to leave WHW, and follow 1/2 mile to T-junction. A65
9. Turn left on this and follow for 1/2 mile to junction with main drive of Witley Court. A65
10. immediately by an even shriller one and Griffiths pacing out a generous 10 metres to silence the Welsh invective. A40
11. Apart from those in urban employment nobody had more than about 10 miles to travel for their off-farm jobs. ALC
12. University Hospital and in the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences, some 10 miles to the south. B2B
13. With the car radio blaring and the pickup following, they drove 10 miles to remote farmland near Disney World. CBE
14. The ships had some 10 miles to go; the MLSs had used their extra fuel and filled the spare tanks with CCS. CGS
15. The Aspe valley to the mass if of Néouvielle more than 100 kilometres to the east. CFK
16. It allows you to double 10BaseT segments by adding a length of at least 100 meters to an existing segment. FA2
17. The snow improved as the slope steepened and I made good time up the 100 metres to the ridge top and along to the summit. A6T
18. He finished second in the 100 metres to Canada's Ben Johnson, later disqualified after failing a drug test. AAN
19. It's only 100 metres to the bottom of icy Lake Ontario. AM0
20. They took all but eight crew members with them, 100 metres to the seashore to find a happy ending to a tragic life story. CLV
21. The wreckage of the plane lay about 100 metres to the seaward side of the runway, where it had broken in two just in front of the east, to the Greek border, some 100 miles to the west, and although in the east. A77
22. This is the main highway from Istanbul, which lies about 100 miles to the Turkish border, some 100 miles to Swift Current, at which point the storm had increased to such velocity that B11
23. The first leg of our journey was to Abri, a village on the river almost 100 miles to the south of Bahrain and the starboard undercarriage leg collapsed. CLV
24. The birds were often marched from there a distance of more than 100 milesto be sold at London markets and, as it was such a lengthy journey, their feet were damaged. C9F
25. There is a much appreciated personal escort for the 100 yards to the hotel, for the price of a handful of Marlboro. AAU
26. A distance of 100 yards to the nearest residence must be maintained, with greater distance in areas nearby. B2D
27. He walked 100 yards to nearby cottages in St Marys Lane at West Horndon, near Brentwood, K5M
28. The lengthened car bodies had reduced tyre-life from the normal 100,000 miles to 60,000 miles. B09
29. running off scratch, giving 15 metres start to top marker Baron Again and 11 metres to Lee Anns Tramp. C7J
30. Patrick Jonker and Denmark's Kim Marcussen as they entered the circuit with 11 miles to go. K4T
31. JOHN Greer has travelled 11,000 miles to find a happy ending to a tragic life story. K2E
32. morning found us on the ferry bound to the island of Santorini, around 112 kilometres to the north of Crete. BPF
He drives 12 miles to work and then has the usual round of home visits.

He left the family car in the garage and cycled 12 miles to a supermarket to save 50p on groceries.

Despite owning a D-reg Montego, he cycled 12 miles to a supermarket in nearby Carterton to save 50p on family groceries.

Western Europe is scaled at a useful 12 miles to the inch, while the remainder, including Poland, Romania, northern the start, hid the bike and set off.

Some voters will have to walk 20 kilometres 12 miles to vote, although the average hike will be less than half that.

Historic Arundel with its medieval castle much altered and restored is 12 miles to the east.

The mountain road used by the postbus also swings off to the left, running for 19km 12 miles to the rocky and romantic Isenthal from which the ascent to the ice-capped Uri FTU see him — from Greece to New York via Edinburgh, thence to Los

We had travelled over 12,000 miles to with Albert Rhys Williams, was the basic incentive for hitch-hiking about 12,000 miles to see him — from Greece to New York via Edinburgh, thence to Los
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The bus had been en route from Montreal to New York and was driven 125 miles to Cherbourg after 500 Breton fishermen occupied the quayside railhead at

protests yesterday by farmers and fishermen, a British ferry was diverted 125 miles to go!

Last year 11,000 people walked a total of 120,000 miles to raise cash and protest against the slaughter of whales.
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fire-fighting serviceperson who had been standing outside the school ran 150 metres to the RFFS vehicle parked by the control room.

The hut stands at 4157 metres, which still leaves nearly 1500 metres to climb.

Knutsford is situated some 16 miles to the south of Manchester.

Four students plan to cycle the 17,000 miles to Singapore next October.

short, is located in the rolling countryside of Tochigi prefecture some 170 kilometres to the north east of Tokyo.

Police are giving the Devon-born long-distance walker an escort for the last 170 miles to Tangier, which she hopes to reach by next Wednesday.

With 170 yards to go he selected an 8-iron for height and back-spin.

a hollow where a small stream enters a black cavity in a low cliff; a few go!

maximum travelling distance of pupils from Village would increase from 21 miles to 8 miles.

Queensland’s Daintree forest and undeveloped coast, to peter out some 2,000 kilometres to the south.

tears of disappointment as she first laid eyes on the child she had raced 2,000 miles to see.

A long way from anywhere — more than 2,000 miles to Perth, nearly 600 to Darwin — Kununurra has all the atmosphere of a rural communities already had a long tradition of Dissent, but just over 20 miles to the east the situation in Doncaster was very different.

The car had been stolen earlier in a raid in Freeland then driven over 20 miles to the isolated village of Milcombe near Banbury.
99. With just over 20 miles to go Curry led Boone by 1.10, but the less experienced Roe Valley rider was
100. Yet Switzerland is only 20 miles to the north and a three-hour car drive will take you to any one of five
101. establish a 10–0 lead.
102. free-kick was only half cleared and Osborn produced a superb finish from 20 yards to
103. maintain the Londoners' recent revival.
104. Mark Gamson after 58 minutes, and loose forward Tony Farrell went in from 20 yards to
105. CBG confirm their superiority.
106. in extra time, Ian Ferguson rifled home his fourth goal of the season from 20 yards to
107. Earth, in which a spaceship, returning from Venus, crashes into the Strasbourg.
108. take the ball from Chris Mattison, then flipped it inside for Potter to race 20 yards to
109. the left.
110. joined by Mark Lovatt Congleton CC, jumped his rival at the yellow flag with 200 metres to
111. go.
112. One of these was a 1957 black and white feature called 20,000,000 Miles to Earth, in which a spaceship, returning from Venus, crashes into the A6C
113. Irregular things may happen on the next stage, the 200 kilometres to Strasbourg. B35
114. to the top of a ridge, while the second aircraft creeps along a woodline 200 metres to
115. A77
116. The canoe of Edwards and Mangnall — 200 miles to the west of the Commander — found the only way to escape the playful CCS
117. She joined a refugee convoy travelling 200 miles to Split on the Adriatic coast. CH6
118. Working from a computer terminal in her home, some 200 miles to the north of the Library's Edinburgh headquarters, Mrs Graham. GXE
119. and National Park chiefs said that many beekeepers were travelling 200 miles to leave hives on the moors around Scarborough because of the fine quality of HBJ
120. undermine an existing business; for example, a car engine that does 200 miles to go Curry led Boone by 1.10, but the less experienced Roe Valley rider was
121. go. B22
122. We started off and although with only about 200 yards to Kidnap mum Kerry flies 2000 miles to
123. discover the torment goes on
124. He intends to push the record to over 9000 miles by walking another 2000 miles to the suburbs of Paris, need not be a triumphal procession. B35
125. Travelling 215 miles to Saturday's stage to Nanterre, another 210 kilometres to
126. HXD
127. go. BMF
In the autumn a Ghanaian came all the way from Dortmund, about 220 miles, to buy a Bride's Bible!

Thirsty though, around 23 miles to Pau on Monday, then 200 kilometres from Pau to Bordeaux the next day.

Passengers travelling 230 miles to Amsterdam fork out L136.

You'll get a slightly thirsty 24.5 miles to the gallon out of it in town, extending to 37.7 at a steady 57 mph.

It is 25 miles to the nearest district general hospital from some parts of the county and go, BRC were overhauled by Galway but the result is encouraging given the

Then snakes through the hot foothills from Spain into France, 230 kilometres to Pau on Monday, then 200 kilometres from Pau to Bordeaux the next day.

Passengers travelling 230 miles to Amsterdam fork out L136.

It is 25 miles to the nearest district general hospital from some parts of the county and go, BRC were overhauled by Galway but the result is encouraging given the

on 15 February, 1959, and was buried two days later in the town of Ita, 25 miles to the south.

Leading by half a length with just 250 metres to go, BRC were overhauled by Galway but the result is encouraging given the

my favourite team, he would say later — sleeps a few hours, then drives 250 miles to Toronto.

It was probably the only aircraft flying the 250 miles to the Georgian capital that day and it was going to be busy.

An eagle at the 16th, where Llewellyn hit a three-wood 250 yards to the beach.

and as the dinghy hadn't emerged after the ditching we had to swim about 250 yards to the gallow — and use the proceeds to offer rebates for cars above it.

At second roundabout turn right to Lowfield Heath and Charlwood. 250 yards to mini-roundabout turn left.

Now consider the next day of the haute montagne, the 254 kilometres to Sestriere.

Oxford with its splendid college buildings, theatres and museums is 30 miles to the west of Scotland, 25 were of potential commercial importance, or 260 yards to an Apis mellifera ligustica.

The stage and flytower will be extended — heightening the grid by 3.4 metres to 21 metres, and making the stage 3 metres deeper to 15.25 metres.

Follow the main road into Ambleside 3.5 miles to the Market Cross in the centre of town, which is not actually a cross but a mini-roundabout turn left.

Some 30 kilometres to the north by the D120, which inexplicably changes its number at the top of a Grantown-on-Spey to lift out.

Some walked the 31 miles to and from Market Harborough each working day.

Of the 120 fish types which live at depths of between 500 and 3,000 metres to the west of Scotland, 25 were of potential commercial importance, or 260 yards to an Apis mellifera ligustica.

In the west, it ran thus the width of the continent — 3,000 miles to the Atlantic Ocean.
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Tree Cottage/Willow Cottage Two delightful cottages, superbly situated only 30 yards to sea front, and 2 minutes walk to Rhos-on-Sea golf Club. Colour TV, automatic
the west of the Bypass/Railway crossing with a new road provided to connect
the west, would become extremely important.
the north, utterly cut off from us by the hurricanes which — according
a gallon of fuel.
secure unit
avoid radio interference.
an Apis mellifera mellifera, or 260 yards to an Apis mellifera ligustica.
find the fairway, invisible from the tee.
an Indian police post equipped with a radio transmitter.
Pelorus Bridge.
meet the Firth of Forth at Leith.
the summit.
score easily, and, as subsequent events were to prove, a decisive conversion
the nearest general hospital and that can be difficult particularly as you
the gallon that's 250 gallons.
the east of Calcutta, known as the Sandurbans.
the south-east, was reachable in five hours by a horseshoe valley route,
the north, forcing the closure of a key route used by aid convoys to reach
the ground, let down the back and have a barbecue.
go to Bishop Auckland General Hospital.
become involved, and his action prompted a mass confrontation.
take the gold medal in a world record time of 47.6 seconds 10 July 1924.
Jalo.
the west.
Captaining the side in the absence of the injured Robson, Bruce foolishly
ran 40 yards to become involved, and his action prompted a mass confrontation. AJA
around us, as the aircraft roared, bumped and bucketed towards our goal
some 400 miles to
Quarterback Stan Humphries threw for 275 yards, including 46 yards to
an Apis mellifera carnica, 330 yards to an Apis mellifera mellifera, or 260
of seven circuits per second means a distance from hive to food of about 400 yards to
an Apis mellifera carnica, 330 yards to an Apis mellifera mellifera, or 260
At a steady walk the regiment began to cover the 400 yards to
the wood.
as long as is manageable.
go, an area of high pressure will decide the finishing order.
go, an area of high pressure will decide the finishing order.
Nate Lewis to set up the winning fourth-quarter touchdown.
The North Down athlete produced 47.54 metres to improve her own record by half-a-metre.

Including Poland, Romania, northern Scandinavia and western USSR, is at 48 miles to Cheriton through the geologically difficult area of Castle Hill where special

In Kent the tunnels continue landward some 5 miles to the pretty village of Entlebuch through what is called the Entlebuch valley.

by numerous military finds within the Iron-Age hillfort of Ham Hill c. 8 km 5 miles to the south-west.

Railway was built, eventually linking St Petersburg and Moscow over 5,700 miles to Beijing in China, Tobolsk diminished in importance.

Turn left after 1/2 mile at crossroads and follow minor road 5/8 mile to the Colleges line where, although tackled, he popped up a pass to the city’s cathedral square in search of a new life.

Sao Paulo when he fled from a broken home and brawling stepfather, trudging 50 miles to the north of Charleston, between Georgetown and Southport, is Myrtle Beach.

Our original plan had been to film on Lake Karakul, 50 miles to the north-west.

increased the Falklands Interim Conservation and Management Zone FICZ by 50 miles to 200 miles.

They saw Cipollini, a winner five times this season, lead Abdoujaparov with 50 yards to go before veering across the road in a blatant attempt to block the approach.

what delight, therefore, on scanning the surrounding heath did I spot, barely 50 yards to take up a new position in front of the prince.

to switch positions — and the soldier carrying the wreath sprinted 50 yards to give approaching Soviet ships more time in which to react.

— formed into columns and set out for Madrid, some 500 kilometres to the south, in buses, in trucks and on foot.

the American naval quarantine line around Cuba should be reduced from 800 to 500 miles to go, the overall race leader, the Gloucestershire crewed Nuclear Electric,

With just around 500 miles to the best part of Brighton 100 yards from seafront and main shopping centre, 500 yards to Metropole Exhibition Hall and Brighton Conference Centre.

hooker Colin Maskell threw out a wild pass for full-back Alan Hunte to race 55 yards to Edinburgh for expert help and is now all set to take his first faltering score on the left.

Cheltenham Spa, a fine Regency town, lies 6 miles to the south and is enjoyable for its shops, architecture and nearby racecourse.

But he has travelled 5000 miles to make a detour to visit a community which exemplifies some splendid large-scale,

But on the way an opportunity arises after about 10km 6 miles to the north of the New Zealand ketch, whose skipper Grant Dalton was going even work.

can match the efforts of the Japanese motor industry entry which achieved 6,142 miles to the American naval quarantine line around Cuba should be reduced from 800 to 500 miles to the gallon.

From Inchnadamph you take the A837 for 6.5 miles to Tunmore a single house.

She is still on a latitude 60 miles to the north of the New Zealand ketch, whose skipper Grant Dalton was going even work.

posts, such as bankers and civil servants, could travel up to 50 or 60 miles to the south-west.
He has just walked 60 miles to get here. His mother Halima, 30, tells how they walked 60 miles to reach the town, and Margaret on the way, and we saw them again at the next stop, Motueka, 60 miles to the north. India presently has two reprocessing plants: in Bombay, and at Tarapur, some 60 miles to the north. While the UN negotiators bargained, fierce fighting raged in Sarajevo, 60 miles to the south-west of the stalled convoy. The travellers did move, but only about 60 yards to an adjacent site that'll at least allow tomorrow's livestock market to go unopposed.
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The Nile has two mouths, one at Rashid and the other some 90 miles to the east at Damyat; just below Cairo the river bifurcates for its last run to achieve his marksmanship standard.

Ben Hope's impressive 3040 feet has become a meagre 927 metres to satisfy Brussels and Luxembourg, who couldn't care less.

A gloomy, whale-ribbed corridor led after half a kilometre to a moist cloacal side-passage aglow with lichen where ventilator gargoyles the north of Lilliput.

The island of Blefuscu is only about a kilometre to the river to go and get the water and then carry it back again er with the river going to FEM.

The cocked fist in a reverse punch travels just over a metre to its target.

Two shots into the snow a metre to the right of his legs, tiny puffs in the snow.

Tony Clark struck the front on Free At Last with a quarter of a mile to cover, and his mount held off Qui Danzig by a neck.

Our position is too exposed, so we have to back off and try again half a mile to go.

The church, a mile to go.

The stands and started to make their way along the back stretch, and with half a mile to go the field was tightly bunched.

And for something erm about half a kilometre to go something went wrong.

The road seemed an impossible distance.

The driver was treated for shock.

A car park in Whitehorse Lane, South Norwood, near Sainsbury's supermarket, and the east of the Hall, contains myriad ancient brasses and memorials to the west, so that you get this big wedge which is built up of, of gravel.

With about half a mile to go Elliott decided that it was time to make a move, and in a matter of a few

run the King's colt Anmer was struggling to stay with the pace and started to go.

and still had the lead as they made the long right-hand turn with just under a mile to go.

The right of his legs, tiny puffs in the snow.

It was half a mile to go.

Several hours later he drove her half a mile to the north of the town.

Then he swam half a mile to shore against a strong current.

on an extensive scale in Lewis — many a time as a youngster I ran a mile to see his fleet of yellow Fords — he failed to see that the advent of the

and still had the lead as they made the long right-hand turn with just under a mile to go.

the stands and started to make their way along the back stretch, and with half a mile to go the field was tightly bunched.

A mile to the road seemed an impossible distance.

the driver was treated for shock.

a car park in Whitehorse Lane, South Norwood, near Sainsbury's supermarket, and the east of the Hall, contains myriad ancient brasses and memorials to the west, so that you get this big wedge which is built up of, of gravel.

With about half a mile to go Elliott decided that it was time to make a move, and in a matter of a few

run the King's colt Anmer was struggling to stay with the pace and started to go.

and still had the lead as they made the long right-hand turn with just under a mile to go.

The right of his legs, tiny puffs in the snow.

It was half a mile to go.

Several hours later he drove her half a mile to the north of the town.

Then he swam half a mile to shore against a strong current.

on an extensive scale in Lewis — many a time as a youngster I ran a mile to see his fleet of yellow Fords — he failed to see that the advent of the

and still had the lead as they made the long right-hand turn with just under a mile to go.

The right of his legs, tiny puffs in the snow.

It was half a mile to go.

Several hours later he drove her half a mile to the north of the town.

Then he swam half a mile to shore against a strong current.

on an extensive scale in Lewis — many a time as a youngster I ran a mile to see his fleet of yellow Fords — he failed to see that the advent of the
descending into the depths where passages extend southwards for a third of a mile to a depth measured as 467 feet. ASU

on the moor above, Little Douk pot, and then meanders in darkness for half a mile to its entrance at Middle Washfold, due south over the wall in the next allotment ASU

suggested on the map, starting along the path to Selside but turning off after a mile to aim due north for the far end of the Allotment wall. ASU

Some remains of the plant are on the eastern outskirts of the village, while a mile to the north, off the A386, the National Trust preserves the former engine house B0A

A more suitable site was found at Victory Place, Locksfields — half a mile to the east of the Elephant & Castle Fig 2. B0M

We used to take a basket and trudge over a mile to a huge horse chestnut tree that grew just past Petersfinger on the Southampton B22

boatyards and if you moor up near a town you will usually find yourself half a mile to a mile from the town centre. BPF

at York since roman times when horses were matched against each other about a mile to the north of the city. BPJ

Marty's Cottage glistened like marbles in the afternoon sun and less than half a mile to the north, set back among the Californian pines which fringed that part of the village. C8T

One rather unusual feature is the Whin Common, which lies about half a mile to the Hall and stables. C93

and are quite happy to put up with extraneous noises that others would run a mile to avoid. C9K

We are to walk the quarter of a mile to the Commons and then back again for some final remarks. CAF

apart, that rocks had thundered down the cliff face opposite my house, that a mile to the north at the precise moment that we were walking through Jim's house CAJ

She set off to walk a mile to the mountain cable car on Wednesday. CBE

on the island's south shore, to clear a known defence point and villages a mile to a mile and a half from the town of South Vaagsø, and then move in support CCS

struck her German colours and hoisted her battle ensign: she had about a mile to go. CCS

on her return from several hours cleaning, sometimes having to walk at least a mile to her regular place of work. CDC

The path continues for around a mile to the Bloody Bush pillar — named after a dispute over where exactly the path to the first stile on the left. CHH

Follow the road for a third of a mile to the south-east of the summit another path leads down to Ennerdale along the main Enniskillen to Belleek road. CMD

A mile to get a perfect full-length view of Loch Leven. CHK

For a short stroll, the path to Loch Eilde Mor can be climbed for a mile to the main Enniskillen to Belleek road. CJH

Continue along the minor road for a mile to rejoin the main coast road, the A46 which has wonderful views across the lough. CMD

From the viaduct follow the road south for half a mile to enter the forest. CME

Turn left off the main path after around three quarters of a mile to the roundabout, continue for 200yds and go over the stile on the right. CME

Turn right and follow the road for a third of a mile to run, he reduced power and rolled the plane to the left, counteracting the drag CML
popped up in April 1967 by Mr. J. A. Hadman from the surface of a field half a mile to
at his mother's knee, and all the while, as he prayed, he was aware that
under a mile to
grass first of all, but then across the stone-strewn floor; it is just about a mile to
break in the line being caused by the growth of the Saxon town of Bicester, a mile to
It was half a mile to
A mile to
will be off-site and it may be necessary to provide a storm water sewer of
over a mile to
by local walkers dragging the canoes, made its way over common land for
half a mile to
Paddlers are then faced with the choice of going upstream for a mile to
They had half a mile to
I had about a mile to
So, they've hired you for thirty pence a mile to
We would ride about a mile to
Most of them are not able to manage the walk of over a mile to
The walk of over a mile to
herself out of the side door of Aunt Jane's bungalow and walked the quarter
of a mile to
But I've never known him closer than a mile to
Ken Burgess, sees the end in sight as he runs along The Mall with just over a mile to
Patrick Jonker, who escaped from the leading break of 13 riders with a mile to
The other boy ran about a mile to
I said some time ago that there was a mile to
Well you got nearly a mile to
He's got nearly a mile to
When Michael was 5 the family moved house, only half a mile, to
Otters' Bay and then westward over the headland for something less than
half a mile, to
Follow this road for 0.75 of a mile to
Survey of Great Britain changed its standard scale from 1: 63360 one inch
to a mile to
I shelter his top in winter; he gains from half a yard to
the north-east of Oundle, Northants., on the east side of the River Nene Nat.
the west lay Gribbin Head, where murder had been done eleven months before:
the furthest rock face.
the north, in place of the now-vanished Romano-British town of Alchester.
the bottom of the cliff.
the west of Loch Gorm the road to Gruinart cuts through a settlement at An
achieve an outfall acceptable to the water authority.
a car.
Broomhill Bridge or downstream 3 miles to Grantown-on-Spey to lift out.
run.
go, and it was the longest mile I have ever covered in my life.
do their roadwork for them.
the first field then we would draw the first field.
the A6 to catch the Lancaster- Preston bus
the nearest bus stop on the A6 can be very off-putting in bad weather.
the public call box.
a pick-up.
go and came in 12 seconds ahead in a time of 4 hours 40 minutes 45
seconds for
fetch help it's in the countryside.
go and we had to go half a mile each, and the Community went more than
its half
walk when he gets to the station.
walk?
a larger house nearer Magdalene College, Howfield beyond Castle Hill.
bring me in sight of the bay I had seen yesterday. Just inland from this,
the start of an old packhorse route leading to Harrop Tarn.
two feet in height every summer and will, ere long, I doubt not, repay my care.
327. Then she moved about a yard to her right and laid another one at the edge of the roof with the yellow head BNU
328. He opened a yard to receive consignments of iron ore, which he had arranged through an agent in GTD
329. He knew when he felt like this that, given a yard to move in, no man on earth could stop him. GUD
330. out on either side of the alley 3, which presumably served further rooms and a yard to the rear. H7Y
331. The purpose is to provide a yardstick to measure how far any particular society has moved towards corporatism and HTF
332. he fell upon Aimar's routiers as they attacked the church of Gorre a dozen miles to the west of Limoges, believing him to be still somewhere beyond Poitiers. EFV
333. As we set out in the truck which was going to take us the eight miles to Oakington, I was conscious that for once I was really looking my absolute B3F
334. It failed because in 1219 the Bishop of Salisbury founded New Salisbury, eight miles to the north on a better site. FAG
335. Nothing passes during the eight miles to Dimatima. HH3
336. My aeroplane, which also comes from the States, only does eight miles to the gallon. K54
337. to its feet again with touchdown passes of nine yards to Brent Jones and eight yards to Amp Lee. CBG
338. I put on my running shoes and green army jeans and began jogging the eighteen miles to Reggane. AT3
339. But there were still almost eighteen miles to go. CEU
340. It does about eighteen miles to the gallon. K0D
341. the usurper could have summoned Dunbar to himself, not had to ride eighty miles to see him. CD8
342. It was eighty-five miles to Orange, a distance we hoped to cover in three days' marching. EE5
343. into a cycle and pedestrian walkway, and people with energy can walk the eleven miles to the coast. C93
344. along the slopes of the Salbakos range modern Baba Dag, barely a few kilometres to the east of the city. HSG
345. We'll then drive the last few metres to the Colombi. ARK
346. He gunned the engine when he only had a few metres to go, felt the Jeep claw at the hard ground and hurtle forward. G0L
347. third of the world population of mud volcanoes, which range in size from a few metres to several kilometres across the base. HB2
348. A few miles to the east of Cirencester is the pretty village of Ampney Crucis, the Ampney ANC
349. A few miles to the south east of New Mills, east of Hillesley, stands the lovely little ANC
350. her erring husband ride away on one of his visits to Mrs Charmond, and, a few miles to the west, Melbury Bubb is tucked beneath Bubb Down Hill, seemingly ANP
351. A refinery was built for the industry at Pumpheston, a few miles to the east, and opened in 1884. B0A
352. to be joined by the Tavy, flowing from Dartmoor to join her for the last few miles to the sea, while the luckless Torridge flows ever northward in vain pursuit of B0G
353. 1849 the women were moved to the manor house at Dalston, a few miles to the north, but the institution's functions were subsumed in those of other B0Y
354. During the previous day a major naval battle had ensued a few miles to the east, and had continued into the night — the Battle of Matapan; a CA8
355. Dropping the kids off at my mother-in-law's, I trudged the few miles to the hospital taking the short cut through the grounds to the usual ward. CA9
Over the last few miles to your overnight spot it’s often hard to think of much else except getting a

Across the marches, a few miles to the north-east of Willoughby is Markby.

Ovedale, another esquire of the body, was from Wickham, a few miles to the east, while Kelsale, a yeoman usher, was customer of Southampton.

they took Norham castle on the south bank of the Tweed, and pressed on a few miles to Flodden in Northumberland.

A few miles to the south-west of Beverley the Scots raised their standard on the beacon at the south-east; until the nineteenth century it was a land of open fields.

I would leave Tarbes and go instead to the splendid castle of Montaner, a few miles to the west, appeared to be drowning in desert.

Hertfordshire is certainly very different from that in Fig 7 only a few miles to the north-west — not quite Pyrenean I will admit, but near enough and the north which they said was the sea.

the tombs of Tuna-el-Gebel, the ancient necropolis of Hermopolis a few miles to Ealing were covered in a jerking crawl which took more than an hour, and from the nest site on a clear cold morning and seeing a line of grey-blue a few miles to the east, where our trackers maintained we should find the nyala more FA2

There was some light left as they motored the few miles to the north which they said was the sea.

The Towers.

The last few miles to the side and just ahead of the take-off point.

The last few miles to scatter the lime, tossing each shovelful on the wind for the white dust to

The last few miles to the fence.

The last few miles to the line.

The last few miles to the pump site.

The last few miles to the turnpike cottage.

The last few miles to I dropped the precious parcel.

The last few miles to the water.

The last few miles to the women’s dining majlis, which was, of course, in the house of Sheikha

The last few miles to take pride of place at the entrance to the exhibition, where she still is

The last few miles to the rear as the young man stared towards the enemy encampment.
who bullied the stupefied Pipkin to his feet and forced him to limp the few yards to the gravel spit. EWC
granary and down behind the dovecot, and then darted across the last few yards to the wall. EWH
I crept back the few yards to the way marked path and walked on down the track. F9H
she's put her arm round my waist, and we laugh at everything, and stop every few yards to kiss, and think, this is fantastic! G0F
of streams cross right-hand path to river where safe, and ascend a few yards to reach well-defined path which leads parallel to right-hand stream, following G2S
crocodile down man-made stairways protected by iron railings, stopping every few yards to bombard his audience with statistics or manipulate the complex lighting and GVP
excess of imagination, she let herself out into the street and covered the few yards to her car under the trees. GWG
With a prayer of thankfulness I rowed the few yards to her, made fast the dinghy to a cleat on her transom, and climbed on board. H0D
made manful efforts, but tended to trail, and he was half-carried the last few yards to the door. H8L
Practically sprinting the last few yards to the cottage, he pushed inside and dumped her belongings on the kitchen table. H9V
We've never done this before have we, love,Dan said, remembering after a few yards to change onto the correct side of the road. HDC
He punted the few yards to the shore. HH9
He ran a few yards to discover the raiders reversing a stolen grey Japanese jeep through the front K55
whispered, we'll advance slowly down through the forest, stopping every few yards to listen for the enemy, while at the same time using the trees for cover. K8T
such lazy car drivers who park directly beside bus stops rather than walk a few yards to a shop, should be prosecuted before a fatal accident results from their K97
day exploring the beaches, and the next day cycling up the coast fifteen kilometres to Pontevedra, another classic granite Galician town, before climbing BNV
Those are the folk you want to walk fifteen miles to your meeting,Byers said in a low voice. A0N
What — fifteen miles to Botley and fifteen miles back every week, just for you to join a Brownie B0B
but, he actually lodged in Rothbury well that was fifteen miles to go to the Esk, and would be delayed by the cattle. CD8
With only fifteen yards to go Crisp tightened as he felt Red Rum's presence but it was his dying AD7
average club golfer, who will buy anything if it is guaranteed to add fifteen yards to your drive. CS4
fifty kilometres to the north, the American oil company Texaco drilled its first B76
shady campus dotted with bushes of purple bougainvillaea in Panipat, fifty kilometres to the north of Delhi. H89
He easily rounded Eagles cover and cantered the fifty metres to score his first try in a month. CEP
moment it seemed as though everyone but d'Arquebus would career back the base of the tube. CJJ
Zen walked past it for another hundred and fifty metres to the separate entrance marked Societa Industriale Miletti di Perugia. HTT
Three miles south and fifty miles to the sea and... home? CA3
Vulcan and Petrosani, in the foothills of the Carpathians two hundred and fifty miles to
the north-west of Bucharest, had done the unimaginable in a communist day sessions when many teachers were prepared to travel distances of fifty miles to
is a compensation scheme and the laibon wishes me to drive one of his sons fifty miles to
He said, It's only fifty miles to
seemed to be concentrating on the edge of the wood about a hundred and fifty yards to
Fifty yards to
downriver and is best reached by walking back along the road for fifty yards to
They had only about one hundred and fifty yards to
head, just round the corner, outside toilets, we used to have to go about fifty yards to
She let him pass her, fifty yards to
And I had to walk about fifty yards to
likely to get up in the middle of the night to help take stolen cattle five kilometres to
So there were flags for five kilometres to
So there were flags for five kilometres to the left of the depot, and five kilometres to
I came storming through, caught him with about five metres to
This combination means tides could leap from a level of nearly five metres to
later, the cavalcade re-crossed the Salmon at Craig's Ferry some twenty five miles to
be compared with the horror of the post-war mining tragedy at Egremont, five miles to
Around five miles to
In the distance, five miles to
rested almost a day, it was not as painful, and I was able to manage the five miles to
bound to Larksoken headland, to the caravan, to that concrete mass five miles to
had also worked his wrists round to the front of his body, and had covered five miles to
Then he ran to his car and drove five miles to
Then the coffins, each carrying a single yellow rose, were driven five miles to
the unintiated, this means that from 1500 feet will get you around four to five miles to
I don't think you could walk the five miles to
No reason to suppose that people will come out five miles to
And when the time comes round to return to the office, it's just five miles to
Five yards to
of view, noticing the volatile ingredients for a riot are rapidly forming forty miles to
the east; the temptation to shout was wrong but she waited until he was at
get to the van because it was in an area that had been partly
the next relay team, thereby earning a little money and easing the
the left of the depot, and five kilometres to the right.
go and won in 10.23 seconds.
over six metres and flooding could occur.
the north.
the north, in which 104 miners died.
the north east of Ampney Crucis is one of the most picturesque and
camp in two hours.
the north which had power, apparently, to dominate his will as it did his
Quinn's four and a half.
alert police and park rangers.
the cemetery at Killcully.
play with depending on wind.
our cottage!
see a vet when they already have two good practices in their own town.
the M 5 motorway.
go.
go, and only one giant chocolate-chip cookie among the three hundred
of foreign spent nuclear fuel through the docks at Barrow-in-Furness, forty miles to the south of the site. AN9

The jeep force set off in the late afternoon of 26 July, with about forty miles to cover to the coastal plain. AR8

The waterway was called the New River, and it originally ran forty miles to Clerkenwell. B0A

Forty miles to the south, the Dragoon Lieutenant who had been kicked by his dying horse knew the last wolf in England had been killed some years before about forty miles to the south, near the Bay. CMP

Fifteen yards can be taken as a minimum, and forty yards to fifty yards as an average. B0P

So we'd got about forty yards to the cabin where he made a telephone call to acknowledge the bleeper. ECK

It was, they assessed, about forty-five miles to Gilsland by the way they would go. CD8

The last wolf in England was killed some years before about forty miles to the north-west of this discovery. HB2

At three o'clock he drove the four miles to Rose Brady's house. A6N

The current well is some four kilometres to the east of town, is a 270 acre leisure park with funfair, large marina and BNJ

instances they will even transport each cub, one at a time, for as much as four miles to give them greater protection. BNY

1819–1875, who lived for some years at Barnack Rectory, about four miles to the south-east of Stamford. CBB

shocked daughter Denise had to make his breakfast at home and rush it the four miles to the cottage at Athnamullock. CH2

At three o'clock he drove the four miles to the east, a good eight hundred feet above the lodge, and divided from AMU

The path continues for just over four miles to the summit of the pass; on level ground here a large car park has been CJ4

Beamish's replica engine ran unassisted the four miles to Polldubh, rising hardly at all in this distance but, after crossing the CJH

the road rises steadily from Applecross for four miles to the base camp at 4,000 metres. CKC

his binoculars and looked at the vertical column of smoke, now no more than four miles to the west of Dorchester on August 13, 1940. CLV

final climb up the Kusum Khola, hacking through thickets to cover the last four miles to the south of it is Laruns, a neat and pleasing little town with a real town FA2

in the crash of their Heinkel He 111 at a site near the Grimstone viaduct four miles to the north of Cambridge. G3E

Bielle is where you join the main valley road, and four miles to Wuthering Heights and arrived just as it was beginning to snow. GWH

dark before Detective-Inspector Doyle got back to his home in the village four miles to Wuthering Heights, he kept asking me questions about his new home, and the GWH

Yesterday afternoon was misty and bitterly cold, but I walked the four miles to As we rode the four miles to the south of the site.
His name was Mr Frankland, and he lived about four miles to the south of the Hall.

After the attack the woman walked four miles to a relative's home.

So that's eight miles, that's, so that's, this is about four miles to Ilkley, then there is a quiet stretch along the river towards Otley, Bad Schwarzenord, with Paderborn — another town with a
the inch, this one I should think.

The fastest part is the fourteen miles to Ilkley, then there is a quiet stretch along the river towards Otley,

It was just about a hundred kilometres to the finish line, Baccy's Maria Magdalena was losing by a length to

With three hundred metres to the valley floor.

This is about four miles to the inch, this one I should think.

The fastest part is the fourteen miles to Ilkley, then there is a quiet stretch along the river towards Otley,

go but the journey was to take twenty-four hours.

It was just about a hundred kilometres to the finish line, Baccy's Maria Magdalena was losing by a length to

Bad Schwarzenord, with Paderborn — another town with a

So that's eight miles, that's, so that's, this is about four miles to Ilkley, then there is a quiet stretch along the river towards Otley,

With three hundred metres to the valley floor.

This is about four miles to the inch, this one I should think.

The fastest part is the fourteen miles to Ilkley, then there is a quiet stretch along the river towards Otley,

go but the journey was to take twenty-four hours.

It was just about a hundred kilometres to the finish line, Baccy's Maria Magdalena was losing by a length to

Bad Schwarzenord, with Paderborn — another town with a

So that's eight miles, that's, so that's, this is about four miles to Ilkley, then there is a quiet stretch along the river towards Otley,
He followed in his own limousine — then drove the Panhard a few hundred yards to the finishing line.

He took his cue from her and they half ran and half walked the couple of hundred yards to the station, and she led and he followed.

About one hundred yards to the east lies the Smithsonian's second museum of Asian art, the Arthur.

Barak put the Peugeot into gear and drove the hundred yards to the courtyard.

ran from the town, called Théovard, by-passed Les Glycines five hundred yards to the north, and we dismounted rather than run the motor cycle over the high chain-link fence with a locked gate, and then on to another a high chain-link fence with a locked gate, and then on to another.

In mid-afternoon, he hove to, dropped anchor and took Mary the few hundred yards to the sports field, basking a little in their ceremonious passage — another oak which he had been looking at with some care.

in one hand and the violin in the other, she walked the two hundred yards to Chelmsford station and caught the 15.53 to London.

A hundred yards to the station.

A fourth managed to swim several hundred yards to shore to raise the alarm.

A fourth managed to swim several hundred yards to shore to raise the alarm.

Cannon have a range of no more than two hundred yards, to be effective.

Cannon have a range of no more than two hundred yards, to be effective.

In one of his own thoughts I was too tired to talk for most of the day: how many miles to go? how many miles have we covered? can I keep going?

Three, it means you've got three for every lane, it's a hundred yards to your stopping distance, to you come to a junction.

Three, it means you've got three for every lane, it's a hundred yards to your stopping distance, to you come to a junction.

three, it means you've got three for every lane, it's a hundred yards to your stopping distance, to you come to a junction.

the port of Agii Theodhori, at the western end of Vathianos Kambos, about 1 kilometre to the west of the better&rehy;known villaof Niru Khani.

There are many kilometres to the west of the church, the long frayed green velvet curtain of the

One hundred yards to the west of the church, the long frayed green velvet curtain of the.

a small price to pay for the convenience of having less than a couple of hundred yards to drag her.

a hundred yards to the west of the church, the long frayed green velvet curtain of the

A hundred yards to the west of the church, the long frayed green velvet curtain of the.

She smiled and waved, then took her grandfather's arm to walk the few hundred yards to the church.

thought for a second he could smell damp straw —… and carried many miles to a place they have never seen before and from which they can never return.

Children walk many miles to school.

Strange to these parts though you were born near here, for Wrath is not so many miles to the north.

Strange to these parts though you were born near here, for Wrath is not so many miles to the north.

of one's own thoughts I was too tired to talk for most of the day: how many miles to go? how many miles have we covered? can I keep going?

Five days and God knows how many miles to go.

Five days and God knows how many miles to go.

Five days and God knows how many miles to go.

 opens its new season with the stage premiere of Jennifer Johnston's How Many Miles to Babylon?

Although set in 1914, Jennifer Johnston's How Many Miles to Babylon? carries in it notes that still strike a chord today.

The Lyric Theatre continues its production of Jennifer Johnston's How Many Miles to Babylon?

The shopping facilities of Beverley are only nine miles to Hoveton.

At Aylesham the Way links up with the Bure Valley Walk which runs for nine miles to Hoveton.
Nine miles to the south, in the little village of Waterloo, the hugely fat Prussian Major CMP

The bike came in very handy then because it's about nine miles to Cotherstone, where we used to meet. G39

Montana brought the crowd to its feet again with touchdown passes of nine yards to Brent Jones and eight yards to Amp Lee. CBG

mature dignity of a Richard Oastler, whom she had followed on foot those ninety miles to York and back when they had been campaigning for the ten hour working day. H7P

the top hard seam was ninety yards lower down at the four hundred and ninety yards to the And the High Hazel used to have an inset. FY1

Of the building which is equal to a hundred and one metres to the nearest metre. FMJ

Each of the 40 walks selected, which range from one mile to eight miles long, are illustrated with a simple map and easy to follow step AMU

The efficiency, anaerobic threshold and anticipated running times for races from one mile to marathon. CFT

They want the flightpath moved one mile to the west. K3C

a footbridge over the River Elchaig to a well-blazed path leading up, in one mile, to the top of the Falls of Glomach, a very popular objective of walkers CJH

again you see Northampton lays be in the middle of those two, it's twenty one miles to Bedford one side and thirty miles to Stratford on Avon the other side. KDD

One grenade was not found and was lobbed over a wall from one yard to another, injuring 40 prisoners. CJR

You have seven miles to walk back to the hotel as you haven't got two cars. AS3

dee off these islands, though down further south, near Kermadec, it was seven miles to the bottom. CJD

Seven miles to the northeast lies Huddersfield, with its famous choral society, art CJK

From Saint-Jean-de-Luz it is only seven miles to the north of Stornoway on the Eye Peninsula, known locally as the Point H0C

I had only six or seven miles to go to get to Winter Marsh, and I didn't want to spend the whole day there. H0D

It was seven miles to the river Earn ford. HRC

Seven miles to the south are the Veterinary Field Station, University Farms and the Bush HTD

How I managed to pipe the intake seven-and-a-half miles to the Commando Camp at Achnacarry I shall never know. A61

British brigade, plus a flank guard of a tank company, had halted seventeen kilometres to the north-west of the brigade's current position, and that they A77

I was to travel the seventeen kilometres to Parma every day in a tram which was hauled by a steam engine. G3B

Two of them, disguised as Spanish workers, walked the seventeen kilometres to Parma where they caught a train to Milan, and were arrested on G3B

It was a town on the edge of his area, about seventeen miles to the north-west, less than half an hour's drive each way if he were G3E

After half an hour the bus started and moved us seventy metres, to the nearest plane, the one we could have walked to, with less effort A6T

rented the fastest car Hertz could offer, a BMW 73si, to take them the seventy miles to Lausanne. ECK
Seventy miles to Portsmouth, but the A3 was congested. He covered seventy yards to gain the partial cover of the shrubbery, flung himself amongst the south, perhaps controlled either by a splay thrust in the

above the subcrop of the thrust, the main growth fault appearing several kilometres to explore a new deposit, which could double the mine's reserves of

for planning permission to extend the underground workings by several kilometres to less than a metre can be picked up by tuning a radio into long or

Electromagnetic waves with lengths ranging from several kilometres to less than one micrometer, a scale using uniform divisions by size and from a meeting on a winter night.

Since sediment particles range in size from several metres to the east of its predecessor, on a promontory projecting into the Moray

he arrived home soaking wet and utterly stiff and weary after cycling several miles to a secluded country spot and assaulted for an hour.

Fort George or Fort St George, built at Ardersier in Inverness-shire, several miles to a few hundred yards, and they will be laid with the help of local

She was driven several miles to draw cash, pay in cheques or settle bills, it's worth thinking about

those keys, although she had been deaf to his insistence; he had come several miles to catch her at home and seize a chance to rifle her bag for them; if there

Enoch also had an apprentice, George Watson 20, who came from Enoch's own home village, a few miles to the east.

So I run several yards to be able to step on to a two-yard metal platform, straddle the barrier, and

Every hundred metres or so when we met the road zigzagging its six kilometres to the top we turned to the landscape: huge conical mountains with valleys

the ascent rate warning will flash if you exceed 13 metres/minute, and from six metres to the surface you should not exceed a very safe nine metres per minute.

d six miles to work could, in the case of the Hanslope men, walk two miles down the road to the east, and its vanguard would be before Berwick in a few hours.

The men from these last three places, instead of walking some six miles to the south, and its vanguard would be before Berwick in a few hours.

came back to inform that the English might had reached Cheswick, a mere six miles to Champney Crucis.

From Port Eynon the limestone cliffs extend for five or six miles to Worms Head.

In the morning, Joseph led his people sixteen miles to White Bird Creek, and into the war he had tried to hard to avoid.

dclined into cosy respectability as the new Holyhead road was diverted sixteen miles to the south.

an exam something like that and they're and they're saying to you A to B is sixty mile to the west. London.

suffered a crushing defeat and was digging in along the Alamein line, only sixty miles to the west of the Nile.

Erm If I've got sixty miles to do, and I do it at erm do it at sixty miles an hour, it takes me one hour.

The Trans-Siberian railway bypassed Tomsk some sixty miles to Liverpool and back on business, and was very tired.

He had travelled sixty miles to raise funds for the Worldwide Fund for Nature.

James completed over sixty miles to one inch, or twenty nine inches to one mile.

It was drawn to a scale of sixty yards to score.

Ninety seconds later he intercepted a Great Britain pass and ran sixty-five yards to run he needed to lose height at nearly three thousand feet a minute.

With sixty-seven miles to one of the novelist's turmoils in a vulgarly-appointed borrowed flat some miles to the north.
end of the afternoon Crane riding ahead as usual reported a smoke signal some miles to the west in the direction they were going.

by the new Loch Loyne reservoir, and was replaced by another constructed some miles to the east.

when the Ness ended at Stonyditch Point and not in its present position some miles to the south.

She finally heard that a dairyman some miles to the south needed a good milkmaid for the summer. Compaq has set UnixWare some milestones to meet over the coming months.

and some genuine fellow feeling for whoever it was inside the box some yards to the south. His left, the vicar turned to the coffin and said, in a Shakespearian

the Salzgitter Autobahn, heading for Nordhausen, some one hundred and ten kilometres to the south.

This could discourage people from driving ten miles to buy their groceries.

We were then taken by boat about ten miles to Bone where an armed Army escort awaited us for interrogation and we were

It is only ten miles to the English border, twenty from Carlisle.

of the town which has for so long lived in the shadow of Llangollen, ten miles to the east.

The signpost outside the post office told her that it was ten miles to Abbotsfield and twenty-five to Bristol.

Only ten miles to Abbotsfield.

Ten miles to the south, and still in France, the Emperor's heavy carriage waited at the a garage.

She was a bit heavy-handed and we kangaroo-hopped for ten miles to the wolds, whose now gentle eastern slopes were once the exposed chalk

it receded leaving the fertile marshlands stretching for more or less ten miles to the east of Reine, on the Seine.

Both men had shops in a village ten miles to the east.

She was a bit heavy-handed and we kangaroo-hopped for ten miles to Abbotsfield.

the Tujetschtal valley drops 3000ft through Alpine meadows to Disentis ten miles to the south.

The Tuetschental valley drops 3000ft through Alpine meadows to Disentis town, ten miles to Ely, and that's hardly a centre of riotous activity for.

Ten miles to Abbotsfield.

him into another dramatic new venture, the building of new docks at Barry, ten miles to the west of Cardiff, as a rival entrepôt for Rhondda coal.

When they arrived in Portimao, a bustling fishing port some ten miles to the west of Praia do Carvoeiro, the tables which sat in rows in front of the
go and he heard the driver of the Discovery accelerate away from the

Ten yards to the east.

I think if someone is showing you the rainforest and he doesn't stop every ten yards to show you something, then that's not a good guide.

From there they crawled the last ten yards to the edge of a rise and looked down into the valley.

A loud crash ten yards to the right made her start.

The thirteen kilometres to the forward holding area were covered in as many minutes.

From Bueu we reversed our tracks to Vigo, before cycling thirty kilometres to the west on the river Miño which forms the border with Portugal.

The nearest friendly land was Coll, thirty miles to Tui on the river Miño which forms the border with Portugal.

Here the young hired man, John, eighteen, having walked thirty miles to the south, reveling in Roman's wry, amusing conversation, mentally

were away, and, dressed in man's garb, she escaped on horseback, riding thirty miles to Flamstead, where she took refuge with Alfwen, a recluse.
in the middle of those two, it's twenty one miles to Bedford one side and thirty miles to Stratford on Avon the other side. KDD
all round him eased and he took advantage of the lull to belt the last thirty yards to the beach. ASV
its original destination outside the wire, was continued twenty or thirty yards to further cover. B0U
on my mountaineering achievements but, to our shame, we shirked the last thirty yards to the summit cairn in growing apprehension of an instant demise. CJH
It's only thirty-seven or thirty-eight miles to Stratford — and Lewis here once managed it in half an hour. HWM
It was thirty-seven kilometres to the depot. FP5
a valuable Who's Who, health notes, and a map with the scale of thirty-two miles to the inch. CDC
our ship was not badly damaged, but we had been driven over two thousand kilometres to the east. FPV
We've about two thousand kilometres to go. HTJ
But she, who had run fifteen thousand miles to find her freedom, she who had driven Jim out of the house rather than be shown around London by a fellow American, and a hick from the ABS
You wouldn't ride three thousand miles to see anyone, Jed said. C86
and in fear for his life in those troubled times, he crossed the two thousand miles to the east well clear of the main highways and the great railways. CML
They're two thousand miles to the east. CML
he didn't know was that the captives had already been moved over two thousand miles to the east. CML
Two thousand miles to the east of St Petersburg, the boxcar was part of a long train that had the Aru Islands were remote. FEP
the course of the journey — was that we were adding about a thousand miles to our route. FPN
you're not going to give me a hard time after I just travelled three thousand miles to see you, Donna said, her eyes crinkling as she gave Alex another bear GV8
Yet you were prepared to sail almost two thousand miles to the Greek islands with him. H7W
This makes me glad I flew three thousand miles to see it. HJH
employees have always been more willing than Europeans to move a few thousand miles to follow a job, or take a better one. HXA
Three young Africans have travelled six thousand miles to Swindon in the hope of realising their life's ambition. K1D
He expects the journey of three thousand miles to take up to a month. K1P
As it happened, the Germans had moved the balloons one thousand yards to the left. HRA
Three kilometre to the south of George Square. HA0
The second complex is at The King's Buildings about three kilometres to make the sight lines passable and give us reasonable presentational ADK
converted the kitchen into a production centre and extended the stage by three metres to work. Doubled up when you got so far down. FYE
I had to walk three miles to walk. FYE
bees love apple blossom and will range far and wide — up to three miles — to find it. A0G
summer holidays, and for lads to urinate in the street because they had three miles to walk home. A5Y
snapped in two and fell out of Mandarin's mouth, leaving Winter with over three miles to cover and no means of control, the reins dangling uselessly in his hands. AD7

On one occasion, when the Land Rover was only half a mile away, I had to go three miles to reach it. AT3

ago parents would have thought nothing of their children walking two or three miles to school in the morning and back again in the afternoon. AYK

On learning of this, Achym pursued his steward for three miles to Bury Down, where he did him to death at a place known as Slew Gate. B0G

the west, near the village of Austerlitz, ninety thousand Russian and fifty yards and all his boys were up there somewhere running out of fuel, B20 B3F

Three miles to the nearby sitchurch to warn the other Christians. C93

collect the mail and carry it back to the village, for which a charge of C93 any individual: a density of 10,000 per square mile gives him 280,000 CKK

One of the most interesting marshland villages is Alvingham, situated just three miles to the north-east of Louth. ECR

A scheme to continue the tramway for three miles to the stone quarries at Langton Matravers did not materialise. EEX

Pausanias did move, however, about three miles to the left into the territory of Plataia. G3C

There would be light for an hour yet, and I had only about three miles to go. H0D

when a number of habits are referred to, would may be used: I used to walk three miles to Jane Ashton’s place. H0Y

It was three miles to win by 70 metres, while Christine, who also runs for Newton Aycliffe AC, K4T

Michael broke away from a four-man leading group after three miles to Charmouth but it was up to four hours after they were due to arrive that a K5M

They intended to canoe the three miles to the left of me started exploding, and an earthquake line of stone chips KE2

So when they do finally get their car it goes about three miles to the meadow, and it, it really KCE go.

This is three miles to one inch, that one isn’t it? KE2

Then the sidewalk three yards to the left of me started exploding, and an earthquake line of stone chips GVL

line from paris to Bordeaux; Aubeterre in the valley of the Dronne, twelve kilometres to the east; then thirty kilometres north-eastward a little place A1B

twelve kilometres to the north is the embayed island of Dia, which had its own port; with CM9

twelve kilometres to the north-east of it is somewhere better: FA2

arduous and prolonged, twisting and turning upwards for more than twelve kilometres to the pass, almost a thousand metres high. HTT

The road, such as it was, had come to an end and the last twelve miles to our destination were strictly four-wheel drive through yard-deep mud, and FEP

Hobnail Express, as Sam Friend put it, Shanks’s pony: stay home or walk twelve miles to Ipswich and perhaps spend the night on Mother Greenfield’s pillow on the G09

out Abernethy and Forteviot, or before they could press on the further twelve miles to the east, was once populated but is now deserted. H0C

throughout the seven hours it took to cover the one hundred and twenty kilometres to Dunkeld. HRC

Johannsen was twenty metres to Leipzig, they had not passed another vehicle until they joined the G0L

conurbations, Bristol and Cardiff, lie respectively thirty-five and twenty miles to the north, the former directly in the path of the prevailing westerly AN9
The man had never seen it, although it lay only twenty miles to
the north. ASJ

It must be twenty miles to
land. ASV

by being merged with the Glamorgan College of Education at Barry, twenty miles to
the south in South Glamorgan, and was re-christened the Polytechnic of
break open his daughter's money box and borrow a few sovereigns before
he
go to Ramsgate. HP0

Sir Charles Knightley, one of the richest men in England, had to ride twenty miles to
the north, out in the southern North Sea, the installation manager's
his right and lay out among the stones of the Waste. BMX

They were clear of Customs by 14.30 with twenty miles to
your drive. CS4

One hundred and twenty miles to
two hours
KE2

Right, so if it goes say a hundred and twenty six miles or a hundred and twenty miles, to
the nearest ten miles, it goes a hundred and twenty miles in two hours
his right and lay out among the stones of the Waste. BMX

The dark object was some twenty yards to
me. CS4

There was more shouting, and about twenty yards to
my left a man ran noisily. HR7

There's only about twenty yards to
go, he told him. K8T

I watched him jog off, the head held high for the first twenty yards, to
promote oxygenation, then tucked in low as he measured out the rhythm of
the west at Mons. H0M

the real French thrust, fuelled by the Emperor's presence, attacked twenty-five miles to
the west at Mons. CMP

Yet twenty-five miles to
the south the French were already pushing the Prussian forces
Cambridge that can't be broken because there is nowhere to stop
an inch, it was possible that a deviation of two or three miles
an inch. AT3

Eighteen miles today, and tomorrow, the worst leg of all, twenty-six miles to
an inch. AT3

Since the scale was twenty-three miles to
an inch, the escarpment should be massive, he added. AT3

Furthermore, the best map I had for this region was twenty-two miles to
overtake one other rider. B35

With a scale of twenty-two miles to
the front line. KSM

It may take two kilometres to
go. ALL

in Zvornik that after a Serb offensive, in some places it's only two kilometres to
Key Canaka — get the President safe on board the patrol boat and
much-trodden path goes upstream for two miles to
go and that his faithful horse would trudge him home as he had done many
times for the latter, for the sun was near setting and I had still two miles to
the south. ANU

across the concrete and mud emplacements of the occupying Israeli
Thornton Force, there crossing open ground to Beezley Farm for the return
army two miles to
use up 200 calories. AYK

Two miles to
the north-west of this village near Redruth in the desolate former
Two miles to
the north of this village near Redruth in the desolate former
was no time for the latter, for the sun was near setting and I had still two miles to
go. BMY

cottage he seemed to remember that his aunt had told him that it lay about two miles to
the south. C8T

There were at least two miles to
the west in the village of Melton. C93

Less than two miles to
the north called Gausennae at what is now Great Casterton, which acted as
Two miles to
an

There were at least two miles to
the north of this village near Redruth in the desolate former
Two miles to
the north of this village near Redruth in the desolate former
was no time for the latter, for the sun was near setting and I had still two miles to
got to that. CKF

cottage he seemed to remember that his aunt had told him that it lay about two miles to
the north called Gausennae at what is now Great Casterton, which acted as
an

There were at least two miles to
the north of this village near Redruth in the desolate former
Two miles to
the north of this village near Redruth in the desolate former
was no time for the latter, for the sun was near setting and I had still two miles to
got to that. CKF
The area is known as The Chessels, a significant name, and a distance of two miles to
the north-east along the Fosse is another spread of material; there are thus
Two miles to
the south of Saint-Savin is another of the double barrelled towns in this
The two miles to
Casterbridge seemed a very long way to the woman, who was tired and ill.

Boswell's account says they rode two miles to
the shore to find a herring-boat which would take them out to Raasay.

By the second night I had to be scraped from the floor and dragged two miles to
the only shop in the vicinity to buy something which could pass as edible.
It now formed a terminus and for the final two miles to
Bishop's Castle the train had to reverse.

Whitaker was manoeuvring Carlisle to the far end of the train for the last two miles to
Bishop's Castle, Sam would be loading the luggage.

Two miles to
the south is the King's Buildings Science campus containing virtually all

Two miles to
Broughton Street.

With Werewolf driving the BMW, we covered the two miles to
the village of Broughton Street at Warp Factor Five.

in her sights from the start and burst past her on a downhill section after two miles to
win by a comfortable 15 seconds.

Bradbury Star won over distances ranging from two miles to
25 furlongs and acts on any going.

asked everyone they met, receiving estimates which varied from two-and-a-half miles to
seven.

1. He continued down the Namoi for 150 miles towards the Brigalow Scrubs — a distance of 400 miles from the coastline.

2. Beyond this spur the vineyards continue for another 2 kilometres towards Dizy.

3. To my surprise this man who could not swim a stroke had covered a quarter of a mile towards Malta, judging by the fluoresceine trail.

4. arguably the finest building stone in Britain, quarried over the down a few miles towards the sea.

5. aside from handing it back to Simon as he and Ben ran along a few yards towards her.

6. Out into the spooky snicket and down a few yards towards the churchyard.

7. deep into the warm salt water and paddled hard along the coast for four miles towards the entrance to the Tortugero Canal, an inland waterway running.

8. even the support of a fence to lean on, and made his way some two hundred yards towards the single light of the curator's open door.

9. He wanted to know how I knew that they were nine miles towards Mali and seemed to be bothered that I was only guessing.

10. that took part in the sponsored walk along the tracks to Mells Road, three miles towards Frome, were able to see the other two locos and the site of where the

11. they described how the figure of the youth was picked up and hurled twenty yards towards them, like a rag doll, first flying, then bouncing and rolling in a

12. towards

1. You must wait at that depth, within 0.5 metres , until a shallower depth or a new no-stop time is indicated.
2. Air sampling was also done within 1 metre of each patient during physiotherapy. 

3. from opening an employment agency anywhere in an area only within 1,000 metres radius of the previous employer's agency for a period of only 6 months. 

4. Lt Cdr George Wallace, told how a ground fired missile passed within 1,000 yards of the Sea Kings as they approached Srebrenica.

5. Smith, was orbiting above when a projectile from the ground exploded within 1,000 yards of the aircraft.

6. 17.2 shows that most shoppers at one particular supermarket live within 1.5 kilometres of the store.

7. Situated within 1/2 mile M6 Junction 6 and only 3 miles from City and International Convention Centre.

8. the 1960 FA Cup final, has offered £100,000 to any youngster born within 10 miles of Wigan parish church who wins the junior Wimbledon title in the next 10 years.

9. in the 1960 FA Cup final, has offered £100,000 to any youngster born within 10 miles of Wigan parish church who wins the junior Wimbledon title in the next 10 years.

10. Had Diana been within 10 miles of Windsor Castle on the day of the fire, they would have blamed her for the fire.

11. there are some 60,000 people living within 5 miles of the hotel, 600,000 within 10 miles and 1,700,000 within 15 miles.

12. Situated within 1/2 mile of City and International Convention Centre.

13. certificates confirmed this pattern, with three-quarters coming from within 10 miles of London were contacted about the convention and a delegation from the CLN.

14. is to run and jump on someone, and ruffle EVERYONES hair who comes within 10 yards of it.

15. abounds with bars, restaurants and nightclubs, most of which are found within 100 metres of the hotel.

16. which cover ordnance survey maps can be used to pinpoint a spot to within 100 metres, giving it a 6-figure number.

17. They have pushed south to within 100 miles of Baghdad, and talk optimistically of marching on the capital.

18. Crucially, it was within 100 miles of London of the owner, Pauline Flick, was willing to allow the BMT.

19. great demand — particularly for country houses with large gardens within 100 miles.

20. Mortgages available only within 100 miles of Northampton.

21. Of these, 600 need urgent fitting of gas control and most are within 100 yards of houses.

22. black lozenge-shaped object, thought to have been a balloon, had passed within 100 yards of the airliner at FL140 over Surrey.

23. use the same number as your standard fixed line, and will only operate within 100 yards of it.

24. men off the ML's deck, and on the next pass the small destroyer came within 100 yards, firing two of her three 105mm guns and her 20mm guns into the ML.

25. Within 12 miles of Northampton there's Silverstone Grand Prix Circuit, stock car racing.

26. village conveniently situated betwixt Banbury and Daventry, and within 12 miles of the M1 Motorway, with the New M40 Motorway presently being built.

27. of the M1 Motorway, with the New M40 Motorway presently being built.

28. some credit has to go to their keeper who was taking everything within 12–13 yards of his line.

29. hand-held satellite navigation systems told them their exact position to within 15 metres of the Molesworth base.
living within 5 miles of the hotel, 600,000 within 10 miles and 1,700,000 within 15 miles.

land, get planning permission and there is not another service station within 15 miles.

Within 15 miles you can visit numerous abbeys, castles, historic houses and craft centres.

Within 15 miles of Llanwenarth there are some thirty waymarked walks and within 3 miles of Plymouth.

Within 15 miles of either coast, to be arranged by mutual agreement, instead of the 
iito give 42 hours’ notice for permission for combat vessels to approach within 15 miles.

Within 15 miles of the harbour.

Within 15 miles of Llanwenarth there are some thirty waymarked walks and within 3 miles of Plymouth.

Within 15 miles of either coast, to be arranged by mutual agreement, instead of the

tie him down to sailing no more than three miles out to sea and to stay within 15 miles

of the harbour.

Within 15 miles you can visit numerous abbeys, castles, historic houses and craft centres.

Within 15 miles of Llanwenarth there are some thirty waymarked walks and within 3 miles of Plymouth.

Within 15 miles of either coast, to be arranged by mutual agreement, instead of the

tie him down to sailing no more than three miles out to sea and to stay within 15 miles

of the harbour.

Within 15 miles you can visit numerous abbeys, castles, historic houses and craft centres.

Within 15 miles of Llanwenarth there are some thirty waymarked walks and within 3 miles of Plymouth.

Within 15 miles of either coast, to be arranged by mutual agreement, instead of the

tie him down to sailing no more than three miles out to sea and to stay within 15 miles

of the harbour.
Sir Ranulph Fiennes was within 200 miles of the South Pole yesterday on the 50th day of a 2,200-mile trek for CBC.

carcharodon carchariasa protected species, making it illegal to hunt it within 200 miles of the South African coast.

Of their sample thought they could obtain their preferred type of job within 24 miles of home, but only 18 per cent were willing to travel this distance daily.

Home Counties Traffic Area, more than 1,800 square miles in extent, within 25 miles of Charing Cross.

Impact assessment will be required before a licensee may develop any find within 25 miles of the coast or in other sensitive areas further offshore.

Six of the total population of the European Community — live within 250 kilometres of the Rhur.

Of the sea and easy reach of shops and cafes.

If claiming a remarkable outright victory in a Group N production car on BM5.

Between the wrecks — five MLs were now blazing hulks — to within 250 yards of the Mole's batteries as Able Seaman Savage and his mate, AB F.A. CCS.

It is now on permanent display to the public in Cunninghame House, Irvine, within 3 miles of the site of the Tournament it commemorates.

Within 15 miles of Llanwenarth there are some thirty waymarked walks and within 3 miles of the mountains of Blorenge, Tyla and Sugarloaf can be approached.

Contact and Albertville's Paddy Branagh took up the pursuit, moving to within 30 metres of Rowan.

Of Khmer Rouge forces in Kompong Speu, where the mountains come within 30 miles west of the rebel headquarters at Torit.

More mortgages are probably lent from within 30 miles of this city centre than anywhere else in the country.

Of our boys are hopelessly blundering about in the desert, completely lost within 30 miles of the Kuwaiti frontier.

Who was accused of sacrilege at Abbéville in 1766, having passed within 30 yards of a procession in which a crucifix was being carried without removing its face.

The killings took place within 300 metres of a road leading to a UNITA confinement area.

A route through Dartford, Thurrock and Swanscombe, saying it would come within 300 yards of a Gravesend housing estate.

Directly from the hotel, and the ever popular South Down Way starts within 4 miles.

Concern was also focused on the fact that Ringaskiddy school was within 400 yards of the planned asbestos dump site.

The swans are one of three breeding pairs to have nested within 400 yards of each other on the river bank.

When the adventurers get within 48 yards of the arch in the distance, a dreadful obstacle springs up before them.

When the adventurers get within 48 yards of the arch, three Daemonettes appear and attack them.

Garages only count as part of the limit on house extensions if they are within 5 metres of the house, otherwise they are treated in the same way as other buildings.

In omnidirectional mode it bleeps when it receives any radar swap from within 5 miles of the hotel, 600,000 within 10 miles and 1,700,000 within 15 miles.
86. Dyke are all within 2 miles and there are over thirty waymarked walks within 5 miles of the Crown. CJK
87. Further Training Fees within 50 mile radiusDaily rate L5.50 HX8
88. The rebels, whose advance had brought them within 50 miles of the capital, Addis Ababa, were undecided whether to fight on. ABG
89. It has been found there that a high proportion of buyers actually live within 50 miles of the timeshare development and use it to relax completely for one week. CDF
90. and Peterborough with its cathedral and excellent shops, are both within 50 miles of the other, and allowing Argentinian warships and aircraft to come within 50 miles and 70 miles respectively of the Falklands without prior permission; CJK HKR
91. by mutual agreement, instead of the previous 48 hours’ notice to approach within 50 miles. HLB
92. The rebels, whose advance had brought them within 50 miles 80 km of the capital, Addis Ababa, were undecided whether to fight on. ABG
93. of the timeshare development and use it to relax completely for one week. CDF
94. one motor vehicle was involved and the reported site of the accident was within 50 yards of the centre of the junction. HPM
95. Benitses beach where jet-skiing is available, is also within 500 metres of the apartments. AM0
96. all Hong Kong is now formally aware that a typhoon may be forming within 500 miles. CJD
97. Mrs Theresa Briscoe, a widow with a farm within 500 yards of the mine told the Irish Times that since the mine opened she had lost CDD
98. Those who thought it would fall to pieces within 5000 miles were confounded, even if those who hoped it would sail the test with BM5
99. Leave the groove of Primevil as soon as possible and stay within 6 metres of it to reach a poor belay at the foot of a groove in the first tier of CG2
100. wide in the Ardennes Forest, 15 fresh German divisions advanced to within 6.5 kilometres of their target, Namur. EWG
101. When one of the firm’s 600 taxis passes within 600 metres, its receiver picks up the code, stores it in memory, and B7G
102. a Silkworm missile launched from an Iraqi shore battery in Kuwait passed within 600 yards of us. K55
103. Heathrow, Stansted, East Midlands, Birmingham and Luton airports are all within 65 miles of Northampton. BNJ
104. There are many fine walks such as the Cleveland Way, which passes within 7 miles and the Lyke Wake walk, starting at Osmotherly, some 15 miles away. CJK
105. is a desolate ice-bound location beyond the limits of human habitation, within 700 miles of the North Pole. BM6
106. hazard, but stood in the ditch to hit a 4-iron recovery through trees to within 75 yards of the green. KSJ
107. the Battle of Edgehill and the year of the Battle of Cropredy Bridge, both within 8 miles of Sulgrave. BNJ
108. warning, instead of the previous 25 days, of large military manoeuvres within 80 miles of the coasts of Argentina or of the Falklands Islands and other UK HLB
109. Most of Gould's collecting in Van Diemen's Land, however, was done within 80 miles of Hobart, on or around the Derwent River and the fertile Macquarie HRB
110. I can feel one of the women and an android within a kilometre of our position. HTY
111. Chopra sensed the two women were together and within a kilometre of the castle. HTY
112. I sense it is within a kilometre of the castle. HTY
113. On our side of the road, where the water is within a metre of the gravel edge, the phalaropes have come within spitting distance for A6T
114. There is a small wall beside the greenhouse which rises to within a metre of the top of the estate wall; that's my escape route. FP6
115. Once they have flowered, the plants die, first dispersing their seeds to within a metre of the gravel edge. HJM
our friends — good, sincere people, most of them — will not get within a mile of the real meaning of Christmas.

at Parkhead, as well as many of the shipyards, employed people who lived within a mile of the radio station and a quarter of a mile from the borough boundary, the

As the clubhouse and first link will be within a mile of the town, and splitting into groups the men headed off into the darkness or so of home like normal dogs, they turn into restless wanderers, of the viaduct the unlikely terrain yields the secrets of a score of caves

Sadler navigated the party to within a mile of the sea the bracken-covered hills of Exmoor, deeply intersected by

Ominously too, instead of staying within a mile of the town, and splitting into groups the men headed off into the darkness or so of home like normal dogs, they turn into restless wanderers, of the viaduct the unlikely terrain yields the secrets of a score of caves

This barren and featureless area offers no promise of adventure, yet within a mile of the viaduct the unlikely terrain yields the secrets of a score of caves

Within a mile of the sea the bracken-covered hills of Exmoor, deeply intersected by

In addition, every stone circle in England and Wales was found to be within a mile of one of the leading financial centres of the modern capitalist economy

Within a mile of the sea the bracken-covered hills of Exmoor, deeply intersected by

The population does not, unfortunately, all live within a mile of Whitehall; nor does it consist exclusively of Englishmen.

That brought him within a mile of two of Stoke St Gregory, down the steep incline and on to the Levels, of the team's hotel.

Overnight, the violence has spread to within a mile of my house.

features such as railways, rivers, canals, lakes, or disused airfields within a mile or two either side.

Between us we must have been to every bar within a mile radius of Times Square.

action of the water to form an impressive series of falls all of which are within a mile or so of Keld village.

that I might be overlooked when the bidding starts, I wouldn't want you within a mile of that sale room.

to avoid attracting attention, it struck me that the whole world changed within a mile of Radcliffe or I'll break every bone in his body.

No magician capable of such enchantments ever came within a mile of Morpork docks.

Even today, private landlords within a mile of this building would say that they are nervous of letting their

like love, blinds the eyes, otherwise red-cheeked Maude would never let him within a mile of her!

Spend the day as you wish — but don't go within a mile of Radcliffe or I'll break every bone in his body.

There are 6 agents within a mile of his shop on the Abingdon Road and another outlet would seriously

One thing is certain… no-one at Windsor Park will go within a mile of the match officials' kit-bags.

But although there is an ambulance station within a mile, a vehicle was sent out from Durham City, about 12 miles away.

enclave of Srebrenica and halted an offensive that brought their forces within a mile of its outskirts.

the Scottish Militant leader Tommy Sheridan, were banned from going within a mile of the factory.

Within a yard, the wheel had stuck and sunk six inches.

My first rod is used to cast to within a yard or two of a predetermined spot; a spot which I know from past experience is
146. Norman was master of his own destiny, hitting a fine recovery from sand to within a yard of the pin, with Faldo 12 feet behind the flag. CBG
147. They use the river banks as a guide and nearly always keep within a yard of them, so avoiding the main force of the river's current. F9F
148. She was not disappointed; if a firebell had gone off within a yard of his ear, he could not have appeared more shaken. HNJ
149. She'd been within a yard of me and not recognized me. HW8
150. The tide was lapping the harbour wall within a yard of his feet. HWP
151. was the eagle three at the 410-yard ninth, where Davies hit a wedge to within a yard of the hole. K2D
152. Among other findings, this produced five cases of young leukaemia within eight miles of the plant over the period 1979–84, where less than one would AN9
153. The Japanese were within eight miles of York is being unnecessarily restrictive. CCS
154. Erm I think the proposal for rewording this policy to within eight miles of the border at this point on 3 March. HVH
155. It rolled on to within eighty yards of the green, finishing on the left side of the fairway. HTJ
156. The motorway carried him to within fifteen miles of the City. HTJ
157. saw the boat heading back towards him, and at one stage she came to within fifteen yards of him. EWH
158. But I always thought it was illegal to park within fifteen yards of a corner anyway. H49
159. I start up the engine again and move on, staying within fifty metres of the shore, which is the usual feeding range of the local otters. CRJ
160. The thick cloud had crept to within fifty metres of where we were hidden. H7V
161. of 1918, a massive Germany attack was launched and their troops came within fifty miles of Paris before being halted. ALY
162. After every man, woman and beast within fifty miles was safely enclosed within the capital he ordered the lands about to CMC
163. His entire force of some eighty thousand men could be mobilized within fifty miles of his capital, Dessie, whereas Ras Tafari's forces were very H0A
164. provide lots of people with lots of fun, but there are two others within fifty miles of here so there's absolutely no need for another one, she continued, JY9
165. The Zodiac was within fifty yards of annihilation. AMU
166. support a protest against the erection of a 150ft BBC television mast within fifty yards of the house. AS1
167. Within fifty yards of the Youngs' home, across the road which led northward to the ASE
168. Within fifty yards of him, set along this line, stood his cottage, next door to The Two ASE
169. By such stealth, it can usually get within fifty yards of a solitary gazelle. F9F
170. When another vehicle approached to within fifty yards, both would turn their lights off, and pass each other in total FEP
171. We came to within fifty yards of that point. G13
172. pointed out that his van had been parked in the car-park all day within fifty yards of the Incident Room. HWP
173. and kite-flying to a height of sixty metres agl and forbids it within five kilometres of an aerodrome. CAU
174. Barbados, looking for the coral Acropora palmata, which can only live within five metres of sea level. AAG
175. The council wants BR to cut trees only within five metres of the track. AJD
176. He played a game in his head, trying to count the boulders that fell within five metres of her, she held on to the chair with both hands and ran straight at HTY
177. He played a game in his head, trying to count the boulders that fell within five metres of a city or corporation or the place where they had formerly ALK
178. As the creature moved within five metres of a few minutes' walk away, 20 per cent within two miles, ten per cent within five miles, and only 11 per cent further than five miles away although in Newham B0W
179. This was the Act of Confinement which forbade Dissenters from coming within five miles of Portrush and Portstewart, two very popular holiday resorts, are within five miles of the University. B3B
180. of Portrush and Portstewart, two very popular holiday resorts, are within five miles of the University — the night life in these towns is a good B3C
at an address outside the area, not disclosed in court, not to go within five miles of Great Totham, not to drive any motor vehicle and not to contact any

It had responsibility for two institutions within five miles of each other, both established for the same function and both less of each other.

Both patterns of behaviour occurred inside a single company, and within five miles of the villages, thereby preventing any other sources of work being

Butterley Company protecting the employer by agreeing to sell no land within five miles of the Menuras.

have estates high up in the Hunter just under the Liverpool Range and within five miles of Mount Idaho, before returning to gather sixty-three rifles from the there is an even greater choice — such as the Carribe Northumbria

of a very extensive area of the north, there being no larger town within forty miles of the Menuras.

Both patterns of behaviour occurred inside a single company, and within five miles of each other. EA8

The warriors pursued Perry to within four miles of each other, and I'm only about three, four months older than he C9L
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Within ten miles of the city centre and a and make a compensating increase in the nine
located within ten miles of York.

He's been bailed on condition he doesn't go within ten miles of Swindon.
weekly ritual for Jean, who's moved home eighteen times... and all within ten miles of where she lives now:

when I was six weeks old in a motor side car down from London to just within ten miles of Bury St Edmunds.
at people who passed them and tried not to flinch every time anyone went within ten yards of the Mitsubishi.

The rebels held their fire till the dragoons were within ten yards of them, then replied with a very sharp, popping kind of volley which
He'd be on you before you got within ten yards of him.
Within ten yards of the caravan — the albino at their shoulders — the door of him, he turned and raced through, flanked by three colleagues, to
With not a Thistle player between him and Murdoch or within ten yards of their estates, and their houses were turned into the offices

They were forbidden by law to return to within thirty kilometres of their estates, and their houses were turned into the offices;

Within thirty kilometres over 1.5 million.

But within ten miles there is a population of 50,000, within thirty miles one reason must be that it is the only staging halt within thirty miles;

He led them to within thirty yards of the unsuspecting deer, then motioned for Joseph to sit down on the target.

privates, Charlie Catell and Johnny Cooper, was driven by Holliman to within three miles of the target.
he has resided in the area or, in the case of a parish or community, within three miles of the area for a period of one year, or that he has occupied as owner
acquisition if all the shareholders had resided for more than one year within three miles of the land.
density of 35 per square mile gives less than 1,000 possible contacts within three miles to any individual: a density of 10,000 per square mile gives him

in the case of Irish nationals — if the persons concerned lived within three miles of the land in question.
70% of accidents to drink/drivers occur within three miles of the start of their journey.
Or maybe they just didn't have architects within three miles of the sea.
Tests on families living within three miles of the tanker wreck, at Sumburgh, were compared with the results of

for oil and gas off the Aberconwy coast should be barred from drilling within three miles of environmentally sensitive areas, a councillor said yesterday.

He was within three yards of Laidlaw when the Lieutenant shot him.
in his Crusade he conquered Cyprus and the city of Acre, advancing to within twelve miles of Jerusalem, but he fell out with other Christian princes on the

He led them to within twenty miles of the turn-off to Freiburg.
demands a true taste, or no taste at all, in which case every farm within twenty miles of Langdale Pikes should have a different landlord.
Vologsky took over control again, knowing that he must be within twenty miles of the outer warning ring around Alma-Ata.

It was a newish course, just south of Birmingham and within twenty miles of Crystal's head office.

farmer's son, she conceded, eager to court the only eligible female within twenty miles!
Suddenly, as Billy and Mary got within twenty yards of them, the water erupted. The girls screamed and cowered away as B3J
When he got within twenty yards of her, something spooked him and he gunned the hog, speeding past CH0
as swift as cheetah and have to get considerably closer, usually to within twenty yards of their target, if they are to have a reasonable chance of F9F
The old man must have moved very softly to get within twenty yards of him unheard, although the quiet afternoon was in fact a steady H86
Within twenty yards, he had forgotten the incident. H8T
Thus within twenty-five miles of the tape before a hail of bullets finally brought him down. K8T
Within twenty yards, he had forgotten the incident. H8T
The professor shall reside within the University i.e. within twenty-five miles of Carfax, the central point of Oxford for six months at least J2C
Thus within twenty-five miles of Madrid miserable plots exist side by side with ranch estates. FB7
The professor shall reside within the University i.e. within twenty-five miles of Carfax, the central point of Oxford for six months at least J2C
cent in the same street or only a few minutes' walk away, 20 per cent within two miles ten per cent within five miles, and only 11 per cent further than five B0W
No sludge shall be spread on land within two miles of any recognised village. B2D
From the M6 and the M2, the M62 leads to the M606, within two miles of the Museum. B3K
She does not provide dinner, but there are thirteen eating places within two miles ranging from pubs to classy restaurants. CJK
Every sheep within two miles of Downing Street. HAE
the Commons would be suspended indefinitely and no camera crew allowed within two miles of the M6/M56 motorways and 20 minutes from Manchester Airport, yet is HB0
As regards barytes there are two quarries in work, both being within two miles of Chirbury village. HHM
However, the ship turned back on March 11 after coming within two miles of Indonesian territorial waters. HLH
not be made while there were empty places in neighbouring county schools within two miles. K54
used up by fuel costs and this is made worse by the fact that I live within two miles of two competitor stores. K9A
50 yards from the touchline, it looked like Bull's goal well he was within two yards. A40